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ABSTRACT

Plays written betwcen the years 1660 and f90O have frequently
approached simply in terms of their lubricity,

their didacticism or

their histrionics.

like Robert D.

only recentty have critics

rfìÌra ñor¡al
^ññêñ+ nf I'nnl i el.r nrr-=

Hume

been

in

in the LAte Sevenfeenth-Cên1.ttrv

(L916) and John r,oftis in Sheridan and the Drama of Georgian Enqland

) attcmpted to discuss both the drarnatists and their plavs in

(1971

ln.rnner whicìl

will account for thcir distinc tive achievements. In tlre

¡rast, crj.tics lravc
¿rtld

a

Lr:c¿rtr-.d

thc plays ancl tl¡c playwrights as; separ¿ìte

clefj-nablc specj,mens of ei.thei: the Restoi:ation comedy of manners or

f ìro Oi Oht¿'onth-cnntrrrrr
LUU,,L,, uv¡¡uu!

-.--r tcars.
r^-.v..
dr,-rm.r vr
nf jr-LE.y
ni +,, ano

As the prescnt

study

attempts to show, each of the dramatists, by adopting and ardapting the
¡*vueÞ

'-^J^^

ur

urrc

+L^

^€

yast, makes a distinctive contribution to the growth
-^^!

-^ì-^^

-

-1 i

-'

i

and

development of the drama.

It is my contention that a study of what

Hume

cal-]s "emphases" wiII

lead to a cfearer understanding of the drama in general and the playwright
in particufal:.

These "emphases" r have chosen to call "modesr,'for they

al:e w¿ìys of J-inguistically cxpressing a dramartist's comic vision, on the

onc

h¿rlrcl

,

atlcì

of vj.cwinr¡ thc stage of thc world ancl t[e worÌd of the

stago, on tì'ic othcr:. Ìn the l¿rte seventeenth century, wit
verbar means of c],arifying

wiLty, finally,
the seff-

¿r

becomes the

worlil beset by ambì_guities, and to

be

is to be the social master, mocking others and concealing

The witty mode, as a comic "glass for the worÌd," insures
1

ii
t-lr¿rt- l-rot-lr ¡.rt:rl;,i l,.l aqc ¿rrrc.l soc j.a.l,

ural;l-cry co¡lccal tlle c1ua1, ancl of ten

double-dealing, nature of the human animal. In the eighteenth cenrury,
sentimenL becomes the verbal means of reveal-ing the feeling, inner setf.
And the sentimental

mode

¡ as a

"gf

lass for the wor1d, ', ref l_ects a

confidence in the moral order and in man himself, a creature of
undisguised and open-hearted inclinations.

what in a seventeenth-

century comedy woul-d signar dubiety becomes in an eighteenth-century
comedy a moral

certainty.

Therefore, this study traces the many modifications these two modes
undergo between the years 1660 and 1900. contrary to the prevaLent

crit-j.cal vicw,

wll.i

¡r <lj,r;LirlcL crrl-i

l-y, I lt,tvc'

cll woulcl

tr¡'l¡rroarr.:l-r

¡;hclwlr

c.rclr ¡rcriocl and each playririg¡t as

llow thc v¡it-ty

¿rncì

thc s;cntimcntaL

modes

nurtur.e a drama at oncc a product of the past and a modification ¡f the
modes

of the ¡rast. The study of a dramatistts use of the wittv and the

sentimental modes reads to a more comprehensive appreciation of the
drama and of his own distinctive

a comic "glass for the world.

"

achievement as ¿l pl-a) dright who hr:l-ds

INTRODUCTÏON

Plays written bctween the ycars 1660 and 1900 have frequentl-y

their didacticism or

approached simply in terms of their lubricity,

their histrionics.

been

only recently have critics fike Robert D. Hume, in

The Development of English Drama in the Late Seventeenth Century (1976)

in Sheridan and the

and John loftis,

Drama

of Georgian England (L977),

attempted to discuss both the dramatists and their plays in a
wlr.i,clr

manner

wil.l- account fotî l-hci.r ciis;ti¡rctivc acllicvcmc'ut. I¡r l-l'rc past,

criLj.c:'; havc trcatcd thc pj-ays and thc ¡rlaywrights as separate

definable specimens of either the Restoration
penJ-h-cpntrrrv
oiahjuç¡¡LuçrYrruss¡rL¡t
^r,,r.,

5LUUy

-r+^ñ^+^

dLLË¡ltPLÞ

sr=ntimental

d----^
-Idltld

+n
qhnw. cnmcflies trajì
L!quf
L-..-.',

^c Pr
-; !..
Ly
U!

comedy

^-¡
Glru

and

of manners or the

fears

.

fLfv¡¡qf
ional r/lv label-Ied
¡(

As the
nJ
L¡ru

IÐI.esent

"ReStg¡.atiOnt'

or "sentimental" are not always, and incontrovertibly. one or the other,
although the emphasis of the plays will- decidedJ-y differ.

^€ u¿a!ILy
^r -*ì f'
ur

t

For the sake

rr hrys
lrq
retained the conventional labels of "Restoration"

and

ttqêntimpnt¡l .'r l-rrrt mv trealment and discussion will attempt to define

thcsc labcÌs in tcrms of the pcriod wlrich they describe.
^lthouclh

most of tlie plays under consicleration include both wit

arrcl scnl- j,morìt-, cr j.L j.cs

ovcr Lhc years havc,' ncvcr sat-isf actorily

t-lrc r.1ucs;t-ion ¡,ror;cd by Gay in titc title

of his piecc,

answered

T'lte What D'Ye

Calt It (f7f5) - By the end of the seventeenth century, wlten Cibber
produced l-ove's Last Shift (1696), distinctions between types of plays

zô

had alreacly become bfurred.

Even Congreve's

fast Play, The Way of the

World (1700), considercd by many "manners" critics

to represent

Restoration comedy at its best, has latel-y been regarded as

a
l

"t.ransitional" comedy, one which includes both wit and sentiment.t

So,

by the time Gay rvrote his Traqi-Comi-Pastoral Farce in 1715, distinc-

tions between types had become confused indeed, and many eighteenthcentury playwrights, notably Goldsmith and Sheridan' soon came to
deplore the "bastard species" of drama which, l-ike Gay's burJ-esque,
would conform ne-ither to one desiqnation nor the other.
Morc rcccnl-ly, a¡; lloirc.rt llumc notcs -in a study cntitlccl "Golclsniith
¿rrrrl Sjllcr

j.dan arrcl l-lrc Su¡.r¡roscci lìcvolution of 'l,auglting' Against-

'Sentimental-' Comedy," designations like wit and sentiment cannot

describe "distinct entities,"

only "different emphases or polarities

possible in comedy."' Such "emphases" do not necessarily summaríze
n:rticrrler
urvurqr
yq!

cnmr.dw
evrr¡eut

Ral-hcr.

iher¡
ç¡rvJ

l-n qnmp nf

nnint
rv¿¡¡
?

attitudes and val-ues in a given play.-

l-hr= r-nmnlevil-ies

a

of

Mere1y to fabel comedies is

often to obscure much of what is traditional- and much of what is
originaÌ in a ptaywright.4 More damagingly, such categorization
frequently ignorcs a particular play's vis comica which, to generalize,
.i

s tlraL

s¡rir:

j.t of comcdy whicli in thc latc seventeenth century ridicules

fol l.y, irr l-lrr: t:.i tJlrLccllLlr ccnt-ur:y
v i.rtr¡ours; rr,:f:<¡rm, an<1

smi.

linc¡

Iy (lxJ)oscs tltc nccd for

j.n thc n j,nctccnLh ccntury mocks and chastizes

social wrongdoings.
Incleed, as early as 1915, Bernbaum, in his impressive study,
The Drama of Sensibility,

admits that to ignore the comic elements in

pl-ay usual-ty branded as "sentimental-" is to ignore a good portion of

a

tr

the play.-

I

rvoul-d add

that to ignore thc serious elements in a play

usually branded as "witty" is al-so to ignore an important part of the
Restoration plays introduce, in the character of the heroíne,

play.

gtowing instance of staunch virtue.

a

t{eroines like Harriet in Etherege's

The Man of Mode (1616) and Millamant in Congreve's The Way of the World

(1700) are wil-ling enough to tantalize the hero's appetites, but they

are equally unwilling to surrender their virtue to him. Similarly'
cightecnth-ccntury pl-ays include fiqures whose comic antics not only
'hinl-,
1inl-rt- t-l-ra
¡¡rY¡¡rrY¡rL

rri¡l¡gus ACtions Of the beneVOl-ent hero and herOine, bgt

also ar:ousc l¿ìuqhtcrllllìc Cot-tscj-ous

J-,c.:vc:rs

.Even though

a comì.c scrvant like

Tom

(1122) clocs noL scek to dcbauch lris mistress,

Dorimant would have done, Tom's l-ove scenes with Phillis,

states,

smack

in SteeLe's
¿ts

as Burt

of "skiIl-fulJ-y veiled" sexual references, and he woos her
e

in a manner which panders to her comic pretensions to grandeur-"
¡¡¡C!E!UIs,
'l.horpfnrc

"emphases"

i ! lÞi ^ *'^^-+^-+i
ltly
çUl¡LglrLIv¡l

ôn that
urrqu

I L

¡ qtrrdw
ruuuj
of what Hume cal-ls
q

wil-l l-ead to a clearer understanding of the drama in general

and the playwright in particular.

These "emphases" I have chosen to

call "modesr" for they are ways of linguisticatly

expressing a dramatist's

vision, on the orìe hand, and of judgi"ng the

animal, on the other.

human

'lllrrouqhout l-hc:;c ¡tci:i.ocìs, the world of the stagc remains, in
V,.rnbrurllr':; wclrrlr;,

"il (lìirÍ;s [or Lìlc Wo¡:.l.rj

R

t-.o

vjcw i,t.sc.l.f] in.""

"glõrss for the world," each mode reflects the human condition
social- milieu.

In Restoration comedy, like the

comedy

^s

a

¿rnd the

before it,

the

"glass for the world" reflects man's incorrigible nature, and the
dramatists ridicule

the

human

animal, vainly seeking certainty in

a

worlcì of sham. In contrast, in sentimental comedy, the "glass for the

a

4

world" mirrors man's perfectibl-e nature. The influence of virtue
reform a vice and reclaim the vicious.

can

dramatist does not

The

ridicule those who are nol- always exemplary in their moral or social
concluct. Rathcr, hc seeks to improve, by cxalnpl-c, and

1-o

inculcate

a

worthwhile moralThe language of the comedies expresses the playwright's view of

man. In Restoration comedy, wit mocks pretensions and follies at the
same

time as it cxposes the artifice

of the comic stage of the world.

Lj-ke Donne's "concc j-t, " wit ¡rcrccives a congr:uity in things apparcntly
cl:iss

j,nl

j

1ar,

;rtr<l

so Lhc favouriLe

ki.r-rcls

of cotn¡rarisons

made

by the wit

are j-n the form of similes, anafogies, parallels and contrasts. But
rvhen

playwrights like Etherege speak of wit, they also refer to the

kind of social- order it creates. The witty character, who so capabi-y
control-s language, also masters the social milieu-

I^lhile pricking the

¡rretensions of others, the witty character eschews malicious gossip
preserves at l-east the appearance of social genialÍty-

and

He conceal-s his

inner seJ-f, and thereby prevents others from mastering him. For this
rêâqôn

arc

,

fL¡¡uho wi'ttr¡

rcl.cc_¡atccl

:rjnrrrl L¡n<:ou:.;l

Ln l-lrc
rõtt^^l

to nrinor roles.

y

<t.i

fn¡rrq - and Othel. chafacters
nheracf or i s l-he nl ¡v I q
rvvev,
u

r;t.tt<iy i

trt¡ antì r j<licrrl i nq tlrc sr¡cial- anima.l

c¡lrl,t:cr-rLlr

¡:t¡:c'ifv

nôqsess' ¡q ì/rnrofound
vlvu¡¡u

eqlJqçr

self-revelation.

ut

+L^'r^È+LITVUVT¡
uJ

ovnrr-qç:i
v rr rtrr^"^
LUUUJ
sorrlrY no r¡i
e^¡rr

-

ccnLury, tlrc "scrìtjmcnt" is Lhc vcrbal means to

t-ha
anaÄng5g
Of the h¡man C¡.eat¡re.
er¡L
Yvvsr¡

IJvrrçro

rô\7ê¡lina

comic mode, l-ìlen, is a way of

Thc rv,i-ì-ty

frlr
,

fcelìno

!

TO be Sentimental
So- +¡.ìn addition
vv,

*he
Sentimental
Ll¡

iS tO

to its

Uttef AnCe iS a fOfm Of

Unlike wit, "sentimental" language becomes a

l-lro innor_

feplinrl

self
---L,

. t-ho
wij'
wrL
Llrs

qfrìr¡^^
rL!rvgÞ

-^
LU

-'-^-r
Yudlu

j!

ru,

means
but

of

the

5

Rhetorical as it may sometimes

sentimentalist eagerly revcafs it.

in its studied compilation of tropes and figuresf "sentimental"

be

Ianguage

clearly implies that every individuaf is ca¡rable of virtuous action
nf dn¡.nlv
uuelJrf

with

svmr¡âthizina

rlrilyu

v!

rliqfreSS.

"Prudential

maxims,"

and

solemnly

detivered by benevolent, feeJ-ing individual-s, exhort wrong-doers to
abide by the dictates of virtue.-

lcss influential

q

The witty cl-ìaracter now assumes

a

role in t.he ptay; hc becomes the target for the

"prudentiaL maxims.

"

While many l:cqard the clramas to bc wl-rat llazlitt calfed "homiÌies
ll-*
lo
bot-h thc
in c'l .iaì.oc¡uc"'" ancl thc sL.agc to be l¡ut a "MonasLarY, "

cìialogue and its homiletic content refl-ect a view of mankind different
from that of Restoration comedy. In Steele's view, the stage of the
1?

worlcl and the world of the stage "reciprocally imitate each other."*The

dramatist, therefore, must depict the "Virtues" and the "valuabl,e

parts of a Man" if the stage is to furnish suitable
These models serve as

l?

mode,l.s

of conduct--'

the play's and, by implication, society's moraf

touchstones. The sentimental mode' then, denotes more than

a

homil-etic fervour uttered in weighty aphorisms or heartfel-t diatribes.

It is a moral way of propotrnding virtuc, cxtolling benevolerìt
ilrcliltal-ions a¡rd rcvcalinq the
Notwittìstancl .irrg

conventions to
Tndped

,

qoodne

ss of the human creature

their dif f erences, tlrcse modes furnish comic

ahl. oonf lr-¡pnl-rrrr¡
u\rly
boF-h ni
ur\Jr¡Luu¡¡

anrì
n
i notoonth-¡nnl-rrrtt
usrrLurÌ
¡trrrLLsur¡Ll¡
orlu

tlre drnma of these periodsshows
s¡

e¿¡v

-

t4¡¡

nl ¡wwrr ahf q

Ì,¡c¡Ì

a remarkabl-e richness,

remarkable both for the modifications individual playwrights make to
'l-l-raea

mnÂac
'

:nrl
s¡'\.

study proposes to

for the playwric-¡hts' adoption of them. The following
o1 scuss

in detail- the changes these

modes undergo

o

betrveen

thc years 166O and 1900. It does not purport to be a survey

of theatrical history or theatricaf conditions, both of which have
Ì¡een wel-l- documented, most notably in The l,ondon Stage and Al-lardyce

Nicol-l's A History of English Drama. Rather, this study wil-I attempt to
demonstrate that the witty and the sentimental- modes are part of

a

thriving comic heritage in the periods under discussion and that,

as

such, thcy cnabl.c indjvidual playwrl-ghts to contrilruLe, i¡r their

own

wây, to ttlc dramatic Lradition.

A careful analysis of these dramatist-s

will correcL t-he ¡;rcdominant critical- view which ignores the importance
of these comic modes in playwrights l-ike Sireridan and Wilde.
Often compared to playwrights of the past, both Sheridan and Wilde
cânnôt

simolv

be rcc:rdcrl

of a ttmannerS" tfaditiOn.

as "royi1¡grs"

Nor

can they be dismissed as imitators who, unfortunately, allow sentj-mental
excrescences in Sheridan's case, and hackneyed mel-odramatic devices in

Ir'lilde's, to mar their dramas- Playwrights like Sheridan and wilde
m¡ro
rilvlL

¡nd

-irrql
JurL

l-h¡n
Lrrq¡r

mnd i f

ìmi l-ato
rrr¡r

.l-ho

nr¡nJ-ine
yrquLluu

vI fu¡ìro
rras{¡ç mndo.r nf tlro

nf
v!

f hoi

r- ,l^i

r

nrarlanoqqnrq

gþp1¡
rr¡LJ

do

r.lnn{auvyu

both sheridan and \,lilde

crcate a distinctive drama of their own, at once a continuation of
wlra[-. wr-.¡rl-

bcforc l-llcrn, and a contribution to wlrat was t-o follow.

following study will attempt to show how sucfì clramatists adopt

The

and

modify the modes of the past, and how their achievement is distinctive.
The character of the fop illustrates

the modifications playwrights

like Sheridan and Wilde make to the modes inherited from the past. In
Restoration comedy, the fop is the comic butt of the hero's wit, but in
sentimental comedy he is the object of virtuous scorn. Although in
pl-ays tike wycherley's The Plain Dealer (1671) and Sheridan's The School

for Scandal (1779) the cavil-ling fop is exposed and derided, in

'1

ê

i.rhtêêntlr-r:r.ntrrrv sr.nf imr,nl-a I comedv lre assumes some of the raketl; less
.rvurlUutjglvv¡llv\+J

reputable characteristics.

By mid-nineteenth century, the fop is

expected to reform and publ-icLy renounce his folly,

not of ridicule, but of pity.

or be the object,

In Wilde's plays, the fop has

become the

dandy, devoted to personat indulgence and affectation as well as to

acsthetic pursuits.

At l-east in the characLer of Lord Goring in

An IcleaI Ilusbarril (f895), hc l-ras also accluired the sagacit.y of

Lhe

ciglrt-ccnl-lr-ccrrl-ury lncntor and thc wit of Llrc sevcntecntìr-ccntury ral(e,

a combination of the witty and the sentimental

modes which

prominent in the works of the eighLeenth-century critics

is

so

of sentimental

drama.

fn sentimental drama, the good-natured actions of l-ovable
eccentrics, whose "l-ittl-e peculiarities" make them "objects of delight
14
15
and love"--, arousc "amiabJ-e, sentimental humour"--- In many
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century plays, the dramatist depicts the

plight of virtr:e in distress, and these "amiable originals," as lave
cal-ls them, are the benevole¡rt figures who seek to alleviate that.
rl i :;l-r'cs;s; (Ã¡ni al¡l

c IlrtntoriL;t, ¡r- vi.i.i ) . 'l'hci,r "s¡lccclt, writing, action,

or l-lrouglrL" cxci l-es "amuscment and laucJhl-er by its oddity" (MartÍn,
trirrmnìr
r! aurrryrr

love"

of wi1.w , L..
n

become

25ìt

LJ

.

Re.^ììsê nf thoir

t'sr,.'rnnathv and
onnd
n.r1-lrre¿¡e vqr v,
Yvvs

the "distinguishing aspects of humour" (p.

26)

- fn

many

ways, it is pathos rvhich creates this necessary sympathy, and distrcss

like rndiana's in steere's 'rhe conscious L,overs (r'722) soon becomes the
distinguishing characterj-stic of l-ater eighteenth- and nineteenthcenturv drama.
The critics

of such drama attempt to cornbine this kind of

ö

,'sentimentaf humour" with the witty perception characteristic of the

Restoration hero. In Golclsmith and Sheridan, these characteristics are

joined by

means

She Stoops

of the dual nature of such characters as l"lar}ø¡ in

to Conquer (1773) and Captain Absolute in The Rival-s (1775).

In them, socia]

acumen

is final-]y combined with

l:cnevolcnt hearì-. As two early critics
i,nt-rus;i.<trr

oI l:ccl,i rrcl ,

cotnmon

cornmon sense

of Vanbrugh argue:

and

a

"The

scnsic, anrl llttman compass,;ion do Is;ic] not

destroy comic effectiveness. An appeal to the emotions as well as to

the intellect of an audience is not destructive of the comic spirit."16
Throughout these periods, the plays often reflect the traditional

comic "discrepancy between the ideal and the actual, " between what is

desirable and what in fact exists (Martin, Triumph of wit, p' 4-5) '
In the seventeenth century, playwrights comically dramatize the
discrepancy between what one is and what one would be, "under

Voluntary Disguise."t'

a

In many eighteenth-century p1ays, this

discrepancy bet\,veen the ideal and the actual is.resofved by the play's
happy encling, whcre material- reward crowrìs the suffering and distress

oF l-lrc v,irtuour,; llcro

¿rncl

llcroil-lc; v,icc, otlcc so succcssful , finally

suffers inevitable defeat- In W,ilcie, Lhe discrepancy between the ideal
and the actual is comical-J-y resolved when l-ruth becomes illusion and
i l lrrcinn

l-rryl-h

In the nineteenth century, the playwright's treatment of incongruity
soon inclucles a social as well as a moral perspective- Benevolent

characters l-ike Sir Christopher in Jones'The Lierq (1897) speak both

of the moral implications and the social consequences of particular
actions. The characters of the cast-off mistress in the seventeentl1

9

this

century and of the "fall-en woman" in the nineteenth illustrate

fn the past, the cast-off mistress is a comic termagant,

gradual shift.

vainly trying to enthrall once again the reprobate hero. Both her
waspish tirades and her unrequited ardour make her a ridiculous figure,

the Larget of the ltero's, and oftcn the heroine's, wit.
"fallcn

wom¿rn"

But the

in a ninetecnth-centur:y 1llay cannot hope to evcr attain

the affections of n respectable fover. Oftcn, her only recourse is
A rigid morality in nineteenth-century

self-imposed exile.
rrrn¡¡ì¡loc

+t^r+
LllqL

1.ho ¡ÞTr-,;*+,'
L4IrlLy

world still-

demands

#'l.'n
wittv
wr LLJ
Ll¡s

hr.ro
rrç!v

SeekS.
reer\o,

hrlf
!uu

drama

thr,. qtnoe
çqYu

\
thg
Of

that a character cleverly conceal the inner self

beneath a mask of social respectability.

Otherwise, reputations are

noi-

merely soÍled, and therefore laughabte; they are lost irretrievubly,
and therefore damned. In Wilde, the dandy's witty epigrams mockingly
expose this hypocrisy, hidden by the mask of respectability,
derndy becomes

and the

the social- critic.

Incleed, throughout these pe::iods , Lhe plays focus on, ancl criti cíze

society.
mocks

Ànd the comic themes reftect this concern. Restoration comedy

tho shallowncss and artificlality

of a society bent on sensual

and the plays dramatize the comic discrepancy between

gratification,

the individual's mask and his face. Eighteenth-century
early nineteenth-century

comedy

comedy and

reject a world where innocence

and

virtue must withstand vice, and those who espouse society's fashionable
¡rooel nf
annpf i l-o ¡nd nlr=aqrrro ãre slrîrnâri lv di smissed in a final
qyrv
vr
'irrql- i ¡a
nf
v!I/vgurvJn¡oJ-i n

Flôwê\zêr.t !uit

r.rl¡aroì-rr¡ rrì rtrlg

iq r¡r¡Fvr
imnnrtant

rJ

show

iS feWafded and ViCe pUniShed.

j-o nofe that.
v¡¡svt

¡c Fhc drama becomes more

j-ntcrestecl i¡r soci.rl problems, the dramatists tend to view t,he town, in

,

lo

Booth's words/ as a "moral symbol," not so much of sullied virtue
reclaimed, but of innocence lost in a world of "moral squalor
IR

physical and mental sufferiñg.tr-"

Later,

even

IÂIì

ldê

,

and

hnl-h
in The
+¡¡
¡¡
e¡¡
pv

Picture of Dorian Gray (1891) and in A Woman of No Tmportance (1893),
comments
spr_rr1].

on the cl.ire social cond,itions which vanquish the

human

but also criticism of the

modes

lq

Not only social criticism,

themsel-ves soon becomes important, particuJ-arly in the eighteenth

century and then in the nineteenth century- Both the social mastery
and witty self-control- extolled in Restoration comedy, and the triumph

of virtue propouncled in sentimental comedy, are themselves further
sources of comedy to the eighteenth-century critics

Muse,'.20 These critics
"f a.l.se cìeì.icacy. "

of the "sentimentaf

laughingly expose both excessive good nature

In many plays, those who can easity f eign virtue

and

and

mouth virtuous maxims arc, for a time, socially successful. The comic

artj-ficc of tltc ¡tasL scrvcs an hypocrisy foundecl upon an excessive and a
false scntimenì-alism. Yet, neitl'ìer is wit exalted. The bantering
riposte has now become in many of these plays mere calumny, and scandal
and the fear of scanclal are two maior themes. In the nineteenth

century, the effects of gossip compel individual-s to safeguard their
reputations and preserve the appearance of respectability at aIl costs,
even at the cost of their ob/n personal happiness. What in Restoration
comedy would be

treated as a comic discovery of the inner self, subject

to the derision of the social coterie, becomes in a nineteenth-century
drama the ver:j.table social clemise of the offending individual and his
cx¡ru1.sion

altogcthcr f rom society.

'lþeref orc, iu l-[c clta¡)tors to follow, I atl-em¡:t to provide

a

critical- perspective of these periods ancl cf the chanqes.the ti.;o co¡ric
modes

uncìergo. The first

section, cnapters one to Four, discusses in

detail the rvitty mode and then examines the plays of important cramatists
who

rvrite primarily in the rvitty mode, The seconc section, chapters

Five to seven, discusses ín detail the sentimental mode and then
examines the plays of important eight.er,lh-".rrtury d.ramatists who write

primarily in the sentimental mode. Final-ly, the third section, Chapters
Eight to Eleven. explores Lhe modiflcations indivictual eiqitteenthcentury and nineteenth-century ptaywrights

ma]ce

to these

modes.

Chapter One, entitled "'A Gl-ass fo:l the Worldr: Restoratic¡n
and the lrritty Mode, " outlines the r..arious critical

the period anc the pl.ays , and then proceeds to
inna-ts^-+
+L^'--r
'
rlu!,urLd.rru
rrì.ema-ul-c

Comedv

interpretations of

e:<amj-ne

the period's

more

conCerns. ì,lany p]_aywrights, for example, dramatize

the comic machinations of the "counterfeits of the â9€," and the

pl_ays

explore those variou"s "things that shadoiv ancl conceal-" man's inner
)1

nature.-fn¡rrq

^f

This theme of artifice

particularly

concerns Etherege, the

--^ analvsis
^* - 1--h e-xtensive
^,,!^-^^i
'fivo" Unr¡
Here, an
-=¡ rt\.rn
of She l{ould If

ahâ',+-ôr

coulci (1668) and

constructing a

.The_Men_eå Mege

comecly

(1616)

sho\^/s

Etherege's skills

She

in

which, at the san.e tirne as it ridicules pretense,

a.-rtj-.-ice arrd l.ry:ocrisy, alsc s:'.qgesLs that sincr+rity a,:rJ -o1.rin-Ccaj.i¡ig
may

exist in a world of sham. But Etherege also comically d.ramatizes

human

frailty,

a concern r,vhich cancels any hint of possible adherence

to the sentimental mode. The ambiguous reso]utions to the plays
suggest that a modish "way of the rvorl-d" might v¡ell vitiate
.l-ove and

the power of

sinceritv

InlycherJ-ey, as

a "minister of justice," the title

of chapter Three,

L2

dramatizes t.he vice which, ín Etherege, hovers ominously in the background

In The Country l¡/ife (16'75) and The Plain Deal"er (1611), the plays under
discussion, wycherley pits sincerity against sham, virtue against vice,
love ac..¡ainst ap¡;etitc, tlic mcritorious individual aqainst a double<Jcali ng

socicl-y. Wyr:hcrlcy cloes cxtol

"¡:laì_r-r

dcaling , ,, but in

TIre

Country Wife t.he machinations of the "Machiavel" in Love qo undetected

in t.he end, and almost strip away irrecoverabl-y Alithea's reputation.
rn The Plain Dealer, too, the virtuous Fideria is first abused by

Manly

and then later sexually assaulted by vernish- The "justice" wycherJ.ey

extoÌs is his own vision of goodness, truth and honour. But t{ycherley
musL

arso "minister" that "justice" to the v¿orld of sham, whose ,'way" it

is to rape virtue and countenance vice.
Congreve, the focus of Chapter Four, entitled ,',Understood bv
(l(ttlt-t:¿ìr j.c-'l:'

worl<ì , "

: (i()rì(rrcvc'si l;'orìr

(lomccì

ic..r,

"

¡r.l.so cx¿rm-j-ncs

"thc way of

Lþc

but I'iis "glass f or thc world " ref ],ccts both thc ¡:ossibil j-ty,

and t-he exi.stcncc, of valuc.

The ol.d B¿rtchetour: (1693 ) comicaf lv

dramatizes tl-re famil-iar rove chase, but in The Doubl-e Dealer (1694)
Congreve analyzes vice in aII its perfidy.

Love for Love (1695)

explores yet further the themes of love and artifice;

onlv Valentine,s

sincerity and devotion final-ly insure that "the Masquerade is over."22
rn The l{ay of thg_I^JgI]q (1700), congreve's masterpiece, he combines
these various themes of appetite, vice and constant rove. Finarry, it

is precise]-y the point that the "contraries" explored in the earlier
plays are resolved t.hrough a wit softened by feeling-

sham, the

"rr¡ay

of the worl.d" Congrcve crj.ticizes, is subdued at last by love, the
"wrry

o

I l-llc

v'rol: l.cl

"

(.)otrgr:t-'vc

cnc]orscs;. Con(lrcvc 's uliquc blcncl of

Llle

13
uri
rrruefrf\/

ând thê sêntimentaÌ modes summarizes the past at the same time

as

it looks forward to the future.
t-lranl-nr 'l;'ìvr'. onl-i l-lnd "'^l I rcvolutions
l

¿

vU,

tîicrlrfor.nl-h-f'ontrrrr¡
ULç¡¡V

!TJ¡¡

various critical

f-nmarlr¡ anrì th4 SCntj.mcntal

rutì into cxtremesr
MOciC r

" OutIineS

:

the

interf¡retations of the period and the plays, and then

proceeds Lo cxamine the period's more important character types and

thematic concerns. Since for many of these playwrights the "world of

the stage" and the "stage of the world" mutually influence each other,
the plays seek to inculcate a "just morâI" and thereby effect
reformation of character and society.

The major theme

a

of such drama

is the efficacy of virtue; it alone receives a just reward, and iL
a1one triumphs. Tn sentimental comedy, the dramatists frequentJ-y
al-1-ernatc humorous and pathetic scenes in order to heighten, through

cont-rirst-,

t-lr.i,s

¿rbiding v;rÌuc of vj-rt-uc.

Just Mor.rI ' :
^
Cibber's ¿rnil Vanbrugh's Comedies," exploits the contrast between ¡:ast
C.i.l.rbc

r:, tll<: l,ocus o f. Cìtarlttcr Six, cntj.tlc-d "'

vice and present v-irtue. Indeed, Cibber's favorite theme is the
reclamation of vice, evidenced most strongly in Love's Last Shift
(1696) and The Lady's Last Stake (1708). In contrast, Vanbrugh in
The Refapse (1691) and The Provoked Wife (1709) dramatizes the frailty

of man, and his "g]-ass" reflects the "fol-lies of the â9êrttone of which
may

well be the expectation that reformations can be long lasting.23

i¡Ilril-e Vanbrugh's fragment, A Journey to London (I128) rcontinues to

rcfl-cct mall's fraj. I and rj-sibl.e nature, Cibber's adaptation of the
¡;l ;-ry, crìL.i. L.l,c(l 'l'lrc I)rovokcil Iius;bancl (I128)
')A

"1rctc-.l-j<;irJ,

ju:;Lj.cc""' whi.ch

wou,Lcì rcr.r¿rl.d

, sceks to sat-is fy

a

virtuc and tller:cby inculcaLc

a

L4

"

just moral. "-'/1
Th

j.s

dec j.clcc1ly

Scvcrr, cnti,t:ì.ccl

di.dactic

" ' Preacher

¿rim

SteeIc ref ines yet further.

of thc

Aqc

':

Stcc lc

Cltapter

's and Cumberl-and's

comr.dies." exámines Steelets efforts in his dramas to "Moralize the
)^
Stage."-" The Lying Lover (I704) severely rebukes behaviour which
FnrmorlIy \/ wâq
l;¡,.a1--l-'l n
wac
IqUYrr@f,s,

+l-'n nl
t,!sJ av f ri es to aChieVe what Steele

-,n-1 Lrls
4tlu

!U!ll¡Ul

Ca1lS

"a Jov too exguisite for Lauqhter" in his Preface to The Conscious
In The Tender Flusband (1705), Steele laughingly

Lovers (Plays, p.299).
mocks both

vanity

arnd

pretense, and the play sìrows his comic flair

at

its best. But his l-ater pl-ay, The Conscious Lovers (L723\, Lhreatens
indeed to change the theatre into a "Monastar!," as the writer in
The Freeholder's Journal., 28 November 1122, had compl-ained (25).

Steel.e's rel-iancc on provi<lential- discoveries and coincidence willbccome cli¿¡r:¿rc;tc.r:i.stic

of .l atcr cighteonth-ccntury and nineteenl-h-

ccrrl-ury comccly. So, lr,i.s -i-m¡:orL.anco l-ics both in his refinement of

sentimental comedy, and in his infl-uence on later dramatists, one of
whom

is Cumberland. Indeed, The West Indian (I77I), The Natural Son

(1785) and Fa]se Impressions (L791) repeat the dramatic fl-aws of
Cumberl-and's predecessors
manner

at the

same

time as they exempì-ify the

in which the wittv and the sentimental

modes

will later

be

combined. For the most part, the witty mode is subordinated in
/-r¡mharl¡nrlIq
UUIULI

nl¡r¡q
t,rulJ

l-n
uv

hìq
lrfr

môrê
lrrvlu

qarinlrq
eçlrvus,

Cumberland aftern¿rtes humorous scenes

rlirla¡l-ia e'e

qlltl
^ì-

.

¡+
ôU

1^^-+
!gÞL,

with pathetic ones in order to

effectively heightcn Lhe value of virtue.
Sucll clrarnal,ì

c--

¡rrarcti.cc ot-licr playwr.ights soon criticize r

CÌlt;r¡tti:r liiq¡lt[, cltl-i.t-]-ccl "'llllrc rcform¿r'tion to cxtremes has run':

and in
The

l5
Eighteenth-Century Critics of the Sentjmental Mode," an analysis of

playwrights like Goldsmith, Shcr:id.rn, Garri,cl<, Murphy

a¡rd Colman shows

their attempt to combine the two modes in a way which will- reflect
')'l

"morals ancl rnankind""' together with man's "sense and folly".'"

)9.

These

playwrights attempt to check a sentimentalism which, in its excess,
i q uvl¡¡lu
¡nmi¡
rÐ

t

endowed

with both faults and virtues.

anrl
o¡ru

qn
Ðv

-'.^^-'
Llley

-1 -^
dIÞU

-^^1Þçç^

l.n
nnr-f Lray
r:r¡
LV IrU!

l-ha
Ltlç

lrmiv l¡l
¡..*.- *
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¡h¡r¡nJ.ar

In Goldsmj.th, indiscriminate

good nature bccomes a benevolence tempcred by prudence and, in Sherj-dan,

folly and hypocrisy yj-eld to "absolute sense,"

common sense tempered by

mirth and softened by good nature (The Rival-s, IIT.i.l04).
Chapter Ninc, entitl-ed "'Sham'd into Sense': Sheridan's Comedies,"

st.udies Sheridan's distinctive use of the witty and t.he sentimental
rnoclcs, and atLcmt)t-s

Iìiv¿rl:;

( ì 775 )

to clcmonstratc his com.ic acl-rievement. In

, Llrc two

moclcs;

arc thcnrati-c "rivals, "

eml:ocìied

arc in the various "rivafs" for Lydia's hand. The play

The

as they

mocks

excessive sentimental refinement, in the person of Faul-kland, and its

pretense, in the person of Lydia. Sheridants minor plays also dramatize
comic excesses which must be checked by sense, but Ít is in his

masterpiece, The School For Scandal (I179), that Sheridan achieves most

fu1Iy a distinctive combination of the witty and the sentimental

represents the social coterie which, as it

The "school" itself
jL^^
¡raÞ rt¡

!L^
L¡rg I,aÞ
---! L,

modes.

fr¡nifipc
Ly}Jrr rcÞ

l-ho
Lrrs r¡icp
v rug

end fnlIr¡
q¡ru
!vIrJ

nf
ur

l-he
qys.
L¡¡s :ap

Rrlf
rrur the
Du L nnw

v-icc to bc clrcckcci is sl ander , rather t.han foppery or libertinism.
Slrcriclan, .irr

Ìllt

lrj.

l;

t-lrì

s wiìy, Çritic j.zcs vicc, as his predecessors have done,

l-l:r:al-m<lrL

oI j.l-.i-s clj,st-jnctj.vc. 'l'lrc prcval.cncc of

shows t-lrc dcAt:ncraLion

scanclal

of wit and demonstrat.es tl-rat., too often, the

16
f o¡r'

s mal-icc can incleed
lllic

"schoo,l-

"

a.ì-s;o

beconre f ashionable and

not iust amusinq.

incl.udcs tlrc "scntimental knavc, " Joseph Surface

Ilis pose as the man of sentiment points to another of sheridan's
distinctive achievements. Artifice,

a conventional- focus, here serves

sentiment, and the man of sentiment proves to be a knave. opposed to
him is Sheridan's

ov¡n

version of t.he comic hero. Neither a rake nor a

saint, he possesses a wit and a sentiment balanced by good sense.
Finalry, then, sheridan criticizes

the excesses of both the wittv

and

the sentimental- modes, and his theme of "absorute sense" offers a
"Sham'.1 inln

bafanCe.

canco " oXCeSS yieldS

comic

at l-aSt t.O mOderatiOn,

and

falsity is banished.
In the nitreteenth century, such a combination of tlre tv¡o modes is
nol- aJ.ways; cl¡:am¿rt-icarly cf f j.cacious. cha¡rter: Tcn, entitled "'A perfect

(;¿rllirn;ruIry': Ninctcr:nt.lr-(--r:¡lt-.rrry Dì:ama," st-u<ì jr:1,; tlrc <]rama's att-r:m¡>L
in thc

J"at.e

eighteenth century and the nineteenth centurv to inculcaLe

moral at the same time as it seeks to reflect the comedv of t.he

',human

chaos."-" In a play l-ike i,4orton's Speed the plough (IBOO), the

two

modes

clash. The emphasis on virtue often attenuates any sustained

comlc treatment of folly,
comedy

for the dramatic point clearly subordinates

to a serious treatment of sin.

London Assurance (1841) and then

Only Ìater, first

in Boucicault's

in Jones( The Llars (1897), does the

bustling inLrigue comicalÌy dramatize the theme of rnasks ancl faces and,
once agaln , comically study

'l'ltc
tlr<:

a

tw<..r

¡rcr jorl

cornic

1_he

individu.rl in societ.y.

'r; j,trcrcas j rrr¡ focus orì r;oc jal. i.s:;rics

rno<lcs

mocl

j.f

ics it.s use of

- 'l'llcmcs arc rlow s;oci.a1 insi:i-tut-ions as well

.rs

social laws, and i-hese thcmcs reflect- rnan's cc¡nf tict v¡it.h them rather

I]
?o

than wi.th a defi¡rable sociaÌ cotcrie.-'

While in thc mid-nineteentir

ccntury Robcrl-son in Caste (f867) exatnines the necessity for social
rank and offers a conventional- vierv of the status quo, in the Latter
hal-f of Èhe century Jones and Pinero adapt the themes of the past to

their own distinctive ends. The Notorious Mrs. Ebbsmith (1895) extols
virtue and criticizes profligacy but, in doing so, Pinero cogently
questions the existing socia1 order. So, too, does Jones in

The

Masqueraders (1894). But the sentimental regard for virtue, exemplified

in a play til<e Grundy's A Pair of Spectacles (1890), also thrives in
period noted for its literary richness. Finally, Gilbert's

a

Engaged

(1817) and Patience (1881) combine the two modes only to mock them,
and his "to¡.rs1, l-urvy" mcLhods prepare the way forWifde, the focus of
olra¡,r t-<:r:

Elevenr(lìt,i-L.l.c.(l "'A Sjcr:j.ous llutrl>ut:yi.s;t' :

Wj.

lclc's Socict-y

Comedies. "

Here¡ wilde's achievement as a dramatíst is discussed both in terms

of the traditions of the past and his own aesthetic view that "Life
imitates art far more than Art imitates life"

(The Decay of Lying,

p. 782). His social figures recall- the witty mode, and his moral
figures the sentimental- mode. Lady Windermere's Fan (1892) combines
Wilde's theme of it]usion with both Restoration comedy's interest in
masks and

faces, and sent.imental comedy's concern with temptation

the triumph of virtue.

and

In A Woman of No Importance (1893), these

figur:es agerin as:;urne importance wi bh respect to !Ìilde's treatnrent of
Lhe "f¿rl-Ien worn¿¡n. "

I¡1 An Iclcal Ilusband (1895) Wilde, in the character

of Lord Goring, nrost full-y reveals his own distinctive innovations;
Lord Goring embodies the rake's modishness, the benevolent menLor's

ItJ

sagacity an(.l l-lìc

<.lancìy's;

lovc of ¿rrt.

t^lilde's masterpiece, The Importance of Being Ernest (1895) ,
futly dramatizes his view that life imitates art.

most.

In the play, the

creation of ill-usion is "Bunburyingr " an innovation of the eighteenthcentury technique of the double gallant and the nineteenth-century
device of the off-stage character, Bunbury himself never does emerge

a real character and remains as a comic illusion.

as

It is the art of

"Bunburying" which comes to be "simply something that. is not quite true '
but should be" (I1.354). The play, then, demonstrates the essential
t-rutl-r of illusio¡ls.

Wilcle's "glass for the worId" ref l-ccts,

ult-irnat-cl-y rc-crcal-cs, lifc,

and

ancj h.is ¿¡cl'r-i.cvcmcnt as ¿r clramatist

is

most

cÌcarly sccn I¡oLIr in ]ris clj.stinctj.ve use of t,he witty and the scntimental- modes, and

in his own aesthetic views.

Therefore, in the per:iods under discussion, such abiding concerns

as love and marriage, artifice,

masks and

faces, social discourse, the

nature of society and Èhe individual, all reflect the "way of the wor:ld."

In each period; the "glass for the world" mirrors the stage of the
world, but each individual- dramatist's use of the witty and the
sentimenÈal modes adds a distinctive

rnÄ ;r thrir¡ino
ç¡¡r+wf¡¡Yt

comic tfadition.

innovation to what is a continuing,

Cfil\I)TtrR

ONE

"A Gl-ass for the World":
Restoration Comedy and the Witty

Only recently has the critical

witty, late seventeenth-cent.ury
century
l1ume,

mocle

Mode

point been made that neither the

mode

nor the sentimental-, eighteenth-

can bc regarded as a completely "pure" genre. Robert

D.

in his imprcssive study of Gofdsmitli and Sheridan (I91 2), arguesr

"1auc1hin<-¡ c'ìnd sjcnì:-jmcnt-aI conrccìy

arc not cl j.stinct entities.

Rather,

these clcsignat-ì.ons suggest different emphases or polarities possible in
comedy, and diffcrent

writers employ and combine them in different ways"
'I

("Supposed Revol-ution," P.

261

).-

I\4any

a witty play boasts a serious,

sentimental sub-plot, and most sentimental comedies contain one or
.)

comic figures.-

What does

more

distinguish these two modes, the dramatic

legacy bequeathed to playwrights like Sheridan and l¡iilde, can be found
j-n their treatment of man, who can be seen either as fallen or redeemed.
The witLy and the sentimental modes each espouses a view of

man

which del-ermincs, to a great extent, the kind of cornedy written by

their adherents. White both the l-ai-e scventeenth-century and the earfy
ci<,;ìrt-ccnl-ll-ccnLrrry <ìramati.sl-s dc¡ri.ct f<¡otj.s;li, l<navislr crcatures wl'ro are

drivc¡ by va¡-i-l-y,

s;tec¡'rc<,l

j-n af fectation and stained by vice, the

di:amatisLs' comic ends differ markedly. As TayJ-or suqgests, in her

critica.l- introduction to Ethereqe's She Would If She Could (1971),
L9
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Iìcstorat-i,on c'lramati-sts shar:c a vision of "thc dual nature of man - hal_f

narr anrmal- - and their insight raises ironic laughter."J

^h-^l
angeJ-,

L^l

may be

penitent, promising at the end an

€

^-J

^*i*^l

!1^^i--

:

heroines may remain staunchly virginal,

,'amendment

but the

of life,',

comedy

Rakes

and

arso bol_dly,

and bawdily, mirrors man's debaucheries, his affcctations, his

credulity, a}Ì the follies which make him such a laughabJ-e subject.4 rt
is a "form of criticism" which, as Willson notes in a differenL context,
tr

sees "man as he is and not as he would like to pretend he is.,'-

As r discuss later, early eigl-rteenth-century comedy aJ-so portrays

evil, bub only il-i order to accentuate good. rnevitabJ.y, good breaks
Llrrcrtr<Jh

wlr¡-r

t-

sìr'la.1.¡rncl

calls "the veil of

.j.n curnbcr la¡lcl

some

'r; 'l'lrc wcr,;t- .l.ncl j-an

(1.1'7

1)

sic-¡ni

ficant,ly

irreguJ-arities, " a statement unthinkabl_e to

6
Wycherley.- EviÌ is no longer inherent; it is merely a ,'veil" which

can

be removed. The erring hero's recLamation to virtue becomes a dramatic
testament to the "recognition of a benevolent nature at the heart of

the characters, even the wickedest-"7 These early praywrights exhort
their audience either to avoid the images presented or to reform their
erring ways. Later eighteenth-century playwrights who write in the
sentimentar mode stress Lhe "natural goodness inherent in every

man"

and, by offcring excm¡rlary characters to vicw, clidactically urge
(l

c:mul;l
nc<.¡a

1--i

on.'' slLc<:lc i.ns;Lructs llj.s au<,licncc "by positive rather than

tivc

cxam¡rJ.r:

"

an<]

, so, thc v j-rl-uous Bcv.il Jr . rcplaccs the rakish

Dorj-mant as the r-omic harn lLrrrmo, "supposed RevoluLion,,' p- 244) .

whether, as l,iinton notes, the term "sentimental-ism" exemprif ies

"a benevolent view of the nature of man," or whether it refers to
"util-izing stage action to elicit

audj-ence slanpathy, "' both the treat-

2L

ment

of the material and the kind of characters

presented do indeed

help i-o deLermine whether a particuJ-ar play is "sentimental"
p.

244)

(Hume,

- Increasingly, "the kind of incident or action represented"l0

and "the view we are to take of the l-ead characters" make the

drama

exemplary (Hume, p. 241J.II That is, these central- personages serve
"model-s

1)

for conduct."*- Rather than making fotty implicitly

as

ridicuÌous,

exemplary comedy conveys moral precepts at the same Lime as it provides

the explicit dramatic embodiments of thcsc precepts (loftis,
p. 196)- In l,his scnsc, latcr sentimental

comecly

Steele,

can be said to

countcrac t- Iìcstoration comccly-

IluL Resl-oration comcdy itsel-f has perversely posed many problems,

not l-he l-easL of which is what to cal-I it.
initiate

In 1698, Col_lier helps to

the nomenclature debate when, piously outraged, he winces at

comedy which

a

to him "cherishes those Passions, and rewards those Vj-ces,
't?

which 'tis the business of Reason to discountenance."-" Collier,
dismissing Restoration comedy as "profane," is the most famous exanple

of this kind of moral bias.

Such short-sighted judgments belie the

comic achievement of pl-ays which woul-d fater influence the sentimentalilrarnas of t-hc ci.<¡l-rl-ccnth ccntury and t-hc moral,Iy upright melodramas of

Lhc niuct.ccnth ccnlury -

It is t.lre question of morality which has, to

qrcat t:xl-cnl-, blui:red a cr j-tj-cal undcrstanding oI what is,

af

ter all,

continuinq dramatic traditi.on.
These later plays conform, at least in part, to the view that
comedy must "discountenance"

a sustained comic portrayal of vice.

The

problem of dramatic exceÌlence aside, these dramas would satisfy the

moral bias of a Colfier.

Conversely, Restoration comedy continues to

a

a

zz

be judged on moral- grouncls, and continues to be found rvanting.

critics who see in the play's brilliantly
artificiality,

words: "wit

witty exterior the key to its
and perhaps glamorízed,

this comedy is a falsified,

version of aristocratic London l-ife.
seemed determined

To

Even so, in one recent critic's
1¿t

to glamorize immoraÌity."-'

"ArtificiaI"

as the play may be, it nonethel-ess violates the code of strict morality.
The other critical

camp

views the comedy as a reaListic, and

morally dangerous, vision of l"ife.
tltc stagc's

promul.c1¿r

hence

In 1695, Blackmore soundly

l-iol-l of immorality:

condemns

"'l'hc univcrsal Corruption of

Manners and iri:eligious Disposition of Mind that infects the Kingdom
seems

to have been in a great Measure deriv'd from the Stage, or has at

l-east been highJ-y promoted by it."I5

Similarly, sentimental pJ-aywrights

argue that the stage does in fact represent life,

and they bemoan the

sordid image cast for the audience's approbation.to rn 1711, Steele
complains that Etherege's Man of Mode portrays "Nature in its utmost
1'l

Corruption and Degeneracy."*' Writing in 1731, "Crito" likewise
denounces Lhe contemporary degeneracy of taste, and remarks that "fine
Gentfemen" Iike Dorimant are a "Disgrace" Lo natut".to
More rcccrrtly, cri Lics like WilI j-ams would agree that Iìestoration
c<>ln

j.c

<lr:amat-i sl-r,i r:cf

leci- Lhc natu¡:e so

dc¡rJ

ored by thc moral-ists:

"The

pJ-aywriqhts sougl-rt, in their words, to hold the mirror up to nature and

to the harsh and uncloistered realities of London life,

thereby truly

representing the precarious path to a valid conjugal relationship"
('No Cfoistered Virtue," 234) -

As the words "tru1y representing"

qrrcoeq.|.
as ¡ rrrfl ectinn
rer.rârd
r-nmeÁr¡
- he tenr3q t.ì
luYqlu
vvr¡¡uul
Lv
ÐuYYsÐu,

nf
cncìcl-w
rvv¿vÉJ.
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Such

critics view the comedy, in llolland's words, as I'an analogue to reality"

¿J

(

First Modern Comedies, P '

'7)

L9

-/ and, l-ater, Muir
Palmer, Dobrée

insistently label this comedy "manners" comedy because of its aristocractic flavour

¿rnd

social verity.

As Palmer states it:

"Restoration
)(\

comedy musi:

be judged as an honest reflexion of contemporary manners".-"

ln Oobrle'S terms, "manners" comedy is so by virtue of this realism:
"incleed, a supcrf icial reading of tÌìese plays, conibined with a very
smal.l- ¿rc(luaintancc wj,tlì
cailìe as

closc

l-<-r

thc

¡lcr:ioc1

, wj..l-t convince us that this

comedy

rcaf lifc as possiblc, noL onJ"y .irr its sctting,

as

)1

Macaulay insisted, but in the actual personalities and events."-*

Cook

;rnd swannell, in their introduction to The country wife (1715) '

reiterate

this view: "the stuff of Restoration

comedy was

the familiar,

bustling world of just beyond the stage door" (p. xxx) .
trujimura takes the real-istic argument further.

Accusing these

critics of dwel-ting more on the comedy's literary and aesthetic style
than on its social accuracY, he prefers to stress both the witty

and

the naturalistic st.rains in Restoration comedy. If life is seen as a
"w,itty enterprise, " Lhen its expression is man-ifested in its
l'ìatural.j.stic ouLl,ool<, i-n its "::calism in tcchnique" and in its subsequent
))
"r.cjr:r:l-iolr ilf'l-llc l-¿rnc.i.Iu.l ¡rrlr-l cxl-r¿rvaqirlrl, in contcnt."-- Iiar frorn

bcing imrnoral, as the zeal-ot woulcl have it,
the ,'manners,' critic would regard it,
comedy', does deal(Comedy

arnd

certainly not amoral ,

Fuji.mura Suggests that "wit

"with moratity insofar as it touches on

human

relations"

of Wit, P. 59).

conversely, Nettteton's influential

book, English Drama of the

Restoration aLd Eighteenth Century, originatly put¡lished in 1914 and

reprinted in 1968, denies the

as

comedy any

far-reaching social reality

24

olî moral- l)url)osc, and conclcmns it as su¡rcrf icial :

not English nature, still
court.

less

human

"Comedy

mirrored

nature, but the nature of the

Elizabethan comedy had been national; Restorat.ion comedy

was

local" (p.72)-. Nettleton solemnly concfudes: "Superficial_, almost
of ncccssity, rvas the comedy that mirrored the manners of a superficial
Not only is thc comcdy superf i.cial; it is also

soc-i-cty'' 1p. 87 ) .

ar:tif icial- , "not i.n L,amb's scnse that it
but in that it arbitrarily
Underwood, on

de

alt with an unreal Utopia,

narrowed the range of comedy" (p. lÐ.23

the other hand, contends that such terms as

and "superficial-" hardly capture what Fujimura calÌs the

"artificial"

comedy's "vitality

and force" (Comedy of Wit, pp. B-9).

Defining

"manners comedy" as the "comic depiction of the social behavior which

characterized a particular historical society" (Etherege, p. 3),
Underwood

applies the terms "wit." and "manners" to what he considers to

be "a distinctj-ve kind of comic expression whose naLure and
transcend the quest.ions of both realism and artificiality;

meaning

that in

these tertns the comedy of the plays is neither casual nor superficial
bul- a Lhouc;htf

u1

, carcf uJ. ly

or:dere

d,

.rncl

pervasively ironic

f

orm of

<lr¡nta; tltat: wlrilc LIrc PIays clcal. wiLir a s¡rcciaÌ socicty tlicy projcci-

through it problems fundamental not only to the seventeenth century

but to the nature of man" (pp" 6-7) - In this view, Restoration
as a "thoughtful" kinrf of drama, expl-ores the timel-ess nature of
anrl- ,
o¡¡u

in
I1¡

qo
rininouvrlrV
-v

a superficial-

,

õôêq
YvsJ

hpr¡nnd
!syU¡Iu

ìì-^"i-+ì^
II¡¡YUrÞ
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€r^.iìì+1¡
J-AUIf
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r Luursu

comedy,
man

mnralil.r¡
¿I
rilU!qtJ

nr
vL

skel-ch of a highly mannered society.

Underwood's view, enunciated in 1957, anticipates the more recent

views of critics

like Taylor who, in her introduction to Etherege's

25

She l^Jould

Tf She Could, appreciates the verbal and thematic richness of

the comedy, and she seeks to recognize the depths of its dramatic
vision.

Rejecting tabels, which are limiting because she says they

"exclude qual-ities present in the plays," she prefers instead the

"chronological term - Iìestoration comedy" (fn.8,
tl'rc corncdy in t-crms of its social,

arl-1-

ficial,

P. xv), and discusses

romantic ancl satiric

fe¿rl-ures. FinarlIy, she prefers the desi<¡r-ìation "intel-l-ectuaJ-

comedy, "

if onty because the "dramatísts create a complex world for the spectator
?A
or reader to evaluate, but they preach no obvious morality" (p. xx).--

Diverse as these critical

assessments are, many critics

recognize that fundamental- to the comedy is a view of

man

do

which rests,

not on manifestl-y moral doctrines, but on social and satiric principles.25
I'1an

in this comic world is fallibfe

Rampant

and

sub

ject to moral disease.

in this complex social wor1d are the comic disparities

betv/een

"the individua] [and] society, freedom Iand] restraint, self-interest
land] obligation, and
(Underwood, Etherege, P. 9).

the question of 'pleasure' Iand] 'virtue"'
The character who possibl-y can resolve

suclr dis¡raritics comes to be a comic icleal, and in Restoration

the witty heroine seemingly fu1filIs

this function.

comedy

Frequently, however,

the plays do not resolve the questions tìrey pose. A dance of cuckolds
ends Wycherley's The Country Ì^life, and Etherege suggests that.

Dorimant in The l4an of Mode mav not remain faithfuf

to

Harr

i"t.26

Such ambiguity stems both from the playwrights' view of man and from

their view of

comedv.

In contrast to faterf more proselytizing playwrights, dramatists
like Vanbrugh and Congreve enunciate a view of

comedy which stresses

26

that "the Busi-ness of

Comedy

is to shew People what they shou'd do,

by

representing them upon the Stage, doing what they shou'd not" (Vanbrugh,

vinclicatioh, p. 2olj.27 rndeed, Lhe

comedy may

burst wit.h lively comic

porLraits and revel, as iL often does, in bawdy ¡:Iots, but its primary
thrust ostensibly is to expose mankind's moral and sociaJ- failings.'o
In his reply l-o wllat Williams calls C<¡]licr's "wil-d array of charges"
("No Cloistercd virtue i" 235), Congreve hearkens back to the

notion that comedy, as "an Imitation of the worse sort

Aristotelian

of Peopler" treats the "lulanners" of those fit for cornic exposure: "But
the Vices most frequent¿ and which are the

common

Practice of the

]ooser sort of Livers, are the subject Matter of Comedy. lAristot]-el
telts us farther, that they must be exposed after a rÍdiculous

manner:

For Men are to be laugh'd out of their Vices in Comedy; the Business of
comedy

is to dclight, as well as to instruct:

made asharn'd
rj-cl j.cul.or-rs
a

t- l-licir

And as vicious People are

of their trollies or Faults, by seeing them expos'd in

a

manncl:, so are goorl Pcople at once both warn'd and diverted
')

l'ì;<trcrìL;c.

(ì

""'

Unlike the sentimental-ists' penchant for the sermon, dramatists
who

write in the rvitty

r¡ií--e and follv
!vrrl

mode

l-,,.i^Lr,,
q^
rU f,dVtÞllly

challenge their audiences to recognize the

¡i^^r¡r/êä
uIÞIJtaycu

nn
r LqYU t ¡nd l.hon cpl- abOUt
urrE qtâcrêvr¡ thc

correct their own. As Vanbrugh contends, in his reply to Collier's
criticism:

"lùor is there any necessity a Philosopher shou'd stand by,

like an Interpreter at a Poppet-show, to explain the Moral to the
Audience." The stage, in this comic view, "is a Glass for Lhe I^torl-d
to view itself

in; People ought therefore to see themselves as they

are; if it makcs thcir Faccs too Fair, they won't know they are Dirtyt

LO

27
and by consequence will- negtect to wash 'em" (Vindicat.ion, p. 206).30
Vanbrugh's comments may skirt coltier's

immediate al-l-eqations of

"profanity" and the st.age, but they do embrace the underlyinq

comic

principles of Restoration dramat.ists who, though they gteefully reflect
"dirty" faces, are nonetheless fundamentally concerned with t.he

human

foibl-es which stain man's countenance. UnIike the "Phil-osopher,"

whose

moral interpolations obtrude into t.he play, the dramatist. seeks not
much

to correct as to expose and ridicule.

so

Mankind's stained side is

rigorously reflected, his follies ridiculed and his social side
comically held up to view.
Inlhen

Vanbrugh speaks of the "glass,'he does indeed refer, at l-east

in part, to the social agar which nurtures the comic conflict:
gregarious man's striving to conform to the social- dictates of the town.
The

¡;laywrights stress man's undue reqarcl for al-l- that is fashionable

ancì, in doing so, they lrighlight the basic social nature of the aqe
and oJ: thosc who live in it.

"Made

for

Towns and

Cities," the
?r

"Sociabl-e Animal," man,thrives in his gaudy creation, the town.-- yet,
whil-e man's basic social nature hetps to create it,

the town also

perpetrates his own comic discomfort. The very thing which man has
created both condones and condemns him; it feeds his folly at the

that it

demands

his slavish obedience to its arbitrarv dictates

same

time

and

derides his social- transgressÌons. The "Vanj-ty of this lewd Town,r,32

for example, fosters what Congreve calls

man's "acquirtd Folly," or

affectation, aquality which makes the offender a fit comic subiecc
("llumour in comecìy," p. 82)- Thus, the comedy becomes both a refrection

ol.

¡;<t<::i

a.l..

rr:¿.r,1..i.

l-y ancl a vcll-Lc1c for s;ocial cril-icism.

28

But if , as Jonson once said, the soci¿rl- dramatj.st "squeezes"
mankind's "s¡rongie" nature,"

ar-tu.,

the Restoration dramatist does so in

a way which yokes the real "sLage of the worldr" of which Dennis speaks,
'1,4

Like a mirror's inver-

to the ¿irtifici¿rl- staqe of the comic theatre.-'

sion, the dramatist's "glass" also distorts the realistic,
'Ihe play is, after all,

er

social image.

play--and a comic one--and its very artificial-

In its distortion,

ity preclucles a faithful transcript of reality.t'
its comic exaggeration, is the pfay's critical

thrust:

"the mirror of

Restoration comic dramatists has something of the fun house in it.
enJ-arges and

distorts the nuances of life in order to make an ironic

or satiric corffnent about the nature of
Int,roduction, p. xvii)

man and

his societ.y" (Taylor,

.

To do so, these dramatisLs twist stage conventions to their

l-lrn
ur¡u

rrl rrr tc
Ir-Luj

¡rFi

l=ir.ì ¡ l i J_r' I
.---^-*'-!

own

corrcctly notes, stage conventions

Llrernatic usc. Às onc litheregc. critic
lraì
¡rlrt'¡rn
r¡urLJrrLU¡¡

It

I Lf, Lb

rr ¡nd
o¡lu

rr*r -'-'-^'*PldyrrgÞÞ,

l-lrnrnhr¡
L¡ruruvl

cffectiveJ-y unclcrcut the notion that the play accurately transcribes
(pp. xix-xx).

social re;rlity

titeral

References to the pit,

âctôrq- l-o other nlawq- all startle

example, hlitwoud pointedly remarks:
'l i ka

tnapt-hor
evf v e¡rv!
qÞ

r¡r
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vrÌurrs!asJ
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the

end
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In The
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l-n

of. s;ot.:ì.t:t-y,

tho
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nlå\/

a ¡rrcLcnsc

And just

Dealer delivers a diatribe against

in Burnaby's The Ladies Visiting
Itl

âc

of the World, for

the last Act?" (V.i.475).

rirle. "-

nl¡rrrq

Way

a

"Hey day I what are you alJ- got

The Country Wife, so¡ too, does Triffle
flâ\r
UqT rêfar

to the

audience and reader alike into

real-ization that the play is a play.

a

As Holland suggests: "By

pfay, the dramatist says the play, the
¿rnil so cxl.)osct;

socicty itscl.f as a

t)retense" (First Modern Comedies, p. 116)

.

Similarly, traditional comic stereotypes

come

to serve distinctive

thematic ends and underscore fundamentaf concerns. The embodiments of

affect-ation and exccss, these comic portr:aits, stereotypical as they
be, exemplífy the social nature of

man

may

himself. Conventions l-ike the

aside and the soliloquy often describe the inner feelings which correct
socj-al deportment bids such characters conceal. On one level,
Congreve notes¿ the soliloquy expresses an individual's

as

innermost

thoughts (Dedication, The Double-Dealer, pp, lÌ9-l2O) . On another,
thematic level-, such a convention halts the action of the play,

more

and

enables the dramatist to expose the frequent contradiction between what
one j-s and rvhat one appears or wishes to be in a complex social- setting.
llx¡:anded beyond its basically social- impetus, the comic confl-ict in

Jìestoration comccly comes to include the conflict between the ¡:rivate
and thc ¡tubl.ic self, bctween what K¿rt-ìrlcen Lynch cal"ls the characters'

"natural selves and the selves which societv prescribes for

them"

(Social Mode, p. 37).
To possess wit is one means to deal with this frequent discrepancy
between the person and the mask, for the J-anguage of wit helps to

clarify the discrepancies between things. Iìlitty characters perceive
"similarities

in things dissimifar," and they possess a finely

tunecl

sense of the "incongruity Ithat] exists in the comparison" (Underwood,

Etherege, p. 106). Locke defines wit as "the assemblage of Tdeas"

put together "with quickness and variety, wherein can be found any
rcscmb.l.encc

11

or corrgruity. "''

csscnl--iaÌ1y "¿r Ç)ual

j, f

j-c¿rtj.on

t^Jit, to Si.r llichard BJ-ackmorc, is

of the

Mincl

, that raises and enl"ivens cold

30

Scntiments aticl_plgin lrrepos_ìtions, by qivinq them an elegant

and

_
surPr j.z j ng tr:r:tl . ".-- Tn tlìc ciclhtccnth ccntu::y, Murphy dcscribes rvit. in
the fol-l-owing manncr: "The point of rel-ation, in which two or more ideas
agree, should not be obvious: the two things should lie remote, their
congruj-ty not pcrceived, tilt

pointed out with quickness, with novelty,

and that unexpected l-ustre, which charms at once by the justness of the
comparison, and the surprise that attends it."39

Finally, then, this

"r^rit language of analogy, simile, parallel , contrast, point

and

balance"40 luxtaposes "conventionally exclusive categories [,] and their

almost immediate ident.ification one with the other results in
+ì-^1ì-^
ì--i^L+
Lrrrgr.Lrrg rrrrrgllL,

+,,vñ;ñã
uu!rrrrrg

+--ri+i^--r
L!dLrr¿ional
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i_opsy-turVy.
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Wit also dcmonstrates more than intellectual and verbal agility.
'.1'llc wotr-l.ci-bc wi

contpar.is;ons

{.a

j

t-ri cart casi.1y draw lihcnesses

or

s

j-miI

j,tudcs, but tliese

1 t-o ilf ustratc what lìopct: calls "something worthwhile"

("Language and Action," 45).

Tn contrast, "the self-awareness, the

tol-erance, the irony, that characterize the truewits' sr¡eeches are

refrections of the morar qualities they embody. " Their "linguistic
decorum" suggests their "moral sta.,ce."42 Their display of wÍt, as

Mirabell notes, enables them to "invent an Evasion" which prevents the
utterance of "unseasonable Truths" (The Way of the i{orld, I.i.4O4).
Escherving obvious

malice, the truly witty characters engage in a verbal

repart.ee conducted "in a subtle and indirect manner so that the surface
of. c¡r:r.rì.al sor--j.cl-y

wouJ.cl

not

A1'
l.rc cl j.sturbecì" '''. Thus,

wj-t can be saicl to

l¡c morc than clc.[t vcrba]. fcnc j-ng. rL r:cprescnts a social mastery and,

ultj.r¡ratcly, "tlrc suPl:cmc ì inquist-ì-c cxplîcssion of a theatrical convenLion dcrnancli¡rg tlrat- fecli-ng be corrtroJ. l.cd, if its display is not to

3T

offend" ("Stucly of an Epigram,"
41, t-lie santc t j.rnc

¡:. 176)

as ,i, t- prov:i.dcs

.

soc.i-a1 amusement ancl

intell,ectual

detachrnent, wit protects the inner setf; it guards the character from

the onslaught of others and maintains the semblance of genial-ity.

Not

only does it clarify and refine "the val-ues of conversatÍonal *a.,,,44
wit al-so helps to articuJ-ate precisery the matters at hand. rn the
cerebral activities

of the wits is "their

need for crarificaLion"

a\,vareness

(cecil, "Rai1rery," l4g).

of complexity and

Given the comp]ex

sociar and personaf situation, "the final comic meaning of the wit,
like that of the total ptay, is to express the confusion, uncertainty,
and ambiguity of human Iife"

(Uncjerwood, Etheregê,

p. 109).45

And

¡:laywrights r:arely "of f cr rcmedies or prescribe reforms " to
46
.l css.;cn t-hc wcì.<¡ìt L cl f Lhc p1-ays; , amb.i.r¡u j.t j..r .

l-l-rc

I.'ina11y, then, the dramatist's mirror, unassisted by ciirect

autirorial manipulation, constitutes a "plain Demonstration," and it is
demonstration unadorned by virtuous precepts, ,'or even preaching it
self."-

Á.1

Eschewing "dul] morals, gravely writ,"

a

the playwrights

mercilessly expose the "dirty faces', to lriew.48 The play,s very
artificiality,
linguistic

coupled with its exaggerated comic portraiture and its

richness, yields a

comedy complex

both in its criticism

and

in its social treatment of mankind. Notwithstanding Lamb's insistence
that it represents nothing more than a ',Utopia of gatlantry,,' of
Ir¿rrm

l.cs;s; .fr j.vo.l. j."r

¡;oc j ¿rl. rnj..l

,o9 comccly wr j.tten in tlic witty

moclc

6issects the

i,t:r¡ irr orrir:r l:o J.iry b¿rrc j-ts f l.¿rws ancl critj.cally

probc its

j,nl¡al.¡i.l-ants: ca:;t--of f nr-i,sl,rcsses who vengefu11y pursue their
disencllanted Ìovers, matrons wìro defy the ravages of time, superannuated

1ô

JZ

llakes who fool.ishly wccl young wives, parcnts who wilfully

interfere
qrì

wit¡ t-hc younq Lovcrs, cvcn thc socia1 m¿rstcr himself, the witty hero.-"
In their characters, then, the playwrights comically exaggerate
r.,.m=n Fntrr¡
trrrt Irerclv
u!e¿J
!uf,!J
f vvw
lIUllra¡l

is if treated in an exculpatory fashion.

No

reformation of character at the end of a Restoration comedy transforms

the fool into a hero, the jade into a heroine. Rather, such instances of
fotly and self-deception underl-ine Vanbrugh's comic principle that
function of the stage is to represent people's doing what they

one

most

decidedly should not do. Accordingly, fooLisl'r actions provoke ridicul-e.

Iìor exampJ-e, the character of Mrs. Termagent in Shadwe1l's TlS-lggire
of Àls¿ri-ia (168U) suf fers a fitting

comic f¿rte for her fool-irhn"r=.5I

t)cscribecl j.rr t-hc Dram¿,rtis Pcrs;onac ¡rs "a furi,ous, malicious, and revengeq.

.)

ful woman" (p. 201), shc perpetually plagues the rakish hero, Belfond'-"
She, 5ke so

m¿rny

cast-off mistresses, foolishJ-y seeks constancy in

one

who, until he yiel-ds to the charms of the heroine' can never be "that
q?

dulf, that constant thing" which such a viper expects him to be.-"

Her excessive passion merel-y robs her of her wit, and reduces her to
curses and im¡totent rage. This "froward, ill-natur'd

Creature"

becomes

the witty hero's comic butt (The squire of Alsatia, IV.í.252) and,
fìn:lìr¡- her nassionate tirades and excessive jealousy render her
ridiculous to a world governed by wit.
So, Loo, witl-r the matron's absurd insistence on her youth and beauty
Lercly

I'antast in

¡rostr-rri,nc¡s;

Shadwe

1l ' s Bury Fajr

(

t6B9

-i¡rto whir:h tlre m¿rtron fa.l-ls .

) typi f ies the ridicul-ous

ÀÌthough "manac¡'d with Care,

her artif-ice can never conceal a face ravaged by time.54 Oldwit,

who

is himseff tainted by foIIy, bluntly ridicules her vain endeavours to

"
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appear youthful .

'to hcr rcm¿ri:k that- slle

Wash, and lay on a littl-e

¿rnd

Red," he retorts:

but you, for your part, are fain to fill

her claughter "only use a
"No more does a WaII:

up the Chinks in your rivell'd

Skin, as House-painters do the Cracks in l'Jainscot, with Putty.

Pox

onrt, you wou'd by Art appear a Beauty, and are by Nature a meer Mummy"
Sniping as his appraisal may be, Oldwit none-

(Bury Fair, II.i.317).

thefess underLines an important Restoration theme. Blinded by her

artifice

and, l-ike her "Fantastick" daughter (315) , steeped in "Folly

and

Affectation" (313), this sullied matron pretends to be what she is not,
and thereby attem¡rts to obfuscaLe the distinction between what is
.rr1-if

icial

¿rncl wll¿rt:

Such

artifice

"

r

is

n¿rt-ur¿rl-.

j.diculous ly ltroud , valn ¿rnd fant¿'rstical" specimens of

deceive only themselves.'5

Mode (1672),

Melantha Ín Dryden's lularriag.-à-f.-

for example, relishes al-l- that is French (III.í.62),

but her

Frenchified ways and her courtliness fail- to conceal her fundamental
foppery, which is soundfy denounced as mere impertinence (II.i.4I;

V.i.117).ro

To curb her foolish affectation, the resourceful Palamede

chooses to abide by the sage advice offered by PhiJ-otis and, embarking

on a design to "foil

lMe]anthal at. her own weapon" (V.i.115),

Palamede

does succeed in disarming her (1f6-120). l4elantha's foolishness has,

in the meantime, made her a ridiculous figure, and Palamede must
cle tc.rnl.i

nel [-o

"<¡e

L lrc.:r ¿r l)I¿rccr at courL;

¿rnc.l

now

whcn she is once therc , she

can bc rìo lonqcr ridiculous" (1.34) .
I"lela¡-rtha's concerted effort to be what she is notr an eLegant if

Frenchified lady of the court, steeps her in foolish posturing. But
hers is an affectation wtrich l-eads, finally,

to marriage and to

a

34

realiz¿rtion of

wh¿rt she has

for so long ¡rrctencìe<l to bc, "for she rs

young enough, and pretty enough, and fool enough, and French enough, to

bring up a fashion lat court] to be affected" (134).
On

the other hand, like the comic punishment meted out to

an

intransigent old father like Moody in Dryden's Sir Martin Mar-al] (1661),
the jealous old husband finds himsel-f, not only the comic butt, but
J-hp ¡¡orr¡

l.hina he most dreads: an o1d man outwitted, and even cuckolded,

hr¡
thc wi'lr¡ harn
vt

srrch a ir-aìorrg ofd husband receives a suitable comic

punishment for his foll-y.
i-ypi f ics

al-so

thc

cloc1cler:.ing

Irj-s'l'ornlt" (1..i i.I(i6),

Francisco in Behn's The False Count (1682)

peitrirrrch wl-to, altlrough "a Thing , f it only for

Lutwj.sol-y wccls

¿it

you¡l(j w()m¿uì. IIis fooljshncss

prompts Don Carlos to snarl-: "I hear he keeps her as close as a Relict,

jealous as Age and Impotence can make him" (I.i.103).
excessive jealousy arouses the scorn of others:

"Now

Indeed, Francisco's

is this Fellow

so afraid of being made a Cuckold that he fears his own Shadow, and dares

not go into his trnlife's
(r.ii.l13).

Chamber

if the Sun do but shine into the

Room"

"Rarely cheated" (V.i.L73), both by his rival and by

his witty servant, the purblind Francisco finally suffers a suitable
comic punishment. Not only is his self-aggrandizement checked when his
haughty daughter weds a sham courlt, but he is also compelled to resign

his

m¿rtrimoni¿rlAì. 1-lrorrc¡lr

ri-qhts to Julia.

Lhc: Ilcstor¿rl-,ic¡n lrcro doc-.s

outwi.t such foolish characters,

hc lr-irnself rccc-i,vcs sornc measure of cl-iasLisement for Ìris wanton courses.
Ile whose sol-e "Bus'ness is to laugh and fove" (The Rover, IV.ii.70)

decries the religious solemnity of constancy in love or virt.ue in
women. He rel-ishes inconstancy if only "for the sweet sake of variety"
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o¡, as Ce]adon in Sccret Lovc (1661 ) muses: "Wel-I, we must a1l sin,
\,/e must

afl repent, and there's an end on'¡".57

nrnflicr¡fe

frcrlrrcntìw

r¡irtrra

yrvr¡¡Yuuv,

iq a Secret

rn the eyes of the

clOak fOf sin:

ttFof Virtuets

but a Name kept f ree f rom Scandal , / I^lhich the most base of
preserve, / Since jilting

a¡ld

Women

best

and Hypocrisy cheat the World best" (The City

If virtue is a mask for hidden lechery, then

Heiress, ITI.i.255).

in marriage is a chimera: "Marrying's the Mask, which Modesty

fidelity

assures, / Helps to get nev/, and covers old Amours" (Epilogue, p. 299).
Indeed, in the Ìrcro's vicw, marriage itself
s1>ark which may h<rvc

snuffs out any

amorous

survived tl'rc "chcap Dt:ug of a Church-Ceremony"

Il;ri:riarge is, in Celadollrs words , "poor folks pleasure that

(IV. i .264) .

cannot go Lo the cost of variety" (Secret Love, 1.i.125).

hero's rakish sou1,

"Hymen and

Priest wait still

To the

upon Portion, and

Joynture; Love and Beauty have their own Ceremonres. Marriage is

certain a Bane to Love, as lending

Money

as

is to Friendship" (The Rover,

v.i.10t).
Irnpending betrothal constrains the excessive behaviour of one who

has for so Ìong deal-t in Lhe "Trade of Love" (The City Heiress, If.i.

223). But it is the heroine's fack of affectation and her possession
of true v-irt.uc which cal-l j.nto question al-l- the hero's prof ligate
n<;t:j-<-¡llr.;

ol.

v.i

rl-uc

¿rr'ìcl

only bcci,rusc sllc is
woman

nr,,rt..i.,,¡.r.58

wlr¿rl-

Shc-'

¡lrovcs to be morc "sait-ttJ-y" if

shc ap¡rears to be: a lively and witty young

of a fair and unsuflied contenance. The hero may finally,

hesitani-lv-

âclreê to m:rriaoo.

,

hrrt onlv
,Jsv

v'.1f

affer

the heroine.

if

as ¡ comic

ideal, has convinced him of her worth. To tame her wild gallant, the
heroine must wittily

entÍce an avowed libertine into conjugal submission,
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a¡d Restoration comedy at its best vivifies

the comic machinations to

which the.amorous hero and heroine individuall-y must resort in order

to win, on their own terms, the heart of the otherHeIIena in The Rover (1617) will

not be made "fit

for

Heaven"

(f.L-22), or the hero,s libidinous embraces, unless she is promised
marriaget she wi1l not bargain until she is assured that
Priest say
somehow

funen

to't"

(V.i.IO0).

"Hymen and

his

Given his roving nature, she must

tolerate a lover who one moment sv¡ears undying devotion and the

next a.lojures al-l thoughts of constancy. H€, for his part' strongly
urges her to abandon hersel-f to his own wanton du"it.=.59

The ensuing

verbal swordplay establishes both hero and heroine as the comic
standards; their spirited colJ-oquies dramatically demonstrate the kind

of social and verbal mastery which the other characters so sorely lack.
In Behnts Tþe Rever, the characters of Hel-lena and trrÌillmore, as well
their extended witty exchanges, illustrate

as

the intell-ectual prowess

and the emotionaf detachnrent which only the two witty lovers possess.

Ttreirs is a "sophisticated verbal repartee" which clearly displays the
moods and thoughts

of the participants at the same time as it refuses

to sink to "uninhibited emotional revelaÈion" (Miller,

"Study of an

Epigram, " p. 176) .

Hellena, for example, takes her roving lover to task- Using
traditional

a

image to describe the hero's inconstant temper, she berates

his fack of constancy in the fol-lowing manner: "you have been staying
that swinging stomach you boasted of this morning; I remember then

my

littl-e Col-lation would have gone down with Yoü, without the Sauce of
handsome Face

- Is your Stomach so quesy now?" Willmore wittily

a

5t

nâl^riêq¡ru!!ruÞ.

rr'lf¡il.lr
!q!L¡r

lnn¡
rurty

Frc#in¡
!a5Larry,

a.hil,l
ultrru,

ôñ^j1õ
M
SIJO-Lrs a1 I'jants

you durst treat, r courd so lay about me stil-l."

Appetite

- yet

if

He]lena's reioinder

not only enlarges upon the notion of appetite, but also rairs

him

about marrj-age: "And would you fatl to, before a priest savs Grace?"
(The Rover, III.í.47).

Yet, InIill-more's very temper, "this unconstant Humour" (rv.ii.7L),
only makes her engage more fiercery
¿¡morous

battlc-

ancl more successful_ry

in the

Later, hcr witty retorts lead him to confess:

r was never c].aw'd away with Br:oad-sides from any

[¡ema]-e

,'Egad,

before',

(V.i.100) . Her witty good nal-ure so fascinates him thaL i'iillmore musr

uftimately caip.itulate alrd, in c1oin9 so, he reiterates, but in a new
context, the bird image he had earl-ier used to describe his

wantonness

(V.i-96) . Now, when she threatens to leave him, he decl_ares:

if we part so, ret

me

,'Nay,

die like a Bird upon a Bough, at the sheriff,s

charge. By Heaven, both the rndies shal.l not buy thee from me. r
adore thy l{umour and will marry thee, and vre are so of one Humour, it
must be a Bargain-" (101). The sinner may be tamed, but he is certainly
not, regarcled as ¿r saint, a chastened convert to reclulated virtue.

'llhcrcfore, al- its bcst, Iìestoration
thc ldorlcl to vicw -itself in-"
the worrd, sociabl-e

cosmetic varnish.

the ',Grass for

yet, hcrc, to perform on this staqe of

man must "use

(Bury Fair, rr.i.317),

comedy hol-ds

a wash, and ray on a littl_e

Red,'

and thereby conceal his true image beneath

a

If the painted countenance is to be washed and the

underrying stain removed, people must "see themserves as thev are"
(Vanbrugh, Vindication, p. 206). As Congreve asserts in his Amendments:
"trly Business was

not to paint, but to wash; not to shew Beauties, but
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to wipe off Stains" (p. 455). The dramatists comically mirror the
folty and the vice of the world, and vivify those "things that shadow
But they
and conceal" man's dual nature (The Man of Mode, III.i.SO).
l*

so only to show more dram.rr".rt*

do

between the false

appearance and the inner =r-,bst-nce -60

In a town of counterfeit shows, cunningly contrived appearances too
often pass for current coin. The "counterfeits of the age" engiage in
dissimulation [f .í -25), an acquired social skil]- which effectively
protects and disguises the inner self. Artful man may for the time
conceal- his true nature beneath a witty veneer of studied manners and

dissimulated appearances. Yet, rehearsed though it may be,

dissimulation "can never absolutefy Transubstantiate us into what we
would seem" [Congreve, "Humour in Comedyr" P. 81); to attempt to do so
ís to confuse what we are and "what we would be, under a Voluntary
Disguise" (P. 79) .
to

Restoration dramatists vividly nr-irror mants co¡ruic inalrility
61

distinguish between "Voluntary Disguise" and truth.".and affectation.

Steeped in folly

the fool-s neither can penetrate the disguisef nor can

they perpetrate sham. Derived from industry, artifice
them, not the picture, but the life

itself,

becomes

and. appearance

for

their only

they asseverate Vüilders "truth of

substantial reality.

Ironically,

masksr" but they fail

to distinguish between what they are and what
62

they would be þ. 79)."'
assume disguises which

Only the witty hero and heroine voluntarily

never "ahsolutely" transform their inner natures -

The social mask is, to them, a seff-consciously devised piece of

artifice

which,hides, but does not change, their "natural selves"

(Lynch, social Mode, p. 37).

Indeed, their "intellectual

ability"

and

,'self control" successfully conceal their own inner 10r,gi''9='63 The
town must finally bow to a witty ascendancy which so artfully conceals
the self and so capably masters the disgulse '
To a great extent, the comic tension between what one is and what
one appears to be also determines the outcome of the witty love chase

itsel-f.

To outwit their amorous opponents and gain a witty ascendancy

over them, both the witty hero and heroine must dissembl-e their
feelings and. wear these prevaricating masks. while they may finally
agree to an offer of marriage, the impending betrothal does not, of

necessity, as Holland suggests, reconcile appearance and reality (First
Modern comedies, p. 231). Nor does it always, as Deitz contends,
.6L
indicate an ,'open trust."o*

ln return for a promise of marriage, the

witty combatants insist on marital "provisos" which will protect the
inner sel-f and aiiow them to retain their cultivated appearance of
Áq

witty ascendancY."-

Therefore, the mirror which the dramatists hold may indeed reflect
the ,,world.,, But the "way of the worl-d" demands artful disguise and witty
control.

The play must afso mirror these "things that shadow and conceal,"

the unrel-ieved conric disparity between art and nature, between
In
shadow and substarrce, accounts for much of the dramars ambiguity.

ancl

congreve's plays, the comic dispariLy comes to be "understood by

contraries" (Love for Love, IV.i.2g7), and in h'ycherley's, by satiric
ex.tremes. Etherege explores mants dual nature which remains clouded by
the artfully

rrr.i.50)

cultivated "thi.ngs that shadow a¡ld conceal-" (rhe Man of

Mode

CTIAPTER TWO

"Things that shadow and conceal":
I s She I,IouId
If She CouLd
and The l"lan of Mode

Etherege

Etherege's comedies include characters who vividly exemptify

many

of the themes and concerns of Restoration comedv. In She Wou1d. If

She

Coul-d and The Me¡

creature

of Mode, he probes the artifice

enamoured,

and folly of

a

by the fashionable vices of the town. As Sir

Car

Scroope asserts in his Prologue to The Man of Mode: "For, heavtn be

thanked., 'tis not so wise an age / But your own folli€s:mâ]

suppl_y the

stage" (11. 24-5). on his world of the stage, Etherege mirrors all the
"gaudy nonsense" (1. 16) which the fops so adore, and he exposes the

latest "distemper" (f. 32) which, like any physica1 disease, afflicts
the legions of fools who perform on the stage of the world.. It is,
then, a world of artifice
conceal the true self.

and of cultivated appearances, designed to

Like Sir Fopling, "True fops help naturers

work, and go to school / To file and finish God a'mighty's foof"
(Epitogue, If. f3-14).

Etherege, like his contemporaries, holds the

"Glass" for this foppish world of artifice

and.

folly

(Prologue, l-. 39),

and he exposes to view "Something of manr" at once d.iseased and

risible

[Epilogue, I. 5).

Etherege in his most masterful comedies explores man's dual

nature at the

same

time as he comical-Iy explores a conventional theme.
40

4I
Using a counterfeiting metaphor. Etherege draws on the monetary
imagery of the past in order to explain the theme of appearance and

reality.

In this busy world of commerce, where "angels" are coins

and

daughters marriageable commodities, counterfeit coins deceive the eye
and cheat the pocket. Similarly, the "things that shadow and conceal-"
(The Man of I'{ode, III.i.SO)

the dual nature of man "gild" over the

"native brass" of such an erring and frail
make him

a counterfeit coin.

creature (II.ii.45),

and

Later dramatists, like Congreve, Sheridan,

Wilde, Pinero and Jones, will play on the theme of counterfeit
appearance and the notion of the "marriagie marL." Etherege, together

with Wycherley, studies the d.efaced angel, a clever reference both to
the coin

and.

to the fall.*

appearance (I.i.25),

1

The "counterfeits of the age" falsify

and they are as fallen as they are modish- In

his plays. Etherege comically expJ-ores this fundamental seventeenthcentury theme of the disparity between what we are and what we woul-d
seem, a theme introduced in his f,irst Pfay, She Wou]d If She Could-¿

fn the PIaY, secrecyr dissembl-ing and counterfeiting are so artfully contrived that artifice

threatens to confound reality.

Etherege's

is a biting play, a play which exploits convention in order to clarify
his dual vision of man- Busily engaged in cabal-like doings, the
artificers

enact an elaborate and highly comic ritual

of physical-

concealment and studied false appearances, and the "wouldness" of their

actions, founded as it is on counterfeiting, may temporarily pass for
current coin.

NeverthelqsS, the ptay makes clear that what they ('dare

not discoveï, " for "fear of betrayingu themselves, is this essential
3 They foolishly str.ive to "transubstantiate"
"wouldness" (r-i.ii) .

L2

their true nature inÈo what they "would seem" (congreve, "Humour in
Comedy," p. Bl).

In Etheregers world of artificers,

masks" is found to be a lie,

and the artificer

Vtilde's "truth of

to be a prevaricator-4

What the other characters "vJou]d" do, only the witty lovers can and

shal-l do. In the end, they banish artifice

and accept verity'

at

Ieast for a ti¡neThe playts structure underpins these comic themes. Expanding on

the conventional picture of the licentious town and its chief proponent'
the rake, the first

act introduces the rich complexities which the rest

of the play wilt develop: artifice

versus nature, freedom versus

constraint, secrecy versus sincerity-

And the conventional character of

the rake becomes a comic and thematic pivot on which ELheregers
concerns will- turn.

Ostensibly, when Courtall and Freeman discuss the rakish pleasures
of the "old Trade" (4), they merely voice the conventional concerns of
the libertine.

Freeman bemOans

the sad lack of "ne\,/" acquaintance,

and

suggests that "a bottle or two of good Burgundy" will rekindle their

interest in those who now are dull (4).

Their appetites are jaded and,

like the rest of the raking brotherhood, they crave new "courses-"
But Etherege quickly adds a twist.
growrr a wicked to¡n¡n" (4).

Courtall laments: "This is

The town is wicked, not because of its

license, but because of its closeted activìties.

Formerly, "a gentleman

should not have gone out of his chamber, but some civil

officer or

other of the game" would accost him and offer him fresh fare to satiate
a gnawing appetite.

NotI, says Freeman, "there are a company of higling

rascals, who partly for tlremselves, but more especially for some secret

.13

friends, daily forestalt the markets" (.4).
fn

The play!s amorous intrigues hightight the surreptitiousness.

the first

scene, Mrs. Sentry, acting on her misÈress'orders, pretends

that she comes without Lady Cockwood's knowledge (6)' and Sir O}iver
enjoins Courtall to secrecy (8, 9).

Freeman must

hide when Mrs. Sentry

appears and she, in turn, must conceal herself when Sir Oliver arrives.
Because they are concealed, they overhear all the secret machinations

so jealously giuarded by others.

sir oliver, as it transpires, is

"vile dissembling man" [11) , one who s\^Iears fidetity to his wife
yet one who secretly craves the t'gentleman-like recreations" of
debauchery Q)

a

and

.

The "old trade" suffers because individuals,

"for

Some

private

reasons" C5), refuse to erÌgage in a frank and open manner' a manner

extolled by the rakes. Unlike the clandestine purveyors who secretly
hand.le their own intrigues, Courta1l yearns to remove himself from the

',fatigue" and "impertinencies" associated with bringing "a young wench
(5). He prefers instead to rely on the straightforward
ao l"-trrt""
methods of the "old trade."

Ile can then be free to "back my

o\¡¡n

colts'

and man my own hawks" (5), secure in the knowledge that he does not

have to resort to char¡ruing and persuasive masks to achieve his

licentious

ends..

These two profligates serve as conìmentators on the secrecy around

them, but they also come to embody Etherege's comic ideal of honest

hearts and frank natures. Their "sincere dealing" with. eactr other [13),
founded on a mutual lack of pretense and on a mutual regard for

propriety, contrasts sharply to the dissenbli.ng practiced by ottrers.
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Freemanhidesbecauseitisaquestionofdecency(5).Later,though
curious, he ingulres: "Pray how long, if without offense a man may ask
you, have you been in good grace with this person of honor? I never
(12). What
knew you had that commendable quality of secrecy before"
(5)
could be interpreted as secrecy is more a desire to be honourable
(L2). By
and honest (L2) than a covert design to "wheadle" and conceal

allowing hís friend to overhear his conversations with others (5), and
by confiding all the secretive affairs in which he is enmeshed, courtall
dealsopenlyandsincerelywithhisfriend,amanwhomayinmattersof
in
10ve be "an infidel" (13) but who, as his christian name suggests,
matters of friendship displays only frankness'
The dia'logue of the first

scene clearly estal¡lishes the play's

themes.5 Casual references to "trade" and "merchants" underscore the
rakers tlpicat reduction of love to materialism' Pointed references to
,,secretr,, "privatet' and "dissemblingt' also occur, and adumbrate the
themes of concealment and "wouldness." on yet another level, this
scene introduces the notions of "frankness" and "sincerityr"

and

foreshadows a corollary theme: "secret" dealings nurture the growing
wickedness of the town, a wickedness which the play seeks to define'
expose and vitiate.

constructs an architectonic play; each
. To do so, Etherege carefully
I'ii
scene contrasts to, or parallels. another scene. Etherege parallels
and t]-is method helps him to expose' not only Lady Cockwood's
and II.ii,
dissembl'ing nature, but also her self-deception.

herself to be sexually desirable.

Foolishly, she fancies

f,ike countless other matrons, she is

deceivedbythehero'sgentJ-emanlydeportment,whichsheconstrì]esto
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troublesome" (I.i.I3),

fond and

finds her to be "foolishly

and he longs to be rid of his aging encumbrance.

In

Lady Cockwoodts self-delusion does not stop with Courtafl.

spite of Sentry's disclosure to the conLrary, Lady Cockwood deludes
herself into thinking that she is "not a

woman

easily to be deceived,"

nor will she betieve Sir Oliver to be "an abominable hypocrite at
(r.ii.16)real.

The first

home"

scene has proven sir ol-iver's hypocrisy to be

He seeks hrs J-ady's approbation (10) and yet, with all secrecy'

Ìra
ntawq the nart of the debauchee. Though he believes his consort to
¡¡v
r¿uj

possess "an unblemished reputation" (B), she yearns to stain it,
nrnrrirtert qhc ean retain a credible sembl-ance of honour. As the title

the play suggests, she is so steeped in her own "v¡ouldness" that
becomes deluded by

of

she

her own false appearancesEtherege masterfulty exploits the conventional

In Act II, scene ii,

device of the aside to illustrate

the comic disparity between the

reality and the appearance- To Lady Cockwood's

comment

that she "cannot

be altogether unsensible of Ihisl generous passion, " Courtalf snickers

in an aside: "Aye, aye, I

am

a very passionate loverl" (II.ii.33).

The

disoaritv is f¡¡fhor hciohtened when, later, Lady Cockwood scolds
urryq!rL_¡

Sentry: "lntil-] you never take warníng, but still
these suspicious occasions?" (34).

nature for what it is:

be leaving me alone in

Sentry's aside bares Lady Cockwood's

"If I stay in the room' she will- not

speak

kindly to me in a week after; and if I go out, she al-ways chides
thus. this is a strange infirmity

me

she has, but I must bear with it;

on my conscience, custom has made it so natural, she cannot help it"

(34-5). Lady Cockwood's affected virtue, habitually practiced,

seems

for
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to be "natural."

In Congreve's words, "a continued Affectation, may in

ti:ne become a Habit"; Lady Cockwood. can no longer distinguish between
the life and the picture ("Humour in Comedy," p. 79).
Conversel-y, the point of the heroinesr dissembling is a love game.
They resol-ve to take the liberty

of the town and "plague" the gallants

their beauty ensnares (I.ii.2O).

Ariana uses the conventional battle

image to describe their determination to become "absolute tyrants" over

their "law1ess subjects" (21). They must of necessity don masks to
their battle, for their masks guard them from scandal (II.i.27) .

wage

They

must be sure of their quarry before they will risk exposure, and so

they insist that, as a tèst of fidetity,

the gallants

s\,vear an

oath (2g)

The love chase has begun in earnest- The heroines' "tongues are as

ni:nble as their heels" (26), and their wit startles both gallants.

Courtall- frankly confesses:

"No\,z

would not I see thy face for the

worl-d. If it should but be half so good as thy humor, thou woul-dst
dangerously tempt me to dote upon thee, and forgetting all
become

shame,

constant" (28). Freeman as freely admits: "I perceive, by your

fooling here, that wit and good humor may make a

mar¡

in l-ove with

a

blackamoor" (28).

Nevertheless, suspicious that the heroines may be "still

a litt1e

wil-d" and be "in need of better manning" C30), they will contest the
tyranny Ariana and Gatty wish to exercise over tt¡.em. Later, Courtall

laments: "That which troubles

me most

is, we have lost the hopes of

variety, and a single intrigue in love is as dull as a single plot in
play, and will tire a lover worse than ttother does an audience"
(Irr-i-45).

They resolve that their pursuit of the delectable country

a

-
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lasses will- serve as their "main design", and insure "a pleasant
comedy" (46).

Comptications soon develop. Accustomed to the efficacy of counter-

feiting

(rrr.iii.68

ff.;

rv.i,79),

Lady cockwood determines to test

Courtall's affection by counterfeiting l-etters (75). This device of the
counterfeit letters may heighten the comedy but, like so many contrivances,
it al-so underlines the pervasiveness of artificiality-

So pervasive is

the wickedness of the town and so numerous the secrets, the rakish
heroes suddenly have whaÈ they lacked. ea:rlier:
now has

a complicated plot.

their "pleasant

comedy"

To counteract the effects of counterfeiting,

and bring about a genuine "pleasant comedy, " the characters must resort

to yet more artifice-

rn spite of the many entanglements into which

her conniving has plunged her, Lady Cockwood still- cannot circumvent the
"wouldness" of her own nature.

her "spirit
Freeman

Now she must

of impertinence" (I-i.13),

himself succumbs to deceit.

look to Freeman to satisfv

with the result that

even

He "secretly" addresses her (rv.i.

8f) and., though he later confesses to Courta]l his designs upon the
eager matron (IV-ii.88),

friend (V-i.I0I).

he nonetheless proceeds to "deceive" his

Similarly, Gatty and Ariana still

reJ-y on artifice.

Rather than dealing openly with their gallants, they choose to

"dissemble" (ry.ii.88)

and to prick the assurance of those whom they

falsely believe to be base and deceitful.

In Act IV, scene ii,

the

witty lovers engage in a verbal battle quiÈe unlike their earlier witty
exchange (II.i-),

and the basis for their sniping colloquy is a forgery.

In contrast to their first

encounter (I-i.),

Courtaff and Freeman

for a time no longer deal "sincerely" with each other.

Neither will
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yield giround to the other until,

finatly,

their natural honesty

frankness resolve the problem created by the

"luladam

and

l'{achiavil-" (IV.ii.93),

Lady Cockwood. They determine to "proceed honestly like friends" and

"discover the truth of things to one another" (IV-i.85).
sincere dealing is re-affirmed.

The value of

Yet, only in Act V are the devices of

secrecy, dissembling, concealment and masking finally

revealed.

Here, the play's conventional devices of hiding and subterfuge are
rel-ated to the deceit entangling all the characters. Freeman must
cl-oset himself away if he is to avoid detection, and Courtall, if his
paramour's honour is to remain unspotted, must also hide.

The farcical

complications which arise do provoke laughter (V.i.104-6) and yet, they

also illustrate

in their very boisterousness the perils of artifice.

Engulfing the characters in darkness, the episode ttrreatens to expose
the veiled intentions of all the counterfeiters, the rakes included.
Finatly, however, concealment assists the heroes in their efforts
to disentangle themselves from the subterfuge played upon them, and all
that remains is for Ariana and. Gatty to be illuminated.

Both readily

admit their bewilderment and their heartfelt hope that "time will

make

it out, [we] hope, to the advantage of the gentlemen" (108). Indeed,
the heroines' openness wÍth each other at the end of the play parallels
the frankness the two heroes

shoW toward each.

other and, at the

same

time, it removes at last the need. for deceit.
Similar to Act I, scene i, where the two heroes deal "sincerely"
with one another, the colloquy between Ariana and Gatty in Act V,
scene i, enunciates Ètle dual levels of the p1ay. on the one hand,

GaLty's song clearly outlines the witty heroiners reticence in matters
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of love.

Like the hero's confession that her wit tempts him into

constancy (fl.i.28),
me do

here the heroine admits: "I find I must love, Iet

Her "fever" may last or it may expire,

what r can:" (V.i.109).

buÈ her "passion shall kill

atf the qualities

colnmon

me

before I will show it. " Gatty embodies

to the witty heroine. QuiÈe capable of

persiflage, she nonetheless buries beneath her frivolous exterior

a

genuine passion, one which she must conceal if she is not to be drawn

ínto self-betrayal:

"But oh how I sigh, when I think, should he

woo

me, / T cannot deny what r knowwould undo me:" (109).
On

another, and rirore thematic level , the colloguy between the two

heroines establ-ishes once again Etheregets corollary theme of "sincere

dealing,, (I.i.13).
retorts:

Rebuked

by Ariana for her wantonness,

"I hate to dissemble when I need not.

affected in us to be reserved

novr v¡etre

tTwould look as

alone as for a player to main-

tain the characÈer she acts in the tiring room" (V.i-109).
recognizes the distinction

GatÈy

Gatty

to be made between art and nature; she, Iike

an actress, can perform a part but, once off the stage of the world,
she can resume her natural charact"r-6
The final discoverv scene balances the play's dual aspects'
Concealment has enabled Courtall and Freeman to overhear the two

heroinesr confessions. As Courtall remarks; "Had it not been our

good

fortunes to þaVe been concealed here, you would have had iIl nature
Once
enough to dissembl-e with. us at least a fortnight longerr' (II0).
secrecy and sincerity are recognized, the intricacies of the comic

plot can be resolved. By inventing new lies (111-113), Courtall
protects ùhe repuÈation5 of the counterfeiters and assures a comic
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reconciliation.

By revealing secrets, Courtall re-affirms the value of

plain dealing.
Yet, the play's very complexity denies a facile resol-ution to the
comic tension created by the discrepancy between appearance and nature.
The heroes are both rakes and plain dealers. the heroines both masked
and bare-faced. Since the nilieu

in which they move is so steeped in

the "innocent freedom" afforded by the town yields comic

artifice,

twists (113). At the

same

time that it allows the heroines to ramble

and yet remain "mighty honest" (f.ii-2:-),

the "Cbristian liberty"

it also perverts and distorts

invo]<ed by Courtall (1.i.9).

Rakish freedom

denotes more christenings than marriages (9) and, ín Lady Cockwood's

It is "a

terms, freely pursuing one's inclinations demands artifice.
sÈrange censorious age" (rI.ii-35),

"faithless and inconstant" (.IV.i.75)

an age which encourages rambling, but at the risk of falsity

,

and

self-betrayal.
The comic resolution, then, reveals ambiguities-

Etherege concludes

his play by once again balancing the dual aspects of secrecy
sincerity.

and

The final bargaining scene betv¡een the witty lovers

recaptures the earlier episode where they verbally parry for witty
supremacy (II.i.).

Here, in the fifth

act, thetraditional

imagery of

mortgages and houses recalls tT¡.e heroesr use of the monetary image to

descrihe their amorous, if mercenary, intentions.

Before meeting the

feminine combatants v¡ho wÌIl subdue their roving spirits,

the

protagonists det.ermine "to play a v¡hile upon tick" in the "hopes of
pa)rynent

hereafter" (I-i.14)..

Now, faced with the prospect of marriage,

Courtall concedes; "A1l the happiness a gentleman can desire. is to
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till

live at liberty,

ldebts] " (V.i.If4).

he be forced [by natrimony] to pay his

Sir oliver

sums

own

up the disparity between the

d.esirable condition of liberty and the "baulked" state of matrimony

(III-iii.67).

The gentlemen, Sir ol-iver notes, "have found it

so

convenient tying in lodgings, theyrll hardly venture on the trouble of

taking a house of their own" (V.i.1f5).

"For a valuable consideration".

the gentlemen are in fact willing to "mortgage ltheir] persons" (114) To be tempted to do so, they require "a pretty country seat, madam,

with a handsome parcel of land, and òther necessaries belonging to't";
a mere "town tenement" wil-t never do (I15).7
The ímagery emphasizes the compJ-exity of the play's resolution.

Blind love hardly directs the .actions of even the witty lovers; Pragmatic and mercenary motives are too pervasive to al-Iow love to cloud the
future.

l{¡r does the matrimonial state promise to be a bl-issful retreat

from the wickedness of the town. Earlier, Courtall has pronounced

that "a wifers a dish, of which if a man once surfeit, he sha1l have a
better stomach t.o all others ever after" (ffI.iii.57)

-B ,The marriage of

the Cockwoods also denies any romantic'notion of conjugality..

Egually

practical, the heroines of necessity must offer tlreir gallants t'a fair
proposition" (V-i-117), a test of their sincerity.
Freeman pass

If Courtall

and

the test and remain as servants for a month, then the

heroines will "accept of the challeng'e" and enter the bonds of
wedlock (f17).

once before, however, tl.e heroines Trave imposed a test

upon the gentlemen (ff.i-29),

and the outcome proved ambiguous. only

by chance have Courtall and Freeman kept their word "not to visit

other

\doment' (29)

- In fact, Courtall has visited Lady

Cockwood

any
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immediately after solemnlyswearingthe oath to Gatty. As he admits:
"The keeping of one|s word. is a Lhing below the honor of a gentLeman"

(rr.ii.39).
Now, the bargain struck, the foreshadowed dubiety creeps in.

Sir Oliverts guestion, "is it a match, boysr" Courtall replies:
heart of

man

(V.i.117)-

be not very deceitful,

Freeman

dangerous trial

To

"If the

'tis very likely it may be so"

adds: "A month is a tedious time, and will- be

a

of our resolutions" (117)- Although their witty

colloguy ends finally

with talk of "restless" expectation and hearty

hunger (I20), and although Sir Oliver pronounces them "all agreed on the

matter" (120), the note of ambiguity remains. ft is not eased but
heightened by the pfay's closing fines, Sir Oliver's invitation

to his

shaken lady-

The speech rings with irony:

"Give me thy hand, my virtuous'

my

dear- / Henceforwards may our mutual loves increase, / And when we are
a-bed, wê'II sign the peace" (120) - Lady Cockwood has, throughout the

play, endeavoured to cuckold him,' neither she nor her amorous I'ambitions"
have proven to be vìrtuous (119). Sir Olìver and Lady Cockwood do

agree to retire to what they can do, she to the modest confinements of

"the

hum.ble.

affairs of [her] own famÌIy" (Il-9) , and he to conjugality.

BuL Sir Oliverrs invitation

than dispel illusion,

to h.is "virtuoustt dear suggests that, rather

he would. willingly

fanciful belìef in her virtue-

cling to appearance, the

Earlrer, in an aside, he has voiced his

suspicion that Courtallrs and Freemants sudden appearance betrays
shady busìness with his lady (111).

a

Yet, he is indeed !'apt enough to

believe" the l-les perpetrated upon him by his wife and Courtall (112) Based first

on deception and

no\^¡

on a willing credulìty, their "mutual
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l-ove" gravely comments on the veiled prospects to be faced by the witty

lovers.

The "things Èhat shadow and conceal" are a cloying part of the

"way of the world" (The Man of Mode, III.i.50).

Dissimul-ation and

affectation, "under a Voluntary Disguise," frequently confuse appearance
for truth, shadow for substance (Congreve, "Humour in Comedyr" P. 79).
She l,üould

If She Coul-d, then, cannot be dismissed, in Nettletonrs

terms, simply as a "superficial"
(English Drarna, P. 82).

treatment of a "superficial

Nor does his other altegation, that Etherege

to laughter at sin

"turns comedy, from lashing vice with ridicule,
well as at folly",

society"

as

adequately assess a playw-right who exhíbits such

comic mastery (p. 76) -

The moralistic pronouncements of "vice" and

"sin" hardly d.o justice to Etheregets fundamental concern: the ideal
of sincerity counterpointed to the reality of

sham.9

Similar to She Would If She Could, Etheregers most famous play-and the one most piously denounced--sounds the same theme.s.lo But in
The Man of l"lode Etherege refines his technigo"-ll

Rather than relying

so heavily on architectural parallels and farcical giirunicks like
cl-osets and physicaL concealments, Etherege critically
"shadow

draws mants

of himself " (ry-ii-109) - Etherege hierarchically clusters his

eharacters, each of

whom embodies some

aspect of his fundamenta,l comic

concerns- On one leveJ., each character functions as the comic t'shadowl'
of the nexti the shadings of one heighten and anticipate the other.

On

another leve1, the "shadow" of the..self betokens the cultivated ùnage
designed to conceat the inner suhstance. Like the error conrnitted by

the self-imprisoned creatures in Platots cave, the shadows betray
artful man inÈo confusìng the refl-ected

jmage.

with reality-

The picture,
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in Congreve's words, becomes the life

("Humour in Comedy" p. 79) and

,,wouldnessr,' in Etherege's words, becomes the only recognizable
substance-

Etherege vivifies

a world overshadowed by counterfeiters.

Here,

in this modish cave of shadows, individuals are "the more acceptabl-e'
the less they are kncjwn" (IV.i.93). Those who are "Varnished' over with
good breed.ing" make "a tol-erabl-e shovt" (III-i.51);

"sophisticate

dul-Iness" often passes "on the tasteless multitude for true wit and good
But artifice, Ìike the loverts fl-eeting passion'
humour" (IïI.iii-69).

,,gildS" oVer only "for a tjme" what lurkS underneath: the "native
brass" whích insistently threatens to show through the gilded
exterior (rf-ii.45).
The "counterfeits of the age" (I.i-25),

enamoured

by the "shadow"

oftheself,relyonlyonappearance'onthegaudydisplayofpatches
and paint. At this level, "a mants excellencytt fies chiefly in the
,,neatly tying

of a ribbon or a cravat" (22). Such artificers

become

,,captive to the image in the g1ass, [and] hence to a shadow of the

of MoQe, p. xvi) ' Externals
(rv'i 'gÐ 'I2
become veritie.s, and "clothes" the "creatures" of substance
Thi!; traditional- kind of t'sartorismil Ether.ege adapts to his own themes'
self" (Carnochan, Introduction,

Man

SirFopling,''thepatternofmodernfoppery'.(Ï.i.23),embodies
'ì?

the superficiality

of those who perceive only the shadow.*- He is,

according to Dorj¡nantrs curt appraisal, "a ridiculous animal-, who has
Sir
more of the ape than the ape has of the man in him" (v.i-I19).
Fopl.i

ng, "a person indeed of great acquired fo]lies"

(f .i.23),

be nothing more than the shadow of others, a mimic who does not

comes

to
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"remember

the saying of the wise man, [toJ study yourseJ-f" (IV.ii.I09).

Devoted to the image cast by his mirror, he "entertains' himself only

with shadows and trusts to a glass which reflects, not verity, but
appearance.

Notwithstanding all his cultivated foppery, Sir Fopling is
associated with the natural order of thinqs-14 Nature is "careful" to

furnish "the world with necessary coxcombs" l-ike Sir Fopling (I.i.2Ð.L5
NoÈ

only do such creatures provide social diversion; they also

unknowingly help to condemn the society so willing to accept them.
Thus, they comically heighten the counterfeit shadìngs of the more

proficient artificers,

nature's "cheats" (fff.iii-69),

who sÈrive to

substantiate the shadow of self.16
One such

counterfeiter is Mrs. Loveit, a character who aPpears to

be cognizant of the discrepancy between shadow and substance (V-i.119tt

I2O, 126)-''

Yet, d.escribed early in the play as a

vloman

"the most

passionate in her love and. the most extravagant in her jealousy"

(I.i.ls),
fidetity

l"lrs. Loveit foolishly extracts oaths òf constancy and vows of
from a man renowned for his roving nature- In the end, his

promises prove to be but shadows of a genuine passion, and their "love"

merely an incurable distemper.
Throughout the course of the pfay, Dorimant contrives to put their

"diseased".Iove to a "violent death". and cure the "sickly" passion
which so frequently betrays Loveit []I-ii.46).

But the rage which

governs her only prompts her to revive a "dying love" and tender it the

"cordial-" of jealousy (Irr.iiì.99).

Although her dissembling

passion for a fool does succeed, temporarily (III.iii-82,

a

84), her
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doing so makes Dorimant strive aII the harder to "pluck off this
and show the passion that lies panting under" (84) -

He

mask

drives her to

frenzy. Her "diseased" love changes into a "ragingt'fever (v.ii.I27),
which she for a tjme vents in asid.es (137), but soon her passion rends

her mask of indifference and exposes her Èo Harriet's chiding (143).

rn spite of her seeming awareness and her artful pretenses,
Loveit cannot long sustain a "tolerable show" (III.i.51).
moment when she

At the very

longs to verify the sham she has perpetrated, she

contravenes the overriding social- axiom. She allows herself to

be

"known" to the modish counterfeiters, and she has mistakenl-y believed
mere shadows to be substantial-.

figure, a

woman

loveit, Èhen, is a highly comic

manipulated by the hero only because she faiLs to

distinguish between substance and =h-do*.fB
on yet another leve1, there are those counterfeiters

effectively

empJ-oy

who

the socially acceptable device of dissembling,

a

device which shields the substance and verifies the shadow. This

cluster of characters heÌghtens the artifice

of those who, like Sir

Fopling, see only the shadows of the self, and illuminate.s the socially
derided shams of a character like Loveit-

The characters of Bellinda

and Loveit, for example. mutually ref J-ect one on the otlrer -. Where

I-oveit fails,

BeÌlinda succeeds, aL least for a tjme- Unlike her

passionate compeer, Bellinda realizes the benefits to be gained by

dissembling and by forswearing oaths. In order to further her

pursuit of Dorimant, she meLiculously cultivates her social mask of
friendship and succeed.s sq well that, although suspicious, r-oveit
pronounces her friend 'innocent{ of any d.esign on Dorinant (V.i.117)

-

i'Ì

But, like l,oveitrs, Bellindars passion lies "panting" under her mask of
sexual reticence, and Ðorimant easily contrives to assuage her i11considered l-ove for him.

For aII her apparent insight into his "il1-nature" and. inconstant
temper, Bell-inda cannot conÈrive to keep hersel-f free of Dorimant.19
Although she enjoins him not tos\¡¡ear any oaths to her, because she will
'"9û1ow

jealous of the oath and think lshe owes his] truth to that,

not to thisl love" (IV.ii-l-06),
(IfÌ.ii-6l)-

and

she herself swears an oath to him

Her s\^/earing such an oath of compliance to his will leads

her, not to Loveit's social downfal-l-, but to an amorous betrayal
Finally, she must confess: I'I knew him fal-se and helped to

(V.i.1IB).
make him

so.

Was

not lloveit's]

d.anger?" (v.ii-L27).

ruin enough to fright me from the

Bellinda may have "studied" herself more, but

she, too, becomes blinded by the appearance of love.

Her actions are

comic sìmply because she acknowledges the discrepancy between substance
and shadow, and yet acts contrary to her knowledge- I{hile in Medley's

considered judgment she exhibits "a genius that makes her worthy"

of Dorimant himsel-f (I-i-17),
mode,

she falls prey to the shadow of a lman of

" more practiced even than she in the subtle art of t'ttr-ings that

shadow and

conceal" (III-i.50).

The rakish and charmÌng Dorj:nant enlcodies the playrs dual vision

of the "modish" man whose masterful counterfeiting deceives others. At
the social level, he personifies the townrs acceptably polistred
mode-" Fond himself of fine clothes (.I-i.22.),

anð.

I'man

of

convinced that his

modishne.ss is "a thing to be valued in men as well as baubles" (III-ii.
64 )

,

Dor

j:nant ttrroughout tlre play' demonstrate.s the value of appearance
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in a world, not only given to witty laughter, but also wilfing

enough

to accept for truth the "shadow" of the self.
As her name suggests, Lady Townley represents the town and afl- iÈs
modish vrays. eresiding over the witty company of "laughers" (60),
she endorses the townts ideal of "an universal taste" (.62), one whj-ch

rel-ishes wit but which also craves the variety and diversion afforded

by fools (63). She also upholds the fashionable creeds of discretion
and d.issembling. She pities the young lovers who have lately been the

subject of scandaf, but she nonetheless condemns theír lack of social
acumen- She tells Medley: "to say truth, their conduct has been

so

indiscreet they deserve to be unforLunate" (57). Such is the social
sentence meted out to al-l- those who transgress the social- ritual-

So,

to

as the town's representative, her good opinion of Dorimant testifies
his social success. She finds him "a very weli-bred man" (58) and

',a very pl-easant acquaintance" (59). Finally, her favourable account of
hj:n to Lady tr^ioodvill sways the recalcitrant matron to his side
(v. ii.l4o)

-

But Lady Townley rarely concerns herself with substance-

she

suspects that Old Bel-lair does not speakwhat he thinks (IV.i.86),

and

she seemj¡rgly detects the passions which he so artlessly strives to

conceal, but her assessment of Medley sees onJ-y his socially pleasant
side. To her, he iS "a ve.ry necessary man among uS women¡ a witty
gossip who repeats the "Iittle
Townley refers to hls gift

nev¡s

ot the

Èo\nln"

(II .i.33).

for exaggerated story-telling

VJhile Lady

(34)

and

ftnilia perceives him to be ua living libe-l-, a breathing lampoon"
Grl.ii.57),

both

women

prove to be limited in their perception. Not
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only do they defend Dorimantls appearance of wit and good nature
(5g-9), but they also consider Medley to be "a very pleasant man"
(II.i.33).

He it is who reminds

His is a much more important role.

Dorimant of the discrepancy between stUdied social appearance and' inner

that

substance.

When Dorimant contends

afflictions

in love (III .ii.6l-) , lvledley quips:

women

create their

own

"If you would play

without being obliged to complaisance, Dorimant, you should play in
public places" (62). FinalIY, it is Medley's derisive laughter which
insures that those who fail to regard the social ritual receive the
Not only does he insure
judgrment Lady Townley would exact (III.ii.57).
that no social transgression goes unnoticed, but he also becomes for
Dorimant a socia] arbiter, a necessary presence if the "man of mode" is
to clear his rePutationThis rol-e of social judge becomes thematically important.20
Dorimant finds it expedient to engage his friend as a witness
ïnitially,
' I¡Ihen the
to the "glood sportt' designed at Loveit's expense (III'ii'76)
contrivance fails and Loveit dissembles more capabty than Dorimant
anticipated t82), Ir[edley shrewdly g¡.resses the "secret" his friend
labours to conceaf. fnterestingly enough, Bellinda fails to see the
,,alteration" Medley does (83), who accuses Dorimant: "you look
Iittle

bashful on the matter" (82) '

a

Indeed, Dorimant confesses in an

aside: "He guesses the secret of my hearÈ. I

am concerned

but dare not

rrrtis pleasanter to
it,, t83). As Loveit later renr-inds Dorimant'
laugh at others than to be laughed at ourselves, though never so

show

wittily"

(v.i.I2O).

short respíte:

The chastened. Dorimant can only ask Medley for a

"'TVere unreasona.ble to desire you not to laugtr at

me;

OU

but pray do not expose me to the town this day or two" (III.iii.84).
His failure to triumph over his cast-off mistress and to mask his

own

inner emotions exposes him to hearty laughter at his own expense.
The less he is known (IV.i.93),

the more pleasing and the

more

credible his shadow of himself andj therefore, the less susceptible
is to the laughter of others.

Vühen

he

the veneer is cracked and the

discrepancy between shadov¡ and substance is revealed to public view,
Dorimant suffers fitting
Cleverness may still

social discomfiture (rrr'iii'80-4t

v'i '125-6) '

be, as Holland suggests, a virtue, but Dorimant

must now contrive to right his social wrong (First Modern Comedies,

p. 86). otherwise, as he says' he "shall- be daily minded of it'Twill be a commonplace for al-l tb,e town to laugh at [him],
Medley, when he is rhetorically

and

drunk, will ever be declaiming on it in

thisl ears" (123). As social_ priest, Medley must be present when
Only when
Dorimant attempts to "regain" his ttcredit" IIII.iii.84).
Medley "pronounces" tris I'reputation cleart' can Dorimant avoid the

derision of his laughing compeers and resume once again his rol-e as the
witty "man of mode" (V,ii.143).
Therefore, Dorimant cannot sirnply be regarded as Etheregets comic
social standard. Although Dorimantts social mastery contrasts sharply
to sir Foplingts, Etherege draws Ìronic parallels between the playts
duar

,,men

of mode-,,21 Both characters emphaticatly proclaj:n the

importance of clothes (I.ù-22¡ fV.i.99)-

(!.i.II9;

Both are described as "apish('

V.ii-130), mlmicking fashionable gestures and modish t^y=r"

Dorimantts cultivated posing, concealing as it does the inner substance, forces him to stoop to ttthings that stradow and conceal-'r (-III

i..5O), and

tr-e

frequenÈly risks becoming, like Sir Foplingf only

a

.
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"shadow

of himself " (IV.ii.1O9).23

Dorimantrs posing is more

accompl-ished, but his kinship with Sir Fopling undercuts the notion

that the rake is the social ideal- extolled by Restoration playwrights
like Etherege.
Moreover, in The Man of Mode Etherege does not add. the satiric
dimension to his rake's character.

fn She Would ff She Could, the

libertines embody Èhe ideal of sincerity.

Although they, too, suffer

comic discomfiture because of their rakish activities

(ffÏ.í.52),

their "sincere dealing" furnishes a subtle shad.ing to their

more pronounced libertine

brilliance,

and broken vows

.olorrr=.24 Notwithstanding his superficial-

Dorimant is revealed to be an imperfect dissembl-er

whose

25

triumph over the witty heroine is not assured--* Not only must he rely
on the good offices of others to gain some measure of success (V.ii.l-40),

but his cultivated pose, so beguiling to others, hardly enthralls
the heroine.
Young Bell-air sees in Dorimantrs deportment all- that is "easy" and

"natural,l' but Harriet penetrates the studied art of Dorimantrs pose;
"He¡s agreeable and pleasant, I.must own, but he does so much affect

being so, he displeases me" [fII.iii-70)-

Later, she ridicules his

laboured mannerisms even more sharply- He may, Itarriet declares,
possess abundant v¡it, þut he I'takes a great deal of pains to show it"

(V.ii .L29). Though he is "extremely well-fashioned" (130), he also
wh'ìch she, unlike the town, cannot condone-

betrays an artificiality

Dorimant, to }larriet's piercing eyer is t'affectedly grave, or

ridiculously wild
Sir Foplingts

and

)6
apish" [130I--" Finarry, just as Dorimant copies

mannerìsms

[V.i..Il8-9), 9or too, does Harriet easily
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imitate Dorimant's mannerisms (I.i.10,

III.iii.74)

- She thereby

ill-ustrates, not only the ease with which affectations can be assumed,
but also her own superiority to both "men of mode." Her assessment of
Dorimant acknowledges the discrepancy between substance and shadow and,

therefore, she contradicts the opinion of the "easy town" (fff.iii.7f)
which, like Young Bellair, uncritically

perceives only the shadow of this

sophisticated "man of mode."
Unl-ike She Vlould ff She Could, the satiric

ideal resid.es, not ín

a

dual vision of the rake, but in a subtly shaded portrait of the witty
)'7

heroine."'

and "plucks" off

Harriet decries Dorimantts artificiality

his mask. As the satiric ideal, she herself can dissembl-e

when

necessary, but she does not lose hersel-f in "things that shadow

and

conceal" (fff.i-50) - As she curtly ínforms Busy: "May lDorimant] hate
me - a curse that frighLs me when I speak it - if ever I do a thing

against the rules of decency and honourf' (V.ii.134)

-

Refusing to be "paid down by a covetous parent for a purchase('

trlr-i-52),

Harriet resol-ves, along with Young Bel1air, to "deceive the

grave people" who would yoke them together (53).
{i

a'.

Their mocking

courtship scene C52) contrasts sharply both- to Young Belfairrs ardent
wooing of E[nilia ('rf.i.3l-)

Bellinda-

and to Dorimant's more salacious pursuit of

This comic triad of courtsh-ip scenes heightens the unaffected

emotion sought by the serious lovers and the artificialìty

practiced by

dissemblers lìke Dorj:nant- tlarriet and. Young Belfair deal openly with
one another CIII.i.53).

Engaging in the deception "if

it be hut for the

dear pleasure of d.ìssemhling" C54), Itrarriet and Ïrer counterfeit lover
perform their parts adnirably enough to win the desired ¡eprieye¡ their
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success illustrates

the efficacy of masterful dissembling.

Nevertheless, Harriet d.oes not confuse the shadow and the
substance, but clearly distinguishes between them. Not only does

she

recognize dissembling for what it is, a necessary and easily mastered
social- art, but she also conforms to her natural self.
confesses to her essential- "want of art"

talent for dissernbling (rrr.i.56).
as "wild" as she is demure (1.i.13).

She

as freely

(W.i-90) as she does to her

She is, as Medley informs Dorimant,
Whil-e Dorimant prefers "masks and

private meetingsr " she chooses to go "barefacedr' (rrr. i-ii--72) admits he loves to be well-dressed (I.i.22),

He

but she for her part

chides Busy's "officious fingers" which would tame her wildness

(III.i.49).

Free from habitually practised affectation,

she does not

"My eyes are wild and wand'ring like my

viofate her natural self:

passions, and cannot yet be tied to rules of charming" (IV.i.90)

-

Dorimant finds himself enamoured by this ttwil-dnessr" by her ready

wit (III-iii.72);

the t'pleasing image of herself" which "wanders" in

his "soul" soon wholly captivates him t75). As he confesses in

an

aside: "I love her and dare not let Ïrer know itr' ¡1y.i.9f).

Ygt, in

spite of his thralldom to such an image, his soul- nonetheless

succumbs

to his "flesh and btood" (1"00). So, to win ttre heart of her affected
paramour, Harriet must perforce conceal her own yearnings,
confesses in an aside:
never know it"

She

"f feel aS great a change within, but he shal-I

CIII-iii.72).

Like so many witty heroines, she must

contrive to shield herself from fates like loveit's and Bellinda's at
the

same

time that she ìnspires lrer recalcitrant lover to a declaration

of love and an offer of marria g"-28
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Their final courtship scene il-l-ustrates the importance of
dissembling and a1so, at its close, the importance of unaffected

truth."

)q

rnitially,

she "dareIs] not look upon himrttfor her unconcealed

Iove "springs" into her face (V.ii.l3l).

If she is to retain her

ascendancy, she must cloak her true feelings and maintain the appearance

of emotional detachment. On another leveÌ, her ability
enables her to "Iaush" Dorimant out of his artifice

to do

so

and make a trial

of

his genuine natureTheir opening colloquy in Act V, scene ii casts a comic light

on

Etheregers themes. Dorimant refers to their meeting as "the picture of

a celebrated beauty gíving audience in public to a declâred leys¡r'
(V.ii.131).

Harriet adopts his image of the picture, the representation

in art of an actual event, and extends it to the role-playing in which
he so frequently indulges: "Play the dying fop and make the piece
complete, sir" (l-3I).

Like the fop, he courts Harriet with

images

which would transform the substance of love into the artful

shadow:

"What think you if the hint were well improved - the whole mystery of

making love pleasantly desìgned and wrought in a suit of hangingsJ"
?n
(131-2)--HarrieÈ blunÈly rejects the proposed artifice,

and chides:

"'Twere needless to execute fools in effigy who suffer daily in their
ewn

persons" (132). This retort initiates

the comic process of tearing

aside needless art to reveal and recognìze Èhe underlying reality.
To garrÍet, who robs hìm of his soults liberty
gai-ns an "ascendancy" over him (W.i-92),

(V.ii.I44)

and

who

he begins to reveal the less

artful and less libertine sìde to his nature'

He tel-ls her¡

rtBut f

will open my h-eart and receive }¡ou where none yet dld ever enter.

You
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have filled

(V.iii.132).

it with a secret, might I but let you know it"

Her refusal to take seriously a protestaÈion of love from a man whose
"tongue is so famed for falsehood" (I32) distinguishes Harriet from

her compliant predecessors. Ioveit's

false belief in oaths

and

Bellinda's hesitant regard for promises foreshadow Harriet's utter
rejection of pledges. Dorimant may wish her to promise, but

she

dismisses him with the words: "I hate to promise. I{hat we do then is
expected from us and wants much of the welcome it finds when it

surprises,'

(134).3

I

Be1lair (II.i.3f),
human

Líke Bnilia, who will- not accept arr oath from Young
Harriet sees too clearly the frailty

of the artful-

creature.

r"nr hor n:rf- Herrìct reiects Dorimant¡S extravagant promises, and
.-J----

}/u!e,

!--"

chides hjm: "Holdl Though I wish you devout, I would not have you turn

fanatic" (V.ii-I33).32

What she does expect from him contradicts the

social code he has zealously striven to uphold. He must test a passion
which "knows no boundst' by sojourning in the [desert[ beyond Hyde Park
(I33)."

I{e must

also bear laughter at his own expense. Earlierr

she

has instructed him: "When your l-ovets grown strong enough to make you
bear being laughed at, ltll

(1V.i-93).
"shado\n¡"

give you leave to trouble me with itt'

Then, and only then, may Dorimant cease to be an artful

of himsetf , offering

exorbitant but immeasurable vaws of love.

Harriet, on the contrary, can honestly and simply announce at the close
of the Scene.: 'tI cannot deny itother man" CV.ii-f4f).

f would, and neveT will marry any

Thus, Harriet embodies the modish. ideal of

wiÈty detachment and social mastery at. the same time that she exemplifies

the satiric ideal of unaffe.cted tronesty and naturalness. She is what
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she appears to be, and yet she also withstands a world of falsity.
assumed

and Young Bellairts,

naturalness, along with that of tniliats

itluminates the practised artifice

Her un-

of the "counterfeits of the age"

(r.i.2s).
The playts ambiguous rêsolution, however, throws the ideaf into
1A

question.'*

Even at the moment of his "betrothal-r" florimant may stil1

rcnreqent "the orince of all the devils in the town" (TII.LiL.14),
devil who would tempt the angels to a second fall
to the forsaken Ioveit:
my

estate that needs it"

to a second tryst:

"We

(75)

. Dorimant

the
s\¡7ears

"Believe me - a wife, to repair the ruins of
(V-ii.I39)-

And he tries to entice Bellinda

must meet again" (140). Soon after, he swears

to Harriet that she and. love have enthrall-ed him (L44). Given her
rejection of his recent passionate fanaticism (v'ii'133),

Harriet here

continues to .ignore such. protestations of love, and seems wise to do so.
Instead, she describes what he can expect in the country, and she askS
him whether the prospect does not ttstagger" his resolution.

She compares

her famity wiLh birds in an aviary and, when he reiterates his
devotion to Lrer, she turns to tnilia

and laments that, even nov¡f she can

hear the cawing of the rooks (I44).

The implication of the imagery is

that Dorimant, too, in the midst of "mopingtt and t'mel-ancho1y" birds,
may

well be a rook.
But thr's same fallen creature has 'tsomething of the angel yet

undefaced in hjmr' (II.ii.37)

- loveitrs statement appl-ies to Dorjmantrs

sexual and personal charm, which. are substantial enough to warrant her
dismissar of his "wickedness. to her (37-8) '

But, in the context of

Etheregets comic Ìdeals, this t'undefaced'r Side to mants countenance
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reveal-s itself,

not so much in Dorimant, who may be a rook after a1lt

in the delicate portraits of Young Bellair and ftnil-ia.

as

Their courtship

?q

comprises the minor P1ot.--

They, too, plot to deceive the old folks who would so arbitrarily
dispose of them (If-i.31),

and they do succeed in outwitting the

intransigent otd Bellair.

The frankly spoken devotion of these trtio

young lovers, a given from the beginning of the Play, suggests the

morally upright lovers extolted by the sentimental mode. But in
Etherege's p1ay, such "sentimental" touctres are clearly subordinate to

his comic themes. Etherege points Èo the vulnerability
pOWerIeSSnesS

and essential

Of theSe minOr charaCterS, t'UnaffeCted" and "modest"

they are (I.i.25).

Young

Bel-lair becomes Dorimantts foil

(25)'

aS

and

Dorimant's assessment of ftnilia only strengthens the notion that the

influence of the "way of the world" is a corrupting one. If "nothing
can corrupt her but a husband" (25) , tÌlen her marriage to Young Bellair
assumes

ironic orr.rtorr.".36

rndeed, Medleyts wish to Young Betlair

indicates the dubious nature of earthl-y bliss.

The young couple,

Medley says, are to have "all the joys happy lovers.have shared ever

since the worl-d began'r (2l-), but it is, as Krause points out, an
,,Eden-like love" subject to corruption and temBtation (-"Defaced Angel ,t'
95). As Young Bellalr perceiveS,

\,¡hen he'responds

to Medleyts

congratuJ-atory remarks' "YOu wish. me in heaven, but you believe me on
n
my jour:ney to he1l" ('2I). Nor doe.s his tlfaithf which to Medley qight

"contribute much to\n¡ards thisl sal-vation' (.2I) r convince ûnil-ia of,
abiding hope for love or happiness. Enunciating a theme which will
t'our love. is fraif
occupy vanbrugh, she observes to Young BeLlaÌri

anY

as
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is our Life"
frailty

(II.i.31).'

of the

human

a7

Her note of caution underscores the essential-

animal, a frailty

which ever threatens to defil-e

what may be yet "undefaced.." She casts doubt on the permanence of

passion based on the reality of that human frailty.

a

The "undefaced"

side would appear to be so more by virtue of its present l-ack of stain
than by the presence of a lasting purity.
Although these two serious lovers resolve to wed and although their
own sincere dealings with each other appear to be lasting,

the larger

world of the play suggests that their bliss may not be long-I.rtirrg-38
Dorimant himself may s\,vear that, in expectation of a "happy Easterrt'he

can "keep a Lent for a mistress" (IfI.iii.73),
may be

as frail

but such an assertion

as his other promi-ses; it may be as frail

as the

Etherege does not dispel the shadov¡s created by such brilliant,

man-

if

brief, flashes of insight into the dual nature of man. Tn this world
of sham, the I'things that shadow and conceal" also comprise the
"Something of man" which "must be exposed to view" (Epilogue, 1.5).

Wycherley, too, will expose to view mankindrs folly and artifice,
he will do so in a manner more bitingly

satirical

and, ultinatelyf

intolerant of these "things that shadow and conceal-

"

but
more

CHAPTER THREE

"lvlinister of Justice" :
Wycherley's The Country Vtife and
The Plain Dealer

In I,tycherley's plays, Etherege's ambiguity is resolved.l

vlycherley

may, as Righter contends, "build upon the foundation already provided

by Etherege" ("williamtr{ycherleyr" p. 71), but in The Country l{ife

fhe Plain ltealer !{ycherley "strike[s]

and

off in new directions" (p. 7Ð.2

Wycherley adopts Restoration themes, but only to adapt them to his
unambiguous and satiric

own

use. He visual-ly dramatizes Etherege's

hints of an impending fa1l, and emphatically shows the debasement
which in Etherege only threatens to engulf all the characters. In
tr{1'cherley's lewd town, Lady Cockwood mighÈ weII be as successful a

dissemhler as Lady Fidget. His ptays, then,critical-ly

magnify Etherege's

more ambiguous glimpse of imminent vice and, as a satirist,

wycherley

analyzes it in a fashion as probing as it is condemnatory. of all

Lhe

Restoration dramatists, he is, as Freedman notes, "the most critical

prevailing

of

norms - "3

Neverthel-ess, Vfycherley does conform to the view that the comic

dramatist shows people "what they shoutd do, by representing them

upon

p.

206)

the Stage, d.oing what they shourd not" ("Vanbrugh, YÞ{i:e!.cq,
He makes

"the vices of the age" his business, and displays men as they

are (DedicaÈionr 'The Plain Dea]er, p. 6).
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Like a painter, he "draw[s]
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better after the life than by fancy" (p. 7) and, as a result, he copies
the ,,small Pox" and the "Pimples'r Of a faffer, "reatrlt"-4 But Wycherley
is also like a "minister of justicer" extolling his own vision of
goodness and condemning the vicious (Ðedication, The P1a-in Dealer, P- 6).

This "minister of justice" lays bare the sordid.ness of creatures
Iike the Widow Blackacre, who tlpifies

the modifications Wycherley

makes

to conventional themes and characters. Unlike Etherege's Lady Cockwood
and Congreve's Lady Irlishfort, the l¡Iidow BLackacre must be tricked into

courtship and marriage settlements- Wycherley, punning on the word
"court, " shows this widow to be more interested in litigation

than in

amorous

pursuit; she would rather "Sue" than wed- Her character also

assumes

a thematic significance.

Blemishes like "pimpJ-es" and t'small

pox" demonstrate man's physical disease, but the widow's litigious
endeavours point to mants spiritual

and' morar

decalt' she contrives to

"deck" her causes with "fl-owers" Só that "the snake may lie hidden"
(The Plain Deal.er, rrf .8O) -

Hidden by the social mask, ttr-is metaphor:

ical snake would, once again, tempt innocence and defile goodness. Nor
is the widow the only one wtro would conceal th-e t'snake." Nearly all of
I{ycherley's characters, conventional as they appear to be, are morally
infected
Tn The Country wife, Horner is one such infected creature.

stands alone, and. his dual role as manipulator and satiric
him in a pivotal position.'

insight into

human

tr

He

judge places

Throughout the Pfay, he displays a shrewd

nature. Harcourt rests w-ith a generalization

he observes that most men "are the contraries to that they wou'd

when
seemt'

(T.26.r-\, and Dorilant merely giVes instances of economic cozening.

7L

ttAy, your

Horner expands the observation to the world at large:

errantest cheat, is your Trustee, or Executor; your jealous Man, the
greatest Cuckhold; your Church-man, the greatest Atheist; and your noisy
pert Rogue of a wit, the greatest Fop, dullest Ass, and worst
(266)

Companyt'

.

The play then proceeds to demonstrate the truth of Horner's

insight into

human

nature. Pinchwifers jealousy does not protect him.

Rather, both he and Sir Jaspar prove another of Hornerts observations:

"a foolish Rival, and a jealous Husband assist their Rivals designs"
(III.295)¡

those who are "accessariesttto their own cozening aid those

who would cheat them

(296). Similarly, Sparkish"s foppery plagues

others while it steeps him in falsity

and delusion:

think the Men laugh at him, than that

Women

jilt

I'he can no more

him, his opinion of

himself is so good" (I.265) - Just as there are bigots in religion,
so, too, are there "Bigots Ìn Honourr" indiVìduals

r¡¡ho

"ttrink there iS

no virtue, but raìIing at vice; and no sin, but giving scandal" (IV-324L.
Modest "Pulpit" comedlans share in the sìns of "honourable('women,

whQ

prefer their confessions in closets (.324)- fn such a world, Horner
easily assumes the role of comic "scare-crow" (326). He provides
"innocent diversÌons" for the "civift'
one of the civil

ladies (T-262)-

ladies is, of course, l,ady Fidget, who disguises

her own appetite beneath a mask of virtue.

fndeedr so,successful is her

ploy that "huntsnen" cannot easily distinguish. h"er hidden vice from her
apparent virtuewho

will,

Horneï decl-are5: r'one knows ngt where to find

or will noti

!üomen

of Quality ane so civilr

distinguish. loVe from good breeding,

and.

tem,

Yoü can hardly

a Man is often

r-nistaken((
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(f.262-3).

Her "Jewel of most value and use," her virtuous reputation,

"shines yet to the world unsuspected, though it be counterfeit"
CV.353), and the culti.vated pose shietrds her from censure. She and her

virtuous cohorts "are only chary of their repuLations, not their Persons,
and 'tis scandat they wourd avoid, not Men" (I.263).

The efficacy of

such tactics Lady Fidget herself enuncia-tes: "\,¡e women make use of our

Reputation, as you men of yours, only to deceive the world with less

suspicion; our virtue is tike the State-man's Religionr'the
tr^Iord,

Quakers

Ht
but to cheat those
ers oath,
Oath, and the Great Man's Honour,
the Gamesters

#L^å
È-rr¡r,,-rt
/V.351).6
n¡¡
An
çuf
echo
of Horner,S o\,rn astute observation
LlldL
u!uÞu
uÞ
.
\ v.JJr,f

G.266), Lady.Fidget's
debased artificers
'

.

conunent demonstrátes

the keen insight such

possess

T+
':^ r *t^-l,
qvçu,
qI
q depraved,
worl-d where r,¡ives are akin to
us}/!
animal
L¡lElI,
a
I L ¿Þ

spaniels Crr.286), oId men to "superannuated Stal]ions" (I.264), men of
honour to "Dogs" and "Horses" (II.283),
d.rone in the hive" [III.294).

and an emascufated man to "a

rt is also a world of crude animal

A masked beauty parallets a "coverrd Dish" (III.293)

appetite.

serves but to whet a

¡ilan

t

and

s appetite , ripe as it is for what Horner

calls the townts "variety" of "dainties" (I.269).
t

L269\, the galtant satiates t¡-imself at a

"common

Seldom "hungry"

house" where he

"eat with. the best stomach" (.V.350). What Lady Fidget and her

may

compeers

offer is a "good Table" where he may "eat most heartily of anottrer mants
neat, that is, what [he does] not pay for" (350)
.to eniov the "repastr" these bestial- creatures resort to h1pôcrisy.
Ttrey

must, at all costs. safeguard their reputations and conceal their

depravity.

Horner''s contrivance, on the other hand, serves himsel-f
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as well as the satirist.

Hornerts ruse of impotence soon becomes

test of female virtue.

As the d.rone whose "Sting is gone" (TII.294),

a

Horner now "can be sure, she that shews an aversion to [him] loves the

sport" (I.263).

At the

same

time as he clandestinely enjoys the

favours of the "pretenders to honour" (II.285), he also brazenly

ridicules and exposes them.7 to Lady Fidgetrs remark that affectation
is as odious as virtue to such a I'base rude Fellowr" Horner snipes:
"Because your Virtue is your greatest Affectation"

CI.261). He is

self-interested man of mode, and his is a brilliant

device, "a

unpractis'd trick"

a

new

(I.259), designed to make him'appear unnatural only

so that he may the more easily attain his own sexual- pleasure..
Thus, the "nature" which the Quack abets proves to be infected

(I.258).

"Helpers of naturer" be Èhey Quacks or pimps, midwives or

bawds C258), pander to the "distempers'¡ of love C259), the sexual

"agues" (rV.336) which afflict

the appetitive inhabitants of a world

catered to by such "Quacks in love" (I.259) -B A Pinchwife, eager to
avoid contamination, would isolate his wi'fe from uthe Lgndon disease"

(IV.336I, but his is a course which even Sparkish
faifure:

to

"CuckoldÌng l-ike the small Pox comes with a fear, and you

keep your r-nlife as much as you will

her constitution incline her torç,
(Iy.338).

deems doomed

may

out of danger of infection, but if
shetl have it sooner or later't

Pinchwlfe merely make.s himself susceptible to a trsickness"

which proves to be "worse than the Plague, Jealousy" (-III .292) | the

"worst disease that l-ove and Wenching breeds" (I .272). Horner, by
assuming impotency, "paradoxically becomes the doctor to his world of

cuckolds, fools, and sexualJ-y depriyed wivestt.9
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(êÍl'
Yet, when Horner: condeqns cheating with the wo¡ds-.. t\A Pqx ort.
tem"
and al-I that force Nature, and wourd be stil-l what she forbìds

(f .265L he coml-call-y points to h-r's own cheat.

'lAffectationn may be

nature's- "greatêst l"lonster'f (265) but, just as Sparki'sh affects to

be

what he i's not and the. counterfe.iters prove to be the "contrari es to
q'monster of naturer"
that they wourd s'eem" (266), sQ, too, ìs HorneÏ a

an affected "beast" driven by his o!'¡n lust-

l,Jilling enough to destroy

his reputation,'he contradlcts his natural state... To avoid detection
and preserve the reputations of all- those he has debauched, he musL rely
on the Quack'=. good offìces and, fina1ly, on Lucyls nimbl-e tongue (V'358)
I¡lr¡nhprlcvrs
r:r'ì"1-ìc¡l ìrrdomenl also fal-ls on the MachiaveJ- who, in
tvJçr1ç! rsJ

violating nature, cannot slngle-handedly engineer his deceptive
macnlnatrons-.

10

So, too, does Manly, the plain dealer, initially

espouse precePts

of which- W1rcherley approves-. As satiric spokesman, the surly

Man1y

ruthlessfy exposes the pretense and baseness of a world given to false
appearances.. P::eferring to be "singular'¡ rather than "general"

and

"foll_ow ever)ùody., court and kiss eVerybody" (I-l-3), Manfy swears to
"do a rude thing rather than an unjust thing" (f4) -

,'intrÌnsic worth," the

man and

not the title

He considers

(19). As Freeman avers,

the',practice of the whote'¿rorldu goes against a plain dealer

who

stubbornly insists that one must speak truth even to onets own personal
det:riment

(23 ) .

Yet, Manly hùnself does not escape the satirist.

Railing against

the VÍces of man and the rtlls of the age yietds' not correction, but
nois-e, th,e kind which Novel construes to be satire [v-li.]-53)

-.
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Manly's plaindealÌng

lapses into an angry roaring which precludes his

speaking well of those who deserve it.

He tefls

l-ord. Plausible:

"If I

ever speak well of people Cwhìch ìs very seldom indeed), it should
sure to be behind their backs, and if I would say or do iIl
shorila be to their facest' (I.I4) - Ttris selectivity,

calls a ('singular moroseness" (rV.ii.129),

be

to any, iÈ

or what olivia

makes al-l men alike and

wrongs the "few good men. the age can boast (r.14).
Manty comes to typify the depravity to which all- men are proneHe is, as Olivìa recognÌzes, a man whose disÈrust of the world falsely

]eads him to trust most to himself; he is, by consequence, "but the more

easily deceÌved because he thinks he can't be decerved" (IV.ii-L29).
Not only does he bltndly place his faith in a frail

creature, himseJ-f,

he also foolishly trusts those he should condemn and condemns those
should. trust-

satirlcally
Cf

This l-ack of sagacity makes him morally blind

he

and

culpable. Refusi'ng to bend to the "spaniels of the wor1d"

.f ¡) , he can acknowledge nelttr-er the efficacy of occasional dissembling

C14-I5) nor tÌre frequent necessìty of ceremony in friendship (21) Freeman

indìcates early ln the play how wrong-headed Manly is, and also

points tO the latent h.ypOcrÌsy in a man who clajms so zealously to
abtror all l-les.. Freeman states:

rtAnd no

professing, no ceremony at all

i.n friendshrþ, hrere as unnatural and as undecent as in religion.

And

the:re is har'dly such a thing as an honest hlpocrite, who professes
hi¡nse1f to be r¿¡orse Èhan he ls, unless it be yourseJ-f t'

C21) .

Because he s-ees the promlnent disjunction between the outer

fÌtuaI and th-e Ìnner reality,

Manly chìdes a [ceremony" which the play

de¡nonst¡ates can ind.eed lead to hyBocrr'sy-. But, as Freeman observêsr
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Manlyts own "professionrt of baseness would then become as much a lie as

the ceremony in friendship and religion.

He professes

a baseness which

he refuses to believe exists, and. he must come to acknowled.ge that such
baseness infects all mankind, even himself .

Less a t'plain deal-er"

than "an honest hlpocrite,r'Manly may keenly perceive the hlpocrisy of
others, but he blinds hi¡nself to his

own.

His falt into doubl-edealing reveals this degeneracy. He becomes
increasingty disingenuous and finds himself to be as great a hypocrite
as the ones he denounces CIII.76).

Whereas he

bluntly speaks his mind

at the beginning of the play, plainly informing Lord Plausible that his
Visit grovts tiresome (I.f5),
unwelcome

Manly l-ater contrives to rid himself of

visitants by cleverJ-y ìntroducing subjects antagonistic to

their natures (III-9-8-1O3). Hìs "plaindealìng,"

condemning as it does

the hypocrisies of the age, at last yields to I'shammingir': "shamming is
telling you an insipid, dull lie, with a dull face, which the sly

wag

the author only laugtr-s at himsel-f, and making himself believe 'tis

a

good jesL, puts the sham only upon himself" (99).

Manly, at times the

satiric spokesrnan, doe-s put the "Shamt' upon h:\nsslf ; hìs criticism
condemns his own personal vi'ce.- As his own unwitting judge, he consigns
himself to the very deptlls of moral and physical- darkness.
The darkness irt f,orr" irrl- Woo¿ represents comic confusion, but

here in ffl* pi"t" O""t"r ahe darkness obfuscates for a time illicit

activitie.s.

Steeped Èn physical darkness, Èhe characters at one point

enact countl-ess deceptr'ons CW-Ìl) and, hence, illustrate

depravity,

their moral

As Manly laments, OlÌvìa "makes love l-ike a devil in a play;

and ìn ùhJs darkrress¡ $¡htch conceals tr-er angel's face, if I were apt to
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be afraid f should think her a devil" (rv.ii.128).

But he, too, as

another "defaced angelr" threatens to transform himself into a very

devil.

He seeks revenge rather than justice,

his inability

and his actions illustrate

to deal with- the moral darkness around him and within him-

The recovery of his fortune exemplifies his blindness.

mistake, not Manly's virtuerrights

the wrongs perpetrated against him

Moreover, Freeman and Fidetia also try to recover his

tV.iii.166 ff.).
lost fortune.

Olivia's

In them he finds two "good-natured friendsr' (171) who
ll

contradict his jaundiced view of the world.--

Fortuitously, they also

hetp hÍrn t.o dispel the darkness, deepened by tris own blindness.

In Wycherleyts plays, ttrerefore, the protagonists cannot be
regarded as satiric

ÌdeaIs.

Hornerts depravÌty testifies

virul-ence of the disease affllcting

to the

all mankind, and Manly's "plain-

dealing" fa1ls into "dou.bl-edealing- " Nor does either satiric

spokesman

single-handedly bring the action to its conclusion. Both must rely on

others. These other characters, even thosedrawn on convenÈional lines,
also heighlen the playsr overrìding purpose: to reveal man's fundamertal depravltY*
In The Pf.aln DeâLer the foppish. characters of Novel and Lord
Pfausible conform to the stereotlpical moId, but both also reflect a
censorious Society glven to railing at, and condemning, those who l-ack
social diScretiOn.. As Eliza remarks: "raillng
.tis no more malìce but the fashion" (II"39).

no\¡¡

is so con.unon that

Their malice represents

the censure whlch characters'like Lady Fidget and Olivia would avoid
Yet, the "l-ittle harmless rafling't [Ir.44) which Novel
construe.s.to be a rtchrlstian liberty', c47). enbodies the kind of
(v-i_I39I.

7A

detraction which El-iza perceives to be but a means to hide their

own

flaws and vices (v.i.139) - olivia courts such "gaudy, fluttering
parrots of the town", such "apes and echoes of men only" (I.35),

and

thereby verifies Manly's curt assessment: t'Why, the devil, then should
a man be troubled with the flattery

of knaves, if he be not a fool, or

cuIly, or with the fondness of fools, if he be not a knave or cheat?"

(rrr.103).
Similarly, in fne Cor:ntry Wife the characters of the fop and the
jealous old husband convey Wycherley's satiric theme- Like "false
jewels," to the "short-sìghted World" the depravity of Èhese characters
cannot be easily "discerntd at a d.istance" (I-265).

During the course

of the p1ay, f,or all thelr social ineptitude, these characters

assume

grim dinensions which strongly demarcate them fromltheir traditional

predecessors- Pinchwîfe''s jealous precautions

und.o

him just as Sir

Jasper's husband,Iy "prudê,ocett be.trays hjm into cuckoldry (26I).
Although a man confldent in his knowÌedge of the town, Pinchwife
unknowingly pì:nps for hls wìf,e.. Such. foolishness conforms to the

tradltional

portraìÈ of

tFr.e

jealous old husband,

Wyctrerley also adds new'features- Pinchwife¡ falsely believìng

the counÈr-y to be untainted, weds a country wife who is ignorant of
the townls modish wa)¡s- IIe has, as Horner strrewdly detects, "only
narrytd to keep a
managed

V'Ihore

to ll¡-ìmself]'I (271), a feat whlch he has never

before-- Moreo¡¡er, he may in part reflect the conventional

irnage of the jeal-ous ol-d husband,but Pinchwìfe becomes more and more

v.iolent as the plaY pr.egre.sses. Hi's'verbal rage becomes physicallag't, he vìclìously seeks revenge¡

t¡-e.

shows hÌmse1f

At

to be. cruelly eager

IY

to punish his wife (IV.320, 335; V.357) and to sacrifice his sister to
his own selfish ends (341) .
The character of the fop also conforms for a time to the traditional-

mode. By "being in the

Company

of

}4en

of senser" Sparkish hopes to pass

for one. He is, according to Hornerts sniping comment, "one of those
nauseous offerers at wit" who "ravishes" the wittv conversation of

others (f .265). Sparkish's folly does indeed make him a

conr-ic

butt:

'rto pass for a wit in Town, [he] shewes himself a fool every night to
us, that are guilty of the ploË" (265). Like other fops, he is gullible
and credulously accepts for truth what is blatantly counterfeit (IV.3I4)¡

Harcourt's disgn:ise easily dupes the fop, the comic "flower of the true
Town Fops, such as spend their Estates, before they come to tem, and are
Cuckofds before they're married" (II.282).

Sparkish very nearly does

"cuckol-d" himself before he is wed; only Alithea's fidelity

to him

hinders H.arcourt's desisn.
Conventional as his credulity makes Ïrim, Sparkish also b.etrays

a

baser side- His seeming "confidence" ín the "chastity" of Pinchwife's

farcily contrasts sharply to the latterrs diatribes against wives
would cheat their husbands CIII.304).

who

But his desire to be envied. and

to have a wife stilL retain the semblance of a mistress (-304-5) suggests
Pinchwife's own design to keep a whore to himsetf.I2

sparkish's

apparent trust in Alithea's virtue derives, not from any good
nature. on his part, but from h-is inordinate vanity.

As Alithea curtly

notes: "Is it for your honour or mine, to suffer a Man to make love to
me, who am to marry you to :norrow?" [III.3001.

Final1y, like Pinchwifers

more physical reaction to his wife's suspected abuse of him, Sparkish
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verbal-l-y lashes Alithea for an apparent fault.

At the same time,

he

reveal-s his base mercenary moLives. He swears to her that, like "other
men

of parts of the

Town

do sometimesr" he would have married only her

portion, not her virtue (V-347) - The coxcombry of Sparkish goes far
beyond the foppish antics depicted in many other Restoration plays.
He may

often be a comic butt, but in the end he is a vicious "man of

partsrt' unrepentant and unreformedLikewise, Pinchwife remains as he was, jealous and intransigent.
But Vüycherle.y introduces a comic twist to the usual fate of the jealous
ol-d husband. Unlìke many other jealous husbands, Pinchwife l-acks the

certain knowledge of his wÌfe's adulterywifets virtue, is more apparent than real-

His punishment, like his
Indeed, the playts final

dance of cuckold.s serves to punctuate the reality Pinchwife can only
t?
suspect.*" The dance is a testament to the efficacy of artifice and

grim reminder of the preval-ence of vlce-

a

ff anything, it celebrates

the continuation of vice, not a comic reconcil-ìation-

It is not

a

festive celebration of the lovers" betrothaL. So, in Wycherley's
plays, r¡ìce is only momentarily checked. The dance clearly indicates
that such actiVit.Ìes as Lady Fldgetts wilI undoubtedly recur.

Just

as

the play opened wlth ttrornerrs uraatural- devicer sor too, does it end on
a note of sexual license.
sÌmilarly,

in tne P;"r; ;;";.t

the defeat of vice resides, not in

the overpowering presence of vÌrtue, but in fortuitous circumstances.
The.

recovery of Manlyrs fortune seems to be as accidental as the

discovery of the goodness to be found in a world overrun by cheaters-

Qlivia, a creaLur'e even nore wanton tTran Lady Fidget.herself ,

may
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finally

suffer exposure, but, though exposed, "neither she nor Vernish

is punished or banished. Rather the Widow Blackacre assures the
survival of injustice by arriving upon the scene in time to advise
O1ivia that she can sue" (Zimbardo, trrlycherley's Drama, p. 146).
Wycherley stresses that the prevalence of vice incessantly threatens to

crush any hint of

hur.nan

kindness. Neither vestigial romance nor the

country appear to be strong enough to overpower the vice depicted in
both The Country Wl.fe and The Pfãin Dealer.
In The Country !,Ilfe, both the town and the cor:ntry breed pernicious
appetite- Unlike Etheregers Harriet, also a country lass, Wycherley's
"country wife" strives as assiduously as Lady Fidget to satiate her

Iust, and Margeryf too, acquires her share of Hornerrs "china."
Pinchwife, of course, unknowr'ngly abets his own cuckoldom by foolishly
revealing to Margery what he should wÌthhold. As Margery confesses;
t'rfhen you

forbld. me, you make me as¡t were desire itt' (rr.275).

But to

say, as HaJ-lett does, that Margery merely represents 'tinstinct in its
purest forrn, unencunbered by any knowledge of custom or law," does not
adequately account for eìtlrer PinchwÌfe's tutelage or Alitheats
./
instructions C21Ð -L4 Nor does Margery's country naivete "link" her,

as Holland would have iL, to the "sincerity of Harcourt and A1ithea"

(flrst Modetn Comedì'es, P. 84) - Alitheats example neither educates nor
reforms her- f,ike Miss Eloyden Ìn Thê Re1apse,, Margery follows ilnature"

rather than social decorum or religÌous sanction CV.354)- As the
opening epigrarn makes cl-ear [I.258) ¡ it is not an Arcadian nature.

Rutêt vlrtue remains unspotted only lf compulsory confinement can
prevent' its foll-owÌng the t'pure llves" ted by I-ondon Ladies CIII.291).
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Tf her desire is to be fulfilled,

she soon acquires the necessary "social

acumen" Hol-land would deny her (p. 84).15 soon, Margery plays tricks,

not only against Pinchwife, but also against A1ithea. It is important
to note that she lvears the ctothes of a truly virtuous

\,voman

to do so.

By irnplication, Margery can onry be trury virtuous if she assumes the

virtue she has stol-en. Final-l-y, she does Iie (v.360), and in the
she associates herself with the artificers,

end

not with Harcourt and Alithea.

The Country Wife demonstrates the susceptibility

of both the town

and the country to contamination. Horner, the exemplar of town trickery,

decrares: "Pshaw, that's all one, that grave circumspection in marrying
a country Wife' is fike refusing a deceitful pamper'd srnithfield Jade, to
go and be cheated by a Friend in the country,' (r.269).

tr{argery, for

all her "innocencer" verifies Hornerts observation. Even in the country,
a l-ess masked version of the town, she,'courd not herp treading" on her
gallant's toes or "rubbing knees" with

h-im

under the table (rv.322).

Enunciating a famiLiar theme. Wycherley dramatizes the universal frailtv

of the human animal. The country, no ress than the town, is no Arcadia,
the seat of simple, unsullied viruue.
Nor does ttre Arcadian ideal thrive in The pl_ain Dealer. rn the

rank garden of London. the tenure of the Arcadian ideal is a precarious

one. Fidelia in her conventional romantic disguise becomes trapped by
d.eceit and depravity. Although she finally wins the l_ove of the ,,plain
dealer,r'slae has been forced in the meantime to pimp for him and risk,
not only her life

(V.iii.168),

Indeed, the very man for

but al_so her virtue for him (IV.ii.I37).

whom

her gentle rnanner (r.25-6).

she wil-ling1y sacrifices herself derides

To him, her honesty is flattery

and her
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the PIay'
devotion tïre cowardly action of a sycophant' fhroughout
Fidelia is Powerless.
In

Thre

country I¡life, I4argery's first

disguise cloaks an appetite

eagertobeglutted.Unlikearomanticheroine's'Margery'sboyish
disguisebarelyconcealshertrueidentityandlater'sheborrowsthe
jealous
garments of a truly'virtuous rì¡oman in order to cuckold the
pinchwife. conversely, Fidelia in

Trhe

Plain Dealer dons her boyish

disguise in order to hider her "too visible"

cv.iii.170)
1^

she secretly adores (168) and admires [170) '-"

Iove for a man

It enables her to

to
folfow her lover undetected. Her disgn:ise also becomes a toof

expose

and even
the infamy around her, both in the cheaters who envelop Manly
_-L1
in the "Plain dealer" himself'ways '
The character of Fidelia has been interpreted in various
Zimbardo considers the character of Fidelia to be a satiric

"anti-thesis.t'

vice
Fidelia represents virtue and, weak as she is, she "opposes the
other hand'
attacked in the thesis" fWycherley]s Drama' p' L44) ' On the
McCartlry sees Fidelia as more than "a mere idealization,

remote from

the
all the eartll" (-"Limits of Witr" 8l) ' Like Manly' she' too' Iearns
,,way of the world." But McCarthy fails to acknowledge that her initial

flight

from her world into Manly's more brutal one demand's deception'

McCarthyprefersinsteadtodiscussherthreesoliloquiesintermsof
herrealizationthatwordsanddeedsdonotalwaysreflecteach'other
(f .34; II.79-BO; IV.ii.132-3) ' fn McCarthy's view' Fidelia' Iike
'*i
'9.

l{anly, sees pretense as an "absolute" (82) . However, a disguised
Fideliamasterfullydeceivesolhers,'including'Manlyhimself.
Decèivedbyherdisguise,Manlyfalselyconsid.ersFideliatobe
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"a handsome spaniel"

w'ho

can "fawn naturally" on his behalf (III.76).

His lust for revenge has led hirn to a "strange cruelty" (79) which
contradicts his former remark that out of "pity" he must be cruel
(I.27).

Now, seeking revenge, he prostitutes the ideals of love and

honour. Fideliars gentle remonstrances but incite him the more, and her
insight into his fa1se vengeful quest il-lustrates the depth of his
d.epravity. Honour, says Fidelia, ceases to be honour when invoked in
"base action" (fV.i.IL2)

(IV.ii.131).
whicb" bel-ies

lust.

a

perpetrated against one who is dishonourabl-e

It is, as Fidelia perceives, a "strang,e revenge" (f32)
his courage (IV.i.IL2)

and would have her pander to his

Manly becomes his "own enemy" (lI2),

conceal baseness in the guise of justice.

ploy in her lega]- machinations (fff.80),
beneath Fidel-iars meek exterior.

foolishly striving to
Like the Widow Blackacre's
he hides the snake, but

As a qrim reminder of the snake's

cunning, his revenge falls on his t'dear volunteer" (IV.i.t08),
compelled by him to betray her own unspoken love (IIf.79).

who is

Her romantic

disgnrise, then, entangles her in deceit, hlpocrisy and vice, qualities
which contradict her nature and which falsify

her essential "fidelity.

"

The romantic disguise emphasizes the impossibili.ty of any Arcadian

ideal- to flourish in a worl-d given to deviltry and to an hlpocrisy
purported to be "reasonable" (V.i.f43)-

The other characters thrive in

the town but, as her hazy origins suggest, Fidelia stands singularly
apart from the social hierarchy of the play (V.iii.I7O) - She i'fain
would find a heaven here" (IV.ii.132).

What she does find is d.epravity,

for Vernishrs attempt on her honour al-most succeeds (fV.iÌ.136-137).
Moreolrer, she seeks ìn a surly I'pJ-ain deal-er" the romantic hero

whose
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constancy and truth will answer to her own fidelity.

Manly's plain-

dealing does set him apart from the depravity of the age, but
wil]ingly

prostitutes his own ideals, and betrays her trust

he

and

devotion. Final]y, lvycherley suggests, there is no "heaven here," only
a fleeting glimpse of an outmoded ideal, fortuitousì-y rescued at the

end

from further infection.
Wycherley must draw his satiric

ideal from the poll-uted breeder of

the d.isease itself : the town. To do so, he empJ-oys the conventionar
device of contrasting heroes. While many Restoration plalrwrights. Iike
Etherege' portray the rakish activities

of two protagonists, i,tycherley

dramatically demarcates them.fB The central character becomes a satiric
spokesman

at the same time as he himself is satirir"d.f9

Horner

and

Manly expose and mock the hlpocrisy of others, but both faII themsel-ves

into double-dealing. lt ís their counterparts who display the social
acumen necessary

to be an effective "plain dealer. " Al-though none of

them are fauÌtless,

Harcourt and Freeman, along with Al-ithea and Eliza,

exemplify this satiric

id.eal of frankness. The central characters

malign the age or mercilessly exploit it,

but the standards of conduct

1ive both in the worfd and, ul-timateJ-y, apart from it.20
These forthright

characters thrive in the town and, because they

are to\Ârnspeople, tlley arso possess bl-emishes. Alithears fault ries in
her blindness to the genuine nature of others and in her unyielding
notions of honour. Alithea sought to "take the innocent l-iberty of the
Tov¡n,rr which

grants her freedom without the loss of her honour

Country Wife., II.274).

reputation.

(The

Like Lady Fidget, she recognizes the value of

She, too, bends under the pressure of social opinion:
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"for Honour, like Beauty now, only depends on the opinion of othersr,
(V.353). She tells Harcourt that she must marry Sparkish; if she
not, her "reputation \{ourd suffer in the vüorrd erse" (rr.279).
fundamentalry different

does

whil-e

from Lady Fidget's anxiety about her honour,

Alithears regard for reputation nonethel-ess Links her to the "virtuous
94n9," none of

whom woul-d

She may adhere

willingly

forfeit

the appearance of ho.rorrt.21

to a more virtuous notion of honour, but Alithea

yokes it to a vainglorious fop and foolishly btinds hersel-f to his true

nature. Because he lacks jealousy and apparently trusts to her virtue
(rrr.3oo), Alithea resorves to rike him (rr.2Bo), and te]ls Lucy:
only that could suspect my virtue, shourd have cause to do it;

',He

'tis

Sparkishrs confidence in my truth, that obliges me to be so faithful- to

him" (IV.313). Yet, Sparkish's very ]ack of concern signals his
egocentrism.

His own "interest" dictates his every action and, rather

than miàs the king's drawing room, for example, he would avoid h-is

mistress (IIf.298)

own

.

-Indeed' Ãlithea hersel-f detects this indifference (3O1), but even

Sparkishts railing against "matrj:nonial love," which to Harcourt is the
t'best, and truest l-ove in the tr{or1d" (303¡, fails to convince her that
such an unworthy l-over has given her the excuse her honour demands:

"[sparkish] on1y, not [Harcourt], since my honour is engagtd so far to
him, can give me a reason, why I shourd not marry him" (309). Harcourt
perceives the comic incongruìty of the match, and pleads with her:

,'r

wou'd not have you miserable, and cast your self away upon so unworthy,
and inconsiderable a thing,' (302¡. Later, he cogently sununarizes her

foIly:

lrHave wômen

only constancy when ttis a vice, and like fortune
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only true to fool-s?" (309)

.

Although virtuous in intent and unsullied in practice, Alithears
honour slips perceptibly into a rigidity
happiness and her ideals (rv.313).

which threatens to destroy her

As Lucy expostulates:

"but what

a

Divel is this honour? 'tis sure a d.isease in the head, l-ike the Megrim,
or Fal-ling-sickness, that always hurries People away to do themselves
mischief; Men rose their lives by it:
love, the life of life"

women

whatts dearer to 'em, their

(313). Lady Fidget may exemplify the falsity

and vice into which an incorrect notion of honour frequently falts,

but

Arithea, in her refusal to injure her betrothed, perpetrates a "greater
cheat"; she wouLd give Sparkish her person without her heart (3I2) . Her
"rigid honour" affects her whole being (313), and the infection for

a

time renders her unable to recognize Harcourtts worth.
Alithea sees only the rake (II.277-8), and. stubbornly refuses to
acknowledge that Harcourt does confess "heartily

and openly" his

sincere regard for her (.278). rn her eyes, Harco\rtrs affiliation
"the Society of the Wits, and Raill-ieurst'indicates
virtue and to plaindealing

tr_is

with

antipathy to

(277). To gain her confidence, Harcourt

must remove the blemish of his rakish reputation and, as his Christian
name

testifies,

reveal his "frankil nature.

As satiric

ideal, Harcourt helps to "cure" Al-itheats "megrimr" her

misplaced allegiance to a man unworthy of her trust and love.

In part,

as Hol-land suggests, the play involyes the "education of Alithear"

who

"must learn not to substitute a mere appearance (Sparkishts lack of

jealousy). for inner nature (Harcourtrs merits)" (First Modern Comedies,

p. 78). Unlike his foolish rival,

Harcourt displays "perfect honour,1l
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and proves himself to be "the honestest, worthyest, true hearted

Gentleman" (II.277).

Rejecting the libertine's

view that "Marriage is

rather a sign of interest, than love, " he acknowledges marriage to

be

"a sign of love" (219), Hê finds in Al-ithea "the best excuse for
Marriage [hel ever knew" (277). Alithea learns, then, "a wisdom of
ends, a faith in love, a willingness to prefer love as an end to
I

fortune, liberty,

or titl-e | 'r (-HolÌand,

p

. 7g) .

To establish Harcourt as the playrs central moral figure, Wycherley

clearly distinguishes between the rakish man of mode and the witty
plain dealer.--)) While Horner contends that "Love and V'Iirre" resemble
"Oil and Vinegar,r' rivals which can never balance, Harcourt wittily
converts opposites into apposites, and proclaims the value of love:

"I grant it;
strates

Love will

still

be uppermost" G.264).

Later, he

even more clear]y the honesty of his heart.

disgnrised l"largery as more beautiful than "a Poets first

demon-

He describes the

Mistriss of

Imagination¡ " â comparison which Horner reduces tò hi-s own appetitive

vision:

"Or another Mans last Mistriss of flesh and blood" (III.307).

Horner would willingly

sacrifice Al-ithea to his own ends, a practice

"thatts no new thingt' (v.355) for such a "It1lachiavel in love" (rV.3251 :
"in these cases I

am

still

on the criminal- t s side, against the innocent"

(V.355). But Harcourt pJ-edges to defend Alithea's virtue (V.356)

and

confirms that his "Love proceeds from esteem" (TT.27g). In the man

who

once sought advice from an arnorous lvlachiavel (f II .295) , Alithea finds

her mal-e counterpart, one who can match her faith and her I'constancy
in l-ove" (303)

.

The prurìence of the town al¡ets its more virtuous lovers.
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Margeryr

s disgruise jeopard.izes Alithea's unspotted reputation but,

unknow-ingly, Margery deceives others only to undeceive Alithea.

confronted \,,¡ith the dishonourabl-e actions of those she has fal-seLv

believed honourable, Alithea finally

confides to Harcourt: "a combina-

tion against my Honour, which most concerns me now, because you share
in my disgrace, Sir, and it is your censure which f must now suffer,
that troubles me, not theirs" (V.355). Harcourt, once strongly
associated in her mind with th-e rakish exponents of the town's modish
ways' now becomes the only social- and moral judge to

whom

Alithea witl

grant credence. Finally, unlike the hypocritical unions of the Fidgets
and the Pinchwifes. who have, in Alithea,s word.s, married ',a fool , fl.r

fortune, liberty,

or titlett

(V.347-8), the marriage of Alithea

and

Harcourt pronr-ises to conform to the ideal presented in Love in a !Ìood:
t'the Bondage of Matrimonyr rro - The end of Marriage, now is liberty, /
And two are bound - to set each other freer' (V.lI2).

conversely, the mercenary Freeman in The Plain Dealer plots against
the l¡Iidow Blackacre and proves willing enough to risl< his bachelor
freedom in return for a sizable settlement.

Like manv a rakish

opportunist, Freeman seeks financial- security.
may be

herself crassÌy self-interested,

The woman he would wed

one who woul-d legally bastardize

her child in ord.er to protect herself (rv.i.118-r2o),

but Freeman

does

not, as Righter contends, have to "stoop" to her l-evel ("Wil1iam
!Í1'cherley," p. 86). He capably outwits her. As McCarthy suggests:
t'disguÏse is not needed if one is clever enough to take adwantage of the

world's follies by a sort of effecÈive plaindealing"
a"ì

23

("Limits of Vüit,
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Freeman

is "a complier with the age" (e¡ematis personae, 12) .and,

thus, he comes to represent the playts sociar standard.. Just as
enjoys "laughing at fool-s and disappointing knaves" (rrr.r03),
recognizes the efficacy of social ritual.

he

he also

The worldly-wise Freeman

exprains to Manly: "!'Ihy, dontt you know, good captain, that tetring

truth is a quality as prejudicial to a man that would. thrive in the
worl-d as sguare play to a cheat, or true love to a whore! tr{oufd vou
have a man speak truth to his ruin?

you are severer than the law,

which reguires no man to swear against himsel_f " (I .22).
Freeman has learned

the lega1 lessons the widow Bl-ackacre represents.

To protect the serf, one must. as Restoration comedy so vividry

dramatizes, conceal the serf.

integrity.

But Freeman al-so proves to be a man of

He exhibits this personal integrity

in choosing Manlyrs

occupation, the sea, as opposed to the lniidow,s pursuÌt, the raw (rrr.75).
rn his dealings with the ritigious wid.ow, Freeman displays his ,,plaindealing" side. He openly decl-ares his intentions; he wourd marrv her
simply because he, as a younger brother, is poor and she, as a widow,

is rich (rr.67).

Given the 'tway of the world," which the widow

so

grimly embod.ies (V.ii.163), Freeman mustperforce trick her into giving
tr-im

a settl-ement. He cLeverly serves his own interest at the

same time

that he saves the foolish Jerry from the widow's perfidy.
Freeman's brand of exped.ient social wisdom helps to check Man1y,'s

moral austerÌty.

Freeman panders

to his own interest and fl_atters

others to achìeve it; his is a necessary social virtue which prompts
llanly wrongly to compare him with lord plausible, described as ,'the
pink of courtesy" [-I.21). Hor^¡ever, l,Ianlyrs rigid principles a]-most ruin

9t
him and his foll-owers. Convinced that h-is resigning his val-uabl-es to

olivia wil-l merely strengthen her love for him, he decl_ares: "r can
never doubt her truth and constancy,r (35). Freeman, less trusting and
more attuned to the "way of the world.," bruntly replies:

,,rt seems you

do since you are fain to bribe it with money" (35). Vthi1e the moral_lv
outraged Manly temporarily prefers to salve his bruised sense of honour
\À¡ith protestations of hatred for the v¡oman who has cheated him, the

worldly Freeman tries to protect himself and serve his friend.

He

chides Manly: "Pardon me, whatsoever is yours, r have a share in it,

r'm sure, which r wilr not lose for asking, though you may be too
generousf or too angry now to do it yourselft' (fI.63).

Indeed, even

Fidel-ia attempts to gain back ¡¡rhat Manlyr s foolhardiness has lost them.
FreemanIs social success instructs ManJ-y in the "way of the wor1d."

It is Freeman "who forces Manly to weigh and judge the worth^ of social
val-ues" and., by the end of the pray, Manly *is at l-ast obriged to
concede that Freeman has had a clearer vision of the world than his own"
(L1.nch, socÌal Mode, p. r73).

Formerry, the "plain dearer,' has decraimed

against social opinion, but, ìn the end, he now acknowledges the power
of a society eager to attribute base motives to seemingly honest actions.
Manlyts offer to "stay in this il_l- world" (V.iii.I7O)

could wel_I be

construed as an admission that Fideliats estate conquers an aversion her

virtue could not (17I).

As Freeman astutely perceives, "quarrels Èo the

worldtrfrequently spring from a fail-ure to succeed in the social aïena.
Like a quarrel I'to a handsome woman, " a man rails against that which he
cannot enjoy (I71).
Freemanrs remark underrines the play's satiric

thrust.24 Manlv's
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aversion to the world and to all mankind neither supports moral-ity nor

His very aveïsion leads him into the

does it correct hypo.ti=y.25

rankness he once so deplored. Concealing his baseness even from
Freeman, he merely enacts the pose of "p1ain-deal-err" and his treatment

of both olivia and Fidelia exemplifies his fal-1 into double-dealing.
His self-ind.uced blindness to oliviars true nature first initiates his
,,quarrel" with her and, Iater, faiting to ravish her, he cannot "enjoy
her as [he] would do" (171) . Similarly, once scorning Fidelia's
devotion, Manl-y now eschews aII former criticisms and converts his
quarrel with her into a "covetousness for [her] sake only" (,I70).
he wilf live in security, ostensibly for her sake, in a world

Now

made

"odious" to him by its cheating. Manly learns that, to live in such a
diseased world, he must be both a "plain-dealer" and a "complier with
the age." Personal integrity,
)^
dissembling world best.-"

coupled with self-interest,

cheats the

Lf Freeman represents the successful social ideal-, then Elizà
er¡hodies. the playrs satiric

21

ideal.''

tov¡n. As she informs O]ivia:

Like Alithea, she thrives in the

"Truly, cousin, I can find' no fauLt with
For I can never U. t".ty

it hut that i¿e cannot always live in it.
it"

CII.37).

of

Simitar to Freeman, Eliza compares the vrorld to "a

constant keeping gallant,

whom

we fail

not to quarrel with

when

anything crosses us yet cannot part with, it for our hearts" t37)

-

Because of her knowledge of the town, she provides a measure by which

to judge the actions of those around her.
This socially an¿ morally astute woÍìan castigates the impudence of
her hypocritical cous:in. As she tells Olivia:

"all those grimaces of
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honor and artificial

modestyd.isparage a woman's real- virtue as much as

the use of white and red does the natural- complexion, and you must
very, very little

use

if you would have it thought your own" (rr.52).

Eliza quickly pierces her cousin's pose, not only because she is

a

shrewd observer of human nature, but also because she frankty
acknowled.ges an

art which does not contradict the inner sub=tarr"e.28

But' like Lady Cockwood, otivia so habitually practices dissembling
that she mouth-s virtuous principles to a
what it is.

\doman who

sees the pose for

Although El-iza exhorts her cousin "to l-eave off dissembl-ing,

since ttis grown of no use to us," olivia rejects the,'pÌain dearing,,
Friza espouses (rr.40), and continues to practice a "fooling,'which soon
gror¡/s as "insipid" as it is I'offensiver' (V.i.I44) . O]ivia minds ,'other
people's actions so much" that she takes no care of her o\¿n "but to hide
them" cl-39) - olivia's pose, unlike the capabre counterfeiting of a
Lady Fidget, succeeds in deceiving only Manly.

Finally, Eriza
damned enough

condernns

Ïrer with ttre word.s: r'so¡ sor you are

already by your oaths, and r enough confirmed, and now

you may please to be gone. yet take this advice with you, in this

plain_dealing age, to l-eave off

fo::swearing yourself , for when people

hardly trLink the better of a woman for her rear modesty, why should you
put that great constraint upon yourself to feign it?" (145). The plain_
dealing Eliza harshly criticizes

o1i¡¡ia's pose of virtue

and.

points to

the hlpocrisy of the age. Neither real nor feigned virtue succeeds in
an age which considers ilplain-dealing" to be both discreet capituLation
to the fleshly appetite and. the ricensed freedom to pursue serfgratification.

ostensibl-y. her arrival at the very moment of Ïrer
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kinswoman's exposure underscores her rol_e as satiric

judge; her

real_

virtue witnesses the social d.efeat of feigned. virtue.
Notwithstanding her incisive' comments, Eliza remains singularly

apart from the main action of the play.

"undefaced" as she may be, she

affects no reformation and corrects no fault.

She, like Witders moralist.s,

brings about no moral change, and this ineffectiveness illurninates the
')a
pIa1'wright's thematic concerns.o' A foil to olivia, Eliza as satiric
l

ideal- stands apart from the periphery of the "way of the worId.." A.more

socially w'ise ptain-dearer, Freeman, wourd appear to balance,

and

seemingty correct, Manty's misanthropic excess, and thereby perform

a

more dramatically important rol-e. yet, while the prospect of marriage

to the romantic Fidelia softens Manlyts hatred, Freeman as social
exemplar receives no comparable conjugal reward.30

only the base cheaters, olivia and vernish, and the idealistic
misfits,

ManJ-y

and Fideria, acquire matrimonial partners., and.each

union contradicts the other.

For Otivia and Vernish, the wedded state

feeds their greed and cl-oaks their appetite.
comes

to represent the social reality.

Like the Fidgets, theirs

conversery, Manly and FÌdelia

speak of w-ithdrr*"t ,.rao "the unk¡rown pleasure of a retirement,,,

divorced from an "il-l- worl-d." wh-ich cannot accommodate them (V-iii.17O).

unlike Harcourt and Arithea, they do not reconcire the ,'way of the
worl-d" to their own heartfelt affection.

In The Pl-ain Dealer, these two

matrimonial- extremes offer neither moral health on the one hand nor

social harmony on the otlrer, qualities which Freeman as social ideal
and Eliza as satìric

ideal- might provìde.

Virtue. and the moral health

it offers, are not converted into matrimony. Rather, at the end of the
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Play, both of these exemplars stand as observers, detached from anv
possibility of nuptial harmony.
Ìrrycherrey, then, offers no comforting vision of reconcired
extremes, of vice vitiated by the power of virtue.

Rather, wycherley

hints that the vice practiced by such "defaced angers,' as olivia

and

Lady Fidget minimizes the moral efficacy of virtue.

rn spite of
Alithea's and Harcourtrs devotion and sincere ,'prain-d.eatingr,, a
of cuckolds" ends The country wife's exposure of vice.
Dealer, neither Manl-y nor Fidelia is

,,dance

rn The plain

free from stain; lechery

and

dishonesty taint his "prain-deatingrÙ and Fideliars bfind devotj_on to
him armost crushes her,virtue.
only th-e ,'compriers'l \,rith the age, like
Freemanr apparently can prosper in this world of sham and deceit.

So,

asserts in The First Modern Comedies that "the presence of
an ideal in a realistic situation signals the beginning of what we think

wtren FIo1land

of as eighteenth-century sentimentalism" (p. 95), he fail-s to accounc
either for the lack of moral- infl-uence the virtuous exert, or for their
own subordinate roles in the p1ays. rf it is dissociated from qoodness
(p. 113), creverness proves. not only to be sociarly more successfur,
but also a very real threat to the survivar of virtue itself.
Therefore, Iniycherrey offers only a faint glimmer of hope, one which

vice might we]I extinguish utterly.

As a "minister of justice,"

he

displays the "vices of the age.tr He also urges reformation but, unlike
the reformations dramatized ìn the moraÌ dramas to come, traiycherley d.oes
not rely merely on a poeLic justice whÌch wi]I reward the virtuous and
punish the vicious. Rather, he separates the moral exemplars from the
social- artificers.
Ll.ke the tecturique emplolred by Jones in The
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Masqueraders, I^Iycherley demonstrates the tension between th'e "way of the

world"

and.

the "better way" of morality.3l

Yet, unlike a playwright like

Jones, Wycherley is less comprornising and more condemnatory in his

treatment of vice and folly.

He also adds a significant

sion which many of these later dramas lack.
become WycherJ-ey's comic

comic dimen-

Both disease and folly

butts and, though "unchecked indulgence in folly

often ends in vicer" this glimpse of man's laughable side offsets the
sordidness of his more corrigible one (lulueschkes,
Congreve will

New

View, p. 133).

also explore this dual nature of man, but he attempts

in his plays to reconcile Etherege's comic vision of "things that
shadow and concea1" v¡ith.Wycherley's
??

foIly (Ig"_9j_M"qg, III.i.50) -"-

critical

exposì:re of vice and

CHAPTER FOUR

"Understood by Contraries":
Congreve's Four Comedies

In the comedies of Etherege and Wycherley, the "glass for the
worl-d" reflects the folly and vice of the human animal. Like many other

plalrwrights, Etherege offers only an ambiguous resolution to the plays'
reflection of human corrigibility.

Einilia and Young Bellair may well

fal1 prey to the "way of the worldr" and Harriet hersel-f may not be able
to reform her "man of mode." .Nor does Wycherley s,rgge=t that
kindness can always overcome vice.

human

In spite of the affection between

Harcourt and Alithea, The Country Wife concludes with a dance of
cuckolds and Horner's triumph. fn The Plain Dealer, Manly and. Fidelia
have been stained by the hlipocrisy and the lechery all around them. So,

both Etherege and V,lycherley expose man's fundamental corrigibitity.
presence of virtue,

The

of mants "undefaced" side, they relegate to minor,

or at any rate, Iess effectual characters.
In contrast to Etheregets more ambiguous treatment of folly
vüycherleyt

and

s wision of vice, Congreve offers a reconciliation of

extremes.." He exploits the comic ambiguity of Etherege and the satire

of Wycherley. Like them, Congreve investÌgates those "things that
and conceal-r' man's nature.

shadow

fn Drvden's words: "Tn Him all Beauties of

this Age \¡/e see;,/ ntherege hÌs Courtship, Southernts Purity; /
97

t}:re
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Satire, vùit, and Strength of Man1y T{itcherlef' [erologn:e, The DoubleDealer, p. 123). Indeed, in Congrevets comedies, Kathleen Lynch
detects the "renewal of the Restoration mode," a revivificar-ion of what
threatened to become stal-e (Social Mode, p. 182). Novak carefully

traces Congreve's own insistence on his satiric intent.2

Karlfman, for

his part, also refers to Congrevets satiric bent when he remarks that,
in The Man of Mode, The Plain Deal-er, The Country Wife and The
the World, "the pJ-alrwrights indict the sterility
who in conforming to a narrov¡ and superficial
made themselves
4l4',)

Inlay

of a vùay of l-ife,
set of conventions

of
men

have

barren and l-ess than human'l ("Language and Characterr"

-

But to

some

critics,

Congrevets plays .represent more than the

zenith of a comic mode. These critics

brilliant

addition to their witty attributes,

claim that, in

Congreve's plays also include

elements of the sentimental-.mode. To Holland. the plays of both
Wycherley and Congreve are the "direct forerunners of tweeping' comedytt

(First lulodern Comedies, p. 113). To Zimbardo, Congireve, "for aII. his
wit, is at heart sentimental, and his

comedy

prepares for the tradition

?

of eighteenth-century sentimentalism."" Similar1y, in Fujimura's view,
Congreve is a transitional

figure who bridges the gap between the witty

and tlre sentimentaL modes (Comedy of Vüit, p. 195). Nevertheless, it is
more to the point to say that Congreve qualifies his criticism
anct

rorl\¡.
On

of vice

4

ttre one hand, he directs his attack against an age

complacent in its purported reformatÌon.

gro\¡¡n

Like other dramatists,

he

contends that t'lt is the Business of a ComÌck Poet to paint the Vices
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and Follies of Hrxnane Kind" (Dedication, The Doubl-e Dealer, p. 12r).

on the other hand, congreve pities those who are "Fools so qross" that

they should be "Objects of Charity" rather than of contempt (Dedication,
The ltay of the !ùorld, p. 390). A "natural Folry" is one which is

and, therefore, in Congrevets view, it ceases to

"incorrigible"

be

"proper for the Stagfe" (390). "There are no Fools so inconsiderabl_e in
themselvesr" cynthia in The Double Dearer says, "but they can render

other People contemptible in exposing their rnfirmities"
only those fol-lies which can be corrected are fit

(rrr.i.165).

satiric tarqets.

Therefore, Congreve adapts conventionaf themes to his own comic
ends. val-entine's "mad" truth-telling
and the critical

in r,ove for Love (e.g. rv.i.2go)

statements made by Heartwell and Scand.al in The

Ol-d

Batchelour indicate congrevets less than tolerant view of the "way of

the worl-d."'

But, unlike Etheregets more ambivalent treaünent. Congreve

does offer what Deitz ca1ls a "better way.,'6 fn effect,
demonstrates thre possibility

Congreve

of reformation. To do so, Congreve

reprehends t'Fol1y and Vice in general" at the same time as Ìre acknowledges
man

to be a rrmi:<rd character," neither wlrolly vicious nor wholly

virtuous (Amendments, p. 435). ln this way, he tries to account for
both the virtuous and the vicious side. Congreve insists in
Amendments

h_is

that a "mixrd"character's "Faul-ts are fewer than his

qood

Qualities" (p. 453). So, if Wycherley and Etherege dramatize the
conflict of virtue and vice, then Congreve portrays the "mixture,' of
faults and virtues. As Leecfr argn-res, Congreve "could mock at folly and
pretension, t' and yet realize t'the imptications of human r¡ulnerability"
("Centuryrs End, "

2841 .
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is shown to be a vulnerable as well as an affected creature.
congreve makes his point by dividing his characters into gïoups: the
Man

fops, the vipers and the "mix'd' characters. These groups are both
conÉcally and moral-ly distingmishable. Those whose "Religion is Folly"
(Love for Love, r.i.21g)

contrast sharply to the "vipers" (The Doubre-

Dealer, v-i-203), whose wit disguises their viltainy.

rn contrast to

the fools and the rogues are the hero and the heroine, comic,'mjr<tures,,
of faults and virtues. To escape "the satiric wor]d of knaves, fools,
and indirect ridiculer"

they must seek a .better way,' (Deitz, ,,Better

ivay," 369)- They must be free of affectation or "what ltheyl would. be,
under a Voluntary Disguise" [Congreve, "Humour in Comedyr,, p. 79) . In
this important sense, Congreve does not merely dramatize human follv.
He tries to correct it.

Yet, even foo]s practise the vice of the,,way of the worLd.,, rn
The Double-Dealer, Brisk's courtslr-ip of Lady Froth parodies the
conventional theme of cuckolding (.fV.i.I75-I77).

The "solemn Coxcomb,,,

Lord Froth (oratnatis personae, p. 126), is certainJ-y duped, but by
cheaters who are as capabre as Maskwel-l, and just as calculating.

They

affect a poetic ard.our, and this affectation is more than comic. ft
cl-oaks their lechery. Congreve thereby creates a subtle link becween
the foors and the knaves. rn the midst of what appears to be sociar
buf foonery

A

New

r depravitp-both the foor's and the knave's-*thrives.

rn

View of Congrevets Vtay of the v{brId, the Mueschkes argÌre that the

stock character tlpes "are deliberately modified to reveal how unchecked
foI1y degenerates into vìce,' (p. IO).7
The mirror iìnage il-lustrates

this kinship.

Both the fool-s and the
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knaves are drawn to the image in the grass. rn The Double-Dearer, the

pocket glass reflects the vanity of the fop (r.i.r34;

the mirror reflects the villainy

as

of the knave. The slass reveal-s the

physical bl-emishes which spot the fool,s face (I.i.134-5);
bl-emishes mar his social- u.pp"at.rr...t

and spiritual

just

rf.i.r4o),

decay of the villain,

such

The glass also captures the moral

the "hideous form" of a Maskwe]l

The
' or the "Monster" shape of a Lady Touchwood (rv.ii.rg5).
blemishes the mirror refl-ects become one of Congrevets major concerns,

(136)

and he lashes an age which can allow such vice and follv

to flourish.

Satiric spokesmen like Heartwell- in The OId Batchelour and Scandal
in r,ove for Love ill-ustrate congrevers brand of satire.

Heartwell

attacks the pretenses of others. Ever "snarJ-ing odious Truths,

and

entertaining company like a Physician, with discourse of their diseases
and infirmitles"

(The

Ol_d.

Batchelour, I-i.42) , Heartwel_l_ insists that

"every body be what they pretend'to be" (43). Nor can Heartwell admit

to prevarication:

"No¡n¡

by my soul, r cannot rie, though Ít were to

serve a Friend or gain a Mistress" (III. ji.72).

But, Iike l"Ianly's,

Ileartwell-ts honesty leads to blindness, as Rosowski notes: "the selfcompl-acency

of HeartwelL limits his perception. He is unabre to

penetrate the social- masks assumed by other characters

and.

thus

unabl_e

to rel-ate to the private individual or to the reality beneath the
("Thematic Developmentr "

mask"

391_) .

ff Heartwell cLaims that his "Talent is chiefly that of speaking
truth" (I.i.45),
the "liberty"

then Scandal boasts that

he

Ìs one who freel-y indulges

of tr-is tongue (Love for Love, r'.i.22r) and sets himself

up as a defamer (226). scandal-ts description of the age poÌnts to the

IO2

"Life" which l-ies behind the picture (232). As he remarks: "r can

shew

you Pride. Folly. Affectation, Wantonness, Inconstancy, Covetousness,

Dissimulation, Malice, and rgnorance, all in one piece. Then r can shew
you Lying' Foppery, vanity, cowardise, Bragging. Lechery, rnpotence

and

Ugliness in another Piece; and yet one of these is a celebrated Beauty,
and t'other a profest Beau" (233).

Both Heartwel-l and scandar resemble Manty in their efforts to
uncover social pretense. Like Manry, Heartwell eischews ,'nauseous

Flattery" (The old Batchel-our, r.i.42) ,

and. he

derides compliance with

an age which thrives on deception (42-5). Congreve a]so adds his

distinctive

toue'haq r.n fha "-'l^in deal-er." Scandal_ willingly

own

dissembles

a passion for Mrs. Frail, not only to serve the interests of his friend.,
but al-so to glut his own appetìte.

Scandal is as famous for his libertv

of speech as he is Ìnfamous for hÌs sexual_ license; he is "a Libertine
in speech, as well as Practicer' (Love for Love, rrr.i-.272).

For his

part' Heartwel-] is a superannuated. rake, one who awaits "the natural_
call- of [hisl Lust" and pursues temptation in spite of his age (The o]d
Batchelour, r.i.43).

rn this way, congreve comments, not only on the

plain-dealer, but also on the rake- The trick of the
finatly exposes Heartwellts duplicity.9

He has "sold', himself to the

hearty laughter of the "il-l--natur'd Town" (rrr.i.63),
he has hlpocritically

sham marriaqe

not only because

played the role of a "woman hater" (_r.i.40), but

also because he has .foolishly offered. marriage to
hlpocrisy and his folIy make him a comÌc butt.

u.

*hor..10

Both his

His .plaÌn dearlng,

like Manlyts, farls intotndouble dearing," and he, too, is punìshed
for it.

"
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Scandal's perception also comes to the test and proves to be

distorted.

Summarily judging Angelica to be "a t{oman of this Age"

(Love for Love, I.i.225),

as prone as the "celebrated Beauty" to

affectation and malice (233), he faLsely believes her to expect in

a

marriage partner either "another great Fortune, or a Fool" (225). Both

his rakish ways and his bl-ack-and-white perceptions make him a selfconfessed "Infidel- to [her] Sex" (V.i.314).

FinaIIy, Angelica's merit

convinces him that his former judgiments have been too harshly inclusive.

Like Manly, he has

damned r.:¡ithout

d.iscrimination both the worÈhy and the

morally culpable members of society.
convinc'd that all

Women

He tells her:

"For now I

am

are not l-ike Fortune, blind in bestowing

Favours, either on those who do not merit, or who do not want'em" (314).
Angelica modifies Scandal-|s new insight when she dec1ares that such

a view is "an unreasonable Accusationr" founded on a desire to hide
personal want of merit by attributing baseness to others (3I4).

"noveltyr" she suggests, is not that a
lover proves faithful.

rrToman

a

The

proves kind, but that

a

At the same time as she questions the astuteness

of the plain-dealer, Angelica also chalJenges the creed of the rake.
The rake sacrifices constancy to pleasure and pretends a faith where

only lust exists.
Reward

Angelica remonstr:ates: "You would all have the

of Love; but few Ïrave the Constancy to stay tiIl

due. Men are generally Hlpocrites and Infidels,
Wôrsh-ip, but have neither Zeal nor Faith" (.314)

it becomes your

ttrey pretend to
.

Angelicats diatriþe against the rake shows Congrevers reconciliation of Ettreregers rrcourtship[ and !ü'1rcher]eyrs satire.

He may,

play like The Ol-d Batctrelour., chart the "tarning" of the galIant.

in

a

Yet,

in plays like The Double Dealer and The ltay of the trrorld, he also probes
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the rakers degeneration. The focus of his plays becomes, on the

one

hand, the tamed gallantts pursuit of the heroine and, on the other, the

deflation of the rakish creed of fleshly appetite.ll

His plays are

highly comic, but sentimental touches do appear. Because the connubialoutcome is from the beginning assured, his plays l-ack the perplexing

ambiguity found in Etheregets The Man of I'lode and. I;{ycherley's The Country
wl_re.

His earliest play, The Old Batchelour, introduces two protagonists
who conform, at Ìeast in part, to the conventional portrait
1)

rake.*-

of the

Both Vainlove and Bellmour are "young, termagant. flashy sinners"

who are "so eager in pursuit of the temptation, that lthey] save the

Devil the trouble of leading lthem] into it"

(I.i.43).

Their encounters

with the witty treroines il-lustrate the conventional- Iove ctrase.
Bell-mour courts the "excessively foppish and affected" Belinda (41) '

rails against "that fitthy,
(II.ii.54).
(I.i.42;

awkardIsicl, two-Ieg'd. creature,

who

Man"

Vainlove is known for his capriciousness in matters of love
fV.i.79*80).

Araminta, like Angelica in Love for Love, must

overturn the false temples erected by such infidels in 1ove, who as
easily forsake their idolatry as they do their idols (II.ii.58).

Both

couples become duellists in the "game" of 1ove (II.ii.55).
Suspicious of all tlrc 'rflattering Men of Mod.e" (V.i.106), Bel-inda
compares the rake's "curiousrr courtship to an jnadequate entertainment,

rich- in slrow but poor in substance. Marriage then becomes t'a mere
French dish.rt'the shoddylr¡emainst'of a repast finallyrrserv'd

to the Fife" (106).

up cold

If she listens to Bellmour and agrees to his

proposals, Ïre is satiated and stre is starved. Bellmour, for his parÈ,
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chides "timorous virgins" l-ike Belinda for their preference in
"entertainments" (f06). He contends that "Courtship to Marriage, is but
as the Musick in the play*house, till the Curtain's drawn; but that once
up' then opens ttre scene of pleasure" (lo7).
conjugal feast to come, parries:

Belinda, denying the

r'Ratlrer courtship to Marriage, as

a

very witty prologue to a very dull play" (t07).
To Vainl0ve, the "witty prol0gueil is the sauce to whet his appetite;

he finds in the preJ-ude to love the preasure he craves. using the
fami]iar image of the hunt, he laments: "rTis dull- and unnatural to

have

a Hare run fuIl in the Hounds llouth; and wouLd distate the keenest
Hunter * r would have overtaken, not have met my game" (rv.i.go).
For
the rake, fleshly delight is to be found only in the "entertainment"
itself,

be it a feast or a pray or a hunt. To the witty heroine, only

the courtship holds any anticipation of delight.
But Congrevets lovers display more than just a conventional mastery
of the love chase. Congreve ad.apts conventional images of battle and
appetiter ând he thereby balances Etlreregers "courtship,' and Wycherleyrs
1?

satire---

Vainlove suffers from a rtdamnrd illnaturtd

whimsey', which,

contrary to most rakish dispositions, prohibits h-is ever satiating

tr_is

sexual appetite (ZS¡.14 To Sh,arperrs statement that Araminta resembles
I'a delicious Mel1on pure and consenting ripe, and onJ-y
waits thy cutting
uprft Vainlove comptains. rrrTis an untimely Frùit', (7gL. If, as
Sharper h-ints, she ,'has been breeding Love to lVaintove] aII this whi1e,
and just now she is delivertd of itrrr then in vainlove's capricious

e}¡esf .she has miscarried of her.Lover' (79). His is a .sickl_y peevish
Appetiter I' and he is one w'ho can only "chevJr' love and cannot t'digest" it
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(gO). In Congreve,s hands, the conventional association of food
fleshly appetite conveys Vainlovets individual character, at

and

once

rakish and caprÍ.io.rt.15
But, in terms of congrevets treatment of convention, it is
important to note that these rakes are genuinely in love. Bell-mour
professes a heartfelt

regard for Bel-inda, a willing

"slavery of

For all his caprice, Vainlove also confesses

honourabl-e Love" (I.i.40).

to an honourable passion. The religious imagery once associated with
anorous idolatry and lusty chase becomes temporarily transformed into
the sentimental language of devotion. Bellmour inguires of his friend:
"Couldst thou be content to marry Araminta?" (.ITI.i.63).

Vainlove

ans\^/ers: "Cou1d you be content to go to Heaven?" The two questions,

parallet in structure, equate Araminta and heaven, each of which
represents both a reward and an ideal to be sought. Belfmour would

delay:

more good in my generation first,

"f'de do a little

in order

to deserve it. f' Vainlove will not marry his heaven until he "merit"
her t63). Atthough the language hints of a sentimentaf ardour, the
exchange which follows res.umes the r*i sh tone. Bellmor once again speaks
of her "yielding" (63), of Vainlovets. marrying her "without her Consent"
(,64), and he thereby obviates the notion that the lover must merit the
heaven represented by the heroine.

eyes, is to have spiritual
demand

To "deserve" heaven, in Bellmour's

need of it;

earthly, and ilticit,

ab.so]ution. To "merit" heaven implies a fitting

activities

reward for just

conduct, and Vainlovets "sawcy Credulityr" which threatens to blast his
hopes of heaven, prompts him at last to resolve to "weary her into
Forgiveness." which will

a

pardon his faults and reward his virtues (V.i-100).
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Significantly,

the pl-ayrs conclusion leaves Vainlovets and Araminta's

Iove affair unresolved {V:ii.112)

.

Congreve, then, even in his earliest play, injects a sentimental

flavour, offset by spirited colloquies and libertine pursuits.

His

heroes may, Iike Dorimant, be gentlemen of the town but, just as

Etherege exposed the rake's social failings

and moral bl-emislres, so, too,

does Congreve, in a play like The Old Batchefour or The Doub]e-Dea]er,
examine the pitfall-s

of a creed based. solely on self-gratificatiorr.16

The Double-Dealer explores the theme of artifice,

so masterfully

developed by Etherege, but Congreve Ïrere balances it with a critical

probing of the rake, and his portrayal of the libertine

captures the

virulency of Wyctrerley's attack on vice.
Here in The Double-Dealer, Gosse affirms, "the true wit libertine

hero (e.g. Bellmour in The O]d Batchelour) becomes a villainous Maskwell."
Yet, and the point bears repeating, Maskwell does dwel-l- Ìn a comic world
of foots

and.

knaves, and so his villainy

does not unnecessarily jar the

play's "essentiaJ-ly comic focus.ttlT Maskwell is as l"lachiavellian,

and

as comic, as Horner in his calculated machinations. He, too, has
mastered the social art of occasional dissembling and keenly perceived

ttre advantage to plaintealing.

In Rosowskirs terms, the play

"ill-ustrates tlre potential for evil and villainy

that results from the

discrepancy between the private and the.public, between the actual

the ideal" ("Thematic Developmentr" 395).

Th-e

and

social art of

dissembling Íìa'y once have enabl-ed the witty hero to chase and capture

the wittyheroine

but, given the uway of the worl-d," the mask that

Maskwel-l wears so well- and

the feigning that Fainall practices

so
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expertly il-lustrate the ease with which Èhe sociar graces can

be

¡l al. a c a¡l

The contrast between Mellefont. a mello\À¡ed rake, and Maskwell,

conniving Machiavel, underlines the pray's criticar

thrust.

friendship, for one sincere and for the other feigned, links

a

Theìr
them

together. Both conspire to win their ends, and the means they

emproy

are not only conventional d.evices, but are also social-Ly acceptabl-e.
But Mell-efont, while he may engage in plotting and deception, is praised

for his "goodness" (V.i.200).

Nor will he, Iike Maskwe1l, capitulate to

his aunt's wanton desires (r.i.129-l3o).

Gosse sar¡s that he is

"neither clmic nor rake in respect to his unc1e, Lord. Touchwood., and his
uncl-ets wifet' ("Plot and Character, n 282). Mel-Lefont's scheming becomes
his only way to protect himself from the perfidy of his.aunt and the
double-dealing of Maskwell.lE so, Merlefont, whil-e he may recarl

other Restoration heroes, embodies traits removed from the conventional
portrait of the rake. As Gosse remarks: "Fo.r wel-I over a third of the
opening act, Mellefont is presented not only as the conventional- comic

hero dominating the action, but also, and unconventionarty, in

morally

commendaË'le

light"

(zez1. rronically,

a

as Rosowski points out:

"The resolution within the play comes about not through recognition of

the natural goodness of Mellefontrri onl-y "after the essential- steps

have

been taken in the resolutiont' does Lord Touchwood pronounce his nephew

to be good. ("Thematic Developmentr,' 395) . In the p1ay, Me1]efont,
unfike a witty hero, has been duped.
In Ttre old. Batchelour, Fondlewife had compared plain-dealing to
jewel (rv.iv.94) but to MaskweLl t'doubl-edealing" comes to be the
'

a
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jewel of most value (The Doubfe Dea1er, III.i.155).

His mien glows, but

with "suctr a smile as speaks in Ambiguityr" one which suggests',ten
thousand meanings" in every corner "of that various face" (V.i.19g).

He

exploits the cred.ulity of those who fail to perceive the difference
between substance and shadow, and his mask of "open Trutht' confounds as

effectively as his artful contrivances deceive (V.i.190).
soriloquizes:

Maskwel_I

"why, let me see, r haye the same Face, the same words

and Accents, when r speak what r do th-ink,- and. when r speak what r do

not think - the very salne -

and.

dear dissimulation is the only Art, not
E]_iza in The plain Dealer remarks

to be known from Nature'r III .i.lso).

that neither real nor feigned virtue now proves efficacious (v.i.r45).
so, too, in Maskwell's world. Artful dissimulation, hal¡ituallv
skil-l-ful-ly practiced, bJ-urs the distinction between artifice

and

and.

nature.

The "l-ife. and th-e "picturet' become identical , and congreve thereby
underscores ttre debasement into which the easy social graces and the
comic conventions mav falI.

Arl mankind harbours hidden I'Fraud and power of Baseness"
Doubl-e

Dealer, fI.i.150),

and credulity itself

becomes

(The

a vice.

Maskwel1

t'anglesrr for t'fair-faced Foolsrt' and readiry finds them.
"That hungry

credurity, " easily caught and easily cheated, "wilr bite at
any thing!' (150), and Maskwell-rs "serpentrs hiss" threatens to "sting"

Gudgeon

such-

fools into "experience(' (V.i.f94).

Without the fo]Iv and the

credulity of the Plyants and the Froths, there wou]d be no comic

measure

by which to judge either the success or the shoddier dealings of others.
Not only the fools become the pawns of heroes and vil-l-ians.

Lady

Plyantrs and Lady Frothls seemingly harml-ess antics, conforming as they
do to the traditionat mode tr.i.ì:e;

r.i.145 , r4B; rv.i.

176)

, find their

1r0

most dire expression in the comically debased Lady Touchwood. Although
she embodies the threat of vice envisaged by Etherege and exposed by

!'iycherley' Lady Touchwood also resembles the cast-off mistress (f .i.129130; V.i.191), the matron and the counterfeiter.

In her character,

Congreve suggests that what may be construed as harmless may in fact

be vice.
Lady Touchwood consumes hersel-f in rage and l-ust.

herself (1f.i.148),
(I.i.130; V.i.I97).
villainy

(I-i.135).

A Machiavel

she is too viol-ent to be successfuf in lrer villainy

fn contrast is Maskwel]'s "thinking" kind of
His is called a hellish fire (V.i.191) but,

Mel-l-efont observes, hers is a devouring flame (IV.ii.187).
temper and her passion undo trer.

Reduced

as

Finally, her

to a "Vul-turer" she must

gnaw

"piece-neal" on her own viol-ent heart (184).
The betrotlLed lovers, however, display an incipient sentimental-ism

which counteracts the "secret Vì11aìny" and "base Treach'ry" practiced

against them (V.i.203).

The coll-oquies between Cynthia and Mellefont

reflect a seriousness quite distìnct from the verbal fencing of other
witty lovers.

SÎ:nilar to The OId Batchelour, The Double Dealer exploits

conventional i:nages only to display more fully the individuality

characters.

Wl.en

Clmthia refers to marriage, she speaks of "an

Gamer" and offers to draw "Stakest' (fI.i.I42).

of the
odd.

Mellefont continues to

play upon tJ-e notion of marrÌage as a risky card game, but his purpose
is, not to debauch lrer, but to convince her to marry him. He encourages
her to 'rturn up Trump't no¡¡¡ that they have already tnshuffled" and t'Cutt"
(L42)

-

The, game, Me11efont

contends, depends not on an "Accident of

Fortuner' (]-421., but on I'Judg-ment" (I43) . Later, the garne refers to the
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hunt, but the imagery assumes both conventional and unique dimensions.
Now "Marrjage

gratification.

is the

Game

that lthey] hunt" (rv.i.t6g),

and not fleshly

No longer the virtuous prey of a galJ-ant, clmthia fears

their mutual willingness to

wed. impedes

the hunt; when they "Hunt in

couplesrI she exprains, both "pursue the

sarne ga]ne" and

one another in the Race" (168). Atthough stilr

thereby "hinder

regarded as a

garne,

marriage to these lovers becomes pursuit founded on mutual- ard.our.

Cl'r¡thia's wit matches her forthright confessions of love. She may
lead him no merry chase, but she does expect "a very evident
stration of his lfit"

demon-

(168).19 Her method of gaining an "ascendancy"

over him is to resol-ve, "in spight of Duty, any temptation of wealth,
[his] inconstancy, or lher] own incl-ination to change," never to

wed

another if he does not succeed in outwittinq his Machiavel-lian aunt

(168). At the same time as she enumerates these traditional

crualities

of the witty lovers, she neutralizes them, and. all are "turntd. topsie
turvy" (V.i.200).

Like a sentimental heroine, she abjures anorous

deception and 1"et, like a witty heroine, she demands some measure of
control . 20- Si¡nil-ar to ttLose of Etherege and Vùycfrerley, then, a Congreve
heroine embodies both the comic stand.ard. of social- mastery, and the

satiric ideal of a frank heart and an open nature. A mistress both of
her social- world and herself, the witty heroine art,furly performs her
roles at the

same

time as she propels the comedyt,toward an endr. the

end to which all- the pfays aove: "Iet us think of l-eaving acting, and

be our sel-ves" Gglg_lgI_-Loyg. fV. L.294) .
Love for Love develops most ful-ly the theme of unaffected love
2T
open hearts. -

and

In a world. of sham, as Rosowski explains, the individual

LI2

must assume responsibility
meaningless society.

'tto create meaning from an essentially

This responsibility is implied in the title,

for

love is received only for love that is given" (Rosowski, ',Thematic
Development," 397). L)¡ons suggests: "the comedy celebrates a relation-

ship which is more profound, and the comic aberrations of the se.xual
relationship within the play work to define both the nature and the
value of an tronest and faithful

union of man and woman,' (r'Miracle of

Love," 332-333). In the play, Angelica's trial- of Vafentine is desiqned
less to tame a wi]-d gallant than to make the "utmost Tryal of Ihisl
virtue" (v.i.312) and, ultiiately, of lr-is capacity for ror".22 onl-y
when

he' like Harcourt' can sacrifice his "Inteïest" to his trConstancyt'

(31-4)

wir] she openly confess her devotion to him (312). Angelica

demands, like Harriet and AJ-ithea, that lrer lover abjure the artifices

of the'rway of the worl-drt'and confess openly to her his "generous
faithful"

and

passion (312) which, in a world devoted to self-interest,

border on a kind of I'madness.t' Rosowski exprains:

does

"rn thd eyes of the

wor]d, one who adheres to vafues basic to this private world is 'mad."'
f"Thematic Development, rt 398) .23

Angelica demands this kind of demonstration from a man who trusts,

not to her sagacity and affection, but to his own ability
His former behaviour only aggravates h-er distrust.
one whose greatest fault,

to outwit her.

Valentine is a "\,¡it,"

as Scanda] notes, has been ,rI,ove and

Pleasurab]e Expence" (I.i.22O\ . Sir

Sampson

"tlre Morality" of the wit (rr.i.243),

and then urges his impoverished

Trlpocritically

condemns

son to live by his "witsr' (246). Even Angelica does not hold the witty
man

in esteem, slre tells sir sampson: ,tAnd she that marries a very
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her
Witty Man, subn-its bottr to the Severity and insolent Conduct of

Husband.IshouldlikeaManof\ÙitforaLover,becauselwouldhave
his
such an one in my Power; but r would no more be his Wife, than
Sir Sampson's assessment of tr-is son may well be
All
,,Ttre Rogue has not a Drachm of Generous LoVe about hiî:

Enemy" (V.i.22g).

true:

rnterest, all Interesti hets an undone scoundrel-, and courts your
(III'i'
Estate: Body o, me, he does not care a Doit for your Person"
259_260).Theoldgent,whoseself_interestblindshimtoAngelica's
real motivesf summarizes the conventional flaw's of the rake and perhaps
His mactr-inations may cloak the "madnesst' of a genuine
whether
and honorable devotion, but Angelica must determine for trersel-f
to
he does indeed "meritt' her. she tell-s hi:n: "Resolution must come

of valentine.

me, or I shall never have one" [259) '

t'no effectualrndeed, valentine has earlier admitted that he knows

Difference between continued Affectation and Reality" (254) ' Ile' like
sir sampson, fails to distinguish between "masks and facesr" and he
thereby verifies one of scandalts astute observations to Foresight:
you do not know
"Either 1.ou suffer your self to deceive 1rcur selft or

of Madness" (rV'i '294)
1.our self 't (268). Valentineos own "Mask
t'madness" of lover ând
confounds what tre is, a man enthralled by the
what

t¡,e w'ould

be ttunder a Voluntary

Dì

sgllise, r' a man exhorti ng truttr'

from a lying world and tricking Angelica into love'

Valentine not only e.ngages in deception and dissembl-ing in order
He also betrays a
to trick trer.into a confession of love tIV'i'276I'
mercenary desire to t'preserve the right of lhisl Intreritance" Q94) '
Angelica"s remark to Tattle, Èhat

Tre

must be as rrmadt' as Val-entine and

LL4

only the "maddest" lover shall have her (291), sharpens her rebuke to
Val-entine: "I thought your love of me had caustd th-is Transport in your
SouI; which, it seems¡ yoü only counterfeited, for mercenary Ends
sordid Interest't (294) .

Wtren

he insists that it is her interest that

concerns him' he admits to a bfindness which testifies
Lack of merit:

and

to his presenE

"I wanted more than Love. to make me worthy of you"

(295). His admission prompts her to retort:

"I

takeme for; and you are Mad and donrt know it"

am

not the Fool you

(296). Love to Anqelica

encompasses

all, and valentine l-ater realizes that wanting "more than

rove" is as

"mad."

as it is blind (v.i.312).

only when he finatry offers

to sacrifice everything to his love is he, as scandal observes. "mad.t'
indeed (311). He comes to perceive the t'contraries" of affectation and
varlì+\' 1r\7
i c97),
qr¡u
to
Çv
Verify the ',truth of masks.,'
t t and
\.rr.r.þr,
Like Dorimant, Valentine formerly has been enslaved by the
or 'affectation"'

of l-ove. This initial-

the reality of love and its "affectation"

I'strovÌ

failure to distinquish between
leads to his inability

to

outralt -Angelica (Holl-and, First Modern Comedies, p. L6Ð.24 Just

as

Etheregers witty "man of modet'rn¡¡s¡ forswear empty oaths and ,'keep

Lent for a mistress" (!þe l,tan of MqQe, III.iii.73),

and just

Wycherleyrs Harcourt must convince Alithea of his fidetity,

a

as

sor too,

must Congreve's Val-entine refute the conventions of the past.

Myers

argues that, wlren Valentine renounces h-is estat,e, he renounces "the

witts traditional- role of rnastering the Worldt' ("Plot and Meaning,t'
t{illiam Congreve, p. 81). Valentine learns from ttre heroine the
distinction between the social efficacy of dissembling and the personal
necessity of sincere dealing. Although "disguis'd by Arttr, Angelica
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never seeks to "transubstantiate" the 'tnaturalt' into wfrat she would
seem (Congreve, t'Humour in Comedy,t' p. 8f).

While she must dissemble

her innermost feelings in order to gain her ends and test her lover,
she readily drops her.pose when it no longer serves: "I have done

dissembling now, Valentine" (Love for Love, V.i.3I3).25

In contrast, other, less capable characters fail to distinguish
between opposites, between dissembling and truth.

Sir

Sampson Legend

is, on the one hand., a conventional portrait of the intransigent parent
(e.g., fI.i.244;

V.i.311).

On

the other hand, SÌr

Sampson

to be a foolishly amorous ol-d man. Proclaiming his virility

also proves
(V.i.300-1),

this superannuated rake fal-sely believes Angelica's pose to be

an

unaffected passion for Trim (298-30I). In the end,, Sir Sampson has been

traditionally

I'culfy'd, Bubbl'd, Jilted, Woman-bobbid at 1astr" but

has also been punished (313). As Scandal tefl-s Angelica:

"You

he

h-ave

done Exemplary Justice, in punishing an ìnhùmane Father" (31-3). Sir

is comically exposed at the same tìme as he, like Tattt-.. tl.=
"but Jr:stice, I' a theme wÏ¡-icb- ttre sentimental mode will deve]op even

Sampson

further.
Congreve also links his theme of madness to his treatrnent of comic

convention. Foresight, another foolish old man, trusts to nfalse
Prophesies" (II .i.237\, so much so that he is blind to h-is
cuckofdom (III. i.269-272) .

stars trold for him:

t'WTLy,

own

Foolishly, he submÌts to whatever fate the
if I was born to be a Cuckold, therets

more te be said-r' (II.i.239).

no

He is a "most superstitious Olil Fool"

[I .i.231), one who reveres a man rthr]rom the wulgar think mad" (1V.i.285),
but one who fails to understand tlre distinctìon to be made between
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superstition and faith, folly and

mad.ness.

fn this comic world of secrets and shams, all are "madr" as

Ben

asserts (2t,5) .¿o Inih-ile Prue, I'a Land-l"Ionsterr " and he, "a Sea-Beast"
(r.i.23L),
pJ-ay

resolve to deal plainly with eactr other (IrI.í.263-4),

at courtship.

Iv1rs.

her of their illicit

Foresigh-t calls Scand.al "madt' w}.en he reminds

affair

(rv.i.284).

simil-arry, Foresight tells the

countrified Prue that Tattle, frer choice for a mate, is also
(V.i.305).

others

,'Mad',

Tattle's foppish pretense to secrecy culminates in hÌs

marriage to Mrs. FraiL, a

\âroman

almost bereft of both weal-th

and

reputation (II.i.248).

Prue, for her part, must endure the fate of many
a country lass who proves to be too t'apttt a "Scholar" (253) in the ways

of the world; her father surnmarily locks her up (V.i.3O(J.27
"absolute Sea-w-it," Ben, is "plain and honest" (fff.i.262),

The

and he finds

in these double-dealings of others a madness wh-i-h Ìro ¡nmn¡rêq to t'all,
the Calentures of the Seail CIV.i.285).

The follies

of others lead him

to a similar conclusion. Ile analyzes Angelicats proposed marriage to
Sir Sampson in the following manner: t'But shets mad for a Husband, and
he's Horn-nad., I tfr-ink, or theyrd nerre make a Match together" (V.i.307).
In the

ttmadrt

truth-telling

scenesr Valentine exposes the sham and

folly around trim (IV.i.219-2831. In the last act. it is the plaindealing Ben who pierces pretense and exposes folly

(V.i.308*9).

Ben,

the q'Booby-Brothertt (I .i.225), extricates himself from the ttcalentures"
around him at the same time as Valentine, the man of wit, learns ttre

distj-nction to be made betw.een a folJ-y which leads to lunacy, and
ainorous madness which leads to marriage. Earlier,

to play the

I'MadmanÙ

an

he has endeayoured.

and make AngelÌca ,'play the Fool-', (fy.í-276L,

I17

At last, wtren Ben queries if he is still

the

madman,

Valentine

announces

that now he is himself the fool (V.i.31O). Wit, as Scandal has earlier
remarked, has always contrived "itts own Ruine" (r.i.2l-9), and, in
effect, Valentine has proven willing to "ruine trimself" (V.i.311).
Finally, Love for Love captures both the sprightly Y!9-renica of
the witty mode and the romantic flavour of the sentimental one. Less
idealized than Vüycherley's Fidetia, Angelica balances wit
sentimental regard for justice.

with

a

She becomes the herotS "HeaV'n"

(V.i.313), the "angefic" essence who converts and "blesses" the infidel
(312). Angelica, in Lyons' words. "recognizes the difference between
as clearly as she responds to the distinction

affectation and reality,

between madness and sanity, appearance and reality."

is hj:nself brought to accept the "treality'
discrepancy between that reality

Later, Valentine

of Angelicats worthr the

and ttLe artifice

of his previous

courtship" (Lyons, "Miracle of Lower" 336). Theirs is a "detactredt
almost reÌigious, spiritual

love" (Rosowskir "Thematic Devel-opmentr"

4OO), a love wtrich has a tttouch of the new sentiment" (Leech, "Century's
End,

r'

29O')

)a,

.--

yet, in a play whrere the possibility

of tT¡-is kind of "spiritual

love" is admitted, Congreve continues to show that the wor]d is only
"understood by contraries."

This kind of spiritual

love exists in

world of sham. Angelica herself plays her share of tricks,

a

and

Valentine resorts to dissembling. Foppery and vice, love and truth'
all must co-exist. ul-timate]y, even in a play like Love for Love,
where its t'contraryrr is extol-led, artifice would appear to represent
'ttlre

r,rray

)q

of the world."--

Congrevets most brÌl]iant

PfaY, The Wäy of the Vilorld, masterfully
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explores this theme of artifi...30

The play represents *one Comedv true

in all its Partsr' (Congreve, "Humour in Comedy," p. g3). Here, Congreve
unites the vision of satire, the gaiety of the witty mode, and the
ardour of the sentimental mode. To blend Etherege's comic ambiguity

and

wycherley's satiric exposure, and. finalry to develop his own comic
Lreatment, Congreve clusters his characters into conventional qroups
which then assume unigue thematic d.imensions. The familial- ties

ill-ustrate the kinship between all the characters and between al-l- the
aspects to congrevets complex vision of the "way of the worl_d.." Deitz

argues: "The complicated intrigue structure of the whole

comed¡¡ should

in fact be seen as a metaphor for a scheming way to run the wprld
("Better W'afr" 368).31 on the one hand are the counterfeiters, the
rogues and the fops who thrive in a worrd. given to sham.32 unrike the

rogues, however, the fops must c10ak, not their duplicity,

but their

inherent l-ack of witty perception. As Hinnant notes, the fairure to
distinguish between "false rhetoric and plain truth,' separates the
"would-be" wits from the true wÌts ("wit, propriety, and styrerr'3go).

or, as cook and swannell point out, the ttwould-be,' wits lack ,,true
standards,t'and fail to propound t'a serious set of val-ues about l_ife in
general" (Introduction, The Country !ü'ife, p. ***rr¡.33
Fops like Petulant and witwoud. pretend to a verbal acuity and

a

social mastery which is as [affected" as it is "false" (DedÌcation, The
i{ay of the World, p. 390). In their "senseless Ribaldry,f' these
fool-s merely 'þ1ead the error of ltheirl

Judgment', (r-i.4og),

ùwo

and

show

th,eir wit to be a false one. Not onry their verbal gaucheries, but
also their social ineptìtude, display. their lack of judgment. what
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should maintain genial-ity becomes mere impudence. They shamel-essly

interpret "modesty" to be ttill Mannersil and, as Mirabell declares, to
them "rmpud.ence and Ma]ice, pass for wit"

(4o9). Their disreqard for

social decorum, exemplified in highly comic scenes of drunkenness a¡d
superficial verbal battl-e (IV.i.453-4), matches their reduction of the
riposte to the similitude.

"Like a Medl-ar grafted on a crab, " witwoud

feeds on the witty pulp of others, and reveal-s himsel-f to be but

"a Fool with a good Memory, and. some few scraps of other Folks wit,'
(I .i.401 ). In his zeal to display it, he l-oses control- of the verba1
gamets witty devices. Even "tho.tis

against lhimself],, (rr.i.419),

he

never ceases to tag a similitude onto every observation, and he,rike
Petu1ant, thereby becomes a foolish üEpitomizer of Wordsr'', an "anihil_ator
of sense" and a "retailer o_f phrases" (ry-i.453). He ',uses a syntax of

relationship, the simile, but uses it in a way that attenuates
connections. ft expresses a perception which rests in disparateness,
makes smal] effort

and

for unity or reconciliationtt(Roper, ',Language and

Action, t' 46) .
.n}'a

r¡] cì{-r¡ sf his wit is revealed in a colloquy between hirn
LçVçqIçg

I¡¡

q

UU

and ttre two central characters. Millamant sw'ears that she has t'encluirtd"

after Mrs. Fainall as though she were t'a new Fashion" (rr.i.4rg).
Exposing his own few "scrapst' of wit, witwoud reiterates Milramant,s

earlier remonstrance to him, rrtruce with your SimilitudesrÙ
her:

and.

corrects

"Nor-'you met her Êrusband and dÌd not ask him for IMrs. Fainarll .,'

Mirabell- wittily

extends Millamant!s simile at the same time as he shows

Witwoud to be a false j¡nitator of fashìonabLe wa).s: ,'By your leave

Witwoud' that were lìke enquirÌng after an old. Fashìon, to ask a Husband

l-20

tor nfs wale

(4rv,.

Witwoud has assumed a "Voluntary Disguise" which would deny what he

is and transform him into what he would be. Sir lrlilfuflrs

diatribe

against such foppery punctuates the falsity of tr^Iitwoud's pose. Rather
than apprentice himself to a "Maker of Felts," Witwoud has bound himself
tO a "Maker of FopS," Here in the tOwn he haS "Servtd" his "time"
now

sets himself up as a well-groomed fop (III.i.440).

Iowly apprentice subservient to a master.

No\nI'

and

Once he was a

he subjugates himself

to the whimsies of fashion and the dictates of the foppish trade.
Witwoud comes to represenL the comic par4digm of foppery, one whose

haff-brother, sir witfull,
But Sir Wilfu]l's

may then

be "but half a Foof" (I.i.4o2).

country ways betray a btuff good nature- In the

end, as Deitz notes, sir wilfull- "is not mastered by trickery into
assisting lthe fovers]; he openly agirees and proves trustworthy in his
Opennesstt(."Better Way," 312). He does not cower when confronted' with
the falsity of his rel-ations, nor do they control- him. Indeed, his
nature contrasts with their folly and artifice.

good

He recognizes Lady

r¡üishfort's art at the same time as he himself eschews artifice.

His

"disguise" has been a ro\¡rdy drunkenness which ruffles tÍre smooth surface
of the "world" (IV.i.455-6), but it masks neither his blunt good nature
nor his essential hon"sty.34 He may be comic in his lack of social
n^r rÞ¡¡,
i c1-, '!r,r+
}ri
benevolent action toward the witty lovers sets
!uu
¡¡!Þ - final

IrUf

fonnorw
erorrnd him and from the affectation
him
aneri
from fho
ql/q!
lvl/yulJ
u¡¡e
rr¿¡Lr

of

Lady Wíshfort.

Lady Wishfort also iflustrates

the falsity

into which affectation

She conceals her sexuality beneath a mask of modesty [458-9)

may

slip.

aJid

a hearty "Destestation of Mankind" (Ï.i-396)

-35

Hers is a "d.epravtd"

T2L

appetite, akin to the "Green Sickness of a second Childhood" (fI.i.418).
Rather than ushering in the fertility

of spring, her faint promise sinks

into an early fall and "w-ithers in an affected Bloom" (418) . Where
"a litLle
same

Art" made her picture like the original,

"now a little

Art, must make [her] like iherl Picture" (IfI.L.429).

reduced to artifice,
comes

and the picture replaces the life.

once

of tlre

Art has been
The original

to be, not only an "Antidote to d.esire" (IV.i.459), but also

poor copy, a "bIoom" ravagted by time and withered by decay. But

a

so

affected is she that, until Marwood's treachery undeceives her, she falls
a wÌIling victim to Mira-befl-ts t'sham Addresses" (I.i.397) . And so
transparent is her peelíng mask that Mirabell readily perceives that "the
good Lady wou'd marry any Thing that resembl'd a Man" (If.i.418).

The

falsity of her pose can be easily discerned by the wit or by the rogue,
and their discussion about her il-l-ustrates the follv of artifice.

Initially,

both Mirabell and Fainall appear to conform to the

conventional portrayal of two !'¡itty protagonists.

Their discourse

on

the rExportation of Foolst' would apparently mark them as witty men of
mode, assessing the foppery of inferiors

in a manner r^¡hich- yokes

together the seemingly disparate el-ements of the fool and the nation's
trade (r.i.4OO).36 Like the rake. Fainall- and Mirabell both have
engaged

been

in clandestine affaÌrs, and neither would condemn social

chicanery. But tTrese witty men of mode are clearly differentiated.
is a I'mix'd" character and the other is a fal-se. designing villain.

One

Mirabell, fike Mellefont, is a.trgallant Manr" one whose t'Virtue" forbids
debauchery (397)., at l-east in the case of Lady l^Tishfort. He prefers

instead to pursue his honourabl-e love for Mil1amant.37 Conversely,

LZ¿

Fainall continues his rakish courses. He is "the l-ibertine hero of the
early Restorationt' (Kaufman, "Language and character,,' 4r7), and bre is
a man of t'a Taste extreamly dericater" one who would',refine,, his
fleshly pleasures (395)

.

Mirabellrs "Conscience'r and 'tGenerosÌty" distinguish his wil-es from
Fainatl's guile (397).38 ]rliral¡ell-rs

,,sham Addresses,,

to the credul-ous

Lady v'Tishfort "might have continurd. in the state of Nature,,,,.Fainalr

suggests, had Mirabell- t'dissembrtd better" (397). what Miraberl
considers a witty p1ot, an .rnnocent d.evice'r contrived. by love (v.i.472)
and designed to conceal- his genuine love for another, Fainal-l interprets

to be a t'state of nature.'r His deliberate confusion of the naturalthe artificial-

exemplifies the decline of the conventional- man of

to the rogue, to a "merciless villain"

and.

mode

who exploits the social graces

;

only to achieve his own self-serving ends (469\.
In The Way of the Wìcrld matrimony, which conventionally cl-oisters
tlre rake and subdues his soul, comes to express this distinction.
Miral¡ell- eagerly seeks marrÌage. Fainarl has married merery ,,to

lawful Prize of a rich

WLdowts

make

Wealth" and thereby possess the means to

I'squandertt it on lris own pleasure (II .i.4I5).

socialmask, a secret panderer to ìtlicit

Marriage becomes a fal_se

desires.

Since the matrimonial_

I'roottt society itself

regards as 'thonourable, " then its adurterous
t'branctlesil must ]ikewise be [honourablert (III .i
-443). fndeed, when he
hears of his wifers past liaÌson with Mirabel], Fainal-l reduces marriase

to a clandestine gane of fleshry intrign:e.

As he exclaims: r,wlry then

Foible(s a Bavrd, an Errant, Rank, MatcF¡-<naking Bawd, And f it seems am a
Husband, a'Rank-Husband; and rny üfe

a very Errant, Rank-w'ife, *

al_l_

ìn
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the lVay of the W'orldr' (442)
The "way" practiced by Fainal-l- and his "wicked accomplice" would
appear to be the accepted 'tway of the world" (V.i.474).39

Just

as

Marwood's false friendship easily dupes the "easie Naturer' (Ir.i.4f4)

of the credul-ous old matron, FainaIIts "outrn¡ard fair Behaviour" dupes
the town and earns him a creditable reputation (4L7) - Based

on

trlpocrisy, their "vray" exploits the credulity of others at the same time
as it enlarges upon the affectation and falsity

practised by all.

The

"ranku counterfeiters may possess, like the "truewitsr" a keen awareness

of the "natural grainr" but they cunningLy conceal- it in order to
convincingly "transubstantiateu tflemsel-ves into what they would be.
Endowed as they may be

with the reguisite verbal and social

the rogues neverthefess slip into fo1ty.

acumen,

Like the "cracks" which are

"discernable" in Lady Wishfortts painted, if peeling, "tr{al-I" of cosrnetic
"Vernisht'(rII.i.429),

Fainallts mask of wìtty gentleman cannot fong

conceal the roguery which remains beneath. his fair exterior.

Therefore'

the downfalí of vice and falsity al-so comes to comprise the "way of the
AA
v¡orld."=" 'As Fainall and Marwood themselves recognize: I'rtis but the
way of ttre W'orld" (V.i.474) to'rexpect all- [to] come out'r at last

(III.í.444).

They help to bring about their own downfall.

Marwoodrs

thirst for revenge outweìghs her fear of discovery L444), and Fainall's
greed causes him but to "insist the more" (V.i.474) .
mindedness, wtricTr for a time serves ttreir duplicityr

Their own singlerrow becomes

folly.

Finally, their social îastery proves to be ¿5 t'¿ffe.cted" as it is
t'false."

Against their "rank" v¡ay Congreve pits its "contraryr" Mrs-

Fainallts'worldly

circr:rnspection. In his portrait

of a cast-off 'mistress,

I¿4

he introduces an added dimension which not only distinguishes her from

her predecessors, but which al-so underscores the essential falsity of
Fainal-I, s way. Mrs. Fainall converts her former alnorous fol-ly into

a

sagacÍous trust in tïre man who has debauched her.41 Previously, she has

,'Lov'd with Indiscretion"

(II .i.416) and "without Bounds" (4I7) . Her

ill--considered passion for Mirabell obliges her to a marriage

made

necessary by 'rthat fdol Reputation" (4L7) and made "honourable" in ttre
eyes of the wortrd by her matrimonial clroice. Fainall is a man "lavish

of his lvlorals, an interested and professing Friend, a false and

a

designing Lover" but, as l,Lirabell acknowledges: "A better Man ought not

to have been sacrifictd to the Occasion; a \¡/orse had not answ'er'd to the
Purpose" (4I7).

Faina]l has h-imself been cfreated, betrayed by subterfuge into
union with Mirabell's cast-off mistress.

a

Finall-y, Fainall can profit

neither by his mistake nor by his rapaciousness. He has been "OutWitted,', "Out-Jilted" and I'Out-Matrimonytd" (III . i.442).

A wealthy

widow as w'ell- as a forsaken mistress, Mrs. Fainal-l- shrewdly protects trer

estate at ttre same time as sÏrc guards her reputation. As Mirabell tells
Fainafl: ."Even so Sir, ttis the way of the !'i'orld, Sir: of the l'liddows
of the !{orld" (V.i-476).

No longer the conventional- portrait

of a viper

bent on revenge or a widow ripe for conquest, Congrevers Mrs. Fainall
does indeed become what Marwood disparagingly call-s the "Pattern of
,'Generosity." Befriended by her former lover, Iv1rs. Fainall herself is
an abettor of his anorous designs (rrr.i.43).

whi]e the rogues' counterfeiting may for a time deceive, ttre
rankness of their "waY" recoils back upon itself.

t'Base Treactrtry"
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slays its own "vile Parentr" the artificer

(The Double Dealer, V.i-2O3)¡

falsity and infamy suffer inevitable defeat.

As Hurley notes:

"they

have

been outw-itted on the very grounds they have used to threaten and

intimidate others" ("Law and Dramatic Rhetoricr,' 2Ol).
Innocence" is thereby righted and virtue

,,rew.arded

"

"Wrongtd

(2OÐ

.42 ït is

sentimental touch which reiterates Cibberts contention that "good

a

and

evil- actions are their own reward.t'and Farquhar's, that,'hlpocrisy,

by

imposing on the worl-d, at last deceives itself."43

"Truewits" ]ike }'lirabell and Millamant also abet the downfalL of
villainy.

Their witty discernment testifies

and mental acuity.

to their superior social

As Congreve asserts in his Preface to The Double-

Dealer, ttre t'moral r' and the "faË'le" are designed. to mutua]ly support
each other (p. 119) and, so, the distìnctions

to be

mad.e

between the

various "ways" of the world hetp to crarify the playts comprexicy.
Early in the play, for example, Faina1l- verbalry jousts with Mirabell,
but soon betrays his own jealous curiosity at'out Marwood. Fainall
queries:

I'V,Jhat

should provoke Ïrer to be ¡rour Enemy, wittrout she had

made you Advance, which you have

slighted." (The way of the worrd, r-i.

397). A worldly observation,befitting a man of mod.e, h-ides his personal
interest in the matter:

'tWomen d.o

not easily forgive omissions of that

Naturet' (3g7I. tr{iral¡el] replies in kind:
till

of rate; r confess r

interpret a

am

"she was always civir to

me,

not one of those coxcombs who are apt to

tr{omants good Manners

to her Prejudice."

Fainal-l, while

praising Mirabellts discreet regard for a lady's honour, then openly
needles hirn: "Yet lnou speak with an Indifference which seems to be

affected¡ and confesses you are conscious of a Negligence. t' Mirabetl
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replies:

t'You pursue

the Argument with a distrust that seems to

be

unaffected',andconfesses}¡ol.lareconsciousofaConcernforw.h_ichthe
Lady is more indebted to you, than your wife" (397). rn this way,
Mirabell unmasks FainaII to expose the designing lover.
play, Fainall as bluntly accuses Marwood of infidelity

Later in the
(rr.i.4L4),

and

thereby verifies the keen perception which Mirabell has earlier
demonstrated.

¿.L
--

Similarly, Millamant and Marwood engage in a colloquy \Ùhich

moves

from persiflage to seriousness. Just as their male counterparts debate
whether a fool is a contemptible creature or the cause of scandal (f.i-

3gg), so, too, do lilillamant and l4arwood wittily
advantages of courting a fool (III .L.432\.

discuss the rel-ative

Mil-l-amant complains: "Wefl,

'tis a tamentable thing I'l-1 swear, that one has not the liberty of
choosing one'S Acquaintance' as one does onetS Cloaths'r. MarWood
continues the comparison: ttA FooÌ and a Doily Stuff wou'd now and then

find Days of Grace, and be worn for variety" (433). She then injects
l-ess bantering note, and contends: "For a Fool|s Visit

Disgnrise; and never admitted by a

Wöman

a

is always a

of Wìt, but to blind her Affair

with a Lover of Sense" (433). She shows hersel-f eager to discover
whether Millamant does intend to have Mirabelf, and Marwood chides her:

"If you wou'd but appear bare fac'd now, and own Mirabell: you might
as easily put off Petulant and V,I'l-twoudr as your Hood and Scarf." Her
accusation that Millamantrs antics smack of pretense prompts Milfamant

to retort in kind.

The fol1y of the fooLs, she decl-ares, "is fess

provoking than JMarwood'sl Mallicet' (a::1 - Millamant does not spare

her opponent, whose reasons for discovering Mirabe]lts plot to Lady
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Wishfort are no more "Secret" than his ardent love for Millamant'
Ttre truewits perceive the reality

which lurks beneath the

appearaÌ1ce, and their masterful control of the gamets devices enables

them to succeed in outwitting knaves and fools at the same time as they

attain their own unaffectedly amorous ends. Foakes remarks:
exercise of judgement is shown pre-eminently
to play the

game

J-n

"The

the Truewit's ability

well; to put it more elaborateJ-y, the Truewit is

one

who accepts, understands, and masters the conventions of his world" and

this mastery, Foakes contends, enables the true wit to "control his
¿-\

destiny."*r

Similarly, Kaufman argues that "seff-awareneSS, knowfedge

of society. generosity, and

irony - these qualities define true

in The tr^Iay of the trnlorld and provide the pl-ay with a moral norm,

wit

viabl-e life-style"
r¡i aw y!vll

amused

,

("Language and Character ," 425-6).

"thêre is no 'al-ternative'

of an escape from it"

a

However, in his

to the way of the world in the Sense

(.426)¡ the world's way is a "certainty"

[4I9).

Fujimura argues that Conqreve does "repudiate" the way of the world
when

he "censures" Fainall-, and lviirabell and Millar.ant "refuse to conform

to the pattern of a world which. is conventional and cynical in

huma¡r

relations" (comedy of wit, p. 195). Unlike Lady Wishfort, who pretends
to long for a pastoral retreat, Mirabell and Millamant do live in the
nrô\zê to
r¿nr]¡l
:nd
thew
arlu
LrrsJ
wu!Iu,
l/tvvv

l-re srrr:cessful

. Thus, Mira-bell and Millamant

are not merel-y "ethical yardsticks" who serve perfunctorily

"as

commentators on the pfay's worldtt(,Roberts, "Mirabetl and Restoration

Conedy," !ùilliam Congreve, p. 46\.

of living,

As Deitz remarks, there are two

"the egocentric way of intrigue and the open

\^Iay

["Better Way." n. 7, 37O). Mirabell and Mi]-famant offer a

ways

of trust"

"\nray" whi-ch

L2A

requires more than the ai¡ility

to play the

Their bluntness suggests that the

rtgarnerr

ttw-ay

well

,

of the worl-drr must also

include a frank and open nature, a due regard for "p1ain Dealing
Sincerity" which will expose pretense and reveal artifice
Tn this sense, they do offer an "alternative"

and

(II.i.422).

to the "ways" practiced

by others, and their success suggests there is the possibility

of

escape from other, less masterful "ways." Indeed, the play moves from

disguised rivalry and cl-oaked sexual battle to forthright

marriage, "from confusion to clarity,

articles of

from disgiuised and hidden feeling

to open and accepted emotion, from perverse social ritual to natural
human relationshipr' (Lyons, r'Disguise, fdentity, and personal_ Valuer"
2s8).

In this context, tlre love chase exemplifies the mod.ifications
Congreve makes to conventional material.

Like many another witty lover,

Mirabell tries to trick Millamant into a confession of love and., for Ïrer
partr she tests to the limit his wit and his fiflo'lì+rr

vaf tvtìral¡ell- is

no Dorimant. From the beginning, he has freely spoken of h-is love for
lvli1J-amant

and, just as freely, he has sought ttre assistance of others.

flis treatment of Lady Wishfort finally proves him to be generous as well
as moral-. But neither is he a sentimental- hero. Unlike.Bevi] Junior in
Steel-ers The Conscious Lovers, l"Lirabe1l has carried on illicit

affairs-

He also pursues a lreroine whose ch-aracter, unl-ike Ind.iana's, owes some-

thing to both the w:itty

and.

the sentimental mod.es. In Millamant,

Congreve modifies conventions and, in doing sor he creates a tr-ighly

individualized chaiacter, one w'ho Ìllustrates

his theme of "contraries."

Her disposÌtion, Fainall suggests, I'wÞu'd tempt the patience of

a
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Stoick" (I.i.395) , and, to win her, lulirabell must subdue her contraraes.
and this duality points to her
she is both natural and artificial,
importance in Congreve's treatment of convention. On the one hand,

lr{illamant resemb}es a natural force.

Mira-bell compares her to

a

"whirl-wind" which befuddles the senses and confounds the reason (lI.i.

423). On the other hand, she transforms her "motion" into "method"
, her natural spontaniety into a form of utL-46 Like the fashionable woman she is, she wittily compares fools and fashions (III.i'433)
(423)

but, l-ike the artful
(ILi.419)

and. woos

woman she

is, she pins her hair up with prose

her l-overs with poetry (IV.i.446'9) . \,ühat is

natural and what is ar.tful combine in Mil-lamant to contravene what
Congreve elsewhere contends: "if ever any thing does appear Comical- or

Ridiculous in a I^Ioilan, I think it is a little

more than an acquir'd

FoIIy, or an Affectation" f"Humour in Comedyr" P. 82). Milfamant
changes what in others would be "odious."

enchanting chaim [I.i.399)

In her, it is an agreealrle,

.

fn addition lo this duality of art and nature, Iulilfamant resembles
both the witty and the sentimental heroine. Like other witty heroines,
she capably handles her rival (III.í.432-4) and her lover (II.i -420-22).
She is, as Mir¿þell acknowledges, "more lr[istress of her self , than to

be under the necessity" of a]:iding by the dictates of her foolish old
guardian (I.i.396).
schemes

Indeed, she offers no resistance to Mirabell's

to outwit her aunt CIf.i-422).

Yet, to defy the authority of

.is "to sacrifice half her fortune in order to elope with the

her

ar.:nt

man

of her choice" (Mueschkes¡

Nel.t

View, p.:64).

At first,

Millamant does

not seen eager to sacrifice wealth for love. But later she does prove
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willing to be a "Sacrifice" to her aunt's repose (V.i.470) and resign
the

man who has

inspired her with a "viol-ent" love for him (fV.i.453).

This aspect to her nature is a side which adds a sentimental- touch to
her character. even though it is not devefoped.4T
chase itself

assumes such sentimental

Thre

traditional

overtones. After all, its

l-ove
ouccome

is from the beginning almost assured.
Early in the Pfay, Millamant hints that she has indeed considered
the possibility

of marrying her "sententious" (II.i.422),

fover.

quip, "I think I must resol-ve after all, not to

She may

you" (422), but she indicates, at the

same

if witty,
have

time, two concerns which will-

fater be translated into marital provisos. Their "Distemperr" she \.17arns,
"in all likelihood will be the same; for we shall_ be sick of

one

another" (422). Tâ.t-er, in the famous "proviso Scener" She instructs
him: "Let us be as strange as if we had been married a great while;
and as well bred as if we were not marritd at all"

iN.i.450).

She

would avoid the hypocrisy displayed by such couples as the Fainall-s,

hide their
(II.i.4L2).

mutual loathing under hlpocritical

who

terms of endearment

Nor will Mi}l-amant endure reprìmands or instructions (422),

and she would insure that she is "first

made sure

of lherl will-

and

pleasure" (IV- L.449) .
Àõ
The ttproviso" scene serves to reconcile the pfayts "contraries."-"
The imagery of constraint emphasizes that, paradoxicall-y, conditions
must be made if rnarital freedom and happiness are to be achieved.

Millamant will "by degrees dwindle into a Vlife, " and Mirabel-l- agrees

Lo

be "enlargrdil into a husband, provided it is not "beyond Measure" (450).
He remains a witty man of modef but one who abides by the dictates of
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conscience and virtue.

Nor does he grandiloquently renounce his former

ways and make extravagant pto*i=.r.49

Instead, he imposes articles of

marriage which, like Millamant's, would insure harmony and safeguard

personal liberty.

Couching their affection in formal articles of

marriage, each strives to preserve individuality
Çhe ricnt
nres
uvrrv

e¡re

and banish artifice.

hwnscritical shows of affection as vehemently as he forbids
Neither ltirabel-l nor lt4ittamant will- suffer

patches and paint (450-I).

art to taint the "natural perspective" they have now achieved.

Once

I,lirabell- agrees to her conditions, she tells him "in plain terms" that
she "must have him" (452), and confides to Mrs. Fainal-l:

Mirabetl shou'd not make a good Husband, I
f love him violently"

(453)

am

"WeIl, if

a lost thing; - for I find

. Later, he confesses to Mill-amant: "WeI1,

heav'n grant I love you not too well, that's all- my fear" (v.i.471).
The love chase has moved, both structurally

and thematically, from

disguise to openness. Now, they will freely give themselves to
other, over and over (477)

each

.

Throughout the play, and especially at the end, the presence of

the Fainalls chatl-enges the harmony envisioned by the fovers. But the
play does end on a festive note, the conventional dance symbolizing the
marital- union of the l-overs. Those who, like Sir trnJilfull, "are not
fovers" (477) also participate in the dance. At the end' as

Corman

notes, all the forces antagonistic to this final show of happiness are
accounted. for; the "plight of the Fainalls" is not left

in a state of

permanent uncertainty (Cormanr "Morally Serious Comedy," 2LO-2IL)

.

Tnstead of Etherege's aÍibiguity in The Man of MoSg or wycherley's

romantic ending in The Plain Dealer, Congreve offers a comic solution.
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Therefore, in his most famous play, Congreve explores the conven*
tional themes of artifice

and nature, and his comic treatment owes

something to the witty and the sentimental modes. In The Ïday of the

In]orld, Congreve balances persifl-age with a touch of seriousness' ft

is indeed a play "true in al-l the Parts."

Gaiety neatly bal-ances both

criticism and sentiment, and this balance yièlds a comic drama which
reconciles the "contraries" represented by the two modes. fn the
drama to come, such a blending of the witty and the sentimental- modes

will be less effícacious and, ultimately, less comic.

CHAPTER FIVE:

"Al-l- revolutions run into extremes":

Eighteenth-CenturY ComedY and
the Sentimental Mode

Congreve's blending of comic modes yields final-1y to an emphasis

which disrupts the balance he so masterfutly achieved. Heroes

and

heroines in Restoration comedy are social standards, sharply contrasting

to the surrounding vice and folIy;

in eighteenth-century plalnvrÍghts

like Cibber, Steele and Curnlf,erl-and the protagonists become moral
standards worthy of emulation. Striving to mirror the ideal, the

sentimental mode re-unites the battling elements dramatized by the witty
modef and the comic tension between the individual- affections and the

social- arts weakens. As Krutch puts it:

"Under this lsentimental]

tradition \,rit died, for the basis of wit is a reafizatíon and recognition of the contrast between ideals and reality.

white the sentimen-

_a

ta]-istsinsistedupontheiridentity,'(comedyandcfu,p.254).Matrin argues that, in
"an.identification

comed.y

written in the sentimental mode, there is

between perceiver and perceived" (.!t.-*plt o! I{it,

p-'29). .No longer a comedy given to the exposure of foolishness
eiohteentTr:century comedy etiolates the subtfer shadings of witty
comedy

at its..best and becomes, instead, unambiguous in its didacticism.

. ThiÉ: tendency to re-unite formerly battling elements reflects the
conccroitant Shift in conr-ic focus.. Congreve emphasizes in his
-LJJ
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Amendments

that "there is generally Care taken, that the Moral of the

whole tplay] shall be sumn'd up, and deliver'd to the Audience" in

order to insure that the final words are instructive (p. 410). He afso
stresses that the "business" of comedy is "to expose and reprehend Folly
and Vice in general-" (p. 435) .

Congreve speaks of the "mix'd characterr"

a risibte blend of faults and virtues, for "even the best must be
to have Faul-ts, that the best Spectators

may be

warn'd not to think too

?

well of themselves" (p. 453).- Therefore, the aim of Restoration
is to expose fo1ly

and.

shewn

comedy

ridicul-e vice, and thereby display the universal

of mankind.

risibility

Conversel-y, eighteenth-century dramatists reject the precept that

ridicule is an effective moral tool.

Farquhar's view of

comedy

enunciated. in L7O2, exemplifies this shift from satire to panegyric.
Comedy, he

declares, "is no more at present that a well-framrd Tale

handsomly told, as gn agreeable Vehicle forco*s"1orReproof."
Comedy becomes

¿.

a pleasant means, in Farquhar'S words, of "Schooling

Mankind into better Manners" ("Discours€r" P. 275) or, in Steele's

words, of "conveying right Sentiments into the People" ("Town-TaLk," 2,
23 December 1715, Richard Steel-e's Periodical- Journ{i-s¡q, P. 194).

leave "Vice unpunish'd, Vertue unre\,rarded, Fol1y unexpos'd, or

To

Prudence

unsuccessful" is, in Farquharts view, to go contrary to "the Utile of
Comedy" ("Discourser"

P. 285).

Addison also contends that the stage is "invented for the
Accomplishment and Refining of Human Nature," and. he complains that the
l-ewdness

of the contemporary theatre arises from a view of

comedy which

paints vices too fair and al-lows subjects improper to comedy to
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flourish."

Ã

Addison lashes the practice of his predecessors when he

exclaims: "If the Talent of Ridicule were employed to laugh. Men out of
Vice and Fol1y, it might be of

some use

to the Worl-d; but instead of

this, we find that it is generalJ-y made use of to laugh lulen out of
Virtue and good Sense, by attacking every thing that is Solemn and
Scri orrs - T)cr:ent and Praise-worthv i n Human

T,i

fe.

"

6

Dramatists like Steele and Addison deny that Restoration playwrights
Iaugh men out of vice.

Rather, too often "the fine Gentleman of the

Comedy[,] represented with a good Grace, leadíng a loose and profligate

Life, and condemning Virtuous Affection as insipid,"

receives comic

accolades. His vices go unpunished, and his libertinism receives both
the reward of the heroine and her fortune (Steele, "The Lover," 5,
6 March L'7I4, Steele's Perodical Journalism, p. 22). Steele's criticism
of The Man of

Mode

rests on this fundamental principle that "there is

nothing in [the play] but what is buil-t upon the Ruin of Virtue
Innocence, " and

the resul-t is the propagation of vice.

Playwrights insist,

and

'

as Addison does, that "whatever Vices are

represented upon the Stage" ought to be "so marked and branded by the

Poet, as not to appear either laudabte or amiable in the Person who is
a

tainted with them."- Steele elaborates further when he argues:

"These

gay Pictures strike strong and lasting fmpressions on the Fancy and

Imagination of Youth, and are hardly to be erased in riper Years,
unl-ess a Commerce between Virtuous and Innocent Lovers be. painted with

the

same Advantage, and

Hands on

with as lovely Cofours by the most Masterly

the ftleatre" (The Lover, 5, 6 March L7I4, p.22).

Dramatists

do attempt to remove the "amiabl-e" and the "laudabl-e" aspects from their

l-3ì6

Later, they also attempt to diminish the gay

portraits of vice.
augment the.

and

serious in order to correct faults, not through the effect

of laughter, but through the example of virtue and the appeal to pity.
Tfhe notion that human nature is naturally good and that it is
"perfectible by an appeal to the emotions" inspires the dramatist
either to explicitly personify exempl-ary standards, designed to be
emulated and applauded (Bernlcaum' q@'

p.f0) , or to

characterize "amiable origínals, often models of good nature,
little

peculiarities
q

delight and love."'

whose

are not satirical-J-y instructive but objects of
Contrary to the former practice of depicting in

liwe'lv cletail the "frail-ties

of man" (Bernlcaum, P- 7), playwrights

now

"represent good people" (Muir, Comedy of Manners, p' l-55). Comedy comes
to dwell on the "sufferings of the virtuous" (Friedman, "Aspects of
Sentimentalismr" Augusta,n Milieu¡ p. 252\, and these virtuous characters,
endov/ed

with a "moral scrupulosityr" uttj:natel-y overcome all- obstacl-es

(BernÏmun, p. 16). In sucl. a piece of writing,

"the suffering of the

innocent is made to appear throughout as a condition of their future
happiness, or at most as only a temporary obstacle to it"
1^

p. 254).-"

(Friedman,

Finally, in attaining their deserved happiness, they also

reclaim or pardon the vicious, and thereby demonstrate the efficacy
of virtue.
Not on1y does their exemplary conduct convert the reprobates.

The

"sentiments" of the virtuous also possess a moral impact. SuIlivan
suggests that the language is "essentially the langn:age of religious
'ì

'1

ecstasy and conversion."--

fhis observation particularly

appJ-ies to the

speech of the reformed reprobate. Those vrho have no need.to be redeemed
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from vice, however, are given to what C'eorge Versatile in Holcroft's

He's Much to Blame calls "sage reffection."

As he explains it,

such

individual overfl-ows with "prudential- maxims; [he is] sententious,
sentimental, and solemn" (III.vii.2O4).
riposte.

Gone

is the sting of the

The language of the sentimental- mode becomes a series of

extended homilies in dialogue. Similes and metaphors, balance and

antithesis are still- present, but the "subtle linguistic

play" is

(Fone, "Lovers Last Shift and Sentimental- Comedy," 2I).

fncreasingly,

the "sentiment" conforms .to a defined syntactical pattern.

changed

After the

introductory "if" cl-ause, there follows a "then" clause, the moral- truth.
Such balance and

antithesis expresses.the "delicacy of sensation"

the "refinement of virtue" of the "epicure in feeling.""

and

1a

The comedy "postulated, and so encouraged. an ideal- sensitivity

to -

and spontaneous display of - virtuous feelings, especially those of

pity. sympathy, benevol"n.u."13 The sent'imental statement and the acts
of sympathy helped to relieve the "open heart" so revered by these
playwrights.

Soon, virtue became identified with "acts of benevolence

and stil-l- more with the feelings of universal good-will which inspire
and accompany these acts."

As Crane says: "such 'good Affections' are

the natural- and spontaneous growth of the heart of man uncorrupted
1¿.

habits of vice."-Endowed

by

The paragons of virtue were indeed "uncorrupted."

with the ability

to feel deeply¿ and blessed with a "quick

emotional- response to the spectacle of human miseryr" these "men of

feeling" \¡rere susceptible to strong emotional- influences (Crane,
"Suggestions Tov/ard a C-eneafogyr" 2I7) .

l5

Final-ly, these virtuous.

sensibl-e individuals proved by their exampl-e the inherent purity of
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the

human

heart.

This trust in the corrigibility

of

human

nature forms the basis for

the practice of pfal¡wriçrhts who write in the sentimental mode ' As
stockwell rhapsodizes in cumberland's The west Indian: "Yes, Belcour,
I have watched you with a patient, but enquiring eye; and I have
a heart beaming with
discovered through the veil of some irregularities,
benevol-ence, an animated nature, fallible

(v.víii.7g6).

Perfectible man is to be

indeed, but not incorrigible"
sho'øn what

he should do, and

the stage is to furnish suitable model-s. Instances of moral decay
they are foil-s to the "brigtrt
become more than mere "diverting follies";
contrasts,, offered by the models of moral behaviour (.nothstein, "Reform
of Comedyr" 38). Even the rake, frequently undergoing a fifth-act
repentance in earfy sentimental comedy, becomes less a man intr-erently

evil than a man indulging in "thoughtless aberrations of a heart
inclined to virtue" (Bernbaum, Drama of Sensibility,
Such.

lÁ

P' 69) '--

"confidence in the goodness of averagie human nature" [p' 2),

a confidence which, it is significant to note, flourishes in
"enVironment of Ordinary lifer"

an

overturnS the seventeenth-century

precepL that man's folly is either laughable or incorrigible

(p' 5)'

If the comic d.ramatist represents rnen "upon the Stage, doing what they
shou'd notr" as Vanbrugh asserts in hiS Vindication, then the playwright
comrn-¡ts

a fault by repeating the vice þ. 206).17 over the years, the

rake's charn¡-ing appeal v¡anes, his fleshly extravagances are denounced,
and the concomitant exaltation of wirtue aims to "cl-ear a path to
1R
amendment."to OtherWise, "good Precepts are lost, when bad Examples

are still

before us" tThe CoünÈry W

¡ IIf .i.291).19

To shift the
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comic focus from the exposure of folty to the commendation of virtue is

to move from the display of "Infirmities"

and "fmperfections" to the

portrayal of the "Virtues" and the "va]uable Parts of a Manr" to

move

from the "use of him for the Sport of others" to the use of him "for our
own Improvement."20

Because of their efforts
human

toproseJ-ytize the virtues of the ordinary

heart and to nrirror the perfections of mankind, these dramatists

regard the stage as a suitable vehicle to advance the cause of virtue.
Contrary to the view that the stage of the theatre is a mirror which

reflects the "stage of the world," the eighteenth-century dramatist
argues, as Steele does, that manners and customs are "transfused from

the stage to the worrd, which reciprocalty imitate each other."2r

This

mutual influence defines the age: "the Stage in all times has had the
utmost Influence on the Manners and Affections of Mankind; and as those
Representations of

Human

Life have tended to promote Virtue or Vice,

so

has the Age been improved or debauched" (The Lover,51 6 March L7L4,

Steele's Periodical Journalism. p. 22). To the eighteenÈh-century
plalnvright, a dramatic representation must do more tJ- an mirror folly
rídicule vice.

It must, to cite the words Otway used earlier,

and

sÈrive

,,to reclaim a vitious Age" (Prol0gue, The City Heiress, p. 20L)."¿
.

Notwithstanding its single-minded morality and its unambiguous

resol-utions to the plays, sentimental comedy, like its predecessor, poses
sundry critical

problems, not the teast of which is how precisely to

describ.e this "different

species" of drama (Krutch,

Comedy and Conscience,

p. Lg2).zr Dramatists who ho.fd the view that man is a corrigible creature,
bl-essed with a good heart and a sympathetic mind, verify lleartfreers
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observation that "alL revolutions run into extremes" (The Provoked Wife,

V.iv.105).

But with respect to the "extreme" which sentimental

represents, and to the kind of "revol-ution" it initiates,
opinion has been varied.

comedy

critical

Interestingly enough, the debate once again

concerns the question of morality, but now stresses the dramatic

efficacy of extolling virtue.
For those critics

who asree with Collierts

assessment of Restoration

comedy, the sentimental mode signals an auspicious return to morality.

Thus, Bateson argues that "the revol-ution which 'sentimentalisml

effected" banishes from the staqe the licentiousness of the earlier
¡nmozft¡ 'raan]-i¡¡g¡taliSmr" in BateSOntS VieW, bfings baCk a "Sense Of
vv¡r,v

sf

responsibility";

it restores "to comedy the humanity which the Restor-

ation had suppressed" (English Comic Drama, p. 7).

of

The artificiality

Restoration comedy, so soundly denounced by some critics,

is replaced

by what Bateson terms sentimental- comedy's "mirror of l-ife" (p. 9).

longer concerned, in Bernbaum's view, with the shallow disguises of

No

a

worldly and mannered society, or with "the rid.iculous contrast between
its pretended respectal¡ility and its actual folly and vice" (Drama of
Sensibil-ity, p. 6) , sentimental comedy turns to what Bateson cal-Is the
"moraf laws" which govern al-l life

(Eng1ish Comic Drama, p. 9).

Critics l-ike Bateson reqard the sentimental
ment of the witty mode's superficiality

realistic

mode

both as a moral refine-

and lewdness, and as

a

and just portrayal- of human life.

Other critics,

echoing Goldsmith, view this comedy as a facil-e

mode

of writing which, in its didactic fervour, stifles vis comica, and
offers. in its stead a simplisÈic view of man and a shallow emotional-ism.
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Arguing that "eighteenth-century comedy is by no means merely Restoration
comedy

purified, " Krutch contends that the sentimental mode represents

a dramatic "extreme" which forfeits
(Comedy and Conscience,

laughter for tears, satire for pity

p. L92). In Draper's words, sentimental

substitutes I'tears for realistic

comedy

portraiture and sentimentalism for

satire.,,24 Green also argues that "the comedy of.ridicute
2\
replaced by a comedy of pity and tears."-"

and laug\ter is

To lvlignon, "it is not

dramatic evol-ution which is to be found in passing from the comed'y of
manners to sentimental comedy, but sharp antithesis"

youth, p. L76). For these critics,

(Crabbed Age and

the sentimentaf mode curbs the

"evolution" of vis comica, exemplified most futly for them by Restoration comedy. lndeed, according to this critical

camp, the revolution

begun by sentimental comedy, as ttre "antithesis" to its predecessor,

extinguishes altogether the spark of vis comica'

critics'.hearken to Haztitt's observation with respect to
,,It is almost a misnomer to ca'll them comedies; they are rather

Many

Steele:

)6

homilies in dialogue" ["Comic Writersr" Lectures, p. 2L7) '--

Wood

suggests that the appe]J-ation "sentimental comedy" constitutes.

a

"contradiction in terms. "27 Sherbo in his study of sentimental

drama

also propounds the view that, since true comedy's "principal aim" is to
anuse, and since sentimental comedyts aim is to instruct,

the designa-

tion "sentimental comedy" yokes together two "irreconcilable" terms.28
Charles O. McDonald argues that the "Sunday-school sort of pietism"
supptied by these playwrights defuses the comic confl-ict, in his view

"principal ingredient of good drama" ("Restoration Comedyr" 523). In
McCollorn's view, such pietism cancets the "preäminent" comic theme of

a
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mants "inevita-l¡le foolishness."29 These critics

emphasize the comedy's

moral purpose and its confídence in the corrigibility

So, to these critics,

of the

the happy ending is merely gratuitous.

human

heart.

In their

view, the display of virtue in distress and its final, materiaf reward
help to attenuate any glimmer of vis comica.
While these various critical

assessments, regardless of the point of

view, may point to some of its salient features. the

comedy

has too

often been treated merely as a form of drama which refuses to be a loyal
subject of Thalia.

To d.ismiss the comedy as "saccharine" (ltignon,

Crabbed Age and Youth, p. 175), artificially

Sentimental Drama, p. vii),

contrived (Sherbo' Eng]ish

"namby pamby" (KruÈch, Comedy and Conscience,

p. 2I3)| or, most damagingly, as a "debased literary genre, incapable of
producing fiteraLure of any marked degree of excel-lence" (Sherbo, p. vii),
evades Bernbaumrs point on The Conscious Lovers: "the large proportion

of its comic scenes, which occupy only a litt1e less than half the play,
fn.

should not be ignored in defining the genre" (Drama of Sensibility,

l, p. 133). Eighteenth-century comedy's emphasis on morality
sensibility

and

constitutes one important aspect, and the incl-usion of

some

form of vis comica another. If comed.y, as trnlillson asserts, is indeed

"a form of criticism, " then Restoration plalzwrights see "man as he is
and not as he would like to pretend he is" (Form Confounded, p. I09).

Early eighteenth-century playwrights' finding in what was formerly
laughable the source of their criticism,

also see man as he is,

and

offer instead their version of what he should be. At least in part,
this view of the comedy r,¡ould remove the stigma of such pejoraÈive
epithets as "maudlin" and "sacchariner" and woul-d., in Detisch's words,
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"deal with the complex of attitudes and assumptions in a given play
rather than postulating mut¡:ally excfusive categories and then restricting
?n
analysis to a sorting-out process" ("Synthesis," 300)."-

the witty and the sentimental
"emphases" or "polarities"

modes would

Finally,

be recognized as different

which coul-d then be combined in different

ways and tailored to different ends (Hume, "supposed Revolution," p. 267).

If, as Lord Brumpton posits in Steele's The Funeral-, "AII

human

a mere vertigor" then sentimental comic dramatists attempt to

life's

order the human "vertÍqo" into a resolvable and moral otdat.3I

The

complexities of Restoration drama become resolved, and the seventeenthcenturyts l-ess suref more ambiguous treatment of the human "vertigto"
yields to the eighteenth-century's unclouded vision of benevolenL

man

guided by Providence. This shift in "emphases" occurs gradually.
Çnhnror
uu¡rv!ç¿

nnf eq ,_ mãnv
s¡anï.i mental
r¡¡u¡¡_l'

As

n'ì :r¡wri ohl-q, rr¡ I f ernãi- ê oathe.i-.i c and
-),,

humourous scer¡es" ("Ilugh Kel1y," 392)."

Detisch also contends that

even in Cumberl-and's The West Indian, which has "come to represent

sentimental comedy at its ful-fest and worstr " sentímental "cfichls" are

effectively counterbal-anced by "Iiveliness" and "\^/it" ("Synthesisr"

29L)

In many respects early sentimental comedy retains the comic theory
endorsed by Restoration playwrights.

As Draper asserts, the dramatists

consider "incongiruity" to be the "basis of the comic" ("Theory of the
Comic," 22Q). The incongruity depicted in earl-ier comedy, the discrepancy between "affectation and reality"

(22), finds adherents in the

fater comedy, where "suddenly striking incongruities" comprise much of
the comic effect (222).
Many eighteenth-century dramaLists

exploit comic contrast.

Ol-ivia
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SaySinHanna}rCowley'sABoldstrokeforaHusband(1783):''TiS
contrast gives effect to everything."33 T.he favourite eigh'teenth-centugy
theme of ,'double identitYr"

of the hero with "two facesr" comically

rrnderlines the incongruity between the real and the assumed self

(Appleton,"DoubleGallantr"English!'Iriters'p'f45)'Farguharrs
TheBeauxlstratagem(1706-1707),wheretwoprotagonistsalternately
play the parts of servant and master, exemplifies this use of contrast'
Here, the incongruity between Archerts aristocratic

deportment and his

lowly station affords both lively comic incidents and striking contrasts '
posing as a footman, Archer suffers from the gentlemanly affliction of
the spleen, and spealcs in amorous flights which the ladies rec.ognize
In a final comic
to be ,,above the pitch of a livery" (IIf.iii.4OO).
twist, which Dryden had explored in t"tarriage-à-I.a-¡lode and which Wil-de
wil]. later magnify in The IÍtpÖrtance Óf Being Ernest, Aimwell becomes
indeed ,,the person that theJ thought [heJ counterfeited" (V.v.449) ,

artifice

and

and realiÈy become congruous'

Incongruity also accords with the eighteenth._century preoccupation,
not only v¡ith "rival brothers and contrasting beaux" (Appleton' "Double
Gallantr" p. I45\, but also with the "two-couple pattern" (smith, Gay
Couple, p. 2O3), a complementary pair of gay and serious lovers
(1709)
[Rothstein, "Reform of comedyr" 39). Centlivrers The Busy Body
boasts a witty couple, Sir George Airy and Miranda' who are then

comically contrasted to the more serious couple, charles and Isa-l¡inda'
Unl-ike Dryden,s technique in l,tarriage-à-1a-¡lOde, where two salacious
pairs of lovers contrive to arrange illicit

love affairs,

centlivre's

device of two pairs of ]overs accentuates two sentimental themes: the
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value of chaste, matrimonial fove and the power of virtue.

In The

Busy

Body, even Sir George, who confesses his preference for "the Sensual

pleas¡rer" e.age¡ly consents to "that Same terrible bugbear, matrimony"
and admits: ,,It has been my wish since first my longing eyes beheld
You'

tt-<L-

In Johnson's The country Lasses (1715), a ga]lant displays two sides
thereby minimizes the appeal of the
to his character, "* a".
"r"*rr*
rake and extols more forcibly the appeal of the sentimental lover' On

the one hand, Heartwell- woos Flora with inflated langnrage of l-ove,
designed to incite her to retish "new pleasurest' unencumbered by the
titl-e of a wife (IV.44).

Flora's reply chastizes the rake at the

same

time as it reduces his appeal to the leve] of the profane: "What, then
I am to be your mistress only, your pretty bel1a favorita. your little
private hunting-seat; have every inconvenience of a wife, with the
scaridal of a wench" (44).

Heartwell succumbs to Flora's pious regard

for the "paths of virtuer" and bemoans what she has earlier
his "worthless trifle

condemned as

of a hearÈ" (45). She "conquers" him by

"touching" his "SouIr" and he confesSes: "I feel thy words; a conscious pang stabs thro' my heart, and covers me with shame" [.45¡ '
Conversely, Modely refuses for a time to yield to an honourable love;

his "beloved mistressI iS "vAriety"

(-I

.7). Heartwell, whose name

betokens his more sentimental attitude to love, fails to convince

a

a "l-ibertine" Of the value Of t'religiOn" and "morals" in
Iove (IV.SO) . Modely would indulge his }ust for the chase (54). Only
"heretic"

and.

imminent death and Aura's wiles finally
and matrimony (V.68-9)

.

convert him to honourable love
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Such characters recal-l the rakes of the past, whose language, like

Modely¡s, reflects their profligacy.

Using a conventional image'

I'I must, like chearful Birds,
Willmore in Behn's The Rover rhapsodizes:
sing in all Groves, / ?tnð. perch on every Bough, / B:.Lling the next kind
she that flies

to meet me" (v.i,96).

These rakes frequently compare

love to a banquet, and what they crave is variety.
Appetite" which is rarely gtutted (1.ii.22).
moderate his lust,
?q

iest."5r

Theirs is a "swinging

Unwilling as he is to

the hero becomes "a knave in earnest, and a saint in

He is convinced "there¡s no Sinner like a Young Saint" CIþ9

Rover, T.Li.22), and his use of religious imagery to describe the love
chase illustrates

his disregard for traditional

morality.

In sentimental comedyts depiction of the rake, the dramatic intent
undergoes a significant change. His comic stature declines, in part,
because of the transfer of some of the rake's qualities to the fop'

a humorsus contrast Lo the witty mastery of the rake-hero, the fop
and his similitudes in eighÈeenth-century comedy become a foil to the
fustian rigour of the serious sentimental hero. They also come to embody

Once

the rakish excesses scorned by the exemplary characters.
tr"nmer.ìw-acharacterlikeGuiliominBehn'sTheFalseCount
tlpifies

the fop's crude pretensions to the wit and social mastery of

Èhe Restoration hero.

Guiliom's absurd similes brand him to

be

"Fair Lady, - suffer the Broom of my Affection to
As Antonio justly
sweep aII other Lovers from your heart" (III.ii.f40).

a veritable fop:

observes., the sham count, for all hiS social meanness, has enough
impudence "to set up for a modern Spark - the Fool has just Wit and
good Manneïs to pass for a Fop of E'ashion" tv.i.l-67).

inpudence bec_omes the plapiright's

The fop's very

satiric tool, the comic means to
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punish the "Fluttering and Bustle" (The Fair Jilt'

p' 13) of those who'

possessed of,,a Face manag'd with care, and softenrd with Ridicule,"

affect to be what they are not (p. 12) '
Guilíom's masquerade succeeds because his pretensions mimic so
exactly the foppish antics of his social superiors: "tn¡here he is not
known, [he] will

gain the Reputation of a fine accomplish'd Gentleman"

(The False Count, V.i.167).

Guiliom as fop and as social pretender

offers a comic cornment both on the foorish posturings of the modish town
and on its willingness to be gulled' The fop proves the truth to his
quip3 'rYour saucy Rudeness, in a Grandee, ís Freedomi your
Impertinence, wity; your sloven, careless; and your Fool, good-natur'd"

own

(rr1.ii.l34)

.

Guiliom,s astute remark provides a further perspective on the fop'
and
who nristakenly construes his sauciness to be gentlemanly breeding
his impertinence to be wit. If, as Behn suggests, ''the only Wit that,s
in Fashion / Is but the Gleanings of good conversation" (Prologue,
the
.The Rover, 8)-, then Guiliomts language represents a social al¡use of
now

conversational art.

To the witty hero and heroine, impertínence cannot

be construed as wit, nor can mere verbal sniping, packaged in outrageous
and ill-considered sirni]es, replace masterful repartee. Miral¡el1

neatly sums up the excess of the fop:

"he so passionately affects the

ReputatÍon of understanding paillery;

that he will construe an Affront

into a Jest; and cal-I downright Rudeness and ill
Fire" .(The

Way

Language, Satyr and

of the t^Iorld, I.i.4OI) - The fop's desire to appear

fashionable forces him to lose control of the game's verbal devices '
He becomes a fit object of ridicule, and he contrasts sharply to the
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socially and verballY adePt hero.
contrary to Guiliom, Marplot in centl-ivre's The Busy Body (1709) is
not a satiric tool, designed to magnify the social graces of the witty
hero and toheightenthe fol-lies of others.

l1arplot obstructs the play's plot.
(III.vi.39),

As his name suggests,

Because of his meddlesome antics

he hinders the intrigues of the lovers.

body" activities

Yet, his "busy

ul-timately lead to a demonstration of good-wi11.

Marplot certainly is "diverting sometimes" (f.5), but he nonetl:teless

hirnself to be kind and well-intentioned, and' freely wins the

shows

forgiveness of his friend.s (V.iv.71).

fn Addison's The Drummer (1716), the kind-hearted, if bumbling,
fool has degenerated into an "empty noisy creature."36 Described as

a

"proflígate" and as a "London prodigal" (17), Tinsel no longer stands in
stark contrast to the sparklìng repartee and social mastery of a witty
hero. Rather, Tinsel's profligate principles (17) are

nov¡ measured

according to different standards. Vühile his coxcombry affords the

grieving Lady Truman a necessary diversion (L4) ' his affected and
libertine ways offend her beyond measure. She admits to loving a "gay
temper, " but she will

not abide his rallying against "things that are

serious" (18). Foï him, the "jest" does consist in rallying the
seríous, but for her, the decorous standard of behaviour, his. gaiety
shows

neither sense nor humour.

Such virtue as Lady Truman displays becomes increasingly identified

v¡ith "country innocencet' (I7I.
Lasses t1715) expresses it,

In the country, as Flora in The Country

"every thing is unadorntd by art, and looks

so beautiful in the dress of naturer'so innocent, simple' and undisgluised"

1Ao

(I.11).Thecity-bredvices,importedbyfoolssuchasTinsel-'arethe
of virtue'
exception to be deprecated: "what ought to be the distinction
has been lin the town] made the price of sin'

The tyrantf money'

there every thing is venal; faith, fame, friendship'
dramatists
reason, and religion" (lo).37 This view of the town l-ater

governs aff:

will- further develoPTherakestandsfora]lthatis,'vena]-''inthetown.Butinthis
kindofcomedy,thetreatmentofhimandhispastsinsexemplifiesthe
ptay' the
decline of the witty hero. No longer excused at the end of the
of matrimony
rake wil] not be pardoned, nor will he receive the blessing
he proffers what Detisch calls an "elocution" exercise in "sel-funtil

reproach"("Synthesisr"2g4)'Thedefectswhichtheherorenouncesare'
of course, corrigible ones, "for a happy ending presupposes the
r.for*."38 Not surprisingly, like Loveless in cibberrs
Love,s Last shift

(1696), the reformed

ra.l<e moves

from the city to the

adopted''
country, where he can live the life of virtue he has recently

Inear]-ysentimentalcomedy,therakerenounceshisearlier
profligacy,andhisinherentgoodnaturetriumphsoversuperficial
roguery.Asl,üoodstates:''The$¡i]-dgallantsandtherakesofthe
fifth
usual Restoration comedy atl- make their appearance, but in the
so that
act they are caused to make a sudden and surprising repentance'
vice' are
al-I the demands of morality, that virtue should triumph over

duly satisfied,,('tseginnings and significance," 38t). The rake's
side to
apparent adherence to the ways of the town masks a fundamental
a good
his nature. Unlike his Restoration counterpart, he is at heart
susceptible
fell-ow who is, if not eager to mend his ways, then at least
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to the virtuous guidance of his beloved''
Sir Harry l^Iildair in Farquhar's The Constant Couple

(1699)

first indulges
il-lustrates this sentimentar paLtern. sir Harry at
described as "the joy
hi¡nserf in conventionally rakish past-times; he is
of the playhouse, and life of the Park" (I'i '41) ' He rhapsodizes:
(I1'v'78) ' He describes
"Pleasure's the means, and pleasure is my end"
hisproclivityforchangeaSalovewhichis..neitherromantica}ly
(Il'iii'66)'
honourabfe, nor meanly mercenary"' merely inconstant

Yet'

conquest (68).
his is an ,,honest, good-natured,, temper ripe for virtuous

EncounteringAngelicaforthefirsttime,hemuses:''Howwouldthat
so charming"
modesty adorn virtue, when it makes even vice fook
(lf.ii.63).

Harry
Deceived as he may be as to her real nature' Sir

would add to trer mien'
nonethel-ess recognizes the increased charm virtue

Finally,herefersattheendofthep}aytohis''conversion'.and
wornan'
eulogizes the virtuous Angelica: "But woman' - / Charming

can

trueconvertsmakeì/wefovethepreceptsforthedearteacher's
sake" (V."iii.l.32)

-

The,.dearteacher,,oftensuffersforherpatienceandhervirtue,
fortheprofligatemistreatsanddenouncesthevirtuous.Unlikethe
Restorationheroine,whodelightsinverbalcombatsandwhowinsthe
heroine
hero,s heart by teasing him into subruission, the sentimental
must suffer attempts on her virtue.

Like

Amanda

in Love's Last shift'

win him over to the
she also wages a battle to reclaim a l-ibertine and'

side of virtue.

but for
The heroine prepares, not for a game of wit,

conquest.

Ultimately,thiszeaftoreclaimdoesindeedconquer.Inearly

a

t5r
sentimentaf comedy, marriage becomes a testament to patience and virtue,
and a reward for penitence. Marriage also signals this fundamentaf
change in the comic treatment of the rake.

"no Lease" of any womants "frail

Formerly, resoÌved to take

Tenementr" the hero chaffs at the notion
(Tþe-gggire

of matrimony and prefers to be a "Tenant" at his own wilf
of Alsatia, If.i.221).

Now, the hero seeks "a lease for Life" and

willingly

the "beautiful tenement. "39

woul-d possess

The ra.lce's decl-ine siqnals the sentimental herots rise to pre-

eminence. In The Tvin-Rivals (L7O2), for example, the two brothers

each

vie for the family fortune, but their very characters exemplify the
rivalry between the witty and the sentimentu.I *od"=.40 Young laTou1dbe,
a rake

\n¡hose

(I.i.155),

l-ibertine extravagance proves to be the "ruin" of him

relishes his "epicurean" tastes (V.i.22L).

To indulge them'

he would cheat his brother and debauch the virtuous Constance. He is

a

vi]lainous rogue whose chicanery rests upon an expedient notion of
honour. I,lhereas honesty to hi:n represents nothing more than "a little
mechanic quality. well enough among citizensr"

honour "flies

at a much

higher pitch, and will do anything that's free and spontaneous, but
scorns to level itself

to what is only just" (III.ii.189)

-

In contrast, his elder brother embodies the sentj-mental attributes
of forthrigh.tness (.IV.i.210), filia1

obedience (2O7), virtue (I11.ii.195)

and benevolence, a quality acknowledged even by the rake (IV.i.210).

Like the sentimental heroes to foflow, Farquhar's cornic hero undergoes
no dramatic reformation, but is himself the standard by which to judge
and condemn the vice and corruption exhibited by the profligate.
Lhe villains

blith

exposed and the virtuous triumphant, Hermes Wouldbe

appropriately pronounces the play's didactic intent:

"a11 parties have
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received their due rewards and punishments" (v.iv.238) . Designed,to
answer "the strictness of poeti-cal justice," the play accords punishment

to the wicked (Preface, p. I43).

"That hidden power" (III'iii'199)'

which permits base arts to succeed only for a time., at last rewards the

virtuous and ttrereby demonstrates the sentimental precept that "virtue
ever is the secret care of Providence" (Vüomants Wit, V'200) ' Former
grief becomes merely "the best preparative for joy" (The Twin-Rivals,
rrr.iii.199)

.

Farquhar adnr-its that "the punishment of vice" may traditionally

fal-ly ,,into the province of tragedyr " and the "business of comedy" may
traditionally be "to ridicule Folly" (Prefacê, P. 145). But to the
sentimental- dramatist "ttre importance of the subject"--the triumph of
virtue--demands that "sentiments too grave for diversion" must be given

expression if the didactic aim is to be realized (p. I44\-

In Steelers

words: "any thing that has its Foundation in Happiness and Success'
an
mu-st be allow'd to be the object of comedy, and sure it must be
to introduce a Joy too exquisite for Laughter, that
can have no Spring but in Delight" (Preface, The Conscious Lovers, p' 299) '
These comic writers do not claim to introduce "vices too great for

Improvement of it,

comedy

to punish" (Preface, The T\¿in-Rivafs, p' 144) '

Rather' they

treat a "middle sort of wickedness, too high for the sock, and too low
for the buskin." fhose villains who are "too mean for the heroic" must
,,drop into comedy tp. 145), to receive there either a suitable punishment

for their misdeeds, or be rectaimed to the dictates of virtue.
AplalrwrightlikeCibberfoundinthesetwoextremesofviceand
virtue, and in the theme of the hero's reclamation, all he needed to
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vrrite successfut plays.

Indeed, cibber's adaptation of vanbrugh's play'

A Journey to London, ilÌustrates

not only Cibberrs dramatic facility'

but also the precept that "all- revolutions run into extremes ' " Replacing
vanbrugh's vision of the frail- human anima] with his own view of a
reclamabfe creature, cibber sought to offer,

"Not scenes that would

a

noisy joy impartr / F;ut such as hush the mind, and warm the heart"
(Prologue, The Provoked Husband, 1. 22, P' IO)' Less an innovator than
a keen man of the theatre, cibber yoked the sinful past of the profligate
to serious proselytizing, and thereby nurtured the growth of comedy

written in the sentiment.l *od..4f

CTAPTER STX

"A Just Moralt':
Cibberts and Vanbrugh's Comedies

In the seventeenth century, the dramatists show the dual- nature of
man, as jaded as he is angelic. In the early eighteenth century, this
view of man undergoes a significant change. The "best" people are shown
to be indeed faultless paragons- The vice which surrounds them may
vicariously touch them, but it can never stain their unequivocally
virtuous natures. They are dear "teachers" afl- (Farquhar, The Constant
couple, V.iii-132).1

rn contrast to these paragons are those who

temporarily indulge in all the vices and fotl-ies to which the witty hero
is prone. But the clramatist exploits the witty mode only to subordinate
it at last to the sentimental mode. By the end of,the play, the erring
lrcrrl rcrlent-s his fnrmcr rzaoari es, and tris good side is triumphantly
)IISIU
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revealed.

such a dramatic technique, which displays in the first

the hero's lascivious behaviour

and,

few acts

in the final act, his underlying

goodness, overturns the earl-ier view that man.is, at heart, an

incorrigible

Yet,

creature. more given to folly and vice than virtue'3

since sucll a technique chides debauchery and extol-s repentance and
virtue, it also underscores the eigtrteenth-century comic view that,

as

Farquhar states, comedy is "a welf-framtd Tal-e handsomly to1d, as

an

agreeable vehicle for counsel or Reproof" f"Discoursert' p. 213) -

The

[counselr" and the behaviour of
aphorisms of th-e exempl-ary characters
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the reclaimed libertines "reprove" vice.

Man

is ultimately shown to

be

an inherently benevolent creature. only temporarily 1ed astray by vice.

cibber's plays most fully exemplify this comic view of mankind.
Cibber successfutly exploits the two extremes of past vÍce and

present virtue, but his combination of the witty and the sentimental
AVanbrugh,
modes ís quite distinct from Congreve's blending of the two.
whom

this

Faller calls "a comedian of the human condition," criticizes

treatment of vice and. virtue."

tr

His plays I wil-l discuss later.

Suffice

it to say that Vanbrugh attacks Cibber's kind of expedient morality.
Cibber expl-oits the witty mode onl-y to subordinate it to "a sort of

noetìr:al ìrrslir:e-rrfha rrrsÈ raward of the virtuous (The Provoked
t

s¡v

Jsse

¡vrlv

Husband,

v.iv.159) " Like his hero, Lovefess, cibber is "lewd for above four
acts.""^ Nevertheless, he insures that such "Lewdnessr" once acknowledged
and disowned, illuminates one of his comic axioms: "A play without

just moral, is a poor and trivial
On

a

undertaking."T

the one hand, then, Cibberrs plays purport to be "but the

rn-irrors of our liwes" fPrologue, The Lady's Last Stake, 7).

On the

other hand, his comedies are not designed to be either realistic
comic representations of vice.

or

He designs his plays in order to

dramatize "a just moral.'r The Profogue to The Provoked Husband (L728)

explains:

"pJ-ays should let you see / Not only what you are, but ought

to be: / though vice was natural, 'twas never meant /
show

it, but for punishment" (11. 7-10' P. I0).

Tlne

stage should

Íhis Prologue to

Cibberts adaptation of Varilcrugh's fragiment, A ¡ourney to l,ondon (1128),
may

attribute to Vanbrugh moral- principles to which he did not

necessarilV adhere- As Dixon notes:

"Cibber is fafsely ascribing to
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Vanbrugh his own faith in exemplary comedy" (Introduction, Th,e Provoked
Husband, p. xxii).8

To

is sinr-ifar to Cibber's

a

certain extent, however, Vanbrughts Vindication

ov/n

view. The presence of vice mirrored the

"rìatural" state of manl<ind and, So, to show vice on the stage is to
q

expose vice for what it is.-

In this sense,- Cibber rejects Collier's

principles.
In The Careless Husband (ll}4) Cibber refers to ColLier's treatise
on the profanity of the stage. Lord Morelove remarks that, "since the
l-ate short-sighted view of lp1ays], vice may go on and prosper; the
stage dares hardly shew a vicious person speaking tike himself, for fear

of being call'd prophane for exposing TLim"" Lady Easy goes on: "'Tis
hard, indeed, when people won't distinguish between what's meant for
1^

contempt, and what for example."-" Cibber clearly shows both-

In

his plays, Cibber distinguishes between the contemptibl-e and the
exemplary. He does so by reforrn-ing vice and by extolling virtuefncreasingly, Cibber's cornic technique of exposure and example comes to
he the iusti fir:ation for his excursions into the smutty realms of the
Jsvv+¡¡vl4

rake and, indeed, becomes the very basis for his notions of exemplary
comedy.

Love

Ma-J<es

a l"lan; or, the Fop's Fortune (f7O0), while certainly not

one of his masterpieces, iltustrates

Cibber's comic technique of exagger-

aLlng the vice to extol the virtue.

The character of Louisa, described

as "a l-ady of quality and pleasure" in the Dramatis Personae, ís
paradigm of villainy.

'l

1

a

Pursuing the lofty hero, and finding herself

repulsed, she conspires to kill

both Carlos and his virtuous Angelina.

But Carlos' eloquence "disarms" her anger

(-V.67)

. Appropriately, since
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When

Louisa casts off her foll-ies and acknowledges the power of their "fair
examplerr which

has "conquer'd and reformtd.t' her:

"now f taste more

solid joy, being but the instrument of your united virtuous love, than
all my late fal-se hopes proposrd even in the l-ast ind.uÌgence of
blind desires" (68). The play illustrates

my

Cibber's comic premises.

There is a "providential- care of innocence distress'd"

(68), virtuous

love will find its just reward, and vice is exposed only to be conquered
by the splendid example of virtue.
Cibber's most famous play, Love's Last Shift; ett the Fool- in
Fashion, further exemplifies Cibberts basic comic for*rlfr.f 2 GlÍmpses
of the witty mode are brief.
of Cibber: "The old spirit

As Sullivan notes in her recent study

is invoked, but the insistent moral

direction transforms the p1ays" (fntroduction, Colley Cibber, p. x1v).
The finaf masque, a Restoration trademark, here serves moral ends.

Marriage, bound by his "yokes,"

bemoans

his marital bonds, which

Lrave

snuffed out the flame of his d.esires and enslaved trim "to this qallinq
yoke, - the emblem of a wife" (V.83¡ . l,ove later retorts: "Where fj-rst
I promis'd thee a happy life,
wife."

,/ There thou shalt find it in a virtuous

Love and Fame then order l4arriage to mourn the guilty passions

of the past and seek repose within the constraints of his maritalunion (83). Indeed, after the Masque is finished, the last word is
left to reclaimed virtue.l3

The reformed Loveless proudlv exclaims:

"By my example taught, let every man, whose fate has bound him to

married life,

beware of letting

loose his wild desires:

a

for, if

experience may be allowed to judge, I must procJ-aim the folly of

a
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wandering passionrr (83).

witty

Corrective virtue effectively clr-ecks the

mode.

In the play, Cibber charts the rakers progress from profligacy to
conversion. Loveless, the erring hero, indulges I'limself in all- the
vices of the age, and glories in a life of unrestricted pleasure: "the
world to me is a garden stocked with all sorts of fruit¡

where the

greatest pleasure we can take, is the variety of taste" (I.10)..
Lovel-ess argiues that a mate, a tastel-ess morsel-, poisons an appetite

whiclr only variety can satiate.

Dedicated. as he is to a life

of

"uninterrupted pleasure" (I1), Lovefess is suspicious of fidelity,

and

regards any claim of constancy to be a cheat: "The joys of love are

only great when they are new; and to make them lasting, we must often
change" (IV.60).
ì-€ì,1
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the sens.es which saneness dulls.

Yet, Cibberts title

also suggests that T,oveless himself. like the

foppish Sir Novelty, is al-so the nFool in Fashion. " Young Worthy
contends that Loveless, by striving to be in fashion, must assurne
1^

habits w'hich go along with the reputation.-Amanda

tl¡,e

Young W'orth-y assures

that her husband's desertion of her is "more an affectation of

being fashionably vicious, than any reasonable dislike he could eitlLer
find in your mind or person" (f-21).
woman who

Loveless has indeed discarded the

once "was the only celebrated beauty in townt' simply because

she has the singular misfortune to be his wife (101. Amanda's I'innocent

attempt" (V.73¡ to re-awaken his love for her and to "reclaim the

man

Ishetsl bound by Heaven to love" (fII.39) not onl-y becomes "a trir:rnph
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of rewarded constancy" (39) , but also exposes the folly of his i11considered attempt to live fashionably "viciorl". "f5

Cibber dramatizes the "metamorphosis" (f.11) wh"ich Loveless

in his pursuit of pleasure and then in his conversion

undergoes, first

.16 - Initially,
to virtue.

LoveJ-essr debauchery so alters him that even

old friends can scarcely recognize

Tr-i:n

(11). Later, when he undergoes

another, more significant change, he confesses that his pursuit of
pl-easure has led only to blindness. Formerly enslaved to "vain

deluding follies,

and shadov¡s of su-bstantial- bliss,"

he now "wakes"

from his "deep lethargiy of vice" (V.l1J.11 The "Iast shift" of

Lovelesst "vicioust' passion has proven to be based on sham, a mere
"shadov/" of the reality,

cast-off wife-

,for his "mistress" is discovered to be his

ft is the power of her "conquering virtue" which

subdues

his soul-, and vice and folly are "metamorphosed" into a virtuous desire
for fidelity

(74). Unlike the "things that shadow and conceal" the

inner sel-ves of Etheregets characters, whose practised social- arts
Drcltêct the self at the same ti-me as t-hev maninrrlate the social milieu
(The Man of Mode, IfI .i.50),

the ttshadows" to v¡hich- Loveless has

been

enslaved have obscured his innate goodness of heart and cheated him out

of his true bliss.

He may once have

construed the shadov¡s to be real,

but now he is no longer blind to the splendour of Amanda's virtue.
tel-l-s her:

He

"Ohl why have I so long been blind to the perfections of

thy mind and person?" (Lovers Last Shift, V.75\.

Loveless moves from

trust in ('shad.ows[ to a be1Ìef in virtue, and his "metamorphosis"

has

been both social and moral. Tfre "foo1 in fashionrI once blinded by

"heedless fancy'! (751, becomes indeed the wise man, now guided by

a
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"reason's never-erring perspectivet' (I.15)
Young Worthy,

.

too, reveals both a rakish and a benevolent side,

one subdued and the other more pre-eminent- Although he does admit to

his friend that he, too, is "as much in love with wickedness as thou
canst bet' (:.-2), Young Wbrthyrs desire for the pleasures of the town is
more mod.erate: "but ï am for having it at a cheaper rate" ifZ¡ .18

"Like the rest of lrris] raking brotherhood," he finds in matrimony the
means
may

lo
to "purge" his "w-ild. humourst' (13).

The cure, Loveless v¡arns¡

only aggravate the malady, but Young W'orthy, ever al_ert to his

best interests, confides:

own

"By the way, I have t.aken care to see the

dose weII sweetened with a swingeing portion" (13).

is not just a cure for his witd spirits.

But marrÌage to him

Supported as he is "by the

continual bounty of an indulgent brother," Young worthy admits that
is "foth to load his good-nature too much" (I3).

he

His impudent wooing

of Narcissa derives, at least in part, from a wish to relieve his
brother's financial burden.
So, Young Worthy is al-so capable of moderation and sense. It is

his sense, for example, which dissuades Hiffaria from courtinq the
compliments of Sir Novelty Fashion, who treasures only public notice and
who hazards the reputations of others merely to enhance his own. Young

Worthy cautions Hillaria:

ttO, Madam, no juggl_er is so deceitful as

a

fop; for while you look his fol1y in the face, he steals away your
reputation with more ease than the other picks your pocket" (rr.30).20
As a result of Young t[orthyrs prudent remarks, Hil]-aria,s coquettish

antics suddenly come to a ha1t.
In the play the coquette also undergoes a rrmetamorphosis.

"
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Initially,

Narcissa and Hillaria

toy \,vith their lovers, and they both

shy away from a state which threatens to vanquish their spirits
reduce their pov/ers of amorous influence.

Hillaria asserts:

and

"r'm

resol-v'd to be mistress of my actions before marriage, and no man shall
21
I give it him" (I-22).-'

usurp a power over me, till-

delights in torturing her l-over (fII.37).

Her "mad humour"

Narcissa isas frivofous

and

as vain as her cousin. Young Worthy, forced to compete with Sir

Novelty Fashion for his mistresst favour, remarks: "Oh, the devill
now

is she rapt with the hopes of a l-ittle

flattery"

(II.32).

She is

indeed "a strange affected piecet' G.24) who. like a Restoration

heroine, is chary of letting a pursuer, who may be both mercenary
faIse. know her true feelings.

Young Worthy

and

complains: "she has told

more lies to conceal her love, than I have sworn false oaths to promote

it"

(v.671. Yet, Hillaria

has a dramatic change of heart.

Young W'orthy'.s remonstrances

She answers

by announcing: "I freely confess my folly,

and forgive your harsh construction of it"

(II.3O).

The pert coquette

does mellow to become the sober *rf.-22
When

Narcissa finally

agrees to her lover's proposals, they engage

in a verbal exchange which only haltingly captures the spirit
witty mode. Their "harmfess railing"
battle of w-it (IrI .47).

of the

facks the sting of a traditionaf

For all his rakish charm, Young i^Iorthy decl-ares:

t'I dontt l-ove to create myself enemies, by observing the weakness of
other people; I have more faults of my own than f know how to mend" (47) Similarly, their "betrothal" scene differs markedly from the
"proviso" scenes of the past.

Narcissa does not bargain with her

intended husband, nor does she capitulate only after she has ascertained,
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as Mil-lamant does, that her personal- l-iberty will not be curtailed.

merely asks: "Had not we better consider a littl-e?"

(ff.35).

She

Concerned

only with the opinion of the town, she deplores the brevity of his
ardent courtship:

"Not but I do consent to-norrow shall be the day,

I"1r. Worthy; but f am afraid you have not loved me long enough to make

our marriage be the town-talk; for 'tis the fashion now to be the towntal-k; and you know, one had as good be out of the world, as out of the
fashion" (35). After she has been assured that she has in fact

been

the subject of gossip and th-e object of envy, Narcissa then briefly
gives rein to her wit.

The jealous Lady Manlove, whose "charitable"

provocativeness has lured many a young man away from the drawing-room of

the virtuous woman (35), has been a hindrance comparable to the Bank of
England's taking the business away from the city's goldsmiths.
tr^Jorth-y

parries:

Young

"The reason of that is, Madam, because you virtuous

ladies pay no interest; r must confess the principal, our heafth, is
little

secure with you" (36). .Narcissa counters:

a

"Well; and is not

that an advantage worth entering into bonds for?"
Such incidents now help the pla1rr+right depict more forcibly his

moral intent: virtuets conquest over vice and folIy.
emotional detachment

and.

Young Worthyrs

mercenarv motives mav recall the rakes of the

past, but his moderation and good sense contrast sharply to Lovel-esst
wantonness. The coquette's mannerisms, subdued at last into obedience
and sobiiety, heighten the exemplary character's restraint.

A:nanda

re-iects t-he noti.on that wealth and widowhood should l-ead to a life of

unrestricted pleasrrtu."

She has only one worJ-d]y consolation:

"Al-1 the

comfort of my life is, that I can tel1 my conscience, I have been true
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to virtue" (I.18).

Her denia] of the creed

and marriage a yoke effectively

¡ rr¡
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betrays her to ruin (V.87). Yet, for all her modishness, Lady Gentle
is no giggling coquette, so harshly portrayed in the character of Miss
Notabfe.

On

the contrary, Lady Gentle is renowned as much for her

"unfashionable folly of liking her husband" (I-19) as for her "impregnable

virtue" (20) . finally,

her unwise fondness for gaming teaches her

a

bitter lesson- Henceforth, she will "study to deserve the providence
that saved" her (V.96). Her virtue and her reformation il-Iustrate her
underlying goodness. and her folIy will instruct other erring wives.
Once a

witty example of sociaf mastery, the Restoration heroine

undergoes a change in Cibberts play, and she becomes either the object

of a moral lesson or the object of ridicule.
and ridiculed.

Miss Notable is chagrined

As Sir Friendly Moral declares to Mrs. Conquest. who is

about to take an "innocentl revenge on both Miss Notable and the rakish

Sir George: "to make her coquetry a l-ittl-e ridiculous. will do her

no

harmr' (V.82). Her inordinate desire to be the centre of the social

coterie l-eads only to foJ-ly and disgrace (97). Her excessive posing
also helps to expose the absurdity of Lady Wronglovers jealousy:
she, that creature then, the little

wicked cause of my disquiet? -

"Was
How

ridicul-ous have you made my jealousy: - Farewel- the fo11y and the pain"

L64

(97). Unlike the vipers in a Restoration comedy. the jealous

woman

in

Cibber's play reforms.
fn contrast to these foolish

women

is Mrs. Conquest. Her live1y

temper, rather tha¡r teasing her lover into compl-iance, shames him into

reformation. Lord George Brilliant

is a "strangepiece of wild rr.ature"

(f.17) | one who espouses [modish morals" (V.73¡. OnIy Mrs. Conquestrs
"innocent revengle" (95) can cÍreck the "barefaced excess of his
assurance" (Il-.68), and prevent his attempt to debauch Lady Gentle.

To

tame her w-ild gallant, Mrs. conquest publicly exposes him to be a vain

)\
creature who follows appetite rather than sense.-"
He is chastjsed bv
the triumphant Mrs- conquest, whose narne novrpoints to her

amorous

as well as to her moral conquest over a rake [V.96). She chides him:
"The worfd. should judge, my Lord, so widely of your heart, that only what
was grosly sensual coul-d affect it"

(94). Now, fearful of the conse-

quences of his il-l--considered acts, he reforms, and Mrs- Conquest

sermonizes on his change of heart:

"With all this headstrong wildness

of a youthful heat, one moment's thought, you see, produces love,
compassion, tenderness, and honour" (94-5).

The "open freedom of her

humourt' may recall the liweliness of the witty heroine (rf.35),

but the

"warmth of iherl understandingf'clearly indicates her sentimental- role

tfv.68).

Not only does she punish the fo1ly of a coquette (V.82)

correct the impudence of a man of mode. Mrs. conquest also saves

and

Lady

Gentre's honour. she, like sir Friendry Moral, becomes a sentimental

guide, an "idealist,
virtue"

solemn]y protesting against vice and. exhortinq to

(Berrrl¡aum, Drama'of

Sensìbility,

p. fO6)

.

At last, the jealous wife, the coquette, the rake, al-t bow to the
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solemn dictates of a moral paragon. Sir Friendly Moral is one of the

"g¡ardians of the fundamental goodness of
"virtuous instincts"

human

nature" and of the

(lulignon, Crabbed Age and Youth, p. 11Ð .26 Ear1ier,

he exhorted both Lord George and Lord Wronglove to temper their wit

and

extravagant pursuit of pleasure with prudence and sense: "Don't think
because you pass for men of wit, and modish honour, that that's all you
owe

to your condition:

in a fairer light,

Fortr:ne has given you titles

to set your actions

and Nature understanding, to make them not only just,

but generous" (III.52).

The old mentor ends the play and offers an

appropriate moral-: "Let those that here, aS in a mirror, see / lhose

follies,

and the dangers they have run, / Be cheaply warn'd, and think

these 'scapes their own" (V.98)

.

Clearly, Cibber's "mirror" exposes fol-Iies and excesses but, unlike
the Restoration plalrwright, Cibber urges the audience to take heed of
Sir Friendly Moral's warning. The comic portrayal of foIly and vice

now

serves moral ends, the ridicule of the coquette and the reclamation of

the rake. Cibber's conic technique of exposure and example effectively
changes the conventions of the past but, above all,

his pfays dramatize

the infl-uence of virtue and help to insure the growth of the sentimental
mode.

Notwithstandinq Cibber's dramatic eminence, the o1d comic flair

difficult

to extinguish.

was

The Relapse; or, Virtue in Danger, (1696) '

Vanbrugh's irreverent sequel to Cibber's Love's Last Shift, posits that

Lovelesst declaration of repentance at the end of the play does not
ner:essarilv sicrr:t-^2nversion to virtue.
u(
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Rather. it

betokens a momentary capitul-ation to the powerful influence of Amanda's

L66
)'7
example.z/ Vanbrughts play shows the "futility

of sentimental morality"

(Kropf , ,,The Relapse and the sentimentar Mask,' L93) -28 vanbrugh here

suggests that Loveless is a man more swayed by his own best interests

than a man easily given to virtuous living'
In The Rel-apse, vanJcrugh gives a free rein to his fal-l-en hero's
pursuit of pleasure for its own sake. Loveless once again lapses into
vice and., significantly,

undergoes no fifth-act

reformation- Indeed,

unlike the Masque in cibberts Love's Last shift,

the

Masque which

in The lglggse circumvents Amanda's
ideaf of a chaste union. The Masgue espouses rnstead the rake's creed'
t-rrnirlts srrbiects "have taken the mode / To gtOw fond of a changer" and
celebrates the marital festivities

uqy!u

the Chorus expostul-ates: "Constancy'S an empty sound / Ileaven and earth
and all go round , / AI:_ the works of nature move' / Nñ the joys of l-ife
and love / Are in variety'.29

asserts, is',to

consume

The "fate of a man and his wife," Cupid

all their days in contention and strife"

andrtherefore, he urges that "to rambl-e at large" (140) is a

(V-v-139)

much wiser

course to follow than Love]ess' vain attempt to reduce the "ragling flame

of wild destructive lust" to the "warm pleasing fire of lawful love"
?n
(r.i.e) .""

sir Tunbelly's

comment sunmarizes both.

"So, very fine, very fine, i'faith,this
(v.v.I4O).

the Masque and the play:

is something like a wedding"

Matrimony hardly proves to be "fine."

In the main plot,

Miss Hoyden is all too willing to cormnit bigamy. In, the sub-plot,

Berinthia, the cause of Lovelessr undoing, follows the dictates of her
appetite to the point where she.agrees to pander to ialorthy's designs
Amanda. For all his foppery, Lord Foppington, "piqued in honourr"

own

on
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attempts to debauch Amand.a, "a

woman

of insolent virtue"

In Lond.on, then, "that uneasy theater of noise" (I.í.I2),
Amandats

?)

virtuous example is severely put to the test.--

lively portrait

of the ctandestine activities

?'ì

(III.i.58)."

the power of
Vanbrugh's

of the amorous quartet

challenges Cibber's sentimental confidence in the reward of virtue

and

the reformation of vice.
To do so, Vanbrugh reverses Cibber's comic p1ot.33

In The Relapse,

emphasis is upon Loveless' reformation, and Vanbrugh then

the initial

charts the hero's fal-l into the foll-íes and vices he had previously,

and

so eloguently, renounced. Loveless determines, in spite of Amanda's

fears, to "launch into temptation" (I2) and thus re-affirm one of
Cibber's favourite notions:
1,4

vice."-

to boast a victory, one must triumph over

Musing on the "roving pleasures" of his pasÇ and the "false

face" with which fuxury and vice have once enslaved. him, Loveless, at the
beginning of the pl-ay, concl-udes that his "littl-e
him all the pleasure he now requires:
wel-l within"

the

curiosity,
awakened

(9).

"My life

soft retreat" affords
glides on, and all- is

Later, after he has met the delectabl-e object of his

woman who

had caught his roving eye at the theatre

and

his o1d desires, Loveless again contemplates his reformation.

He queries:

"Did [amanda] not rescue me, a grovelling slave, / \lhen

chained and bound by that black tyrant Více / I labored in his vilest

drudgery?" CIII.ii.62).

But temptation, in the form of Berinthia,

imprisons him once again.
Vanbrugh brings Cibber's play full-circle,

and this technique

underlines VanJcrugh's comic themes. The reformed hero, tempted

beyond

endura¡rce, easily slips back into his former v/ays. As Vaabrugh expresses
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it in his Vindication, the "Disorders that are slipt into Loveless's
House" result from "his being too positive in his own strength, and
forgetting, that Lead us not into Temptation, is a Petition in our
prayers, which was thought fit to be tackt to that for our daily Bread"
(p. 210). Both his own rekindled "distemper" (The Relapse, III.ii.63),
and

Amand.a

Lrerself, counteract the effect of virtuous example'

Kropf points out.

Amanda

leads Loveless into temptation when

As

she

unknowingly.invitestheob,jectofhislusttovisit(.'TheRelapse-and
the sentimental Mask." 198) - Finally, then, vanbrugh inverts cibber's
sentimental formul-a; reclaimed. heroes relapse, and chaste wives a-bet
their own betrayal. But he also repeats cibberts formula, and this
technique highlights VanJcrugtr's coruic treatment of the "human condition'"
At the same ti-me as he demonstrates Lovefess' relapse into vice,
Vanbrugh.

portrays its antithesis, a conversion'to"r¡j.rtue'

So firm that

it won,t be swayed by frer adversaryts tempting arguments, Amanda's
virtue s.tirs worthy, so lately branded a "minister of darkness" Lv'ii'
LLl), to renounce his former wantonness. Indeed, Faller contends that
,'it is upon Amandars temptation by Worthy, and not the relapse of
Lovefess, that the moral concern of the play is brought most prominently
?5

to bear" ('tsetween Jest a¡ld Earnest," 2'7\.'-

On

the one hand'Amanda is

sorely tempted to grant her lover's desires (TI.51; III.iiÍ'73;
89; V-iv.133).
eulogize the

On

woman

the other hand, her repulse prompts Worthy to
who coul-d so virtuously withstand his advances:

"Sure there's divinity

on't to me" [V.iv.134)
At first

IV'ií'

about ln¡er, / And sh'as dispensed some portion
-36

glance, the transformation of his gross desires into
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adoration may seem sudden and inexptical:l-e. But Vanbrugh has introduced
yet another comic twist, and he thereby iLlustrates his thematic concern:
the frail

nature of the

human

?7

i,Iorthy may cast off his

creature."'

rakishness but, as the play's title

suggests and as Loveless'bad

example attests, relapses do occur. conversions are, after al-l, subject

to the mutal¡il-ity of the flesh.

Earlier in the Play, even the reformed

Loveless acknowledges that "the false face of luxury / Displayed such
charms / As might have shaken the most holy hermit" (I.i.9).

In the

midst of his rhapsody, VJorthy also confesses his uncertainty as to
long thÍs influence may l-ast" (v.iv.134).38

"how

rn the "moment" of his

purity, he will dare to accept Amanda's heart on her own terms. But
Amanda, as a married woman, and a highly virtuous one at that, is

beyond his reach, and he himsel-f is too given to the demands of the

flesh.

Van Niel- contends, in his article

Damnationr

"The Relapse - Into Death and

" that lriorthy and his "conversion" merely illustrate

the

impossibility of ever achieving the "bl-essedness" such a conversion might
offer:

"salvation is not possible in the context of the world of

Relapse, for manrs id.entity is linr-ited by his mortality,

The

and his mortality

is. proved by his essential sexual-ity, " governed by an appetite which
"appears to be the taw of existence" tZzzl.39 In Vanbrugh's terms, the

frail

human

creature cannot long remain virtuous.

To sin no more,

Worthy protests, is "a task too hard for mortals" (V.iv.133); in spite of

all endeavours, "fJ-esh and blood / Are got in t'other scale; / And they
are ¡ronderous things" C134). As Vanbrugh says in his Vindication, in
words which could apply to l{orthy as well as Lovel-ess: "This I

design'd for a natural.fnstance of the Frailty of Mankind, even in his
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most fixt

Determinations" (p. 2L2). So, finally,

VanJcrugh

tailors the

witty and the sentimental modes to his own ends, and any hint of his
adherence to the sentimental mode is soon undermined.40
41

Even the pfay's ending is ambiguous.

Moral as Cibber's

conclusion may be, Varùcrugh ends The Relapse by having Lord Foppington,

"the prince of coxcombs" (III.i.60),

speak the last word in a comedy

which, like the Masque, effectively undercuts the sentimental notion
that the virtuous example can indeed exert an influence beyond the
impulse of the moment. Vanbrugh's is a "moral" play, but only insofar

as "it shows the ubiquitousness of vice, its virtuous pretenses

and

defenses;r'and only insofar as it "shows, too, the general inefficacy of
conventional injunctions to piety when they are applied to the actuality

of man's nature" (,Roper, "Language and Actionr" 61) . For the most part,
tsr yruf
+^
vant¡ruoh
nlavsr uurr
^^'^¡j-.'-^
^^rturb the moralists. While a character
Lltrus
uv }/e.
v qrl!!
uylr
l-ike

Amanda condemns

the contemporary drama's "loose obscene encourage-

ment to vice" (tI.i.31),

Vanbrugh contends, in his Prologue to The

Provoked wife, that it is "the intent and business of the stage /

copy out the fol-l-ies of the age" (fl . L-2, P. 3).

To

In Vanbrugh's view,

even "bad Examples (if they are but bad enough) give us as useful
4)
Refl-ections as good ones do." -One

of Vanbrugh's favourite reflections is that man, a creature of

the flesh, cannot long withstand temptation. In The Provoked f{ife,

(L697)

the abused Lady Brute, acknowledging the weakness of the "fortifications"
which.shield her honour, also admits that, should Constant begin the

assault, he'd soon "carry the town too" (f.i.11).

She

"once the slui.ce of d.esire is opened," she has little

discovers that,

protection against

17I

the ,,torrent of love,, which "flows into the heart" cIlI.i.51)

.

Lady

Brute, then, "feels sharply the contradictions around and within her";
her "head is a tangle of values vrhere the permissive code of the world
of fashion, the imperatives of orthodox morality, and the demands of her
own self-interest are inextricalrly knotted together" (Faller, "Betrn/een
Jest and Earnest, " 2L).43
However much her fleshly desires seduce her virtue,

one of her

provocations is undoubtedly her brutish husband, "a dainty fellow"
(II.i.32) who would rather "1ive a rascal" than "die a hero" (V.v.IOÐ'44

Like the lewd songs he so much admires, Sir John craves only "sin and
and his example is "bad enough" to stir the
impudence" (ITI.iii.58),
other characters to "useful Reftections" (a Jourtt"y to Lo.do., ÍT-i-153) After witnessinq a particularly crass example of Sir John's ill-usage of
his wife, Constant remarks: "a man of real worth scarce ever is a
cuckold but by his own faul-t. !'iomen are not naturally lewd; there must
be something to urge 'em to it"

(The Provoked vlife, v-iv-Io4) '

behaviour of Lady Brute ilfustrates

The

the truth of Constant's observation.

Tormented by Sir John's barbarous treatment of her, Lady Brute

concludes that she could well play the role of "the downright wife - and
cuckold him" (I.i.8).

she argi:es that, if his ill-usage dissolves her

vows to him, then to remain chaste is a guestionable practice '

even virtue itself
we \{omen

She finds

to be suspect: lll.ordr what fine notions of virtue

do

take up upon the credit of old footish philosophers- virtue's

its own reward, virtue's this, virtue's that.

VirtuetS an aSS, and a

Lq
gallant's worth forty on't" CB).=- Lady Brute does in fact receive

little

reward for her virtue.

She has married

Sir John for his fortune,
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but he has married her only because he "had a mind to lie with her"
(II.i.3O).

Too cowardly to ravish her and risk the consequences, he

resorts to matrimony and suffers the cloying presence of a wife.

Both

of them, he insists, have received their just, and only, reward (T.i.6).
Virtue in this pIaV becomes less than its
alluring charm, it makes a prize of the

olnln

\doman who

rev/ard. Like

possesses it,

any

and

A
creates "an eternal obligation where'er 'tis sacrificed" (III.i.53).
Lord Rake cries for "]iberty of consciencet' (ITI .ii.56), a¡rd a virtuous

reputation comes to signify discretion:

"he who has discretion enough

to be tender of a \¡loman's reputation carries a virtue about him may
atone for a great many faults"

cIII.i.51).

Trapped as she is by her

marital predicament and prevented from folfowing the town's modish
example, Lady Brute finds hersel-f caught in a dilemma which can only
cause the other two lovers, Belfinda and Heartfree, to take a moment's
pause before they follow the Brutes' example.

Their example fill-s Heartfree and Bellinda with dread. Love
turned to ]oathing and matrimonial fervour to regret.

has

Sir John begins

the play with the \^/ords: "What cloying meat is love, when matrímony's
the sauce to it.
(.I.i.5).-"A6

T\^/o

yearst marriage has debauched my five senses"

To Heartfree, the remed.y of matrimony is as dreadful- as the

disease of love (V.iv.104), and Bellinda admits that the prospect also

fills

her with tremors and rn-isgivings (V.v.106). Both concede that,

could they avoid the bad example of Sir John and the regret of

Lady

Brute, then a1I migtr-t yet be wel-I. Bellinda acknowledges that in
matrimony there is always.
spouse's good nature:

some

risk, but she rests her hopes on her

"But if a man has the least spark either of

Lt3

honor or good nature, he can never use a woman il-I that loves him
makes

and

Fatfe:: considers Bellinda's last

his fortune both" (v.ii.93).

statement to be richly connotative:

"Knowing that the gratítude of

men

is tickl-ed by more than love, Bellinda can expect a modest sort of
happiness; her hopes are grounded on a practical sense of human nature
and hov¡ it operates in a less than ideal world" ("Between Jest and

ZL). Man is frail

Earnest, "

and his "hol-d upon happiness and virtue is

tenuous to the extreme" (25), so Vanbrugh concludes his play with an

exhortation to "Take heed: the surly husband's fate you see" (V.v-116).
vanbrugh's theme also includes "the foll-ies of the age." fn The
Provoked Wife, he pokes fun at the absurd posturings of the coguettish

Lady Fancyfull, "a ridicufous original"

fit

for mirth than pity:

(I.L.L2) r who is a subject

"Pity those whom nature abuses, but never

those who abuse nature" (The Relapse, II.37).
rrnnn ?tor- she

more

I'ühat nature has bestowed

has "undone by art" (The Provoked !üife, II'i'23),

by

affectations which have indeed, to use Congreve's words, become a "habit'"
she connives to prevent
Prompted by her "intemperate desire" [I.ii.19),
Heartfreets marriage to Bell-ind.a, brtt her machinations bring her only
disgrace, and. her vanity and affectation are punished. At the end of
the play, she is judged to be "impertinent" and "ridiculous,"
laughed off the stage (,v.v.rr4).

similarly,

Relapse condemns himself to ridicule.

(rï.5r),

and she is

Lord Foppington in

The

He is a "vain, nauseous fop"

who is made to suffer various indignities:

he tries to debauch Amanda and, later, ill-treated

he is wounded when

at the hands of Sir

TunbelJ-y
When

Cibber adapted Vanbrugh's unfinished A Journey to London

and
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re-titl-ed it The Provoked Husband (1728) , such conric exposures were
modified. Cibber offered, "Not scenes that woul-d a noisy joy impart, /
But such as hush the nuind, and warm the heart" (Prologue, The Provoked
41
Husbarrd, 11. 2I-22, p. fO).=/ Now, Cibber argued, the playwright
"Resolved to bring l-icentious life

to shame" (1. 12) '

Described in the Dramatis Personae as "immoderate in her pursuit of

pleasures" (11) , Lady Townllz represents one such "licentious life" which
must be brought to shame. while physically chaste, she has yet fallen
prey to an "adultery of the nrind" (v.íi.137),

to a prostitution

of her

sense and a violation of her domestic happiness. Lady Grace, who in

cqntrast is described as a

woman

of "exemplary virtue" (Dramatis

, poínts to the culprit responsible for her sister's
"Nay, take her out of the madness of this town, [she is]

Personae, 11)

taxity:

rational_ in her notions and easy to tive with" (frI.92).

Lady Townly.

as her name suggests, is swept away by "this torrent of vanity in
vogue

folly.

"

, and only irun-inent ruin and disgrace force her to repent her
Af,ter being threatened with the scandal of a separation, Lady

Lg2)

Town]y undergoes "a reverse of temper" (V.ii.f41);

she admits to her

"mad misuse

of lher husband's] indulgence" (L42). Unl-ike Lady Townley's

role in The

Man

of Mode, this lady of fashion serves as an example of

folly corrected. She is made a convert to the moral axiom that
"married happiness is never found from home" (V-iv.159).
on the other hand, vanbrughrs Lady Arabella in A Journey to London
does not reveal any predisposition to reform her ways and mend her

manners: "Why, dontt you know, my Lord, that whenever Cjust to please
you only) I have gone to wean my self from a Fault (one of

my
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Faults I mean that I love dearly) hantt it put me.so out of Humour,
courd scarce endure the House v¡ith me?" (If.i.146).

You

Her dearest

pleasure in life is to pursue without restraint her own inclination,

the Pleasure of all polite Women's Lives novt, you know, is founded
-entire Liberty to do what they v¡iIl" (I49). ^9,
Lad.y Townly

in The Provoked Husband al-so adnuits that she knew

directors but her passions and "no master but [her] will"

"for
upon

no

(V.ii .I42), but

such an adrn-ission signals her conversion to the constraints of sobriety.
She offers to d.edicate herself to a life

atonement will

of repentance in the hope that

yield forgiveness. Lady Arabel-la in A Journey to

would scoff at such a notion.

London

Threatened with being cast out from her

home, she laments only her lack of independent funds (TI.i.148)

-

In contrast to this fashionable lady's pursuit of pleasure, the
character of Vanbrughts. Clarinda is a prude by Lady Arahella's standards
âa

(L49) .='

Both Clarinda's nature and her education incline her to a life

of sobriety:

"f would entertain my self in observing the new Fashions

soberly, I would please my self in new Cloaths soberly, I would divert
my self with agreeable Friends at llome and Abroad soberly" (150).

To

her, half a year spent in the town would be as sober a past-time as half
a year spent in the country. Her very sobriety leads Sir Charles to the
concl-usion that she mav in fact be the "one Ì,Ieman fit

to make a Vlife of "

(153). In Cjjcber's version, Lady Grace's "good sense" (The Provoked
Husband, f .22) and "unerring virtue"

(V.ii.l-44) enlarge upon Clarindats

more elemental- prudence. Lady Grace, too, arouses in her lover ,

MY.

Manly, a regard for her merit: o "What a vile opinion have f had of the
whole sex, for these ten years past, which this sensible creature has
recovered in less tha¡ onel" (f.40).

Respected for his "ptainness" and
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,,honesty', (III.71) , ManJy's reward for his virtue and gdnerositY is,

predictahly

r- Lady . Grace ' s hand..

Cibber's modífications of Vanlcrugh's fragment satis$r the
sentimental regard for: "poetical justice"
Husband, "licentious life"
sway of exemplary virtue,

(V.iv.159).

In The Provoked

and its exce_sses,have been brought under the
v'

villainy

has'b.eqn punistLed and virtue,

"unsoiled

by modish art" (Epilogue, 1. 33,, P. 160), duly rewar:lred' Cibber

may

,'touch indeed" upon the human faults refl-ected in Vanlcrugh's glass, but

cibber paints "with a'hand,/ so gentle, thaÈ [man's] merit still
stand" (Prologue, The Provoked !'Iife,

11

. 26-7, p. 3).

Cibber abides by Loveless' advice: "But til-l

stagel can be made, I woufd not leave the
intruding tares that grow amongst it.

may

In effect,

that reformation lof the

whol-esome

corn for

some

Doubtless, the moral of a well-

wrought scene is of prevailing force" (The Rel-apse, II-3I).

Therefore, Cibber's treatment of mankind alters the Restoration
plalrwright's portrayal of a jaded creature. No longer does the "g:lass"
show mankind

1. 4, p. 3).

"of what species hets an ass" (Prologue, The Provoked Inrife,
Rather, plalnvrights tike cibber dramatize follies

and

expose vice only to show them tamed and corrected by the splendid example

of virtue.

The emphasis clearly shifts

from mockery to panegyric,

and

this shift demonstrates the truth to Heartfree's observation that "Al-I
revolutions run into extremes" (The Provoked V'Iife, V.iv.105) . The witty
mode's depictions of vice Cibber mod.ifies to suit his own ends. Later,
Ãaì

the sentimental mode soon hazards vis conrica altogether.-"

Cibber

once sought to dramatize "a just moral" (Dedication, The Lady's Last

Stake, 3) but, in the plays of Steele and Crunberland,

comedy threatens
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lo become a catechistic exercise, and the dramatist a "most able
experienctd Preacher of the Age" ("The Freeholder's Journal," 28
November 1722, 27)

q't

.'

and

CHAPTER SEVEN

"Preacher of the Age":
Steelets and Cumberl-and's Comedies

Many

of Cibberts contemporaries change the image of man reffected

in a glass like VanJcrugh's, for the playlvrights increasingly stiive to
show

that the

huma¡r

species is essentially moral and good. Cibberrs

comedies, notwithstanding the presence of virtuous characters who
expound on moral topics, frequently rely on the witty mode, especially

on its bawdry. To l-ater dramatists, this under¡nines the moral tone of

plays which clearly aspire, not to what Cibber calls "a noisy joyll
(Prologue, The Provoked Husband, 1. 2I, p. I0), but to what Steele cal-Is

"a Joy too exquisite for Laughtei" (Preface, The Conscious Lovers,
p. 299). The theatre is to hawe "a moral, didactic purpose," and to
show "innocent, virtuous characters" (-Green, "Three Aspectsr" 141-). As

Steele states in his fragiment, The School of Action:
an heedless guilty

"Would you reform

age, / Adorn with virtuous characters the stage."f

Like Pinchwife in Wycherley's The Country I,iife, Steele woufd also
contend that "good Precepts are Iost, when bad Examples are still- before
Lrs" (III"29L).-

a

Denying the notion that even "bad Examples (if they

are but bad. enough) give us as useful reflections as good ones do"
(Vanbrugh., A Journey to London, II.i.153),

Steele

nov¿

attempts to convey

"right Sentiments into the People" ("Town Talkr" 2, 23 December 1715,
Steel-ers Periodical Journalism, p. I94).
178

Any conr-ic touch he does
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include in his plays serves distinctly

moral- ends in order to provide

"the English st4ge with a comic form that could be an effective
stimulant to virtuous action" (I-oftis, Steele, p. 189) .'

Unl-ik" hi=

predecessors, Steele endeavours to reform the stage of the world by

offering on the worl-d of the stage examples of the "Virtues" and "the
valuable parts of a Man."4 The Conscious Lovers is to be "a play lwhich]
has the Effect of Example and. Precept" (Preface, The Conscious Lovers,

p.

2gg)

. As Kenny suggests, Steele in effect wishes to "redefine" comic

drama [Tntroduction, The Conscious T'overs, p. xviii) '5

In Steele's view, the sins of the tibertine could only be eradicated
if that "Miniature of LifeIr]
n

y.

eRì
vv
Jvt
t- rlcr¡nted

the Stage" (Epil-ogue' The Funeral , I. 3,

itsel-f to the lofty presentation of "AIl [things] that

can move the Soul" (1. 2).

Neither a delight in the

bawd'y and profane

nor a display of vice would "move the sou1" and ma.J<e "us our selves both
more approve, and know" (Epilogue, The Lying Lover, I' 9, P' l-89) 'o

Vice

must be stripped of its "gay Habit" and clothed "in its native Dress of
Shame, Contempt, and Dishonollf'r (Preface,

p. f16).

Vice arouses only

,'a distorted passionr" Iaughter, "born / Of sudden self Esteem, and sudden

Scorn" (,Epilogue, ff. 4-5, p. 189) - In his plays, Steele shuns any

delight but a "just Deligtr,t" (Prologue, t- L4, P. 117) r ênY joy but
"pure Joy" (.Epilogue, l. L7, p. I89).

a

This "just Regard to a reforming

Age" (Prologue, 1. 18, P. 117) yields moralistic comedies which', by

their very desig¡n, surpass Cibber's more limited didactic purpose and
aÈtempt to "chasten v'iit. and Moralize the stage" (Prologue, IÞ9
Conscious Lovers, 1. 28, P. 304).

Steele's dramatic catechism denigrates Cibber's notion that past
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1
vice heightens present virtue. ' No longer are sins vividly portrayed

for four acts only to be expediently forsaken in a fifth-act

reformation

In his early

scene. Nor is vice merely cast aside in favour of virtue.

plays, Steele suggests that the pursuit of pl-easure inevitably Ìeads to
a "painted woer" orìe which must jar the offender into penitence
eventual absolution.

and

The threat of impending doom helps Steele to
a

preach his moral: vice lures the unwary into suffering and disaster."

To augment the impact of his moral-, Steele at his best effectively

expl-oits conventiona] comic devices, and flashes of the witty

mode also

q

heighten the moments of grief and repentance.- In the cantext of the
n]
er¡ t J-Ïroqp
wV
LIIçÞç
,_ tnrPLd!

t

..'r
+ì n=+a'r
LsIY
UJ Lf,llta

Þçi

the moral aj_mS. Of the Sentimental

mode, and Steel-e subordinates the comic to the didacticman, repenting his folty,

CorrigibJ-e

is reborn into a life of moral- perception.

The Lying Iover; or, the Ladies Friendship (I7O4) itlustrates

distinctive

use of both the witty and the sentimental

modes '

Here, Stee]e shows the herots progress from frivolity
finally,

Steelers

to despair andt

to repentance- In Young Bookwit, Loftis asserts, "vice

and

fotly are totally unsuccessful-, virtue only offering a reward" (Steele'
p. 19). Dedicated soJ-ely to gay pursuits, Young Bookwit

a-l¡andons

himself

to the town's fashionable delights, only to be trapped in the end by its
ruisplaced demands on his sense of honour. To be so "janty a Town-spark"

(I.131), young Bookwit must sacrifice "Circumspection and good

Sense"

(Preface, p. tl5).
Initally,

Young Bookwitts demeanour

is comic, and his lies and his

intrigiues recall the witty mode. Both Young Bookwit and Latine renounce
schol-arship in favour of those "Regions of ü7it, and Gallantry, the
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Parks-the Playhouse" (f.L22).

Whereas

Latine chaffs at his friend's

penchant for hlperbole and recognizes that such wiles "may prove
dangerous sport" (r.132), Young Bookwit enjoys beyond measure the

extravagance of his sparkish role (III.ii.l53).

He cannot look gay

enough or unthinking enough (I.120), and he bemoans his lack of a

sufficiently

brisk humour. In the town, only appearance merits

attention (1r9-r2o).

Finally, Young Bookwit's foIly severely puts him

to the test.
To extricate himself from sundry awkward situations, he freguently

resorts to his quick invention, to what he calls "nothing but downright
wit" (TI.ii.L47).

In the course of the Play, such wit is shown.to be,

not so much a mastery of the art of verbal sword-play, but a mastery of
the art of }ying. As the solemn Frederick attests, the "Iying lover"
seldom "tells

a Story by halves" (IV.iv.169), but enfivens his

conversation with outragleous details only to pad what is, after al-f, "a
mere Narration" (I7O).

Young

Bookwit's preposterous lies reduce witty

repartee to mental gymnastics which, by their very extravagiance,
astound his l-isteners into credulity.
young Bookwit's fanciful stories certainly prove to be alluring

penelope and Victoria.

to

They are so taken with his outl-andish manner

that they become rivals for his attentions, and here Steele is often at
his

conr-ic

best.

In one delightful scene, they feign undying devotion

to each other, and then proceed to disarray each other's toiletry
lO

i.l-51-2).r"

As Betty observes:

allother" (I5r).

"Ho\^¡

civilly

[]II'

People of Quality hate one

The comedy of the "ladies friendship" neverthel-ess

helps to.promote the sentimental- theme. The "diverting accidentIs]"
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(150) serve only to accentuate the seriousness of th.e situation into
which the characters eventuall-y fall
Young Bookwitts bragging arouses

the jealousy of Ï-ovemore

and

provokes him to challenge the "lying lover" to a duel, but it is also

penelope's coquetry which teases her lover beyond endurance (V.iii.L79\.
Steele carefully points to the underlying cruelty of Penelope's coquetry,

a trait which no longer invites comic approbation. Steele bafances her
cruelty with Victoria's more "reserv'd Humour" (II.i.141)
contrasting her coquetry to Victoria's partiality

and, by

for a more "sober

passion" (f.L24), Steele exposes the essential wrongness of Penelopets
Even Penel-ope hersel-f confides:

actions.

"Dear Victoria,

- you have

always been my most intimate Bosom-friend: - Your wary Carriage, and

Circumspection have often been a Safety against Errors to me, - I must
confess it"

(rI.i.L4I-I42)

.

The comic rival_ry between them disrupts this baLance. Penelope

is finally made to contemplate "the l{ischief of her Vanity" (,V.iii.I8l),
not by virtue of Victoria's

reserve and judgxnent, but by the force of

unhappy circumstances. Penelope must atone for her heartlessness by

sobbíng away the "Pride, Scorn, Affectation, and a whole Train of IIs

[sic] " which have wrongty tormented the honest Lovemore (18f) .

She

finatly discovers her error in preferring "agreeable Faults rather than
offensive Virtues" (I.L24).
arts are

sho\¡¡n

Like Young Bookwit's lying, her coquetish

to be as frivolous as they are base and improper,

and

both. she and Youns Bookwit are made to suffer the consequences of their
shameful- conduct.

His fol1y is even more severely punished. This sel-f-proclaimed
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master of hyperbole, who woul-d be the "Founder of accompl-ish'd Fools"

(III.ii.l53),

indulges in all manner of vice, and this kinship of folly

and vice recalls Congreve's treatment of the fool and the knave. Young

Bookwitrs "agreeable faults" lead him into sin, and soon, he, too, is

criminal (IV.v.f71).

Imprisoned for the murder of his friend, he

a

comes

to repent his modish ways. Steele thereby rebukes the rakets actions
but, at the same time, he demonstrates his corrigible nature.
Torn by "srdeet, sweet Remorse" (v.iii.l84),

the reformed spark

offers his own indictment of his former way of life:

"Honourl the horrid

Application of that sacred ldord' to a Revenge 'gainst Friendship,
and Reason, is a damn'd last shift of the damn'd envious Foe of

Race" (V.i.L76).

Yor:ng Bookwit now

Law

Human

perceives that his former careless-

ness and his excessive "Mirth and Humour" have indeed been false (I74)
He has

-

killed friendship merely "for the empty Praise of Fools" (175) '

Although Latine advises him that the "fatal Accident" (I75) preserved

his honour cI76), Young Bookwit denies any honourable intent

and

sentimentally abjures an act which is not honourabl-e but contemptibleForced to face the foIly of his \,vays, the errinq hero feel-s "the
Compunction and Remorse" which are "suitabte to a I"lan's finding Himself

in a Gaol for the Death of his Friend, without His knowing why"
(Preface, p. 115).

A¡y sustained comedy the "lying lover" and the "ladies friendship"
might provide steele yokes to the rigorous demands of morality.

He

rtolilreratc'ìv rrndermines the allurinq appeal of the "Iying lover."
Although initially

first

four

Steele does attempt "to increase the comedy of the

acts," he does so only to "create poignancy in the last

LA4

one" (Kerrny, ',Richard steele ," 27). Young Bookwit, a ridicul-OUS
character at first,

furthers Steelets didactic aim to "elicit

a

sympa-

thetic response" (Loftis, Steele, p. I99).
unreservedly didactic as he is, steele exploits the pathos " of
young Bookwit's dire situation.-'

l1

His tearful reunion with his

"excelIent," if over-indulgent father (I.121)' Steele justifies by
stressing the scene'S moral- impact. "The Anguish He there expresses,
a¡d the mutual Sorrow between an only Child, and a tender Father in that
Distressr" may, as steel-e concedes, violate "the Rules of comedy; but
1)

lhe is] sure they are a Justice to those of l,lorality" (Preface, p- 115) -*Like Penelope's coquetry, the seemingty harmless antics of Young
Bookwit are shown to have deeper moral implications.

coquetry, wit

and jealousy Serve, not as comic targets, but as moral warníngs. Because

they are misled by their vanity, both Penelope and Young Bookwit must
come

to realize the truth of

Ol-d

Bookwit's final aphorism: "neither I'rlit,

or Beauty, Wealth or Courage, / Implicitly

deserve the \^lorl-d's Esteem, /

They,re only in their application, Goods" (v.iii.r87).

similarly,

Lovemorets intemperate jealousy must be checked. His jealousy leads him

into a dueÌ which is provoked by nothing more than empty ties.

Before

"Constancy's rewarded" (186), they must al-l- confront the moral implica-

tions of their conduct.
To help bring about their sentimental change of heart, Steele inverts

yet another conventional- device, disguise. Unlike the l-adies' comic
disguises., which lead to humorous incidents of mistaken identity
155 ff.),

IIII'ii'

Lovemore's disguise as a serqeant-of-1av/ prompts repentance

and the final

reconcil-iation (V.iii-l-81-, l-85) - He prods Latine

and
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young Bookwit into a declaration of their friendship for each other'

softened by their sentiments, Lovemore drops his disguise and senti-

mentally excl-aims: "I can hold out no longer. - Lovemore still lives
Be not amaztdl
t,adore your noble Friendship, and begs a Share in't.
but let me grasp you both, who in an Age degenerate as this, have sueh
transcendent Virtue" (I85)

.

Steelets dramatization of the consequences of vice makes contempat the same time as it gtorifies
tible the pursuit of self-gratification
"transcendent virtUe."

NOt grOss enOUgh to raiSe "too much Horrour"

(Prologue, I. 14, P. ll7),

vice is displayed only to be made contemp-

tibte, and any laugh.ter it might occasion yietds to "a Joy ioo exquisite
for Laughter" (Preface, The Conscious r-overs, p' 299), a joy in the
hero's redemption from vice to a clearer moral p"t"eption'I3

Neverthe-

1ess, as Kenny notes, the "conLic aspectr" so frequently igmored by

critics of the drama, is in Steele's plays an "essential element"
(,,Richard Steele r,, 23).L4 Hê, too, exploits the witty and the sentimentaf modes, and tail-ors them to his own ends'
The Tender Hu-sband.; or, the Accomplishrd Fools,

L7O5 , exemplifies

Steele's comic *-=t"ty.15 Here' Loftis contends, Steele approaches the
,,satiric manner of RestoraÈion comedyt' (Steele, p. 19), but the play is,
as Thorndike remarks, more a play of "innocent nrirth." than it is

pointedly satiric
of the title

(fnglish Comedy, p. 346).16 Ttìe "accomplish'd fools"

are indeed a corn-ic company' and their humorous: êxcêssês

steele gently exposes. Engaged in an incongruous love triangle,
include the opportunistic Cleri-mont, Humphrey Gubbin, "a docile

they
Dr:nce'

a Fellow rather absurd" {I-í-225) and Biddy Tipkin, "A perfect Quixot
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in Petticoats" (rr.iii

.24Ð .I7

she is the object of the amorous pursuit, and she is a delightful
'lR

portrait of absurdity.-" "By being kept from the !ùorld," Biddy has
created "a World of her own" (I.i.223)t and it is a comic world steeped
,19_
romance. ¡ike Sheridan's Lydia Languish, Biddy "governs herself
rn
wholly by

Romance

- It has got into her very Blood - she starts by

and B]ushes by Example -" (II.iii

.24I).

Ru1e,

Her head is so ful-l of

"shepherds, Knights, Flowery Meads, Groves and Streams" G.L.223) that

her romantic nature recoil-s from the prospect of a marriage which
conforms to the prudent dictates of Lombard Street (II.ii.235) - Shunning
the

common,

Biddy transl-ates her romantic notions into her language

and

her very choice of name. I^Iinds, for example, become "Fanning Gales"
(234)

, and she rechristens herself "Parthenissa" (239) '
Biddy and Humphrey become unlikely allies in their effort to

"deceive the Old Folks that would. Coup1e lthem]" (III.ii.250).

These

two comic figures engage in "an el-al¡orate parody of the 'proviso' scene
20
in earlier comedies" (I^linton, fntroduction, The Tender Husband, p. xvii) '

In their "courtship" scene, Steele plays on the verbal idiom of each to
enrich his comedy. The idiosyncrasies of Humphrey's language demonstrate
his country background (249). Humphrey's speech is, to Biddy, that of
an "unglentle Forrester" (250) and. a "good Sawage" (IV.ii .260), but

one

which bears no resemblance to the language of the rustics she so admires

in her novels. Biddy's own language caÌrses her country cousin to
proclaim her mad (III.ii.25O).
avow-al-

They end their comic interview with an

of hatred delivered in their own unique idiom (251).

Since Biddy is now released from his bumpkin advances, she is free
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+ô
nrrrqrre her inclination
uv
ì/ u!

for a suitably "Quixotic" husband, a role

clerimont plays admirably, warned that he must not talk "like a Man of
this World to her,trhe masters the "cant of Loving" (I'j.'223) ' Hj-s cant
(III'
is so successful, in fact, that Biddy is "struck at first sight"
ií.248). She bemoans her momentary disregard of romêntic decorum which'
as she explains to the overly zealous clerimont, demands that "a Lover
should sigh in private, and Languish whole Years before he Reveal-s his

Passion;heshouldretireintosomeSolitaryGrove,andmaketheWoods
Later, her suitor can
and t^lild Beasts his confidents" (II.ii.24o).
only lament: "Coul-d I but have produc'd one instance of a Ladies
complying at first sight, I should have gain.d her Prorrrise on the Spot',
(rr.iii

.24L)

.

Clerimont must resort to a conventional trick,

disguise- irfhile

his posing as a painter flatters his tadyts desire for romance, Biddy
sti1l hesi_tates to comnr-it what she calfs "a Solecism against atl Rules"
(]V.ii.258).Suchatauto]-ogyunderlineshercomicallymisguided
notions of romance. she, Iike Bob Acres in The Rivals, understands only
the ,'cantr,, and not the sense. Nor does she dare fose any opportunity
for more "Disguise, Serenade, and Adventure" (25g) ' But the threat of
marriage to an "ilI-bred

clQwn" (I.i.224),

who neither understands her

discourse nor cares to pursue her, weakens Biddy's defences' clerimont
convinces her with the advice: "tho' our Arnours can't furnish out a
21

they'1 make a very pretty Novel" (IV'ii .259) '-- His
persuasive, and timely, Iiterary analogy lead.s Biddy to the observation
Romance,

that ,,had Oroondates been as pressing as Clerimont, Cassandra had been
but a Pocket-Book" (260). At 1ast, with the words that she "ought to be
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taken out of a window, and run away with" (260), Biddy relents.
The marked contrast between the two courtship scenes of such

'-

"accomplish'd fools" is genuinely comic. The plight of the "tender
husband', also affords mirth.

Regardless of whether Steele or Addison

penned the scenes, comedy, while bowing to the demands of moralityt

dominates the p1ay.22 In the domestic p1ot, the reformation of "too free

a Wife" (V.íi.272) at times assumes the tone of the sentimental mode,

but Steele nonetheless hints at a favourite Restoration theme.
r¡r'int-nn qrrocresl-s

in his Tntroduction to the play:

individuals, Steel-e appears to imply,
shadows more

(p. xx).

v¡ho

"Societies

As

and

value forms more than realities,

than substance, invite deception and deserve to be deceived"

Fina]ly, Clerimont seniorts character owes something to both

the witty and the sentimental modes. He is a man devoted to appearance,
and a husband determined to reform an erring wife'

perturbed by his wife's pursuit of her "Innocent Freedoms" (I.i.218).
ClerimonÈ Senior determines to chasten his wife's "fine Fol-lies" (2L9)
and correct the effects of her travel-s abroad, "where she learn'd to fose

her Money Gracefully, to adrn-ire every vanity in our sex, and contemn
every Virtue in her own" (218). But he insists that her reformation must
'"appear her own Act" (219). Otherwise, he risks the censure of the

fashional¡le town.23 As a result of his regard for social form, a regard
which recalls the superannuated husbands of. the past, he disguises his
o\dn

mistress, Fainlover as a "pretty Gentlema¡" (218), a gallant who is

to be of no "Use or Consequence in the World" (2lB) '
Tbe trick is rich in comic potential.

Fainl-ovets pose ridicufes

the legion of affected fops who "stand in Assemblies, with an indol-ent
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softness, and contempt of all around 'em, who make a figure in Publick,
and are scorn,d in Private" (2I8).

Fainl0vets disguise also provokes

hilarious scenes oi mistaken identity,

another comic convention' Mrs'

Clerimont, eager to indulge her "profuse Vanities" (V'L'264), freely
courts Fainlovets advances and arranges an assignation with her pretty
)4
oallant. - -

But steele introduces a twist into his tale of marital discord'
Cferimont Senior has, after atl, disguised his own mistress to act the
part, and even his reason for doing so is suspect. He tel-ls Fainlove:
ease lvith her'
"Nor¡¡ I can neither Mortify her Vanity Lhat I may Live at
or quite discard her, till

enlarging her

I have catch'd her a little

fnnocent Freedoms, as she calls 'em" (I.i.218).

that she has not yet cuckolded hj:n (2Ll).

But even he acknowledges

when she does seem willing

do so, lvlrs. Clerimont declares herself to be a

"Woman

to

of Senser" one who

scarcely would alfow a "pretty Beau" more than a casual flirtation
(v.i.262) . She proclaims the disguised Fainl-ôve to be fit only for
"Hours of Da]liance" (262). The respect she there displays for her
husband's character prompts him to quip:

"How have

I-wrong'd this fine

Ladyl - ï find I am to be a cuckold out of her pure esteem for me"
(262). Such a comment indicates steele's treatment of a conventional

which, while less condemnatory than wycherley's in a play like

theme

The Pl-ain Dealer. nonethel-ess criticizes

such a distortion of moral

value.
LEllÞr!¿)'
u5
^^+^-^ì1-1.'

,

in The Tender Husband, the comic ruse achieves its

desired "nd.25 Guil-t "transforms" Mrs. Clerimont, who seemingly
acknowl-edges the propriety of her husband's intrigue against her honour:
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"you knov¡ I have only err'd in my Intention, nor sa\¡/ my Danger, till

, by

this honest Art, you had shown me what 'tis to Venture to the utmost
Limit of what is lawful.

You laid that Train, I'm sure, to alarm, not

to betray, my In¡ocence" (264). Her "innocence" has never been in
guestion, merely her vanity. Since Cl-erimont Senior so jealousy guards
his appearance in the wortd, steele suggests that the "art" he has
employed is hardly "honest." Clerimont Senior has indeed plotted to
"betray" her innocence (I.i.2l.8-2Lg).

He himself later admits:

"The

Impertínent was guilty of nothing but what my rndiscretion Ied her to -"
)^
(V.i.263) .to As lIrs. Cl-erimont demands: "Is't possible you can forgive
what you ensnar'd me into?" (264).
.Al-though Winton
This last remark points to Steel-e's comic themes.

would argue that in the last act she is unreformed (Introduction,

The

Tender Husband, p. xx), it is more to the point to say that steele here

questions the value of arly reformation based on such a dubious morality.
Clerimont will,

after all,

"forgive" a fault which she has never

committed, and he himseff has pJ-aced her in a compromising situation'

Steele also questions the permanence of her "reformation."

She continues

to play the "fine Lady" (265), seemingly in compliance with her husband's
desire that she do so "'til-I ttheyl go out of Town" (265) ' The brilliant
conr-ic

device of Fainlove's disguise thereby helps to ex¡:ose the folly

of others at the

same

time as it comes to serve a qualified moral

end:

the reformation of "too free a wife" (V.ii -272) and the re-affirmation
of the value of marital- h-tnorry.27 But it is a conjugality and a
penitence founded, not only on a threat of violence (V.i.264), but also
on an inordinate regard for appearance.

I9.L

In The Conscious Lovers (L723), SteeJ-ets most famous Pfay, morality
prevaits over come¿y.'8 rt is, as Loftis notes, "patently a play in
which the didactic purpose is paramountr" and it "represents Steel-ets
cufminating effort in stage reform. providing as it does a pattern of
comedy

- exemplary comedy - in which the action and characters are

designed as models for

pp. 3-4).

and

incentives to virtuous behavior" (Steel-et

As one wríter in Ttre Freeholder's JournaL (28 November

L722)

remarks, Steel-ets play has "al-most changtd the Ofd House in Drury-Lane,
)a

to a Monastary" (24-5).'-

The conventions of the past have already been criticized

in

The

Lylng Lover, where wit is considered to be mere fanciful invention:
"'Tis wit, ttis Fabl-e, Allegory, Fiction, Hyperbole, or be it what you
call it - The i{orld's

made

up almost of nothing else" (I.I32)-

To

Steete, the contemporary witty man shatters any opportunity for "an easy
manner of conversationr" which must defer to "mutual good-wil1."

This

degenerate form of wit, Iike the verbal gaucheries of the fop, disregards

all- that is fit or just and, without a care as to "what is said, so it
be what is called wel-l said," it "breaks through aII things that other
people hol-d sacred. "30

In The conscious Lovers, one of Steel-e's dramatic aims is to
"Chasten Wit, and }4oralize the Stage" (Prologue, l.

28, P- 304).31

Scorning to "please by vlit" and "The Aids of Vice" (1. 18, P. 303),

Steele in his most famous play extols the sentimentaf mode at the

same

time as he deflates the witty mode. His com-ically affected servartts,
Tom and

Phil-Iisr mây recal-l the comic gaiety of the past, but Steele

explodes the notion that wit represents "sprightly mirth and high
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("The Tat1er," 2L9, 1 September 1710, p. 369). As Burt

jollity"

declares in his study of Steele's servants, characters like Tom and

Phillis provide "a '1o'r/ lovet of specifical-ly Restoration vintage" which,
in its comic distortion,

"continues Steelers attack on what to him was

an immoral type of comedy" (."Steelets Servantsr" 73). As a result, while

the comedy is there, it is relegated to the sub-plot, and the main plot
?)

remains "serious and high-minded." (Kenny, Tntroduction, Plays, P. 277).'-

A lowly servant who affects the vices of the rake,
"Prince of poor Coxcombs" (I.i.310).

Tom

is the

Like Young Bookwit, he strives to

be a gentlemanly fop, a pretty feflow "kept only to be looked at" (311),

but one whose pursuit of pfeasure gains hj:n "Follies and Vices
for a

Man

of Ten thousand a Year" (310).

Men

of pleasure are now, in

The Conscious Lovers, reduced tQ "Lacquies" (312).
Humphrey

enough

The morally austere

"I hope the Fashion of being lewd and extravagant,

asserts:

despising of Decency and Order., is afmost at an End, since it is arrived

at Persons of [Tom's] Qual-ity"

(31-1)

??

.-"

Similarly, Tomrs paramour, who embodies "the whole

Town

of Coquets

at second hand" (3I3), flaunts her finery as brazenly as Tom does his
a^

gentlemanly airs.-=
comic in itself.

But Phillis

also betrays a spirit

of mischief highly

Not only does she tease her lover in a way reminiscent

of the witty heroine, but she also displays a readiness for intrignre
befitting

a Restoration servu.rrt.35

Vlhen

Myrtle believes Lucinda Jost'

Phi]lis suggests the trick of disguise, and his guise as the senile
Geoffrey Cimberton enables t]-e despairing lvlyrtle to outwit the

ridiculous Mrs. sealand.36
But "honest" Humphreyts moral severity undercuts such corLic
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2.7
crlimpses.-'His observations at the beginninq of the play mark him as
levity of
sentimental character. His sobriety effectively checks the

a

the other minor characters. A trusty and 1oyal servant, Humphrey
,,ingenuous Nature.' which endears him to his master (307),
poSSeSSeS an
andwínshimtheapprobationandconfidenceofbothfatherandson.
Friend''
He soothes the father, counsels the son, and acts aS ''useful
to pursue
to both (I.ii .32L). Unlike the madcap Tom' whose only care is
hisownbestinterests,Humphreyselflesslydevoteshimselftothosehe
ltris trusted confidant of both sir John and Bevil Junior plays
serves.
amajorro]-einthesentimenta]unfoldingofvirtueindistressand
virtue rewarded.
Indeed, steelers portrayal of a trusty servantr an indulgent father
pattern' Not only does
and a dutifu] son reverses the traditionaf comic

HumphreystandinstarkcontrasttoconnivingservantslikeTomand
phillis. but the doting care father and son bestow on each other also
so
contradicts the comic combat between parents and children once
prominent in earlier comedy' Nor will Humphrey help the one to the

detriment of the other. He is loyaI to both father and son' He
declares: ,,weII, tho'this Father and son l-ive as well together

as

possibler Yet their fear of giving each other Pain' is attended with
constantmutualUneasiness.I'msurelhaveenoughtodotobehonest,
of his task
Ttre difficulty
and yet keep well with them both" (I.i.310).
is not a Source of mirth. but, rather, of seriousness. This seriousness
is mosl fully exemplified by the virtuous hero' Bevil Junior'
The.witofbothTomandPhillisdependsoninventionand
ilonrìohtlr¡
mirth¡" but the wit of Bevil Junior reflects Steelets regard
rr¡¡a
Þy!f
:r¡r u¡J
'
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for ,,mutual good-wil-I." Indeed, as Myers points out, the play iflustrates
the relation of virtue to wit ("Plot and Meaningr" William Congrevet
p.

77)

the embodiment of those character-

. Bevil Junior is, finally,

istics which, in Steele's view, both the truly "fine gentleman" and the
?q
comic hero should possess. -" Bevil is less a master of witty repartee
than he is a man endowed with an unerring sense of what is fit

and just-

Hê, like any witty hero. does possess an insight into the shortcomings

of others but, unlike his witty counterparts, he refuses to make others
his comic butts.
He does show some spirit.

He

will not simply "take whomsoever lhis

Because of such independence' an early

fatherl pleases" (I.ii.32t).

discussion between father and son brightens the play's sombre tone- Here'

of social situations.

To Sir John's

complaint that he shows "so absolute and so indifferent

a Resignation"

Bevil- Junior displays his

command

(318), Bevil repeats the rakets creed when he says that the

"I'ioman

that

is espous'd for a Fortune, is yet a better Bargain, if she dies; for
then a l,lan stil-l enjoys what he did marry, the Money; and is disencumber'd
By reminding Sir John of his

of what he did not marry, the lrloman" (3I9).
own marriage (318-319)

, BeviJ- humorously criticizes

his father's proposal

of marriage "by way of Bargain and SaIe" (319). In his efforts to outwit
hís father, Captain Absolute in Sheridan's The Rivals will also take
advantage of his father's
neither

?o

marriage of love.--

Tn Stee1e's p1ay, however,

the father nor the son dares offend the other,

¿lelir:ar:v of temper balances the scenets more traditional
r¡nrrthfrrl ch¡tfer

befuddling

Bevil-'s "filial

and their
display of

the aged.

Piety" shows his more sentimental side (II.ii.331)
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He pretends

to obey his father only in the hope that, with Humphrey's

help, he may yet avoid the "fatal Match" to which.his father has bound
BeviL's is an "honest Dissimulation" (317), one to
him (I.ii.323).
which he feels *rrr"qn-l-.40 So, his pretense hardly conforms to that

"dear pleasure of dissembling" enjoyed by a character l-ike Harriet in
The Man of }¡Iode (III .i.54) , nor are parents the obsLacl-es they once vrere.
Though he dotes on

Indiana "to death" (The Conscious Lovers, I.ii.323),

41
Bevit "never will Marry without [hisl Father's Consent" (32f).-- The
"tender Obligations" (323) he owes the "best of Fathers" (32f) have put

an "inviolabfe" restraint on his conduct (323)

In contrast to Bevilrs restraint is Myrtle's jealousy, and

he

represents one barrier to be overcome by the "conscious lovers."

Bevil

must convince his friend that he wiII never marry Lucinda, but ì4yrtle's

jealousy blinds him to BeviI's goodness. Finally, what earl-ier has
been a cornic display of fretfulness, much akin to Faulkfand's in The

Rivals, develops into a serious threat to everyonets happiness' Myrtle's
challenge emphasizes, not just his "infiçmity of Temper" (lv-i.356), but
afso the v¡rongness of a "savage custo*. "42 The scene in which Bevil
avoids a duel with his friend then becomes the pfayts moraf centre'
Steele declares in his preface to the play:

"the whole was vtrit for the

sake of the Scene of the Fourth Act, wherein Mr. Bevil evades the

euarrel with his Friend" (p. 29Ð.43 Having judiciatly demonstrated in
The Lying Lover the ills attendant upon duelting, steele here in The
Conscious Lovers Stresses Bevil's supreme mora] conques.t over

"Tlzrant Custom" (IV.i.354)

At first,

a

.

B.evil displays only tender concern and sympathy for his
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friend tI.ii.324).

For Bevil, the duties of ft'iendship outweigh the

claims of honour, and he nobly resolves when Ì4yrtle chaflenges him to

the duel:
distrustful,

"He is in Love, and in every circumstance of Life a littl-e

which I must allow for" (IV.i.354).

Bevi]'s "Gravity, this
To Myrtle,

Shew

Myrtle interprets

of Conscience" (355), to be mere covtardice.

custom demands that "every Man, who would live with

Reputation and Honour in the WorÌd," must protect his Honour (353) '
Even the upstanding Bevil worries over "imputations" aglainst his honour,

and confesses: "I can live contented without Glory; but I cannot suffer

Shame"t352). It is Tom's sudden entrance which shocks Bevil into senseAlthough he has been touched "beyond the Patience of a Ma¡r" (355) ' his
disgust for what is a "Breach of alf Laws, both Divine and Human" (354),
saves both hj-mself and his friend from "the most exquisite Distress"
Once

(.356)

the threat of the duel is averted, Steele then proceeds to his

sentimental climax, the "Scene of Wonder" wherein virtue's triumphant
44
-** Thematically, such sudden reversals of fortune stress
the "wondrous Turns of Providence" (317). To make his point, Steele
rel-ies on a "beneficent coincidence" which strains his plot and makes

(V.iii.37i)

his play technically flawed (Bern-lraum, Drama of sensibi]ity,

p. 136) -

His introduction of the element of mystery helps to build the dramatic
tension and prepare for Indiana's tearful reunion with her father- It
begins early in the play when Bevi] outlines her tal-e of woe (I'ii

'32L-

Her
¡ her father l-ater al]udes to these saÍe details (IV.ii.360).
repetition of them gives her father pause and accentuates the e:çected
322)

4\

discovery (V.iii.375).='

But the discoverY, in terms of the playrs

craftsmanship, rests sofely on the "Sport of Nature, and of Fortune"
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(372), and on Steelets use of coincidence and contrivance.
Indiana's history illustrates
of fortune.

how

heavily Steefe relies on accidents

Bevil, after rescuing her, carries her safely home to where

her long-lost father resides. Bevil also happens to be the intended
Finally, when Seal-and visits the woman whom
groom for her half-sister.
he believes has tempted Bevil away from Lucinda, the scene depends for

its emotional effect on contrivance. Ïn her confusion, Indiana
theatrically

tears away "all Traces of [herJ former self,

Ornaments, the Remains of [her] first

[her] little

State, the Hints of what lshel

ought to have been" (376). A trinket sofves the mystery. The device

is, in Dennis' harsh words, another instance of Steele's "unaccountable,"
"improbaJcfe" and "whimsicaf" devices, designed to heighten suspense at
the expense of probability

("Remarks," p. 435). Indiana's throwing

her bracel-et Dennis labels "an awkward expedient, though the best
4^
lstee]-el coul-d find, to bring on the discovery" (p. 437).-- But, as

away

Kenny points out, it is Indiana's discovery of her long-lost father

which Steele's contemporaries considered his best scene in the play

(Introduction, Plays, p. 285), and this kind of scene becomes even more
popular in the nineteenth century. What once woul-d have aroused mirth
joy too
now evokes ,ta generous pity of a painted woe" and releases "a

exquisite for laughter."
to do is to reward Bevif (v.iii .379) ' and to
end the play with the customary betrothal. Like the delicate lovers
Lord Hardy and Lady Sharlot in The Funeraf (170I), Steelers "conscious lovers"'
Now, a1l that is left

as Isabella affirms, "are made for one another, as much as Adam and
were, for there is no other, of their Kind, but themselves" (37f) '

Eve
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Tf +hê\/ ârê
urael

Arìâm

and EVe, and here Isabella seemingly would deny the

fal_l, Bevil and Indiana differ markedly from t].e young lovers in
L'7
Etherege's The Man of Mode.=' Unlike Enrilia and Young Bellair,

who are

threatened by the corrupting way of the world, Bevil and Indiana clearly

represent exemplary characters of virtue.

In spite of everything, they

withstand temptation. Theirs is a chaste love' one which Bevil- is, in
the fourth act, almosÈ prepared. to defend, but one which is, in fact,
undefiled by the sins of the fl-esh. fn The Man of Mode, the virtuous
lovers may well fall,

like the first

Adam and

Eve, into sin.

But

ïndiana and Bevil, steele suggests, are the progenitors' not of a fall,

but of a virtue triumphant over the

weal<ness

of the flesh.

In

The

Conscious Lovers, such virtue is also protected by Providence, and' it

will receive its just reward. Indeed, their "fair Example" testifies
t¡thenlav|sfina1moralaphorism:''Whate'e'
Lv

L¡ ¡u

r

¿l4f

denies, / The secret Care of Providence supplies" (379) '
As a striking example of the sentimental- mode I the play must
finally be judged, not only by its craftsmanship, but al-so by its
infl-uence.

Bernlcaum

claims that Stee]e introduced mystery 'rinto the

plot of sentimental comedy" (Drama of Sensibility, p. 157) and', later,
Kenny attributes

"the pattern of the distressed virgin" to Steele

(Introduction, Plays, p. 287). Certainly, mystery and distress

d.o

influence the drama to come¡ most notably nineteenth-century melodramaIn terms of influence, The Conscious LoVerS comes to represent

more

than a dramatic sermon "onry preached in acts. "48 ït is an eloguent

vindication of the sentimental mode. The play, in Kennyrs word'st
provides "a formuLa for sentimentat comedy that works" (."Richard
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Steel-e," 22).'"

The goodness to be found in men's hearts extenuates

the .fol-lies into which they may fa11, and it ultimately reclaims them
from error. Mankind is not shown "of what species he's an ass"
(Prologue, The Provoked Wife, L.4, P.3).
shown

On

the contrary, mankind is

the unfal-terinq virtue of the benevolent heart and the rewards to

be won by those who possess "Sense enough to make even Virtue fashion-

alrle" (The Conscious Lovers, II.ii.331).
Notwithstanding Steele's decided importance, his zeal to "morafize

the stagerr too often subordinated comedy to sentimental ends.

As

Loftis suggests: "ft might indeed be argued that it was the intensity
of his desire for improvement in the moral- tone of comedy that betrayed
him into the sacrifice of the traditional
and unenlightening piety"

merits of comedy to a sober

(Steele, p. 24O). In even less capaìrl-e hands

than Steele's, sentimental excesses could only flourish at the expense
.50
And in Cumberland, both SLeele's precepts and,
or vls coru-ca.

ultimately, his weaknesses, find expression.
rhe Vlest fndian (I77I) --Cumberland's most famous play and in Williams'

view, "the most discussed eighteenth century

comedy

of the sentimental

school-"--continues the sentimental- pattern enunciated by Cibber and
51

Steele."-

Be1cour, a man possessed of a lively temper. is less

an

exemplary hero, like Bevil Junior, than he is a man to be reclaimed to

sobriety.

He

does, after all, attempt to debauch Louisa.52 ïn this

sense, Curnberland's character recalfs Cibber's reformed rake. But

neither is he a Dorimant or a Lovel-ess. Like both Bevil- Junior
Charles Surface, Belcour is at heart a generous soul.

and

Cumberland, along

with many of his contemporaries, attempts to balance Belcourrs hot-
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bloodedness with this essential goodness of heart.

irregularitiesr"

Belcour is also possessed of a "heart beanring with

benevolence, an animated nature, faltible

(V.viii.186)

Possessed of "some

indeed, but not incorrigible"

.

Cumberland also peoples his play with "an older relation whose

presence ensures that the hero will

not ultimately suffer" and with

"a heroine prepared to overtook his faul-ts" (Yearling, "Good-Natured
Heroes," 4g5). Not only the mentor, Stockwell, but also the virtuous
heroine, Louisa, help to bring about Belcour's reformation'

Belcour

tells Louisa: "By bearing your idea ever present in my thoughts,
virtue shall keep an advocate \,sithin me" (V-v.782) . He once suffered
from',tottering

resol-utions" (III .í.764) and admits that he's "tainted

with a thc:,sand faufts, sick of a thousand follies"

(v.v.783).

But

Be]cour poSseSSeS unquestiona-lrle benevolence, "and he therefore deserves

to be happy" (Yearting , 4g4). All barriers to that deserved happiness,
here represented by modifications to a former mode, will ultimately be
removed. fhe malicious and unrepentant Lady Rusport resembles
Congreve's.Lady Touchwood, and the dissembling Fufmer, whose "pose of

self-righteousness is maintained to the end," recalls the doubl-edealing serva¡rts of the past (Ðetisch, "synthesis," 29J). But
neither their knavery nor Befcourrs own hot-bloodedness outweighs the
moral impact of characters like Stockwell and Louisa' whose

more

virtuous characters help to define Cumberland's fundamental- principles
of

comedy.

Cumberland endorses
5?

tone."

a drama serious in intent and moralistic in

In The !'Iest Indian, Captain DudÌey's discourse on Sterne

can

20]-

be taken to be a capsule statement of Cumberlandrs own view of comedy.

In contrast to Vanbrugh's Lady Brute, who speaks of the "sluice of
desire" which¿ once opened, allows a "torrent" of 10ve to fl-ow "into the
heart" (The Provoked vlife, rII.i.51),
"sluice of pity

and. benevol-ence"

captain Dudley refers to the

which, once opened, "refines,

amends

[the heart], softens it, beats down each selfish barrier from about it"
Passionate and' in Lady Brute's case,
(The west Indian, II.ii.755).
illicit

desire yields finally

to sentimental sympathy' rn both captain

Dudley's and Cumberl-and's terms, to open the "sluice of pity

and

benevolence" is to be "a moralist in the noblest sense" (755) cumberland's importance clearly lies in this moral-istic view of
comedy, but he is also important for his use of the witty and the

sentimental modes. He adapts Congreve's view that affectation and
fol1y, when they become "habitsr" can indeed be "proper" subjects for the
stage and can indeed be corrected (Dedication, The Inlay of the worl-d',

p. 390). But Belcour's justification

for his "tottering resolutions"

the righteously indignant stockwel-l dismisses in the following way:
"Mere rhapsodyi mere chidish rhapsody; the libertine's familiar plea Nature made us, 'tis

true, but we are the responsibl-e creators of our

own faults and foll-ies"

(The I¡Iest Indian, III.i.765)

. Vlhile, in the

past, ridicufe corrected such fol}y, here mants inherentl-y corrigible
nature ultimately will correct it.
Cumberland's treatment of two favourite seventeenth-century subjects,

the libertine and the town, illustrates

how

his use of the two

modes

furthers his didactic aim. Following stee]e's example, Curnberland
denounces, not onty the town, but also the creed of the libertine,

zw¿

\rhich would dictate that he satisfy his appetite and, as a consequence
o.f his pursuit of pleasure, sometimes defend his honour. The reactions

of Cumberlandrs more sentimental characters to the "savage" custom of
duelling exemplify Cumberlandrs essentially moral stance (fV.x.718)
"Modern courtesy" may hesitate to brand the duellist

.

a murderer, and

a

false notion of honour may sanctify his "bloody deedsr" but "Truth
disavows it,

</l

nature revolts from it, religion denounces it-"-=

only

a

Slur on a hero's good character can provoke a duel, and Cumberland
insures that bloody action is never taken, for "a quarrel- well made up
is better than a victory hardty earnedt' (V.i.78f).
Similarly, the town is seen to be a place of vice and folly,

where

virtue is sacrificed to "modern foppery" (False Impressions' fII.i.29).
AltogeLher a "co1d, contriving, artificial

country" (The \'Jest Indian,

IV.x.778), its centre, l,ondon, holds no appeal to those who uphold the
(tr

more countrified virtues of good-wiII and a benevolent heart."-

To be

a man of fashion in a Cu¡nlcerland pl-ay is to be "prudent but cheerful

,

qÁ

cautious yet good-humourtd, moral but not austere."--

57
Blushenly in Ttre Natural_ son (1785) typifies this kind of hero.

farniliat dependent, Blushenly harnesses emotions which, to him, break
the rules of decency. Although Lady Paragon confides to him that

he

alone is. "the man of all the \¡/or1d lshe can] most approve and love, " he

is too bound by his sense of "cruel, cruel honour" to openly confess his
Endowed as he is with "a11 the nobler superiorities of
rove ror .58
ner.
naturett (II.i.233),

Blushenly proves to be an austerely honourable

man,

than that
.character
of the humþles.t of [her] s.ervants" (234). His exafted sense of honour

one who feels himself "unfit to take up any other
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may

initially

keep his virtuous ardour in check. but at fast his virtue

is duly rewarded.
ïn a cumberland pfay, those who lack Btushenly's noble selfeffacement and virtue are at least granted forgiveness by the moral
paragons. The cast-off mistress, once compelled to l-isten to the witty
barbs of her compeers, is a comic joke of the past.

In The Natural- son'

neither Frances Latimer, the fallen womanr nor Phoebe Latimer. the rash
one, i-s made to suffer.

Thinking herself exposed "to'shame

and'

derision,,, Phoebe instead finds herself the object of affection [v.i'276) '
I{er errors, the result of her own passions and headstrong will' have been
Fnr¡ir¡an
ì'rrz the "truly generous" Lady Paragon and Btushenly' Even Lady
!f
vv¡¡

!urYr

Rusport in The tr{est Indian, in spite of her avarice and cruelty, is
freely forgiven.,:. Although "the very presence of malice and greed in

a

sentimental play contradicted the fundamental assumption of benevolism
concerning man's goodness and compassionr" dramatists "real-ized that
goodness coul-d not very well- triumph without something to triumph over"

(Detisch, "synthesis," 295). Chartes can now benevolentty urge: "come,
But Lady
fet us not oppress the fall-en" (The I,Jest Indian, v.viii.785).

RuSportis,,bitterandvenomousffi""n,596);sherefuses
to be forgiven, and her refusal allows

Cumberl-and

to underline his

favourite theme of virtue oppressed and virtue rewarded' Dudley reminds
Louisa, in words which echo Steele: "Name not fortune; 'tis the work
of providence, ' tis the jusLice of heaven that would not suffer
innocencetobeoppressed,noryourbaseaunttoprosperinher
cruel-ty and cunning" (v.vi.783). Poetic justice has been satisfied'
The courtship of Lady Paragon in The Natural Son further
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il-lustrates Cumberland's use of these modes. Ostensibly a product of
l-hê

rÕwn
vvfl'L,

- the eharacter of Lady Paragon recalls at one and the

saJne time

the seventeenth-century witty heroine and the eighteenth-century
sentimental one. On the one hand, she coquettishly toys with her lover

in a manner reminiscent of a¡ age which prized emotional- detachment
witty mastery. Her "modern manners" demand flattery
amuses

(I.i.22L)¡

and

she

herself with fashionable clothes; she tortures her admirers.

Finally, she refuses to tolerate sober sentiments: "Nty, if you tal-k
sentiment to me', Blushenly, You'11 set me a-crying; hands off from that
o,r^a.r
*nnl
Lvv¿,
eUYVU

ì

f rz6p
l-ove me. Sentiment in the country is cl-ear another
I

LL

thing,from sentiment in town" (223). Her attitude recalls Harriet's
sinrilár remonstrance to her "fanatic" l-overrs protestations-

Even Lady

paragonrs "rq1lying humourstt(222) hearken back to a comedy which viewed

courtship. as an almost endless. game of poses and ripostes'

But Lady Paragon's ,l-over is hardly a Restoration wit.

when she

quips, "as sure as can be, if I pitied I should love him; and if I
loved him, all the world would pity him, " Blushenly responds in a
suitalrly serious manner: ""n* him, you should have said:

how any

man

beloved by Lady Paragpn can be an object of pity, is a mystery past
my finding out" (223). Blushenly's respect goes yet further.

parentage is known, he keeps his secret to himself.

Once

his

He proposes

instead to sound "the affections" of his choice and thereby owe his
happiness so1ely to "her free choice and bounty" (II-i .24Ð '59 Since
Lady Paragon has already indicated her love for him (233) , Blushenly's

test of her disinterestedness seems strangely suspectSuch a test, however, suits Cumberland's dramatic purpose: to
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reveal- Lady Paragon's sentimental nature. Spurious as B-lushenly's

tactics might seem, Cumberland thereby effects a change in her outward
demeanour. As her name so obviously suggests, she ís no coquette; hers

is a superficial frivolity

which masks for a time her exempl-ary virtues.

Fearful that Blushenly sees only her external coquetry, she chides him
for his apparent neglect of her:

"You see [my heart] by false lights,

you know it by unfair reports; else would you treat it as you do? you mistake a playful spirit

for a levity of principfe; you think

No,

me

a coquette, \¡tho 1ikes and dislikes by caprice, and whose favours, like
false coin received in pa)rment, You are impatient to pass off to
rlrrne fhat wìll
sqvv

take them" (IV.L.266).

Gone

any

is the suggestion of the

witty heroine, now branded as a 'tcapricious" flirt.

In her stead stands

the sentimental heroine, described by Blushenly: "The playfulness of
your spirit
make an

shews the purity of,your nature; a heart like yours would

angelts face superfluous" (266)

-

Only one small remnant of her coquettish,chanmi:survives isuCh:a

compliment- Blushenly's declaration of devotion arouses a final, and
"Ohl then you are come down from your hightemporary, burst of spirit:
flown sentiment to a little
angel,

and.

the

woman

plain sense at last: you have drawn off the

appears: I

quite too good to be ffattered"

am

very glad to find that T am not

(268). Nevertheless, the change from

a

frivolous to a sober heroine is unconvincing, and dramatically unaccounted
fnr

In The Natural Son and his other plays, Cumberland subordinates the
witty to the sentimental mode. In False Impressions (l-'797),

Cumberland

revives the Restoration theme of "things that shadow and concealr"

¿uo

but he modifies it.
the villain

Algernon is at heart the virtuous hero, Earling

and Lady cypress the morally principled, if gullible,

matriarch. Algernon has been undeservedly branded a libertine by
Earling, whose skillful manipulation of Lady cypress leads her to fix
her fortune and her good-wiÌl- not only on her virtuous ward, but also

on

her undeserving lawyer. To right his wronged reputation, Algernon must
resort to deceit and disguise

-

His predicament and his disguise do provide

some

mirth,

as

evidenced in the scene where the servants interview him (.II.i.19-20)

-

But Algernon's success depends less on his deceit than it does on the
friendly offices of others who, like scud, a.bet his designs. Because
scud vouches for his assumed character, Algernon then gains the
admittance to his aunt she has for so long denied him. ultimately,

rlren- his situation serves Cumberl-and's sentimental theme of virtue in
Çr¡9¿¡,

His hero must cl-andestinely court the

distress.

woman

he has rescued

and she, ih turn, must suffer the consequences of Lady cypress'disn'l
u!e
vlsqra¡qrrrê

- once e "nri sÕner in a gaudy cage " (IV. L.44) , the "heroic

Emily" joyfully accepts her disinheritance and fater, sentimentally
avows: "If I am ruined in the cause of truth, I'l-l- not regret the
[45). Her sacrifice is, as a matter of course' rewarded'
so, too, is Algernon's. once he is assured of sir olíver's support'
Algernon d.iscards his deceitful mask. and he justifies his disguise in
sacrifice"

the following way: "In chace 'tis lawful to hang out false colours,
but when we are cleared, and going into action' we must shew what

we

are.,, Even though he, like Earling, has stooped to tricks, Emilyts
response to Algernon's justification

is clearly meant to verify the
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"Right, and where Truth unfol-ds her standard'

rightness of his action:

victory must folfow" (v.i.58).

Once

again, cumberl-and shows that

victory is indeed owing to the virtuous'
Tn this way cì,mberland dramatizes the conventional theme of
appearance and reality.

False impressions, based solely on aPpearancer

Iead to false judgments (II.i.24).

By taking on an assumed identity,

Algernon demonstrates the pitfalls

to be found in his aunt's reliance

on externals.

In Ctunberl-and's sentimental world, manners do not

make

the man; the heart does. The Restoration theme of "things that

shadow

and conceal-" now conforms to the demands of the sentimental-

'

mode

ïn order to contrive his happy concfusion, cumberl-and overtaxes
his plot. The character of sir oliver is an instance of cumberland's
reliance on coincidence. Not only is sir oliver the intimate friend of
Lady cypress; he is al-so the uncle of the very man Algernon has wounded'

in his fight to preserve Enr-i1y's honour. In spite of this kinship. sir
ol-iver acknowledges his nephev¡'s infamy. such a forthright confession
and Algernon,s Own fortuitous,

and dramatically unexpected, possession

of a signed admission both combine to displace Lady cypress' former
false impressions. sir oliver's timely arriwal, a! the very moment
Algernon undertakes his desigin, has certainly proven to be a happy
coincidence.

Therefore, cumberland qualifies the sentimental pattern of past
He frequently separates his characters
vice heightening present virtue.
into the good and the vicious, but those who do reform are, from the
beginningr good at heart.

The Presence of vitl-ainous characters like

Earling and Lady Rusport becomes more thematically important.

They
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a]low him, when he finally
Vüest

ïndian, V.viii.785),

introduces the "affecting discovery"

(The

to evoke "a Joy too exquisite for Laughter"

(preface, The conscious Lovers, p. 299)¡ Cumberland can then open up
,,every sluice of pity and benevolence" (The West Indian, II.ii.755).
The vil-Iains need not reform in order to bring alrout a happy conclusion'

Their defeat is enough. But to insure their defeat, cumberl-and must
rely too heavily on happy accidents, providential discoveries and
inexplicabl-e reformations. cumberland, in repeating the faults of both
Cibber and Steele, appears to be more concerned in proving his point
than ín dramatizing the reasons for it'

Yet,forall-hisflawsrCumberland,toorholdsaplaceinthe
development of the drama, and especialty of the sentimental

mode

'

Like

steele, he both adopts and adapts conventions and, in so doing,
strengthens the sentimental mode at the same time as he influences the
drama to to*".60

il]ustrates

The character of Frances Latimer in The Natural

Son

cumberl-andts importance. The woman who, like Frances,

falts into sin plays a significant rol-e in drama concerned with virtue
and redemption. The fatlen woman is, of courser a conventional figure
who, in earlier drama, usually died for her sins.
slrmbolizes the price of sin.

Traditionatly,

she

Later. many nineteenth-century dramatists

combine her character with their social- tliemes. Here, the fallen
woman

must conceal her past if she is to be accepted in the fashionable

world. once known, she is expelled from a society which will not
tol-erate any reminder of sin. In The Natural Son' Frances exemplifies
Cumberl-and's moral- themes. Sin must be either forgiven or repented,

for only a life of virtue can be rewarded. In this sense, cumberland
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adopts the conventional view of the faflen vroman. Nevertheless,
Cumberland alters the conventional treatment of such a sinner'

has long since made amends (II.i.236-7;

a ,'saint upon earth" (II.i.236).

V.i.274).

Nov7, she

Frances

is viewed as

Her sin and her repentance point to

Cumberlandts moral concern: the amendment and refinement of the human

heart.

Striving to be a "moralist in the noblest sense" (The i¡Iest

Indian , II.ii.755),

Cumberland introduces characters with a lurid past

^'l
only to instruct through their example.-*

't^ihen

Cumberland does introduce comic elements, he does so only to

stress his sentimental- theme. In The Natural Sonr Cumberland provides
The festive dance,'so
merely a verbal announcement that "rJ- ì-= t"""t.r*".
coinmon to Restoration comedy, is notica-bly a-bsent. I{hat seems to matter

in his plays is that the "purity" of

human

nature has been dramatically

revealed CIV.i .266), and ttris concern leads him into the type of
excess c¡-i,¿icized by playwrights like Goldsmith and sheridan. As
Goldsmith. declares in his Retaliation (L774): "Here Cumberland lies having

acted hís parts , /

flattering

T:he

Terence of England, the mender of hearts'i /

A

painter, who made it his care / To draw men as they ought to

be, not as they are.'r such a treatment, Goldsmith claj¡ns, simply
"His fools have their follies
aggrandizes folly and does not mend it:
^2
so lost in a croud. / Of virtues and feelings, that foll-y gro\¡Is proud.t'-The Critic (1179) and, in many ways' CumSheridan continues the attack in .-_'-

berland is more remembered as the Sir Fretful Plagiary of Sheridan's play
than he is for his place in the dramatic tradition.63 At l-east in his use
of the two modes, not to mention his person' which stirred Sheridants
conLic aenius

to poke fun at him, this' "mender of hearts" does deserve
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some

attention.

as Sheridan

saYS

In his plays, he, too, demonstrates that reformations,

in

The

crì ti

r:

- r:an i ndeed become extreme.

CHAPTER ETGIIT

"Ttre Reformation to Extremes Has Run":
The Eighteenth-Century Critics of the
Sentimental lulode

I!

t

eÞ

Heartfree observed in the Provoked vüife, "a1l revolutions

run into extremes," then the dramatic revolution introduced by the
sentimental mode also fell into an extreme (V.iv.1O5). The drama must
now

reflect the struggte of the virtuous to overcome distress and achieve

deserved happiness, and comedy itself

sought to moralize the stage

to make the playwright a "Preacher of the

Age.

" This zeaf to

and

awaken

"the a1luring powers of virtue to deter vice" (Preston, "Disenchanting
the

Man

of Feeling," Quick springs of sense, p.227),

and,

to expatiate

on

the admirable side of human nature, did indeed tend to verify Vanbrughrs
complaint in Aesop: "Ttre stage turns Pulpit; and the Vüorfd's so fi-ck1e, /
The PJ-ay-house in a whim, turns Conventicle."l
The image of the pulpit illustrates

sentimental- modeintendedto initiate.

the kind of revolution the
It is to be a reformation; the

world of the stage is to reform the stage of the world. But Vanbrughrs
couplet also points to its underlying flaw.

This reformation is based

on the "whim" of the playhouse, and the stage of the world is itself

"ficlcle." Moral preachments may uplift

the spirit,

but man's fundamental

nature cannot, Vanbrugh suggests, be reformed. The human creature will
remain both capricious and deceitful.
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of the sentimental mode once again centred their
view'
argument on the nature of man but, in criticizíng the sentimentaf
they did not of necessity falI back on the witty mode. To generalize,
Restoration comedy dwelt on man's knavish side, while sentimental comedy
.so, the critics

(Goldsmith,
was eager to ,,draw men as they ought to be not as they are"

Retaliation, -tr. 64, p. 355). The eighteenth-century critics sought to
balance virtue and folly and, to do so, they adapted both the witty and
the sentimental modes to their own ends. They do not, as Andrew
Schilfer would have it, engage in "an act of literary nostalgia"
attempt to resurrect the comedy of the past.'

and

*h"it plays dramatize, not

so much the struggle between the social arts and the individual affections'

but the comic conflict between malr's faul-ts and virtues' Every man may
have his fauft, as the titl-e of l4rs. rnchbald's play suggests, but such
a risibte creature may also possess a finer sense of virtue.
cJ_early, then, these critics

of the sentimental mode do not

or even its display on the stage- Rather, as
playHume suggests in his discussion of Sheridan and Gofdsmith, these
disparage virtue itself,

wrights react against "excessive emphasis on sensibility"

("Supposed

Revolutionr"P.2TL).Whattheyattackisafalse,ordebased'
sentimentalíty (Year]-ing, "Good-Natured' Heroes,"

5OO)

'

For, in this

kind of drama, Gofdsmith complains in his Retaliation, "fools have
their follies so lost in a croud / Of virtues and feelings, that folly
grovis proud" (11. 69-70).

The folly exists, regardless, but its

correction is ignored. Later critics,

like Haztitdrdeclare that

these sentimentaf dramatists reduce comedy to "homilies in dialogue"
(,"cornic writersr"

I-€ctures, p. 2l_7). Solemn, and sententious,

characters deliver equally sol-emn preachments. what to Mil-lamant
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in congreve's The !Ùay of the vüorld provokes mirth becomes to these
dramatiststheplay'smoralcentre.Mil].amantrejectsMira}¡el1'ssolemn
speeches, and compares his l-ove-making to the demeanour adopted by
Biblical figure:

"sententious Mira]¡elIl

a

Prithee don't look with that

violent and infl-exible Face, like solomon at the dividing of the child
ín an old Tapestry-hanging" (rI.i -422) In sentimental comedy, the figure of the wise solomon frequently
does assume the rol-e of sage and moralist but, unlike Mirabell, he does
so onl-y to proselytize.

Tn the critics'

view, his sentimental-

could wetl be a verbal, and not a heartfelt,
Benevolence itself

speech

profession of feeling'3

could be as easity feigned as its utterance, and the

seemingly wise solomon could wetl be a pretentious copy of a lifeless

"tapestry-hanging." The sentimental- dramatist, however, is determined
to show men as they ought to be, so this kind of hypocrisy he not only
refuses to dramatize, but also to acknowledge'
ïn the critics,

view, this failure,

coupled with the plays'

solemnity, frequently led Èo shoddy pralrwrighting and a bastardized form
of drama.4 The inclusion of vice, for example, refuted the "fundamental
assumption of benevotism concerning mants goodness and compassion'f

(Detisch, "synthesisr" 2g5). In order to inculcate their moral and to
dramatize the triumph of virtue, dramatists felt compelled to show a
,,vio,lent confl-icL" between the paragons and the villain.

He may be an

"anomaly in the sentimental worldr" but he is a necessary one [Bernbaum'
Drama of Sensibility, p. L|-l), and the comedies came to rely on either

dramatically unaccountable reformations or mechanical reproductions of
vice(.Detisch-r2g5).oftenrinthecaseofthereclamationofthe
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j:ake, theatrical impacÈ replaced dramatic development. The sudden fifth=

act conversion, hastily eradicating the vices of the past, came to
verify Snap's quip in Lovers Last Shift, where he repents simply because
he no longer has any more opportunity to be wicked.S

Later eighteenth-century comedy emphasizes even more strongly the
The contrast is now between vice and

inevitable triumph of virtue.6

virtue, not between folty and social mastery, The witty hero

and

heroine manipulate others at the same time as they mock them.

. The

sentimental hero and heroine.are the playts moral standards and,

such, they judge and correct the moral deficiencies of others.

as

In this

world of clearly differentiated right and wrong, social foibfes are not
Those who do morally err arouse, not

as important as moral failings.
J-aughter, but Pity

comedy does indeed become, as MacMil]an

notes, "increasingly

1
SeriOuS,"' for the comedy stríves to evoke, in AddiSOntS vlords, "a
R

pleasing Anguish in the ¡[ind.""

To the eighteenth-century critics

of

the sentimental mode, comedy thereby blurs the conventional distinction
between comedy and tragedy.g ì4urphy explains his view of the matter in
The Grayrs Inn Journalr gOr 6 JuIy 1754: "Tragedy aims more particularly

at the passions: the chief merit of come4y consists in its effect on the
merry affections of the human mind" (p. I89).

Laughter, Murphy says, is

the "firsÈ principle of comedy" (Grayrs Inn Journal, 9Li 13 July 1754,
1rì

p. 203)."

Similarly, Gotdsmith argues in his "Essay on the Theatre"

(Lil3) that comedy should be "that natural portrait

of

Human

Fo1ly

and

Frailty" which excites "our laughter by ridiculously exhibiting the
Follies of the Lower Part of Mankind."fl Sentimental comedy neither
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presents a "laughing picture" of frailties

and follies

(p. 183), nor

does it display the tragic downfall of high-minded and high-rankÍng

Rather, in a sentimental comedy, what matters most is the

nobility.

demonstration of virtue triumphant over vice and the vicissitudes of

Laughter, in the sentimental view, would weaken the emotional and

life.

moral impact of virtue triumphant, and pity and fear would counteract

the inevitability

of that triumph.

sn- r¡rhar than showing either the lower, Iaughabl-e side or the
ev,

!ssr¡v

tragically noble one, the sentimental mode chooses to exhibit,

as

Goldsmith. correctl-y notes, the "Distresses, rather than the Faults of

Mankind."

Beqåu.se

of this emphasis, "the Spectator is taught not only

to pardon, but to applaud [Èhe sentimental characters], in consideration
of the goodness of their hearts; so that FoIIy, instead of being
ridicufed, is commended" ("Essayr" p. 188).12 Provided these characters
are at atl times governed by virtue and honour, the drama in which they
appear is considered to be a "legitimate" form (Murphy, Grayts Inn

Journal, 91, p.

196)

Yet, while it owes a greap deal to tragi-comedyrs "contrived happy
ending" and the alternation of comic and pathetjc..scenes (Sullivan,
CS-lfg¿_ç¿Þbe5,

p. xl), sentimental comedy attempts to show "the virtues

of Private Life" (.Go1dsraith, "Essayr " p. 188) .13 The sentimental hero,
in this sense, lacks the stature of the heroic fign:re, and he is
to dramatize the possibility
(Suflivan, p. xlii).

meant

of every one's achieving such virtue

As the study of Cibber, Steele and Cumberl-and has

shown, these heroesface temptation, and sometimes fall- into vice, but

their benevolent side al\¡¡ays triumphs. Sul1ivan, in her study of
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Cibber, calls this their "humanityr" rather than their "heroismr" fof
the assumption of the drama is that their behaviour, Iike their language,
can effect a change in others (p. xtii).
The eighteenth-century critics,

while they did not deny the

importance of virtue, nonetheless rejected this notion that its display
on stage coul-d in fact permanently change the human animal-. On the

contrary, they argued that such a display flattered rather than
Gay, in his Preface to The What D'Ye CalI It:

mended-

A Tragi-Comi-Pastoral

Farce, declared that the moral of such drama "seems entirely calculated

the Audience in their vanity and sel-f-conceitedrr.=s."14

to flatter
Gol-dsmith,

also complained in his Essay that sentimental comedy flattered

"every man in his favourite foible"

¡ri +i ¡ nrrr
ç!!Lle

l/qe

.i

¡u, J-

f"Essayr" p. I88)-

- sentimental drama t'tended to exalt

Or', as one recent

human weaknesses and

foibl-es into the virtues of benevolence and friendship" (Yearling'
"Good-Natured Heroesr " 498)

.

T'herefore, to the eighteenth-century critics,

the sentimental

plal.wright no longer seeks to correct human nature, but rather to
commend

itr--15 and he transforms the comic muse into an "arrant prude"
l^

who offers only the "purest mora1s."*" Playwrights ]íke Colman,

Garrick, Murphy, Goldsmith and sheridan, critical- of sentimental
comedy's moral preoccupations, try to temper their display of virtue
with a portrayal of folIy.-'

'1

7

Instead. of offering protracted scenes of

virtuous. distress, these dramatists try to present comedies whicht at

the same tíme as they revivify vis comica, also curb sentimental excessGoldsmith in The Good Natur'd lvlan (1768) dramatizes one of

Fielding's comic maxims: "ExceSS, SayS Horace, even in the Pursuit of
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Virtue, will tead a wise and good

Iulan

into Folly and Vice."18 Excessive

benevolence, Goldsnith suggests, vitiates

sentimental virtues which are

not in themselves fautty (Friedman, "Aspects of sentimentalismr "
Augustan lrlilieu, p. 250). So it is with. Honeywood. In his zeal to

be

good-natured, he merely becomes a foolish, and rather burubling' figure'

A "mix'd characterr" Honelærood possesses faults which., although "so
Íhre vice must be
nearly allied to excellencer" are also akin to,,i"""'19
,'eradicated,, without destroying the fundamental virtue.20
Honelnvoodrs

"fault" is his indiscriminate good nature'

IIe "loves

all.theworldr"but"hetstoomuch.everymar'tsman"(r']9)'AsaresulÈ'
his uncle holds him morally culpable t19). Sir William bemoans a
virtuous principle which, "tho' inclin'd

to the righ-t" (v-80), nonethe-

less pursues a nr-isdirected course. charity slips into "injustice,"
benevolence into ,'weakness" and friendship into "credulity" (80).2r
so, in the folly of Honelrurood, Goldsmith overturns.the notion that
,,universal benevolence is the first law of nature" (rv.68\ .22 Not only
does Croaker,s violent reply to this sentiment undercut Honelruvood's

benevolent maxim, but sir williams' plot to create a "fictitious

distress" also critically

tests the merit of such maxims []'20) '

the end, he does expose "those splendid error's" (v.80).

In

Goldsmíth here

inverts the early pattern of reforming a libertine hero. He dramatizes
instead the comic correcLion of an excessively good-natured man, one
whose folly is a "universal benevolence" and whose extrAvagance is a
generous dissipation (r.20).

hearted"
23
r.^\
lzv J, .

Honeyvrood

The "strange good natur'd, foolish'

open

must be "reclaimed" to a just sense of proportion
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Not\,¡ithstanding the laudability of Honeywoodts "tenderness, his

humanity, his universal friendshipr" qualities which in the opinion of
Miss Richland "may atone for many faults"

(III.51),

Goldsmith clearly

establishes a different comic norm. Un]ike Honelrwood, Sir tr{illiam "is
never deceived by appear.rr"""."24 As this comic norm, sir wilriam
criticizes

Honeywoodls excess and, at the same time, offers a comic

balance between sense and feeling.

His "practical senser" in Gallawayrs

view, ,'offers the clearest iltustration

of Goldsnith's desire to check

virtue by prudence" ("sentimentalism of Goldsmithr" 1179). Sir VÍillian
enunciates Goldsmithts comic theme: "They, who pretend most to this
universal benevol-ence, are either deceivers, or dupes" cIrI.5I).
Honelrwood does indeed prove to be both sentimental fool and comic knave'
a man wtrose excess steeps him in "folly and vice."25
to be everyonets good-natured benefactort
ruin upon himself.

Honel¡wood

In his comic zeal
brings financial

This indiscriminate benevofence ends, finally,

arrest, and the famous "bailiff

scene" dramatizes the folty,

in his

and the

bumbling intentions of this "good-natured man'

Like scenes in Dryden's ¡'tarriage-à-ta-Mode (II.i-41)
Ttre conscious Lovers (rrr.i.349-50),

the discourse of the bailiffs

Honey\'"ood

and Stee1e's

in thi-s scene interrupts

in order to safeguard his social reputa-

tion and preselve the appearance of gentility (The Good-Natur'd Man'
)^
III.48-50).zo In Steele and Dryden, the hero's ruse deceives others
and abets his own designs. Hone)¡vrood deceives nobody. He easily

feigns tenderness of heart. (46), a tenderness comically matched by a
willingness to pay the bailiffs for their services, and he wheedles
their cornpliance to his contrivance. He deceives himself into

t19

belíeving that self-effacement is refinement of feeling and that the
bailiffs'

conversation could be interpreted as crude gentility,

fails to blind lvliss Richtand. Later' she notes:
perplexities are far from giving

me

"Vüe11,

pleasurei yet, I

o\¡¡n

but

he

tho' his
therets

some-

thing very ridiculous in them, and a just punishment for his dissimulation" (50). Unlike the artifice

of his predecessors,

contrivance merely accentuates his fol]y,

Honelrwoodrs

and makes him ridiculous

to others.
If his dissembling accentuates his bl-indness and folly,
readiness to bel-ieve Lofty his

then his

benefactor leads to self-delusion.

A

fool whose "prorruises are much better known to people of fashion, than
his person" IIïI.52),

Lofty deceives

Honelrwood

refease is owing to Loftyls good offices.

into believing that his

Honelrwood must

then act upon

his precept of "universaL benevolencer" and choose between duty
obligation to a friend (IV;59).
to warrant

Hone)¡\,ùood's

his

or^rn (66)

fire "friend" has in fact done nothing

highly comic deÈate with himself , and Honelrwood

once again appears foolish.
She upbraids

and

Nor does he win l"liss Richland's favour.

his fo1ly severely. He "\.Irongs" both her "sentiments"
, she tells him, and she must finally

"disclaim his

friendship, who ceases to be a friend to himself" (66). only
Lofty is exposed as

a

sha¡n does Honepood

and

when

learn to be fess indis-

criminate in bestowing his benevofence (V.77-79).
Honeyv;oodts folly

also leads him into more serious altercations

with individuals more worthy of his friendship.

Leontine's reguest for

assistance meets with the expected reaction, but Honeywood's financial

aid backfires.. His eagerness to help Croaker jeopardizes the success
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of Leontinets pl-ot, for his eagerness to please everybody hampers his
usefulness.and makes him appear hypocritical.
Honelnuoodts

friendship to a "prostitute's

Leontine compares

favoursr" as

"comrnon"

as they

are rrfallacious" (73); Honeywood's kindnesses cheapen true benevol-ence.
Rather than "making the deserving happy" (I.19), as his uncle too well

recognizes,

Hone)¡wood

merely courts approbation. He must acknowledge

his folly and correct a virtue made contemptible by its indiscriminate
practice.
So, Honelnarood, the man of sentiment, undergoes a reforrnation. This

modification to the sentimental pattern is an important one. Goldsmith
does not, in fact, revol-t against sentimentalism itself.
Hume

Rather,

as

suggests, he in part reflects it. ("Supposed Revolutionr" p. 260)-

Honeywood's faults,

like those of so many sentimental characters, are

pardoned, but his are hardl-y the failings

of a l-ibertine.

Hone)¡\"ioodrs

benevolence is comic in its excess. This excess, and not benevolence

itself,

is exactfy what must be corrected, for the virtue is praiseworthy,

its practice laughabl-e. In Èhis regard, Yearling makes a significant
point.

Goldsmith, she argues, distinguishes between true charity, which

he endorses, and weak'ness and credulity, which he ridicules ("Good.Natured Heroes," 498).
Honeywoodrs

virtue is finally

acknowledged to be, in its excess,

almost a vice, and this acknowle.dgement demonstrates his reclamation

to sense:
(V:75) .

"Hor¡r

have I

sunJ<

by too great an assiduity to pleasel"

His resolution to repent (76) , unl-ike the rake's refol=nation,

does not suddenly change him. The commendable virtues still
no\¡¡

remain,

directed toward a nobler end: "Henceforth, therefore, it shaLl

be
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my study to reserve my pity for real distress; my friendship for true

merit" (81). Pity

and benevolence, the play shows, often l-ead to

"folly and vice"i benevolence must be properly channeled if it is in
fact to be meritorious.
In part, Kellyrs Fa1se Delicacy (1768) also rid.icules a refined
sensibility which, like Honelruood's, would deny the self in favour of

a.

misguided concern for the welfare of others.27 Like Goldsmith, Kelly
exposes the ridiculous aspect of an excess commendable in intent but

risible

in outcome. To avoid one error, the benevolent characters only

"fal-l into the opposite extreme" (The Way to Keep Him, II-i.25).

Kelly

laughs at the excesses into which such instances of the sentimental

mode

and exposes the human al¡surdities which bring about distress

falI,

(Schorer,

"Hugh, Ke11yr

Ho\Á¡ever,

" ' 392) .

Kelly's play is a comedy clesigned, to use Cumberland's

words, "as an attempÈ upon [thel heart".28

Garrickts Prologue to the

play teases the "strange awkward bard." (False Delicacy, l. L4, p.7Lg)
for his didactic intent, but Garrick nonetheless respects Ke11y's
reforming purpose: "Bards of a former a.ge ,/ neta up abandoned pictures
on the stage, / Spread out their wit, with fascinating art,
catched the fancy, to corrupt the heart" (I1.2O-23).

¡'Axtð,

To the senti-

mentalists, "You cannot sport with virtue, even in plays" [l.25),
so,"On virtue's

then,

w.ho

side his pen the poet draws" [I.26).

and

Unlike Goldsmith,

ridicules excessive benevolence and seeks to correct it, what

Kelly attempts to do in False Delile_cy. is to ridicule a virtue at the
same

time as he commends it [Bernbaum, Drama of Sensibility,

p. 226),

and the play is, as a resuft, an admixture of mirth and senti*.nt.29
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In the characters of Cecil and Mrs. Harley, Kelly presents comic
figures of

cornmon

sense and virtue.

Measured against them is the

gallery Of "delicate" Iovers "who are So Sentimentalr and So dull,

So

wise and so drowsy" that they almost sacrifice sense and happiness to

their sensibility

(I.i.720) .30 Like other eighteenth-century dramatists,

Kelly attempts to buil-d his comedy on rta contrast which is often
extremely diverting"

(722), the contrast between a "false delicacyr"

sentimental to the extreme, and a true good sense.
The "fa1se delicacy" of the lovers creates comic dilemmas, Sidney,

for one, is "reduced to the painful- alternative, either of giving

up

lhisl own hopes, or of opposing the happiness of such a friend" (72O).
Candour is sacrificed to "delicacy, " and. Lady Betty must admit that

commend.able

is more
' one which
So, l*1rs. Harley's scorn of

(-II .íL-728)

candour is an "essential virtue"

than self-effa""*"nt.3I

"delicate absurdities' points to Kellyrs own cornic treatment (IV.i.735).
As she says: "!rle11, thank heaven, my sentiments are not sufficiently
refì ned to make me unhappy" tII.i .725) .
inflicted

"Delicacy" leads to a self-

êgony of rnind and a "ridiculous bustle:' (V.i.74O).

Only

trickery and deception can overcome such a virtuous scrupulosity.
But Ke11y does noÈ just expose excessive sensibility.
claims to dramatize "the triumph of good sensetr (V.ii.744),
norm endorsed by many of the critics

The play

the cornic

of the sentimental *od".32

Cecilts good sense contrasts with the absurd sentimental posturings of
others tIv.ii.739¡

V.i.740) . His balanced view of morality also helps

to correct the more fibertine

\¡IayS

standing is a fashionable one"

(,I

of Sir Harryr a

.i.72L).

man wtrose "under-

lle almost convinces lvliss

'.¿5

Rivers to abandon filial

obedience but, when he seems about to force her

inÈo compliance, Cecil's virtue recall-s Sir Harry to sense (TV.ii.739).
Although Cecil is contrasted to the "delicate l-oversr" he, too, is

a creature of sentiment. Ke11y, unlike Gol-dsmith, merely hints that, in
opposition to this "false delicacyr " there is indeed a "true delicacy"
which wilt virtuously and sensibly govern life.

In this sense, his play

is an admixture, and not a balance, of wit and sentiment. Notv¡ithstanding his comic portrayal of sentj:nental- excess, balanced. in Fal-se
Delicacy by a picture of the chastened rake, Kelly ultimately agrees with.
l"Irs. Harleyrs comment. One cantt help "liking"

is foolish (II.i.725).
corunends

KeIIy gently mocks it,

delicacy, even though it
at the same time as

he

i-t. 33 Its charm for him derives from his confidence in the

precept Colonel- Rivers preaches at the end of the p1ay. "The stage
should ber" in Winworth's words, "a schoof of morality" and, as Colonel
Rir,-ers then :nakes clear, "the principal moral to be drawn from the

transactions of lKelty's play] is, that those who generously labor for
the happiness oí others, will,
Èhemselves" (V.ii .744).

sooner or later, arrive at happiness

The comic treatment of folly yields to the

inculcation of the verv moral which Ttre Good-Naturrd
GoJ.dsrnith-'s masterpiece, She Stoops

Man mocks.

to Conquer (1773), continues to

mock sentimental excess. It is the various contrasting courtships

which illustrate

Goldsnrith.rs use of the witty and the sentimental modes.

and which enable him to balance them.34 Miss Neville has been "obliged

to stoop to d.issimutation to avoid oppression, " but Kate must "stoop" to
tríckery to "conquer" Marlow's "very singular character."rs

A hero with

"two faces" (Appleton, "Double Gallantr" EngÌish. writers, p. I45),

he

zz4

c6urts her in two contrasting postures: "aS the nr-ild, modest, sentimental man of gravity, and the botd forward agreeable Rattfe of the

]adies cfub" (v.2I2).

rn his courtship of the "barmaid," he, Iike

Hastings, recalls former heroes (III.L7l-l-74).

But in his courtship of

¡4iss Hardcastle, he exhibits the deticacy of the refined hero dramatized

by Kelly (II.146-8).
modes

of attire

Marlow's comic duality, like Katers contrasting

(I.111), d.ramatizes Goldsmith's comic purpose.

Each

guise in which Èhe lovers appear must be brought into a comic bafance.
Marl_owrs

sensibility and his boldness, Kate's simplicity and her

refinement, all must finally be reconcil-ed. At last, Marlow can then

be

a genteel lover, and Kate can be a virtuous lady of fashion.
Their amorous encounters illustrate

this fundamental purpose. Their

interview threatens to be "so formal, and so like a thing of

first

business, " that Kate dreads stre will

"find no room for friendship or

esteem" (-I.111). Pretending to like "grave conversations" (If.L46),
she resol-ves to meet the "modest gentleman with a demure face, and quite

in his

ovrn

manner" (143) . Kate so capably ¡ruimics the deportment of the

sober heroine that Marlow later complains that she is indeed "too glrave
and sentimental" (III.169).

Goldsmith, as James Lynch points out'

thereby ridicuLes "prudish. sensibitity,"

in the character of Marlow, at

the same time he mocks "cultivated sentimentality," in the figure of
Kate (,Box, Pit, and GallerY, P. t90).
Marl0wts "unaccountal¡Ie bash.fulness" And Kate's cultivated
appearance of delicacy yield a comic cotloquy which effectively

under-

cuts the seriousness of "s'uch a sober sentimental interview" (IT.148).
Goldsmith deflates their sentimental pretensions, and makes both them and
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their formal encounter "confoundedly ridiculous"

(I43).

Kate expresses

surprise that "a man of sentiment could ever admire those light airy
pleasures, where nothing reaches the heart" (146), and Marlow stammers:
"It's - a disease - of the mind, madam" (146). Like the scene in
The Good-Naturrd Man, where Honeywood interrupts the chatter of the
bailiffs

(III.48-50),

Kate here pretends to understand Marlow's partial

observations. As he admits, here is a comprehension which is more than
his own (She Stoops to Conquer, II.L47).
strates the risibility

In this way, Goldsmith

demon-

of a sobriety which can, like a "disease," infect

the understanding. Marlow "has natural good sense" (I29) and yet, until
Kate "stoops to conquer, " his sentimentat delicacy overshadows itKate recognizes that "it seems all- natural to him" (III.158).

Earlier, Marlow himself asserts that "a modest man can lnever] counterfeit
impudence" (fI.].2g).

As the reputedly modest man, he cannot feign the

bold assurance he exhibits when he accosts the simple "barmaid- " Both
his delicacy and his bofdness are "natural" to him; they are not
"things that shadow and conceal" his true nature (¡t-t-ol-Modt'
artificial
flI.i.5O).

Rather, his levity and his "strange reserverr of temper

(.she stoops

to conq

, LI .L42) alternate with each other, and help to

create the comic confusion. Kate must herself "find the art of
reconciling contradictions" (.III.161) if his demeanour is to reflect
the balance of naturets own "double face" ("Essayr" P. f86).
Her "stooping" serves as a corn-ic dewice to correct Marlow's

singularity of character and to bring înto ba]ance delicacy of

Èemper

and live1y assurance. Her'sentimental guise matches his reserve, and

her pose as the "barmaid"

accommodates

his more rakish side. Although
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he would be ,'the last man in the world that woufd attempt to corrupt"

a

truly virtuous woman (IV.l-78), he nonetheless discovers in the "tempting,
brisk, lovely, little
modest side.

thing" (I77) a roguery which accords wiLh his

l-ess

His "obstropalous manner" also suits Kate¡s lively temper

(111.Il2); she scorns "a reserved lover" (I.lI2),
have more striking

and vows: "He must

features to catch me, I promise you" (lf3).

Hi-s

features

impudent courtship of the "barmaid" grants her the striking

she craves at the same time as her ruse allows her to gain the friendship
and esteem so lacking in their more sentimental encounter (111).

Kate's assumed lowliness of station also comes to serve another
comic purpose. Her guise reflects the "lowness" associated with Tony
Lumpkin and his cronies; their a1e-house songs and their activities

recalf the notoríous bailiff

Goldsmith

scene in The Good-N.lgt'9_¡{.t.

asserts in his Preface to The co:9:l¡g!gr i-Man that comedy must reflect
,'nature and h,::neur-,.-in whatever walks of life they [are] most conspicuous"
(p. 13). The ,,genteel playwrights," in denying what is
Goldsnith's view "afmost got the victory over humour
C,ol-dslrtith

"lo\nl

," have in

amo.ngsÈ

us."36

in She Stoops to Conquer ridicules these "grenteel"

sentimentalists who scorn to depict "any thing that's low" (I.117)
One

-

fellow remarks: "fLte genteel thing is the genteel thing at any

time" CI17). Though "obligated to dance a bear, a

man may

be

a

gentleman for all that" (I17) if only because the "bear ever dances but

to the very genteelest of tunes" (tI$).

Goldsmith insists on showing

the absurdities and follies of the wulgar in order to make a comic
point.
Tony represents the "lowness" deplored by the ."gentee1" playwrights'
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His antics contrast sharpty to the more genteel display of distress
at

He also offers a comic co[ìnent, first

(IV.195).-'

on the feigned

distress of Mrs. Hardcastle (III.164) and then on the distress prompted
by her avarice (167). Finally, his "lov¡" behaviour comes to represent

a

comic kind of "morality" (V.2Og). It is Tony who brings about the
punishment of avarice and the reward of merit.

His tricks initiate

the

"mistakes of the night" (I.L2O-L24), and it is his good nature (IV.195)
which ultimately rectifies
own liberty

the plight of the lovers and wins him his

(V.2I5).

Kate's pose as the barmaid l-inks her to the "lÔwness" and the
"morality" of her bumpkin brother.

While he craves the jollity

alehouse and the companionship of "a
Kate merely acts a part CIII.f69).
and ilpetrifies"

1o\,^I

of the

, paltry set of fellows" (I.109)

Since the modest woman "freezes"

Marlow (TI.f29), and makes him suffer from "a11 the

terrors of a formal courtship" (130), Kate must "stoop" if she is to
"conquer." Kate's mastery of the "true bar cant" convinces him that
she is like atl- other barmaids (III.169), but she insists that never

can

she be robbed of her honour. The "barmaid" is at once lively and

virtuous, a comic balance of mirth and sentimentOnce he

realizes that he has mistaken Hardcastle's "antique' but

creditable" old mansion for an inn III.128), Marlow also comes to
perceive that tl're deportment of the low1y barmaid does not conform to
the vulgar behaviour of her colleagues. Her conversation represents to
him "the first

mark of tenderness" he has ever received from a "modest

\n/oman"

(IV.185). He finds himself , in spite of his regard for his

father

and.

his desire for social respectability (-186), enthralled by

t
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her innocence and virtue CV.2I0). The virtue which Hastings has earfier
detected assures Marl-ow that her merit cancels the lowl-iness of her

station (IV.178). Sinilarly,

his demonstration of respect, directed

as

it is toward a barmaid, and later his willingness to "atone for the
levity of [his] past conduct" (V.ZLL) , arouse in her a reciprocal
respect for his merit (IV.186).
Trlrarefnre

what
t.
,- her "contrivances" not only refute the notion that

is "lovr" cannot be "genteel" (V.216), but also they "cure" Marlow's
sentimental gravity.

His "unaccountabl-e bashfulness" leads him inÈo

ridiculous mistakes, abetted by Katers "stooping to conquer." His
ensuing embarrassment likewise helps to curb an impudence which is both

il]-governed and comic. This impudence is at last corrected by a modesty
which "seldom resides in a breast that is not enriched with. nobler

virtues" (I.1f3).
now achieve

Pruned of excess, his sobriety and lively assurance

a comic baiance, and in that bala¡ce lies Goldsmith's comic

aim. As ltume notes: "Given a sympathetic [if realistic)

view of

human

nature, an author wiir produce neither savage satire nor pious exanpfes
of vírtue" ("Supposed Revolutionr" p. 244). In this way, Goldsmith tries
to correct the excesses of this "spurious breed" of drama which feeds on
"sentimentals" (Prologue, 1I. 13-14, p. 102).
Sheridan, too, attempts to counteract the excesses of the sentimental mode. Like Goldsmith. and Addison, Sheridan primarily attacks
what he calls its "dire encroachments" into the traqic a¡rd the comic

reafms, exploiting both and conforming entirely to neither (.Prologue,
The Rivals, l. 5, p. 75).

To Sheridan, this "Goddess of the woeful

countenance - / The sentimentaL Muse" Clf. 26-7, p.74),

dampens comedy

¿zY

at the same time as she reduces the sublinrity of tragedy. The Critic
(L77g) aims to be "critical" of a drama which purports to be both
comically and tragically moral (Prologue, p'

494)

?R

"plays
which. attract his
new
the
of
Together with the absurdity

notice, the theatrical pretensions of Dangle conrically underline
Sheridan's atLack. One Play, for example, represents "a genteel

comedy"

written in the style of the "true sentimental" (f.i.sOl-), and Dangle
mistakenly believes it to be a tragedy. Furthermore, a "dext'rous
plagiarist may do any thingr" and may even include things tragic in his
comedy C5O4). Puffts tragedy, "The Spanish Armada," boasts a discovery
scene which, as Dangle and sneer observe, could either be a tragedy or

a

comecty

(rt-l-.r .54I) -'-

are not the only flaws of the "sentimental- muse." In "proper
handsr,,sneer avers, the theatre "might certainly be made the school of
Such.

morality" [1.i.501), a deliberate echo of Kelly's avowal in False
Delicacy, where winworth states that "the stage should be a school of
morality,, (V.ii .i44) . Sheridan here turns it into ridicule- 'sheridan
also echoes the assertion that the stage of the theatre and the stage of
the world exert a mutual infl-uence on each other.

A play l-ike "The

Reformed HOuSebreaker" promises to "make the stage a court of ease to

I-i.5O2) ' Both witty and moral' the play
ridicules the crime of housebreaking in order to insure that "bolts and
bars witf b.e entirely useless by the end of the season" (502). The
comic muse should not concern herself with folly, but with, "the greater
the old Bailey" tTll1trrltc.,

vices and bl-acker crimes of humanity - gibbeting capital offences in
five acÈs-¡ and pillorying petty larcenies in two" c502). Sheridan
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rejects the ProselYtizíng function of the stage, however, when he
formed
complains in his Prologue to The Rivals that comedy hardly seems
to preach (f. f8, P- 14) The character of Puff in The critic

deflates the didactic pretensl-ons

this
of the sentimentaf muse. A ,'practitioner in Panegyric" (r.ii-5Ì1),
singular character creates his own sentimentar calamities (5r2) r and his
,,talents for fiction and embel-lishment" succeed so !ve1I that he easily
charity
dupes the benevolent heart (5r4). Sneer justty remarks that true
published (514)'
coul-d only be served if Puff's confession were to be
ToSheridan,itisa''bunglingreformation''(I.i.501)indeedwhich
(I'ii'514) '
can encourage Puff's "cant of imposition" to deceive others
says Sheridan, now relies on rhetorical "trope, figure'
Comedy itself,
and metaphor, as plenty as noun-substantives" (Ir-ii.525) ' The stage
no longer indutge in ,,a style too flippant for a we]l-bred MuSe''
may

(Prologue,l.16,P-4g4),butneitherdoesitmirrorthefaul-tsand
virtues of "fl-esh and blood" [Pro]ogiue, The Rivals, 1' 29, P' 74) '

Puff

affirms that ptays "ought to be 'the abstract and brief chronicles of
the times"" (The Critic, Tf.i.5I9) but, if the drama is indeed' "'the
Mirror of Nature"' (I.i.4gg),

then the "prudery" of the time may soon

yield yet another of those "things that shadow and conceal- "' As Sneer
declares; ,'our prudery in this respect is just on a par with the
artificial

bashfulness of a courtezan. who encreases the bl-ush upon her

cheek in an exact proportion to the diminution of her modesty"

c5O1) '

Here, sheridan conrically exposes sentimental comedy's "burt'gling"
efforts to reform the stage, and he criticizes the cant whicq goes

with it.
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Sheridan does criticize

artful puffing, whict¡- becomes an "'echo to

the sense"'. (Ihg_jiy3fg, fI .i.g5), but he also prizes "true charity-"
Like Honeywoodts indiscriminate good nature, the virtue can become a vice,
so critics

vitiating

l-ike Sheridan and Goldsmith would correct the excess without
the virtue

(Trhe c,ood-Naturrd Man,

f.20).

They, Iike the

other critics of the sentimental mode, picture the "sense a¡d folly"
to which such a foolish creature is prone (Prologue'
Him, v).

Thre tr{ay

unlike the sentimental plawrights they criticize,

to

Keep

these

eighteenth-century dramatists do not subordinate the comic element- Nor
do they dismiss the moral- one. Rather, they strive to show that mankind

is both virtuous and fooli=h.40
Colman's The Jealous !{ife t1761) depicts both the excesses and the

sensibil-ity of a "delicate mind."4I Mrs. Oakly's temper is both "vio1ent"
and this ruixture of a deficate constitution and

and "del-icate" Cf.i.9),

a fiery temper modifies the comic modes of the past. On the one hand,
her "combustible" temper recalls the vipers of the past (12). Like
Congrevers Lady Touchwood in The Double-Dealer, Mrs. Oakly in The
Jealous V,Iife "is all impetuosity and fire - A very magazine of touchwood
and gunpowder" (14).

On

the other hand, l4rs. Oakly is not malicious,

nor iS she cunning. She is a "nix'd characterr" one whose faults are
as pronounced as her virtues.

Her jealousy springs from her attactrment

to her long-suffering husband (13) and, un]ike the vipers of the past,
she is still beloved. and ever the object of pity and concern (V.iii.
90-93). Like Lady C.entle in cibber's The Lady¡s Last stake (1708), Mrs.
Oakly must ïecognLze her fo}Iy and study to deserve the kindness which

hefps her to correct it

(93).

Her final recognition of folly helps her

zJz

to mend it (93). BuÈ the "changie" smacks of the sentimental- reformation
dramatizedbyplalrwrights]-ikeCibber.Mrs.oaklyrhapsodizes:''fhave
not merited this kindness, but it shall hereafter be my study to deserve
it"

(93).

Harriet's more sentimental plight, however, exemplifies the
distress to which a truly'rdelicate mind" often is reduced. Not only is
she the victim of her parent's combustible passions, but also she is the

victim of her own refined sensibility.
mind" that Lady Freelove, a

"\n¡oman

so refined is her "delicate

of the world" (I.i.17),

complains:

,,I s\,rear, child, you are a downright prude. Your way of talking gives
just
me the spleen; so fult of affection, and duty, and virtue, 'tis
like a funeral sermon" (II-iii
no fit

conr-ic

-32). Lady Freelove herself proves to

judge. Heï conniving

Lady Freelove finally

augrments

suffers comic defeat.

fashiona-ble pri.de reduces her to ridicule.

be

Harrietrs distress (33-37).
vühen

her plot fails, her

vühile she scorns what

she

calls Harrietts "antedeluvian notions" (33), Major Oakly for his part
dismisses Lady Freelove 3s rteasy, impudent, and familiar" (v-iii.85)'
It is a judgment also meted out to her fashionable counterpart, Lord
Trinket (87), and Harriet herself ridicules his al¡surd pretensions'
Harriet is offended by Lord Trinlcetrs foppery, which is no longer
regarded as amusing. Lord Trinket "is just polite enough to be able to
beveryunmannerly,withagreatdealofgoodbreeding;isjust
handsome enough to make him most excessively vain of his person;

and

has jus.t reflection enough to finish him for a coxcomb" (II.iii.33)'
His ',gualifications,,' common to all "men of guality" (33), Harriet

"orrdu^t"..42

Although her refined, if seemingly "funerealr" mannerisms
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receíve a mil-d rebuke, her critics

herself.

She proves

are soundly ridiculed, and by Harriet

to be less "a girl of spirit"

heroine endowed with a "delicate mind" (I.i.16),

than a virtuous
and her refinement

chastizes world.liness at the same time as it reforms the excesses of

the hero (V.iii.84)

.

fn The Jealous lniife, Colman attempts to balance Mrs. Oaklyrs more
This contrast
comic ,'delicacy" with HarrieÈ's more sentimentat plight.
enables him to suggest a comic bal-ance of mirth and senti*"rrt.43

fn

the character of Major Oakly Colman presents this figure of sense who,
as the comic 'lphysicianr t, ttcures" the comic "disorderst' of those aroì.]nd
him (93). His keen sense of moderation, exemplified by his penchant to
laugh at the absurdities of others (I.i.13, 20), matches his sense of
justice and honesty (V.iii.83-85).

ft is this balance of "mirth"

and

"morals" which Murphy, anott¡-er critic

of the sentimental mode, also

seeks to achieve.44 Murphy asserts:

"In producing portraits of mankind',

it is not enough to display foibles and oddities; a fine vein of
ridicule must run through the whole, to urge the mind. to frequent
JuIy L754, p. I93).
emotions of laughter" ccr"yt" I"" J""r""l,90,6
In The Way to Keep Him tI760) Murphy exposes the folly of those who,
in trying to avoid one error. merely "fall- into the opposite extreme"
Murphy's co¡n-ic "Iesson" (V.i.84) urges foolish creatures to
tlf.i.25).
,,mend.,'

their faults and "enjoy." their virtues (83). In Murphy's view,

"personsr'whose minds are \^Iarped by folly

[r] diseased by humourr or

tainted with vice, are, I believê, more frequently seenrr (Gray's fnn
Journal, 91, 13 July 1754, p. Lg7). The rakish Lovemore is one example
of a man \¡¡hose "good gualities" apologize "foT his vices" (III'i.52) '
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But he avoids one excess, uxorious love, only to adopt another, the
libertine delight in "gaiety, pleasure, and enjoyment" (r.ií.16).
Exposed in the end to ridicule,

he "awakens" to "a sense of [his]

errorrr and announces his "Sincere remorse't (V.i.82).
libertine"

A "reclaimed

(83), he makes a proper atonement for his faults.

Mrrrohvrs dramatization of folly

reclaimed exploits the modes of

the past only to endorse at last a sentimental reconciliation'
the kindly Widow Bellmour initially
sentiment (IfI.i.45),

Ai-though

displays a "wildness" balanced by

it is her "tenderness of disposition" (41) which

enables her to tutor the mel-ancholic Mrs. Lovemore in the surest "way to
keep a man" (43).

Her disposition also helps her to expose Lovemore's

infamy tv-i.79, 83). She, too,

mâY

finally endure a just "reproof " for

her conduct t84), but her sentimental expostulations indicate the value
of a "feeling heart" CI.ii .I7)

-45

neither Mr:rphy nor Colman eschevr altogether the sentimental
virtues of a delicate temper and a benevolent heart. Both llarriet in
CJ-carþ..,.

of gaiety, a quality which prevents their delicacy from
lapsing into folly. Their gaiety also accentuates the conr-ic pitfalls of
To the critics of
an ,'extreme sensibility" tarr i" tit" wt""g, I.i.11).

some measure

the sentimental mode, the display of an over-refining temper, unrelieved
by the influence of either gaiety or sense, too often does lead to
absurdity, and the sentimentally foolish bring about their o\'¡n uneasiness'
Harriet and. the widow Bellmour come to illustrate the desiral¡ility of a
gaie.ty temPered bY delicacY'.
These critics,

adapting to their own ends the Restoration theme of
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dramatize the potential fatsity

artifice,
In

Know Your Oltrn

of a sentimental refinement'

Mind (1777), Murphy portrays the ease with which

benevolence can be feigned. The sentimental counterfeiters "make their

vices do their work, under a mask of goodness" (I.i.6),

and their pose

enables them to "more surely betray" the foolish and the credulous

(IV.i.57).

Both l"lrs. BromLey and trIatvil conceal their base designs

behind their professions of benevolen"".46 Malvil finally

fitting

com-ic punishment

suffers

a

for his perfidy (v.ii .69-7I), but the character

of Mrs. Bromley exemplifies Murphyts more sentimental treatment of vice'
She dramatizes his theme of "vices always border upon virtues"
(II.i .I7) . Iler kíndness protects the unfortunate l4iss Neville'

a

sentimental heroine endowed with "Èruth., good sense and virtue"

CV-ii.

73). But Ivlrs. Bromleyrs repeated reminders of her benevofence

augment

the distresses she has ostensibly relieved.
"sport of every sudden whim" GI.i.16)

Miss Neville becomes the

and, so, whatever virtues Mrs'

Bromley does possess are "overshadowed by their opposite qualities"

C21)

'

As Malvil remarks: "The whole of her virtue consists in repentance, but

what kind of repentance? A specious promise to reform her conduct, and

a certain return of the

same

vices" (IV.i.49).

The promise of reforma-

tion can be given as easily as sentimental virtue can be counterfeited'
Finally, then, Murphy's representation of counterfeit virtue accolTmodates
a comic treatment of vice and folly.
Nevertheless, unlike sheridants Joseph surface, who remains

hypocritically

"moraf to the last drop"

439), Murphy's Mrs. Bromley does reform,
trust in her underlying virtue.

(The
and

School for Scandal, V.iii.
she confirms her ward's

Mrs. Brornley is chagrined both

bY

¿50

Miss Neville's sense of gratitude and by the criticism

of others,

and

she confesses to her tong-suffering ward: "Your words overpower me' Ï

feel that I have done wrong. I rejoice at your good fortune:
merit deserves it"

(Know Your ow"n

your

Mind, v-ii -73). Here, once again,

Murphypronounces a "very useful Lesson" (The V'Iay to Keep Him, V.i.84).
He accominodateshis

cornic end, to "weed" out folty,

of underlying virtue

(Know Your Own

to an

acknowl-edgement

Mind, V-ii -74).

Ttrerefore, Murphy and colman, along with Goldsmith and sheridan,
sought to check sentimental excess and to establ-ish the "bounds

limits even to virtue"

(Know Your own

and

To curb such excess'

Mind, V.i.63).

they. attempted to balance, in Macklinrs \¡¡ords, an essential "goodness of

heart" with a "ridiculous and laughing vanity" (The
r.6).

Man

of the Vtorld',

Frequently, however, they failed to balance nr-irth and sentiment-

Comedies

pur¡lorting to be critical

often verified Addison's complaint

that the drama threatened to become "a motly Piece of Mirth and Sorro*-"47
Manv

of these dramas forcibly yoked these elements together, and the

result was a heterogeneous, and sometimes confusing, play which, like
Kelly's False Delicacy, pandered to the very thing iÈ seemed to criticize.
Garrick in his Prologue to False Delicacy applauds, at the

same

time as he ridicules, KeIIy's didactic aim. Such conflicting appraisals,
in their equivocation, neither correct sentimental excess nor establ-ish
a coruic balance. In The Lying Valet (U41) , Garrick clearly models his
play on Cibberts formula: the former errors of the hero accentuate Ïris
final reformation to virtue.

But Garrick ineffectively

separates his

play into two parts, one comic and one sentimental. Early in ttre PlaY,
Gayless resolves that, since libertine

extravagance has reduced him to
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poverty and falsehood, he "shall quite change [hisl former course of
life,'48, but only after he has secured Melissa and her fortune. Having
he now comes to "moralize and
at least "purchased discretion,"
declaim,, on the subjects of honour and conscience (34).

Melissa's trial

of him severely tests his virtuous resolution but, as Mrs. Gadabout
observes: "the more his pain now, the greater his pleasure when
relieved from it" (rr.sz¡.

once he is relieved, Gayl-ess, like Loveless,

rhapsodizes: "So virtuous love, afford us springing joy' / vühilst'
vicious passions, as they burn, destroy" (60). A "sincere" convert at
Iast, Gayless renounces the "wild impetuous sallies" of his youth
rejoices in the "most pleasing calm of perfect happiness" (,60).
In part, the levity afforded by sharp's antics offsets the

and

more

serious business of the rakets reclamation. Yet, Melissa's "generous
temper" (I.34) also rewards sharp's faithful service to h.is master
CIf.60).

As the Epilogue states, the vice of lying may be pronounced

IN

a rogue like sharp, but though his "tongue was false, [his] heart was
true.,,49 Even the comic antics of the "lying valet" are sul¡ordinated
morality.

In The Lying valet, virtue triumphs at last, the portrayal of

folty vitiated by "the uncomic expedient of exhibiting virtue-"50
similarly, The clandestine Marriage (1766) indulges in a display of
sentimental distress, so much so that those characters ostensibly
d.es.igned. to recall the rakes, fops and matrons of the past ultimately

fait to counteract sentimental sobri"ty.5l
gentility

l"Irs. Heidelberg's affected

provokes mirth, and her domineering mannerisms comically

perturb sterling.

At the end of the PlaY, their individual desires are

frustraLedbvtheannouncementofthe''clandestinemarriage,''but

ôìô
zJo

neither her affectation nor his forly undergoes comic correction'

Melvil'

too,foralfhisapparentrakishdemeanour,finaltyexhibits.'sensibility
Even Lord
(v.ii.713).
enough" to be ashamed of his former presumption
ogleby,anexampteofthesuperannuatedfop,failstoemergeasthe
traditional

comic butt.

UnlikethejudgmentwhichfaltsonLordTrin]<etinTheJealousVlife
V-iii.87), Lord Ogleby and his sel-f-delusions incite no
(II.iii.33;
comic ridicule.

(False
t^Ihile he may lack cecil's delicacy and prudence

De].icacy,II.i.726)tLordoglebyalsodisptaysadistinctlysentimental
side.Though,,vaintoanexcess,,'hOisnonethelessreputedtobe
, IV'iii'7OI) ' a quality
,,hr$ane at the bottom" (Tle Clandestine Marr
himself brings
which undermines his coxcombry' Finall-y' Lord Ogleby
He
folly'
about a reconciliation which rewards virtue and excuses
"there have been some mistakes, which we had allobserves to sterling:

is to forgive
better forget for our own sakes; and the best way to forget
Rather than being mended' folly is to be
the cause of them" (V.ii.7I3).
forgotten.

,'amiable delicacy''
The ,'cause,, of their mistakes, Fanny.S

receives no comic
G.:-.677), ís a sentimental- excess which likewise
correctíon.
Her,,quicksensibility,,driveshertoadistresswhich''sinks[her]
(677).
spirits., and reduces her to an insupporta}r]e ''agony of mind.'
grave, romantic
Described by the haughty Miss sterling as her "dear,
irinocent'
sister" (I.ii.680) , Fanny represents the "srnleet' delicate '
blessed with "goodness of heart' and
sentimental,,heroine (Iï.ii.69I)
generositY of mind" (IV.iii.7O5),

But her sentimental distresses'

Fanny has' after all'
unrel-ieved by any comic probing, afford no mirÈh'

betrayed filial

obedience in a way which neither Goldsmith's Miss Nevil-le

wou]-d
nor Kelly,s ltiss Rivers do. Neither Fanny's refined temper, which
,,startle at the very shadow of vice" (V.ii.7l-3), nor her delicate mind'
is superior
which shudders at the "indiscretion"' she has committed',
to prevent a serious indiscretion. Nor is she punished for her

enough

"Her example, instead of encouraging' will rather serve to
of
deter,, other deficate souls from daring to transgress the bounds

fol1y.

prudencea¡rdfilialobedience(713).Sheisbothasentimentalheroine
foolish
in distress, one whose sense of virtue is to be emulated, and a
yoqng\.^romanronewhoseindiscretionistobeavoided'Togetherwith
(713L her
exemplary ,,generosity" and sentimental "forgiveness"
Your
."giggling privilege" fEpilogue, Know
of sentimental
ow-n Mindi 75), the ridicule of folly and the correction

distress effectively

dampens

excess.

Plalrulrights like Garrick and''.Co1man, then, do not always achieve
a comic b.arance of nrirth and sentiment, a balance which., at the same time

asitexposesabsurdity,alsorefievessobriety.Likethesentimentaf
dramatists, these p]a1'wrights occasionally "alternate pathetic

and

so' they
humourous scenes" (Schorer, "Hugh Kellyr" 392) but' in doing
often vitiate the cornic aim of exposing and ridiculing human absurdity'
In Thorndike'S Words: "colLic persons and scenes afternate with those of
extreme sensibility,

and the contrasting elements are not fused in any

single decisive dramatic purpose" [English Comedy' p'

425) '

opposedtothealternationofthewittyandthesentimentalmodes
is a ',b1end of satire, humours characters, morality, and geniality"
,,supposed Revolutionr" P. 265). This theBlooms call the "satiric
cHume,
mode

of feelingr" the impartial censuring of wickedness and fol1y in
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Order to stir in all "the need for remedy. " The "innocent' forewarned
and under the discipline of conscience, are equipp"å to evade the traps

of wrongdoing; the guiltY, if capable of repentance, are moved to selfredemption" ("Satiric Mode of Feelingr" I15).

To futfill

this corrective

function, the dramatist must attend "to sources and instances of failure
in human conduct or institutions"

(116), As Gofdsmith points ouÈ.in his

Enquiry (1759): "Every age produces new follies

and new vices, and one

absurdity is often displaced in order to make room for artother" (Chapter
XII, p.324).

The absurdity of the sentimental mode must, then, become

the target for the dramatic poet who "detects all Èhe new machinations
of vice" and who "levels his satire at the rising structures of folIy"
(p. 324). After all, the comic purpose is to stress the inescapability
of "universal culpalrility"
.

("Satiric

Mode

of Feelingr" 115) -

At the same time, the dramatic poet "should be, and has often

been, a firm champion in the cause of virtue" (Enquiry, chapter xII'

p. 324). Since the instances cited by the satirist

are not necessarily

all "evil,'! nor is alt human activity criminal, the critic

of

huloan

absurdity often provides "contrapuntal interfudes of calm, nearsentimental exposition" (Bloom and Bloom, "satiric Mode of Feeling,

Ifg).

Ihre presentation of folly,

"

coupled with a presentation of virtue,

can therebv achieve a comic balance which portrays "flesh and blood,"

as

it is and not as it ought to be. In Goldsmith.'s words, the actions of
the vile individuaf should incite impressionable youth "to avoid those
actions which appeared so detestal¡le in others."

This character further

heightens the goodness of the meritorious person, whose actions teach

others "how to conduct lthemselves] through life,

so as to become an

¿+L

ornament to socieÈy, and a blessing to ltheir]

,ìrharafnre- as critics
¡¡¡9!v!v¡v,

qt

faruily and friends.'i"-

of the sentimental mode and as comic

dramatists, plalrwrights like Goldsnith and Sheridan do not eschew al-l
the sentimental virtues, but neither do they condone their aJrsurdity.
when they ridicule

false sentiment, they may, as Macey argues, "use

ri-rrrer sent-iment as the bench mark of ltheir]

ideals" and "claim true

as

distinct from fafse sentiment" ("Theatrical Satire," PP. 126, L27),
but they also, as Yearling acknowledges, attack "sentimentality on its
own ground,, (,,Good Natured Heroesr"

493).53 To bring benevolence into

a

comic bal-ance with nr-irth, they try to "reach the heart" [Prologue,
The Rivals, L. 24, p. 74).

Goldsmith ridicules in Honelnrood the foll-y

of indiscriminate good nature, susceptibte as it is to artful "puffi.ng"'
fn Marlow he exposes the fotly of alternately playing the roles of the
man

of mode and the man of sentimental refinement. Like lvlurphy's

portrayal of easily feigned feeling, Sheridan in the romantic Lydia

and

in the foolish Faulkland comically displays sentimental excess. But in
the knavishly comic character of Joseph Surface, he demonstrates the
ease with which "flesh and blood" can indeed "shadow and conceal" its
true nature behind a counterfeit sentimentaÌ pose (Prologue, The Rivals,
L. 29, p. 74). Gofdsmith endorses prudence rather than prudery (she
stoops to conquer, v.208).

"absolute sense,

"

otr

54
sentimental modes.

Sheridan offers, in his comic standard of

effective balance between the witty and the

CHAPTER NINE

"Shamtd into Sense!':

Sheridan's

Comedies

Eighteenth-century sentimental comedy reflected what man ought to

be, and man'S "undefaced" side became in sentimental
moral certainty.
mode

To the eighteenth-centr:ry critics,

comed'y an

explicit

ttre sentimental

threatened to reduce the world of the stage to a "school of

morality" (False Delicacy , v.LL.744) and the ptalrwright to a "Preacher
of the Age" ("The Freeholderts Journalr" 28 November 1722t 27). Thís
the critics

sought to correct.

Plalnvrights like Golds¡nith and sheridan

dramatized both indiscriminate good nature and the comic efficacy of

a

sentimental.pose. Vivifying the Restoration theme of artifice' these
plalvrights once again viewed man as a foolish and, at times, knavish
creature. BuË unlike the practise of former plalzwrights, dramatists like
C,oldsmith and Sheridan also reflected mants more "undefaced" side. At
their best, the critics

of sentimental comedy used the modes of the past

and adapted. them to their ovtn comic ends, in Goldsmith the comic efficacy

of prudence, and in Sheridan the comic standard of "a'bsolute sense"
(fhe Rivals, III.i.fO4)

-f

Because of this distinctive

use of the two modes, Sheridan's

comedies cannot simply be regarded either as anti-sentimental attacks

or as attempts to "restore" the practíce of Restoration dramatists-2 In
his plays, gaiety is balanced by sentiment, th-ose. gentle stirri,ngs of
242
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the heart which in his Prologue to The Rivals Sheridan
subjects of the comic muse. Indeed, in a letter to

deems worthy

Thomas

Grenville

(30 October 1712), Sheridan confesses: "For my own Part when I read for
Entertainment, I had much rather vie\^/ the Characters of Life as I
?

wish they were than as they are. "-

woul-d

Unlike what the Scotchman cal-ls

"Grave Comedyr"= which strives to inculcate a "most serious moral"
(The Critic,

I.i.502),

Sheridan's plays al-so reflect "the fofl-ies

and

the foibles of societyt' (502). Finally, like Congreve's blending of
comic modes, Sheridan's comedy is at once benevol-ent and critical-.-

r.nfris- in sheridan
*-*- and the
Çlrorirf¡nrq
r¡rçllusr¡

r

nlaws

y¿s_z

ttlranì¡n

Drama

Ã

of Georgian England (1917), calls

¡nmoÁios with

A Satirical

bite

that

feaChes OnIy

to fatuous and malicious individuals" (p. 9) . Sheridan achieves this
kind of comic balance by his introduction of "absol-ute senser"

comrnon

sense tempered by mirth and softened by good nature.6 Freed from

salaciousness and sententiousness, his best comedies reflect

bl-ood" (Prologue, The Rivals, 1. 29, p.74),

the conuic modes of the past.
On

"ffesh

and

and his criticisms modify

i

the one hand' Sheridan lashes this "Goddess of the woeful

countenance" (I. 26), this "sentimental- Muse" (f. 27) which delivers only

"the purest morals" (Prologue, The critic,
"laughing sistslling
comedy dramatizes

I. 4, P. 495). Unlike

a

piece of work" (A scotchman, p. 804), sentimental

"the viciousness of vice and the virtuousness lof

virtuel in every third line" (p. BO4). So, as the Scotchman declares in
Sheridan's fragirnent, A Scotchman, those who would hiss his sentimental
comedy "might as

well hiss the

conrnon

prayer book" þ. 804).

Sheridan comicaflv mocks the did.acticism of the sentimental- mode, but
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he also criticizes
Scotchman

its confusion of tragedy and comedy. If, as the

asserts, his genius lies in tragedy, then he can indeed write

a successful sentimental comedy. Puffts canting art also exemplifies
the essential falsity

of a

at the expense of laughter.

mode

which induces tears and proffers morals

The ease with which Puff perpetrates his

cheat demonstrátes the connection between chicanery and sentimental-ism'
Sentimental poses can indeed hide the knavish side of mants nature, and

these poses serve finally

rrf.i .255)

to "cheat the World bestl' (The City Helrqss-,

.

of the

on the other hand, while Sheridan does dramatize the falsity

,,sentimental muser" he does not unquestioningly accept her "conic Sister"

(prologue, tFhe Critic,
rude"

Cl

I. f3, p. 494). Frequently "i11 behav'd

and

. l, P. 4g5), the Restoration co¡nic muse "would,sometimes in

mirthful moments use / A style too flippa¡rt for a well-bred
(1r. 15-16, p. 494) and sink into a."glraceless wit."8

Muse"

As both sheridan

and Vanbrugh suggest, a "loose obscene encourAgement to vice" tTtt"-

Relapse, II.3I)

can be averted by "a littIe

to Scarborough-, II.i.582).

wholesome

pruning" (A Trip

Such "pruningi" wiII retain the comedy as well

as respect moralitY.
Even Sheridan's lesser plays, The Duenna (1775) and St. Patrick's

Day (1775) exemplify these fundamental co¡ruic concerns. Like his
predecessors, he dramatizes the deceitful tricks in which the hero

engages. Yet, unlike the libertines of tlre past, Sheridan's heroes
would e_agerly submit to marriage, and they deceive only those who, in

the conventional

m¿rnner

of grrardians, tuinder their pursuit of it-

Jerome in fhe Duenna assumes that h-is control over his offspring is

Don
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absolute and, because he is so stubborn, Louisa determines, with the aid
As the duenna remarks, his trust

of her duenna, to outwít her father.9

in his own sagacity, as well as his comic gutlibitity,
effects of passion and obstinacy" (I.iii.24O).

are the "rare

Similar1y, as his

shows, Justi.ce Credulous in St. Patrickrs Day is a gullible

fool.

name

Like

so many patriarchal figures, the Justice also betrays a "viol-ent"

disposition.

t0

1_- r:
he slips into extremes and renders
Lacking moderation,

himself ridicul-ous at last (II.iv.186-190).
Sheridan exploits the comic conventions of the past, but he also
adds some slight touches which individual-ize his characters. Neither

Justice Credulous nor Don Jerome possesses the eighteenth-century
patriarch's moral sagacity.

Too passionate

to be benevolent mentorst

these characters morê clearly recall the witty conr-ic mode. Yet' unlike

the parents of the past, both Justice Credulous and Don Jerome finally
reveal a good-natured side.

Ttre Justice readily acknowledges his error

(St. Patrick's Day, II.iv.192),
old fellow.when I

am

and. Don Jerome

admits: "f'm an obstinate

ín the wrong; but you shall now find me as steady

in the qi,Siht" (The Duenna' III.vii.282\.
Because of their sudden conversions at the end of the p1ays, these

characters represent aheterogeneous rnixture of the witty and the sentimental modes. Justice Credulous and Don Jerome conform to one tradition

only to assume shades of the other.

The sudden transition

from

intrarrsigence to good nature indicates dramatic expediency. Sheridanrs

desire to end the play on a conciliatory note may satisfy the
of a "well-bred Muser" but it threatens to lead him into
pla1nøriting;

demands

shoddy

the sudden display of an underlying benevolence is

as
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dramatically unaccountal¡le as Lovelessr sudden conversion in Cibber's
Lovers Last Shift.
More successful are Sheridants portraits

of Isaac and the duenna'

both of whom exemptífy the kind of modifications Sheridan could make to
conventional characters. The character of the duenna comically .transforms her comic antecedents. An "antiquated Ever" the duenna combines
the wiliness of the witty servant with the shrewish disposition of the

cast-off mistress (The Duenna, I.iv.24o).

Not only does she e.ngineer

but also she contrives to ensnare
the deception of Don Jerome (I.iii),
Finatty, it is her
the ,,sly little villain," Isaac (II.iv.26L\.
shrewishness which serves as a fitting comic punishment for the foolish
Isaac (III.vii.28I)

.

For his part, like many a fop before him, Isaac is as enamoured of
his pocket glass as he is of the beauty of a woman (I.v.243). So vain
is he c.f his person that he takes civility to be love (243) ' But Isaac

also preaches the libertine's

creed when he declares:

no more to do wi-,h gal-Iantry than iÈ has with politicks

"conscience has

- why, you are

no honest fellow, if love can't make a rogi-ue of you" (II'iv'260)'
may

not debauch the

woman under

IIe

his protection, but he nonetheless

preaches a creed based on roguery. But even the character of Isaac

o\'¡es

something to both the witty and the sentimental modes. Like congreve¡s

witwoud in Tr|e way of the world, Isaac comically misconstrues the

actions of the hero and the heroine. But like Addison's Tinsel in
The Drummer, Isaac and his ralcish principles are now foppistr''
rsaac is both. fool and knave. He is a "Machieval" (260), but his
,,passion for deceit, and tricks of cunni¡rg" are corn-ic (f iii '237) '
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Louisa shrewdly observes: "the fool predominates so much over the knave,

that I

am

told he is generally the dupe of his own art" (237). His

antics propel the comedy to its conjugal endrand yet he becomes an
object of "contempt and ridicule"

(IIf.vii.28f).

He neither sentimen-

tally reforms, nor does he receive forgiveness. Rather, he must undergo
the comic punistrment of marriage to the
He may

duenna-

suffer for his cornic knavery, but Isaac nonethefess

does

ínspire the friendship of Carlos. a more sentimental character. In
contrast to fsaac's foppery, Carlos exhibits a sense of moderation-

IIe

wonders, for example, how his friend could love the duennai nor can

he

compliment her as grandiosely as Èhe footish Isaac would wish (II.ii.
l'ì
253-4).'L His honesty not only recalls the plain-dealing heroes of

Etherege

and.

lrTycherley, but also the forthright

heroes of Steele.

Undeveloped as he is, he highlights Isaac's baseness at the same time as

he ÍntrcCuces benevolence into the intrigues bustling around him.

His sense of honour also contrasts to the unchivalrous antics of
Antonio and. Ferdinand, the two heroes. Ferdinand's stealing into
,(I.ii.232-3), and such "insolent
Clarats bedchamber arouses her scorn

importunity" prevents her from seeking his assistance (f.v.24O).
Indeed, Antonio,s reputaÈion as â "gay, dissipated rake" who has
"squander'd his patrimony" makes Don Jerome insist all the more that his
daugh\er marry someone else (II-iii

-254)

But sheridan softens the rakish outlines to his heroes. Like
Charles Surface, Antonio is also renowned for his generosity.

It,

"more than his profuseness" (254) , strips him of his inheritance -

of kindness, as well as self-indulgence, have reduced his finances.

Acts
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In the end, he shows himself to be a true man of honour- He scorns Lo
,,obtain her fortune by deceit" (III.vj-L.282), and he freely offers to
relinquish it should her father still

object to the marriage' His

generosity and honour win him both her fortune and her father's blessing
(2g2). So, too, with Lieutenant orconnor in st. Patrickrs Day. He is
in

and he scorns artificiality

good-natured and generous (I.i.163),

others. In Lauretta, he finds a naturalness (166) which sharply
Graces" of the town [167). He is less
contrasts to the "artificial
rake, eager to wed a fortune, than he is a man of honourr eager to

a

wed

the woma¡r of his choice.
This kind of devotion illustrates

sheridan's use of the sentimental

mode. Sheridan endows his heroes with good and honourable intentions'
Hís adaptation of Vanbrugh's The Relapse introduces the character of
Colonel Townly, a considerabty softened version of t'lorthy.12 Berinthia
re.f,ers to Townly as her "good serious Colonel (A Trip to Scarborough,

a clear indication of his essential goodness- she flirts
For his part, Townly
with Loveless only to "pique" Townly (v.i.6r3).
confesses to Young Fashion: "but lBerinthia's] failing in her prorni-se,
ïII.ii.598),

I, partly from pique, and partly from idleness, have been diverting my
chagrin by offering up chaste incense to the beauties of Amanda" (I'i'
575). Friendship to the lady's husband precludes Ïris carrying his
attentions too far (576), but
(v.i.612).

Amanda

herselfrefutes Townly's

argiuments

r,ike the extrortations of Vanbrugh-rs Amanda, her indignant

denunciation awakens in him a regard for lrer virtuous character'

reflects:

"Sure there's divinity

He

about her; and she has dispensed

portion of hoi:or's ligtr,t to me" (612). Vanbrugh' undercuts ltorthyrs

some
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"moment

of purityr" but,

his error.
virtue.

here, Sheridan explicitly

makes Townly admit

He "was mistaken" when he thought "l.ightly" of Amanda's

A convert to virtue, he now considers his "censure" of

Berinthia to be equally questionable (6L2). His musings prompt Loveless
and Berinthia to renounce their former behaviour.

"honesty" (613), yoked to prudence, triumph at last'

"sincerity"

and

Uttimately, this

regard for a virtuous reconciliation weakens Vanbrugh's more comic
treatment of the frailtY

of

man-

In Sheridan's fragimentary adaptation of Goldsm-ith's The Vicar of
wakefield, even the profligate Thorrùrill proves to have redeeming
Arnold's preaching offsets
qualities ininr-ical to the vitrain.l3
Thornhill's profligacYr but Thornhill himself agrees that, were he to
find "real vertue" in his PreY, he would then "give up [his] pursuit
and foregoing the dirty consideration of fortune, make atonement by

marriage" çp. 802).
such obvious concessions to morality make these plays less critical

than those of many Restoration playwrights.

But his less

ambiguous

treatment,,of folly and vice does not make his plays "homilies in
dial.ogue,' (Hazlitt,

"Cornic

l{ritersr"

Lectures, p. 217). Rather,his

pre-occupation, as Loftis calls it, with jealous and capricious romantics
adds a distinctively

comic dimension to these plays.14 The jealous

distrusts even his own friend [f.ii.235) ' nor
can he content himsel-f with Clara's avowals of love. Although it is

Ferdinand in

Trhe Duenna

his own "insolent importunity" which arouses Clarats indignation
[I .v.24O)', Ferd.inand chooses to intepret frer actions as instances of
her "teizing [sicJ, tyrannical, obstinate, perverse, absurd" temper
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(I.ii.23l).

In fact, Clara's insistence that he leave her bedchamber

echoes the concern of many a Restoration heroine (r-v -24Ð

His inordinate jealousy blinds him to his folly.

T1lre

-L5

contrast

between his jealous frenzy and his servant's more practical approach to

love highJ-ights Ferdinand's absurdity (I.i.229) . Ferdinand's treatment
of his bel-oved illustrates

the servant's insight.

On

the one hand,

he

belíeves his suspicions of her to be just and, on the other hand, he
acknowledges the "proofs of her love" to be strong enough to shake his

confidence Cï.ii.235).

Even he must ad.mit that jeatousy brings only

self-induced woe (III.Lí.269),
Ferdinand finally

and leads to a fafse trust in appearances.

must be cured of .the jealous temper which "blinds"

him (III.vL.218).

He fails

to recognize either his mistress or tris

sister (277-278), and such a concrete illustration
testifies

of his blindness

to the essentíal folly of jealousy.

-The Duenna is a rather stigtr-t Play, hardly designed to be a

correction of sentimental excess. Tn his earlíest PIay, The Rivals
(L775j, Sheridan more fully develops his comic theme of "absolute sense"
adapts the modes of the past to his ovm "nd".16
Restoration playwrights dramatize the corrupting influence of the "way
and more effectively

of the wor1d," and frequently offer ambiguous resolutions to the
str.uggle of the individual to survive the world and its ways. Sheridan

offers the ',better way" of sense at the same time as he d.ramatizes the
excesses of a sentimental t.y.17

He mocks

mental distress and delicacy of feeling.

earlier themes of artifice
,

the ab.surdities of senti-

To do so, he reconciles the

and "p1ain-dea1ing" with his own treatment

of virtue and sense. Ee reveals the folly of a world where Puffrs

25r

"cartt' can dupe others, and where a sentimentaÌ pose leads to absurdity
(The Critio,

I.ii.514)

.

Faufkland is one such example of absurdity.

His refinement of

feeling mocks KeIIy,s s'mpathetic portrayal of delica"y.18
prizes the "sympathetic heart" (fI.i.94),

Faul-kland

and the sentimental union of

"delicate and feeling souls" (90).

To be absent from his beloved is to

endure an agony of mind, so Ju]ia's

"violent, robust, unfeeling

health." argues a happiness in his absence (92). she should be
,,temperately healthy" and "plaintively

gay" (94). such paradoxical

statements point to Faulklandrs own sentimental absurdity.

He wishes

Julia to be a pining heroine whose only true joy comes from her soulful
union w:ith him, and whose a-bsence from him should sul¡due her whole being-

But Faulkland fails to see the paradox of both his language and his
demands. By wishing Ìrer to be temperate and plaintive,

he in effect

wisles her to be unhealthy and sad. Sheridan mocks the delicate lover
yet furtåer

\¡¡fren

Faulkland hears of Julia's social activities

in the

Country. A "truly modest and delicate womanr" Faulkland avers, would
engage in a lively

country dance only with her sentimental counterpart

(g4). OnIy then, he argues, can she preserve the sanctity of her
delicate soul:

"ff there be but one vicious

nr-ind

in the Set, 'twill

spread like a contagion - the action of their pulse beats to the

lascivious movement of the jiSS - their quivering. warm-breath'd sighs
impregnate the very air - the atmosphere becomes electrical

to love,

and each amorous spark darts thro¡ every link of the chainl" C94).

Faulkland's sexually charged speech comically undermines his role as the
delicate lover-
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The object of his "sentimental" ardour, Julia, refuses to play a

Not only is her health robust, bu| she also seems to

similar role.

oniov the "e'lectrical" atmosphere of the country dance. Once branded
e¡¡

as

J vf

the "unequivocal- tribute to the sentimental formula" (Kaulr . "A Note on
Sheridanr" p. 141), Julia does possess a lively spirit

Faulklandrs jealousy receives

of the over-refined t.*p"r.19

is critical

wTlich, at times,

a check from Julia, who reminds him: "If I wear a countenance of
content, it is to shew that my mind holds no dou-bt of my Faulk1and's
truth" (III.ii.1O7).

Untike Lydia, Jul-ia wiII not create an artificial

sentimental distress.
Together with Julia's more temperate regard for the feelings of

the heart, Lydia's antics also
feeling.

comrnent on

excessive refinement of

Juliats "robust, unfeeling health" hardly makes her a delicate

heroine, pining for love

and. reduced

to distressfuf illness (II.í.92)

In contrast, Lydia enjoys scenes of distress.

To Lydia, wealth is

"that burthen on the wings of l-over" so she must create for herself
"undeserved persecution" (III.iii-1I2).

.

an

She delights in the "dear

deticious shifts" her lover must withstand for her sake (v.i.135).
Describing one such romantic encounter wittr him, she uses homely,

inappropriate language. Her lover is reduced to "a dripping statuer"
sneezing and coughing "so pathetically"

(f35).

Tlhey must exchange vows
t^

joints (135).-"
the falsity,
In

TLre

as he tries to win her heart

while the "freezing blast" numbs their

Such a scene, told in such language, merely accentuates

and the foIIY, of h-er pretensions.

Rlvals, then, Sheridan does indeed mock those aspects of

sentimentalism which lead to folly and, to expose these absurdities'

¿)J

Sheridan effectively

exploits both the witty and the sentimental

In contrast to the artifice

mod'es-

practised by Lydia, and the distress

experienced by Julia and FaulkÌand, traces of the witty comic

mode

appear in characters like Acres, the country fop, and Mrs. Malaprop

Sir Anthony Absolute, examples of "crabbed agle." Acres, like many

and

a

fop before him, slavishly attempts to imitate the city gentleman, but
Acres captures only the trappings of true gentility

and true vtit.

too, becomes a subject for diversion [e.g-, IT.i.91) '

Ile,

And ]-ike the

aging matrons of eartier comedyr Mrs. Malaprop fancies herself to be

attractive and desiraJ¡Ie, so much so that she is easily duped.

The

character of Sir Anthony Abso1ute, who attempts to bully his son into
obedience, resembles another conventional character of the past, t]le

obstinate father.

At one point, he threatens to disown a son

wtro

refuses to capitulate to his wishes (99).
Foolish pretensions, like Bob Acres' "sentimental swearing" (96),
represent a cornic "'echo to the sensertr (95), a hollow irnitation of the

verbal and social mastery which. Captain Absolute more truly embodies- In
effect, Acres foppishly distorts both sense and sound' and applies
pope,s injunction with respect to sound to a comic delivery of oaths.21

His swearing is also a parody of the sentiment. What should exhort
others to a moral truth Acres uses Èo bofster his courage. Sirnilarly,
Lydia'S romantic notions lead to falsity
of the sensibility
reÞresents.22

and absurdity, mere "echoes"

and sentimental distress which Julia more truly

Faulkland's refusal to forego what he calls his "exquisite

nicety" (w.iii.131)

and to fol1ow the sensible tactics of Captain

Absolute also exemplify an "echo to the senser" for his nicety is soon

found to be caprice.

Both wit and sentiment fall into excess and

affectation, a "Voluntary Disguise" which cloaks geniune feeling

and

geniune wit (Congreve, "Humour in Comedyr" P. 79).

Nearly every character in the play indulges in such excess: Mrs.
Malaprop with her "oracular tongue" (III.iii.l-I0)

' Sir Lucius O'Trigger
with his distorted view of honour, Bob Acres with his gentlemanly
pretensions, Ju]ia with her excessive good nature, Lydia with her absurd
romanticism, Faulkland with his captiousness, Sir Anthony Absofute with
22,
These excesses
his penchant to be "hasty in every thing" (I.i.77)."'

are nonethefess intertwined, and their inter-relationship
the playts titl-e.

is evident in

Contrary to the views expressed by Sen in "sheridan's

r,itêrÂrv nêbt-tt (2gg-3OO) and Sherbo in English Sentimental Drama (p.

]-O2),

the playts dual lines of action are not anomalous, but thematically
Here, in his first

linked.

Play, sheridan does, as Auburn notes in

Sheridants Comedies, show himself to be a "master of comic technique"

(p. 58). I^iit and sentiment are "rival" modes, and the rivalry is
established as early as the Prologue, where the figure of comedy stands
in opposition to the sentimental muse.24 Jul-ia's sweet-tempered nature,
often regarded as sentimental, can be viewed onÌy in its relation both
to her cousinrs romantic caprice and to her fover's "captious, unsatisfied
temper" (III.ii.106).

Her fundamental- good nature "rival-s," as it were,

their more pronounced sentimental excess. By pairing these characters
rooothar- sherirlan strikes a balance between them. Lydia's romantic
,

v¿¡vr

+v

indulgences Lead to imagined distresses which stand in marked contrast to

Ju]ia's own trials.25

Whil-e Jul-ia's "gentle nature" will

"sympathize"

wilh. her cousin's fanciful- torments, her prudence will offer only
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chastisement

(.I

Lydia rea]izes, too, that "one fecture from

.ii.8l).

[her] grave Cousin" will convince her to recall her banished lover
(V.i.134).

Lydia, I should

Later, Julia says: "If I were in spirits,

chide you only by laughing heartily at you" (135).
Faulktandts fretfulness also taxes Juliats good nature and, for

the most part, she allows her "Èeasing, captious, incorrigible
(II.i.90)

to subdue her:

lover"

"but I have fearn'd to think myself his debtor'

for those imperfections which arise from the ardour of his attachment"
(I.ii.83).

In this manner, Julia herself becomes the victim of excess.

Her exaggerated sense of duty ¡6 her morose lover and her befal¡oured

justifications

of his treatment of her are found to. be immoderate.

Even though she would, no doubL, crave just such an incident to

befall her, Lydia effectively
own romantic

demonstrates just how absurd is Julia's

obligation to the

man who rescued

her from drowning.

Once

again, Lydia's homely comparison makes the incident more comic than
"Obligationl - Why a water-spaniel

sentimental. She tells Julia:

woufd have done as much. - lrIeII , I should never think of giving my heart

to a

man because he

uoutd swiml "

C83)

. Lydia further challenges Julia's

prerogative to charge her with caprice:

"What, does Julia tax me with

caprice? - I thought her lover Faulkland had enured her to it" (82) r{êrê - T,vdia ts clear-sightedness puts Julia' s sentimental expostulations

into perspective. By indulging Faulkland's every whim, and by submitting
to his sentimental notions of love, Julia tolerates his fretfulness
fosters her own excess.
and filia]

When

and

Julia introduces the notions of gratitude

duty, for example, Faulkland tells her:

"Again, Juliar

raise ideas that feed and justify my doubts" (fII-ii.I07).

You

He yearns to
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be assured that she does in fact love hirn for himself afone, and here
she raises doubts even as she tries to assuage his fears.

Finally, Julia must bear the conseguences. Her indulgence
eventually leads Faulkla¡rd into mistaking her sincerity for coquetry
and hypocrisy.

fntent on using the impending duel as "the touch-stone

of Jul-iars sincerity and disinterestedness" (IV.iii.f3I),

Faulkland

wrongly judges Julia's love. When she hears of the duel, Julia first
responds in sentimental fashion.

In terms of Sheridanrs theme of

the contrast between this scene of tender self-abrogation (V.í)

rivalry,

and the s.cene where Captain Absolute plays the self-sacrificing

(III.iii)

lover

is worthY of note

As Ensign Beverley, the captain makes use of Lydia's favourite

sentimental notions.

He

wilI rescue her from her "undeserved perse-

cutionr" and he pretends to revel in their anticipated poverty.

He

comically rhapsodizes: "Love shal-l be our idol and' supportl we will
worship hirn with a monastic strictness;

abjuring all- worldly toys, to

center every thought and action there" (III.iii.ff2).
rlTar:nth-r" which

will

ptedge to her fretfuf

IIis "Iicensed

"ptead" for his "reward" (1f2), echoes Julia's
lover.

she willingly

prorlises to receive "a

legal cla-im to be the partner of lhis] sorrovls and tenderest comforter"
(_v.i.I32)_. Jack vows to Lydia that, "proud of calamity, we will enjoy
the wreck of wealth; while the surrounding gloom of adversity shall
make.

the f]ame of our pure love show doubly bright" (.III .iii.112).

Sinilarly,
wedded

Julia promises to Faulkland: "Then on the bosom of your

Julia, you may lu]l your keen regret to slumbering; while

virtuous 1ove, with a Cherubrs hand, shall srnooth the'brow of upbraiding
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thought, and pluck the thorn from compunction" (V'i'L32) '
Both ,fack and Julia indicate their willingness to endure hardship

for the sake of love. But Juliars sentiments, prompted by Faulkland's
feigned distress, follow Jack's, and his scene with Lydia is highly

co¡nic. In his case, artifice
Trhe

clearJ-y predominates over sensibility.

captain is trying to trick Lydia into matrimony and, after his

impassíoned speech, he quips in an aside:

devil- is in itl"

(rrr.iii.112).

"If she holds out now the

His sentiments are feigned' so merely

to utter oaths of devotion does not insure a disinterested heart'
Julia's sentiments are more sincere and yet, because they do follow
Jack's conr-ic ones, Sheridan here inverts the conventional technique of
inÈroducing a comic scene to parody a serious one. In doing so, Juliats
sentiments are undermined.. Faulkland likewise would trick Julia into

confession of love, unqualified by either gratitude or filial

a

duty'

Structuraliy and thematically, Sheridan in this way suggests the kinsh-ip
between sensibility

and artifice.

soon, Juiia's sensibiliÈy itself

changes. once she learns of

Faulklandts deceptionrshe resembles earlier heroines wTro, in the

proviso scene, defend their individuality.

Her language retains the

syntax of the sentiment, but the content does not deal with a moral

trutt¡-. Rather, she renounces him, and soundly condemns his artifice
(v.i.I33).

Delicate feelings aside, she refuses to bring further

distress upon herself.

To make his comic point, Sheridan prolongs

Julia's diatribe which, in its anger, recalls the tirades of the castoff mistress.

Nor can Faulkland:irrt.ttupt

the flow of her reproach.

At 1ast, Faulkland's excess is checked, but not by Julia's language
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or her finer feelings.

A]though in the end he pays tribute to the

reforming power of her "gentleness" and "candour" (V.iii.145),

here the

threat of forever losing her stirs his remorse. Julia, in witnessing
the extremes to which her lover will go, also comes to realize the
dangers of indulgence. Like Honeywoodrs in The Good Natur'd Man,

Juliat s indiscrinuinate good nature must be checked and restrained.
The character of Captain Absolute illustrates

Sheridanrs comic

standard of moderation, the lesson both Julia and Faulkland must l-earn.
Durant remarks: " [Jack] is a sensible and practical young man; and the
main thrust of the comedy comes of this practical young man's efforts

to achieve sensible aims in an utterly illogical

worl-d." ("sheridan's

tRoyal Sanctuary,"' 27). Auburn in Sheridan's Comedies says that Jack

is 'tnildLyclever, motivated by honest, not entirely selfish desiresr"
and "r.r¡armly human" (p. 50).

Unlike the other characters, wtro are

"absolute" in their self-indulgent excess, the Captain is "absolute"
only in his sense. To Faulkfand's suggestion that he immediately run
away

with Lydia, arrd thus fulfill

her romantic desire for a sentimental

elopement, Captain .Absolute retorts:

her fortune?" (rI.i.89).

"!'lhat, and 1ose two thirds of

Like the Restoration hero, he is willing

enough to woo a lady with a substantial inheritance, but he is equally

unwilling to sacrifice himself to a life of poverty. As he tells
"Come, come, we must lay aside some of our romance - a little

Lydia:

wealth. and comfort mav be endur'd after aII" (IV.ii.125).

To live in

an impoverished state may be romantic, but it is also needlessly
fool-ish

-

On

anothei level, his moderation offsets Faul-kf-and's sensibility.
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At one point, the captain urges Faulkland to "love fike a man" tIl'i'go)
and, at another, he chides his friend even more severely: "but a
captious sceptic ín love , - a slave to fretfulness and wtLim - who has
but of his own creating - is a subject more fit for
no difficulties
ridicule than compassion:" (Iv.iii.131).

Like the balance achieved

through the rel-ationship of Lydia and Julia, the Captain's good sense

will also balance FaulkLand's excess'
Like Faulkland's, Lydia's folly must be mended, and by the captain'
After Lydia discovers that captain Absolute and Ensign Beverley are one
and the same person, he .initially

appeals to her sensibility.

Meeting

with no SucceSS, he must then challenge her very pretensions to
Fle points out to Lydia how her reputation will- suffer in
sensibility.
a world where sentiment thrives only in the tend.ing libraries

or in

whimsical imaginations. ft is a point which, although a criticism of
Now'
the sentimentaf mode, afso modifies the earl-ier theme of artifice'
sentiment becomes just another form of affectation.

Later, wilde will

its artfulness when he dramatizes the transfer of art into life
rrrá tif" into art. But here Sheridan indicates that the stage of the

show

world and the world of the stage do not mutually influence each other'zo
captain Absolute brings into comic focus the itlusory, and ultimately
absurd, nature of Lydia's attempt to transfer the fictional

realm of

sentimentatism into her o*n life'27

yet, he is also a fover, "aye, and a romantic one toort cII.i.gO) '
and this aspect of his character exemplifies sheridan's use of convention. After his breach with Lydia, the captain agrees to a duel.
ïndeeil, this prospecÈ proves more 3uccessful in winning him the hand of
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Lydia than alt his tricks,

a reversal of the Restoration practise

and

an apparent concession to pathos.28 But it must be stressed' that.

unlike steele's treatment of the duel in The Lying Lover, in The Rival-s
both captain Absolute

the duer becomes an effective comic u..rr"* -*

and Faulkland, the duel is a gesture of despair, and sheridan has

clearly indicated the al¡surdity of it by juxtaposing their motives with
those of o'Trigger, who would fight."genteelyr"
over some imagined insult

(rv.iii

ànd tike a christian,

.L28-Ð.29 The Captain here momentarily

forsakes sense, and he almost meets a romanti" .rrd.3o In a final- comic

twist, which Wil-de will later develop, Lydia's romantic desires are
almost real-ízed, and art almost does become life.

It is enough to shock

all the characters into sense, and pathos is thereby averted.
f¡erefore, Èhe duel exemplifies the basic rivalry between the
sentimental and the witty modes, and the dangers to which both are

suirjeCt- Lucy capaJrly wears a "mask of silliness"

and Yetr'Iike

the

witty servants of the past, she possesses "a pair of sharp eyes for
Ihcrl
L¡¡V

¡ J

¡,-,¡n

interest under it"

(I.íi.87) . It is her self-interest

which

has led to such, serious misunderstandings. The fop, too, has contributedSeeking to master the art of "sentimental swearing" (II-i.96)

t Acres

hopes to prove his courage. A blustering oath, delivered with "propriety"

(95L would then achieve an effect which the cowardty "fightingi Bob"
ccyutd

not do.otherwise. But the duel shows his courage to be

as

suspect as his "sentimental sr¡eari.tg." More important is the dual

character of Ensi.gn Beverley/Captain Absolute. IIis disguise also leads

to misunderstandings, but he plays the key role of the man of sense.
T'he co¡uic excesses

of the rival modes have heen checked, largely through
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him. The rivalry between the various suitors for Lydia's hand reaches
its climax at Kingrs-Mead-Fie1ds, and the concomitant rivalry between
the two modes, represented by the combatants' finally
rivalry,

ends' Out of

balance finallY reigns'

Thisba]-anceisreflectedinJulia'sconcludingspeech.Earlier'
prologue
the actress who has played the part of Julia has delivered a
final
críticar of the sentiment-r *rr"".31 At the end of the play, her
speech points less to a sentimental reconcitiation

than it does to

a

pleaformoderation.Thoughcouched'insentimentaflanguage,the
pictures to
speech hints at the true nature of things: "and while Hope
us a ffattering

scene of future Bliss,

Iet us deny its pencil those
??

colours which are too brighÈ to be lasting (V.iii 'L46) '"' The "squinting
but it
eyel, of excess swivels either one way or the other iIv.iii.L29),
has been brought to some measure of balance and clear-sightedness'
(Prologue, L' 29'
Sheridan Ìras at last shown that only "f1esh and blood"

p.74)rfreedfromexcessivewitandsentiment'willultimately
traumpn-.

33

Julia's caution hightights_the folly of trusting to appearances
andr at the same time, it serves to warn against risible excess.' Her
prudent reminder finds its fullest

expression in sheridan's comic

a¿.
masterpiece, The School for Scandal.J+ Ilere, like Congreve, Sheridan
masterfully weaves together Etherege's theme of artifice' vqycherley's

vision of irmninent vice, and Vanbrughts comic theme of man's frailty'35
A rích co¡ruic heritage, then, enaljles Sheridan to chide and to correct
a]rsurdity, manifested in The school- for scandat by the characters'
inordinate regard for the appearance of benevolence and by their

hu¡nan

zo¿

footish pursuit of pleasure. As colman The Elder's Epilogue to the
play announces, the play exhorts its audience "'No more in vice or error
to engage, / or play the Foof at large on Life's great stage"' (r1. 2526, p. 443\ Íhre "school for scandal" itself

comes

to represent this ."great

Stage,,of the world, as prone to vice as it is to tot1y.36 This town's
most insidious vice is sfander-mongering, now grown into a "modish art"
which infiltrates

every aspect of the fashionable world (Prologue, 1' 2,
a7

p. 355). Gossip, as Leff suggests, is now "the way of the world."-'
Once branded "a strange censorious age" by countless matrons who, like
Lady cockwood, warily obey the dictates of the town and dread its

censure [she l¡iould Ïf she could, rI .ii.35),

the town now gluts itself

38
mutilated reputatiÖns as greedily as it fal-sifies appearances.

Dorimants of the past may have struggled to

ma-lce

on

The

a "tolerabl-e show" to

a socie'';y''intolerant of those who let themselves be "known" (Man of
Mode, III.i.51)."

?q

Here, in the den of "this Hydra, Scandal" (Prologue,

1. f4, p. 356), "utterers of forg'd Tales, coiners of Scandal clippers of Reputation" (rI.i.376\

and

create "Proof - where Innuendos fail"

- excepÈ the Fact."4O As Lady Sneerwell
herself remarks: "Wel-l there is no trusting ap¡>earances" (V.ii '427) '
and. "Ornit no Circumstance

The sentimental Èrust in the underlying goodness of the human

creature and the desire to cultivate appearance Sheridan now brings
together in this comic, and highly critical,

treatÎent of scandal'

Hardly paragons of benevolencer'the scandal-mongers spread their gossip
and deny evên the appearance of :¡irtue, f.or unblemished reputations can

easi.ly he sulfied by the tales of the scandal-moog"t=.nt "The most
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whimsical- Circumstancer" for example, deprives Miss Piper of both her

lover and her character, and the demise of her rep¡tation results from
Like Jones' later treatment of
a comic ruisapprehension (I.i.36¡¡.42
scandal in The Masqueraders, sherid.an here suggests that t].e studied

cultivation of any appearance does not necessarily protect the individual'
. 42,
-'
nor does it always afford social- mastery.
such. conr-icatly far-fetched tales ilfustrate the perversely
whimsical nature of scandal, but the "school-" also becomes sheridan's
cornic v¿eapon. ft is an effective Jneans to lash a "wit" which now

stoops to malice and which, like the foprs notion of raiÌIery,

construes

4^
ifl--nature to be the very essence of repartee.== Lady Sneerwell says:
"there's no possibility of being witty - without a little iII nature -

the malice of a good thing is the Barb that makes it stick -" (364) '
Likewise, Joseph asserts that the "jest which plants a Thorn in another's
Breast" shoufd not be Suppressed, for conversation mUst not

become

"tedious and insipid" (364). What Charles elsewhere describes as "the
sociai spirit of RailLery" has indeed been replaced by a conversation
its
"which. has all the Pertness and flatulence of Champaine without
Spiri.t or Flavour'r IIII.iii.397).

The scandal college both. fosters such

malice, and harhours the fools and the knaves.
The "school" indulges the vanity and malice of a fop like sir
Benjarnin Backbite.

His conversation, like that of Lord Ptausible

and

Novel in Wycherley's Thê PfAin Deeiterr'is a'"perpetual Libel on all his

Acquaintance" LThe School fof. Sd

, f.i.363).

The school also

shields the.knavery of a character like Snake, the ruinion of the scandal
In him, sherîdan portra!'s a
college,3. "Pres_i.dent" cv.iii.439).
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knavery morally culpable in its duplicity

and in its inverted sense of

value. A fellow who "hasnrt Virtue enough to be faithful
own

(I.i.363),

Vil]ainy"

even to his

Snake sells his services to the highest bidder

and, when "offer'd doul¡le to speak the Truth" (V.iii.439),

willingly

betrays his former benefactor. But his "Atonement by a good Deed at

last" does not win him sentimental approbation (44o) '

Rather'

unreformed and unrepentant, Snake abjures the virtuous expostulations

of sir oliver and begs that his act "never be known" (44o). As tre
explains:

"consider f live by the Badness of my Character'. - I have

nothing but my Infamy to depend on! and if it were once known that I
had been betray'd into an honest Action f should lose every Friend I
have in the world' (44O). He is indeed a rogue, one whom the "school

for scandal-" has nurtured.
In the character of Joseph Surface, Sheridan exposes the roguery
of another kind of knave, the "sentimenÈal- Knave" (I-i.36f).45
Joseph is e.ager to grasp his own "artful

[,] seffish and malicious endslr

(361) and, to do so, he.wears a mask of sentimental virtue.

He, like

snake, allies himself with the scandalous coll.ege and, in part'
Joseph-'s chica¡rery flourishes because the schoof sanctions his pose-

His "sentimental French Plate" paSSeS for the genuine "sifver ore of
pure charity,' cv.i.426). Either will make "just as good a shew"
(426) for, like Puff rs "cant of imposition" t]þg-!=!fg'

f .ii-514),

Joseph and his sermonizing cheat a world too enamoured by ostentatious
appearance and a rnere "Shew." JoSeph.ts very comparison, then, points

to the ärtifice
mode.

itself

upon which he relies and into which the sentimental

can falI.

Leff e>çlains: ."TIle image of plate masquerading
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as silver is an appropriate one to associate with the ostensibly
untarnishe,d yet híghly superficial

353).

Thre

character of JosepH'("Di.sguise Motif ,"

"silver ore of pure charity" may índeed be priceless, but

the sentiment, like the ore, can be copied in order to cheat

and

deceive others.

so, like any deception, the external display of a good heart dupes
those who value merely the appearance of benevolence. Sheridan

illustrates

the falsity of such appearances and the foolishness of

trusting to them by showing the kinship between the "sentimental
and the artful

Snake. Just as Snake expediently engages in

and Counterplot" which serves his own best interests

scandal, v.iii.439),

any

knave "

"PIot

tTþg-ée¡eel for

Joseph, too, cannot always remain loyal to

roguery at a time. As Lady sneerwelt observes: "T hate such

one

an

avarice of Crimes - 'tis an unfair monopoly and never prospers" (434).
Joseph must conc'Jr: "Vlell I ad¡nit I have - been to blame - I confess I

deviated from the direct Road of wrong" (434) - Fidelity to roguery and

deceit denotes "virtue" in such a world,. and this reversed notion of
virtue, in league as iÈ is with the "school for scandalr" thereby
cogently connects a sentimentalism based on externats with the
Restoration's pre-occupation with artifice.46

In her concerted effort

to defarne others, the school's "President" fosters' the deliberate
cultivation of deceit.

Calumny proves

to be a fornui-dable rival to

virtue and to sense. Slander inverLs value, and two artful counterfeiters,

Joseph and Snake, deliberately falsify

The "schoolr"

hand, anuses itself

appeararlces.

then, comes to represent an age which, on the
with- venomous prevarications and which, on the

one

zoo

other hand, condones fal-se appearances. Credulous man, duped by deceit
and hypocrisy, trusts sole]y to appearances and believes malicious
slander to be social veriÈy. Like vüycherley's view of imminent vice in
fhe plain Dealer, sheridan's "school" for a time threatens to infect
even the heatthiest of moral constitutiot"'47

As a symbol of his moral condition, manrs physical state indicates

his essential vulnerability.

A "healthy" reputation does not prevent

slander. In speaking of Miss Nicely, sir Benjamin explains:

"she has

always been so cautious and so reserved that every Body was sure there

. was bome reason for [the story] at bottom" (The School for Scandal,
T.i.368).

Mrs. Candour denies the value of a prudence derived from

moral healt}. and affirms the value of a prudence gained by moral

slips: "'Why to be sure a Tale of Scandal is as fatal- to the Credit of
a prudent Lady of ll4iss Nicelyrs] stamp as a Fever is generally to
those of. the strongest constitutions, but there is a sort of puny
sickly Reputation that is always aiting yet will out]ive the robuster

cåaraclers of a hundred-Prudes" (368). These "valetudinarians in
Reputatign" are cOnsciOus enough of their "vleak Part" tO "avoid the
feast breath. of air and supply their want of stamina by care

and

circumspection" t368) .
Later'whenJosephattemptstoseduceLadyTeazle,heemploys
similar arguments. Her character, he assures her, "is like a Person in
a Plethora absofutely dying of too much Health" [Iv.iij, -4L2), Her
consciousness of her innocence and her trust in the value of her own
reputation become sources of the ."greatest Prejudice" to her, for her
negligence of forms and her carel-esàness of the world's opinion make
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her "thoughtless" in her conduct L4I2). As a result, she commits
"a thousand tittle imprudences" (4I2). Were she to "sin in [herJ

own

Defence - and part with [her] virtue to preserve [her] Reputation"--

Joseph's "Prescription" to Cure her virtue--she would silence scandal

(.4L2\. In losing her virtue, she would thereby gain circumspectionHowever, just as Josephts roguery traps him at last, sor toot

After all, only off-stage

does scandal suffer a comparaþle downfall.

characters suffer irreparable. damage at the hands of the scandal-

mongers. Even the gullible Sir Peter abjures their obvious tal-es of
so, while the slanderous gossips in both The Pl-ain Dealer

slander.

and The School for Scandal utter falsehoods and maul reputations,

sheridan, unlike wycherley, finally

makes

the scandalous college both

morally instructive and highly comic. Like the "double-dealing"
vivified by Congreve, scandal turns upon itself and devours it= o"t

-48

Lady Sneenqell, ônce- again suffers from the venom of scandal when her

former colleagues direct their mafice toward her (The School for'
Scandal, V.ii:429)
vühil-e

^

Mrs. candourr s af fectation

LI

.

i .364) and sir Benj arnin'

s

cultivated foppery c363-41 feed their malice, Lady sneerwell admits
early in the play that, like the "fal-lentvomants"questionable past,

a

proruinent feature in nineteenth-century drama, hers is a soiled
49
ln this way, sheridan adds a distinctive
repucaEr-on.

character

who.

touch to

a

both recalls the modes of the past and suggests the

to come. she confesses to snake: "I

aIn no

drama

tlypocrite to deny the

satisfaction I reap from the Success of my Efforts - wounded myself in
the.early Part of my Life by the envenom'd Tongiue of Slander I confess
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ï have since known no pleasure equal to the reducing others ' to the
Level of my own injured Reputation" (360). Snake affirms that "nothing
can be more natural" than her thirst

afflicts

for revenge (360), a passion which

such characters as Etheregers Mrs. Loveit.

In the end, it is

this kind of ungovernable passion, Iíke that of the cast-off mistress"
which precludes Lady sneerwellts redemption to moderation. Her
,'bitterness of Mind" thereby hetps to defeat her (II.ii-383).

Indeed,

her tirades prompt Lady Teazle to remark: "What a malicious creature
it is!" (V.iii -43g). Unlike her colleagues, she must "choak'l at fast
on her ov¡n"venom (V.ii.431),

and the "President" of the scandalous

college becomes herself a coruic testimony to the dire effects of
slander and malice.
similarly,

Lady Teazle, a "Licentiate" in the scandafous college

a victim of its "ftrrd.t.5o Revenge and love (r.i.
360-1) pLompt Lady sneerwelr to "Prot mischief" (370) ' but an inordinate
sir Peterts
desire to be fashionable leads Lady Teazle into folly.
,,country wife" quickly learns to play "her Part in all the extravagant
(v.iii.439),

becomes

Fopperies of the Fashion and the To,,'rnr"
slanderous coterie whuich

a-nd.

she eagerly joins the

encourages lrer t'teizing Temper'l

q'l

CI

.ii.371) '--

rn the character of tady Teazle, sheridan also adds a colourful
individuality

to the conventional portrait of the country lass

inuitating the fashionable foibles of the town. Not only is l,ady Teazle
a "traditional stage typer" a country.lass transplanted to the town;
slre is also a "lady of fashion" (Price, Ðramatic Vforks, p.

3O5)

'

This

dr:ality, in. Pricets words, creates a "delicate balance between country
manners and town refinement" (p. 2g2). On the one hand¡ Lad'y Teazle
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viofates decorum. Now, unlike the seventeenth century, to offend
againsÈ "manners" is to transgress the bounds of a cavilling freedom of
speech cII.i.376).

Instead of al¡iding by the college's edict that the

well-mannered slanderer utters "an iIl

natured thing" simply out of

,,pure Good-Ilumour" (376), Lady Teazle extr-ibits indecorous ill-nature

severity (II.ii.37g).

On

and

the other hand, while she capably engages in

a "daily Jangle" with her spouse (I.ii.37.6)

and indulges her every

whim (374-5), she nonetheless "moderates" her fashionable tastes witlr

a

country innocence. As she tells Joseph: "Certainly one must not be

out of the Fashion - however I have so much of my country Prejudices
left - that - tho' Sir Peter's ill humour Ina.y vex me ever so - it shall
never provoke me to ldo the only revengie in her power]" (rv.iii.4l3).--

q,

Indeed, Joseph soon discovers that her "country education" prevents

her acceptance of his fashionable arguments (413). Insisting that a
slanderous tale can give comfort if it is deserved C411), he attempts
to btind her country prejudices with- "honoural¡le Logic" C4l3), a tactic
which signally fails to convin"u.53 Neither his odd "Doctrine"

(+:IZ'1

nor tTre scandalous tales circulated by the college ultimately succeed
in infecting her. on the contrary, she resolves that only sir Peterrs
ill-usage could induce her to do wrong c4I3) and, when she overhears
his amorous disclosures, she refuses to abet Joseph-ts hypocrisy. She
,'has recoverrd her Senses, and lhis] olsr¡ Arts have furnishtd her r¿it]l

the means'r to expose the base.designs of the "smooth tongue llypocrite"
(422). Both her initial fol1y.and her eventual "recovery" to sense
help to.overturn the lies perpetrated by the members of the scandalous
colleqe.

qÁ.
- -
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To further counteract the effects of scandal and to infuse

some

measure of moral health into such a comically diseased worfd, sheridan

afso introduces the moderating infl-uence of virtue u'rtd ="rrt..55 l"laria
abjures the company of all those who, under the guise of "witty banter,"
sla¡rder others, and she soundly denounces them: "if to raise malicious
smiles at the infirmities

and misfortunes - of those who have never
Humour Heav'n

injured us be the province of wit or
Portion of Du}lness -" tII-ii.382-3)

'

grant me a double

In an earlier version of the

p1ay, Lady Teazle says of Maria: "For tho' her Eyes Ïrave no kind of
meani.ng

in them - she very seldom talks Nonsense" [Price, "clare

sheridan MSs., " 52) . And just as Maria asserts that malice does not
constitute wit (I.ii.364), sir Peter corrects Lady sneerwell's notions

of wit when he informs her:

"Ah:

Madam

true wit is more nearly

allied to good Nature than your Ladyship is aware of" (II.ii'38I) '
Echoing congreve, Maria contends that malice can be pardoned only if
"the intemperance of their tongues" springs from an incorrigible fault'
from ',a natural and ungovernab-Le bitterness of Mind" ¡383)--56 Joseph's
claim th+t "they have. no malice at heart" only renders "their conduct
s.til-l more contemptibÌe"

C383) .

Noris'MariaswayedbyJoseph'scultivatedardour.Hisrepeated.
professions of devotion she rejects, and, when he insists that the
"profligate charles is still

a favour'd Rival ," she scorns

sentiments t383). Later, slre announces .to Sir Peter:

t¡-is

"you compell

me

to Declare that I know no man who has ever paid me a particular
attention whom I would not prefer to Mr. surface" (III.i.391) ' Unlike
Sir peter, Maria hardly fatls victj:n to Joseph-'s artful

"sentiments and

.
Hypocrisy" (r.i.362)

27L

.

sir Peter for his part trusts to appearances, and extols the false
,'man of Sentiment" (36I) as a model worthy of emufation (fI.iii.386).
Josephts renowrt as a rrmost ania-ble Characterr" one "universally well
spoken of" (I.i.360),

which hypocritically

testífies

to the apparent efficacy of a morality

"masks" pretensions

C3611

. Like Acres' "sentimental

swearingr" which is nothing more than an empty "'echo to the sense"'
(The Rivals, II.i.95),

Joseptr and his senLiments distort

Èrue benevolence-

In correcting Sir Peterrs fo1ly and, at the same time, exposing the
"Sentimental knave," Sheridan thereby restores a corn-ic balance.

A "Taste for Mirth - by contemplation school'd; / A Turn for
Aidicule - by Candour ruf'd" come to represent the comic standard
[å jgËlleÉ,

ll.

17-18, p. 354), Èhe balance between mirth and feeling

which. corrects folly

and checks the spread of infection.

ContTary to

the t'very gross affectation of. good Nature and Benevol-ence" exemplified
by tvlrs. Candour CThe School fôr Sc¿ln , f .i.364), whose "moral turn"
actuatly "does more ltischief" than direct malice ever could ('I'i'364),
Sheridan endorses frankness balanced byrruirth, and a critical-spirit
softened by good sense and a good heart.

Sheridan, then, in The School

for Scandal, balances the Restoration's spirit
eighteenth-centuryts more serious spirit
this balance, he criticizes

of ridicule with the

of benevolence- To provide

the conventional portraits of both the

rakish, and the sentimental herô, at the sane time as he comically

inverts the converrtiorrs.5T
Sheridan dramatizes Goldsmith-ts, and later Larnbrs, complaint that

sentimental heroes bestow only sentiments or I'tin moneyr" and do not
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actively rel-ieve distress.

Joseph clearly distorts

the sentimental

virtues to suit his own ends. He "appears to have as

much.

speculative

Benevolence as any private Gentleman in the Kingdom" and yet,

as

Rowley acknowledges, Joseph "is seldom so sensual as to indulge himself

in the Exercise of it"

(V.i.423) .

In this way, Sheridan deflates the

sentimental regard for mere verbal sympathy.5S Josephts "string of

charitable Sentiments" are only "at his Tonguers end" (424); his
favourite maxim would apPear to be, as Rowley perceives, that "'Charity
begins at

Homer t

abroad at alf"

" a "domestic Sort" of benevolence which "never stirs

(424\. Indeed, both Sir Oliver and old Rowley indicate

the folly of trusting only to the appearance of a sentimental heart'
As Sir oliver tells his friend, sir Peter:

" [Joseph] has too. good a

character to be an honest Fe1low. - Every body speaks well of himl

pshai then tle has bowtd as low to Knaves and Fools - as to the honest
dignity of

Genå.us

or Virtue" (II.iii.386).

Should Joseph salute him

"witJr- a Scrap of morality in his mouth.r " Sir Oliver vows to be "sick

directly"

C-386:. fn Joseph, then, Sheridan comically "attacks the

excesses Of sentimental drama" (Yearling, "C'ood-Natured Heroe5r" 5O0) '
Even when his sentimental knavery has been exposedr and the reign

of scandal has been toppled, Joseph continues to utter aphorisms'59
yet
',luloral to the last drop" (V.iii.439), the convicted hlrpocrite has
allother sentiment to offer the company. rhis proclivity

for preaching

underlines Sheridants fundamental criticism of the sentimentaf
Ijike the social arts so capably practis.ed by the witty hero

mode-

and

heroiner'the sentimental virtues are also easily mastered and easily
dissemhled. 'Rather than revealing the plain-dealing, sincere heart'

¿t5

sentiments too often conceal a skilted counterfeiter.
The "rakish" hero fares no better than the "sentimental" one.
Joseph, a sentimental hlpocrite, also recalls the profligate hero of

the past.

Joseph not only pursues the wealtÏ¡y heroine (I.i.36f),

but

also he attempts to seduce the fashionable wife of his friend (Iv.iii).
This rakish side to his character serves to further reduce his moral
stature.

Initially,

Charles has no moral stature whatsoever. His

profligate behaviour arouses virtuous scorn (fff.i.39f)
6rl
to slanderous gossip (I.i.369).""

and also leads

Such behaviour, Sheridan suggests,

invites censure and, throughout the Ptay, he exposes the folly of

an

extravagance which could lead to ruin for both Lady Teazle and Charles-

Not only does Charles' improvident behaviour abet Joseph's designs

(IV"iii.4LO),

but CharLes' rakish reputation also confirms Sir Peter's

prejudices against him. Described as "the most dissipated
extravagant young Feflow in the Kingdom" (I.i.360),

and

Charles has, in Sir

peter'ts eyes, "dissipated" any inherited "grains of Virtue" along with
"the rest of his inheritance" CI.ii.372). Because of Sir Peterrs
"violent" predisposition to favour senti:nent and discountenance
profJ-igacy, charles almost loses Maria's tender regard. Like Harriet
in Co1man's The Jealous Wife (IV.ii .7]-), Maria "severely condemns his
- Her disapprobation
I
heightens both. the falsity and the folly of Charles dissolute
viees" [The school' for scandal-, III.i.391)

behaviour.

Initially,

Sir Oliverts "trial"

(.I.ii.372) and "Hearts" (II.iii.386)

of the two brothersr "Dispos.itions"
seemingly verifies sir Peter's

6:t
prejudice and Maria's prudence.-- The extravagance of Trip alarms the

,.7

4

suspicions of sir oliver, who excfaims: "If the man be a shadow of his
Master - this is the Temple of Dissipation indeed!" (ITI'ii'396) ' But

Trip copies only the superficial trappings of the rake '

No longer

must
"content with the Follies" of the master, the dissipated servant
on"
now have his "vices, like thisl Birth-Day cl-oaths with the Gloss

^) Just as the sentimental ."gloss" conceals Joseph's
try.ii .ALO).o¿
grasping, hypocritical nature, Charlesr apparent profligacy overshadows
for'a time his fundamentat good natÌlre. This side to his character
undermines the rake at the same time as it promotes Sheridants version
of the benevolent hero, endowed with mirth and sense.63
charles is a "Dear extravagant Rogue" crv.i.408) who, like
.Duenna cII.iii
AnÈonio in The

.254) , owes his present distresses as much

to "his dissipation as to his generosity.

Although in the rn-idst of acute

financial distress himself, charles boasts a merry exterior. His is
ä gênerous, if extravagant, temper. ltte "old romancing Tale of a poor
Relation" prompts Chartes to yet another unselfish act (-Ttle-s!Þee1-ler
'SCandall, IfI.i.389) . "Stanl-ey's" misfortunes Charles treats seriously'
and he iefuses. to listen to Rowleyt s "Dunning" tuim witf¡- practical

proverbs. charles readily admits that "he can't Get Ijusticel
pace wi.th. C,enerosityr" and he resolves instead:

to keep

"while I have, by

heaven I'11 give - so Damn y.our economy" (rv.i.40.9).

In his trial

of

the "Benevolence of Ithe brothers:rl Dispositions" CIII.i.388), then,
Sir Ol-iver'discovers Rowley's assessment of Charles to be correct:
"you will

fi¡¡d in the youngest Brother - one who in the midst of Folly

and Dissipation - has still-

as ou.r immortal Bard expresses it - 'a

'6Ã

Tear for Pity and a tland open as Ðay for melting Charity'i' [388) '--
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Rake" Cv.iii.438),

"Whi1e He appear'd an incorrigible

Lady Teazle (IV.iii.4I5)

and. indul-gíng

fact a plain-dealing (III.iii.4oo)

his every folly,

courting

charles is in

and charitable rogue who espouses

a

morality inimicaf both to the "sentimentaf knave" and to the rake' He
denies having any designs on Lady Teazle, and avers: "I hope I shafl
never del-iberately do a dishonourable Action" (TV-iii.418).

Shoul-d the

temptation ever arise, he swears that then he "shoul'd be obliged to
borrow a little

of lJoseph's] Morality" C4t9).

charles e><tribits both the profligacy of the seventeenth-century
hero a¡ld the virtue of the eighteenth-century hero, and these two

attributes become thematically important in the famous "screen scener"
where the screen represents the cornic "source of knowledge" (IV-iii.4L4)
Here, Charles acts as the agent of correction and exposure. As he

merrily remarks: "egad you

Seem

here at Hyde and seek -" (42I).

artifice,

so

all to have been diverting yourselves
His merriment at the expense of

on the one hand, and false appearance, on the other, comically

hrings to a climax the theme of artifice.

Concealed behind the screen

is the fashionalily pretentious Lady Teazle, trapped by her foolish
desire ',át least to 1isten to [Joseph's] pretended Passion" (422).
BuL her temporary concealment also allows Sir Peter to drop his earlier
pose of husbandly indifference CII.i.376).

When

fashiona-ble, domestic and sentimental artifice
moment, Sheridan focuses on the traditional

the screen falls'

aII crumble. At that

comic exposure of vice and

folly,

for even "moralityr" in ttre form of the sentimental knave, is

frrhrmtr"

CIV.iii.42L):

"As the screen goes down, Joseph reenters and the

trio stands unmasked: Joseplr- of hib sentiment, sir Peter of his
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crotchetiness, Lady Teazle of her honor" (Leff , "Di.sgrrise l"lotif ," 359) .
T'he ,'screen scene" is not, as Kaul would have it, an adventitious
piece of theatricality
scene (IV.i),

("4 Note on Sheridanr" P. 139). Like the auction

the "screen scene" reflects Sheridan's themes' False

sentimentalism has been exposed at the same time as Charles, the
apparent profligate,

fellow.

now proves

to be both a Virtuous hero and a merry

Although he pointedly mocks their former pretensions when he

reminds them of what they once so pi'ously said to him, he himself offers
no moral aphorísms. Instead, he rebuJ<es Sir Peter with the words:

"thor I found - you in the Dark - perhaps you are not so now" (Iv'iii'
42L). Charles does indeed have a good laugh' not just at Joseph L42O) ,
but also at the Teazles, who have either been duped by Joseph's
sentimental pose or who have themselves been mis]ed by vanity.

If Charles is "a great urunaskerr' (Leff , "Di.sgiuise Motif ," 359),
then Sir Oliver and Ro\nrley act as the benevolent mentors who finally
help to bring about a conic resolution.

While Rowley "is a touchstone,

an admirable character who fights deceit not with deceit but with

intelligence and intuition"

(358), sir oliver determines to deceive the

'hrothers'in separate guises wtrich witl test the profligate reþutation
of Charles and the sentimental one of Joseph.. In effect, Sir Oliver
testsboth Sir peter's and Rowley's assessments of the two brothers at
the

same

time as he plots, "if not to reclaim a.Libertine - at least to

expose Htrpocrisy" cv.ii.433) -

the wortd," and it is a

\¡Iay

To do so, he coqforms to "the way of

which freguently falsifies

appearance'

The tal-es of the,,school for scandal" have, on the one hand,

fostered Joseph's appearance of sentimental refinement and, on the
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other, they have exaggerated Charl-es' appearance of profligacy' As
Rowley has earlier remarked, the "scandalous Society" has contributed
"not a little

But neither

to Charles' ill-name" (II.iii-385).

Rowley

nor Sir oliver has ever credited the "malicious prating prudent
Gossipsr" who "murder Characters to kill time and will rob a young
Fellow of his good name before He has years to know the vafue of it"

(385). To them, charles is not an incorrigible

creature but, rather,

an extravagant young man who "wilI retrieve his Errors yeÈ" (f ii '372) '

sir olive r for his part determines that, "if charles has done nothing
false or mean thel shall compound for his extravagance" (II'iii'385)'
Maria herself will not condemn a man who, in spite of his extravagant

behaviour, is also in distress (rrr-i.391).65
Their belief ín charles' underlying virtue proves ta be correctfor his own gain,
charles, though he will auction the fanity'portraits
refuses to barter that of his benefactor, "an o1d Fellow" who has been
"very good" to him and who therefore deserves Some measure of respect
and gratitude.
,,

while careless sees in sir oliver's portrait only

Inveterate Knave" possessed of an "Unforgiving E\ze, and a

an

darnntd

disinheriting countenancer" charles resolves: ".Eg.d I'11 keep his
picture, vdrile I,ve a Room to put it in" (IV.i.4O7).66 His generous
action revêals his genuine regard, and proves to sir oliver that
Charles has in fact never done anything "false" or "mean. " Joseph, on

the contraff, freely denies- sir oliver's gienerosity cv.i.424\,

and

ttris lack of gratitride confirms Sir Oliver's former reservations about
the merit of a sentimental reputation III.iii.386).
Friedman astutely notes:

Finally,

as

"we find it eas-ier to forgive the good-
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natured heroes their faults when they are placed in contrast with
hypocriteq who pretend to more conventional virtues" ("Aspects of
Sentimentalism, ",êgggt!g*-Efi=l1,

PP. 248-9)'

sir otiver and Rowley help to show that a distrust of sentiment
must replace a foolish regard for proverb (v.ii.433).

Between them.

they help to establish a comic balance between "Paint and Proverb"
(It.ii.38O), between artifice and sentiment. Sir Oliver's artifice,
his disguises, ends in reward and reconciliation.

Rowleyts "dunni.ngr"

his use of appropriate proverbs, puts into perspective charles'
FinaIIy, while
exLravagance and Sir Peter's folly (IV.i -4O9¡ V-ii.433).
the scandal-mongers make sir Peter their comic butt, and jeer him in
much the same v¡ay as offenders are mocked in Restoration comedy (43I),
SiroliverandRowleyslrmpatheticallylaughtheirfriendoutofhis
folly (43L-2). "Shamrd into senser" folly is now corrected.
For his part, charfes must publicly acknowledge his folly,

but the

errors of youth are finafly excused. Earlier, Rowley has spoken of the
wildness of youth as a corrigible folly (I.ii.372), and Sir oliver also
refuses to be too severe on the extravagance prompted by _.4 generous

sincere spirit

(II.iii.387).

refo::Iû', (V-iii.438),

and

Yet, even though he appears "Iikely to

Charles will

"make no Promises" L44I) '

His

gratitude and his devotion Èo his gentte "monitorr" Maria, betoken his
intention,',,to set ab.out it" and make him indeed "An humbled Fugitive
frorn Folly"
Joseph.

144Lr.67

maintains his sentimental pose to the las,t (439) . Sir

peter declares to Joseph that "the most perfect Punishmen¡ {isl that he
is

knor.,¡:¡l

by tf-e Wôrld" L437), b:rt Joseph's part'ing words hardly signal
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his reformation. Just as snake will continue to practise his deceiving
arts, so, .toor will Joseph apparently continue to live according to
,,paint and Proverb" (II.ii.38o).

Neither he nor Lady sneerwell' botÏt

exposed to derision, sentimentally reform. Even the scandal-mongers

are not permanently silenced.

Indeeil, at the end of the play' the

cavilling college and its gossip almost succeed in further falsifying
appearances (V.ii.427-43L), only now the reports concern, not off_stage
They leave merely

characters, but the central personages of the play.
promising to make the "best report" they can (431) '68

Tlrarpfare- in Sheridan's comedies, and particularly
¿¡¡e!v!v!v

in Thê School

t

for scandal and The Rivats, he endorses neither the seventeenth-century
nor the eighteenth-century comic hero. Extravagance must be restrained
yet, "one is [not] to be an absolute Joseph either" (Tv'iii '4L7) '
proffering sentimental platitudes or knavishly devoted to pretense'
arrd

Neither a,,Rake,,nor a',SainÈ" (42O), Sheiidan's comic hero boasts a
moderation tempered by wit and softened by good nature. In that comic
balance of wit and sentiment lies sheridan's distinctive

achievement. Folly has been checked, and artifice
Ttre frait

human

dramatic

has been exposed'

creature finally discovers in the blend of wit

sentiment the comic value of "absolute sense"'

and

CHAPTER TEN

"A Perfect Gal-limaufrY":
Nineteenth-CenturY Drama
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At times, it produces just such a

"motly. Piece of l{irth and Sorrow" of which Addison had complained.f
But playwrights like Sheridan do seek to bafance wit and sentiment- At

his best, a pl-a]¡wright like Sheridan dramatizes "flesh and blood.r"

as

llrÕne l-o "Paintil aS it iS tO "Proverb" (The SChOOI fOr Scandal-, II.ii.

?Rnl Hê nrêqêrves the individual- attributes of the \ditty and the

Jev

I

.

¡¡v

vsv

r!
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sentimental modes, and adapts the two modes to his own comic ends.
Balancing wit with benevolence and laughter with sensibility,

Sheridan

checks excess and endorses good sense-

Later eighteenth-century dramatists do not always achieve Sheridan's
baJance of wit and sentiment. The drama focuses more and more on

exemplary characters and the display of virtue.

characters preach morality.2

in Reynolds't
rT.i

Hôvr

O= Warford

to Grow Rich (1793) :

"Grave and sentimental"

tefts the gaming Lady Henrietta

"Why

be

ashamed

of sentiment?

s l-rr:e. it is the mode to ridicule and laugh at it; but I doubt, if
e+svt

fashion, and alt its fopperies, can find a pleasure to supply its loss"
(I.i.225).'

?

In opposition to such virtue is the town. The "plain

simple rustic" is the embodiment of rural virtue, and the antithesis of
280

zas L

Like Cr¡nberland in his d.enunciation of the town,

the town,s artifice.=

'1

ptalrwrights

its regard. for "artificial

II.i.89).'

q

condemn

pleasure" (The

Rage,

Finally, in late eighteenth-century comedy, this d.idacticism

and a veneration for domesticity often subdue a taughing comic spirit.

Nineteenth-century d.rama develops this moral focus even further,
and it does so not by showing mankind to be a mixture of faults and

virtues, as many earlier playwrights have done.o Rather, nineteenthcentury drama sharply demarcates vice, on the one hand, and virtue,
the other.'
wealcened

1

on

Just as the sentimental dramatists in their didacticism

the tension between artifice

and indivídual affections,

nineteenth-century dramatists in their reverence for innocent domesand virtue in distress weaken the tension between folly and

ticity
virtue.

Characters soon tend to embody either virtue or vice.

The

opposition of these two attributes in separate individuals creates

a

dramatic tension guite distinct from the comic conflict drawn by
Restoration ptaltrrights or by the critics
As Çorrigan expresses it,

of the sentimental

mode.8

in nineteenth-century drama "all the

siginificant rcatastrophic' events Which occur are caused by forces
o

outside the protagonists. "-

fhe virtuous characters themsel-ves are

frequently the victims either of vicious characters or of circumstances
beyond their control.

Íhe virtuous heroiners struggle to repel the villain's
exemplifies this theme of virtue in distre.=.IO

advances

Louisa in Reynolds'

late eighteenth-century comedy, The Dramatisl C1789), arid Rachel in
Jerrold's nr-id-nineteenth-century mel-odrama. The Rent-Ðay (1832), both
undergo a severe trial

ll

of their virtue.**

As Booth. states, such an

zóz

exarnple of villainy

allows for poetic justice and the "re-assertion of

a

benevolent moral- order."12 Furthermore. the sympathetic portrayal of
domestic happiness heightens the plight of virtue in distress
underscores the villainy

and

of the oppressor, who would wil1ingly disrupt,
and filial

if not destroy, conjugal- fidelity

loyalty'

The "waistcoat" incident in John Bu]l (1803) typifies the kind of
t?
In.agony over
pathos evoked by the viofation of this domestic ideal.--

his daughter's desertion of him, Thornberry at last dons the waistcoat
Mary has made for him (II.iii.4O).

Even though she has been undutiful,

he foroives her. and this action of wearing the coat comes to represent
his own paternal benevolence and the abiding value of domesticity'
Later, Boucicaul-t in Ttre Silver King (1882) also concerns himself with
filiat

and conjugal ties.

After suffering extreme hardship, including

the separation of parents and children, virtue eventuafly receives its
due reward. Jaikes, the faithful- butler, expresses the kind of feelings
which tearful re-unions and rev¡arded merit are supposed to arouse:
1^

"I'm not crying - I'm only laughing the \¡¡rong v/ay'tt-Nineteenth-century plalrwrights inherit this sentimental regard for
an instruction which would provoke tearful smil-es of approbation- Vapid's
conrrnent

many

in The Dramatist would

seem

to describe the lengths to which

of these dramatists will go in order to "laugh the wrong way"

achieve the fortuitous happy ending:
'ì5

for contrast is every thing" [V.70) .--

and

"I must heighten his distress.
Nineteenth-century plalrwrights,

like theil predecessors, afso advocate the dramatic efficacy of
contrast.

The alternation of comic and pathetic scenes is, as Booth

contends, an important technique in sentimental drama and in melodra¡¡a

2A3

(Engl-ish Mel-odrama, p. 35).

In this way, nineteenth-century playwrights

adopt conventions of the past, but not always for the better.

L6

The contrast afforded by such a mixture of Lhe witty and the sentimental
modes heJ-ps

to create, in the first

half of the century, "a perfect

Gallimaufry,, (Mackl-in, The Man of the Wôrld, II.

1?

24).- '

But only later

does the motley assemblage of contrasting modes seem more "perfect-"

Nineteenth-century drama, at one and the same time, reveres the
sentimental virtues and dramatizes the comedy of "this human chaos r "

as

Lady Rodolpha, in l"lacklin's Ttre Man of the world (1781), calls it

(l']-.24). Such a mixture means, at least in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries, that each mode does not just contradict the
other and thereby undermine its dramatic effectiveness' In striving to
heighten the contrast between the two modes, a plal-wright like Morton
deliberately uses each mode in order to attain different dramatic ends '
On the one hand, he tries to comically display artifice and frivolity
and, on the other, to show virtue in distress and demonstrate a "just

moral" (Dedication, The Lady's Last Stake' 3)'
His Speed the Plough tl8oo) represents an early example of this
pattern of contrast which l-ater dramatists wiÌl- adopt or modify.IS The
comedy afforded by the Ashfields and the inirnitabl-e Mrs - Grundy starkly
contrasts to the anguish suffered by Henry and Blandford. This
contrast heightens the pathos and suspense, and dramatizes the play's
theme of admirabfe domesticity.

farcical

comed.y

Nevertheless, the sudden shift from

to intense melodrama creates an odd "mixture of fo11y

and wickedness."l9 Morton exploits dramatic extremes, but he cannot
alwaVs reconcile them into a powerfully cohesive drarna' The comic and
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the pathetic merely "coexist, " and Morton makes "littl-e
inl-ocrrat-e" them (Booth, English Plays, 3, P. 6)

¿¡¡ue:!sev

attempt to

.

Lady Handyts vanity and Mrs. Grundy's pervasive off-stage presence

i]lustrate

But Worrington, "ever

the pfay's concern with social fotly.

dark, subtle, and mysteriousr" frustrates any sustained treatment of
/t

foll-y.'"

I

His sudden and mysterious appearance adds to the playrs

seriousness and, along with Blandford's tale of fratricide

(IV.iii.67-68)

and amorous betrayal (68), contrasts with the Handys' comic antics.
Even Bob Handy himsetf finally

undermines the play's comic moments.

His sudden transformatíon from a fashionaþIe fop []I.i.I7-L9),
holds marriage to be a "degradation" (v.i.7l-),

who

to a "warm, steadyr

and

sincere" frienfl, who attributes the "fol1y and levity" of his character
to an "effervescence" of heart tlv.ii.64),

typifies the play's

ínharmonious mixture of the contrasting modes -

Morton's device of the keys further illustraLes his setf-conscious

staginess. The Ashfields long to discovei the reason for Susan's grief,
and even consider opening the box which contains the secret (II.iii-30)Their intended violation of her trust prompts Ashfiel-d to remark on his
wife's sudden ugliness (31). when Susan produces the key and offers
to open the d.oor (32), she demonstrates the importance of a harmonious
domesticity, an important theme in the pfay.
inability

On

the other hand, Handy's

to produce the key which will open his ingeniously designed

medicine chest is highly comic (III.iii.49).

Finally, the keys which

guard B.landford's secret add to the mystery (III.i.39).
Morton employs the device of the keys for distinctly
errds, ofÈen at odds one with the other'

In each case'
different dramatic
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By alternating the comic and the pathetic, playwrights like Morton

tend to emphasize unduly, and often to the detriment of the play as

a

whofe, the discrepancy between the dramatic *od.=.21 Furthermore,

following the dramatic practice of the sentimental mode, nineteenthcentury comedy's moraL treatment of mankind, and its reverence for virtue
and domesticity, undercut the comic exposure of folly

Rather than ridiculing

fo1ly, these dramatists

a¡d pretense

commend

virtue.

-

Even

those who trespass the bounds of morality receive an "exemp1ary punish-

rnent.,,22 As the ganring SÍr Harry Porttand in Hol-croft's Duplicity
(178r) excl_aims to osborne: "I
even while I practised it;

am ashamed

of my folly - I d.espised,

but the punishment you have inflicted

has

been so judicious, so severely generous, f think I can safely say, there

is no probability of a relapse.

"23

Inchbald's portrait of the grasping, foppish lwineall in

Such

Things Are (L791) underlines this regard for a just and proper punish-

ment. Haswe11, the "kind monitorr" acts as the rigorously moral judge
to such fashiona-ble foofs as Twineall, who suffers "a just punishment
for this]

mean

)L

premeditation and base designs. "-= His "glari.ng

imperfections" are properly chastized and finally pardoned, and they
"will not be of such disadvantage to society" since, as Haswell explains
to the erring fop:

"In beholding your conduct, thousands shalf turn

from the paths of fo1ly to which fashion impels them" (V.ii.67\

-

While T\¡¡Íneall must suffer the terror of imminent execution before

he can,be rlclaimed (V-iv.72-74), ÐelviIIe in Reynoldsr Laugh When You
Can C1798) offers to make pubtic atonement for his perfidy, and Sir

Charfes Cropland in Colman the Younger's The Poor Gentleman (f801)
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frankly confesses his errors:
vices may get him laugh'd at,

"a mants owning he is sorry for his
among

a few gay friends, who have more

spirits than thou gn|' .25 In spite of the ridicul-e which may be heaped
upon him, and in spite of the unfashionableness of such a confession,
Sir Charles acknowledges that his modish ideas have l-ed him wrong (V-i -83) Once described in a manner reminiscent of Harriet's in The Jealous I'tife
.

as a "coxcomb, that stares humble modesty out of
countenance,, tThe Poor Gentleman, IT.ii.30), he finalty repents
(lI.iii.33),

and

receives the forgiveness of those he has offended (V.iii. æ).26
Later, Beau Austin, an otd fop who delights in amorous intrigues,
must alsobe tutored in the dictates of honour "rrd .rirtue.27 He
proceeds
ackno\nlle.dges the justice of Fenwick's exhortations, and Austin

to atone for his errors.

Contrary to Dorimant and his dread of social

derision, Austin now pubficly exposes himsel-f to ridicule (IV'v'l--1 4) '
and considers his social humil-iation to be a "proper punish*.rrt" fot
his former moral raxitY (rz's) .28
Just as the rake in eighteenth-century sentimental- comedy ceases
to be a social hero and assumes foppish attributes which are then
deprecated by the virtuousr so, too, in nineteenth-century comedy the

foppish libertine becomes a tool to inculcate sound morality- Trn¡inealf
and Beau Austin illustrate the changed attitude towards traditional
butts.

Each receives a public admonishment for his folly

each is thereby awakened to the power of true virtue.

and vice, and

The fop's

social pretensions and his indulgence in fashiona-l¡Ie fo]ly have undergoneasignificantchange.Judgedbymoralratherthanbysocial
standards., the fop and his modish ways no longer merely arouse laughter'
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"Error and folly impede the progress of

They now underscore virtue:

perfection" (Hol-croft, The School for Arrogance, V.i-162).
Therefore, nineteenth-century comedy copies the sentimental mode's
display of virtue triumphant and vice repentant. Moreover' in nineteenthcentury comedy the demands of "poetic justice" are usualty satisfied.

But, in adopting these important attributes of the sentimental
nineteenth-century dramatists repeat the flaws.

mode,

The adventitious

trappings of later sentimental comedy often re-appear. Like Steele's
contrivances in The Conscious Lovers and like Morton's in Speed the
Þl
! rv nrrah
uY¡¡.,

- tlrav strain

dramatic credibiliLy.'-

discoveries and the "strange fatality
incidents (lhe Dramatistr fV.61) .

)q

Mystery, providential

of circumstancesrr jar with comic

In part, these flaws reflect the

playwrights' adherence to the sentimental comic view. They frequently
of vice any appealing touches in order to

remove from their portraits
make

vice as black as Possible.
Neverthel-ess, many playwrights al-so modify the modes of the past.

They often do endow their villains

with some sympathetic attributes in
?n

order to insure that the vice is convincingly powerfut.""

Untoward

circumstances, for example, impel Luke in Buckstone's Luke the La-l¡ourer
?l

(L826) to acts of vill-ainy.--

Nor do these dramatists always reduce the

comic merel-y to augment the Serious. The "sybarites of sentiment"

also partake in "the Great

Comedy

?)

of Life-""-

The drama may not always

seek to harmoniously blend wit and sentiment but, in the nineteenth
century¿ many playwrights stitl

endeavour, like those who wrote in the

v¿itty mode, to "trace Èhe whimsical variety" of men's manners. "with
Observation just, and lvlirror trlrer" they strive to "Present each
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reigning Foll-y to the view" (Prologue, The Dramatist, f).

As Ap-Hazard

remarks in Reynolds'Fortune's Fool (1796), the aud.ience are still

the

"performersr " and furnish the stage with innumerable instances of folly
and artifice.-- 33

Mankind, ever enamoured by appearances, slips into

"sentimental knavery" much akin to Joseph Surface's.

a

As the "reigning

foIIyr" such knavery must be exposed and corrected.
Reynotdsr Laugh Vfhen You Can (L118) is an earlier play which

criticizes

the excesses of the sentimental- mode. The exponent of

sentimental precepts, lvliss Gloomly, is a "crying philosopher" [TII .ii.

l8l-) whose works "are cal-cufated to excite sighs, and tears,

and

terror, and d.istress - in short, to make people unhappy" [I.ii.f53).
Her expostulations comically twist Steele's earlier assertion that
comedy shoul-d

excite "a Joy too exquisite for Laughter" (Preface,

Conscious Lovers, p. 2gg).34 fn Miss Gloomly's view, Iaughter is
"1o\"¡" and

"inrnoral" tendency (Laugh Vühen You Can, I.ii.f53)

The
a

. If

laughter can be accused of ridiculing both vice and virtue, Reynolds
hints that sentiment can likewise be accused of instruction without
amusement.

Like Sheridan and the other critics

of the sentimental

mode,

Reynolds extends his criticism of sentiment to include an attack on

man's foolish trust in appearances. His portrayal of another literary

Puff in the character of Miss Gloomly exemplifies Reynolds' exposure of
a sentimentalism easily feigned. Miss GIoomIy's sentimental notions
and her contempt for ridicule mask an "artful
wTr-ich,

contrary to her literary

and censorious" nature

evocation of sentimental distress and

virtuous syrupathy, seeks to defame the innocent CII.i.163).

Her comic
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defeat by the "laughing Philosopher" (I.ii.159)

indicates that, like

Lydia's romanticism, art cannot be translated into life;

the

mere

appearance of sentiment, so easily feigned, might well be a fafse one'

Later, in Robertsonrs Society (1865)'

Sam

Shamheart, like Miss Gloomly'

also represents "the professional philanthropist" who makes it his
"business and profit to love the whole human race. "35 But, as his
indicates, he is a

name

sham.

To this conventional theme of appearance, nineteenth-century drama
adds its own theme of respectability.

In nineteenth-century

comedy,

the appearance of sentimental attributes heightens the appearance of
respecta-icility.

"Benevolence," Sir John Vesey expl-ains in Money (1840)

"is a usefuf virtue, particularly

when you have it

t

for nothing" (I.i-51).

Mrs. Wilmore remarks in Jones' fhe Hypocrites (1906) :

"We

all act up to

our principles when it costs us nothing".36 Finatly, according to
Wi1de: "a sentimentalist is simply one \dho desíres to have the luxury
of an emotion without paying for it" (De Profundis, p' 946) '
Conversely, the "laughing Philosopher" in Laugh When You Can pl-aces
no trust in the appearance of sentiment (ITl.ii.18l).

Rather, he upholds

the moraf walue of ridicule when he argues: "sentiment! psha - where
one rascal is preach'd or l-ectured out of his vices, thousands are

la.ugh'd and ridiculed out of them" (I.ii.159).

Just as the critics

of

the sentimental mode attacked its sermonizing and stressed that every
one does indeed have his faults,

dramatists like Reynolds comically urge

þ7rong-doers to "live and reforro" [,II .ii.t74)

. Gossamer hj-mself , after

making Delville his conic butt (171-3), exhorts his erring friend to

foreswear vice and acknowledge virtue:

"wherever you find virtue and
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merit, whether in the rich or the poor, the peer or the peasant, learn
to respect and adruire them" (L74). In Reynoldsi pIay, the downfall of
the "crying philosopher" re-affirms, not only the value of true sentiment, but also the comic efficacy of ridiculeSome

later nineteenth-century dramatists also regard ridicule

an effective,

if quatified, means to laugh men out of folly.

as

As

Pinero's "annia-b]e, undisguised debaucheer" st. olpherts, asks in

The

Notorious Mrs. E]¡bsmith (1895): "And how much is there, my dear Mrs.
?'7

Hcbsmith, belonging to humanity that survives being laughed at?""'

on

a sinrilar note, Sir Tristram in Pinero's Dandy Diqk (f887) modifies
Loveit's observation in The

Man

of

Mode when

he asserts to the Dean:

."why, Jedd, there's no harm in J-aughter, for those who laugh or those
?a

who are laughed at."--

Some

nineteenth-century p1alruurights, then. would

deny Steel-e's assertion that ridicule indiscriminately mocks both virtue

a¡d vice al-ike. As Georgina observes in Dandy Dick: "It is Folly that
is laughed at and not Virtue" (TII.8O).
In its bustling portrayal of foibles and artful- deceptions,
Boucicault's London Assurance [1841) exemplifies this comic precept at
the

?q

sa¡ne

time as it adopts the comic conventions of the past.--

Boucicault exposes those follies which not only must be acknowledged,
but afso must be mended. Like the faufts and virtues of the "mix'd
character, " his characters are often foolish, but eventually the

"uncorrupted" heart (Laugh i{hen You Can, I.i.f49),

which lies beneath

40
the risible exterior. re-emerges.

sir Harcourt courtlv embodies the socia] foibles Grace s.o
41
deprecates.=- Both a superannuated fop and a libertine--even his very

29r

name

recalls the rakes of the past--Sir Harcourt in reality merely

apes

the folly of a Lord Foppington and falsely professes the reputation of
a Dorimant (I.165-6). He mouths all the fashionable precepts which
extof the artificial-

(166), and yet he venerates his sonrs apparent

',primitive sweetness of nature" (165). These self-deceived notions of
his son's manners only feed his o\^¡n inordinate vanity; Young Courtly's
sober mien heightens his sirets artificial

one and endows Sir Harcourt

with the sembl-ance of youth (165). Throughout most of the Play, then,
he is a traditionaÌ portrait of a gullible and fool-ish otd man. He is
duped by the young, easily flattered into conr-ic nuisapprehensions and

frankly jeered at by others more conÌmon-sensical than he. Max Harkaway,
for exampl-e, mockingly chatlenges his fríend's pretensions to youth
fashion. Max, who is a "plain man" t165), tel]s his friend:
1:--:-^ rlvlrry
a

r.i1-^'1
rr!çr

and

"you are

Lfpon commOn Sensett (166) '

Sir Harcourt finds to his dismay that his folly makes him a comic
butt.

Convinced of "the irresistibl-e

force of personal appearance

combined with polished addressr" he readily betieves Lady Gay's avowals

of devotion (IV.184). Sir Harcourt soon realizes that he has been "a
dupe to Ihisl own vanity" (V.188). Resolved at last to demonstrate to
a laughing world that he is neither "too old to repent [hisJ fo1ly ' nor
such an ass as to flinch from confessíng it" (188), Sir Harcourt attempts
to atone for his fo11y. Ile tells Grace: "reparation is in my power,
and I not only waive all titl-e,

right, or claim to your person or your

fortune, b.ut freely admit your power to bestow them on a more worthy
object"

c1B9)

. What to Grace is ."generosity" is to sir llarcourt

"justice" CJ89¡.
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Boucicault's foolish old man, a fop in his deportment and a libertine in his principles, exhibits many conventional characteristics. But
to these excesses Boucicault adds sentimental attributes. Unlike the
superannuated fops of the seventeenth centurY, Sir Harcourt repents his

fotly and mends it.

He freely forgives the deceptions of his son, and

delights, as Sir Anthony Absolute has earlier done, in the discovery
that Young Courtly is, after all, his son. The chastened Sir Harcourt
even defivers the play'= .ot.I.42

Like a benevolent mentor, he enun-

ciates at l-ast the play's conric and moral perspective. If the
"infection of the present age" is to be cured (191) ' excess must be
curbed and folly checked, and the balance of feeling and gentlemanly
ease must Prevail.

ft is a lesson which both Young Courtly and the vivacious Lady Gay
spanker must learn.

Unlike Lady Sarah in Reynold.s' The Rage (L794),

who exempl-ifies Reynolds' critical- view of fashíonabl-e society, Lady
Gay exudes

a vivacity which charms all around her Cl,or'9sn-AlsuIg g,

fÏI.l75).Yet,herhighspiritsaIsocIoakn"'.,.,,ffi,,,.
To indulge it,

she dupes sir Harcourt and taxes Ðolly's good nature.

Even she must admit:

little

"I

am

heartless, for [Ootty3 is a dear,

good

fell-ow, and I ought not to play upon his feelings" (r88).

Her

insistence on a duel, which Sir Harcourt believes to be a punishment for
his folly

(188) and which Dolly construes to be a testament to her

vanity CIBT). seduces the two combatants "from the paths of propriety"
(190). What began as a joking exercise to subdue Dolly's bid for
husbandly authority (f89) uftimatel-y shocks her into a recognition that

a self-indulgent "caval-ier spirit"

is often no more than folly

CIV-181)

-

zY5

Although at last she may assure Sir Harcourt of her al¡iding love for him
(v.191) , she nonetheless has learned the val-ue of Dol1y's regard (l-88,
189)

. Vivacity has been tempered by

some measure

of sense.

Similarly, Young Courtly must learn moderation. His assurance
wrongly l-eads him to suppose that his "fulsome speech" and fashionable
manners sway an impressionabte country heart (I89).

But his very

assurance, unlike that of characters like Careless and Atall in Cibber's
The Double Gatlant (I7O7), does not make him socially successful.

Rather, it makes him com-ically foppish. His adoption of another

identity, a

coInmon

device employed by many comic heroes, fails to

dupe

Grace or to extricate him from his personal discomfiture (London

Assurance, IV.I82; V. 190). That Dazzle, a comic sycophant, must
suggest the trick only accentuates Young Courtly's inability
manipulate others as effectively

to

as earlier comic heroes had done.43

cra¡a ha1nq tO "Cure" Young Courtly of hiS assurance. She \,¡ill not
r¡elye

-.-

---:

be tricked into avowals of love.
as an affair of the heart.

Nor does she initial-ly

view marriage

Her proposed marriage to Sir Harcourt

represents merely a "mercantile" transaction. one which will salvage

his encumbered estate and offer her a measure of personal freedom
(II.169).

Unlike a witty heroine, who would wi11in91y cheat her elders

to pursue a young gentleman, Grace convinces herself. that love is
nothing more than "a breathing satire upon man's reason" (I12) - Tn the
fashionable "marriage martr" love itself

has become reduced to

a

"dapper shopmanr " descanting on the relative merits of the saleable

commodities t17I).
Grace criticizes

a society which ca¡ make love a commodity, but
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some

of her judgments are sho\tn to be suspect. To her, love is nature's

amorous "jester, who plays off tricks upon the world, and trips up
cornmon

sense" (I72).

She, too, for al-l her perceptions of the social

world, must learn the lesson of l-ove. Tn raiting against love, she has
erected a "pedestal to place [her] own folly on" (TII.I79).

Her folly,

like Heartwell's, receives a comic correctionr personaf discomfiture
only when her trust in her

Q19; IV.l8o-I).

oi.rn common sense has been

shaken and her view of ]ove corrected can she receive the reward of

marriage (V.f90).

In this way, Gracets vanity makes her J-aughabl-e. But her

sense

al-so makes her-a comic ideal-. She, like a witty heroine, possesses a

social mastery which is matched by astute perception. In addition to
this quality, Grace also displays the
century playwrights.

Deprecating "afl folly,"

whir:h orescribes the follies
many instances

coÍrmon sense extol-l-ed

of such folly,

she criticizes

to be practised Gf .Ll 2).
Young

by eighteentha society

In the play are

Courtly's assurance being one of

them. Using the conventional theme of appearance, Boucicault shows

how

folly leads to "false impressionsr" about the self and about others.
As the play's moraf makes clear, "barefaced assurance" is only

a

"vulgiar substitute for gentlemanly ease" (V.191) and, yet' even as the
moral is being del-ivered, DazzLe stands as a comic exception.

At the end., he still

majrlages

to escape the comic correction the

otlrers must undergo, and he continues to exploit his comically dazzLíng
Social connections.

Dazz].:e does

virtually

"dazzle" those around him,

and hís comic assurance dupes those who trust merely to appearances.

His presence at the end of the play demonstrates the need for the
,'plainness" of a Max Harkaway or the Sense of a Grace. Since,

as
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"fiLix'd characters,rt they disptay both sense and folly,

Dazzle

wLLL

continue to "dazzl-e" them and make them believe mere appearances to

be real.
In later comedy, the "mix'd character" undergoes a change. Just
as the introduction of extenuating cÍrcumstances tends to humanize the
villainr

sor too, do later playwrights like Robertson try to

humour and pathos in a manner more dramatically effective,
mal<es

combine

one that

virtuous distress less morally didactic and more socially

4^
cogent.=o At their best, later nineteenth-century playwrights are

successful if onl-v because the dramatic modes now serve distinctl-y social
themes. As Sal-erno expresses it,
itself

this kind of social drama concerns
and the conflict

with social institutions,

involves

man

pitted

.against society and social- order ("Probl-em PIay," 196-'7). In Robertson's
Caste (1867), a very defined social rank helps to obscure the value of

true merit, which in early nineteenth-century comedy finally
Aq

receive both recognitionandreward.-"

does

The play' as Durbach suggests,

can be vie\ded as "a reaction against mel-odramatic excess.r " as an

"attempt to domesticate the overprotested emotional displays of the
first

half of the centutU.u46 But in Caste the social- concerns

47
ultimately, most important. -'

The play exploits both the comic and the seriousr and their

combination underlines the pla ts conflict:

true individ.ual

\^/orth

La..
versus necessary social prescriptions. -' George's apparent death

his eventual- return i]lustrate

this combination. Addison in

Drummer [1715-1716) had depicted

and

The

a spouse's apparent death in order to

portray the conric tricks to which the wife's suitors resort.

Robertson
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employs the convention in order to create suspense and pathos, exempli-

fied most fully by Estherrs emotionally charged reunion with her long
to

lost husband. Robertson also infuses a comic touch, however slight'
Lq

George loses some of his sobriety (TII.399)

counteract the pathos.'-

'
and the presence of Polly helps to lighten the play's more serious tone.

In Durbach's word.s: "Potential melodrama is held in check by a style.
of ridiculous understatementr" a style which undercuts the scene's
more sensational, and sentimental aspects ("Remembering Tom Robertsonr"
28s)

.

Because of the play's serious social- theme, indicated by the play's

title,

Robertson modifies dramatic conventions to his own ends.

Tn

Caste, he alters the eighteenth-century convention of two central male
personages, who mutually refl-ect one on the other.

Instead,

contrasts his two heroines, a practic.e which Albery in

T\po Roses (1870)

will also follow.50 Esther, blessed with a natural nobility
If.374), contrasts to the madcap Polly (I.355).

he

(caste'

Robertson further

modifies convention in his treatment of the theme of appearance.
life,"

Both Esther and Polly perform on the stage, but this "artificial

which to Peg Woffington in Irlasks and Faces (1852) often blurs the

distinction between appearance and reality,
to his social th.*".5f
.people

with

common

Ha\^Itree

Robertson in Caste adapts

explains that "all those marriages of

people are all very well in novels and in plays

on

the stage," but "in real life with real relations, and real mothers'
and so forth, it's

\2

absolute bosh" (Caste, I.349).'-

ignores Hawtree's caution,

life.

Às she tells

Esther, however,

She does attempt to translate art into

George: "our courtship was so beautiful.

It

was
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like in a novel from the library,

only better" (II.363).

In Robertson's

plêy, Lydia's desire to create a romance in her own life ostensibly
succeeds.

Nevertheless, social l-aw inevita-bly intrudes into this romance,
as Hawtree said it would. Described by Hawtree as "so becoming and

so

good" (I.349), this social law must be obeyed. Even Esther must
5?

finalty acknowledge it.-"

The "inexorable law of caste" (349) dictates

that Eccles can never mingle, as he proposes to do (III.406),
I4archioness. Earl-ier, Esther did fulfilf

with the

obligations to

her filial

Eccles, but "that time is past" (384). It is her own al-tered status'
both personal and social-, which helps to refieve her.

Finally, caste

"shuts the door on the pretentious and the vulgar" (405), and thereby
protects itself from the contamination with which Eccles threatens it.54
Having established the rightness of caste, Robertson can then

his point.

make

Although it excludes the vulgar, caste must also "open the

door very wide for exceptional merit" (405). Such is the case with

Esther. She does display a natural gentility

(4O4)

, and earns her social

rank. Robertson thereby demonstrates, in terms of his social- themest
the necessary existence of caste. Yet, Robertson also suggests that
Esther can indeed contradict Hawtreers pronouncements, not only on

caste, but also on art and life

(f.349).

Therefore, Robertson adopts and adapts conventions.

He

extols a favourite nineteenth-century theme, the material reward
accorded to true merit, at the same time as he alters a coroflary theme,

the abiding value of innocent domesti"ity.55 The Marchioness is
"grand Brahrn-in priestess" (350) nourished by the "Chronicles of

a
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Froissart" (II .370) . In the Play, she must rid herself of "an

a.bsurd

prudery" (371), which has in the past isolated her from any domesticity
whatsoever (ï.349) .56 George's daring transgression of castets

"inexorable law" finalty compels her to accept a reality quite apart
from the outdated romance of the "chronicles."

On

the other hand,

Eccles steals from his grandson and seeks only to gratify his

dissipation (III.382-3),

Robertson clearly shows how fil-ial

when

own

obligation

q,7

and paternal responsibility

can be traduced.-'

Atthough in the characters of the Marchioness and Eccfes Robertson
dramatizes the excesses of both classes, he nonetheless ends with "a

of the status quo" [Durbach,

"Remembering

" 286) . His rebellion, as Savin puts it,

is "aglainst

conventional ratification
Tom Robertson,

theatrical convention, not against Victorianism"

(Thomas

william

Robertson, p. 118). However, in Jones' The Masqueraders (1894), such
qÊ

fine social distinctions as Robertson endorses become blurred."-

To

the dissolute Monty, social democracy means "that there is no line to
be drawn, either socially, moraIly, pecuniarily. politically.

religiously,

qq

or anywhere."-'

The play demonstrates the essential Lruth of his remarks. fn

spíte of Dulcie's low origins, her place in society is assured; all"crush to her receptions" simply because everybody else comes (II.475)
As Monty rhetorically

.

demands: "Do we ever have any other reason for

going anywhere, admiring anything, saying anything, or doing anything?"

(4:74). The "mora] tone of society" (475) is not lowered, as
Crandover fears it will be.

political

Lady

Rather, given "the present decadence of

manners and moral-s" (417), David concludes that "our moral
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evolution is now complete" (479). The agets one "supreme merit" is its
refusal "to render to virtue the homage of hlpocrísy" (419) ' No J-onger
must hypocrisy guard a virtuous pose, once regarded as a secret cloak for
Añ
rirr.ou Since "no line tisl to be drawn," anywhere (474), a frank avowal

replaces the need for double-dealing.

This regard for what is "charmingly frank" (419) fosters scandal,
the one hand, and self-gratífication,

on the other.

refuses to deny himse1f "one single pleasure in life"

on

Just as Monty
and boasts of his

"consistent sel-fishness" (47g), So, too, does he refuse to forfeit "the
pleasure of believing and circulating a spicy story about fhisJ friends
merely because there is only the very stightest foundation for it"

(475). As Monty excl-aims: "what does it matter what fies we tell about
each other when none of our friends think any the worse of us if they

are true:" (475). Frankly acknowledged, the rake's pursuit of pleasure
and the scandal-monger's delight in slander thereby undermine the ideal

of frankness.
Franknessr even comes

to govern amorous intrigue.

Ttre comic love

chase becomes a sober cormnerci.al transaction, a "marriage market" rr/here

love is sold to the "highest bidder" (I.47r).
calculated to insure personal liberty'

become

"Proviso scenes,"
in this society "frank"

offers of a marriage based on "a patent self-adjusting,
s.afety-va1ve plan" (If.480).
and marriage, a "philistine'r

self-repairing,

Love, "a perverted animal instinct"

[480),

and "provincial" arrangement L479), are

"outworn impulses" (.480). fndeed, Monty proposes that marriage be

an

e>çedient means to dispense with "exaggerated" notions of conjugality

c48O). In her efforts to gratify her own desires "to be somebody in

now
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the worl-d"

(1

.469) and to attain a social position, Dul-cie exemplifies

Monty's principles.

she sul¡mits to a marriage with a

willingly,

man

who, in an auction ostensibly designed to raise money for charity
(41O-L), 1{ins her amorous favours and \^lho, Iater, as readily gambles her
avtav (Ir-1 .4öö-vr.

Marriage, then, occupies Jones as much as it did his predecessors.
Restoration comedy mocks it;
Congreve present it,

frequentlY, it beeomes, as Etherege

and

a convenient mask to conceal lechery. Eighteenth-

century comedy extols its value. Now, Jones and his contemporaries

attack its commercial- foundation, and they dramatize the
^1
consequences of a bad bargain."-

unhappy

Grace in London Assurance initially

regards it as just another financial exercise; Agnes in The Notorious

Mrs. EbbsmÍth views it as a "curse" and Gertrude as an afmost "intolerabfe"
hell- LIrI.523). Compelled to five with a man she detests, Dulcie' too'
comes

to view it as a kind of martyrdom, to be borne only because society

,,n1:c.{-aratr Iu,
ì r- 'rnnrr'l
yvqrurvvs1-ì nes" i
I/JqÞLç!Þ

t- and "sugars" it with such cheating words

aS "moral," "ideAl" and "respectab1e" (The MaSqueraderS, III.486) '

Finalty, even David must admit, in spite of his all-consuming love
for Dulcie': "I've played this great game of love like a foof, as men
would say. Perhaps T've played the great game of life like a fool, tooIf we are sacrificing ourselves for a shadow we are only doing what
earth,s best creatures have done before us" (fV.492). Monty finds "this
worfd the pleasantest possible place" (.II .479) and Helen retreats from
it - l¡rrt Ðawid views it as "a world of shadows" (I.468) . Here, he
¡e,

vqv

contends., "phantoms" pfay their parts and, as "charmi.ng" as the "shadovls"
rnay

be (.TJ.47g), they are occupied solefy in "playing at money-making'
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playing at religion, ptaying at 1ove, at art, at politics"
elaborate lgamê" (47g) lacks v¡hat David cal-Is "reality."

(479)

- Their

To him, only

his own imagined "Andromedar" the "one perfect wor]d." helps to

make

"the imbroglio of the universe complete" (I.473) ¡ Andromeda does not
become

a sham' for there all is real (fv.492)

-

The "crowds of shadows" Gr.479), engaged though they may be in

thair "mãscj'lrerâê^il
.,.*-a*--*JC

1+€^t ¡,^+
exert control . Monty commandeers the
!eu

^.Ê Jr!E
U!

auction tI.470-1) and, as the defender of this "remarka-bIy comfortable
a¡d well-arranged place" (II.47g), he inqul-cates the social catechism.
He defines social democracy (474) i he asks the questions which require

no answers t475). For "a man who has a heartr" it is the "very worst

world that ever spun aroundil G.41 3) r a v¡orfd where a man like David
must "al\,vays v/ear a mask over thisl heart" GL.479). So he, too, must
become a

kind of masquerader, forced to conceal his heart, compelled to

pretend that Andromeda exists (478). He belongs' then, both to Monty's
sham worl-d and

to his own self-created one (478) '

Finally, he must

concede to Helen's moral one.

Helen demands that "right-wrong-duty" (Iv.492) be properly
performed (4gI).

Her upright moral

J-aws

may likewise all be "shadows"

(4g2), but they provide the "Iine" which. Monty dismisses and which,
6)
ultimately, forces the fovers into conjugal obedience.-- only in

the imaginary \,{orld of Andromeda can Davidts "marriage" to Dulcie

be

"real" (492\. If "fo}ly is happiness" (I.465), then his "one chance of
It is founded on a game
happiness" (IV.491) also proves to be folly.
of chance (III.488-9) and on his own seff-willed pretense (TI.478).
Once

again, he hofds to a "pleasing delusion" (I-473)., first

with
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respect to

\¡tomen

(466) and now with respect to the world'

The astronomer

must l-eave both the fashionable world of sham and his own imagined world,
and retreat instead into a worl-d of science, described in the play as

a

world of death and disease (rII.487).
In The Masqueraders, Jones depicts a socíety given to sham and
illusion,

but he adapts the modes of the past to suit his own dramatic

ends. The theme of "thingis that shadow and conceal" he transforms
The masqueraders, the "phantoms" of which
(The l"lan of Mode, TII.i.5O).
David speaks (The Masqueraders, Ir.478), no longer conceal vice;

"frankness" precludes a mask. The masqueraders, like Etherege's fop,
are themselves mere "shadows." It is the astronomer who yearns to

dispel the shadows, both in society and in the heavens, and who must
also don a mask to protect his inner sel-f.
Therefore, maJly later nineteenth-century playwrights like Jones
adapt to their own dramatic ends the corollary themes of artifice

and

appearance. Frail human creatures, contriving to hide their social and
moral failings,

yet strive to safeguard their reputation in the wor1d.

ïn the seventeenth century, the concern is for a "tolerable show"
(.The Man of Mod.e, III .i.51); the characters must perform wel-l on the
stage of the world.
show

In nineteenth-century society, "the only way to

onese]f thoroughly respectable is to

show" (I¿orgy., lv.ii.103).

maj<e

a thoroughly respectabl-e

Not only must the character prove his

respectability, but also he must jealously guard its appearance'
Pretense no longer can be viewed simply as a social art acquired
by every witty hero and heroine. The "dear pleasure of dissembli.ng"
(Thg }{grt
cones. to have, not only social, but moral ramifications as well
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of Mode, III.i.54).

Earlier, in John Burgoyne's The Heiress (L786),
In

dissembling is regarded as a více to be morally discounte''-"t"d'63
Masks and Faces, it is a tool- to expose vice (II.165) '

But,here,

a

"lying, selfish. treacherous world" preaches morality at the same time as
AA
it propagaLes scandal.o* To adopt a pose or play tricks faíIs to insure
either lasting personal control or social mastery'
Artifice still attracts a few adept practitioners.

l'4rs. Modely in

Holcroft's Seduction (1787), for example, "has had the art so well to
conceal- her intrigues, and preserve appearances, that she is every where
received in society" (II.ii.273).

Sim-Llarly, Lady Audley in Hazelwood's

Lady Aúdl-ey's secret (1863) so capaJrly hides her past crimes that her
mask of innocence imposes "on all the world,."65 Their "mimic art"

deceives only for a time qg9!-9-g!g-ICg9:, rr'L7L), and moraf verdicts

ultimately punish such artificers.

Tn the genteel circle of the drawi-ng-

room, however, virtuous appearances must be maintained, and artifice
bow to the dictates of both morality and propríety.66
appearances depends on the ability

No\^7,

must

to preserve

to "arrange things not perhaps

exactly as they were, but as they ought to have been" (The Liarsr IIf 'L27)
As sir christopher shrewdly observes in The Liars (1897): "In that way
a lie becomes a sort of ideal-ized and essentiaf truth -" (128).

The

reduced
"ougiht to be" urged by the sentimental mode has ostensibly been

to the perPetration of

sham.

In The Liars. Lady Jessica's deceit springs from what she wrongly
unlike the
calls a ,,mere indiscreLion" (L27). But her flirtation,
social implications of the love chase in Restoration comedy, traps her
in a compromising situation v¡hich threatens to expose her Èo the scanda]
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associated with a "fallen

\¡/oman.

" Whil-e Beau Austin pubticly proclaims

his fo11y, Lad.y Jessica can clear her reputation, and avoid the

moralA1

grumblings of "Mrs. Grundy" (I .l-02) , only if she engages in deceit."'
To tel-l the truth, as Sir Christopher initially

suggests, would "place

Lady Jessica in a position where she wil-l have no alternative but to

take a fatal- plunge" and cause a "very unpleasant famil-y scandaf"
(ITI.136).

Later,

vThen

Lady Jessica does determine to take a "fatal

plunge" and elope with Falkner (IV.148), Sir Christopher' as the play's
moral touchstone, reminds her that, in ruining her reputation and creating

a "shabby scandal-" (I4g) , she will be "miserable for life"
Once even

tf48) -68

the semblance of reputation is lost, as Pinero dramatizes in

The Benefit of the Doubt (1895), Lady Jessica only has "the one

solitary hope and ambition of
Áo

(The Liars, IV.J,49)."-

somehow

wriggling back into respectability"

This "dry society dust" (II.110) may well

"choke" her but, as Sir Christopher ma]ces clear, "the luxury of sel-f-

sacrifice"

(-I.lO5) belongs only tó the Beatrices, more "spiritual"
1^

CIO4) than worldly.'"

The play de.monstrates the tnruth of Sir Christopher's

observations. Ladv Jessica's índiscretion and the play's dramatization
of fashionable lying, designed to preserve appearances, both indicate
the dangers to be faced by the individual who transgresses the social
law. For their own worldly benefit, they must, as Lady Jessica does,
"sacrifice" themselves to the social merit attached to virtuous
This pre-occupation, not only with folly and hypocrisy, but also
with the moral question of the "fallen v¡oman," exemplifies society's
effort to "make a thoïoughJ-y respectabl-e show" (Mo¡-ey, IV.ii-103) .71

?nq

fn this society, as Miner suggests, "respectaþility constitutes
virtuer" and "a Sound morality must be founded upon conventional-i1;y.'72
Like the cast-off mistress, the "fallen

\,voman"
1a

and she must guard her pretense to virtue.'-

is a

Vlhen

woman

with a pastt

the mask of honour

falls,her predecessor incurs social censure, and must endure the
laughter of those who are better abl-e to conceal themselves. But the
"fallen woman" flounders; if she fails to conceal herself, then

she

cannot long sustain a "thoroughly respectable" appearance. Judged by

a

hypocritical society which seemingly prizes innocence ' she is consigned
'74
to the "social Dead Sea."'= Ultimately, she falls victim to society's
harsh judgiments which are both morall-y rigorous at the same time as they
smack

of hypocrity.T5

Pinero's The Notorious Mrs. Ebbsmith illustrates

this

common

nineteenth-century the*e.76 In the P1ay, NicoIIs contends, "social
conventions" are pitted againsÈ "natural instinctsr " and this obser-

vation suggests the connection between a conventional theme and Pinero's
techniques (Biitish Drêma, p. 236). Unlike the witty mode's drarûa-

tization of the conflict between instinct and society, however, Pinero
joins this conflict to morality.

He dramatizes two battles, one social

and the other moral. Within this frameworkr Agnes' quest for social
and personal freedom is doomed to failure.

Structurally, the play

moves

from the battle for Lucas' sociaf conscience to the battle for Agnes'
soul.
she and the superannuated rake do symbolic battle for Lucas'

"social" conscience. Èo Agnes an ideal-istic conrnitment to society's
needs and to S't. Olpherts an expedient capitulation to a shallov'l
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ambition. But the

same

society which

darnns Agnes, and

which leads

Paula in The Second Mrs. Tanqueray (1893) to suicide and Mrs. Dane in

Mrs. Dane's Defence (1900) to exile, seemingly condones St. olpherts'
folly and vice.

As Miner says: "he more than anyone else in Pinero's

drama personifies late Victorian society with all its outward respect-

and moral rectitude, and. all its inner hypocrisy and ruthlessness"

ability

("Linlited Natural-ism," 149) . St. olpherts can, for example, unashamedly
enjoy his reputation as "an amiable, undisguised debauchee" CII.510),

and

he can al-so franklv admit that he is a "sensualist" who doesn't "take
the trouble to deceive himself" (5l]).

This open avowal of libertinism,

recalling as it does the rakes of the past, nov/ assumes an added social
importance. In contrast to Agnes' moral high-mindedness, St. Olpherts
supports a "sham reconcil-iation" which admirably appeases any decorous
d.emands

for "a proper aspect to the world" (III.521).

Just as

Agines and

St. Olpherts fight for Lucas'social conscience,

Gertrude, a "virtuous, unsoiled w-oman" (523), and her pious brother

do

battle for Agnes' soul IIV.527), and apparently win. Minerrs suggestion
that it is St. Olpherts who deter¡nines her ultimate fate neglects the
important roles these two religious figures play (I49).
confess.ion of marital unhappiness justifies
Agnes.

Gertrude's

Agnes' moral rebellion.

has, at least, had her "hour" of happiness IIII.521);

chaste and pious, has suffered.

Gertrude,

on another level, her admission of

loving another man, and resisting the happiness he offered, rebukes
Agnes' present beha,rior-rr.

77

This "friendship" between the two women thereby places in
perspective the moral and social- dilemmas Pinero presents. The cost is
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high for both of them. Gertrude lives an untrappy, but chaste. life.
She adheres to the moral law forbidding adultery' and she conforms to

the social law exacting respectability.

For her part, Agnes sacrifices

her social ideals as well- as the man she ]oves. As Gertrude has earlier
done, she, too, finai-Iy submits to the moral law. In a highly theatrical
scene, she retrieves a charred Bible (525), and this action represents

her conversi-on to Winterfiel-d's moral ,uty.78 She is unwilling to martyr
herself for a man like Lucas, one who chooses expedienqz rather than
Ngt wíl1 she com¡nit a moral wrong and condone his hypocrisy.

feeling.

winterfield,s,
woman

then, is the moral triumph, the recfamation of

a

society brands as "fal-len. " But Gertrude has already decfared

Agnes to be in fact a "moral woman living immorally" (524).

So, in the

play's terms, Agnes does not represent the conventional "faIlen

\,voman"

r-rrrf r:l-nor- â moral woman viho hasinadvisedty tried to join her morals
!UL,

rqÇ¡¿e!,

to her social ideals.
rrr
f .iñi+^r'
U-Ltl-ItlcrLeJ-y

serve society.

r

q+

And society is not the place for ideals.
ô]nharj-qt

i rÞ

{-lra
¡¡i
¡]-nrr¡
vreLvrJ
Lr¡s

t

fnr
!v!

mora'l
rrrvlqJ¿eJ i t.v

i s made tO

AglÌes must Ìre "saved, " but in the mean time St. Olpherts

and the hypocriticaf society he represents do not confront the

implications of the two conflicts Pinero dramatizes. Here,
"civilization

means

rottennessr" such "organized hypocrisy" thrives

eveï)r\dhere tg-9-Hy!9eIi!99, I.34).
The Liars:

where

As Sir Christopher expl-ains in

"We're not a hit better than our neighbours, but. thank

Godl we do pretend we are, and we do make it hot for anybody

who

disturbs that holy pretence" (IV.148). Jones in Mrs. Dane's Defence
offers an even more scathing attack on the pretentiousness and hypocrisy
of

such,

a society.

Lady Eastney exc]aims.: "Aren't we all humbugs?
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Isn't it all_ a sham?"'- Even though Pinero in the fast act of

The

Notorious Mrs. Ebbsmith does not resolve the confl-ict between the

individual and the hypocriticaf society, he nonetheless effectively
RN

challenges that society's right to make moral judgments-""
Tn th'i s ìmDartenf qcnqo- l-he "town" continues to exercise
f ¡I

uq¡¿

ul¡¿o

e

vv¡¡re

,

a

powerful infl-uence in nineteenth-century drama. The town stifl
complfance to its dictates, and it still

demands

sanctions appearance.

The

town is afso governed by a rigorous moraf scrupulosity; moral blights

like lulrs. Dane's must be removed. Wycherley's portrait of rampant vice
and Sheridan's of garrulous gossip finally

produce in nineteenth-

century d.rama a vivid picture of a society which, on the one hand,
breeds hypocrisy and slander and, on the other hand, piously uphold.s

austere morality.

an

Earlier dramatists ruthlessly mock such an excessive

reverence for social appearance, and comically expose those individuals
v¡ho can

neither cultivate nor penetrate artifice.

Many nineteenth-

century dranatists, as "moral dramatistsr" expose hypocrisy, not to

ridicu1e it, but to propound more forcibly true morality (The Dramatist,
l-L.¿t)

-

In later nineteenth:century drama, a sentimental- treatment of
manlcind and

morality stilt

fl-ourishes, but in a modified form. rn

contrast to Jones' grim vision of society, comprised of liars,

hypocrites

and masqueraders, Pinero in Sweet Lâwender (1888) extofs the presence

of virtue.

Even in the midst of such a "jungle," Wedderburn extols the

"flowers" which'find strength. to raise their heads - the flowers of
a'l
hope and atonement.""- Here London is a "most beautiful garden" (IIf.
180), where fortunes are forfeited,

reparations feelingly made and an
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,,exemp1ary" constancy (fhe Rage, If.i.90)

yet survives. Sinlilarly, in

Grundy,s A Pair of spectacles (1890), Goldsmithrs theme of indiscriminate
benevolence undergoes a transformation. Benjamin's good-nature receives

His brother's spectacles alter his view of the world
"h""k.82
for a time but, finally, he chooses to be blinded by his benevolence,

no corn-ic

in his view a worthier attribute than worldliness.

As he observes:

"If there are some impostors in the world, Itd rather trust and be
The exposure of
deceived than suspect and be mistaken" (III.567).
credul_ity in the presence of vice yields, then, to a more

a willing

sympathetic treatment.
vühat

earlier plalrwrights ridiculed and comically exposed' later

nineteenth-century playwrights come to treat seriously; they launch
cogent and sober attack against society's artifice

\ÀTomanrr

and hypocrisy'

Indeed, their portrayal of the

favourite comic targets in the past.
"fallen

a

transforms a fundamentally comic portrait'

the cast-off

mistress, into a socially and morally charged issue. similarly,

the

senti-urental trust in benevolence and good nature find a ful-l comic
expression in such. farces as Pinerors Dandy Ðick t1887) and Grundy's
A pair of spectacles. The playwrights use the witty and the sentiTental
modes

to suit their own dramatic ends-

perhaps no playwright embodies nineteenùh-century "Galli:naufry"
more '¡perfectly" than does Gilbert.

Lady Rodolpha's description of

a

motley assembly,which. exemplifies the "human chaos" @qrr_sf-t}ìe world,
Ir..'24L also describes Gilbert's comic works. They *

hit-"

."--

and only smilingly acknowledge sentimu.,t.83 rn Engaged (L877), the

lovers each declare their ardenÈ passion in-an inflated language like
that offered by sentimental heroes and heroirr.".84 In spite of this
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language of sentiment, farcical circumstances and, ultimately, money

govern their various affairs of the heart (III.

42g)

. Gilbert

even

resurrects the food and animal- imagery so pronounced in Restoration
comed.y,

but here he reduces it to alcsurdity. Byes, fot exa¡¡ple' are
to "poached eggs" (I.4f2).

compared

which the fruit

upon

and a marriageable
'
lamb" ready for the "sacrifice"

of [the] heart is growing"

daughter is compared to a "little

(rr.4r7)

the bel-oved becomes a "tree
(4L2J

.

Mr. Synperson's advice to his daughter hardly suggests she be the
bride about to be sacrificed to conjugal obedience.. she is, he tells
her, to "be Sure lshe has her] o\,.Jn way in everythingr" and to stand
resol-ute, "however wrong [she] may be" (4L7). Minnie herself proves to
be quite capable of managing her personal affairs (III.426)¡ she resolves,
contrary to the sentimental domestic idea]. to satisfy only herself
(II.416).

The witty heroine's regard for personaf liberty

and the

sentimental heroine's virtuous diffidence Gilbert links to the nineteenthcentury heroine's view of matrimony as a financial transaction'

sinullarly, Gilbert mocks the traditional

opposition between the

country and the town. His rustics are as conmercially minded (r-4I4)

the "dandy tolnfolk"

as

(409). Mrs. MacFarlane exercises her benevofence

on passengers she herself has caused to be de-railed (409-410) .

Nor

does Maggie pretend to bfush at the prospect of her beauty's being

admired; if things in natr:re are sure to be beautifut, then she will not

be guilty of "base ingratitude" and shut her eyes to her

in the glass (413)

orn¡n

fair

image

.

The additional element of mystery augments Gi]bert's comically
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audacious portrayal of a hypocritical society, professing sentiments

whi1e it busily seeks advantageous financial arrangements. Like
melodramatic villain,

some

Belvawney exercises "an all but supernaturaf

influence" over his friend (411); his "dreadful- eyesrr Cheviot cannot
resist (4I2).

Later, Belvawney exerts his control, and Gilbertrs stage

directions punctuate the "melodramatic intensity" his portrayal of
R{

Belvawney is designed to suggest (TT..422) ."-

While his "Fiendish

exultation" and "satanic laugh" may recall the melodrarnatic villains

of

the past (422), Belvawney represents nothing more than a mercenary
young man eager to retain his income, dependent as it is on Cheviot's

remaining a bachelor (1.411).

Finally, Gíl-bert suggestively exploits the traditions of the past
only to deflate them at last.

Circumstances and coincidence alone

dictate the happy outcome and.r. for a]l Cheviot's "airy badinage" (4fl-)
and "heroic impulse" (III.427) | even Gilbertrs comic hero cannot

intrigue as capably as his predecessors. Gil-bert's comic technique of
deflation checks the excesses of atl the dramatic traditions.

fn

patience (1881) he now jeers at the pretensions of contemporary aesthetes
like ¡tilde, regarded by many as the later nineteenth-century's

embodj-ment

¡i6

of "decadence. "-

GilbertrS exaggerated portraits of Bunthorne' "a Fleshly Poetr"
of Grosvenor, "an Idyllic

Poetr" illustrate

dramatic traditions are nro.r".tt

and

the excesses to which these

fhe "peripatetlcs / Of long-haired

aesthetics" tI.t82) l_ike Bunthorne appeal to the romantic longings of
Ëhe "twenty love-sick maidens" (L72) ì they dedicate their souls to him
and luxuriate j-n the agony.of their unrequited love.

Once as practical
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aS Patiencer the "love-sick maidenS" now speak of an "aesthetiC

transfiguration" which exalts their perceplions and "etherealizes" their
tastes (r75).

What to Patience is "nonsense" is to them "precious

nonsense" (181). The meaning of his poetry' Bunthorne later admits,

"doesn't matter if it's

only idle chatter of a transcendental- kind" (I83).

so, Bunthorne proves to be an "aesthetic sham" (183). He admits
that, while he utters "platitudes / In stained-gl-ass attitudesr " his
"mediaevalism" nonetheless is "affectation, / Born of a morbid love of
adrn-iration" (183). As Stedman notes, the play becomes "a criticism of

affectation as a motivating principle in

human

nature" ("Genesis of

Patience," 58). Like any Restoration fop, Bunthorne affects to be what
""

rr

""a,

fora "mere,/ veneer" conceals his essential- lack of

substance (183)

.

But Gifbert endows his portrait of a fop with unique attributes.
Bunthorne strikes "intensely melodramatic" poses (I82) t and even boasts

mysterious power over his rivaf,

Grosvenor (II.2LI).

a

Yet, like his

cultivation of "a sentimental passion of a vegetabl-e fashion" (I.l-84) '
such affectations merely accentuate the vacuity of his aesthetic pose Not only does the t'sentimental passion" rest sole1y on his inordinate
d.esire for admiration, but so, too, does ttre melodramatic "curse"

(IT.2I1).

Bunthorne at last compels the aesthetic "Narcissus" (210),

Grosvenor, to become a "coÍtrnonplace" young man only tO assure his
supremacy in the tadies' affections C211)

own

-

Like any affectation, these aesthetic postures caIl be easily
mastered and easily tailored to suit any occasion. To regain the ladies'

Iove, the Dragoons imitate the "attitudes" Bunthorne and the ladies
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display (206). Similarly, like Grosvenor, Bunthorne "reforms'"

He

replaces one affectation with another. Adopting hís rival-'s pose,
Bunthorne henceforth will be "mildly cheerful" rather than mel-ancholic,
and his conversation will

blend "amusement with instruction"

(213) '

Gilbert. here also comically defl-ates the sentimental notions so revered
by hís predecessors. A fop, both affected and aesthetic, will now
inculcate the moraf lesson. In this way, Gilbert defl-ates poetic
pretensions aL the same time as he exposes absurd affectations'

itself

becomes reduced

Love

to postures, for the "love-sick maidens"

hopeless affection and for Patience an ideatistic

a

sacrifice (I'189) '

In his singular use of dramatic modes, tai]ored to his own outrageous ends, Gilbert paints an absurd, "topsy-turvy" portrait of the
"human chaos.

" Vfilde recaptures even more brifliantly

the modes of the

RR
Þast.oo Nineteenth-century "Gallimaufry" furnishes Wil-de with

important dramatic tradition:

an

a unique, if motley, assemblage of wit

and sentiment. Indeed, i^Iilde's plays effervesce with some of the

qual-ities so admired by Mabel in Marston's earlier Play, The Patrician's
Daughter lg4Ð.
1

'!trTis full- of mirth. and sprightly incident' / And

keen, bright satiïe, through. all which the heart / Breathes truth

and

Rq

slanpathy'. O, how I love / fo Lrack a noble soul in masquerade ! ""-

Like Sheridan, Wilde wil-f further enliven a thriving tradition and'' at
his best, revivifY -ri= "o-i"u'.90

CHAPTER ELEVEN

"A Serious Bunburyist" :
Wilders SocietY Comedies

ttsel-f the combination of earlier modes, nineteenth-century
PIay-

"Gaffimaufry" gave to I^Iitde a flourishing dramatic tradition.l

wrights like Robertson, Pinero and Jones tail-ored the modes to suit
their own social- and cornic themes, and Gilbert for his part

mocked

them. But, in general, nineteenth-century drama threatened to
merely a "motly Piece of Mirth and Sorrow, " ineffectivety

become

combining the

witty and the sentimental modes.2 Tndeed, what Lord Henry V,Iotton says
of cast-off mistresses in h]ilde's The Picture of Dorian Gray (f89I)
might also apply to many nineteenth-century dramas' rrrlf they were
allowed their own way, every comedy would have a tragic ending, and
every tragedy r¡ould culnr-inate in a farce" (Chapter 8, P. 85) '3

To

put "Tragedy into the raimant of Comedy" is to make "the great realities"
seem"commonplace

or groEesque or lacking in sty}e" (De Profundis,

p. 936), an observation which elaborates on the earlier criticism
levelled against a drama which would either "end her Comedies in blood"
cprologue, The Rivals, 1. 34, p. 74), or which would transform the

theatre into a "school of morality" (False Delicacy, V.ii.744)
Irlitde rejects such a notion.

.

He comically inverts any serious

treatment of. life only to extol an aesthetic appreciation for art

life.

As Lord Illingworth in A woman of No Importa¡rce [1893)
3L4

and
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proclaims: "the

\ô/orl-d

has always laughed at its own tragedies' that

being the only way in which it has been a.ble to bear them. And that,
consequently, whatever the world has treated seriously belongs to the
comedy

side of things" (III.462).

Lord Iltingworthrs

As San Juan states, such a vision

"reconciles life's

as

discords"; it recognizes l-ifets

incongruities, an important theme in üIilde's comedies (4ft qlOssgr
Vüil-de,

p. 165) . Wil-de offers, most clearly in The Importance of Being

Earnest (1895), "trivial"

comedies for "serious people."

He thereby

dramatizes his own creed of the transfer of art to Iife at the

same

time as he dismisses the claims of the moralists.4
In tr{itde's view, the intrusion of morality into a work of art is
gratuitous, for ethical pronouncements on art testify
q

of aesthetic appreciation.-

to the age's lack

Contrary to the practice of many of his

predecess:ors, W-ilde denounces the kind of sacrifice expected of those
who transgress society's .J-aws. Whil-e pl-aprights l-ike Jones expose the

hypocrisy of such a society and. criticize

its ethics, these earlier

dramatis.ts nonetheless uphold the moral dictum that the wrong-doer must

- -6 Ttris regard for "poetic justice" Wilde would discard.
be e>rpelled.To define "fiction"

as "the good ended happily, and the bad. unhappily"

not only sinplifies

life

also it denigrates art.

Cfire i:nportance of eein

, II.341), but

In ttilde's view, "it takes a thoroughly selfish

age, like our own¡ to deify self-sacrifice.

It takes a thoroughly

grasping age, such as that in which we live, to set al¡ove the fine

intellectual

virtues, those shallow and emotional virtues that are

in¡mediate practical benefit to itself"

Philanthropic

Zea1

(fhe Critic as Artist,

an

p. 1043).

, practis.ed by "wel-l--meaning and offensive busybodies,"

3L6

destroys whatever "simp.Ie and spontaneous virtue that there is in

man"

(p. 1044) . Custom, in lrlilde's view, and "the terror of society, which
is the basis of morals" (The Picture of Dorian cray, Chapter 2, P. 29),
both regulate society; ethics simply make "existence possib.le"
critic

as Artist,

[The

p. 1058). Those who indul-ge in such sentimental

philanthropy may perceive "an absurd value in everything, " but they
fail to k¡row the "market price of any single thing" (Lady Windermere's
Fan, III.418) . Wil-de concl-udes that sentimentalists desire to have

"the fnxury of an emotion without paying for it"

(De Profundis, p.9a6)

Sirnilarly, those who do emphasize "a certain amount of sordid
terror" show a "certain l-ack of imaginative thought, and a certain
passion for middle-cl-ass respectability"

l-ow

tThe Critic as ATtistr pp. l-057-

1058). They may serve ethics and popularLze "the vuJ-gar standard of
goodness" (p. 1057), but in pandering to the populace they cease to be

true artists:

"the sphere of Art and the sphere of Ethics are

absol-utely distinct

and separate" (p. 1048) .

In Wilde's view,

a

novelist like de Maupassant merely buil-ds a "prj-son-house of realism"
(.The Decay

of Lying, p. 981), a prison-house which,fosters a "monstrous

worship of facts." at the sane as it threatens to chase away beauty
and make art "sterile"

Cp. g73).t

"thoitg

the complaints of the critics

of the sentimental mode, Wilde accuses dg lulaupassant of writing "lurid
little

tragedÍes in which everybody is ridÍculous," and "bitter comedies

at v¡Ïulch one cannot laugh- for very tears" þ. 974). To Wilde, the
realistic

writer presents "dull facts under the guise of fiction"

(p. 972). In slavishly copyi.ng it, he find.s life "crude" and leaves
it "raw" (p. 974\, neiLher aesthetically uplifting

it nor imaginatively
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creating it.

The nineteenth-century "dislike of Realism," Wilde says,

is the "rage,of Caliban seeing his own face in a glass" (Preface.
ltre Pícture of Dorian Gray, p. 17). Indiscrindnately mixed, wit

and

sentiment, realism and fiction merely substitute the "common livery of

the age for the vesture of the Muses" (The Decay of Lying, p. 977).
TLre

true artist dismisses moraliÈy as readil-y as he does realism:

"No great artist

ever sees things as they really are.

would cease to be an artist"

If he did

(p. 988). The true artist does not

but creates, and he evokes in others a compara-ble creativity.

he
coPY,

Playing

Chopin, Gil-bert explains, makes him weep over sins he has never committed
and mourn tragedies not his own (The Critic

as Artist,

p. I01f).

Such

art "creates for one a past of which one has been ignorant, and fills
one with a sense of sorrows that have been hidden from one's tears"

(p. 1011). Truly splendid art, Wilde insists,

"makes and unmakes many

worlds, and can draw the moon from heaven with. a scarl-et thread"
Decay

(The

R
of Lying, p. 982).-

In l^Iilders aesthetic view, only art, and not dull facts, can form
the basis of life.

Herein to l^Iilde lies melodrama's chief fauft:

the inevitable result of this substitution of an imitative for

"As

a

creative medium, this surrender of an imaginative form, we have the
modern English melodrama" (p. gl9|) .9

Stage characters who copy "the

gait, manner, costume and accent of real peo.ple" would, in reality,
pass "unnoticed in a third-cl-ass railway carriage" G). 979). Even

on

the stage they fail to arouse imaginative sympathy. Nature and life,
says Witde, are imperfect; only art can endow. them with. grace and

beauty and spirituality

tp. 983).

3rB

Ttre worl-d may

well be a stage, "but the play is badly cast" (r,ord

Arthur savilers crime, p. L74). rn rife,

"most men and women are

forced. to perform parts for which thev have no

quali fications

"

(p- I74), and to mirror life is to copy this fundamental imperfectiorr.lo
The distinction

between the staqe of the worl-d and the world of the

stage, once so important to the Restoration praywright, has
blurred by the slavish reprod.uction of reality.ll
wilde propounds, not inritation, but creativity,
earl-ier Restoration view to his own view of art.

become

In rejecting realism,
and he adapts the

If the basis of life

is "simply the desire for expression, " then onry art can present the
"various forms through which the expression can be attained" (The Decay
of Lying, p. 985). As Gifbert says in The critic

as Artist

(rg91):

"Life and Literature, life and the perfect expression of life"

(p.

1016)

only art can allow individuals to discover in nature and in life what
a^

they alreaay-úring to them (The Decay of Lying, p. g77).L2
To l{ild.e,- the stage represents "the return of art to Iife"

Truth of Masks, p. lo67).
duction.

lt is at once an itl-usion of "actual- rife"

dramatic fiction,
appea-r

The human actors create a life-rike

(The

repro-

(p. 106g) and

a

for in art the actors choose "r¿hether thev will_

in tragedy or in comedy, whether they will suffer or make merry,

laugh or shed. tears" (Lord Arthur savile's crime, p. L-lA). The stage

is also the "meeting-place of a1l- the arts" (The Truth of Masks, p.
1067), of all these "various forms" of expression. simurtaneouslv
creating a¡d re-creating life,
"ran in all his infinite

the stage comes to mirror most fully

variety" (The critic

as Artist,

'ì?

p. l_016).ar

Wil-dets."glass for the world" is at one and the same time.a reflection
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of the stage of the world, and an aesthetic re-creation of it.
Therefore, Wilde adapts the eighteenth-century precept that art

and

life mutually influence and reflect one on the other (The Decay of
Lying, pp, 983-5), but for Wilde "Life irn-itates art far more than Art
imitates life"

(p.

gSZ)

.LA Siin-ilarly, wilde also recalls the

seventeenth:century concept of the stage of the world and the worl-d of

the stage, but for him the stage, "in one exquisite presentation,"
beautifies and perfects actuaf life,
of the unreal world"

(.The

and combines it with "the wonder

Truth of Masks, p. 1068). "Galfimaufryr" the

motley assembly of the witty and the sentimental modes, also furnishes
Vüi1de

with the means to capture and to expïess mants "infinite

but ín a distinctly

varietyr"

"Wild.tn" *.Y.15

For Wilde, the d.rama represents "a form of exaggerationr"

an

"intensified mode of over-emphasis" (The D""ay of Lyitg, p. 978).

Vüilde

views art as an exguì.site form of lying, "the telling of beautiful
untrue things,, (p- gg!¡.L6 Whereas the "liars"

in Jonest play "arrangie

things" and perpetrate sham (The Liars' III .L27), the liars in tr^iilders
1't

plays seek to live creatively.-'

To them, rnendacity represents "simply

something that is not quite true, but should be" (The Importance of Being

Earnest, II"354).

the i:nagin-

If the "prison-house of real-ism" stifles

ation, then lying nourishes it.
Yet, the lie is not an "idealized truthr" as it is in The Liars
(IlL

L28)

, for the "object of Art" is not truth but beauty

of Lying. p. 978) - Unlike the prevaricating politicians,

(.The Decay

who "never

rise beyond the. Ievel of misrepres.entation, and actually condescend to
prove, to di.scuss, to argue" (p.

9711

, the "Lrue liar,

fearless statements, his superb irresponsibility,

with his frank,

his heatthy. natural
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disdain of proof of any kind, " speaks of things which are their

"own

evidence" (p. 97L). The artful liar is "the true found.er of social
inÈercourse" (p. 981).18 The social- art of conversation, so revered by

the Restoration wit, Vùilde revitalizes,

and he ironically

endorses what

Steele so deprecated. The liar does indeed seek, to use Steele's words,

only to entertain, and "it is of no consequence to him what is said,
it be what is called well said".l9

so

For "the aim of the liar is simply

to charm, to delight, to give pleasure," and his brand of creativity
revivifies art (The Decay of Lying , p. 98I).
In many \days, Wil-de does indeed summarize many of the dramatic
modes
own

of the past, but his Gilbertia¡r sense of the ridiculous and his

aesthetic principles uniquely transmogrify these earlier *od.=.20

Vlilde transforms the traditional- threme of "masks and faces. " Formerl-v
a¡r artifice

practised by such dissimil-ar characters as Dorimant

and.

Mrs. Loveit in Etherege's The Man of Mode, the mask becomes to Wilde the
emblem

of creative mendacity. Contrary to the falsities

which masks in

earfier drama had perpe.ti-ated, masks in hlilde's view tell us "more than
a facej" for masks intensify the personality (Pen, Pencil and Poison,
p. 995). As Tol-iver says, Wilde stresses the "useful-ness of pretense
in escaping the rigors of fact and discovering a higher reality."2l
Since

"marìt

s deeper nature is soon found out" and onty the "superficial

qualities" last (Phrases and Philosophies for the Use of the Young,
p. 1206), llilde explores, "not the reality that lies behind the
but the mask itself

CTtre Decay

mask.,"

of tying, p. 97Ð.22 It alone, as

piece of art, separates individuals.

Lord Darlington e>çIains:

a

"Vùe

are all in the gutter, but some of us are looking at the stars." (Lady

5¿L

Windermere's Fan, IIf .4J-7)

The mask, then, helps to distinguish

.

between the "dowdies, " who mindlessly conform to social and moral laws,
and the "dandies, "

r,^rho

are fully a.ble to create art and thereby reafize

ôâ

laIe.

The dandy comes to embody the "truth of masks. "24 His is

cultivated pose which artfully

blends the fop, the libertine

a

and the

aesthete. Like Etheregets man of mode, the dandy is an affected
he is concerned about his external appearance in general,
)^
and his buttonhole in particular (An Ideal Husband, IfI .522) --" As'

.r"-trrr";25

Gregor SayS, the buttonhol-e "proclaims" the dandy, whose "favourite
viev¡" he finds in his own mirror f"Comedy and Oscar Wilde," 502). But

the dand.y is afso a social master. His epigrammatic observations are
frequently cited by those who uphold the social creed (A Vüo4qn of

No

Importance, T.433, 438). lndeed, fot all his "delicate {opperies of
Fashion, " the dandy "stands ín immediate rel-ation to modern lifg._tg¡".

ít indeed, and so masters it" (An fdeal Husband, Tn.522). He comes to
þs trthe fírst v¿ell-dressed philosopher in the history of thought" (522).
Finall1r, the ilandy's cultivated mask all-ows him to be the spectator
(Th" Picture of Dor
prophesy al¡out life
L'|

, Chapter 9, p. 9l) and, ultimatelY, to
and to "give the truths of to-morrov¡" (Chapter

, p. L47) .
so, unlike Restoration wit, which verbally surprises the hearer

and protects the speaker, and unlike eighteenth-century humour, which
amuses

by virtue of its quaintness and amial¡ility, Wilde's wit

associated with "the whol-e of the mental faculties'i

becomes

(Martin, Triumph

)'7
of Wit, p. 26). ' Wilde,s wit, while it is conventional in its social
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concerns, is also unique. Ilis brand of wit cerÈainty does include the
speaker's abi]ity

to lay bare the foibles of society, but the dandy's

wit inverts the clicfrJ.

The startling

insight does not arise from the

unexpected connection between incongruous things.
phLases are given new meaning and. signifícance.

Rather, hackneyed
The seven deadly sins,

for example, become the seven deadly virtues (An ldeaf Husband' 1.495).
In this way, v¡ít cuts "'Iife

to piecest" (The Picture of Dorian Gray,

Chapter 8, P. 82), and shov/s society's complacency of thought

and'

language. At the same time, it chaLlenges custom and convention.

The

dandy sums up the "wor]d in a phrase" (Chapter l, p. 26), and he becomes

a cogent commentator on the age.'ö
He is also the l-iar, the teller

of "beautiful untrue things"

(The Decay of Lyin9, P. 992). This side of the dandy's character helps

to make his wit unique. His mask, a cultivated piece of art' enables
him to "assert the alcsolute modernity of beauty" (The Picture of Dorian
Gray, Chapter 11, P. f03), more complex then "simple truth" CIÞg-!-gy-

of Lying, p. 978). As "Prince Paradox" (!þg-¡rcture of Dorian Grayt
Chapter 17, p. L4TL the dandy professes that "'the way of paradoxes

is the way of truth"'

(.Chapter 3, p.43)

and' as Gregor says, "the

essence of paradox is contradiction" fl'Comedy and Oscar Wilde, " 514)

.

Wilde himself, in speaking of art in general, says that a "Truth in art

is that r.those contradictory is also true" (The TrutLr of-I{qeEq, P. 1078).
Indeed, Algernon in The Importance of Being Earnest tells Jack that

"the truth is rarery
In order to dramatise
many

.

some

of these aesthetic views, Wi1de, like

other dramatists, combines the modes of the past in a manner at
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once distinctive

and conventional.29 Throughout his plays, his use of

these past modes dictates to a great extent his treatment of the dandy.
TLre

dramatic pattern formulated by his predecessors enables Wilde to

of the dandified rake. Past

dramatize the often sordid tubricity

practice also allows him to expose, not only the plight of the "fallen
woman," but also the shallowness of a society which would hlpocritically
denounce a morally wronged \^¡oman and yet tolerate her seducer- Vtilde

dramatizes a "sentimental education, " but not of those who have erred.

Rather, those who profess a strict,

uncompromising morality must be

taught, unlike the benevolent mentors characterized by his predecessors,
the value both. of humane feelings and practical moratity.30 To viwify
this creed, I{íIde adopts a melodramatic framework and combines it with
his portrait of the dandy.
Vlilde capaJ:ly draws the villain's

outline, but endows his portrait

with an addg.fl touch, the dandy's aesthetic pursuits.

The dandy

may

worship art but, in the early plays, he also possesses disreputable

attributes

an-cl

morrths precepts v¡irich often violate the aesthetic creed

of art in life and life in art.

Like the e.ighteenth--century "luix'd

chafacter, " the dandy is not sj.mply a dramatic or an aesthetic ideal.
f.n many wayìs., he resernlcJ-es the rakes, and the villains

of the past,

Wilde's portrait of the dandy cornlcines and changes these earlier
ÍLre cunning of boÈh Prince PauI in Vera, or the Nihilists
and Lord Henry'in The Picture of Dorian Gray recalls the villains

and

modes.
(,1880)

of the

past, but their dandified airs exemplify, at least in part, wilde's
creed of art in life.

I¡r Vêra, V[í]-de occupies trimself primarily with

the social theme of political

repression and with the personal theme of

sacrifice for the sake of love. vüitde's play contains the cogent social
commentary so promirre¡¡t

in his nineteenth-century contemporaries.

He

portrays the antagonistic forces, villainous in the extreme, which
impede the progress of personal and social liberation.

Here, the

dandified Prince Paul- Maraloffski fits the role of villaín
well.

He

"He woul.d

exceedingly

betrays a cruelty and. guile which match his ready wit:
stab his best fríend for the sake of writing an epigrain

on

his tombstone" (If .665) .
Similarly, Lord Henry üIotton in The Picture of Dorian Gray exerts
a devastating influence on the impressionabl-e and egotistical Dorian
(Chapter lO, p. 97¡ Chapter 16, p. 140). Lord Henry l-ikewise would

t'sacrifice" anybod.y "for the sake of an epigram" [Chapter I8, p. 154).31
Prince Paul cunnìnÇIy serves his own best interests [yg=g, LTl-674), and

unhesitatingly sacrifices others to his own quest for political

power

(681), but LcrC tëenry WoÈton alnuses himself by studying Dorian's
development into a dandy (Chapter 3, P. 41; Chapter 4, p. 55).32 Yet'

as a dandy hirasct.ír'Lord Henry also strives to realize art in life,
and in Îhe Picture of Dorian Gray Wilde does indeed present the mutual

transference of art and lite.33

Dorian's picture becomes in fact the

rruirror of his soul (Chapter 7, PP.78-g; Chapter 8, p. 88; Chapter lO,

pp. 96-7); the actions of his dissoLute life mar the portrait
unscarred his beautiful face.
assumes

and feave

Life becomes art, and arÈ itself

the attributes of an actual existence: the visible signs of

aging and the physical marks of dissipation.

Lord Henry's epigrammatic

observations help Dorian to learn to relish this transfer of life's

quafities to the painted canvas (Chapter 11, P. 103) , for now Dorian
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can become
^i >rtl

the spectator of his own life and of his own debilitating

(Chapter 9, p. 91) .

In Lady Windermere's Fan (L892), a play which relies on melod.ramatic
devices, Vüilde briefly characterizes four aspects of the dandy, and all
of them recall individual comic portraits of the past:
rake. the villaÍn
critical

and the wit.34

the fop, the

To do so, he presents a comically

portrait of a highly mannered society.

Here' in a world

fascinated by his appearance of \,üickedness and yet charmed by his wit
(I.390) r the dandy thrives.

Lord Augustus is dism:issed by the Duchess

as her "disreputal¡le brother" (390), one
pl-easures afforded by society.

rá¡ho

enjoys all the dissolute

Yet, his blind infatuation \4tith Mrs.

Erl-ynne makes him a dandified descendant of the credulous old man- The

cl-ever Mrs- Erlynne teases the gn:tlible Lord Augustus into devotion
(-TI

.4OI-2), and cajoles him into matrimony, even after her reputation

appears. to be ruined (fV.429)

.

Lord Dumby, for his part, resembles the fop so eager to please that
he agrees with everyone (1I.397) only to contradict at lasL all his

earl-ier opinions C398). Vlithin the play's social context, he also
tlpifies
plays.

the kind of social hypocrisy so prevalent in many earlier
He claims not to know the notorious MIS. Erlynne and, indeed,

snee,ringly remarks that she "looks like a¡ ldition
French.

ae tuxe of a wicked

novel, meant specially for the English market" (4o2).

accepts her dinner invitation.

when

Moreover, his unthinking obedience to

Lady Pl1rnd.ale's commands recafls the henpecked husbands of the past.

Cecit

Graham adds

the dimension of triviality

to Wilde's guarteÈ
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of dandies. Lord Augnrstus accuses Cecíf of being "excessively trivial"
(4OO), flippant in his cornments and eager to contradict others- It is
a characteristic which Wilde's ]ater dandies, most notably Algernon,
wi]l further endeavour to transform into a studied art. Cecil also
delights in gossip, to him a 'fcharming" diversion (IrI.416)
whích many other fops of the past end.orse and which Sheridan critically

exposes. Finally, Cecil's self-centredness suggests the egotism
associated with the dandy as vitlain

(fI.399-400) '

fn the character of Lord Darlington, Wilde portrays the dandy as
both the wÍtty social master and as the rakishly seductive charmer
(I.390).r5 fn a v¡orld where, as Cecil- remarks, "notÏLing looks so l-ike
innocence as an indiscretion"

(II.406), Lord Darlington shrewdly adjudges

that a prelense of wickedness prevents societyrs serious treatment of
him (I.387).

Lady Windermere herself verifies his assessment when she

tells iri¡u:' ""f sometimes think you pretend to be worse Ithan you arel
(386). Even into her morally upright world, where a woman of Mrs.

"

Erlynne 's starop is forbidden ad,rnittance, Lord Darlington gains free

access, an access which he then uses to gratify his own passions'

"If the d.andy is to do¡n-inate his society, he should
possess social as well as intellectual superiority" ("Divided Self," 2L) '
As Ganz states:

while a character like $Iorthy in vanbrugh's The Rerapse desires
only a sexual conquest, Lord Darlington in Lady Windermere's Fan tries
to convÍnce Lady windermere to love him (rr.4O4-5)'36 rn spite of her
suspicions about his sincerity Cf.386) and her accusation that he is
trivial

(390), she does for a time succumb to the force of his arguments

which, like Joseph,surfacets, rdould have her "sin" in her own "Defence"
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To do as he bids her, she may have

(school for scandal, Iv.iii

.4I2).

to forsake respectability,

but such an action relieves her of

"some

false, shallow, degrading existence that the world in its hypocrisy
demands" (Lad:f Itindermerers Fan, lf .4O4). At the same time that she

would gratify her own inclinations,

she would also reject a hypocritical

social creed'.
But Wilde's portrayal of the "seduction" modifies a traditional-

pattern.

Lady Windermere is not a cast-off nuistress, subjected to the

witty ploys of a disenchanted lover; her husband dearly loves her and,
so, too, does her prospective lover (404). Nor is she a sentimental
heroine, existing in a virtuous marriage and resisting all temptation.
It is Mrs. Erlynne, the womanwho has manyyears before deserted her
famiilf, who must remind Lady Windermere of her obligations and of her
husband's devotion to her (III.413).

traps^h.er at last.
comprorn-ise, and
(_I

.3..#j II.4O4).

Lady Windermere's own morality

Lord Darl-ìngton plays on her earlier refusal to

forces her to abide by her own moral pronouncements
She finds trerself condemned by her own uncompromising

moral scrupul-osityf socially damned if she becomes another Mrs. Erlynne
and

morally damned if she chooses hypocrisy or compromise. ldilde

reverses the earlier treatrnent of the "fallen

by the righteous one, and in abrilliant

woman,

" morally schooled

stroke he shows the pitfalls

of

a morality Iess practicaf than it is rigidLady Windermere's moral awakeni.ng comes to verify Lord Darlington's

ear1ier

comment

thaÈ life is "too complex a thing to be settled by

these hard and fast rules" (I.388).37

IIer desire to "live securely,"

according to such rules, hab "blinded" her to the pits and precipices
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into which one may so easily stu¡nl¡l-e (IV.429). She must recognize the
both of hersel-f and of her views. In Wilde's drama, unlike

frailty

sentimental drama, neither moral uprightness nor virtuous precepts

protect her.

can

She must admit at last that "there is the same worl-d for

all of us, and good and evil, sin and innocence, go through it

hand

in hand" (429).
B.oth.

the dandy and the "fallen woman" become the

she achieves this insight.

means

by which

The dandified Lord Darlington lures her into

the "abyss" of dishonour (III.41l),

but Mrs. Erlynne teaches her the

dangers encountered in the precipice, dangers so vividty dramatized by

Irlilde's predec""ror=.'8

B,oth the dandy and the "fallen woman" remind

Lady bTindermere of societyts harsh, if equivocal , moral 1aws. Even

Lord Darlington.must acknowledge the force of societal judgment (II.404),
and societyts creed of "manners before morals" (IV.423) seemingly

jus.tifies

+,hc Dr:chess

of Berwickts equivocal social decrees with
?o

respect to Mrs. Erlynne (I.390-392; II.405).-In h-is port::a.its of the virtuous
fallen

\doman, Wil-de adds more

twists.

vzoman

and her counterpart, the

Both mother and daughter are

tempted to forsake virtue, and Lady Winderfirerets dilemma repeats her

mother's earlier one (408). Coincidence, then, plays a significant rofe

in Wilde's ta1e. Nevertheless, this traditional- contrivance is combined
with his

ovrn

dramatic and aestheiic concerns. As charming and as clever

as the dandy, Mrs. Erllmne capably returns to "the society that has
made

or seen her ruin" (I.395).

Moreover, to do so, she does not

repent. Rather, like a capable Restoration heroine, she assumes
mask which.

a

not oniy protects her inner self, hut which also deceives
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Lady Vüindermere, on the other hand, is a "mere gir],"

others (III.413).

possessing. "neither the s¡it nor the courage¡' to withstand social infamy

or the struggle to "get back" into a society which is both hlpocritical
and superficial

(4f3).

Finally, these social and moral questions V$ilde connects to his
Not only is there a filial

theme of illusiorr=.40

relationship between

the virtuous and the fallen woman, but there is also a kindred trust in
iltrusions.

Mrs. Erlynne discovers her "heartlessness" to be nothing
(fV.425). Notwithstanding the painful shattering

more than a¡ "illusion"

she chooses to pursue only pleasure and "to live

of this iflusion,
childl-ess sti]],"

even though her choice defies reality

(425). rn this

way, illusions are both challenged and preserved. Realities may be

better, as she affirms (427), but il-lusions also come to have their
place. To undeceive her daughter would mean that the idealistic
!{indermere would lose everything G27).

Lady

If her moralistic pronounce-

ments and her regard for her own virtue are found to be fragile

illusions,

then her idealism with respect to her mother musÈ remain

pleasant untruth.

As Nassaar explains:

a

"MIS. Erlynne understands the

age, and she knor¿s that both Lord and Lady Windermere must be shielded
from some of its truths if their marriage is to survive" (Into the
Demon

Universe, p" 79).

Iulrs. Erllmne, however, for a time substantiates her daughterts

il-lusions about her.
and self-s.acrifice,

She may

not always be a living paragon of virtue

but she does indeed prove to be willing enough to

risk her own happiness for the sake of her daughter's.

She comes to

verif.11, in parÈ, one of Lady Windermelets earlier remarks: "Nowadays
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people seem to look on life

as a speculation. It is not a speculation.

ft is a sacrament. Its ideal is Love. Its purification
(I.387).

is Sacrifice"

Mrs. Erlynne's selfless actions dramatize the "love" and the

"sacrifice" of which her daughter speaks. She excfaims: "Oh: to

save

you from the abyss into which you are fall-ing, there is nothing in the
worl-d I would not dare, nothing in the whol-e world" (ITI.4I1).

reality a "fall-en

woman"

In

herself, I4rs. Erlynne nonetheless conforms, at

least for a time, to her childts illusions about her.
in his presen-

Wilde toys yet further with the complexity implicit

tation of illusion

appearance and truth.

and reality,

Mrs. Erlynne

succeeds, not only in saving her daughter's reputation, but also in
rewarding herslf.

At last, she does reproduce in life the respectable

"Saintly" mask, for so long merely an illusion.
"witty" attribute,

cunning artifice,

A seventeenth-century

is temporarily al-lied to

eíghteenth-century "sentimental" one, sacrificial
makes

love.

an

This alliance

real-ity of ilfusions.
at

But Mrs. Erlynne's "sacrifice" proves to be no "purification"

all.

Even though her daughter's folly

awakens

in her a passion never

felt hefore CII.409), Mrs. Erlynne, in the fourth act' refuses to
indulge her newly díscovered feeì-ings of matronly concern. As Wilde
hímself suggesLs, this fourth act is "the psychological act, the act
that is newest, most true" (Lettêrs, 23 February 1893, p.
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- Like

,

Snake

in The School for Scandal, she has no desire to have her one

deed. acknowledged tl,aAy

Win¿enn"re'

, fV.427). Nor will she

good

have

a "pathetic scene" with- her daugtr-ter (425I, or a melodramatic show of

.4r
repentance.

Rather, she asserts:

"I thoughÈ I had no heart.

I

JJ.L

findlhave,andaheartdoesn'tsuitme,Vlindermere.Somehowit
(425) '
doesn,t go with modern dress. It makes one 100k ol-d"

And to

repentinamanneracceptabletosociety'awomanmust"gotoabad
d.ress-maker,otherwísenoonebelievesinher''(425).withdandified
assurance,shedisrrr-issesherlackofrepentanceormaternalsentiment:
"IsupposerWindermeretyouwouldlikemetoretireintoaconvent'or
kind, as people do in
become a hospita} nurse, or Something of that
real l-ife we
silly modern novefs- That is stupid of you' Arthur; in
left' at
don,t do such things - not as long as we have any good looks
but
any rate. No _ what consoles one nowadays is not repentance,
pleasure"

C425)

-

ontheonehand,then,Mrs.Erlynnewillremaina''fallenv/oman,''
forsheisunrepentantandunwillingtoStooptoemotionallycharged
to I-ord Augustus
scenes of penitence. on the other hand, her marriage
In this way' Wilde inverts the contrived
exile herself'
conclusions of his predecessors. Ivlrs- Erlynne does indeed

socially "redeems" her'

butnotoutofcompulsionorshame(429).Heractionstherebydemontime, they also
strate that sacrifice does purify life but, at the same
provelifetobeaspecu]-ation.Herdaringtoriskherownambitions
forthesakeofherchildrepresentsasacrificewhichironically
jr:-stifiestheprofitabilityofth'especulation.ilrildeconnectsthis
ironicinterplaybetweensacrificeandprofitabilitytohisthemeof
ill-usion. To "purify" Iife is, ultimately' to create art'

Masks

becomerealities,andillusionsarepreserved.AsGregorputsit,her
aspiration
behaviour becomes the "effective embodimenÈ of the dandyts
Wilde"'507) '
to turn his own life into a work òf art" ("Comed'y and Oscar

JJZ

rllustrating

as it does wilde's aesthetic creed of art in life

and

life in art, the melodramatic device of the fan underscores this fundaf:n ruvr
srrr:CessiVel-y
(f .38Á\f 1-ha
. arony.
. -^*-- 42 Tni
Lrrs r@¡r
t-ì ¡'ì'tr¡ :a J-nken
token of love (r.3Ê,ur
Initial-ly
menEa_L
becomes an

ineffectual instrument of vengeance (396). a sign of moral

coi^Tardice III .4oo-1) , a synbol of sacrifice
shame (rv.42O). At critical

moments

(TII.419) arid a mark of

in the Play, this visible piece of

art represents the emotional and moral turmoil which Lady Windermere
suffers, and it thereby underlines the intimate connection betvTeen art
and life.

Hovrever, not only is the fan the physical emblem of the

marriage bond; it also is a birthday present, given in celebration of
Lady windermere's "cofiLing of age" (I.386).

This social "birth"

thematically nr-irrors Lady trdindermerets personal initiation

into world:l y

experience. She moves from innocence and blindness to a recognition of
"temptation, sin, folly" (fV.42O). Hence, the fan becomes the pivot
for the action.
This ,,fatal fan,' (42O) also comes to be both the physical
symbolic fink between characters and their respective illusions'

and

On the

one hand., apparent truth heíghtens i]lusions and, on the other hand,

illusions arebelievedto be realities.
once Mrs. Erlynne has touched it,

Lord Windermere contends that,

for him the fan becomes soiled (424) '

B.ut he is. unaware that his wife has almost tost the innocence he so

reveres (423), or that MIS. Ertynne has preserved that innocence'
conversely, in first avowing the fan to be hers []II.4r9) and then in
accepting it as a gift

(rv.428), Mrs. Erlynne destroys her

own

ill-usion of heartlessness and surreptitiously acknovrledges her maternal
bond to her chil-d. At the same time, she substantiates her daughter's

JJJ

illusions;

the mother does indeed become self-sacrificing.

Thus, the

fan symbolizes Lord !üindermere's progress from reality to illusion

and

Mrs. Erlynne's from illusion to reality.
Lady Windermere both achieves a social insight and retains her

illusions.

Her morality formerly blinded her to the reality of

fault (I.388), but her gift of the fan to the very

Ïruman

woman accused

of

destroying marital happiness indicates her new a\,¡areness: "Bad women'
as they are termed, may have in them sorrow, repentance, pity,

sacrifice"

(IV.42L) .

Her social initiation

culminates in her gift of

the fan, but Lady windermere neither knows the reality of her birth'
wilt she ever have to suffer the social- shame associated with it.
Erlynne remains her unacknowledged mother. Art,

no\'J

nor
Mrs.

represented by

Ìrer mothei's "¡n-iniature" (425), and by the ilfusions Lady t'Iindermere
\deaves around

it, replaces the social realities

represented by the fan.

of scandal and

shame,

Art thereby creates an idealized version

of life.
-Theiefore, Wilde in Lady Vùiñdermere's Fan changes traditions. ^?
TTre

"fallen womanr" initially

masked and then_exposed, suffers no social

exile or moral recrimination.
$¡Onran

(430.1

Indeed, the virtuousr if sorely tempted,

in the end pronounces I"lrS. Erlynne to be a "very good \,voman"

4¿"
.=o So successful is l"Irs. Erlynne that she transforms the mask of

respectability into a social reality,

and she conceals the maternal

reality beneath a mask of friendship.

Finally, Wilde adapts these

traditions to fit his aesthetic concerns. A physical object comes to
rn-irror the action of the play and to dramatize lrÌilde's creed of art in

life and life in art.

Through.

the device of the fan, Wilde connects
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his theme of birth, both into life and into social reality, to his theme
As a piece of art, the fan reflects life' the ¡ ¡.1-rr a I i l-r¡
of illusion.
ue

ofbirth.Butthebirthdaypresentalsorepresentsart,the

eJ

ssurr

il-lusions

to which LadY Windermere clings.
to strengthen his own individual th.*"s.45
the plight of the "fal-Ien
hypocritically

womanrr

domestic society.

the basis on respectability,

Once again' he focuses on

and the status of the dandy in

a

If society condemns Mrs. Arbuthnot

on

then moralists like Gerald and Hester

judge her on the basis of a vigorous moral law: the sanctity of
wedlock and the chastity incumbent on a woman of honour. Aff must learn

the traditional

lesson of the dangers incurred by an excessive trust

' Arbuthnot is only
she is
seerningly chaste, and she wears only a mask of saintliness'
also a morally wronged woman, and wild.e dramatizes the conflicting

either ín moral a-lcsolutes or in appearances.

lr4rs

claims of morality and social success- In doing so. he modifies the
practice of his predecessors. Mrs. Arbuthnot encounters her seducer'

a socially arislocractic d.andy, but such a "horrible accident" (IÍ' '457) '
a traditional melod.ramatic device, becomes in v{ilde's play an effective
means

of challenging moral- and social certitude '

The rakish Lord Illingiworth worships only the pursuit of pleasure '

Like Monty in The Masqueraders, Lord Tllingrworth is the social master,
but he is also the dandified viftain. the seducer of innocence. Mrs'
Arbuthnot once artused him as "the prettiest

but to him she

novr

Lord Illingworth,

represents merely "a

LA
of ptaythings" (lV-48O), --

rn¡oman

of no importance" (r-443).

then, resembles the rakes of the past.

Endowed

JJ)

thoughheiswiththedandy'sep.igrammaticski]-fandstudiedtriviality,
LordlllingwortÏralsorepresentstheunrepentantnineteenth-century
the "insult of
He suffers a traditional defeat in the end, and
vitlain.
his punishment, " infficted by the very

woman he

has wronged, "dazes him"

(1V.481).I'loreover,heloseshisson,theoneassetwhichheconfesses
4'7
play' the
would make his life "compl-ete" (II .455) .'*' Yet, in Wilde's
is in
virrain is sociarly victorious at last, much as St- otpherts
and his shallow
The Notorious Mrs. Ebbsmith-. Like him, Lord Ïllingworth
societywillyetsurvive.Indeed,theywiltftourish'inspiteof
moral recrimination and "punishmenÈ'"

vlilde,streatmentofahypocriticalsocietyisatoncenewand
Lord Itlinqworth,ts social success and Mrs' Arbuthnot's
traditional.
apparentsocialdemiseofferacogentcriticismofasocietywhichwould
expelherandembracehim.Yet,Wildequestionsthesocialandmora}
issuesraisedbyhiscontemporari.esinordertodramatizethesubtle
must
complexity of truth and of masks. l"Irs.. Arbuthnot, for exanple¡
society
\¡¡ear a mask, "like a th-ing that is a leper" (III'469) ' but

itself

',

1-ies like a leper in purple"

and bottr_ concear the infection.

(TT

.44g) .

Both are "diseased,

"

so capably has she conceared her

sinful origins that society remains ignorant' not only of Lord'
he is readily accepted'
I.11in9r,vorth.'s perfidy, but also of her past' If
to re-enter
s.or too' is sÏre t45O). Unlike MÏs' Erlynne in her battle
Mrs. Arbuthnot finds herself welcomed by society' and in spite
society,

of her voluntary retreat .from the world'
Mrs.Arbuthnothasconwertedhershame'intoaformofself_
gratification comparal¡le to Lord rlringworth's pursuit of self-48

To

JJO

keep her son and shield him "from the world's sneers and taunts" (IV.

474), she,willingly prevaricates.

Illingworth's

Just as she has rejected Lord

earlier offers of assistance only to find ample recompense

in her lavish maternal devotion (II.455-6), sor too, does Lord
lllingworth's

perfidy to her "feed" this all-consuming passion for her

Son, a 'tsort of love" which even she must adrUit to be "terrible"

480). As Lord Illingworth shrewdly, if cruelly, tells her:

(IV.

"You tal-k

sentimentaÌIy and you are thoroughly selfish the whole time" |I-i--45q.49
Even her philanthropic zeal, a form of sentimental benevolence, proves

to be a selfish pandering to her own maternal love (IV.475).

She has

never repented (475) a "sin" which blesses her with a "pearl of price"
(4741

, and such self-conscious Bibl-icaf echoes

seern-ing1y

warrant Hester's

impassioned. view that, in Mrs. Arbuthnot. "all womanhood is martyred"
5f

I

't¿+ i þ,1 .

Vlitde'b portrayal of Mrs. Arbuthnot, then, adds distinctive

features

to the conventional portrait of the fallen woman. M-rs. Arbuthnot is
morally tainted, but socially secure. vlhile, like Mrs- Erlynne, she
refuses to indulge ín selfless acts of repentancer she is also tl-is
exemplar of wronged womanhood. Yet, M:ls,. Arbuthnot is also a

vloman

s.teeped in her o\,¡n excessive passion, and VÍilde's treatment of this

fallen

woman suggests

that her punishment of her seducer d.oes not merely

righÈ wronged domestic virtue, nor is it merely a sentimental form of

,'poetic justice."5l

NeiLher Lord Illingworth nor lIrs. Arbuthnot will,

or must, suffer social shame. His callous remarks at the end of the
play signal, not only his ftippant disregärd for a bastard son and
cast-off mistress, but also Tris assured return to society-

In

a

JJI

eradicating the past which Lord Illingworth so bitterly
Mrs. Arbuthnot's retributive

embodies for her,

act dramatizes the beginning of her

new

a kind of rebirth enhanced by the forgiveness Gerald and tlester

Iífe,

finally bestow.
I{ilde's treatment of the moral and the social implications of
human
Trhe

behaviour, then, is important. Unlike Pinerots dramatization in

Notorious Mrs. Ebbsruith of two battles, one mora] and the other

social, !üilde depicts the traditional- confrontation only to transform
it.

lt is not Hester, the voice of moral authoriÈy in the play,

brings about any reformation.

who

Rather, it is Mrs. Arbuthnot. She abets

Hesterrs "sentimental education, "

and.

her plight convinces the "little

puritan" that tove, not punishment, should be the moral law.

The

character of Mrs. Arbuthnot dramatizes the l-esson to be learned,

and

Hester preaches the morality which, in many ways, contradicts that

lesson. Hês.ter attacks both society and its sinners, and she is the
one v¡ho pronounces the conventional moral sentence: "Let aII women who

have sinned be.pu:'líshed" (TT.449). But Mrs. Arbuthnot escapes the
punishment traditionally

meted out to the fallen v¡oman, and she thereby

avoids any moral demand for repentance (Lady Inlindermerers Fan, I.395;

IV.4251. Society itself

also disregards Hester's morality.

In its contempt for the "gentle and the qood, " the "simple
the pure" (A tüo*an of No f*por

, II.449\, society

and

welcomes

debauchees like Lord Henry ltesÈon, "a man with a hideous smile and

a

hideous pastr" but a man.wh,o nonethel-ess makes complete every dinner

party L449). So prevalent is the hypocrisy and the moral laxity thaÈ
a reverênce for a "moïal system, " exemplified by the Engi-ish

"home-
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life"

(I.43g), even society cl-aims to acknowledge. The domain which

for them embodies thís domestic ideal is itself

tainted by the past

actions of both the saintly phil-anthropist, Mrs. Arbuthnot, and the
social master, r,ord Illingworth. Such, l^Iilde suggests, is the ultimate
value of a "moral sYstem."

"lfell-made" as it is, the play's structure highlights witders
dramatic treatment of a rigid morality in conflict with a mannered
\)
society.sz Morally "punishedr" if stitl socially successful, Lord
Illingworth is dismissed by the \"¡omân he has wronged as a "man of no
importance" (IV.481), a pronouncement which parallels his own earlier

indifference (r.443).

The title

act

of the play climaxes the first

and

the fourth, act, and Vlilde thereby subtly links his moral and his social
themes. Morally, Lord fllingworth is expelled from the domestic circle;
he is unimportant in that sense. But, in leaving their home, Mrs.
Arbuthnot and her children now become, in the context of the PlaY,

socially unimportarrt.

53

fLre play's structure also displays an architectonic skill

similar

to Etherege's. Vlilde presents dramatically charged exchanges between
Mrs. Arbuthnot and Lord lllingworttr-, and between them and their son'
These serious confrontations (-II.455 ¡ |Y.477) parallel

the witty

colloquies between Lord lllingworth and Mrs. Allonby (L.44Ot II'453)'
similarly,

Mrs. Atlonby propounds her view of marriage (446-8)

irnrnediately before Hester's outraged speech- (449-450). Lady Hunstanton,

ever the. genteel hostess and the arbiter of social- ease, vtorries that
l"irs. Aflonlcy,s "clever talk" shocks Hester (448). The hostesst remarks
dramatically separate and heighten the utterance of these two opposing
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views; Hester's diatribe underlines the moral aspect of the PIay,
Mrs, AII-onby's "clever talk" exemplifies the social.
preachments structurally

and

Indeed, Hesterrs

fal-l midway bet$/een fundamentally social

exchanges. Mrs. Allonlcy first

speaks of the "Ideal Husband, " and the

dramatic exposition which follows Hester's "littl-e

speech" (450) then

reiterates, the social principles so recently denounced. These hypocrites countenance what they claim to deplore, and Hesterts speech
serves as one measure of their social and moral deficiencies.
Although Hester denounces this lack of moral-ity and social justice,
Wil-de nevertheless undercuts the impact of her moral and social

pronouncements. Her diatribe fails to produce any social effect or
moral- reform- After her passionate speech, Lady Carol-ine casually asks:

"l4ight I, dear Miss Vùorsley, as you are standing up, ask for my cotton
that is just behind you?" (45o).. As san Juan writes:
remark at the ênC of lflester's]

"Lady caroline's

speech., in its timely juxtaposition,

deflates at once Hester's solemn rantrr (Art of oscar'wilde, p- 160).
Iler accusations ai:e further questioned when Lady Hunstanton then
introduces the fallen

woman

as "one of the good, s\¡¡eetr simple people'r

t4501 Hester claimed were never admitted into society (44g). The

little

"Puritan in white muslin" (IV.478) may help to bring about Lord

Illinqworth.'s downfall (477-A; 480), but she herself is singularly
ineffectual,

and her proselytizing,

so prominent a feature of senti-

mental drama, is comi.catly reduced.

clearly, therefore, wilde owes a great deal to the modes of the
past, for he adapts them to his own ends. tlis epigrammatic brilliance
captures the sparkling dialogue of many earlier comedies of the

J4U

seventeenth and eighteenth ".rrtrrti.=-54 In A Woman of No ImPortance,
Lord Itlingworth's bantering ripostes and Mrs. Allonby's deft verbal-

fencing recall the Restoration hero and heroine. At the end of the

first

act, they capably spar with one another, and Lord Illingworth

praises l"Irs. Allonby's witty mastery (f -443\. Even her challenge to
his amorous talents (II.453) echoes Berinthia's role in vtorthy's
attempt on Amanda's virtue in ÍLre Relapse (III.ii.66-70).

witty

mode

And if the

is importantr so¡ too, is the sentimental mode. Coincidence

dictates ín large part the d.ramatic action of WíIde's plays¡

and

theatrical props like letters and fans recall the devices used by

such

plalzwrights as congreve and SteeIe.55 Finalty, his nineteenth-century
contemporaries furnish I^Iilde with traditions which uniquely alter
conventions of the past.

Wi1de, like them, constructs a "wel]-made"

play, and he limits his action to the twenty-four hours
Aristotl-e.

reconìmended by

Wilde's inclusion of the sickly ì4r.s. Daubeny in A Woman of

No Importance exploits the nineteentTr-century convention of the elusive
qÂ

off-stage character.-"

Algernonts "Bunburying" in The ImpOrtance Of

Being Earnest represents the consummate comia expression of such

a

convention, but in plays like A Woman of No Importance and An Ideal
Husband

![ilde capably exploits various traditions at the same time

as

he infuses them with a uniqueness

In An ldeal Husband. (1895), an off-stage character governs the
actions of both Mrs. CheveleY

5'

and

Lord Chiltern."'

Her blackmail

tactics and his quest for wealthY respectability exemplify the Baron
Arnheimts "philosophy of powerr' the lust for "Power over other
power over the worfd" (II.5O5).

men,

Like Lord Henry Wotton, the Baron
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preaches a docÈrine which u]-timately contaminates. But the Baron,

unlike l-ord Henry, al-so epitomizes conventional society' Worshipping
,,goqpel of "gold" (505), society nourishes the Baron's greed and

a

sanctions his philosophy of power. Lord chiltern claims to have "fought
the century with its own weapons," prevarication and ambition' and won

(506). Ironically,

the man renowned for his untarnished public

image

has achieved a position which only his own falsehood and the Baron's
wealth. could procure. Yet, although socially esteemed as a man of
,,hiqh character, high moral tone, high princípIes"

(IV.546), Lord

chiltern now represents the Baron's gilded public counterpart.
But the champions of wealth must be the slaves of respectabilíty'
The ',modern mania for morality" insists that everyone pretend to be

good,and,,toposeasaparagonofpurity,incorruptibilityrandall
the other seven deadly virtues" (f.495).

Scandal crushes where once it

c495). Here,Witde clearly agrees with wycherley's, Sheridan's
and Jones' view of scandal. So, when Mrs. cheveley threatens to
fights
expose him, Lord Chiltern is singularly helpless' She' too'

charmed.

with the century's "weapons" cË.506i, and against the very man so
enamoured by the century's ."gods" (504), wealth and power.
l"lrs. cheveley is both, fall-en
longer a forsaken

woman

woman and

villainess'

No

stru991in9 to re-asserL herself in a society

and selfwhich. condemns her, Mrs. cheveley seeks only h.er ovTn pfeasure

gratification.

Even her questionable past arouses in her, not compunc-

tion, but delight. She dismisses Lady Chiltern's contempt with the
razords: ,,Morality is simply the attitude we adopt Èowards people whom
\¡/-e

personally dislike"

c519). If , as Lord Goring shrewdly observes,
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she finds ,'a new scandal as becoming as a

ne\^¡

bonnet, " she has no need

of a saintty mask (5OB). So, whereas Mrs' Erlynne betrays a selfsacrificing nature and Mrs. ArbuthnoÈ punishes a social injustice'
Mrs. Cheveley exemplifies a "thoroughly grasping age" (The Critic as
Artist, p. 1043). As Lord C'oring perceives, her business with Lord
Chiltern passes "as a loathsome commercial transaction of a loathsome
commercial age" (An Idegl HgEÞend-, IfI'534) '

fn this way, !'rilde creates an initial- conflict between the Baronrs
two protegls. Both have been corrupted. by his philosophy of gold but,
play
as an off-stage character, the Baron himself during the course of the
less important than the conflict between the man who, unlike the
Baron, tries to do some good, and the woman who, like the Baron, serves
only herself. soon, the confl-ict moves beyond the Baron's philosophy

becomes

of gold altogether, and includes l,[ilde's aesthetic concerns.
wilde joins his portrait of the "fa]len woman" to his aesthetic
concerns.. Just as the other characters, with the notable exception of
Lord Goring, are described in terms of paintirlgs' Mrs' Cheveley is
q,o

herself ,,a \¿ork of art" (I.484) .'o
makes

She resembles "an orchid, and

great demands on one's curiosity"

[484). Like the àrtist

who

worlds" [The De"ay of LYing' p. 982), she is the
acLress- who performs manY parts on the stage of the world'. As the liar,
',makes and unmakes many

sÏ¡e couches ttre reality

of her past in allurement. mystery

and

Yetf when he adds that, as a work of art, stre betrays "the
influence of too many schóols" tan !L4ggf-tt-!Þgnd, T'484\ ' Wilde subtly
sr:rnmarizes her character. Rather than making life an artistic creation

intrigue.

in itself , -l"Lrs. Cheveley capahly imitates; she does ' fot exalnple'
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reveal how studiously she has absorbed the lessons of her tutor, the
Baron (496).
Ttre Baron seeks

to convert artistic

efegance into power; to him,

luxury represents "nothing but a background, a painted scene in
The play
play" (ïï.505). To the Baron, then, art serves life'

a

he

itself , his own consuming passion for po\¡ter. Similarly'
as the ',faI}en woman, " M.rs. Cheveley has played so many roles that
circumsÈances, not art, dictate the form her rnimicry will take' Indeed'

stages is life

a piece of art traps her at last.

The bracelet she has stol-en at first

lends her beauty an enticing backdrop but, finally'

as a clever piece of

craftsmanship, Ít helps to expose her moral ugliness CIII .535).59 V'Ihen
she realizes her danger, a "mask" fal-l-s from her face and she is "dread-

fu1 to look at" (536) Significantly,

the ''flaw].ess dandy'' ('I .488), l,ord Goring, has no

antecedent in art, and he it is who brings about her downfall.

He has

of life an art, and his anoroìrs enta¡glernents underl-ine his role
Án
as dand\r.o' on the one hand, his former attachment to Mrs' Cheveley
illustrates the dandy's love of art. But heT beauty is morally

made

contaminated. Her present desire for a "romantic interview" LIII.534) '
for example, would have him sacrifice hj:nself for the sake of his
friend.

Lord Goring wittily

rejects the creed of self-sacrifice

when

he tells her, with dandified assurance, that he already contemplates

his own perfections (533) on the other hand, his courtship of Mabel chiltern and his treatment of his father ïeca1l the witty mode. Indeed, his humorous attempts

to handle his unexpected gnresLs evèn recal-l the machinations of

a
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V.iv) or a Joseph Surface (School for

Horner (The Country Wife, ÏV.iii;

But his attachment to Mabel highlights the dandy's

Scandal, Iv.iii).

studied triviality.

She dislikes seriousness as much as he (An Ïdeal

Husband, fI.512),

and she proves to be, like any Festoration heroine,

his female counterpart (IV.547).

If he perplexes his old sire with his

banter, then so, too, does she conforrnd Lord Goring's dandified
demea¡rour. !ühen he tells his father that, during the season, he can

talk seriously only "on the first

Tuesday in every monÈh, from four to

bows to society's demand for fact and

seven" (III.524),

he wittily

order at the

time as he reduces to absurdity the need for

same

seríousness at aI1.

proposals.

Tommy

Similarly, Mabel merrily deflates serious marriage

Tafford, she informs Lord Goring, "always proposes

Tuesdays and Thursdays, during the Season" (IV.54f),

on

and she thereby

converts Lord Goringts efforts to be serious into a comic colloquy.

In addition to his studied triviality
mental mentor's benevolent sagacity.

and witty mastery is the senti-

He thereby comes to. represent the

voice of moral a¡iú social authority in ttre play at the same time as
embodies Wil-de's creed of art in tife.6l
Vü,i]de

In the character of Lord Goring,

tailors the traditions of the past to his own dramatic,

aesÈhetic ends. As "the first

and

well-dressed philosopher in the historY of

thought" Crrr.522), Lord Goring "plays with life,
qood terms with the world" (I.488).

his very triviality

he

and is on perfectly

His "post of vantage" (488) lies in

and in societyr s persistent inability

to recognize "the

philosopher that underlies the dandy" (IV.548).62 Lord Caversham, for
example, complains that he never knows when his son speaks seriously

Leaf bl-ank to correct
nrrmhcri n o

J4b

or not (538).
his offer of friendship to Lady Chiltern startles her,

Sinilarly,

and she confesses: "Lord Goringr You are talking quite seriously.

don't think I ever heard you talk seriously before" (II.5f1).
Goring has earlier admitted to his friend:

"f

am always

I

But Lord

saying what

I shouldn't say. In fact, I usually say what I reaÌ1y think" (507).
In contrast to Lord Darlingtonts offer of friendly assistance, Lord
Goring seriously endeavours to use his role as dandy to his friends'

advantage. Of "practical life" he claims to know "nothing by
experience, though lhe knows] something by observation" (5I1), and his

intimate acquaintance with., and observation of, Mrs. Cheveley prove to
be invaluabl-e

-

White he stands aloof from the serious concerns of life

in order

to indulge more futly h-is affectations, Lord Goring al-one can defeat
Mrs. Cheveley and correct the excesses of the Chilterns.
a balance

initiate

He alone can
'6'?

beÈween

duty (rv.548) and charity (II.5Il).""

As

Martin suggests in another contexÈ, wiÈ such as Lord Gori.ng possesses
ca¡r indeed include sentiment. Because of this inclusion, the \^¡it.ty

character is less constricted than the sentimental one in his view of
the worl-d t!¡i]1InpÞ:-_gå_yitr PP. ix-x).

only Lord Goring perceives the

moral lesson propounded in the earlier plays. As he tells Lady
Chiltern,

w.hose

views on life he finds "a little

hard.": "AIf f do

know

is that life cannot be understood \,,¡ithout much charity, cannot be lived
r¿ithout

much-

charity" (511)

.

Finally, both_ the chilterns must be taught the value of a love
tempered by sense and benevolence, Excessive worldliness and excessive
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idealism rnust be checked. As V{itde says in a letter to the editor of

the St. James's Gazette, 26 June 1990: "A1l- excess' as well as aII
renunciation, brings its own punishment" (I-etters', p. 259). "Pitiless
in her perfection" [III.52g) , Lady Chiltern would ruthlessly judge all
by their past (I.5OOr If.5l9).
reduce all life

For his part, l,ord Chiltern would

to a science (505), and sacrifice honour and trust to

wortdly anbition.

It is Iord Goring who asserts a creed which combines

her idealism with Lord Chiltern's eNpediency. "Inlheels within wheel-s"
demand

that Lord Chiltern publicly serve (I.5OI) but, to do so, the'

',gfospel of gold', must be replaced by love and sacrifice

(II .5o5).

Similarly, Lady Chittern must acknowledge that ]ove is the "true
explanation of this world" (5II), rather than a "worship" of a "false

idol" C521). IIer ideals must also be softened, but by "pardon, not
punishment" (IV.548)
"understood by

contraries" (Þy9_l9l_¡91¡e, IV.L-297),

Èhe

world of

the play dramatizes the dandy's creed that "the way of paradoxes is the
way of truth"

(The Picture of Dorian Gray, Chapter 3, P' 43)'

But Wilde

extends Congreve's bJending of comic modes. Lord Goring remarks:
"Everyone one meets is a paradox nowadays" (An Ideal Husband, III -525)

.

As the embodiment of seventeenth-century wit, eighteenth-century
benevolence and nineteenth-century dandyism, Lord Goring is himself

a

paradox: a unique blend of wit and sentimenÈ masterfully transformed
by Witde's dramatic artistry.
The Importance. of. Being Earnest, tris cornic masterpiece, most fully

illustrates
Once

Wilde's use of modes and his transformation of th"*'64

again, Wilde coruically exploits the traditions of the past only to

create a Gilbertian world of nonsense whichr treated seriously'

assumes
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anabsurd i*port.r...65

As Nassaar phrases it:

"the play itsel-f is

(Into the
reduction of all seriousness to the }evel of nonsense"

a

Demon

Universe,p.I2g).ButV{ildeonlysmilinglyacknowledgesGilbert's
legacyofnonsense.When,forexample,ahealthyErnestappearsinthe
shapeofadisguisedAlgernon,}t|ssPrism'sexpressionofdismay(ar.34T)
Engaged (rrr-428) echoes Mr. Sympersonrs sentiment in Gitbertrs
criticism augment
Nevertheless, Wilde's aesthetic concerns and his social
AA
Gilbert's cornic tectrniques of amplification and deflation'""
Here' a hÍghly mannered' society' typified by Lady Bracknell'
(The rmportance of
reduces sociar posiÈion to residences and addresses
^1
Being Earnest, I..333).b/

Such an "age of surfaces" (IV'374) is

by the ,,sharrow mask of manners" (rrr.364) and by social
profiles (rv.374); famitial connections are important'68 Wilde reduces
appearance'
to al¡surdity this traditional regard for a cultivated, social
enamoured

long-lost chita'69
and he does so by mocking the convention of the
Jack'
IheatrÍcal props, like the hand-bag which contains the "orphaned"

illus-trateboth-Vüilde'sadoptionoftraditionalmodesandhiscomic
only to
technique of anplifying the importance of ordinary objects
red.uce them at last-

Jack's hazy origins prompt Lad'y Bracknell to

it had
remark.: ,,To be born, or at any rate bred, in a hand-bag, whether
handlesornot,seemstometodisplayacontemptfortlreordinary
decenciesoffarnilylife''(r.334).Toloseoneparent,thislady
asserts, is a ,,misfortuner" but "to lose both seems like carelessness"
c333).consequently,sheresolvesthatherdaughtercannever''marry
into a cloak-room, and form an alliance with a parcel" c334) '70
ASSpiningersugge't=,tr,",ldeflaÈingequationls]..whichthelanguage
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of
produces \^/ould make ba}ries and hand-bags, marri'age and parcels,
equal importance ("Profiles and Principles"'

64) '

So' in the PIay' the

just
standard themes of art, such as rove and. marriage, are more than
would have
comic sources of fun and child-Iike "pretendinglr" as Jordan
illusion
it (,,Satire and Fantasy, '' I07) . They are comic examples of how
becomes reality, and the fiction the fact'
(IV'
Past traditions frequently conform to an "age of surfaces"
witde modifies them' His
374) , bereft of creatively spun il-lusions, so
Miss
use of these modes exemptifies his technique of co¡nic reduction'
prism,s tutelage of cecily includes a study of political economy but'
of the
as the staid. spinster warns her pupil: ''The chapter on the FaIl
Rupeeyoumayomit.Itissomewhattoosensationalforayounggirl.
(IÏ '342\ '7I
Even these metal-Iic problems have their melodramatic side"
Bylinkingthetwo,Wi}deieducesthe.mbothtoabsurdíty.Eventhe
Lady
coincidence upon which this play, Iike so many others, depends
Bracknell herself ridicules.:

"The improbable is always in bad' or at

any rate, questionable taste" tIV.379).

affirms, "are not supposed' to occurt'

"Stra.nge coincidences," she

C379)

'

But in the play the

improbahle and the coincidental do occur. AÈ first,

Algernonr s pose as

at last
his brother serves only to further Jack's deception (375), but
longthe pose is for¡nd to be reality. Jack is in fact Ernest, and his
lostbrotherisdiscoveredtobeAlgernon.Atoneandthesametime,
s,ocialstrictures__proppedupbycultivatedappearances--aredeflated'
fiction becomes fact, and art is transferred to life'72
wilde also inverts the chatacter of the benevolent mentor' Jack's
kindly
benefactor, MÏ. Cardew, is blessed with ''a veÏy charitable and.
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disposition" (I.333), but he is also absurdly practical.

After finding

the infant Jack in the hand-bag, lr{r. Cardew gives the child the
!,iorthing, "because he happened to have a first-ctass

name

of

ticket for Worthing

in his pocket at the time. Worthing is a place in Sussex. Tt is

a

seaside resort" (333). Such factual details, conr-ically underlined by

the crisp syntax, undercut a potentially maudlin tale.

Sentimental

benevolence here finds its expression in the Gilbertian realm of

the a.bsurd.
Moreover, I¡rilde introduces twists to his portraits of the
-^
morafists.'- The clerg)rman can adapt both his sermons and his views on

the primitive church to suit the irmnediate occasion (II.345-6t IV.38f).
He

expediently applies a l-ess imaginatiwe form of art to life.

For her

narf- Miss Prism sees in Ernestts demise a valuable moral lessonf

"t/g!

9 ,

which she hopes w:ill profit him, even in death (rI.345).
propound reformation.

one

Nor does

she

As she exclaims: "Indeed I am not sure that I

would desire to reclaim him. f

am

not in favour of this modern mania

for turning bad people into good people at a moment's notice" (340).
In the character of Miss Prism, I¡filde inverts the sentimental creed
which. r^¡oufd welcome the refo:=nation of the profligate

at the same time

as he inverts the Platitrrd".74

Miss prism is herself the \¡rriter of "a three-volume novel of
than usually revolting sentimentality" (IV.378).

more

Here' she didactically

urges that the "good ended happily, and the bad unhappily" (II.341).

ff such "poetic justice" does indeed explain "what Fiction

means"

(34f), then this sanctimonious figure iloes not have to abide by such

a

creed. Not only does she abjure Lhe principle of reformation, she also
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suffers no punishment for her own former laxity. unlike her fictional
creations, she does not end "unhappily." Rather, in a brilliant touch
of cornic reduction, lliss Prism both. weds the reverend and' has her lost
hand-bag propitiously

restored to her (IV'379) '

wilde, then, transforms comic conventions, and he adapts them to
his own aesthetic ends. The traditionaf opposition between the town
on the
and country, for example, he infuses with a fresh vitality.Ts
(I'325)'
one hand, Jack plays Ernest in the town and Jack in the country
This dual identity recalls the cornic antics of a captain Absolute, who
staid
al-so assumes two roles in order to gain his own ends. As cecíly's
guardian, the countrified Jack condemns the dissolute behaviour of his
reprobate ,'brother."

Yet, once in the tovm, he becomes Ernest and,

(326) '
seeking to amuse only himseLf (322), sustains Ernest's reputation

on the other hand. balanced with Jack's dual identity is Algernon's
An "invaluable per"Bunburyilgr" the artful creation of illusion.'6
manent invalid" L326), BunJcury epitomizes the conventional nineteenth-

century off-stage character. Neverthel-ess, his imaginary exisLence
remains an illusion artfully maintained by Algernon's prevarication'
Bunbury exists neither upon the stage of the world nor upon the world

of the stage. He remains an ittusion--an off-stage character--within
Thus, the Restoration dramatist's
an illusion--ttre play itself.
arÈfully contrived world of the stage wilde cornlcines with eighteenthand nineteenth:century convention and, finally, with. his own
aesthetic concerns.
combined with the eighteenth-century convention of the dual hero,

the sentimentalist's insistence on the mutual influence exerted by

3)¿

art and life serves to underscore Witde's
reality,

of appearance and truth.

ov¡n themes

of illusion

and

Both "Bunburyists" are adept artificers,

and both endow art, an ill-usion, with l-ife.

fn the town, Jackrs actions

lend credence to the itlusion of his brother' Ernest. Simifarly,
Algernon embroiders his artifice

i}I-heal-th.

with realistic

details of Bunbury's

Furthermore, Algernon possesses various Bunbury "suits"

(338), disguises designed to heighten the illusion.

Jack for his part

must rid hirnsel-f of Ernest's noisome presence, and ill-health

the means. Once Ernest has died of a chilt,
clothes in honour of an imaginary brother

provides

Jack must then don mourning

whom now Algernon impersonates

(rr .34s) .
fn I¡Iildets play, the "actua] facts of real- fife"

become

blurred,

and "metaphysical speculations" (I.330), seern-ingly quite distinct

to have a significant rel-ation to Iífe-77

Although Jack

reality,

come

artfully

contrives to spin illusions which wil-I make an untruth

"actual fact" of life,

from

an

he at fast discovers ttrat "a11 his life he has

been speakiag nothing but the truth"

(IV.383).

Like the liar and the

dandy, "Bunbury" comes to represent "simply something that is not quite

true, but should be" (fI.354), and the play demonstrates the essential
truth of illusions.
If he, like Gitbert, deflates pretensions to social mastery and
virtuous authority, wifde also mocks those who fail to appreciate the
Contrary to Gwendolenrs assertion
importance of such earnest illusions.
that "in matters of grave importance, style, not sincerity, is the
vital thing" (IV.371), the social and moraf voices in ttre play insist
that rules be obeyed, and states of health link these social and moral
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voices. Lady Bracknell insists that "iflness of any kind is hardly

a

thing to be encouraged in others" (T.329), and hers represents the
social decree which would dismiss the illusion of the sickly Bunbury.
She is very pleased to learn that Bunburyrs death at last resolves the

question of health (fV.372-3).

to draughts cII.346), a susceptibility

to a susceptibility
claiÍns, testifies

The reverend Chausal¡le, however, admits

to mankind's general lack of perfection.

which,

he

Apparently,

aS JaCk aSSertS, tta high. moral tone" dOeS nOt "COnduCe" very much to

oners health (I.326).
Garrz

Nor does such piety help the reverend who,

as

suggests, cannot distinguish bet\,teen moral and physical well-

being (."Ì4eaning of Importance ," 42). In Chausablets view, since Ernest
has died òf a severe chill,

I[iss Prism shoutd show more charity itt.tnal.

These social and moral figures concentrate their attentions on

a

physical fact, ilf-healtlr-, but they apply their maxims to fictional
Çreations. . In these social and moral figures, Wilde mocks traditions
appreciate earnest itl-usions and which try to re-create in
..faif ,to
fiction the sembl-ance of life.

which

He reduces such life-like

situations to coÍLic absurdity.

disappointed Jack and Algernon, a quarrel over muffins assumes
imporÈance than crushed romahtiq hopes (IfI.368).

finally,

To the
more

is,

To be "trivial"

to be serious about everything (367), including "the importance
7R

of being earnest.rt'"

As Spininger notes:

"T'ite

muffins, in the course

of a rather short scene, serve as the source of discussion for
standard.s of propriety, consolation, selfishness, greed, hospitality,
and then rep"entance" ("Profiles and Principlest" 62).. Later, in

a

comically ponpous speech w}¡-ich questions Algernon's "moral character,"
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attacks Algernon's "false pretence" [IV.375) t a traditional

Jack first

target, but then he moves to a comically triviaf

complaint:

"He

subsequently stayed to tea, and devoured every single muffin" c375).

wilde dramatizes the ordinary, exaggerates the trivial,
defl-ates their semblance to life.

traditions and, finally,

and thereby

fn doing so, he also reduces dramatic

transforms them. In The fmportance of Being

Earnest, not only does art anticipate life,

but life itself

comes

to

verify art.
Cecily's grandfather has included in his will a "v/ise provision"
which ,,undoubtedly foresaw the sort of difficulty that would be likely
to occur" (316). Cecily laments: "Then grandpapa must have had a very
extraordinary imagination" (376). His kindly, and practical, treatment
of Jack also indicates Tr-is firm grasp of the actual . But it is his
kind of nonsensical foresight, expressed in the prosaic terms of the
will,

which helps others to weave the illusions,

,'shoul-d be" true cII .354).

of a factual society.

those things which

Similarty, Lady Bracknell is the

embodiment

Jack compares her to a Go.rgon: "she is

monster, without being a myth" cr.335).

yetr she, too, helps verify Jack's lies.

She breaÈhes

a

fact into life

and

It is her regard for the

sociaf facts of life--addresses and properties and relations--wtr-ich
1A
Jack himself
helps her to establish, the truth of Jack's origins.'must search the nr:i-litary directory for a name which. Lady Bracknell

heartily dislikes and so forgets cIV.383). Finally, then' she proves
unab.Ie to verify illusions
Thr.e

or to establish them as verities

-

notebook she so jealously guards represents her basic

opposition to creative tying.

The.questions she directs to Jack "are

35s

(1.33r), quite opposite to the

sometimes peculiarly inquisitorial"

,,nonsensical,, statements which Jack and Algernon frequently direct

against each other.

Moreover, her strict

regard for railway timetables,

her fear that "to rn-iss any more ltrains] nright expose lthem] to
to Jack's insistence
comment on the platfprm'' (Iv.377), contrast sharply

and.

Desirous as he is to be rid of his

that Algernon not miss his train.

,,brother,s,, imposto,r, Jack exlxorts Algernon: "You have got tO. go, and
place
the sooner you go the better. Bunbury is extremery i11, and your
(355),
is by his side" (II.355).. Bunbury may be "very much better"
as Algernon asserts, but for both men the illusion

of Bunbury signifi-

cantly accentuates the very real pursuits in which eaih is presently
engaged.

So'toor\^/iththefLlusionsearnestlyheldbycharacterslike
Qô
õu GVendol-en records actual events in trer diaryi;
Gwendolen and cecily.
(III.363).

l,sonsational" account of her life

But her life centres

a

on

her ideals, on her "destiny" to love "some one by the name of Ernest"
(f .330). Because she id.ea,Iizes the very name her mother detests, she
undermines her motherts strict

adherence to social realities'

Cecily

also records her daily happenings but, like a Bunburyist' sTre creates
her own. Algernon may comically "dictate" to her his romantic profession
of love and devotion, and cecily f.or her part may delightedly transcribe
it into her diary, but she has herself already written their love story
three months earlier (III-359).

Like Lydia in The Rivals' she invents

incidents to suit her own romantic inclinations,
ultimate capitulation to

common

but, unlike Lydia's

sense and social decorum, Cecilyts

fabricated account becomes reality,

and art is realized in life'
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Therefore,infLrelmportanceofBeing.Earnest,!üildersaesttretic
exploits
a.Iter conventional characters and themes' But he also

concerns

the world" reflects
the modes of the past to good effect. His "glass for
of Èhe
the stage of the rrrorld at the same time as it ' like that
Restoration playwright, resembles the mirror of the "fun-house"
(Spininger, "Profiles and Principles"'

fn' 5' 51)'

His "rnirtTr"

and

of the past'
"sprightly incident" recapture the sparkling vis comica
truth and
But, in his first three plays, the ''heart'' still ''Breathes
, f i'112) into his portrait of
Patrician's Da
sympathy" tThe
,,man

in all his infinite

variety" (Ttre Critic a.s Artist'

p' 1Of6) '8I

In this way, he conforms in part to nineteenth-century "Gallimaufry"'
amotleyassemblageofwitandsentiment.ButWildefinallytransforms
it:HisunfinishedPlay,tentativelyentitledLoveisLaw(Letters,
20Junelgoorp-t.zg),andlatercompletedbyHarrisasMr'andMrs'
Daventry'suggestsWilde,suseoftraditionsandhisowndistinctive
At
a---.-^+
I Qozl
I¡Tì l¡lc
V[ildttouches.-- In a letter to George Alexander, August 1894'
describes the action of the play in a manner wtrich illustrates

his unique

combinationof"sprightlyincident"andthesympatheticheart;the
to I¡iirde's'
social, the sentimentar and the melodramatic finally yield
"fhat is what the play is to rise to - from the
of
social chatter of Act i, throughr the theatrical effectiveness
.
-,/
ActIl,uptot}repsychologywith'itsgreatdánouementinActIII,tiII
Iove dominates Act fV" tl*ttg="t p' 362) '

own theme

of fove:

Finally, in tJ:e character of the dandy' Wilde draws on the
his
of t]:e past only to express more fully and more effectively

modes

aestheticcreed'.Thedandyepitomizesthewit,therake,thebenevolent

e

mentor, the villain.

c7

ultimatelY, he embodies ürilde's aesthetic creed

of art in life and life in art.

In The Importance of Bei

,

t"U
Wilde gives his most consummat" "*nt
his view of the dandy. Here, he comically exploits, and then inverts,

the modes of the past, and this technique modifies the earlier modes at
the same time. as it brilliantly

shows

l^iilde's comic achievemerrt-83

be a Bunburyist, one has only to be "seríous abouÈ something, if

To

one

wants to have any amusement in 1ife" (IIt.36'7), but to become "earnest,"
one has onlY to make of life

an arf.

CONCLUSION

Íhroughout the years l-66O to 1900, the witty and the sentimental
modes describe

a thriving conr-ic tradition.

In his "perfectly wonderful

Bunbury," The Importance of Being Earnest (TII.367), Wilde summarizes

.undergo. The appetitive
pursuits of the witty reprobate, so vividly dramatized in Restoration
the many modifications these comic

modes

comedy, yield. at last to the antics of the Bunburyists, the artful

creators of illusion.

Thre

stirrings of the heart and the triumph of

virtue, so piously dramatized in eighteenth-century sentimentalyield to the comic posturings of the moralists.

comedy,

Finally, !'tilde is

himself a "serious Bunburyistr" balancing "mirth." and "sympathy" with
aesthetic concerns.
Together with the many otTrer dramatists under discussion who both

adopt and adapt the witty and the sentimental modes, a study of

an

individual ptalmright like Wilde demons.trates, on the one hand, the
development of a thriving comic tradition

and, on the other hand, the

individual plalrurightrs contribution to ttrat development. In Sheridan
and InIiIde in particular,

the

same

the dramatists exploit the modes of the past at

time as they look forward to whaÈ is to come. This study has

described, by a caref,ul analysis of individual pla1'wrights, the shift in
dramatic "emphases" and has thereby demonstrated the importance of
these modes.
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To possess wit is to perceive "similarities

in things dissimilar"

(Underwood, Etherege, p. 106), and together with this acuity is the

ability

to recognize the comic discrepancy between what one is and what

one would be, "under.a Voluntary Disguiser" (Congreve, "Humour in
Comedyr" p. 79).

The worl-d of the stage mirrors this comic discrepancy

between the mask and the face, and those who do not recognize the "way

of the wor1d" to be the way of sham are ridiculed.

In Restoration

comedy, to be witty is to be the social master, mocking the pretensions

of others and carefully concealing the self, for the stage of t}.e
world is, finaÌl-y, a comic irnbroglio,
and.

Sham

parades as plain-dealing,

personal d.esires are hidden by clever verbal swordplay and social

perspicacity.

In a world beset by ambiguities, verbal wit provides

a

kind of social order. Witty mastery protects the individual at the
same

time as it safeguards the appearance of social geniality.

As

a

"glass for the world.r" the witty mode refl-ects mants dual, and often
double-deaIing, nature.
To be sentimental is Èo perceive manrs underlying goodness. In the

eighteenth century, dramatists try to reveal "the angel yet undefaced"
(Mán

of Mode, rI.ii.37).

unified yision of a virtue

"Things dissimilar" resolve themselves into
common

martts. undisguised benevol-ence.

a

to atl- men and the comedv mirrors

Social mastery and artful masks are

no

longer necessary. The world of the stage now provid.es. a moral- certainty;
virtue will be rewarded, distress will be relieved. and vice wiLl

be

punished. The sentimental- utterance represents ttris resolution to what
was once a corn-ic discrepanc'11 between what one professes and what one

is.

The. comedy's

moral touchstones become models of conduct, worthy of
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emulation, foî, in the eighteenth century, the world of the stage and
the stage of the world mutually influence each, other. As a "glass for
t}re worldr.' the sentimental mode reflects man'S virtuous, and openly
good-hearted, inclinations

.

Dramatists like Goldsrnith and sheridan, who criticize
mental- mode, mock
Thre

critics

the senti-

the comedy's excessive refinement and "false delicacy.l'

of the "sentímental ltuse" portray, in GoldsmitTrts case' the

foolish "good-natured man,' and, in sheridan's case, "the sentimental
knave." Now, the hypocrite or the fool betrays a false or excessive
senti-rnentalism. The witty mode also

comes

under critical

scrutiny'

The tiresome similitudes and the flippant style of a vlitwoud become

pieces of calumny. so, these'dramatists attempt to combine the witty
and the sentÍmental modes in a manner which will

"charm the fancy and

yet reach. the heart" (Pro],oque, fhe Rivals, l' 24, P' 74) ' As John
Loftis convincingly argnres in Shêiidan and the Drama of æorgian England:
,,Theiê is no incompatibility,

. between a comedy that dramatizes'

the ernotional and ethical attitudes many',of us are accustomed to
associate with eighteenth-century sentimentalism, and a didactic
that evokes laughter and satirical

comedy

perception by ridiculing persons

who

are vain, affected, foolish, or malignant" (p' I0)'
This modification to the vision of manrs dual nature, on the

one

hand. and to mants perfectible nature, on the other, is seen most
clearly in the treatment of the comic hero. once a "knawe in earnest
and a saint in jest'' (gily jÔli!]gges., I.i.109),.the

reprobate soon

becomes, in early sentimental drama, a repentant sinner only to emerge

at last, in later drama, a paragon of virtue.

The "mixtd character,"

^aa
JOI

as congreve in his Amendments describes the hero (p. 453), exhibits both
"sense and foIly"

(Prologue, The Way to Keep Him, v).

Neither "Paint"
fr.

nor "Proverb" entirelY governs his behaviour (3@,
ii.38o).

Rather, he is a mixture of faults and virtues, and good

nature, together with good sense, soften his wit.
Finalty, the hero's pursuit of the heroine exemplifies, not only
the different

emphases

which the witty and the senÈimental

represent, but also the various modifications made to the

modes

conìmon themes

of l-ove and marriage. Throughout the periods under discussion, the
drama concerns itself

with man's pursuit of conjugal bliss.

In the

seventeenth century, the heroine is a comic standard of sense and

sincerity, and she must somehov¡ convince the profligate that the

end

of the amorous chase should be matrimony. I{hile he may at last resolve
to be "enlarg'd into a Husbandr" she for her part must a11ow herself to
"dwindle into a trntrife" (The Way of the l,lorld' IV.ii,450),

forfeiting

her

"dear Liberty" in exchange for the marriage she has so zealously sought

c44g). In the eigh.teenth. century, marri.age, togeÈher r¡ith innocent
domesticity, represent the ideals to be preserved. In the nineteenth
century, virtuous domesticity still

exists as an ideal to be sought

and

maíntained, but the "marriage mart" reduces the love chase to yet
another' co¡nmercial transaction (London Assurance, II.l7l)

At the

same

tirne as it either ridicules his foibles or extols his

perfeCtions, the drama also concentrates on man's social nature. It
often leads him into artifice
the town illustrates

or venality, so the playwrights' view of

the mod.ifications

mad.e

to the witty and the

sentimental modes. I¡r Restoration comedy, "thiS dear town" represents

the centre of the social order (The Man of Mode, IIf.i.53).

The "vanity
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of this lewd Town" is such that characters willing1y bend. to its modish
code, which demands social perspicacity as wel1 as a personat
secretiveness (The Squire of AlsaËi-a, fV.i.253).

Later, the town is

viewed as an "uneasy theatre of noise" (The Relapse, I.i.L2),

contriving" and "artificial"

(The V{est Indian, fV.x.778).

"cold,

Only in the

country can virtue remain unsullied, for in the town "every thing is
venal" Cfite Country tasses, I.10).

Even later,

the town once again

possesses a fashionabl-e charm. As I,Iilde's Lord Illingworth
A

Vùoman

of No Importance [1893): "A

man who can dominate

dinner-table can dominate the worl-d" IIII.459).
get into society speak "disrespectfully" of it
Earnest, IV.374).

declares in
a

London

Only people who canrt
CThe

Importance of

Be

fn many nineteenth-century "social_" plays, the town

is the centre of social- activity,

but this social activity,

together

with the focus on commercial- transactions, guite often displays the
"venality" complained of in the past.
Therefore, the witty and the sentimental modes come to describe the
dramatic legacy which plal¡w-righ-ts as chronologically distinct as Sheridan
and Wilde adopt and modify.

In the seventeenth century, comedy ridicules

fo1111. In the eighteenth, it dramatizes the need for virtuous reform.

In the nineteenth., it mocks and chastizes social wrongdoings. A close
analysis of

each-

dramatistts use of these two modes, as this study

has

shown, leads to a clearer understanding both of their place in the

dramatic tradition and their distinctive
Contrary to the prevalent critical

achievement.

view, which would approach

each

period and each- dramatist as a distinct entity, I have shown the
"different emphases or polarities possibJe in comedy" (Hume,

"Supposed

JOJ

, one of which is the witÈy mode and one of which is
the sentimental-. Furthermore, this study has demonstrated that these
modes together have been part of a thriving comic heritage, evidenced
Revolutionr,,

p

.

267)

rnost clearly in the uses to which individual dramatists like Sheridan
and Wilde.have put these conr-ic modes. Mirroring man's witty perception

of the "way of the worldr " on the one hand, and his sentimental regard
for virtuous inclinations, on the other, comic playwrights like sheridan
and wilde both nurture and continue a comic vision of the stage of the

world and the worfd of the stage. In combination, these modes finally
yield a drama at once a product anda modification of the past. A
dramatist's use of these modes, therefore, indicates his place in the
comic traditíon

and his distinctive

holds a "glass for the world."

achievement as a pla1'v'rright

who

I
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David S, Berke1ey, "The Penitent Rake in Restoration Comedy,"
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Rrrr'leqorrê Plav from Udafl to Sheridan CParis, Mouton, 1975) , p. 109;
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love, and friendship" (p. 109). Rodway, in English Comedy, states that
comedy, unfike tragedy, deals with what man is and, by imptication, what
he ouqht not to be (P. 15).
o Richard Cumberland, The Inlest Indian, in Plays, eds. MacMillan
All- further references will be to this edition,
ancl Jones, V.viii.786.
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Fone, "Lovets Last Shift and Sentimental ComedY, "
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Nor*-r, N. Hol-fand, The First Modern Comedies: The Significance
of Etherege, Wycherley and Congreve (.Cambridge: Harvard IIP, l-959), p.
t13; cit"a bel-ow as First Modern Comedies. See also Mark S. Auburn'
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Sheridants Comedies: Their Contexts and Achievements (Linco]n and
London: University of Nebraska Press, 1977) , p. 19; cited below as
Sheridan's Comedies.
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' Crlhor1.t Winton, "Sentimental-ism and Theater Reform in the Early
Eighteenth century," in Quick springs of sense: studies in the
Eighteenth Century, ed. L. S. Champion (Athens, University of Georgia
cited be1ow as "Sentimentalism, " Quick Springs of
ffig;
Rodway, however, in Eng]ish Comedy, insists that
Champion.
€d.
Sense ,
Tããttt-i*etrtality" manufactures feelings instead of discovering them
(p.53).
Rose Snider, in satire in the comedies of congreve, sherida¡,
wi1de, and coward (Lg37; rpt. New York: Phaeton, L972), makes a useful
ai=tin"tion between sentiment and sentimentality: the former is the
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Ieef!IlYÞ,
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Arthr1r Friedman, "Aspects of Sentimentalism in EighteenthCênTìrra-r T,iteraturer" in The Augustan Milieu, ESSays Presented to Louis
A. Landa, eds. Henry Knight lr4il-l-er et. al . (oxford: Clarendon, f970),
p. 247; cited below as "Aspects of Sentimentalisrn,"Augustan MiLieu,
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tt Ir, "T'heory of Comedy, " Hume offers a synopsis of the change which
occurred in comedy between 1650 and l75O (306). And so, too. does DaIe
Underwood in Etherege and the Seventeenth-Century Comedy of Manners
(New Haven: Yale UP, L957), pp. I55, l-61 ; cited below as Etherege.
But David Cook and John Swannelf, in their fntroduction, The Country
I{ife: William Wycherl-ey (Manchester UP. 1975) , insist that "there was
break in tne continuous development of English drama, in
"omplete
"o
spite of the civil vlar and the commonwealth" (p. xxx); cited below as
Cook and Swannell, Introduction, The Country !üife. However, Sharon
Kaehel-e Shaw, in "irledea on Pegasus: Some Speculations on the Parall-el
Rise of ¡¡lomen and Mel-odrama on the Jacobean Stage," BafI State University Forum, 14 (Autumn, 1973), givés a brief historical synopsis which
refat"l earlier drama both to later eighteenth-century and to nineteenthcentury mel-odrama -(f5) . Rodway, in English Comedy, separates Restoration comedy from the comedy which preceded it. by emphasizing the
strong "ideological element" present in Restoration comedy (p. 116).
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*John Loftis, Steele at Drury Lane (Berke1ey and Los Angeles:
University of California Press, 1952), p. IB8; cited below as Steel-e.

"l? J"."*y Coltier, A Short View of the Immor?l-ity and Profaneness
of the English Stage , J69g (Wilhelm Fink Vertaq München, 1967) , p. 287.
wo]-]-ier'sviews,SeeAubreyWi1Iiams,.'The.UtmoSt
Tryal' of Virtue and Congreve's Love for Love," Tennessee Studies in
Literature, 17 (.Lglz), where he points out that Col-lier's criticism of
the stage "proceeds by distortion and exaggeration" (I2) ì cited bel-ow
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"The Universal Spectator and I¡leekl-y Journalr" 10 April 173I. in
Essays on the Theatre from Eighteenth-Century Periodicals, Augustan
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" But realism, according to G. H. Nettleton, in English Drama of
the Restoration and Eighteenth Century, l-642-1780, (L9L4; rP'b. Nevr York:
Coo¡r"r -grr-te Publishers, 1968), disrupts such comedy (p. L64) ¡ cited
below as English Drama.
t(\

'" John Pa1mer, The Comedy of Manners (London: G. Belf and Sons,
1913), p. 15. To Allardyce Nico11, in British Drama' 5th edition,
revised (1925; rpt. London: George G. Harrap, 1964), the comedy of
manners "concentrates upon the depiction of men and lromen living in a
social world rul-ed by convention" (p. I58). David Krause, in "The
Defaced AngeJ-: A Concept of Satanic Grace in Etherege's The Man of
Moie, " Drama Survey, 7 LWinter, L968-I969) , rejects the "bland concept
of Lhe 'comedy of mannerst" because it "reduced the Restoration plays
to an aristocratic parlor game of musical beds" (88); cíted below as
"Defaced Angel. "
)1
" Bon-*y ¡o¡tlu, Restoration Comedy, f66o-l-720 (L924; rpt. Oxford
UP, 1938) , PP. 26-7 - See afso John Conaghan, ed., Critical Introduction,
The Man of Mode (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1973), p. 3; cited bel-ow
;s Ttrtr"d".ti"t, The lulan of Mode.
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H. Fujimura, Ttre Restoration Comedy of Wit (Princeton:
Ig52), pp. 64, 52¡ cited below as Comedy of Wit.

23_Later, F. W. Bateson, in English Comic Drama, l-700-1759 (Oxford:
-Cl-arendon , L929), argues that Lamb was right (n. 7) ¡ cited below as
Enolish Conric Drama.
)4
'On the other hand, Jocelyn Powel1, in "George Etherege and the
Form Of Comedyr" in Restoration Theatre, eds. J. R. Brown and Bernard
Harris (New York: capricorn Bookst 1967) ¡ argues that, if comedy
purports to correct the vices and fotlies of men, then the "criticism
demands a structure based upon a deterrn-ined morality" (p. 43); cited
below as "Form of Comedyr" Restoration TheatreI
1rì
Dobree, Restoration comedy_, p. 32; snider
critics _ like
satire, p. vii; Berkeley, "Penitent Rake," 23o; Lynch, social- MÖde,
p. 7; Maxi_mil_l_ian E. Novak, "The Artist and the clergyman: congreve,
Collier, and the !ùorld of the Play," CE, 30 (April, L969), 559; Taylor,
Introduction, p. xv. Even Traugott, who otherwise is singularly
obstreperous in his treatment and oddly deaf to ironic overtones, in
"Rake's Progress," mentions the comedy's "satire of society" (391).
And, of course, there is charles o. lvlcDonafd's study, "Restoration
Comedy as Drama of Satire: An fnvestigation into Seventeenth Century
Aesthetics," !3, 61 CJulyt L964), where he argues that Restoration
See especialty, 542 and 544; cited below as
comedy is satiric.
Comedy.
"
"Restoration
25 _
For example,

26 A, Rodway expfains in English Comedy, the conclusion of a comedy
'lusually implies a fresh beginningr" evid.enced most clearly by a marriage,
a punishment or a reform (P. 21).
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treatment of man, nor does he attempt to show how the oft-invoked
image of the glass accommodates itself to such a treatment.
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S"e Dryden's Epilogue, T'he Man of Mode, ed- Carnochanrwhere
Dryden speaks of Sir Fopling as "a peopì-e in a man" (I- ]8), and
contends that "something of man must be exposed to view" (1. 5).

" William Congreve. "Amendments of Mr. Collier's False and
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Imperfect Citations, &c," in The Mourning Bride:
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an age / B;u1- your owït follies may supply the stage" (11. 24-5) . Even
Sir Rlchard Blackmore, in his Preface, Prince Arthur, q¡ Heroick Poem
L6g5, in Critical- Essays, 3, ed. spi.ngarn, concurs: "The business of
Comedy ¡"ing to render Vice ridiculous, to expose it to publick Derision
and Contempt, and to make Men asham'd of Vite and Sordid Actions"
(p.228). If tragedy "scares" men, then the design of comedy is "to
Laugh them out of their Vices" (p. 228). See also Edwin E. !'7illiams,
"Dr. James Dra-Jçe and Restoration Theory of Comedyr" II9, 15 (April,
1939), 183, 185.
Scroope's Prologue ' lhe__l!g! of Mod.e, also uses the image to
advantage: "Since each is fond of his own ugly face , / Whry should your
when we hotd it, break the glass?" (11 . 38-9) . See also Maxj¡nil-lian
Novak, "l,ove, Scandal and the Moral Milieu of Congrevers Comediesr" in
Congreve Consider'd (Los Angeles: I^iilliam Andrews Cl-ark Memorial
Lfbr"-jJJCLA, L}TL), where Novak mentions the aptness of the image of
the glass (p. 35); cited below as "Love, scandal and Moral Millieurl'
Congreve Consider'd.
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" Tho*u." Shadwellr'Bury Fair, in The Complete l¡lorks of Thomas
Shadwell, 4, ed. Montague Summers (London: Fortune, 1927), f i'309,
All further references will be to this edition, and
and fII-i.336.
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" Sh.dr"ll, The Squire of ALsatia, in Complete Works, 4, rV.i'253'
Alt further references will- be to this edition, and will be documented
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Ben Jonson, Prologue, Every Man Out of His Humour, in Ben Jonson,
C. H. Herford and Percy Simpson (Oxford.: Clarendon, L927),
L45, p. 433.
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JoÏ,t, Dennis, in his pamphlet "A Defense of Sir Fopling FIutteI,"
2 l{ovembe r I'722, 1¡ Restoration and Eighteenth-cent@t
Mcl,fi]lin (New York: W. W. Norton I 1973), re-affirms Vanbrugh's
precepts: "laughter is the life and the very soul of comedy. 'Tis its
proper business to expose persons to our view whose views we may shun
and,whose folfies we may despiset and by showing us what is done upon
the comic stage, to show us what ought never to be done upon the stage
of the world" (p. 429); cited below as "Defense." Al1 further references
will be to this edition, and will be documented parenthetically.
Congreve, in "Humour in Comedyr" affirms that comedy exaggerates reality
and therefore cannot be its equivafent (,p. 80).
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" For a discussion of the plays' artificiality
of realism, see Hume, "Theory of Comedyr" 3l-3, 314-315.
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Locke, An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, ed. Peter
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Alan Roper/ "Language and Action in The Inlay of the Wòrld, Love's
Last Shift, and The Relapse," ELH, 40 (Spring, 1973), 51; cited below
as "Langu.age and. Action".

=- Joy"e Mill-er, "A Study of an Epigram: The Mode of vlit in
Restoration Comedy," in Scripta Hierosol-ymitana, 19, ed,. Arieh Sachs
(Jerusalem: The Hebrew University. L967), p. I77¡ cited bel-ow as
"Study of an Epigram. "
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42 orrahorry rarrf*u.n, "Language and Character in Congreve¡s The !'lay
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=- Joh¡ Hayman, "Raillery in Restoration Satirer" Huntington Library
Quarterly, 3I:2 (1968), l-Il.
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C. D. Cecil, "Rai11ery in Restoration Comedy," Huntington
Lil¡rary Quarterly,'29 [February, 1966), 159; cited below as "Rail1ery."
See also John S. Bowman, "Dance, Chant and Mask in the Plays of
Wycherley," Drama Survey, 3 (October, 1963), L9245-fn hrs study of vanbrugh, entitled "The Relapse - fnto Death
and Damnation," Educational- Theatre Journal, 2I (October, 1969), Pieter
Jan Van Niel makes a similar assertion with respect to comedy as a
whole: "the complex language is seen as the means of a profound
exploration of human experience within a corn-ic form" (318) -
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" SaoUtan, in "Notesr" claims that Shadwell's works connect him
with sentimental comedy (65). .However, Shadwell's contribuLion as a
comic dramatist has only recently been given adequate critical attention.
Kunz' Thomas Shadwel-l stresses that Shadwell's keen didactic intent and
commentary" disparaged the notion that "fashionable
his "j;ãi;l;;-o"ialdrama,, should celebrate sin and folly (p. 10). Notwithstanding his
more Jonsonian and didactic approach, Shadwell (Kunz argues) does
incorporate certain Restoration features into the mora1 textures of his
plays. As Kunz notes: "Shadwell not only wrote comedies of humourst
but of wit, manners, and sentiment" (p- 22) t'q2 delford Junior's rakish demeanour is more superficial than
actual. As William Vù. Appleton contends, in "The Doubl-e Gallant in
Eighteenth-Century Comedy," in English. I'rÌriters of the Eighteenth Century'
ed- John H- Middendorf (New York and London: cohunbia uP' I97L),
Shadwell in Íhe Squire of alsatia embarks on the task of defining a ne\¡t
''manofmodel@,''theca1cuIatinge9otistica1heroof
Etheregets comedy has been transformed into a generous, good-hearted
rake', þ. L47) ¡ cited below as "Double Gallant," English. writers. In
Topics of Restoration comedy (London: victor Gotlancz, L9'74), Donald
(p. 333). For a contrary view, see Hume, Development of
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comedyr" where he argues that Restoration comedy boasts no heroes, only
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the heroine to the playwrigh-ts' comic vision'
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See Leslie H. Martin, "Past and Parody in The Man
ÞEL, lþ (Summer, L976), where lvlartin compares I'4elantha to
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of Mode,"
Loveit (fn.

below as "Past and Parody-"

t'Jot- Dryden, secret Love, in The works of John Dr)¡4en,.9' ed'
John Loftis (Berkeley a"d L"= angeres: university of california Press,
All further references will be to this edition' and
Lg66) | IIÌ.i.:162.
will- be docr¡nented parenthetically5R
-As p. F. Vernon affirrns in "lularriage of Convenience and The
Moral Code of Restoration comedy,!' Essays in criticism, 12 [october,
Lg62): "In practice the rake discovers that all his cynical theories
can do nothing to stop him fafli:ng in love" (378). McDonald asserts in
"Restoration Comedy": "The attempts made by the best writers of the
period to arrive at positive values always start from what a thing is
not" (542).
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v¡ritten in the sentimental- mode, the hero begins
".r"t,
and ends as a penitent. Heartwell, fot example, in charles
as a rake
The
Country Lasses (17f5i, in British Theatre, L2,_makes a
Johnson's
simil-ar assäul-t o.r fl-ora's honour CIV.43-5). But, at Iast, he confesses
his error (45-6).
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, to
in his play False Impressions, also picks up on the
"lt*errand;
theme of false appearances and deception. But, as I discus.s later,
Cruberland's dramatic ends are not the comic ones of Restoration
Plalrwrights.
61 _lor a qrscussion of this point, see, for example, John Traugott,
"Ral<e's Progress," 398; Underwood, Etherege, p' 39'

"" See ChaPter Xr, PP. 32O-32L.
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yrronrre Bonsall Shafer, "fhe Proviso Scene in Restoration Comedyr"
Restoration and Eighteenth-Century Theatre Research, 14 (May, f970),
2¡ cited below as 'lProviso Scene."

t=
^Ã Jonathan E. Deitz, "Congrevels Better Way to Run the Worldr"
pLL, 11 (_Fatl , lg75), 368; cited below as "Better way." John Harringto. S*ittt, in The Gay Couple in Restoration Comedy [Cambridge: Harvard
UP, 1948), contends that marriage to the witty, "94y" couple represents
"the greatest adventure - and gamble - of all" [p. 76) ¡ cited.below as
Gay Coup1e.
Áq

"- Shafer, in "Proviso Scenêr" contends that the witty l-overs
realistically appraise "marri.age and its pitfalls, " and that the "proviso
scenett represents both their attempt "to maintain their freedom" and
their attempt "to form a sotid basis on which their al-liance will work"
(51 . See also Susan J. Rosowski, "Thematic Development in the Comedies
of witliam congreve: The Individual in society," sEL, L6 (,s.ummer'
Lg76),406¡ cited below as "T'hematic Devel-opment-"
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- In Act fT, scene ii, Loveit says: "I know [Dorimant] is a devil,
but he has something of the angel yet undefaced in him" (37). Krausets
study of Etherege is entitfed "The Defaced Angel," but Krause's analysis
centres more particularly on the "concept of Satanic arace" rather than
on the notions of counterfeitinq and coins.
I

-a Anne Righter, in "Inlilliam In7ycher1eyr" in Restoration Theatre, eds.
BrownandHarris,assertsthatthep1ay''cha'tedffi=of
Restoration comedy" (p. 71); cited below as "William trnlycherfey."
-? In "George Ether€g€r" in Restoration Theatre, Jocelyn Powel-I
argues that, though Etherege in the play "has a main theme j-deal for a
critical comedy" (p. 53), She Ï¡üould If She Could is a "comedy of judgement"
1p. 52). Extravagance, Powell argues, and not falsity, makes the play
an uncritical exposure of follies.
= See Chapter XT, pp. 3Lg-322.
,1

q

Powel-l-

asserts that this first

colÌoquy "becomes a telling

comment

upon a leisured society." Because of the "temper of the timer" the
"truth of al-most any relationship must be concealed" (p. 57).

6_
- For Gatty, the mask is only a partial truth. She may be "hooded"
like the prostitute, Mrs. Rampant. BUt, unlike Sir Oliver's "sher"
Gatty demonstrates a nimble tongue (II.i.26) and an unaffected nature.
The character of Mrs. Rampant, on the other hand, remains only as a
name and., when she does appear, she is disguised (V.i.l-16) , and does not
speak a word.

' The image is a conventional one. See Thomas Shadwell's The
Squire of Alsatia in Complete Vlorks, 4, eð.. Summers, II-i.227; Susannah
Centl-ivre's A Bold Stroke For A Wife, in British Theatre, l, V.i.64.
7

8_.
Throughout the play, references to animals, hunting, food
the law recur. See Chapter I, pp. 36-37.
q

and

- See Dafe Underwood, Etherege, where he discusses Etheregets
"many-sided awareness" and his ambiguity (p. 161). Persson, in Comic
Character, denies Etherege any complexity (p. 6f).
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Sir Richard Steel.e's moral- judgments are perhaps the most
famous. In "The Spectator," 65, 15 May l-71-1, in The Spectator, 1. ed.
Bond, for example., he condemns the play, and asserts that it portrays
"Nature in its utmost Corruption and Degeneracy" (p. 280). As he
complains in "The Lover," 5,6 March I7I4, in Richard Steele's Periodical
'Journalism, l-714-l-6 , ed . Rae Blanchard ( Oxford: Clarendon ,
1959) | too often in Restoration comedy "the fine Gentleman of the
Comedy [,] represented. with a good Grace, leading a loose and profligate
Life, and condemning Virtuous Affection as insipid, " receives corn-ic
accol-ades (p. 22) ¡ cited bel-ow as Stee1e's Períodical- Journal-isrnlt
-John Conaghan, in his Introduction,
The Man of Mode,
describes Etherege's technique as one of "ela-borationr" and Etherege
thereby "contrives a variety of interest in his plot.r' Tn part, this
variety derives from the "contrast between the two love affairs" and
from the "complicating series of rel-ationships between the characters"
(p. a) .
1?
-John King l"lcComb, in "Congreve's The Old Bachelour: A Satiric
n¡'Frrro
iq
Anatomyr" SEL, 17 (Summer, Ig17), remarks l-hã+ q.ir l'^nlrn¡rc
(363)
expressed
in
his
cited
below
as
cl-othes"
"Satiric
;
"entirely

Anatomy. "

13 Po*ell, in
"George Etherê9€r" in Restoration Theatre, eds.
Brown and Harris, contends that the fault of the entire society is its
substitution of form for feeling, and Sir Fopling serves as a "comic
Dryden's l-ines in the
embodiment of this idea" (p. 66). Ostensibly,
Epilogue to the play substantiate this view. Sir Fopling "represents
ye all" (1. 16). He is, as Dryden says, "a people in a manrr (1. 12).
1â

"True fops help naturets work, and go to school ,/ To file
finish God a'mighty's fool" (Epilogue, 11. 13-14).

and

I5 Dorimant here
refers to fops like Sir Fopling. But, just as
#Ìra
fnn
"puts sophisticate dul]ness often on the tasteless multitude for
true wit and good humor" (III.iii.69).
so, too, as Harriet notes, do'es
Dorimant "pass" his affectation "on the easy town, who are favorably
pleased in him to call it humor" (71). Since Sir Fopling "represents
r¡a ¡'l 'l

r|

(epilogue, 1. 16), all finally are natureIs "cheats."

lÁ
-"
ct. Paul- C. Davies, "The State of Nature and. the State of lriar:
A Reconsideration of The Man of Mode," UTQ, 39 (October,7969), where
DaviesargueSthat''tffireî_ãxistsinthe''sphereof
secretive extra-marital skirmishing" (55); cited befow as "State
of Nature. "
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It unu"rroodr,in Etherege, oversimplifies Loveit when he sees her
merely as "the victim of a passionate love and nature which prevent
dissembling" (p. 76). loveit does manage, at least for a time, to
dissembl-e and to make Dorimant l-ook foolish (III.iii.82).
More recently,
lulartin, in "Past and Parodyr" has studied the character of Mrs. Loveit
in terms of the conventions of the heroic drama. In this view, Mrs.
Loveit becomes "an exquisite parody of a stock character in heroic
drama, Lhe termagant heroine" (364). T,oveit, then, "ill-advisedly brings
the rigid prescriptions of a literary convention" into Dorimant's highly
mannered world (368).
18

For a discussion of this point, see Ho1land, First ltlod.ern Comedies,
p. 88; Powel-l "C,eorge Etherege" in Restoration Theatre, eds. Brown and
Harris, n^?
F.

19

Here, Davies, in his study "State of Nature, " posits that "we
are called on to register an unfavourabl-e judgement of Bellinda"; she
has, after all, "witnessed, abetted indeed, his treatment of Loveit"
and yet, "she does nothing to extricate herself from his cl-utches" (56).
Powel-I argues that Bel-Iinda can neither resist her passion, nor exert
her will- (pp. 62-3).
)(\
-"
In Holl-and's analysis, in First lrlodern Comedies, Medley is
''â'lwaysaSpecùatoroftheactio.,,61p.B7).Heis,
as Krause asserts in "Defaced Angel," Dorimant's "disciple a¡d confidant"
and, as such, "he preaches what Dorimant practices" (95).

2I_For a discussion of this point, see Hol-land, pp. B7-8; McDonald.,
"Restoration Comedy," 529; Conaghan, €d., Critical- Introduction, Man of
I"lode, p- 8. Krause, in "Defaced Ange]," would sharply contrast the
two characters (98-9) .
ôô

-- One further instance is Dorimant's imitating the mannerisms of
Sir Fopling (V.i.118-9) .
2i norr.t¿ Berman, in
"The Comic Passions of The Man of Irlod.e," sEL,
10(Summer,I97O),a]-1udestothefirstScene,'hffi.'"ia-t"s
his wish to drop his "pis aller" (I.i.15), Loveit; cited below as
"Comic Passions." The lines which follow Dorimantts recited couplet
(8), quoted in Berman, are intriguingly connotative: "Too late he woul-d
the paín assuage, / And to thick shadows does retire" t463) . Berman
argues that Dorimant'sclever use of Wall-er parodies the courtly rituals
of the past and, thus, Etherege's "reductive purpose" makes itself felt
in the "ironical opposition" between Dorimant, who is breaking off with
Loveit, and üIallerrs lover, who is "plainly a figura of heroic feeling"
(463). For a discussion of Vnlallerrs poetry and the p1ay, see also Martin,
"Past and Parodyr" 374-5.
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2¿.
-'Al-though
they do not refer specifically to She Woufd If She Coql{,
KrauSe'Sremarksonsinceritycastsometighto''*y@
of Mode. Krause, in "Defaced AngeÌ," contends that in the pf.y "¡9t*and style remain the only refuge for self-respecting ladies and
gentlemen" (92). I would argue that' fater, Harriet does try to crack
the form, or the shadow, and discover the inner substance. Krause's
reference to Wilders "Bunburyism" (92) also tends to ignore l¡iildets o\dn
unique comic themes. See Chapter XI, pp. 320-323, and PP: 341f.f.

of A Man of Mode,"
'5 "onn G. Hayman, in "Dorimant and the comedy
30 (June L969), notes "the! comic fail-ure of Dorimant's mannered
behavior to control hi's natural impulses and emotions". (L94) ¡ cited
below as "Dorimant." Dorima¡t loses "the composure or self-control-" so
val-ued by the mannered codes. Moreover, Harriet shows hersel-f fully
capable of "ruffling" his "social composure" (195). Davies, in "State
of Naturer" would disagree. He sees Dorimant as "ironicaf" and "selfa\"¡are" (54), ard contends: "Dorimant retains his poise and his irony
throughout the play" (60). See also Underwood, Etherege, p' 74. But
Dorimantts corn-ic discomfiture, perpetrated by his own dissembling, would
seem to indicate a l-oss of sel-f-awareness and irony in the sense that
Tn those scenes where Dorimant finds himseff the comic
Davies means it.
butt, he has lost the social- mastery which his former wit and.
dissimulation had qiven him.
MLQ,

-" fn "Dorimantr" Hayman does not acknowledge Harriet's view to be
Although I concur with Haymanrs
any more valid than Young Bellairts.
adept
and the socially inept are
socially
conclusion that both |'ire
or illustrate his contendoes
not
explain
objects of ridicule, iïuyman
of
Dorimant's manner has
why
the
artifice
tions, nor does he explore
(194).
Young
Bellair's
notice"
"apparently escaped
^- uur¡qy'qrr,
âÆL ^*
in his Introduction, Man of Mode, states: "Tt falls
^^to Harriet both to subdue Dorimant and reclaim him from the triviality'
the debility of feeling, which accompanies an excessive preoccupation
with appearances and social forms" (p, 8). On the other hand, Harold
Clifford Brown, Jr., in "Etherege and Comic Shallowness, "Texas Studies
i.n Literature and Language, 16 (i¡Iinter, 1975), argues that as a "woman-

D"'r*""@gageSina''gameofdefiance''andinsiststhat
Dorimant "hu¡n-iliate himself to prove his devotion to her" (688-9) ;
cited below as "Etherege. "

Wain, in "Restoration Comedy and its Modern Critics,"
"
Criticism, 6 (October, 1956), speaks of Harriet's ruthlessness
Essays in"on.,
and. "necessary savagery" (382) ;
?q
-Berman, in "Comic Passionsr" claims that, in this final
encounter, "the wars of love are to be fought in sincerity" (465).
Later, Berman analyzes Dorimant's Last few quotations of Waller to
indicate that Dorimant does in fact undergo "a violent change of sel-f-
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conceptionrr (466). Dorimant's exaggerated protestations and his imagery
contradict the use of ttre word. "sincerity, " and his final words to
Bellinda and Loveit indicate no "violent" change in his character. See
also Cook and Swannell, eds., fntroduction, The Country VJife, who speak
(p. xxxiv).
of the "genuine human emotions behind the elegant trifling"
30

=- Berman, in "Conic Passionsr" quotes this same passage (V.ii.l3f)
to indicate that Dorimant and Harriet, "even as they feel the effects
of love" nonethel-ess are ironically aware of its "appearance" (fn. 3t 462)
?'l
-In "State of Naturer" Davies sees this as "witty indifference"
and not as an indication of Harriet's more bal-anced view of the
foolishness of swearing oaths (61) .

32^On two earlier occasions, the word "fanatic" is used to describe
-the "way of the world." Dorimant bemoans the "tax upon good nature"
which his loss of passionate ardour has compelled him to pay. Although
he does pay it, he does so "with as much regret as ever fanatic paid the
Royal Aid or church duties'! (I.i.7),
Similarly, Medley in his worldly
\¡¡ay associates marriage and cuckoldom, and compares the l-atter state to
fanaticism and madness: "Were I so near marriage, I should cry out by
fits as f ride in my coach, 'Cucko1d, cuckoldl' with no l-ess fury than
the mad fanatic does 'GJ-ory' in Bethl-em" (21). Harriet's use of the
word suggests that extravagant decfarations of love could lead to the
same end: regret, infidelity
or madness. She attempts to use moderation and rejects fanaticism.
33*Berman in
"Comic Passions" notes that the country is like the
ideal worl-d of the pastoral, and Berman suggests that the sojourn in the
country.is less a trial of Dorimantrs resol-ution thärì it is a fitting
setting for their love to prosper (467-8). Given their love for the
town, I doubt whether Bermants notion hofds. On another note, Davies,
in "state of Naturer" states that Dorimant does in fact capitulate to
Harriet, his "equal in terms of dissimulation, wit, irony, and sel-f¡nman¿lrr l5¿ì

AL
-Conversely, Davies announces: "Only if we talce a rather sentimental view of the characters is the conclusion of the play bedevilled
by irony and ambiguity" (62). Judging the play to be "an uncompronrisingly tough and. realistic playr" he considers Dorimantts "patching
rro"
hìs relatìons with Bell-inda and Loveit to be true to his character.
sr
To Davies, Dorimant's confidential remarks to Bellinda are not
"intimations of domestic d.isaster" (62). Rose A. Zimbardo, on the other
hand, in l¡Iycherley's Drama: A Link in the Development of Engl-ish Satire
(New Haven and London: YaIe UP, 1965), stresses ELherege's "desire to
weigh marì.y perceptions of reality" (p. 4) ¡ cited below as Inlycherley's
Drama. Thus, the "line of demarcation between true and false is blurred,"
ana tfte final- impression, Zimbardo argues, is of "multipIe realities
in constant flux" (p. 6). Neither critic would appear to give much
credence to my contention that Etherege, like so many of his contem-
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poraries, treats mankind's dual nature, and that in doing so he reflects
the ambiguity associated with that duality.
"" Many critics regard Emil-ia and Young Beltair in this tight.
While nobráe, in Restoration Comedy, refers to them as a "happy mean,
way to l-ive" (p. 75), and
tfte n-st
or an indication
"f
"omfottable
considers
them a "norm in manners, wit, passion,
Underwood., in Etherege,
and control which helps to define contrasting divergencies in the
several- worl-ds about them" (p. 84), Brown, in "Etheregor" brands them
"sentimental lovers" who keep "the play from seeming too cynicaÌ and
exploitive" (688) .
"- rn his Critical rntroduction to the play, Conaghan sees in
Dorimantrs comments "a certain subversive menace," since his sexual
"designs" on Emilia "impinge on the romantic part of the pfay" (p. 7).
But, while Dorimant claims he has found "the l-itt1e hope" needed to make
him befieve that, after her marriage, she will not hesitate to make Young
Bellair a cuckol-d (I .i.26), even Medl-ey considers her to have "the best
reputation of any young \.{oman about the town who has beauty enough to
provoke detraction" (25) .
?'7

See Chapter VI¡ PP. 168-170

"" In Etherege, Underwood contends that, in the nridst of tension,
Emilia -na vo.r.g s"tlair "quietly accept their faith in each other"
(p. 83). Underwood, then, ignores Enrilia's note of caution to Young
Be ll-air .

Notes: Chapter Three

t Arrthony Kaufman, in "Wycherley's The Country l,Jife and the Don
Juan Characterr" ESr 9 (Winter, 1975-6), argues that the play is both
sinister and ambiguous (2L6)¡ cited bel-ow as "Don Juan Character."
- See also Roy S. Wo1per, "The Temper of The Country Wife,"
Humanities Association Bultetin, 18 (Spring, 1967), J4, a¡rd Cook
e Country Wife, P. xxxiv.

and

" I{il-l-iam Freedman, "fmpotence and Self-Destructíon in The Country
Vüífer" ES, 53 (1972), 42I; cited bel-ow as "Impotence and Self-Destruction."
À

= vÍiIl-iam Wycherley, The Country Wife, in The Compl-ete Pl-ays of
Wifliam Wycherl-ey, ed. GeraldWeal-es (New York: New York UP, 1-967) ,
fÍI.298. All- further references to Wycherley's plays, with the
exception of The Ptain Dea]er, will be to this edition, and will be
documented

parenthetically.

- Peter M. Malekin, "Wycherley's Dramatic Skill-s and the Tnterpretation of The Country t^iife," Durham University Journal-, 62 (December,
1969), conLends that Hornerts role is a passive one; cited below as
once he has launched his plot, Malekin
"Inlycher]ey's Dramatic Skills."
argues, Horner merely waits for the husbands and fiancí= to bring the
\¡¡omen to him. His purpose in the play is "to reveal, to unmask, to
disclose what lies behind the facade of society's pretences. It is to
what is revealed rather than to tÉe character of Horner that one must
look for any moral impact in -uhe play" (39) .
6
- -_.".
itilding,
in Aphra Behn's The City Heiress, in tr^Jorks, 2, ed.
Summers, comments on this appearance of virtue so carefully guarded only
to cheat the worl-d: "For Virtue's but a Narne kept free from Scanð'aL, /
I,ühich the most base of women best preserve r / Since Jilting and H1z¡pocrisy
This attitude, prevalent i.n The
cheat the Idor1d best" (III.i.255).
Country Wife, comes under critical scrutiny in The Pl-ain Dealer.-See
al-so Cook and Swannelf, p. 1eds., Intröduction, The Country i¡'7ife, where they
speak of the inverted val-ues of the play (pp. xxxvi-xxxvii; x1i).
1

' fn his article, "The Ethic of The Country Wife," Texas Studies in
Literature and Language, 9 (Spring, L967), Ronald Berman argues that
Horner "may be debased, but he ís also justified" (54). Horner removes
the masks of others and, consequently, he accel-erates the satiric action,
which in Bermants view is to "impale" those who "mask their motives" (54).
383
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- Joyce lr(iller,

in "Study of an Epigramr" gives a close analysis
"the juxtaposition
- -rening epigram, and fínallyasserts:
and
their
almost
immediate
of conventionally excl-usive categories
with
in
tingling
insight, turning
identification one
a
the other resu1ts
traditional value topsy-turvy. Nature is revealed as no more than a
nf

l-ha

n'l:r¡

| q nn

biological sexual urge which only the unnatural or unhealthy may not
exercise" (p. Ll7) .
o

- Peter t. McNamara, "Ttre Vlitty Company: Wycherley's 'The Country
llife.f " Ariel, 7 (January, L976), 66¡ cited below as "Witty Company."
For his part, Freedman, in "Impotence and Self-Destructionr" asserts
that "impotence is the mark of the Restoration society as tr{ycherley
presents.it" and, therefore, Hornerrs "trick is the key to the play's
meaning no l-ess than to the action and the comedy" (422).
'Ìn
*-

While I agree with Berman that Horner can be regarded as a
satiric spokesman, I do not think, as Berman tentatively suggests in
'Ethic of The Country Vùife, " that Horner can be treated as "an analogue
ofthe'atffis).Suchasuggestionfai]-stoaccountfor
the interesting features of the pl-ot. designed to reveal Horner's less
than perfect dissembling. As McNamara asserts, in "l{itty Compånyr"
the play focuses upon "the interlocking self-interests" which al-low
Horner to succeed (71) , and "it is just this web of self-interest which
saves Horner from disaster in the final scene" (72) - Horner' then, may
possess a keen insight into the hypocrisy of others, but his own "debased"
nature, as Berma¡r calls it, allies him with those he abuses and mocks
(54). l"ioreover,-in his Critical Introduction, Ttre Man of Mode, John
there is always
Conaghan remarks: "the deceit itsel-f is a lim:ltation:
the possibility that the stratagem will be discovered., which operates
throughout as a kind of reassurance of moral order" (p. 6).
l1
*Kathl-een Lynch, in Social Mode, argues that the pl-ay proves
Manly's judgment to be "short-sighted" and that Freeman, and in part
Fidelia, bring about Manlyts "conversion to the ways of the world"
(p. I73) . Eugene B. McCarthy. in "lrTycherleY's 'TLre Pl-ain Deal-er' and
the Lirnits of Wit, " English Miscel-Iany, 22 (1971) , also suggests that
Man]y comes to acquiesce "to the forms of po]-ite custom" (80) t cited
below as "Lirn-its of !vit." once given to "anti-social railingr" Manly
finally achieves a "good-natured acceptance of the worfd's proper
custom of decorum and ceremony" (Bt).
L2

Cook and Swannell, in their Introduction, The Country tr^life, note
that "the del-iberate contrast between Pinchwife and Sparkish" (p. xxxviii)
is fundamental- to the play's treatment of marriage and hypocrisy (p. xli).
13 -- grncnwr-re
^^^^ ,
In ñ: -^L--: ¡^ t^'s case

"self-interest
suspicion" (lt¡.

McNamara says in "i{itty Company" that
conquers truth where credulity cannot conquer
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-- Char'les A. Hal-l-ett, "The Hobbesian Substructure of The Country
tr{ifer" PLL, 9 (Fa11, L973), 384¡ cited below as "Hobbesia¡ Substructure."
15-According to Hallett's Hobbesian anaLysisrMargery represents the
"natural- man in the state of naturer" and she acts, accordingly, sole1y
"from self-interest" (384). Althougrh "socialized during the course of
the p1ay" (385), her "instinctual- drives do not changef nor does she
find it necessary to control them. She merely begins to dissemble"
(386). See a1so Cook and Swannell, eds., Introduction, The Country Wife,
where the editors argue that Margery, "essentially innocent, " is the
But Margery
"very opposite of the ruthless London poseurs" (p. xlvi).
does learn the tricks and deceptions so artfully practised by Lady
Fidget, a creature possessed of "instínctual desires" surel-y as allconsuming and as unchanging as Margery's. Mccarthy, on the other hand,
in "Lirn:lts of Wit," refers to the country wife as the "simplistic"
Margery, and contends that her "naturalnessr" her faílure to grasp art,
al-most topples Horner's artifice, which feads McCarthy to assume that
wit is "tenuous" (73).
*" In Not in Timon's Manner: Feeling, I4isanthropy, and Satire in
nightu"trtftR. Preston argues that Fidelia, "in morality play fashionr" leaves her
fortune and her home in order to follow Manly; cited below as Not in
Timon's Manner. As Preston notes: "Indeed, Fidelia's dogged attachment
to Manly keeps adrn-Lration for his brand of 'plain dealing' alive even
during the course of his moral decline" (p. L2). I think, however, that
Wycherley emphasizes the "moral decline" at the same time as he questions
Manly's brand of plain dealing.
1'1

In "Dance, ChanÈ and Mask in the Plays of Vlycherley," Drama
Survey, 3 (october, f963), John S. Bowman overstates the case when he
"there is Fidel-ia's disgn:ise which effects an un-masking of
""=.tt=:
(f99); cited below as "Dance, Chant and l"Iask." The plain
else"
everyone
less than perfect
own
blindness,
dealer's
coupl-ed withthehlpocrites'
play's
bring
the
resol-ution.
dissembling, help to
out
IR
*-

As Appleton explains in "Double Gallant," in English V'iriters,
ed. Middendorf, the device comes to be common in the eighteenth century.
Sheridan and Goldsmith, for example, comically exploit the dramatic
device of the dual- hero, the hero who displays two sides to his nature,
or who has ín another character a reflection of himself (pp. 151-3).
lo
*As Taylor points out in her Introduction, She i,{ould If She
Cou]d: "Restoration wits, though they are not necessarily moral
exempl-a, serve as touchstones for testing the val-ues and assumptions of
other characters; but their proximity to the dupes, which allows them
to function as exposers, also brings the assumptions and actions of the
wits under satiric scrutiny" (p. xviii).
Dorimant in fhe Man of Mode is
mocked and deridedrbut i,Jycherley's central protagonists conform more
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cl-osely to what Taylor suggests.
)(\

In "lVil-liam Wycherleyr" in Restoration Theatre, eds. Brown and.
Harris,Righterremarks:''A1ith.-ffiorma11yatthe
centre of the play; it is by their standard that Wycherley intends the
other characters, including Horner, to be judged.l' (p. 78). Contending
that lVycherley's main interest is "a savage vision of societyr" Righter
concludes that the Harcourt-Alithea plot lacks dramatic interest and
lapses into the mechanical, if only because the dramatist, unl-ike
Etherege, "is not really interested in his young lovers" (p. 79). Such
a statement attributes attitudes to Wycherley which are difficult to
verify. Malekin, in "V'Iycherleyrs Dramatic Skillsr " contends that
Harcourt, far from performing a "normative function" in the play, is a
"peripheral character" (39) . But, as Cook and Swannell argue in their
Introduction, Ttre Country lriife, the play reflects in the characters of
Al-ithea and Harcourt a more positive standard of conduct (pp. xliv-xlv).
On the other hand, Righter concludesr ".By nrinimising the role of
FIíza, and degrading Freeman, Wycherley prevents them from establishing
a positive va1ue at the end of the pJ-ay" (p. 86). But, interestingly
enough, Rlghter does not explore their failure to wed.,
)1
-*
McCarthy, in "Limits of Witr" would concur. Alithea's regard
for reputation, he argues, represents a "more selfish end which she has
developed as she goes about town in'innocent J-iberty"'and, thus, she
fears "losing Sparkish as a non-jealous husband" less than she fears
"the 'l-oss of the town' and reputation" (69) . Malekin, in "Wycherley's
Dramatic Ski1ls," also argues that Lady Fidget and Alithea "stand as
the opposed extremes of folly on the question of 'honourr" (37) . On Èhe
other hand, Berman, in "Ethic of The Country Iniifer" states that, because
she "has isolated hersel-f from vice and the retibrution it bringsr"
Alithea is decidedly unlike the other characters. She alone "takes
She exists to prove the
seriously both friendship and 'reputation.l
possibility of moral action" (52). Similarly, Hallett, in "Hobbesian
Substructurer" argues that Alitheats role is "that of touchstone" (391).
Alithea, unl-ike the others, refuses to take lightly the seriousness of
the contract and she alone is the one character "who does not act out
of self-interest" (391). So, her blind.ness to Sparkishts true nature,
Hallett asserts, is not a moral blindness. To condemn her loyalty to
Sparkish is, in Hal-lettrs view, to "undermine the concept of honor
ialycherley has labored to endorse" (391). Although he agrees that
Wycherley would not "make Alithea a sacrifice upon the altar of honour"
(393), he does not acknowledge the implication that she herself does
appear to be a wiJ-ling victim, and that she does dispJ-ay a certain "rigidity"
(rv.3f3), which the play corrects.
aa
"McCarthy, in "Limits of ltit. " also points to the important
differences between Harcourt and Horner, both of whom defend, at the
end of the play, a lady's honour. But Harcourt "wishes to publish
Alithea's honor and Horner wishes to keep his lady's covert." McCarthy
then concludes that the difference exemplifies Harcourt's change from a

5ö/

man

cognizant of Hornerts quibbling to a man "direct and open" (67).

" Rel^ting character to metaphorical speech, McCarthy also notes
that Freeman's figures of speech "are natural parts of his speech and
not contrived" (83) . If Freeman "finds that wit has had its day" (83),
thougtr, it should afso be noted that Eliza, too, regards dissembling as
ineffective and inappropriate measure (rI.40) .

an

)^
'*
Lynch. in Social Mode argues that Freeman, 'rmaster of the situation"
and "knowing r"1t-Eã-Eããi[-of his friend, " turns to Manly with "a
pleasant aphorism on his ]ips." She concl-udes that MantY, in agreeing
with Freeman'S "pleasant aphorismr" thereby "makes his peace with the
age', (p. 173). However, Lynch fail-s to discuss the thematic importancé
of Freemanrs remark, even though she sees in him Manlyrs mentor-

'-/- Righter, in "l{illiam Wycherleyr" in Restoration Theatre, eds.
Bror^¡n and Harris, refers to Manly as "an agent of destruction." a harsh
judgment r.¡hich neither explores not accounts for the change wrought
upon the surly plain dealer (p. 86).
)^
-"
Corr-rersely, Ho}land., in First Modern Comedies, tends to see the
playts ending in slightly different terms. He argues: "Manly's reformation in the finale consists of acquiring exactly the knowledge that
Freeman had at the beginning þ. 106), that is, "that though
dissimulation may be an evil, there are more basic goods and evils
conceal-ed beneath its surface" (p. IO7). Zimbardo, on the other hand'
sees the final scene in l-ess felicitous terms. "The note upon which
the pl-ay end.s. " Zimbardo warns in Wycherley's Drama, "should give us
pause. It should remind us that Freemants view, the view of the majority,
stitl exists, untouched by the virtue of Fidelia." She also considers
Fidelia's very virtue to be the spark which ignites the "ray of hope" in
the satirist, Manly. Yet, in spite of Manly's betrothal to Fidelia,
Manlyts "Curett is nOÈ assUred.: "He embraceS Freeman here aS he had
embraced olivia at the beginning, for being a superficial copy of
himself, a seeming plain-dealer" (p. ]-46). Zimbardo's caution may be
necessary, but she nevertheless does not explore Freeman's rol-e as a
socially adept plain-dealer throughout the play.
)-7

'' Holl¿trd, while affirnring, in First Modern Comedies, that Eliza
is unnecessary Cp. 101), at the same time indicates her satiric function.
Her recognition that a discrepancy exists between appearance and nature
contrasts to Olivia's lack of knowledge. Furthermore, ELLza "serves as
a reflector for Fidelia just as Freeman does for Manly" (p. 1O0) and,
"though she does not play any caus.al part in the Play, her presence
develops a tension" (p. lOO). This tension Hol-l-and attaches to the
"natural rel-ation" betwen her and Freeman, a relation which. never
reaches fruition and which therefore contributes to the meaning of the
play. Presuma,bly, this importance derives from Eliza's knowl-edge of
the town and of the discrepancy between appearance and reality.
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)p.
"o T. W. Craik, in "Some Aspects of Satire in Wycherley's Playsr"
ES, 4L (1960), dismisses Eliza with a parenthetical.remark that she
iãxists simply in order to expose olivia's hypocrisy" (I73). And Ian
Donaldson, in "tTa-bles Turned': The Plain Dealerr" Essays in Criticismt
ri (July I Lg67), concurs: "Eliza@u'tffi
no more than a foil to Olivia" (307). Neither critic investigates why
Eliza may be such a peripheral character-

to
'See ChaPter XI, PP.
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?ô
" Most critics (for example, Righter and Zimbardo) have problems
with the play's conclusion. McCarthy, in "Limits of Wit," strives to
account for Manly's marriage to Fidelia but omits any discussion of
Freeman's remaining apart from Eliza (92)
?'l
" Ttre phrase is taken from the title of Deitz's article,
BetLer Way tã Run the World." See Chapter X, PP. 349-350-

"Congreve's

?2
Comedies, concludes that the plays of
" Hollrrrd, in First Modern
t'âre
l¡hz¡}rprlew
direct forerunners of tweeping
lrn{-h
t-nnarcr¡e
an¡f
the
lvj
v¡rç!
uurlY
UU L¡I
'rJ
comed.y I " (p. I13) .

Notes: Chapter Four

-l In Development of English Drama,
tradition

Hume

refers to the "dual comic

.>

- ¡laximil-l-ian E. Novak, "The Artist and the Clergyman: Congreve,
Collier and the VüorLd of the PIay, CE, 30 (April, L969), 559-560. See
also John King McComb, "Satiric Anatomyr" where he speaks of Congreve's
"satiric themes" (372) " Rose Zimbardo, "The Satiric Design in The Pfain Deal-er, " in
Restoration Dramatists, ed. Miner, p. L24¡ cited below as "Satiric
Design." But, as Maximiltian Novak remarks, in "Love, Scandal and Mora1
MiIierr-" in Conoreve Considertd: "Rose Zimbardots raistaken view of
Congreve.shffissentimentafseemstoarisefromthe
strange choice of Wycherley's characters as a norm" (fn. 54, p- 54).
= See Clifford Leech, "Congreve and the Century's Endr" P2,4L
(January, L962), 275-293; cited below as "CenLury's End." Here, Leech
recognizes both Congrevers Restoration roots (276) and his more serious
inclinations (283) . As Cook and Swannel-l express it, in their introduction, The Country Wife, in The I,Iay of the I^iorld Congreve achieves the
"perfect balance" between "laughter and socia] criticism" (p. xxxiv).
/l

- Congreve argues in his Amendments: "A third use of this pretended
madness [in Love for Love] is, that it gives a Liberty to Satire" (p. 431).
6 rhu phrase is part of the title
Better Way to Run the tr{orld."

of Deitz's article,

"Congreve's

1

' Latey, they expand on the argument, and contend: "the fool may
turn knave; or conversely vice may revert to folly, the knave may turn
fool" (p. 62) .
a

- See Chapter II, pP.54-55, where I discuss the importance of the
mirror. to r Sir Fopling.
o

-

in "satiric AnatoflYr" analyzes Heartwell's character in
terms of Congreve's representation of "stages in a single process
initiated bydiso,rderedlust" (36I). In this sense, Heartwefl- was once
¡4cCornlc,

5óY
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fop'
like vainlove. Heartwell-, the potent lover, has become like a
the fop the satirist satirized (365) '

and

lr\
-Lynch, in Social Mode, refers to Silvia as a "designing courtesan"
in an
who easily leguiteã n"ãitur"rr tp. 189) . On the other hand,
obstreperouslyarguedpiecerC'eorgeParfitt'in"TheCaseAgainst
ed' Brian Morris (London: Ernest Benn'
congreve," in william congreve,
-for
his seeming failure to attend to the
Ig72), takes Corrgrã.re toit=t
ttrg "implications" would seem to
,'implícations,' oã rh. o1d g-tth.lorrt.
Silvia is more a victim than a
be that such a "wr@s
she
victimizer, and Parfitt questions whether Silvia "deserves" the man
eventuallymarries(p.26).Yet,whensheextortsanofferofmarriage
from Heartwel}, silviats own glee sureÌy betrays her designing nature
(rrr. íj-.74-5) .

lf Harriett Hawkins points out, in Likenesses of Truth in Etizal¡ethan
"In The WaY of the
and Restoration Drana (Oxford: Clarendon, L912) : question
and found
World the values of-tfr. Man of Mode are held up to
*^lt
l^
O?\
----g.i
¿¿t
; cited below as Likenesses of TruthwofrLlr¡y
\¡,.
12 G"r-ld I,üeales , in ,,The Shadow on Congreve I s Surf ace, " Educalignal
"a fairly
Theatre Journal, 19 (March, Lg67), laJrels The Old Batchglgur'
in
are
plots
great
many
conventional Restoration comedy in which a
Development"'
in
"Thematic
operation at one time" (30). And Rosowski,
in the play" (389) '
also points to the "amount of conventional materialshow the
is
to
Rosowski contends, as I do, that Congreve's aim
the plays
her'
(389)
For
'
"dehumani zíng ef'fect of such convention"
ideal
meaningful
a
wrest
to
demonstrate the "necessity of the individual
that
of
suppression
the
from a social system seenringty organized for
and
very quality" (3Bg) - sinr-ilarly, Philip Roberts' in "l{irabell
that
suggests
Morris,
Restoration conie,Jy," in William congreve, ed.
are
which
,,continuãtty
itt^racters and situations
Congreve
"reãtes
proceeds'to a rigorous investigation and
then
but
conventional
apparently
as the real nature of these things" (p' 48)'
ör"6 ;;-what he regards
that congreve's
More recently, McComb, in "satiriC Anatomyr" has argued
material
conventional
originality lies in the twists which he gives to
(

JOr,' .

l?
-Novak, in ,'Love, scandal and Moral Milieu,"
suggests that congreve was particularly successful
convincingfy witt! characteis who \À7ere at the same
love" (fn. 4'1, p.-5O) . See also Hume, Development
pp. 388-9.

cOngreve cgnsider'd,

in "presenting
time convincingly in
of English Drama'

14
glaringly
-Weales, in .,Shadow on congreve's Surface,.' States thefove-in vain
obvious when he writes: "vühether lVainlovetsl name implies
pleasure
(impotence) or vain in love (.narcissism), it is clear that his
liesinmaJ<ingtheapproachandthatitstopsoncehegetsonthegreen''
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Kenneth }4uir, on the other hand, goes further in his analysís of
Vainlove's character. As Muir states, in "The Comedies of William
Congrever" in Restoration Theatre, eds. Brown and Harris: "His name is
itself a criticism of his character, and Congreve was clearlY alive to
its absurdities" (p. 222).
(32) .

15 ,r, ,,Satiric A¡.atomy," McComb compares Vainlove both to Sir
Fopling and to Dorimant (363).

f6 H"-ttrell's concluding speech afso casts doubt on the matrimonial bliss anticipated by Bel-Imour. HeartwelI refers to the "youthful
Beast,, who "neighs a]oud" but, while "AII Coursers the first Heat with
Vigour run," a wife ís a "galling load." Finally, only "with Whip and'
Spur the Race is won" (V.ii -LL2) .
Anthony Gosse, ,'p1ot a¡rd Character in Congreve's Double-Dealerr"
t4LQ, 29 (September, 1968),27'7; cited below as "Plot and character'"
opinion with respect to t"laskwell- has been varied if only because
iliticat
of his viltainy, and a critical failure to acknowledge the inevitability
of his downfall. paul and Miriam Mueschke, in New View, contend that
Maskwell, along with Lady Touchwood, "are too vicious for comedy" and,
17

therefore,theplayexhibitsanimbal-ancebetweengaietyand
and
villainy (p. 70). Leech, in "century's Endr" regards both Maskwell
just
as
(281)
And
Lady Touchwood to be ma¡ifestations of human evil
Aubrey
does
too,
so,
comic,
is
not
treatment
the
that
argues
Leech
and the
Providence,
Williams, in "Poetical Justice, the Contrivances of
as
bel-ow
cited
(December,
Ì968);
inlorks of l.,litliam Congreve," ELH, 35
comedy
a
play
not
,,poetical Justice." Here, he asserts that the
"is
the play also
foolish;
and
frail
the
of
ridicule
with
merely
concerned
in human
el-emental,
exposes a completely malignant spirit, elusive and
in
Meaning
and
nature" (55g-g) . More recently, \,Ii]liam ¡4yers, in "Plot
"congreve
argues:
congreve I s comedies, " in irJil-l-iam congreve , ed. Morris,
has suddenly found a way "f btf"Sf"S the anarchic extravagance of melodrama into striking conjunction with the ordinariness of comedy"; cited
below as "Plot and Meaning-"
18 urrd"rrood points out, in Etherege, that congreve's heroes only
play the Machiavel in order to survive (fn' 6, P' 15)'

19 ,n ,,plot and Characterr" Gosse remarks: "Act IV begíns with an
encounter bet\n¡een the serious couple in which cynthia issues the
traditional chatlenge of the Restoration heroine to the hero to win her
with his vritt' (2lg). c,osse also points out, as I do, that Qznthia's
reasons for offering this traditional challenge suggest a new seríousness (2BO). See also Leech, "Century's End," 289; John : Barnard'
and
"Passioñ, 'Poetical Justice,' and Dramatic Law in fhe Doub'le-Pealer
cited
98-LL2;
The way of the vügrl-d,,' in william congTeve, :9. Morris¡ PP.
below as "ÐramaEfã-îaw." See also l^Iilliams, "Poetical Justicer"
54U-f,Of,.

3Y¿
20

the discrepancy between cynthia's demand for a
"very evident deironstration of his Wit" (IV.i.l-68) , and her credulity:
"Cynthia, too, trusLs l"Iaskwell, who persuades hei (off stage) to elope
with Mellefont, despite his fail-ure to meet her challenge, a condition
of their marriage" (280) .
Gosse emphasizes

2L_l,ove ror Love, described by Leech, in "Centuryrs Endr" as the
*ost ",rigãiõîFãf-õãtgreve's plays (283) r also has elicited diverse
critical coÍìrnent. In "Plot and Characterr" Gosse refers to its "mocking,
enigmatic treatment of romantic love, " which is "not far removed from
the portrayal of credulous goodness in The Doubfe-Dealer" (288). On the
other hand, Charles R. Lyons, in t'Congreve's Miracle of Lover" Criticism,
6 (Fal-I, 1964), argues that Love for Love demonstrates a "greater implicit
seriousness" (332); cited below as "Miracfe of Love."
22_Lvons rndicates that the trial of val-entine is a test of his
l-ove ß47;, and Rosowski, in "Thematic Development," points to the play's
opening scene where Valentinets character is individual-ized "by contrasting
him to the conventional l-ibertine rake hero" (fn. 15, 399). See also
Aubrey,:Williams, "Utmost Tryal , "' where Williams speaks of the play as a
play of test and judgiment (2-3) .

"' See also f^jilfiams "'Utmost Tryal , "' where he discusses the
significance of "madness" as sacrifice (13).
)¿
-=

See also Chapter TI, PP. pp. 60-6I.

25^unry vrnen she fears a trick is put upon her (IV.i .277), or when
she acknowlãages Valentine's generosity (V.i.3I2) t does she speak in
asides. Throughout the PlaY. she offers Valentine no encouragement
(e.g., I.i.225¡ IIr.i.254)But when she believes him Èo be seriously
ill, she does openly admit her concern (IV.i -276-7) notes that "mad" is
'6 ,n Likenesses of Truttr, Hawkins correctly this
comedy" (P. 109).
world
of
for
the
congteve@e
27 Ro=o*=ki, in "Thematic Developmentr" calls Prue a "foolish
natural" but one who, maskless, "porLrays the desperate need for huma¡¡
contact that motivates the other characters but that they conceal behind
a masquerade of manners and poses" (4O0).
2A_In dÍscussing love for Love and Ttre Double-Dealer, and the
"cavalier fashion" in wfrict¡ the plays are resolved, Leech notes, in
"Centuryrs End," that the endings compare r;sith the "noble gesturing at
the end of Love's Last Shift" (290). The Mueschkes, in New View, tend
of the heroine as fundamentally romantic,
to view tf-te þt"¿igal'='pursuit
although they merely hint that, at times, the "fove for love" strand of

5YJ

the play does veer into the "sentimental" (p. 75) - cf. !üiIIiams,
"'Utmost Trya1, r " v/here l^Iilliams argues that the characters' "cal-lousness"
hardly conforms to a sentimental treatment (11).
29
--

Kaufman, in "Language and Character, " comments that the "inadequacy of society is seen even in the more joyous and robust Love for
Love. valentine and Angelica engage in banter betwee. th"*sãTÇãã - as
wif-1 llirabe]-l and Mil-l-amant - and yet the main tension is between the
witty couple and their society, the society of Tattle, Sir Sampson, and
Foresight, which threatens to enguJ-f them in darkness" (42O). In
"Thematic Development, " Rosowski cl-aims that the question as to whether
the value defined in the play can in fact be achieved within society will
be explored in The Way of the World (400). See al-so Williams, "'Utmost
Tryalr "' \r'here he remarks on the necessity of testing love (11-12).
?ñ
""
fhe play has been analyzed in various v¡ays, most recently by
Sharon Kaehele Shaw, "The Burying of the Living in Restoration and
Eighteenth Century Comedy," Bal-l State University Forum, 1l:4 (Autumn,
1970), where she refers to Congreve's "serious analysis of the marriage
relationship" (17) ì by Paul J. Hur1ey, "Law and the Dramatic Rhetoric
of the Inlay of the Worfd," The South Atfantic Quarterly, 70 (197I), as an
example of a "triaI atmosphere" in which. "an important judgment must be
decided, a verdict rendered" (193); by Brian Corman, "The Way of the
lr¡orld and Morally Serious Comedy, " UTQ, 44 [Spring, 1975), as a "morally
serious comedy" (200); and final-ly by Charles H. Hinnant, "Witt
Propriety, and Style in The Way of the World," 9E!, L7 (Su¡rrner, 1977),
as a dramatic exampl-e of Dryden's definition of wit (374). Cited below
as Shaw, "Burying of the Livi.ng"; Hurley, "La\^' and Dramatic Rhetoric";
Corman, "Morally Serious Comedy"; Hinnant, "Wit, Propriety, and Sty1e."

"- Ccrman, in "Morally Serious Comedy" (2O3), and Hurley, in "Law
and Dramatic Rhetoric" (2OL) , also point to the dramatic necessity for
the play's complexity.
32
"..

Kaufman, in "Language and Characterr " speaks of Witwoud' a
"woul-d-be wit," and Lady lrlishfort, a sullied matron, as two characters
who are "central to Congreve's definition of the 'the world"'because
they represent the "social and moral disorder" from which the wits must
free themselves (4L7). And Kaufman concludes: "\zpically the truewit
of Congrevets last three comedies must attempt to disengage himself from
the way of the world, represented by the fools and mal-icious wits who

surround him" t419).

-- See also Cordatus.' description of the fop in Jonson's Every Man
Out of His Humour, in Ben Jonson, 3, eds. C. H. Herford and Percy
Sf*p."" COrf"rdt Cfatenao.t, LOZZ¡. Here, in speaking of Buffone,
Cordatus says: "[he is one] whose company is desir'd of all men, but
belou'd of none; hee will sooner lose his soul-e tha¡ a iest, and prophane
even the most holy things, to excite laughter: no honorable or reuerend
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lrersonage whatsoeuer, can come within the reach of his eye , but is
Éurn'd ínto all- manner of varietie, by his adult'rate simile's" þ. a41).

ïn New View, the Mueschkes consider the difference ¡et*ãet ttrle ana
false wit to be "not primariJ-y a difference of form, nor altogether one
of content"; rather, "it is fundamentally a difference in the degree of
discrirn-ination and judgment shown" (p. 40). In "Language and Character,"
Kaufman Sees in Witwoud.'s "parasitic" form of wit and fashionable
pretenses "the logical end product of a society that overvalue
appearance" (414).. See al-so Hinnant, "Wit, Propriety, and Style," 375-7,
and 3gO, where he discusses the fool's wit and the roguets wit.

34_
-- Rosowski, in "Thematic Developmentr" argues that Sir vüilful1
represents the "purely private" and, because he is "unable to communicate
with. the other characters - with !'Titwoud or wittL the truewit l,lillamant, "
he ."escapes from the way of the world, first by becoming thoroughly
drunk, and then by physically departing" (405). But even Lady Wishfort,
whose own fagade describes "the entire society she represents" (4O4),
for a time yeårns to leave the worl-d (V.i.465). And Hinnant stresses'
in "wit, Propriety, and Style," as I do, that Sir Wilfu11 may be a
"country rusticr" but Congreve endows hirn with a "natural sagacity" (376).
<l
"In "Morally Serious Comedyr" Corman considers Lady Wíshfort to
be "enough the stock hypocritical and foolish old woman of Restoration
comedy to deflate serious concern for her" (2O9-2IO). On the other
hand, in "Those Dying Generationsr" in Witliam Congreve, €d. Morris,
Malcolm KeÌsatl detects in Lad.y Wishfort a sentimentality and a vulnerability which sharpen the outlines of her character (p. L24). Kelsall-'s
analysis may go too far in suggesting that her l-ack of knowledge hints
of sentimentality. He does, however, indicate the comic importance of
Congreve's striking and unique portrait of the sullied matron. As
Roberts suggests, in "Mirabel-l and Restoration Comedy," in William
Congreve, she also assumes thematic irnportance. If she is the "embodiment
of the implications of the beau monde," then her "desperate attempts to
swap nature for art become an index to the moral juggling which pervades
much of tTre play" ¡p. 49). As Charles R. Lyons puts it, in "Disguise,
Identity, and. Personal Value in The \nlay of the World," Educational
Theatre Journal, 23 (October, L91L), hers is a "futile illusion" which
"illustrates the emphasis put upon appearance in the artificial world of
the p1ay" (26l-); cíted below as "Disguise, Identity, and Personal Value."

exaJnple

Corman, in "Morally Serious Comedyr" points to this scene as an
of Conqreve's use of convention for his own ends (200).
Corman, in "Morally Serious Comedyr" points out that "simil-ar

scruples d.id not prevent his aff air with ll,ady Iniishfort'sl daughter. His
distinction would seem to be between a sincere relationship and one which
is totally false" (2O2). As Rosowski notes, in "Thematic Developmentr"
[ira]¡ell's primary concern is to "protect" his relationship with l[illamant
(4O2). Much earl-ier, in "Congreve's Miral¡e]f and the 1dea} of Èhe
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79 (September, 1964) , Jean Gagen had argued that
Miral¡el-l's affãr with Mrs. Fainall is "never regarded within the ethicaf
framework of the play"; he has neither "debauched a virtuous maiden,"
nor has he "deceived her with promises of marriage" (424). Fainal-l
marries l,Iira-]¡et1"s cast-off nristress under equally false pretences (425) .
C,entleman,

"

PMLA.,

?R
'"
Al-though Holland, in First tr{odern Comedies, claims that Mirabell
and Faínall "behave very much alike" (p. 188), most critics acknowledge
a dual aspect to Mirabell's character. H. Teyssandier says, in "Congreve's
i^lay of the world: Decorum and Moralityr" ES, 52 (f97I), Mira-bell
"emerges as an expert, but discrimiate deceiver" (I29) ¡ cited below as
"Decorum and Morality. " I4irabell is an "honest rake" at the same time as
he is a "fair-dealing deceiver" (130). Teyssandierts assessment agrees
with the earlier one of the Mueschkes', who speak, in New View, of the
need for a "mean between the plain dealer and the double-deal-er" (p. 66).
Similarty, Kaufman, in "Language and Character"' refers to Mirabell's
goodness and generosity which FainaII, a consunmate doubl-e-dealer,
lacks: "although iMirabel-11 must of necessity promote his pleasure and
safeguard his interests in a hardheaded manner, he is the basically
benevolent man who attempts, as far as it is in his power, to act
honorably" C4I8). His "good sense and detachment from a world he stil-l
must use are not seen in Fainal-I, who is committed to envy and malice"
(4Lg). In Fainall, then, Congreve once again attacks the character of
the rake and, in l{irabell, offers what Corman in "Morally Serious Comedy"
call-s "a model of witty urbanityr " an "ideal hero for the comedy of the
age" t2OI). See also Hawkins, Likenesses of Truth, pp- I2O-I22.

?q
-'
I¡r Comedy of Vûit, Fujimura affirms that "it is Fainall, and not
the title of the play; for it is he, and not
Mirabell, rtto "*.*ptiti"=
Miral¡el1 , who accepts infidel-ity in matrimony and friendship as 'al-l in
the Way of the World"' (p. L92). Such a view ignores the other references
to the play's title and, as I show, Congreve masterfully demonstrates
Fainallrs "wAy" to be ultimatety unsuccessful-. See also Rosowski,
"Thematic Developmentr" 4OI; Deitz, "Better Way," 370-I' 373-

40
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Such a view is consistent with Myerst analysis. In "Pl-ot and
Meaningr" in Vrlilliam Congreve, €d. Morris, l"lyers examines the defeat of
vice according to Congrevers attempt in the play to "bring his view of
pu-blic ord.er and his sense of private values into a coherent and
optimistic dramatic rel-ationship" (p. 84) . I cannot agree that vice and
folly admit to their own "unsuitabil-ity." Teyssandierts comments, in
"Decorum and Moral-ityr" Seem more to the point: "the elaborate make-'
believe is eventuatty shattered, and the moral of the story is that
appearances are deceptive as long as they are maintained, but that they
cannotsucceed in de-ceiving for ever" (129).

=- Whil-e Hinnant in "[^Iit, Propriety, and Style" speaks of MrsFainallts "naivetl compounded of good nature and afautty education"
(.378), Corman in "Morally Serious Comedy" points to the character of
Mrs. Fainall- as an example of vif lainy's po\¡¡er (2O9) . Deít'z, in "Better
4l

Jvo

!,Iayr" emphasizes her "open,mutual relationship" with Mirabell (371)

-

/l)
.*' Se" williams, "tgtmost Tryalrt" 5, and also Congrevets epigraph
to The Mourning Bride, in complete Plays, €d. Davis: "A rightful Doom,
the Artificers of Death shoufd die"
the Laws of Nature cry, /'Tis,
(p. 320) .
/14,
='
Col1"y Cibber, Woman's Wit; or, the Lady in Fashion, it r!9
Dramatic V'iorks of Colley Cibber, J- (1777; rPt. New York: Ams Press,
har, The Constant CouPIe, in George
(New
York: Hill and lalang, l-959), Iv.iii..
Farquhar, ed. William Archer
lO5. Alt further references to Farquhar's plays wil-l be to this editon,
and will be documented parenthetically.

.

*= For a discussion of ¡[irabell's witty perception, see Ropert
"Language and Action," 47; Rosowski, "Thematic DevelopmenL," 4O4.
¿.4

L\
*'R.

A. Foakes, "wit and Cônvention ín Congreve's Comediesr" in
f^lill-iam Congreve, €d. Morris, p. 68; cited bel-ow as "Wit and Convention."
Ott tt" other..hanã, Hurley, in "Law and Dramatic RLre.toricr" contends that
only a superior knowledge of legal machinery insures success (f94).
46

in "Language and Characterr" contends that Mill-amant's
attitude represents a "delicate balance" bet\n/een seriousness and
and that she plays a deliberate game "because it frees her
frivolity,
from engagement with the hostility and witlessness that surrounds her"
(424). Indeed, ILillamant's more peripheral involvement with the various
intrigues sets her apart from the actions of the other characters, and
this. aloofness, coupled with her "stylish response" to those around her
(424), leads to the "perception of l4il-lamant as an ideal within the play;
she is not only the "fine ladyr" but also the "embodiment of a proper
state of mind" (424). In "Wit, Propriety, and Sty1e," Hinnant discusses
Millamant in terms which would attribute "method" to her, that is, her
desire to ensnare Mirabell, but would deny any particular "method'" to
her wit (381-2) .
KauTman,

47
+t

"

Similarly, Fujimura, in Comedy of Wit, contends that [Lllamant,
like MiraJrell, anticipates the coming age in her "increased sensibility"
(p. I88). lnTilliam Van Voris, in "Congrevets Gilded Carousel," Educational
Mir'abell, Van
Theatre Journal, IO (March, 1958), argues differently.
voris claims, "has MilÌamant pretend to accept Sir wilful so Lady
Wishfort cannot under any circumstances seize her property" (2L6). Van
Voris, however, d.oes not provide any textual basis for this assertion
which, consid.eríng Mirabell's foresight in acquiring the deed of trust,
might well be true.
AA
="
To Kaufman, in "Languagie and Characterr " the proviso scene is a
"symbolic working out of a modus vivendi in a world of fools and knaves,

a mutual-guarantee of individual dignity and worth in a worl-d where these
qualities are always threatened" (42L). Roberts notes, in "l"Iirabell and.
Restoration Comedyr" in Will-iam Congreve, €d. Morris, that Mirabell's
provisos would, "if implemented, effectively ruin a normal Restoration
comed.y, since it is a catalogue of structural props and variations upon
which much of the intrigue in Restoration comedy is based" (p. 45).
Bernard, in "Dramatic Law, " in triill-iam Congreve, argues that lega1
metaphor heightens the witty truth of the scene since "ít too reflects
the 'Way of the lr7orldt " tp. 106). This metaphor "enfranchises the
lovers" and it reconciles the "competing demands of wit (in the sense of
judg¡nent) and love" (p. 106) . See also llinnant, "tr{it, Propriety, and
Sty1er" 382-3, Novak, in "Love, Scandal, and the Mora1 Milieur" in
Congreve Considerrd, argues that the provisos estal¡lish the "moral ideal"
of love, "asserted in the face of a society composed for the most part
of fools and knaves" (p. 27)- See also Deitz, "Better Way," 375,377.
I woul-d add that the proviso scene also reconciles artifice and nature.
'- In First Modern Comedies, Holland asserts that the play, like any
Restoration comedy, "deals with the reform of the hero, not his reward, "
but this reform arises from his "initiation into true love at the end his 'reward"' which marks his "recl-amation to virtue." As Holland
states: "The knowledge and experience the hero gained as a rake becone
the wisdom necessary for real virtue" (p. 2O3). Such a view would as
easily accommodateCibber's kind of sentimental comedy as it does
Congreve's play. Leech, in 'lCentury's Endr" would concur with my
assessment. M:Lral¡ell , who "appears not merel-y the wit but the thoughtful
mar.r" is no victim of a sudden transformation, like Cibber's Loveless,
but he does have a plan for "rational living" (29I) .
¿-q

Notes: Chapter Five

r Mark Schorer, in "Hugh Kelly: His Place in the Sentimental
School," PQ L2 (october, 1933), points to the "didactic purpose" of
sentimental comedy C398)r cited below as "Hugh Kelly."
'A= Dorinront expresses it in Thomas Holcroft's The School For
Arrogance (1791), in Modern Theatre, 2: "Error and folly impede the
progress of perfection" (V.i.L62\ - All further references will- be to
this edition, and wil-1 be documented parenthetically.
- At the conclusion of Mrs. Tnchbal-d's play, Every one Has His
Fault (L792), Lord Norland says: "And vrhil-st a man like lHarmony] r
have (among so many virtues) some faults; let us hope there may be
found in each of us (among our faults) some virtues. " See British
'ì.l-ìêâJ-rê 7 - \/ i ii .88 .
r¡¡vqu!e,
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Cæorge Farquhar, "A Discourse upon Comedy, in Reference to the
English Stage," LJ02, in Criticaf Essays of the Eighteenth Century,
LTOO-!725, êd. Willard Higley Durham (1915; rPt. New York: Russell and
Russe1l, 1961), p. 273¡ cited below as "Discourse." Durham notes in his
introduction that Farquhar's view is "a theory which justifies comedy by
its success,' (p. xxix). Krutch, however, in comedy and conscience,
considers Farquhar to be "the last of the old school," and Farguhar's
"Discourse" comes to be "the best exp-osition of the principles of
Restoration Comedy" (p. 237). Krutch contends that, while conciliating
the moralists, Farquhar still manages to see an "excellent moral" in
Congreve's The Old Batchelour (p. 237). More recently, Sharon Kaehele
Shawsugg"=ffiLiving,''thattheprobIemeXemp1ifiedby
Congreve's Fainalls Farquhar treats later in The Beaux' Stratagem, but in
the sentimental mode (77). Paul Mueschke and Jeannette Fleisher, ín
"Re-Evaluation,'' link Farquhafts play to Vanbrughts The Provok'd Wife
(865-889). In "supposed Revolution," Htrme points to Farquhar's
combination of ridicule and "moral lead characters" so that, finally'
"he mixes essentialty good-humored satire with basically good-hearted
'characters" Cp. 264) . Finally. like Congreve and Cibber' and later
Sheridan and Wí1de, Farquhar makes use of both the witty and thp
sentimental modes. Sge also Bernbaum, Drama of Sensibility, PP- 84-5¡
Eric Rothstein, "Farguharts T\¿in-Rivals and the Reform of Comedy," !y!1,
10 (March, L964), 4L¡ cited below as "Reform of Comedy."

-(

Joseph. Addison, "The

Spectator," 446, I August )-'1I2, in
398

The
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Spectator, 4, ed. Bond, PP. 67 and 68" Addison, "The Spectator," 249, 15 December 1711, in The Spectator,

2, p. 467.

'. Steele, "The Spectatorr" 65, 15 May ITJ-L. in The Spectator,1,
p- 29O. See also Loftis, Steel-e, p. I8. C. J. Rawson, in "Some Remarks
on Eighteenth-Century 'Delicacy,' with a Note on Hugh Kel-lyrs False
Delicacy," EGP, 6I (1962), explains that "anti-sensualism and the
doctrine of'moral sense'were basic to sentimentalism" Cfn.1I, 4)¡
cited below as "Some Remarks. "
R

" addison, "The Spectator'," 446, 1 AugusL L7L2, in Tþq-tipqctatqr,
4, p. 67.
q
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belOW aS

See also W. F. Gallaway, Jt., "The Sentimentalism of
coldsmith," III4, 48 (December, 1933), 1161, l-L7]-. For a discussion of
this point, see also Hume, "Theory of Comedy." 306; Preston, Not in
Timon's Manner, pp. L9-2O..

"Corbyn Morris."

10_¡rreoman also makes the distinction between a comic work and a
serious work. ff a piece is serious, the felicitious outcome is not
clearly deternr-ined from the outset (fn, 1, P. 253). See also Auburn,
(n. 16' P.
Sheridan's Comedies, where he makes a similar distinction
pathetic
how
discusses
Loftis
pp
where
Loftis,
Steele,
L2-L3);
I9O; the
exempl-ary
character's
demonstrate
situations
and distressful
benevolence and humanity (p. f99).
11
-*
Maureen Sullivan, ed.' Introduction,Colley Cibber: Three
Sentimental Comedies (New Haven and London: Yale UP, L973), p- xxvi;
cited below as Introduction, Colley Cibber.

1)
-'

l. M. S. Tompkins, "Didacticism and Sensibility," in The Popular
Novel- in England, l-770-1800 (Lincofn: University of Nebraska Press,
f96t)., p. 93f and Edith Birkhead, "Sentiment and Sensibility in the
Eighteenth-Century Novelr" in Essays and Studies, The English Association,
11 (Oxford: Clarendon, L925), p. 95. See al-so Elizabeth Yearling, "The
Good-Natured Heroes of Cumberland, Goldsmith, and Sheridan," MLR' 67
(July, L972), where she speaks of the comedy's pre-occupation with
emotion (.49O) ; cited below as "Good-Natured Heroes. "
t-J

Brian Víckers, €d., Introduction, The Man of Feeling [London:

Oxford UP, L967), p. ix.

400
14
--

R. S. Crane, "suggiestions Toward a Genealogy of the 'Man of
Feelíng, "' E!g, I (December, 1934) , 206; cited. below aÉ "Suggestions
Toward a C,enealogy." See also Thomas R. Preston, "Dis'enchanting the Man
of Feeling: smollett's Ferdinand count Fathom," in Quick Springs of
Sense, êd. Champion (p. 15); cited below as "Disenchanting the I'lan of
fee-fing," Quick Springs of Sense. Yearling, in "Good-Natured Heroes"
(49L-2) also discusses this point.
t' Fo. a discussion of the importance of sensibility, see, for
exampl_e, David. s. Berkeley, "The Art of 'whining' Love," sP, 52 (July'
1955) , 483-4.
16
tt
S"horer, in "Hugh Kellyr " refers to the reformed Restoration
hero as the "'amiable raket" (400).

t'1'7 Cor1gt"rre, in his Amendments, refers to Collier's point that to
repeat the vice is to commit a fault G,. 488). see Collier, A Short
View, p. 7L.
1Ê
to

Edward A. Bloom and Lillian

D. Bloom,

"The Satiric

Mode of

Feeling: A Theory of fntentionr" Criticism, 1J- (Spring, L969), L24.
Cited below as "Satiric Mode of Feeling-"
t'lq f¡1 Wychrerley's p1ay, pinchwífe, who is himself a bad example of
a superannuated rake, makes the comment. so, what to wycherley is a
double-edged remark, to eighteenth-century playwrights becomes a
dramatic truism.
'" Steele, "The Spectator," 249, 15 December 1711, in The Spectator'
2, ed. Bond, pP. 466-7.
)1

" Steele, "The Spectator," 37O, 5 l"fay I-/I2, in lltg-tleelgler, 3,
p. 393. Winton, in "sentimentalism and Theator Reformr" in Quick
Springs of Sense, ed. Champion, points to the eighteenth-century notion
that the stage exerts an influence on the age (p. 99) ôa
tt
5"" afso Stanley Williams, "The English Sentimental Drama from
Steele to Cumber]and," Sewannee Review, 33 (October, 1925), 4O9; cited
below as "Eng1ish. Sentimental Drama."

-- In ,'Supposed Revolution" lllrme asserts that "no clear-cut genre
can be isotateãl' (p. 244) for, as he stresses, sentimental comedy is a
"complicated phenomenon" (p. 27O) .
)tr
'*
Joh¡ W. Draper, "T'he Theory of the Comic in Eighteenth:Century
Eng]andr" JEGP, 37 (April, l-938), 22L; cited below as "Theory of the Comic."

40L

'

25 *l,r"nr M.
Green, "Three Aspects of Richard. Steelets Theory of
Comedyr" Educational Theatre Journal, 20 (March, 1968), L4L¡ cited below
as "Three Aspects. "
zo

See also Krutch, Co@,

p.tfor=, e.s@-c".,trrr.,,
Tþ"
?l*-'r_
LAustrn and r-ondon: university of Texas press,

below as Drama's Patrons.

p. 252¡ Leo Hughes,
l-971_),

Lo.,do' arrdi",.,".

p. l2o; cited-

27_Frederick T.
Wood, "The Beginnings and Significance of Sentimentalcomedy," A¡tglia, 55 (193I) ¡ 369; cited below as ',Beginnings and
Significance. "
I

2R
-Arthur sherbo, English sentimental Drama [Michigan state up,
l-957), p. L66.

29 __.--.
Wrl-liam G. McCollom, "Form and Attitude in Comedyr" Drama Survey,
3 Q4ay, 1963) , 57.

-" See al-so Hume, "supposed Revolution,', p. 244i AshLey Thorndike,
English Comedy (New York: MacMi_l_lan, 1929), p. 4I3.
?1
-Sir Richard Steele, The Funeral, in British Theatre, lO, I.16.

32-And so nota]¡le a critic
as samuel Johnson, in "The Ramblerr" 156,
14 september l-751, in samuer Johnson: Essays from the "Rambrer '
t:Ad.r.rrto""r r t' .rrå "rd
yal-e
uP, 1968), contends: "is it not certain Èhat the tragic and comic
affections have been moved alternately with equal force, and that no
plays have oftner filled the eye witTr- tears, and the breast with
palpitation, than those which are variegated with interludes of mirth?"

(p.

19s

)

.

-- Hannah cowley, A Bord stroke for a Husband, in British Theatre,

L5, t-V.J_l .5U.

?¿.
-susannah centlivre, The Busy Body, in British Theatre, 1, r.í.2,
and IV.v.51. All further references will he to this edition, and will
be documented parentheticatly.

"" John crowne, city'pol-itiques, êd. John Harold wilson (Lincoln:
University of uebraska Preðs, 1967\, I.i.I7.
All further references will
be to this edition, and witl- be documented parenthetically.

^

^')

36 .lo""ph Ad'dison, The Drummer, in British Theatre L2' I'Lz' AII
'
further references will ¡e to titi= edition, and wilt be documented
parentfretically. Thorndike, in English Comedy, considers Addison's
play to be an example of morality balanced by satire cp. 351).
37 ,"u David Garrick's Bon Ton, or High Life Above Stairs, in The
Dramatii Works of Davíd Garricl<, 5, (1798; rpt. Gregg International
¡11
Publishers, L969) ' T.f .L4U L42, where the same point is made' AlI
further references will be to this edition, and will be docu¡rented

parentheticallY

.

38 Tho*r= Lockwood, "The Augustan Author-Audience Relationship:
Satiric vs. Comic Forms," ELH, 30 (-Decemberr1969) , 656'
39 Susannah Centlivre, A Bold Stroke for a Wife, in British Theatre,
L, V .i .64.

40 rrr "Reform of Comedy," Rothstein contends that Èhe play sho$rs the
' The
kinship¡ or ,,twinshipr" between "rakery and amorous decorum" (34)
quite
actually
are
virtue
decorous
and
rakery
"supposed extremes of
the
close together" (35) . Rothstein afso argues that the play "rebuts
kind
of
the
concretely,
presenting,
by
inventive
force of Collierts moral
various
the
that
and
favor
to
cfaimed
himself
moral comedy tnat cõît]ãr
apologies for comedy had presented, verballYr âs a justifying ideal"
(33).MuirrontheotherhandrinComedyofManners,claimsthatThe
T\¡¡in-Rivals is a sentimental comedy (p. 145) . See also Appleton'
fO"r¡f" C"fiantr" in English. Writerst ed. Middendorf, where he speaks of
Farquhar's originalítY þ. 148) -

4l For,a discussion of this point, see Sherbo, English Sentimental
Drama, p. 24¡. PauI E. Parnell, "Equivocation in cibberls Lgve'q Last
sfrift,"äp, SZ (Ju]y, 1960), 533; cited below as "Equivocation'" See also
¡o-nn ff.rofd lfilson, A Preface to Restoration Drama (Boston: Houghton
l,rifflin, 1965), p. l-94; B.R.S. ro"e, "corley cibber's Love's -Last shif!
and sentimental comedy, " Restoration and Eighteenth-ce+lury Thgatre
ALl Fort", "'r'ove'9 Last. -shift and sentimentar
Research, 7 (I4ay, 1968) ,6,
6^uay_i. n; Sul-livan, €d., Introduction, Colley Cíbber, P. ix.

Notes: Chapter Six

t A" John Harrinqton Smith points out in Gay Coup1e, early eighteenthcentury comedy sought to "repress rakishness and coquetry, and to
recommend the contrary ideals" (p. f99) . Cf. Congreve, 4¡nendmenlq,
p. 453
'' a S"e Daniel Dafoers Preface, The Fortunes and }Lisfortunes of the
Famous Moll- Fl-anders, &c., ed. G. A. Starr (London: oxford UP, l-97:.-),
give the History of a wicked Life repented
*
of, necessarily requires that the wicked Part should be made as wicked,
as the real- History of it will- bear; to illustrate and give a Beauty to
the Penitent part, which is certainly the best and brightest, if related
with equal Spirit and Life" (p. 2). See also Wi]l-iams, "English
Sentimental Dramar" vtho makes the point that, in spite of flaws, the
sentimental hero nonetheless possesses a heart "deeply benevolent" (415)
" See B. R. S. Fone, "Lovets Last Shift and Sentimental- Comedy,"
where he says that the recognition of a benevolent heart, even in a
wicked character, is more important than any reformation scene (14).
/l
=
Most critics contend that Cibber exploits both the witty and the
sentimental- coin-ic modes. While some suggest that the two modes are not
reconciled, oLhers argue that the two co-exist. See especially
Bateson, Eng1ish. Conr-ic Ðrama, PP. 26, 4L¡ Nicol-l, History, 2, P. 16l;
Parnell, 'Ecruivocation," 52O; Bredvold, Literature of the Restoration and
Eighteenth Centuryr pp. 9L-2¡ Fone, "Love's Last Shift and Sentimental
Comedyr" 15; Roper, "Language and Action," 49, 53; Sulfivan, Introduction,
Colley Cibber, pp. xvi-xvii, and xix- Nicoll and Bateson refer to
Cibber's comedies as instances of "genteel comedy": the "compromise" in
Bateson's terms (p. 4l), or the "adaptation" in Nicoll's terms (p. 161)'
of the comedy of manners and the sentimental strain. For a discussion
of Congrevers use of the witty and the sentimental modesr sêe Chapter IV,
pp. 97-101.

) Líncoln B. Faller, "Between Jest and Earnest: The Comedy of Sir
John Vanbruglr," MP, 12 (august, L9'74), 20¡ cited below as "Between Jest
and Earnest. "

o coll.y Cibber, Epilogue, Lovers Last Shift:
Fashion, it Eti!i!tt_rLt=g!==, 2,
403

or, the Fool in
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this edition, except where indicated, and wiIl be documented parenthetically.
7

cibber, Dedication, The Ladyts. Last Stake; or, the l^Iife's
"o11.y
in British Theatre, 3, 3. All further references will be to
Resentment,
this edition, and will be documented parenthetically.
R

" In "Between Jest and Earnestr" Faller argues that, as a "comedian
of the huma¡t conditionr" Vanbrugh "is interested in characters who are
conscious of their ma1aise." Furthermore, unl-ike the sentimentalists,
Vanjcrugh, "trusts neither in human nature nor in providence" t20).
o

p.

a
- See Vanbrughrs Vindication, in Complete Vûorks, 1, ed. Dobree,

206-

tn
-"

Colley Cibber, The Careless llusband, in Dramatic In]orks, 2, V.iii.
76. Ivluir, in Comedy of Manners, p. L28, and l-oftis, in Steele, pp.
197-8, both argue that the play captures the spirit of the witty mode.
Indeed, Loftis goes so far as to say that Cibber "supports explicitly in
the dialogue of the play the satirical theory" of comedy which the
Restoration dramatists seek to defend (p. 198). And he cites Lady
Easyts remarks as proof that Cibber here directly attacks the reformers
(p. 1e8) .
l1
-Colfey Cibber, Love Makes a Mani or, the Fop's Fortune, in British
Theatre, 2t 4. All further references will- be to this edition, and will
be documented parenthetically.

-" Although the play is frequently cited as one of the first plays to
be an "obtrusively moral play, " as Krutch phrases it in Comedy and
Conscience, (p. I0l-), most critics point to its conventional plot and
its bawdy incident. As Krutch also points out, Cibber does give
convention a "nev¡ emphasis" (p. 203). The triumph of virtue, the
presence of Amanda and the rakets realization of his errors all disting-uish Cibber's play. See also Arthur Sherbo, English, Senlimerrle!_ryemq,
p. I04; B. R. S. Fone, "Lovets Last Shift and Sentj-mental Comedy,"
L2-L3, 16 1?
-"

In "Language and Actionr" Roper points out that the play contains
"two distinct moralities and actions whose contradictions Cibber makes
no attempt to resolve" (52I . Cf . Sutlivan' ,p. xviii.
t4
-*
Parnell. in "Equivocátionr" considers Young worthy's remarks to
be an indication that Loveless' "real fault" was his "ing'enuousness: he
was naive enough.to take Restoration principles seriously" (522).

405

15 Pu.rn"l-f insists that Amanda's scheme is less "innocent" than it
is "thoroughly questionabler" a scheme which smacks of the "bawdiest of

Festoration overtones" (524) .

-- Sullivan, in Introduction, Coffey Cibber, makes the point that
the hero's humanity "provides susceptibility to the weaknesses of the
world and the flesh on the one hand, and the strength of good nature and
reasona-bleness on the other" (p. xlii).
Later, she discusses the
significance of the "metamorphosis" (p. xlviii).
I1 Roper, in
"Language and Actionr" points to Loveless' concomitant
change in language. Lovel-ess adopts Amanda's language, and slips "from
analogy and pointed contrast into her relaxed, open s}'ntax, with its
little,
unobtrusive metaphors and its large exhortations to virtue"
(53). FinalJ-y, then, Loveless' "former extravagance in vice becomes at
the end an equal extravagance in virtue" (54).
1R
*Parne11, in "Equivocationr" argues that his "worthiness" offsets
his more rakish gualities (522), and Fone I in "Love's Last Shift and
Sentimenta1Comedy,'.argueSthatYoung!rJorthy'sffiessin
the first scene counter the lewdness of some of the lines (18). Roper,
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Sharper, in William Congreve's The Old Batchel-our, makes a
connection between marriage and cures when he says to Heartwell:
whoring be purging (as you call it) then r may say Marriage is
into a Course of Physick." See Complete Plays, êd. Davis,f.í.44.

20_
-- Leech, in "Century's Endr" cites this same passage as an instance
of Cibber's "cultivation of the moral idea" prevalent throughout the
play (279). Interestíngly enough, Mirabel] gives Millamant compara-ble
ad.vice. See The Ï^lay of the World, in Complete Plays, II.i.42I .

2t_
-- Fone, in "Lovets Last Shift and Sentimental- Comedyr" considers
Hillaria, along wiffiy,
to be good. examples of the
"sententiously moral couple" of sentimental comedy C16). But Fone does
not attempt to relate Hillariats earlier behaviour to his assessment.
although he does refer to the ladies' first conversaLion together
(I.18-20). Parnell, in "Equivocationr" sees both. "the wily Narcissa"
and "the forward Hilfaria" to be more like Restoration heroines (523).
aô

-- In "Love's Last Shift and Sentimental Comedy," Fone speaks of'
Cibber's''t'@reform,''buthementionSLoVe]-ess,Young
V'Iorthy and Narcissa, Snap and the maid (I9). He ornits Hil-laria's
dramatic chanqe.

406
1,a,
" Rop"r, in discussing the opening dialogue between the ladíes
(I.lg-20), points out in "Languagle and Action" that Amanda "translates"
the analogies which her companion offers into the "language of moral
distinction" t5O). Although he does not elaborate on the point, Parnell,
in "Equivocation, " views Amanda as a later version of an Alithea or an
Angelica, rather than an Indiana. Amanda's ploys, coupled wiLh her
',forceful" and "self-reliant" nature¡ apparently account for ParneIl's

comparison (531) .

)L
"* In the play, CjJcber does refer to the steinkirk scene in The
car"I"=stHu=b..rä, in Dramatic trùorks , 2, v-77-78- In The I'ady's LãEE
@tove'nocl.sr.aayr"=y'sgesture(IV.55-56).ConsequentIy,
Sfrerbo argues, in English. Sentimental Drama, that, had Cibber been a
"true sentimentat writer, it seems unl-ike1y that he would have introduced
a direct thrust at one of the most sentimental scenes in one of his
earlier 'sentimentalr comedies" (p. 117). But Sherbo's is an odd
conrnent, given his remark that. frequently, the author's own prologues
and epilogues to their sentimental plays were anti-sentimental (p. f45).
Finally, Lady Wronglove's remarks could be construed Lo be subtle
comments on her own mordant nature, which shows her to be more willing
l_n ,crrìewe,,than rn recl-ìfw her husbandts apparent indifference to her.
And for plalnvrights to comment on their own works is conventional- See
Chapter I, P. 77*78- Bateson, for his part, in English Comic Drama
conSiderSthep1aytobe''themostSeriouSofci@be,
in fact, "a comedy of ideas, a problem play in embryo" (p. 33). Here'
unl-ike The Careless ÊIusband, Cibber il-lustrates the conduct to be
avoided þ. 32).
Lv
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25_Later, in nineteenth-centurY comedy, the erring character will
als.o suffer social discomfiture and exposure -

"" Bernbaum also considers Sír Friendly Moral to be an important
character addition to sentimental comedy. See al-so SuIlivan, Introduction,
Colley Cihber , PP. xxiii-xxiv.
)7

'' Most critics, tike Faller in "Between Jest and Earnest" L24) ,
and shaw in "Burying of the Living" (76), point to the pfay's being a
,'sequel" to Love's Last shift.
see also Mueschke and Fleisher, "ReEvaluationr" B5f; Curt A Zimansky, Introduction, The Relapse (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1970), P. xiv; cited below as Introduction,
The Relapse. But most critics do argue that Vanbrugh in The Relapse
Roper states, in "Language and
sentimentalism itself.
"titi.izes
"lr"
Action," that the play implies that "the current language of virtue
glosses an actual viciousness" (55). C. R. Kropf, in "Notes and
Comment: The Relapse and the Sentimental Mask, " The Journal of Narrative
TechniquerJ (September, 197I), offers the fol-lowing analysis: "the
maf" plot lthat is, the Fashion-Foppington p]otl presents us lvith an
ironic inversion of the same Isentimentall philosophy" (193); cited below
as "The Relapse and the Sentimental Mask."
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28 ,or a discussion of Vanbrugh's uniqueness and his contrilcution
to the dramar s€€ Mueschke and Fleisher, "Re-Evaluatíon," 887'
The Relapse; or, Virtue in Da+ger'-.td'
'n ,tt Jotrn vanlcrugh,
t.t"t".t..s will be to this edítion,
furih.=
all
Zimansky, V.v.139.
wil-l be documented parenthetically'

and

30 uut NieI, in "The ReLapse - Into Death and Damnation, "
briefly analyzes tftis p"sããgã-Tn terms of Vanbrugh's "pessimistic
eval-uation of the natuïe of man and the universe" (330), and the play's
theme of damnation (330-1).

3l o1 the one hand, Faller suggests, in "Between Jest and Earnestr"
that Lord Foppington ."may perhaps be said to anticipate the amial¡le fools
of Golds¡ruith and sheridan" (18). In "The Relapse and the sentimental
a
l"lask,,,Kropf contends that, in the main pIot, I-ord Foppington serves
on
his
function similar to Amandats. Like her, he "showers blessings
favorites and damns those who go astrayr" and his source of Christ-like
power, like hers, is money (L97). Although Kropf's comments are
of
illuminating, he relies too heavily of Paul E. Parnell's analysis
(December'
sentimental comedy, entited "The sentimental Maskr" PMLA, 78
1963) , 529-535 t'u-., NieI, in "The Relapse - Into Death and Damnationr" describes
(318) '
the "Iiteral movement" of the pi-"y -" one from country to town
Fielging
[stanford
to
John Loftis, in comedy and society from congre-ve
iiticaf of the sophisticated
UP, 1959), .tg'.r.
prefer
Vice of fashionable London" and since he "sho\t's no inclination to
even
extremes"'
rural simplicity" tp. 72), Vanlcrugh "satirizes both
though he may well prefer the town (.p. 7O) ¡ cited below as Comedy and
Amanda as the
sociåty. rròpf 's a-rgrrm"nt, which sees Lord Foppington andtheir
respective
make
false gods of "two opposed orders of realitf, " would
different
for
but
locales, the town and the country, equally suspect,
cloistered
reasons. In Kropf's terms, then, when Amanda "moves from theideal
world'
her
Iife of the country to the social realities of the town,
L97
Mask,u
' Aubrey
disintegrates." see "The Relaple and the sentimental
testing
pattern
,"utmost
of
Tryal,t" "1.o points to the
williams, in
a feature of l-ate seventeenth-century and
prominent
which is so
eighteenth-century d.rama, and he cites the "fierce trial of Amanda's
virtue in The Relapse" as an example Ca) '
33 t"rrty Ten Eyck PerrY, in The Comic Spirit in Restoration
<

Drama:

Studies in the Comedy of ¡th"t.g", Wyth"tl"y, Cotg
Russell and Russell' 1962\ ' suggests
to Love's Last shift and The Relgpse should
th"t p"rhaps the approach
rrrthe
enã of a sentimental comedy is but the
be altered to read.
the
beginning of a true comedy"' (p. 84). Kropf , in "Ttre Re-I?pse and
regard
to
is
usefulit
sentimental Maskr" also remarks: "In a sense
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[the first scene] more as the l-ast scene of Cibber's play than as the
first of Vanbrugh's" (195).
?^
-In Love's Last Shift, Loveless asks: "for who can boast
victory, *nrye
to conquer?" (V.72).

a

35-Roper, in
"Language and. Actionr" also refers to the main interest
of the pl-ot, that is, "the endangered virtue of Amanda" (57). Bernbaum,
in Ðrama of Sensibility, argues that the attempted seduction of Amanda
is @oubt
upon the perfection of Amanda" (p. 77) .
See al-so Roper,57,6l-; Van Nie1, "The Relapse - Into Death and
Dam¡ration," 329; Zimansky, Introduction, The RelapS€r p. xv.
-- Van NieI contends that Worthy's reffection makes'him the "most
worthy" character in the play C32B).
also Faller, "Between Jest and Earnestr" 25.

5ee

38-- In "Language and Actionr" Roper argues that tr¡forthy's virtue is
unbelievabl-e "because he acknowledges the uncertainty of its duration"
C6l). And, as Kropf notes, in "The Rel-apse and the Sentimental Mask,"
Worthy's speech "ends \,/ith the old pun on 'die"' (195).
39 Kropf has difficulty placing Worthy in a context
compatible with
his argument that Amanda is a false god and the sentimental mask a false
moral stance. His concluding comment is thereby weakened.: "we can
safely predict that his miracul-ous conversion will wear off even faster
than Loveless's" (195). Neither Van NieI's view, nor Kropf's, add much
to Vanbruglr-'s belief in, and representation of, the inherent "Frailty
__

of }4ankind.

"

-- See Krutch, Comed.y and Conscience, where he contends that Vanbrugh
does indeed engage in "serious discussions of ethical problems" and
mingles them with "not a little sentiment" (p. 21-5\. See also Zimansky,
Introduction, The Relapse, where he speaks of Vanlcrugh's use of verse
and contends that, in such instances, Vanbrugh is not satiric (p. xviii).
Auburn, however, in Sheridanrs Comedies, would disagree 1p. 98).
Ã(\

LI

Vanbrugh himself, in his Preface to the pfay, in Complete V,Iorks,
f, ed. oobrde, refers to the "barrenness of the conclusioã," b,-tt e.rert
here he undermines the comment when he suggests that, had the drunken
Mr. Powell (Worthy) succeeeded in his sexual attack on Mrs. Rogers
,-^.-11
--l --,
Lrrs ¡rra!
would !L^then L-have had "a very Natural Close" (p. J.2) Lrurrorruq,, !L^
/n--".i-\

4¿
Uvv!U9,

will

be

Sir John Vanbrugh, A Journey to London, in Complete hlorks, 3, ed.
fr.i-153. AlI further references will be to this edítion, and
documented parenthetically.
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of Manners, states that the PfaY is both
criticism of marriage-à-1a-mode, and "of literary sentimentalitY
humbug" (p. 133).

*.rir, in

ComedY

a

and

L4
'-

For an early discussion of Sir John Vanbrugh's interest in marital
incompatibility, see Mueschke and Fleisher, "Re-Evaluationr" 865-87B'
Later, Fal-ler, in "Between Jest and Earnestr" states that there is
pleasure in Sir John, but there is also disgust and, as Faller arguesz
,,how el-se can we respond to him, but with laughter?" (19) . On the other
hand, Antony Coleman, in "Sir John Brute.on the Eighteenth Century
Stage," Restoration and Eighteenth-Century Theatre Research' I (November'
'f969), statesr "Van¡tugh through Sír John Brute satirizes the social
ideal to which the Knight aspires--the 'Man of Quality' whose stated
preference was for 'beating the watcht and 'invading brothels.' By
ptacing in the mouth of so unmannerly a character impeccable sentiments
of the 'Man of euality' the writer implies approval of its antithesis"
(43). Loftis, in comedy and society, points to the character as a
further instance ttrat Varørugh, like Congreve and Farquhar, "had an eye
to folly and wickedness in fashionabl-e 1ife" (p. 54). This later view
would relate to Vanbrugh's own Vindication, in Complete Works, 1, ed'
¡obre/e, pp. 206-7
I ^.-^i -+a'.+
points
trlatf
out +l.rrf
Falfer
However, in "Between Jest and Earnestr"rr r^r
Lady
husband,
her
brutish
to
cuckold
inclinations
in spite of her
Brute still "is deterred from seeking' through intrigue, the emotional
satisfaótion she so sorely craves by the attractiveness of a moral ideal"
(22). See IV.iv.B4.
45

LÃ
*o

See Chapter I, p. 36-37, and Chapter III,

pp. 72-73, where other

instances of the reference to appetite are cited'
=t For a brief discussion of Cibberrs more domestic and moral treatment, see, Fallert t'Between Jest and Earnest, " 28-9

48

remark, recalls Alitheats desire to "take the innocent
of the Tovm'." see i^ril-liam wycherley, The country I{ife, in
liberty ""r
complete Playg,,.ed. weales I fI-.274. See also Chapter IlI , pp. 85-86.

49--b.or a orscussion of Clarinda and her significance to Vanbrugh's
treatment of the ideal v/oman and marital harmony, see Mueschke and
Fleisher, "Re-Evaluation," 852-854; 880-2.
uo a." Loftis, steele , where he says Steel-e here dwells on solemn
things "almost to the exclusion of everythirig humorous" (P. 187).

4

4l_0

51 o=hl"y fhorndike, in English Comedy, also calfs steele an
"evangrelist" (p. 351), and Shirl-ey Strum Kenny, in "Richard Steele and
the f pattern of Genteel Comedy, '' B, 70 (August, 1972), refers to
Steel-e as the "mentor of moral drama" (31) ; cited below as "Richard
Stee le.

Notes: Chapter Seven

t Ttr. l-ines
are quoted in Loftis, steele, p. 234. critics have,
for the most part, stressed steele'= diãããE-icis*. Bateson, in English
colnic Drama, points out that steele characteristically
pãão" ï1ar,
only a suggestion of humour (p. 44). Krutch, in comedy"rrok""
and Conscience,
afsonotesthat,since''thespectac1eofvirtuerffi,
in a large measure, to suppl_ant the pleasure of laughter,,(p g2,)
Steele, along with Jeremy Cotlier, becomes "associated with. the t Iiterary
triumph of morality and dullness" (p. 25g). Loftis and Greene would
concur' Loftis, ín Steefe, refers to Steele's "rational-e of laughterless
comedy" (p. Igg), rnã-Et"ãrr", in ',Three Aspects,,, says that for Steefe
"the comedy of ridicure and laughter is replaced by a comedy of pity
and tears" (141-) . vrill-iams, however, in "English sentimental Drama,,,
had ear.lier made the point that steere does possess a ,,natural- wit,,
(4I8) and fater Kenny' in 'iRichard stee]er" also states that steele 6oesin fact, ínfuse the comic spirit into his ptays (23) .
¿

See Kenny, ',Richard Steele, " where she explains the importance
of
"good precepts" and good examples to Steele's view of comedy (30-31).

'Krutch,

in comedy and con:grensg, makes a simirar point (pp. 234,
238) and Kenny, i.r@rines
steere,s ways of doing
so (24).
- sir Richard steele,
"Ttle spectator,,,24g, 15 December 1711, in
The spectator,2, ed- Bond, p. 466. Loftis stresses that steele always
considered the stage to be a useful- and necessary vehicle of instruction.
:::
f"th Steele, pp. 2I-22, and Comedy and Society, p. 32. See a1so
Shir1eyStrumKenny,ed.,T'trodffiusLovers(Linco1n:
UniversityofNebraskaPress,1968),p.ffita1ism,,,in
9uicE Springs of Sense, ed. Champion, pp. 106, l_10. fndeed, what
stee]e =ays in-irtrã-raËLer,,, 27r, 2 January t71o-1r, in Addison and
9!ee1e: Selections from "The Tatler" and "The
tatorr" ed. nobert J.
Al-len (New York: Holt, ninehårt
applies to his
"@whole has been to recommend
plays: "The C'eneral Purpose of the
Truth,
rnnocence' Honour, and Virtue, as the chief ornaments of Life" (p. 54).
q

Earlier, Tave, in Amial¡l_e Humorist, had noted that what SteeLe
wanted "v¡as not to attackffi
comic method but rather to
reform the abuses of it" (p. 47). Krutch, in Comedy and Conscj_ence,
411
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contends that SteeIe established "a rapport between esthetics and
morality in criticismr " and. thereby "unobtrusively l-aid down and defended
the theoretical basis of sentimental comedy" (p. 235). Hughes, in
Dramars Patrons, agrees v/ith Krutch when he, too, argues that Steele is
"the pioneer, the exponent, the exempl-ar of the new ethic" (p. 121).

o Rothrtuin, in "Reform of Comedyr contends that here Steele
"
"tried to scout hostile laughter of the sort that satire evokes, the
laughter of security, confidence, and contempt" (40).
'7

' Ernest Bernbaum, however, in Drama of Sensibility, argues that
Cibber,a1ongwithFarquhar,''set1s@arousinga
moral emotion by a pathetic appeal" 1p. 91). Loftis, on the other hand,
in Steele, concludes that only Steele's conscious "appeal to sympathy"
:-s ã-.r"iform characteristic of earlier 'sentimental' comedy." Loftis
rightly notes that Steele does indeed introduce important elements into
the comedy: exemplary characters and the avoidance of l-icentious
dialogue (p. I97). See also Green, "Three Aspects," I4L-6.
" Many critics point to what wil-tiams, in "English Sentimental
Dramar" cal-ls Steel-e's "pleasure in pathetic scenesr" which often made
him "sacrifice in their behalf the true spirit of comedy" (418). Earlier,
of course, John Dennis, in his "Remarks," 24 January I'723t in Restoration
and Eighteenth-Century Comedy, ed. McILillin, had accused Steele of
confusing the two genres, comedy and tragedy (p. 433). This same
allegation witl also be pursued by the critics of the sentimental drama.
See Chapter VIïIr pp. 2L3-2I6. See al-so All-ardyce Nicoll , British
Drama: An Historical Survey from the Beginnings to the Present Time,
5th edition, revised (1925; rpt. London.: George G. Harrap, 1964), PP.
184-5; cited below as British Drama. See al-so Krutch, Comedy and Conscience,
p. 245; Nicoll, riistorfl-lll-iõãf
rave, Amiable uumorffi
"Three Aspects, "-fZE:ã:
- Bernlcaum, in Drama of Sensibility, points to the significance of
Steete's use of the witty and the sentimental modes (p. 95), as does
Kenny in her fntroduction,'The Conscious Loversr pp. xxiii-xxiv.
t0
-" Kenny in her introductory remarks to the play. in Plays, considers
this particul-ar scene to be "one of the funniest passages Steele ever
wrote." She adds that here Steele offers "social commentary, amusement
at the idioslmcrasies of the times, and satire on social foibles"
(p. r04) .
't1
*-*

Later, Kenny calls the final act an act of melodrama (2O¡. See
also Iniifliams, "Rnglish Sentimental Dramar" 4l-8. Elsewhere, in her
Introduction to the play, in Plays, Kenny remarks that the final act
"differed so radically and so suddenly from the rest of the play that
Steele found cause to defend it on grounds of morality." She goes on:
"Act V is a highJ-y emotional condemnation of duelling; there is not one
humorous fine or one uil¡torthy sentiment. The tone is highly serious,

¿+_L5

even tragic" (p. 104).
12
-

r irr,
argues that old Bookwit "is in
in Drama of Sensibility'
play
new
contribution to the personnel of the
Steele's only wholIy
this
drama of sensibility" 1p. 91). Sherbo, in Engl-ish Sentimentaf Drama,
refers to the "emotional orgy" in which the father and son engage, and he
further claims that "the effect loses rather than gains intensity
because of the dramatistrsrelunctance to l-et well-enough alone" (p. 59).
Mignon, in Crabbed Age and Youth, suggests that Steele employs the
favourite sentimental theme of the "recovery to virtue" by dramatizing
the "temporary suppression of the sense of filial duty in a son whereby
the final Lriumph of that son's highly emotionalized morality, especially
as it pertains to l-ove of the parent, is more spectacular" (p. L17) .
-Bernbar:m,

't?
."See C'eorge Farquharrs Preface, 'l'ne'-Lwan-¡cLVars,
þarquhar, ed. Archer, pP. 144-5. See a@het"
discuss Farquhar's views.,
L4

p

.

l-01;

Bernbaum makes simil-ar remarks in Drama
fn. 1, p. 133) . Kenny notes itt tte

l_n

of Sensibility

Cfn. 2,

Lovers that, while St.eele sought to create exemplary characters, "his
1ay in creating comic ones" (p. xxiii).
!^1^-!
LAIgI¡

L

*t rn History, 2. Nicoll argues that in The Tender Husband Steele
sti]-1*riteã-lã-isentimentatvein.A]-thoughmethatín
Bridget Steele recalls "some older type of satire," for the most partt
in Nicoll's view, "the whole conduct of the plot is in this moralizing
style" (p. L92). Sherbo, while admitting in English Sentimental- Drama
that the play is a very "diverting" one (p. 72) , nonethel-ess considers
the "tender husband" pl-ot to be a serious action (p. 81). Similarly,
BernJcar:m, in Drama of Sensibility, acknowledges Steele's comic "pov/er"
in his portrait of Biddy þ. l-01-), but Bernbaum afso considers the other
plot to be sentimental. Bateson, in English Comic Drama' goes yet
further, and argues that the play is l-ike a Restoration piece (p. 50).
Kenny, in "Richard Steeler" refers to The Tender Husband as an
"unsentimental-" comedy (23), as indeed a "laughing comedy" (29). See
also Calhoun Winton, ed., Introduction, The Tender Husband (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, l-967), especially p. xvi; Sherbo, English
Sentimental Drama, p. 106.
16-In hrs discussion of "Cheerful-ness and Innocent Mirthr " the
title of-the first chapterr. Tave in Amiable Humorist cites Addison's
of the term, which refers to the "innocent social expression of
cheerfulness, thre good humor of the man who recognizes that the true
spirit of religion is amiable and sociaJ¡Ie" (p. II).

use

'l'7
. -' Tony Lìrmpkin in GoldsrnithrsShe Stoops to Conquer, and Lydia
Languish in Sheridants The Rivals o\^re a great deal to Steelets humc,a::ous
characters. See Loftis, Comedy and Society, P. 75.

'
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18_
-- Loftis, in Comedy and Society, says of Biddy: "the most charming
of Steele's female characters, ishel can by reason of her innocence and
sprightliness scaLcely be considered .an agent of any severe social satire"
(p.64). rn her introductory remarks to the play, Kenny in plays states
that Steel-e does attack "the romances and the Engl-ish taste for them,
but Biddy herself, a victim of contemporary taste, escapes unscathed;
she is never cured or even criticized for her romanticism by any
character except her ord aunt, who is scarcely a spokesman for
acceptable behavior" (pp. J-9l--2).

l9 See Berkeley,
"Art of 'Whining' Love,,, 479-496. Berkeley here
outlines the "code of love-making" (478) and the use of the word
"romantic" to describe it.
)(\
-rn "T\n¡o scenes by Addison in steele's The Tender Husband,"
studies
in
Bibliography, 19 (1966), shirley st@gry
argues that Steel-e wrote "at least most and proba-b1y all of the scenes of
Biddy¡s romance (r.i., rrr.i..
and. rV.ii)."
Kenny also notes that,
originalry, Biddy's romance was steele's "main p1ot, for which the play
was titled [The City N]rmph; or The Acgompl_ish'd Fool_sl before Addison's
scenes changed the emphasis" (225); cited bel-ow as "T\¡¡o scenes."
2L

Captain Absofute in The Rivals also urges Lydia to 1ay aside her
comfort. See Chapter IX, p. 258.

romance, and endure weal"th and
22

Kenny asserts, in."T\¡o Scenesr" that parts of Act III, scene i,
and Act v, scene i, should be assigned to Addison (2r7). So, in effect,
"Addison rather than Steele is responsible for the serious marital plot
and the conventional sword-drawing" (226). The.pfot's more comic side
she would attribute to Steele. But the "tender husband's" concern for
appearances does come out at the beginning of the play as wel_l as at
the end of Act v, scene i. This concern tends to make him less a rongsuffering husband than a foppislr, worldly one.

.

23

!üinton also suggests that any satiric criticism the play does
contain is directed against the "fashionable London society as represented
?rr¡ {.ha tender husband of the title,
Clerimont Senior" (p. xxi).
2A-fhe incident recal-Is Fidelia's "courtship" of Olivia in Wycherley's
The Plain Dealer-. Manry's aim is, of course, vengeance, while clerimont
s=.'s is ost""=ibly to reform his wife or discard her (ï.i.2rg).
see
Chapter III, pp. 83-84:

In."Richard Stee1er" Kenny asserts that, ,'until_ the moment of
her repentance, the scene is comic, and she resembles the foppish wife
satirized. in plays of the Restoration" (29). Kenny contends that, after
the "reformation, " the pray reverts to its characteristic tone (30) .
/1

But Kenny also makes the point that, since Mrs. Clerimont's guilty only
of affectatíon and is, as yet, an unstained wife, her repentance, his
brandishing a sword and her "abject apol-ogies" seem unduly "theatrical"
(30).
¿o
-"

Kenny, in "Tvo Scenesr" argues that Addison's contributions to
play
the
"extend from Clerimont Senior's tdiscoverv' of his wife to his
forgiving her" (22I).
27

in Drama of Sensibility, argues that Steele's Tender
reverses the situation dramatized in Cibber's The Careless
Husband (p. 100).
BernJcaum,

Husband

'o Most critics comment on the playts importance to comedy written
in the sentimental mode. Bredvold, in Literature of the Restoration
and the Eighteenth Century, states that in The Conscioug l:ove_rs Steele
"aefi"it"fy formul-ated the creed of sentimental- comedy," for here
Steele advocates that, "by stimulating tears, by softening the heart of
the audience, drama might revive the 'social passions' and thus induce
and sustain a moral feeling" (p. 93) . Nico1}, in History , 2, aLso refers
to the drama as "in reality a new form of drama" (p. 2). Loftis, in
Comedy and Society, calls the play "a comedy of ideas, of ideas that in
at-rátic form were in 1722 fresh and new" (p. 83). Elsewhere, in
sfocte- T,oftis also contends that the pfay's exempl-ary characters point
t" b.th its newness and its significance (p. 193) . Finally, Detisch, '
ì f there is a need for a "quintessential-r¡,rac +l-r=ri n r,sr¡nthesi
s. " 4!YUçÞ
LIlqLt
f,¡l
Jyl¡LtIgÐIo,
sentimental comedyr" The Conscious Lovers deserves the title t300).
see also Kenny's introductory remarks to the Pfay, in Plays, pp. 285-6.
,

Ðv

L

Kenny, on the other hand, in "Richard Ç.t-ep'lc - I' qfâfes that Steele
could always "manipulate all Ithel tricks of the sentimental- dramatist
and balance them against the comic efements" (24) .
29
--

,

vvÉevv

?n
t'Sir
Richard Steele, "The Tat1er," 2Ig, I September 1710' in
Festoration and Eighteenth-Century Comedy, êd. Mclr[illin, pp' 368, 369.

her Introduction, The Conscious Lovers, in Plays,
fì¡
play was to be the embodiment of Steele's theory of
that
the
indicates
(pp.
284-5)
comedy
"t

Kannw- t
¡\u¡¿¡¡f

t' Bernbaum, in Drama of Sensibility also remarks that in the play
the "comic element" (p. 1¡Z) constitutes the "subordinate incidents and
characters" (p. 133). In her Introduction, The Conscious Lovers', Kenny
states that these minor characters are "ridiculed ín the manner of
Restoration comedy" (p. xx). Elsewhere, in "Richard Steeler" Kenny
refers to the servants as the Restoration rake and coquette "descended
bel-ow stairs" (_35). In this role, Kenny argues, Tom and Phillis not
only "indicate that such love duels are out of fashionr" (35), but they

4L5a

also "parody ttre fine sentiments of Bevil and Indiana" (35-6) . See also
Burt, "Steelers Servants," 72. Other comic touches are, of course, the
foppish Cimberton's courtship of Lucinda in III -345-7, and lt{yrtle's
humorous pose in III.348-351.
" steele, in "The Guardianr" 87, 20 June I7L3, in British Essayists:
The Tatl-er and The Guardian (London: Henry G. Bohn, 1861), describes the
court=hl-p oi two servants (p. 136), which he later comically dramatizes
in Phil-lis and Tom's encounter.
34

nrrittit bears some resemblance to Melantha in Dryden's I"larriageà-tr-o¡od.. see Chapter I, pP. 33-34.
35

Kenny, in Introductionr The Conscious Lovers . argues that,
unl-ike those in Restoration Comedy, here in Steele's play the characters
"are rendered. incapable of seizing the advantages gained by their
trickeryr" and the disguise scenes "do not uLtimately affect the outcome

of the plot" (p. xxiii).

"" Kennv discusses the Myrtte-Lucinda ptot in terms of the ample
comedy it affords. See her Introduction, The Conscious Lovers, p. xxii;
Tn.l.rndrr¡l-iurv¡¡nn t The COnSCiOUS Lovers, in Plays, P. 277¡ "Richard Steeler"
34.
-'' Kenny, in "Richard Steeler" states that Humphrey, himself an
exemplar, is introduced "primarily for purposes of p1ot"; Humphrey's
sobriety and honesty lend a gravity to the main plot (33).
'o As steele declares, in "The spectatorr" 65, 15 I'Iay l-7ll' in
Spectator, 1, ed. Bond: "I will take for granted, that a fine Gentleman
Jhould be honest in his Actions, and refined in his Language" (p, 278).
El-sewhere, Steele has outlined the qualities to be found in a truly
virtuous man. see spectators 42, 5I, 75, 422 anð. Tatlers 59, 2I9. Ïn
Comedy and Conscience, Krutch remarks that in Bevil- Jr. Steele depicts
@ofthenewandreformedschooI''(p.224),andBevi1
himself is to be "a picture of the model gentleman" (p. 250). He is,
as Loftis points out in steefe, "a nevr type of hero for comedy" (p.
IB). Significantly, the play was first entitled "The Fine Gentleman"
1p. 203). Steel-e clearly seeks to show a character who is a "fit
q.rrLrìer:t- for the qnacl-etorst emulation" (p. I99) . In Amiabte Hulqori¡!,
Tave points out that wit was to be tempered with good nature (p. 13).
r.âtêr- hc dismisses Bevil as a "fal-sified simplification of a
character.' (p. 105), and Kenny in a similar vein also concludes, ín her
Introduction, Ttre Conscious Lovers: "Tn making Bevil a model- of virtue
and fitiaf o¡eaiett"e, Steet" èiãt"s a prig instead of a hero" (p'xxi) '
:

,
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The Rivals, in Dramatic Works, 1, ed. Price,

rI 'L'gg'
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In "Richard Steeler" Kenny indicates the crucial- difference
between l"lyrtle's disguise as a stuttering lawyer, a comíc device, and
Bevil's "disguise" in a suit of wedd.ing clothes. Bevil, Kenny contends,
disguises himself only in order to appease his father's i:nportunate
demands, so Bevil's pretense affords no mirth (35).

-- Kenny, in "Richard Steeler" notes that one of Stee1e's problems
was to account for Bevilrs "duplicity in dealing with his father" in
terms which would not detract
from Bevil-'s essential goodness (32¡.
Loftis contends, in Steele, that Bevil Jr.'s action does demonstrate
"how a son can have his o\¡¡n way without actually disobeying his father"
(p. 186). Dennis' remarks, however, were more condemnatory. He complains
in his "Remarksr" in Restoration and Eighteenth-Century Comed.y, ed..
McMillin, that Steete
msical"
in his treatment of Bevil's proruise to his father and in.his concealing
his passion for Indiana (pp. 4351437). The writer in "The Freeholder's
Journal, " 14 Novernber 1722, in Essays on the Theatre from EighteenthCentury Periodicals, ed. Loftis, concluded that Bevil-'s chief merit
Mthanthis,thathere1ievedafinewomanhefeltin
Love with, maintained her with the greatest Elegance, and never made use
of those Obligations to him, as a means to debauch her" (22).
a1

L)
'-

Stockwell, in Cumberl-and's 't'ne west J_nor_an, l_n
MacMill-an and Jones, says: "savage -s ttte c"=t"* tof
(IV.x.778)

.

-* In

Comedy and. Conscience, Krutch considers this sentiment to be
"one more protest against the Restoration comedy" (p. 225). Myers, in
"Plot and Meaningr" in William Congreve, ed. Morris, claims that there
are no important connections "between the complications of the Fourth
Act and the ddnouement in the Fifth, " and that the scene for which "the
whol-e was writ" is "wholly unprepared for and is without issue in terms
of the action" (p. 77). Kenny, in her fntroduction. The Conscious Lovers,
argues that, since an exemplary character cannot.display internal struggle,
Steele had great difficulty in devising an action which woul-d clearly
demonstrate, through stage action, BeviI's moral superiority.
The
famous scene, then, gives Bevil- "his only chance to exhibit his virtue"
(p. xxi). Bevil's virtuous behaviour toward. Indiana is the only other

indication, but here his action is less theatricaÌly

effective.

-- Bateson, in English Comic Drama, argues that Steele's play lacks
dramatic construction and so, "his substitute for fpJ-ot] was a lavish
ingenuity in elaborating intricacies of pLot" (p. 57). In "Plot and
Meaningr" in L{il-liam Congreve, €d. Morris, Ivlyers also considers the
play's action to be rather l-imited (p. 77). Kenny, in "Richard Steeler"
concul:s: "the only real action is that of the discovery scene, for
there is no quarrel between the l-overs, no other complication. The
playwright's task \,¡as to buil-d suspense over a basically static
situation" (34). One coufd argue, however, that Bevil- Senior's marital
¿.¿.
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arrangements for his son, as wefl as the delicacy both father and son
display to one anotherf are complications of sorts.
Aq

-" Another edition of the ptay has Sealand mysteriously remark:
yet
there's something in your story that pronr-ises relief when you
"but
it." The remark may refer to the coincidence of details;
hope
least
story does match Indiana's. or, Seal-and may be easing her
ovrn
Sealand's
rerninding
her that, in spite of affl-iction, some sudden relief'
mínd by
her aid in the past, and may do so again. But it is
to
has always come
which
confirms that Indiana is his long-l-ost chil-d; the
her bracelet
recounts
arouse his sympathy, and maybe his curiosity, but
details she
there is no hint, other than this very cryptic line (omitted in Kenny's
edition), to suggest that Sealand at this point suspects the truth abouÈ
his retation to Indiana, See The Conscious Lovers, in British Theatre,
LO, V.67 .

46-tn
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'r*'e COnSCiOUS LOVerS, Kenny alSO deClafeS

thatSt'eeï"]."-uá"";;;;=;;,1'ffit;:ì;..,o;;"v"i.""

Sealand's ovTn inexplicable change of name, and Tsabella's "very unlikely
decision not to identify hersel-f to her brother and her remarkable
Krutch, in Come4y and Conscience,
ability to hol-d her tongue" (p. xxii).
r^'¡^*ì^^
!L^
--L^*
I^^
a¡rr¡
l.Ìr¡+
--^..
that Steele "concludes with a
when he
says
Lrrë ñlprcly
a
denouement
uerÌ-Leb
scene of tenaer and almost tearful joy such as the sentimentalist liked
to offer instead of a comic dénouement" (p, 224). The writer in "The
Freeholder's Journalr" 28 November 1722, considers Lhe discovery scene
to be a "Tragi Comical-" meeting, the pathos of the reunion balanced. by
the happiness of the discovery (27). The writer in "The St. James's
Journalr" 3 Decerober 1722, in Essays on the Theatre, nos. 85-86. echoes
Steelets own view of comedy: "A Pleasure built upon the most sincere
Delight, which no sensible Mind would exchange for the momentary passant
Transports of an inconsiderate Laughter" (31).
4'7

=' See Chapter If, PP. 67-6A.
Interestingly enough, Emilia
and Young Bell-air appear in a play which The Conscious Lovers ostensibly
was designed to repudiate, but their apperance has not received much
critical attention. Dorimant seems to have attracted the most critical
attention, even Steel-e's.
AA

=" Prologue, False Delicacy, in Ptays, eds. Macgillan and Jones, I-

6, p. 7L9.

49 __
ELsewhere, in her Introduction, The Conscious Lovers, Kenny
indicates the impact the work had on the drama to come (p. xxv). See
also Plays, ed. Shirley Strum Kenny, pp. 276' 286, 29O¡ James L- L1mch,
Box, Fit, and Gaffery: Stage and Society in Johnson's London, 1737-1777
(aerkeley and Los Angeles: University of Cal-ifornia Press., 1953)' p- 39;
cited below.as Box, Pit, and Gallery- Krutch, however, in Comedy and
Conscieirce , claims that Sùeele was "a theorist more than he v¡as a
pla1'wright" (p. 49).
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50 Williams, in "English Sentimentaf Dramar" argues that sentimental
comedy reaches its climax in Cumberland, whose achievement lay "in carrying
a certain sentimental principle to its logical conclusion" (425) Cumberland, \,tilliams suggests, not only idealized humble 1ife, but he
also idealized traditional comic butts. Detisch, on the other hand,

argues, in "Synthesisr" that in this play Cunìlcerl-and effectively
synthesizes wit, knavery and sentimentalism (29L). Sherbo also makes the
point, in English Sentimental Drama, that Cumberland', along with Kelfy
extreme sentimental drama and
and others@Lir.ize
(p.
Drama
of Sensibility, Bernbaum'
in
Earlier,
L41).
audience"
its
that Cumberlandrs
insisted
element,
the
comic
acknowledging
whil-e
and the characters
the
action
determined
life"
of
conception
"sentimental
discernible
tendencies
the
(p.
in
outlining
Nicoll,
plays
267).
in his
in
A History
century
eighLeenth
the
later
of
comedy
sentimental
in t11e
(L921
UP,
2nd
edition
3,
t
1660-f9OO,
Drama,
of English
fpt._.Carnbridge
plays:
"the
in
Cumber]-and's
exemptified
[ènOency
to
onã
r"fers
1955),
a
raising
upon
intent
of
Cumberland,
pathetic
theatre
often mawkishly
(p.
154)
tear"
forth
a
sigh and calling

"" Stanley T. Ii'Iilliams' "Richard Cumberfand's West Indian, MLN, 35
(Novembert ]-92O)' 4L3.

t' o"ai="h, in "synthesisr" points to Belcour's sexuality (2g3),
and Williams, in "Richard Cu¡nlcerland's West Indianr" speaks of the
critical controversy provoked by Bel-courts "hotbloodedness" (41-4) '
sentimental traits
"' WiIli.*s outlines Cumberland's distinguishing(-4L7
,'English
, 42I) and
sentimental Drama, " 424. Both Vüil-liams
in
BernJcaum, Drama of Sensibility (p. 261 ), rel-ate Cumberland to his
predecess"rs, C:-¡¡er and Steele. Sherbo, in English. Sentimental Drama,
refers to Cumberland's "dubious honor of heading the sentimental- school
in the latter years of the century" (p. I32). More recently, Preston,
in Not in Timonts Manner, in diseussing the use of the "benevolent
inisanttrrope as =-atiristr " suggests that such a figure "seems to have
been confined to the notorious sentimental playwright Richard cumberland' "
a view which adds to Cumberlandrs treatment of characters like the West
lndian and the Jew (p . l-46) .
\4
'= Richard Cumberland, False rmpressions, in Modern Theatre, 3,
Afl further references will be to this "dftfo",-and *f11 be,
fII.i.32.
documented ParentheticallY.

q5
'John Loftis, in Sheridan and the Drama of Georgian England
(Ca-rnbridge, Mass. : narnard ue, 1gl'll, refers to Crunberland's "repugnance"
with l,ondon society, but also contends that such a harsh judgment is not
unl-ike Sheridan's (P. 19); cited befow as Sheridan.

,4'l

RÁ
""
Richard

Cumberland., The Box-LobbY Challenge,

o

in Modern Theatre,

1 .1_r. -15 5 .

ln History, I - Ni ¡o]'l slates that The Natural Son "has consideral¡le
affinities with The West Indian, " ostensibly because of its hero,
BlushenlY (p. 126)
J

t

rrrvv*¿
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*i"h.td Cumberland, Ttle Natural Son, in Modern Theatre, 3,
Í.L.í.233, 234. All further references will ue tõ-ttriã-eaiEiãí, and wirl
be documented ParentheticallY.
qq
"Nicoll, in his discussion of "romantic" in History' 3' states
that ín Fal-se Impressions the word "might be defined as 'not looking
f or inrnediate personal giain' " ( f n . 3, p. 51). The same definition coul-d
apply to Ttre Natural Son.

o'
^(\ Nicofl- makes the interesting point that False fmpressions shows
"how the sentiment.al play and the mefodrama come to coal-esce towards the
end of the'century," and Nicoll then cites the plight of Algernon, the
perfidy of Earling and the honesty as sir otiver as proof (p. L29).
Nicoll states that Cumberland, along with George Co1man the Younger,
"hploed the develanmcnl- of the mel-odrama" (p. 106) .
Irçl}/su

vu¿vr¡rrv¿¡e
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61 *ittia*s writes in "English Sentimental- Drama" that the "purpose
of lCumbertand'sl dramatic life is to instruct through feeling" (409).
See also Chapter V, PP.152-153, and Chapter X, p.308'

62 Ol-irr"r C,oldsmith, Retaliation, ín Cotlected.Works of Oliver
Goldsmith, 4r ed. Arthur Friedman (oxford: clarendon, 1966), 11. 6L-64
.na og-zo, p. 355; cited below as col-lected worksr ed. Friedman. Atl
further references will be to this edition, and witl- be documented

parentheticallY

.

63 -fncadentally, Oliver W. Ferguson, in "Sir Fretful Plagiary and
Goldsmith's 'An Essay on the Theatre': The Background of Richard Cumberlandts 'Dedication to Detractionr "' in Quick Springs of Sense, ed.
Champion, acknowledges the accuracy of Sheridan's satiric portrait
(p. 113); cited below as "sir Fretful- Plagiary," Quick Springs of sense,
ed. Champion.

Notes: ChaPter Eight

l rir John Vanbrugh, prorogue, Aesop (Part l), in Complete viorks,
2, ed.. Dobráe, p. 11. on a similar note, Garrick says in his Prologue
to Kelty's False Del-icacy: "Write moral plays - the blockhead! - why,
good peopreJ vou rI soon expect this house to wear a steeplei / F.ot
^,'-

ni a¡a r {-uvn 'l¡ual- r¡arr *---i nl-n

çi -o

i^
--rduL>t

/

I 1^
f,Þ Yutúe
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a SefmOn,

- Only

nreacherl in a<--ts." See the play itself, where Kelly says the stage
should be a "school of moralityr" in Pl-ays, eds. MacMillan and Jonest
11. 3-6, p. 7I9. and V.íi.744.

2-Andre\À/ Schil1er,

"Ttre School- for Scandal: The Restoration
Unrestored, " PMLA, 7L (March, 1956) , 694; cited below as "Restoration
Unre stored . "

' S"a George Cofman the Younger, The Heir at Law, I-79'7 , in British
Theatre , 4, where Stedfast refers to the language of the sentimental mode
as ì'modern complimentary cant"; it is the "coinage of dishonesty, - for
the profession exceeds the feeling" (TII.i.43).
n
*

Earlier, Williams, in "English Sentimental Dramar" had concluded
comedy was du]l (4O7) and that its "elements of plot
sentimental
that
and character and dialogue" weaken its dramatic efficacy t413) . See
also schorer, "Hugh Kellyr" 395; Auburn, Sheridan's comedies, p. 15.

5 aoll.y cibber, Love's Last Shiftr in Dramatic \'iorks , I, Y.iii'g2'
o In History , 3, Nicofl detects in the sentimental- drama of the
second fiaff of ttre eighteenth century "three distinct tendencies" (p'
I52)z Cibberian "genteel" comedy, the "mawkishly pathetic," and the
more "revolutionary humanitarian drama." Íhe latter tendency NicoJ-I
considers the basis of nineteenth-century poets endowed with
"humanitarian sympathy," and the first as the basis for Gol-dsmith's
/-\P.

^!+^^ì,
aLuauÃ

1(i4\
Lrat.

a

' Dougald Macl4iflan, "The Rise of Social ComedY in the eighteenth
Centuryr" PQr 4L (,January ' L962) ' 335¡ cited below as "Rise of Social
UU¡ueuJ.
^^*^,1..

ll

8_LJOSepn Addison, "The Spectator r" 40, 16 April 171I, an
Spectâtor , 1, ed. Bond, p. L69.
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9 ,.. Williarns, "Enqlish. Sentimental Drama," where he argues that
this blurring of conventional distinctions is one of sentimental comedy's
distinguishing traits (424).
tn
-"
See also Congreve, Amendments' p. 408; Sir Richard Blackmore,
Preface, Prince Arthur, an Heroick Poem, 1695, in Critical Essays, 3,
ed. Spingarn, p. 22A; John Dennis, "Defensêr" 2 November 1722, in
Restoration and Eighteenth-Century Comedy, ed. McMillin, p- 429ll-'oliver

Goldsmith, "An Essay on the Theatre, or A Comparison
Between Laughing and Sentimental- Comedy, " L773, in ldea of Comedy, 9d.
\,limsatt, pp. l-86 and 187; cited below as "Essay." All further references
wil-l be to this edition, and will be documented parenthetically.
Ferguson, in "Sir Fretful- Plagiaryr" Quick Springs of Sense, ed.
Champion, makes the point that the essay essentially objects to the
"ubiquity of the type rather than to a specific sentimental comedy indeed, one of its chief criticisms is that all sentimental comedies
were alike" (p. 117). On the other hand, Hume, in "Supposed Revol-ution,"
congiders Gol-dsmith to be "reacting excessívely to very temporary
pheno¡oena" (p. 238) and, thus, he does not accurately reflect dramatic
trends "when he impties that sentimental comedy is a bastard version of

tragedy",(pp. 24I-242). Of course, Goldsmith I'implies" such a conclusioh;
he openly states it. However, Ricardo Quintana, in "Goldsmith's
Achievement as Dramatistr" UTQ' 34 (January, 1965), considers Gold.smith's
essay to be "in the manner quite traditional- in eighteenth- century
criticism: comedy and tragedy were separate and distinct genres" (162);
cited below as "Goldsmith-'s Achievement." See also Quintana, "Oliver
coldsÍLith as a Critic of the Drama, " !E!, 5 (,Autumn, l-965) ' 446; cited
below as "Oliver Goldsmith." Loftis, in Sheridan, comes to similar
conclusions (pp. f5, L7, 76).
t' E.hoi.rg Goldsrnith, Charles Lamb refers to sentimental comedyts
"pampering" the audience "\nlith images of notional justice" and "notional
beneficence." See his essay "On the Artificial Comedy of the Last Age,"
IB22t in Idea of Comedy, ed. Wimsatt, pp. 22I-222. See also \'ü- F.
Gallaway, "sentimentalism of Goldsmithr" LI76, 1180.
añ

l?
-'John
Dennis, in his "Remarksr" 24 January 1723, in Restoration
and Eighteenth-Centr:ry Comedy, ed. McMillin' argues that Steel-e's drama
"confounds comedy with that species of tragedy which has a happy
catastrophe" (p. 433). One shoufd bear in mind Hughes' caution that while
Dennis "could make acute observations about the literature of his day,"
he also possessed "blind spotsr" particularly with. respect to Cibber and
Steele. See Hughes., Drama's Patrons, P. 81. See also Dougald
MacMillan, "David Garrick as Critic," SP, 21 (January, 1934),76, '77 ¡
Nicol], History, 3, PP. 153. But Samuel Johnson himself, in "The Rambler, "
"Adventurer, " and "Idlerr " ed. Bate, defends the "mingled dramat' (p. I94),
itself . Si.rpilarly, Charles Dickens, in Oliver
an@fe
1\¡risL, in fhe Oxford Ill-ustrated Dickens

q¿z

(Ig4g, rpt. London: oxford uP, 1970), also justifies the "regular
al-ternation"of conr-ic and pathetic scenes by referring to life itself
(p.1I8).Sullivan,however,inherlntroduction,Co]-IeyCibbgr'
suggests that sentimental comedy is cl-oser to romance tharr. to life
(pp. xlviii-xlix)
1A
*John Gay, Preface, The what D'Ye It, in Burlesque Playq of the
Eighteenth Century, €d. Simon frussfer [London and Oxford: Oxford UP,
1%g), p. 5% For recent insightful discussions of the pfay, see Ian
Donaldson, The !,Iorld upside-Down: comedy from Jongon t-o.Fiel9ing
(oxford.:cffipþ.159-I82,andHowardErskine-HiI1,''T1.Ie
signíficance of Gayrs dramar" in English Dra¡ila: Forms and Development,,
Essays in Honour of Muriel Clara nráO¡roof, eds. Marie Axton and RaYmond
idil-liams (cambridge UP, 1971), pp. 148-159.
1tr
tt
T¡ History,.3, Nicoll asserts that many writers during this period
realised tha-lÇ;Amentalism, if a]lowed to progress too far, would crush
out entirely the spirit of laughter" (p. 154). Indeed, Myers, in "Plot
and Meaning,,'in William Congreve, €d. Morris, begins his analysis of
Congreve's comedies tith the asièrtion that "the decline of English comedy
is notoriously sudden" (p. 75). In "Supposed Fevolutionr" Hume refuLes
these critics by referring to the number of laughíng comedies which were,
in fact, suecessful during this time (pp' 247, 256)'

'

1^
to

Ri.h.td Brinsley Sheridan, Prologue, The Critic, in Works, 2,
ed. price, fl. 2 and 4, P. 4g5. All further references will be to this
edition,' and wi..l-J be documented parenthetically'
t7 Ur.no.ntly, critics point to the incipient sentimentalism of
Tn their view, these dramatists h¡eaken
these eighteenth-century critics.
their criticism of sentimental drama, on the one hand, and on the other,
fail to ,,restore,' the Restoration's comic tone. See Frederick T- !ùood,
"sentimental Comedy in the Eighteenth Centuryr" Neophililogus, 18 (1933) '
2g5, 286; Nico:-I, liistory, 3, P. 157; Schil]er, "Restoration unrestored"'
passim; c. ;. narsorç "some Remarksr" fo, L2. Recently, literary critics
have come to recognize that the eighteenth-century critics of the
sentimental drama need not refute the "basic tenets of sentimental-ist
philosophy" in order to attack sentimental excess. see Yearling,
"Good-Natured Heroes, " 500tt
Fielding, "The covent-Garden Journal," 55, 18 July 1752,
"".rry
in Idea of Comedy, ed. Vüimsatt, p. 170' Preston, in Not Ín Timon's
Manner, notes: ,'During the midcentury Fielding became one of the major
ã*pontta".s of prudent benevolence" (B' 22) '
19 ol-irrut Gofdsmith; The Good NaLur'd Man, in Cof lected llorks, 5'
ed. Friedman, 1.2O. AII further references wilL be to this edition, and

will b.e documented parentheLically.
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" Critiral opinion varies with respect to Goldsmith's play. Some
critics point to the play's sentimentalism. See, for example, Thorndike,
English Comedy, p. 424¡ Nicoll, lliqtety-, 3, P. 158; Rawson, "Some
ner"arX=, tO; allan Rodway, "C'ol-dsmith and Sheridan:- Satirists of
sentimentr" in Renaissance and-Modern Essays. €d. G. R. Hibbard
(London, nortteage, teOO), i. ø'l; cited below as "Gofdsmith and Sheridan."
On the other hand, Friedman, in "Aspects of Sentimentalism," Augustan
Mitieu, ed. Ililler, argues that the play reverses the "moral distinctions"
of ="nti*entaf comedy, and makes benevolence ridicul-ous (p. 25O) - See
also Gallavray, "sentimental-ism of Gol-dsmith," IL79¡ Preston, "Ðisenchanting
the Man of Feelingr" in Quick springs of sense, êd. champion' p. 226.
Other critics, like Quintana, regard the play as satire. See "Gold.smith's
Achievement," 169-170; "O1iver Goldsmith," 445)'l
'Both Gallaway and Quintana refer to the significance of the play's
titl_e. Quintana argues that the play sets up erroneous expectatl-ons l-n
order to satirize prevailing sentimental notions. For his views of the
pfay's titl-e, see Oliver Goldsmittr: A Georgian Study (New York: Ivlaclt{illan'
l-967), p. I48¡ "itea ¡eror -s olivêr Goldsmith._ Gallaway, in "Sentimentalism of Goldsmithr " emphasizes Goldsmith's fundamental purpose:
"to check virtue by prudence" and "to ridicule extravagance disguised as
masked as universal benevolence" (1179).
generosity and gullibility
)2
'" In the character of Croaker, Goldsmith adds further bite to his
criticism. lthen he falsely believes he has received an "incendiary
letter" (IV.67), threatening destruction to him and his famiì-y (63),
the volati1e Croaker reacts with typical impatience. Croaker exclaims:
"Yes, and my universal benevolence will hang the dog, if he had as many
necksaSahydra'.(68).Moreover,Hone}rwood'sagreeingwithCroakerand
his wife, each of whom holds a contrary opinion (68), recalls sheridanrs
Joseph Surface, who wil-f also agree with whatever opinion is the most
recently given. see The school for scandal , in Dramati_q I^Igrks , I, edPrice, r.i.364. rn Hòne1'wood's case, this basically affable temper'
which hates to disagree, will later be condemned as an absurd "assuidity
to please" (The Good Natur'd Man, V.75), neither placating others nor
forwardinq the cause of truth and merit)?

" G-llaray, in "Sentimentalism of Goldsmithr" refers to the
importance of prudence (1179), and Preston, in "Disenchanting the Man of
feálingr" in euick Springs of Sense, ed. Champion, refers to the necessity
both for prudence and discrimination (p. 226).
24 *i"h-.d Helgerson, "Ttre T\¡¡o Vlorlds of Oliver Gotdsmithr" !E!,
13 (Summer, 1973) ¡ 528. But llelgerson also argues that, if he is to
remain avtare of the deceptiveness of others and "to see through the
false appearances of the world" (532), Sir Vfillian and all good-natured
men must \Àrear a "prudent disguise" (528), a "dissembling, self-protective"
mask which also guards them from fal-ling into indiscriminate and
excessive benevofence (53); cited below as "T\oo Worfds"' However' in

424

discussing Sir l^iitliam's rol-e in the play,critical opinion has been
varied. See, for example, ParneII, "sentimental Maskr" 531; Quintana,
oliver C.oldsmith, p. I48.

t5 ,a, "T\¿o vüorldsr" Helgerson argues that, "in the world of Georgian
comedy," folly can be accepted but not knawery (526-7). Thus, Honelrvuood's
"betrayal" of his friend does not brand him as a knave, and comic
exposure is reserved for Lofty, a fop whose undoing "echoes and amplifies
that of Honeywood" (527). If, however, as I argue, Honel¡wood is a foolish
exemplar of sentimentalism, then he does indeed suffer fitting comic
punishment for the excesses and follies into which his misguided notions
lead him, and one of those mistakes is his betrayaÌ of r-eontine.
26
John Harrington Smith, in "Tony Lumpkin and the Country Booby
rTrzna in Ãn*o¡arlent English Comedyr" PMLA, 58 (December, L943), posits
that the bailiff scene may be "a much'cleaned-up' version of IV,i, in
The blild Gall-ant, where Constance and Isabe]le, happening in at Justice
Trfck's, c.t"h Loveby in bad company which the embarrassed hero is
compeJ-led to try to pass of as ìPersons of Quality of my acquaintance"'
fJ.È.V

(fn. 26,

LO47)

.

Lt Many critics acknowledge this aspect of Ketly's work. See, for
example, Schorer, "Hugrh Kel-Iyr" 390; Sherbo, English Sentimentaf Drama,
p. L47.
:*
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Cumberl-and, Advertisement,
British Plays from the Restoration toj820, 9_d. Montrose J. Moses,
(Boston: Little, Brown, 1929), P. 713.
28

)q
-Williams, in "English Sentimental Drama," considers the combination to
be "ingenious" (422) , whil-e Ra\^rson, in "some Remarksr" argues that the
title of the play suggests that it is not "a straightforwardly sentimental p1ay" but, rather, a play designed to be funny (f0).
2ñ
-"
Schorer, in "Hugh Kellyr" refers to the loverst "impossible
sensibility" (394). Rawson, in "Some Remarks, refers to their "extreme
deJ-icacy" (Il) . Both critics argue that these attributes form the basis
of the complicated Plot,

31
-- _For an analysis of the term "candour" in eighteenth-century
writings, see Mary Claire Randolph, "'Candour' in XVIITth-Century Satire,"
RES, 20 (January, L944), 45-62. Randolph suggests that the "deterioration of this single critical term" mirrors "the decay of the genus
Satire" (_45) , for "candour" soon connotes, not kindliness and plaindealing, but "rank hypocrisy on the part of both. satirists and readers"
(6r) .

32 ,or a discussion of Cecil and Mrs. Harley as instances of common
Sense, See Schorer, "Hug'h Kellyr" 390-l, and Rawsonr "Some Remarksr" 8,
to. Tompkins, in "Didacticism and sensibilityr" in Popular Novef in
England, speaks of the compromise manyrwriters of the period depict;
they provide instances of sensibility as well as models of common
sense (P. 1I0).

33

further discussion of rel-ly's dramatic methods, see, Bernbaum,
"or
Drama of Sensibility, p. 226¡ Quintana, "Goldsmith's Achievement," 165;
1O7.
L"f@
1A
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Rodway and Lynch discuss the ptay as farce, while Appleton and
McCarthy treat the play's pattern of contrasts. See Rodway, "C'ofdsmith
and Sheridanr" p.69; Lynch, Box, Pit, and Gallery, p. 190;

Appleton,''Doub1eGa11ant,''i@.Middendorf,p.L52¡
B. Eugene McCarthy, "The Theme of l,iberty in She Stoops to Conquerr"
University of ldindsor Review, 7 (Fa]1, L97I) , I¡ cited below as "Theme
of Liberty,. "

tt oli.rur Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, in Collected tr'iorks q
art r.riortmen- .\/.2].4 and f .II4. All further references will be to this
edition, and will be documented parentheticalty. For a discussion of
MLss Neville, see McCarthy, "Theme of Liberty," 6!

¿v\4lrg¿¡,

'" C,oldsmith, ',Chapter XI ," An Enquiry into the Present State of
polite Learning in Europe, Ín @
I, ed. Friedmânr P. 32o.
Drama of
See
Bernbapm,
Goldsnr-ith's
"lownessr"
of
¿iscussion
for a
in Popular
and
Sensibility,"
p.
Tompkins,
262;
"Didacticism
Sensibility,
492.
Heroes,"
pp.
Yearling,
"Good-Natured
112-Il3;
Ñovel¡
.

37 uot a discussion of Tony's importance to the play, see Thorndike,
Engl-ish Comedy, p. 428; McCarthy, "fheme of Liberty, " 2. In Sheridan,
Loftis calls Tonv a "benevolent eccentric" (p. 19).
38 Fot a discussion of Sheridan's attack on the sentimental muse,
see Williams, "English Sentimental Drama"' 423; Samuef Maceyr "Theatrical
Satire: A Protest from the Stage Aqainst Poor Taste in Theatrical
Entertainmentr" in The Varied Pattern in the Eighteenth Century, eds.
Peter Hughes and David. VJillia¡ns (Toronto: A. M. Hakkert, L97I), PP. I223; cited below as "Theatrical Satire." See also Yearling, "GoodNatured Heroes., " 493.
39

Fielding makes a similar point. See The Historical
for the Year l-736, in Eighteenth--Century Drama: .Afterpieces,
Register""rrty
¿d. Richard I¡ù. Bevis (.London and Oxfor,il: Oxford UP, 1970), where the
first player confesses to Sowrwit that he "can't tell" whether the play
to be rehearsed is a tragedy or a comedy (T.i-14).

4ZO

40_For a dÍscussion of this point, see
Quintana, "C'oldsmith's
Achievement," 164; Hume, "supposed Revol-ution," pp. 256' 265¡ Detisch,
"Synthesis," 29l- , 292; Sven Bäckman, This Singular Tale:_A Study of
'T'he Vicar of Wakefield' and its Literary Background. (C.Vl .K. Gleerup Lund,
1971), p. 24O.
-- ceorge Co1man, The Jealous Wife, in British Theatre , 4,
AlL further references wil-l be to this edition, and will
III.ii.52.
A1

documented parentheticalJ-y

be

.

u/
--

Satire of this sort, directed against aristocratic excesses,
recall-s both the Restoration's more amused treatment of the fop and
Sheridan's picture of sneering society in The School for Scanda].
Yearling says, in "Good-Natured Heroesr" that Sheridan "revives Restoration criticism of the aristocracy in picturing the nastiness of a
society of Sneerwells, Backbites, and Candours who are neither genteel
nor benevolent". (496) . Harriet's sniping appraisal- al-so conforms to
this tlpe of criticism, although her comments are more bitingly direct.
Âa

For a discussion of the play, see W. K. I,Jimsatt, ed., fdea of
Comedy, fn. 4, p. J-78¡ Hume, "Supposed Revolutiorl ," p. 243¡ El-izabeth
P. Stein, David Garrick, Dramatist (New York: Benjamin Blom, 1967),
100

-' In History , 3, Nicoll proclaims Murphy to be one of the most
important ¿ramatists who "perpetuated the style of Congreve" (p. 162).
And J. Homer Caskey, in "Arthur Murphy and the tr^7ar on Sentimental
comedy," 9E99, 30 (1931), likewise pronounces Murphy to be "one of the
chief defendeis of the o]-d comic tradition" (564); cited bel-ow as
"Arthur Murphy." Hume for his part, in "supposed Revolutionr" concludes
that Gol-dsmith, viewing comedy as "goodnaturedr" becomes "much l-ess a
follower of Restoration satiric practice than is a writer like Arthur
Murphy" (p. 265) a.L

, a.\
'- Most critics acknowl-edge the pfayts vein of ridicule as welf
its sentimental one. See Thorndike, Engl-iSh Comedy, p" 424¡ Caskey,
"Arthur Murphyr" 571-; Hume "Supposed Revolution, " p. 25O.
¿+()

llÀqne¡J-q

as

For a discussion of Ma1vil, see Caskey, 574, and Friedman,
of Sentimentalismr" Augustan lvlilieu, ed. Millerr P. 249.

LT

Addison, "The Spectatorr'! 40¡ 16 April 17II, in The Spectator,
1, ed. B.ond, p. 170.
LR
--

David Garrick, 'l'ne Lvr_nq val.eE , in Dramatic Works , L, I.35.
Al-1 further references wilt be to this edition, except where indicated,
'ãnd

wil-l be documented parentheLicallv

.
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49 c-tti.k, Epilogue, Thê Lying valet, in Britísh Dramatists from
Dryden to Sheridanr 'êds. George H' Nettleton and Arthur E, Case (Boston:
f939) , I- 49, p. 646¡ cited below as British Dramatists,
Ho"øton itifflin,
case.
and
Nettleton
eds.
50

virgil R. Statl_baumer, "Thomas Holcroft: A satirist in the
Stream of Sentimentalismr" ELH, 3 (Ir{arch, 1936), 4L¡ cited below as
"fhomas Holcroft. "
Ut ,o*. critics see the play as sentimental while others regard it
as manners comedy. see Bernbaum, Drama of sensibilityr PP. 218-2l-91
24I¡ Thorndike, Bnglish comedy, p. 425¡ Quintana, "Goldsmith's Achieve, n- 179; Hume, "supposed
mentr" f65; wims
253-254.
Revolutionr " PP .
"- oliver Goldsmith,
5, ed. Friedmaù, P. 227.

Þrof:np.

Plrrtarr--hts

LiveS

in Coflected l¡iorks

t' Lofti=, in Sheridan, argues that there is no incompatibility
,,between a comedy tftat arat*tizes the emotional and ethical attitudes
many of us are accustomed to associate with eighteenth-century sentimentalism, and a didactic comedy that evokes laughter and satirical
perception by ridiculing persons who are vain, affected, foolish, or
malignant" (p. l0).
54
Andrew Schiller, in "Restoration Unrestoredr " acknowledges
",r.r,
of sheridan's play, which he terms "one of the
the craftsmanship
-triumphant examptes of the yoking together of opposed forces into a work

of art"

(1O4)

.

Notes: ChaPter Nine

t Loftis, in Sheridan, points to Sheridants use of traditions and
to his unique dramatic qualities (p. 7), one of which is a "firmly
conceiVed moral vision of tolerant good sense and compassion" (p. fl).
'2

' Fc.t a discussion of Sheridan and his "sentimentalismr" see
Schi1ler, "Restoration Unrestored.r" 694-704; Marvin Mudrick, "Restoration
Comedy a¡d Later," in English Stage Comedy, English Instítute Essays, ed.
w. K. I{imsatt (New York: Ams Press I 1964), p- I15; Muir, Comedy of
Manners , p. 157; A. N. Kaul, "A Note on Sheridanr" in The Action of
Èngl-ish comedy (New Haven: Ya1e UP, tr970) r PP- 131, l-36; SamueÌ L'
Ma.ey, I'Sheridan: The Last of the Great Theatrical Satiristsr"
Restorat-ion and Eighteenth-Century Ttreatre Research, 9 (November ' L97O) t
lZ; f,"onrrd J. Leff, "sheridan and Sentimentafism,".Restoration and
Eighteenth-century Theatre Research, 12 (May, 1973) , 36-7, 46¡ Madeline
(London: Alten and Unwin,
on
Sheridan"; Macey, "Sheridan,"
as
Kauf,
p.
befow
"Note
Cited
223.
1973),
Bingham, Sheridan.

3 Ri.h.rd Brinsley Sheridan, The Letters of Rlchard Brinsley Sheridan,
1, ed. Cecil- Price (oxford: Clarendon, L966), P- 6f; cited below as
Letters, ed. Price. Wilde also deprecated the realism of contemporary
wriÈers. He ext¡lted instead things which were "not quite true, but
, in Complete Works,
should be." See his The Importance of Being
A

wl_

l--L

aichard Brinsley Sheridan, A Scot_chma¡r, in Dramatic Works , 2, ed.
p. 804. Alt further references wiII be to Ef,is eaitiont, -tA
documented parentheti cal IY

.Þe

.

- See Chapter IV, PP. 97-100.
o Thorndike, in English comedy, remarks on the importance of
sense" to Sherid.ants The Rivals, (p.435) -

"good

'Fot a discussion of Sheridants place in dramatic tradition, see
Sailendra Kumar Sen, "sheridanrs Literary Debt: The Rival¡ and Humphrey
ll
ñ'l i nLar
MLQ, 21 (December, l-960), 291-ã00; ru.riã-E'tããtt, ttt" attÇ.eSheri¿anrs Faulklandr" PQr 49 (April, l-970) ' 266-8; cited
a""ts
as Sen, "Sheiidants Literary Debtr" and B1och., "Antecedents."
below "t
v!¿¡ulÞ!

t

424

429

See also Hume, "Supposed Revolutionr" pP' 268-27L'

t *.
Sheridan, Prologue, A Trip to Scarborough, in Dramatic Works,
".
2, ed. Price, 1. 10, p.51L. AIl further references will be to this
edition, and will be documented parenthetically.
9 *.
sheridan, The Duenna, in Dramatic Workd, 1, I.iii.237".
will be to this edition, and will be documented
further references

parentheti calJ-y

All

.

t'1n R. B. Sheridan, St. Patrick's_Day, in Dramatic Works, L, I.i.166.
All further referet""= will be to this edition. and wilf be documented
parentheticallY
l1
tt

Eufogizing

lsaacts

"sense"

and the duennats

"beauty,"

Carlost

song, "studied for the occasionr" ironically suggests that they are a
comic pair "justly form'd to meet by nature" and that they will- receive
For a discussion
"Each blessing equal to ftheir] merit" (II.ii-254).
n' 19, p. L97.
and
77,
Auburn,
P.
see
of Carl-os,
@,

t'1) A Trip to Scarborough rarely receives much critical atténtionwno do mention ít usualty damn it as a
On the otre tutta, tno="
"ritics
bastardized version of the original. See Rodway, "Goldsmith and
Sheridanr" P, 66; Bingh*, .9hrgg¿gen, p. 223¡ KauL, "Note on Sheridan"'
p. 137. On the other hand, Hume, in "Supposed Revol-utionr" remarks on
its "earthy vigor" çp. 27O). Auburn, in Sheridan's Comedies, discusses
the play in greater detail, focusing on sheridan's changes to the
original (,Chapter IV, PP. 81-104).
1?

B. Sheridan, the Vicar of Wakefield, in Dramatic Works, 2,
ed. Cecil- Price, p. 801. A1l- further references rifi ¡.-to tfti= edition,
and will be documented ParentheticallY.
-tL
t*
Bloch, in "Antecedentsr" indicates some of the sources for
sheridan's comi.c portrayal of the jealous l-over (267-8). See also
rnftì s - She,r1 dan r¡hpro he r:onl-ends that Sheridan is pre-occupied with
Aepictirrg-ttte "rreurotic personality" (p. 112) .
JlI

UIÐ

t

Jrrçlf

sq¡¡,

1(
tt
S"", for example. Gatty's song in Etherege's She Would If'She
Could, ed. Taylor, V.i.109. See also Chapter If, PP' 48-49.
1^
to
Scattered throughout the play are references to "aJrsolute - " For
examp]e, Mrs,. Plalaprop has "fal-len absolutely in love with a tall Irish
baronet" CI .ii.8I), .and Acres swears "absolutely" to polish l-ike the
So, too, is the Captainrenowned forhis "absolute
gentleman (II.i.9.5).
sense" (III.i.lo4) . f ronically, though, to be absol-ute is to risk
immoderation. Se1dom is a character, even the Captain, abfe to sustain
a fixed mode of behaviour. But he alone possesses a restraining judgiment
which consistently checks him at times when he could falI into excess.
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Auburn, in Sheridan's Comedies, mentions the importance of

common sense

to Georgi-n@zs).

lt ,o*u critics

view the ptay as a concession to sentimental-ism.
of Sensibil.ity, p. 253; Nicoll, British Drama,
p. I94¡ Mudrick, "Restoration Comedy and Later," in Engfish Stage Comedyt
ed. Wimsatt, P. 116; Macey, "Sheridalr" 2'7; Kaul , "Note on Sheridanr"
pp. t4O-14I; Leff, "Sheridan and Sentimentalism," 37-38, 4O-4L; Mark S.
Auburn, "The Pleasures of Sheridan's fhe Rivals: A Critical Study in
the Light of Stage History," Il, 72 (February, 1975), 256' 264¡ cited
like Thorndike
bel-ow as "Pleasures of Sheridants Riva1s." Some critics,
in E¡glish Comedy ¡p. 431) ana au¡[rn in "Pleasures of Sherida¡'s
Rivals, " (265 , 27L), view Julia and Faulkland as sentimenLal lovers,
and consider their presence to be a major flaw to the work. See also
Auburn, Sheridan's Comedies, PP. 35, 59. On the other ha{rd, Hume, in
"Supposed Revolutionr" sees the contrast between the two pairs of fovers
to be comic (p. 268). Ißff , in "Sherida¡r and Sentimentalism," 38,
KauI in "Note on SheridêD," P. 148, and Jack D. Durant in "Sheridan's
'Royal Sanctuary': A Key to ltre Riva1s," Ball State University Forum'
14 (winter, L913) , 29, all- remark on the importance both of contrast
and of Jack's sense; cited below as "Sheridan's 'Roya1 Sanctuary- "'
See Bernbaum, Drama

]-B

-r1-- sentimental--^-!i-^*!^l
See
crrtics see Faulkla¡d as undoubtedly
in
however,
"Goldsmith
Letf., "Sheridan and Sentimentalismr" 3T. Rodway,
and Sheridan" t71) and later Durant in "Sheridan's 'Roya1 Sanctuary"'
(28) find Faulkland's presence a puzzle. Others, like Sen in "sheridan's
Literary Debt" (300) and luluir in Comedy qf qqn4erq (p. 161-), regard
Faulkland as a caricature of the man of sentiment. Auburn, in Sheridan's
Comedies , considers Faulkland to be Lydia's male counterpart (p. 55),
but he afso explores the psychological depth. of the jealous character
(pp. 5s-57) .
some

lq
t'E.rrt
discussions on Sheridanrs treatment of Jul-ia do vary in their
Bernbaum, in Drama of Sensibility, had spoken of
Earlier,
emphasis.
Faulkfand's "unhappy temper," ïeformed by Jul-ia's correspondingly gentle
temper (p. 253). Kaul, in "Note on Sheridanr" points to Ju]ia as "the
epitome of goodness, patience, sense, sensibility" (p. LAl), and Durant'
in "sheridan's "Royal Sanctuaryr"' likeutise extols her as "an authentic
portrait of Sheridar¡ts ideal womanr" one who is to be "open, honest,
above pretense, above caprice" (28). Rose Snider, in Satire, echoes
parnell's complaint Lhat the sentimental figure smugly extols his own
virtue and moral superiority, but Snider goes on to suggest that, in the
context of Lydia's absurdity, Juliats sobriety cannot be treated
seriously tpp. 48-49). Sheridan, in this view, caricatures the sentimental heroine, and treats her in a "mock-serious" manner (p. 47). For
Leff, in "sheridan and SentimenLalismr" Juli.a is the golden mean (41)
and for Auburn, in "P1easures of Sheridan's The Rivalsr" the scenes
between Julia and Faulkland are as sentimental- as they are comic (264-5) fn Sheridan's Cornedies, Auburn calls her "passive" (p. 48), "sensible"
and "sentimental" (P. 58)

,

431

,0 o= Loftis says in sheridan, the language of sheridan's characters
õo**on images used in unexpected ways"
achieves its witty .tf..tt-61
1p. 90) .
2f nop",s lines read: "'Tis not enough no Harshness gives offence, /
An ESSay
The Sound must Seem an Eccho to the Sense." See Al-exalder Pope,
Geoffrey
eds'Eqg-Ii--srt,-L+teratn{e,
å"-a;rfr"t=*, in rigtteenth:cettt.lty
Tillotson, PauI Fussell, JI., ana u^rshatl vlaingrow (New York: Harcourt'
Brace and Worl-d, L969), 11. 364-5, p' 559'
'

22 ,n the eighteenth century, foolishly romantic heroines are, in
manyways,traditional.BiddyinGarrick's}[iss.inHgrTeeng,Miss
Fuz in Garrick's A Peep Behind the Curtain,.and Biddy in Stee]-e¡s of other
For a discussion
tic'
The Tender Husban
po".ible rorrces-f see coleman O. Parsonsr "smollettrs Influence on
39-4Ii
Sheridanrs 'The Rivalsr"'Notes and Queries, L64 (January, 1933),
Sheridan's
of
Sources
lrririam Gabriel and Paul UrresctLe, 'tWo Contemporary
The Rivals,,' PMLA, 43 (March, Lg28), 237-250. Auburn,'in sheridan's
@-oi,,t=toLydia.suniqueness(p.55).However,Laurettain
Str"riaan = own St. patrick's Day and Louisa in The Duenna also help to
i11uminateboth@inclinationsandFau1ktand'sromantic
and
desire to be sentimentally beloved. see st. Patrick's Day, f-ii-l-70
fragment,
If I .ii .Lo7', and The Duenna, T .ii i.236. See also Sherid'an's
the Vicar of Wakeflãfã, *hète the heroine delights in "filling her head
[withJ novels" (P. 803) see
,o, a discussion of Mrs. Malaproprs conventional character,262'
'3,,Note
ReVolUtion,"
P'
Hume,
"suppOsed
on sheridan." P. L4I¡
Kaul ,
'
other critics stress both her conventionat attributes and her uniqueness
of
Auburn"'Pfeasures
292,293;
See senr "sheridan's Literary Debtr"
tRoya] Sanctuary""
Sheridan's The Rivafs,- 266-267; Durant, "Sheridan's
24,26; Auburn, "sheridan's Comedigs, P' 37'

,4 ,n Development of English Dr+ma, H.rrn: speaks of "exemprary
he sixteen-eighties (P' 377) '
comedy" as an
"
sets of lovers apart, Kaul argues in "Note on
'5 *hta keeps both(.p145) ' Auburn, in "Pleasures of Sheridan's
Sheridanr" is caprice
of
The Rivatsr" would deny Julia any active part in the comic exposure
tZO:l .
""".=t
26 ,." Chapter V, PP. 138-140 and Chapter XI' PP' 3IB-3I9'
2f ryðiurs hiding her sentimental novels in closets and under
toilets comments on the essential comedy of her attempt to l-iveto the rife
of a sentimentaf heroine. As a "female Quixote," Lydia fails on
distinguish "romance from real lifer" as Kaul puts it in "Note

A1a

Sheridan" (p. L41). Sir Anthony AbsoJ-ute also offers a glimpse into the
effect which he thinks fiction, exemplified by the notorious lending
"Madam, a circulating library in a
libraries, can have on real- life:
knowledge-: - It blossoms
of
tree,
diabol-ical
is,
as
an ever*green
town
that they who are
MalaProP,
yearl
it,
lulrs.
on
the
And
depend
through
fruit
at last" (I.ii.
for
the
long
the
leaves,
will
so fond of handling
See
al-so Durant,
be
suspect.
is
shown
to
85). But his understanding
|
26
"Sheridan's 'Royal Sanctuary , " .
)Q.
'"
while, in Sheridan, Loftis says that Charles Surface "wins his
lady by qualities of the heart rather than by clarity of mind" (p. 10),
Loftis does not menLion the Captain. He does note that Sheridan avoids
"pathetic Fituations" in his comedies (p. 10), but does not account
for the duel and the distress it causes.

2q
"Cf.. Sen, "sheridants Literary Debt," 296. However, in Act III'
scene iv, Sir Lucius confides to Acres that a "gay captain" has affronted
him and his country (117) and, yet, here, Sir Lucius mentions the
"affront" only after he has successfully provoked the Captaín lo "quarrel
genteely" (IV.iii.128) .

30_For a discussion of the duel and its relation to Jack's sense,
see Sen, "Sheridan's Literary Debtr" En. 9, 297¡ DwranL, "Sheridan's
'Royal Sanctuary,'' 27 .
" cf. I-eff, "sheridan and Sentimentalism," where Leff argues that
this second prologue does not change the sentimental tone of the
comedy C4I).

32' Leff considers this speech to be sentimental simply because
Julia utters it (41). Auburn in Sheridanrs Comedies calls it a "moral
-F¡¡lt
u4Y

(n
\.t,.

I ?q\

¿JJl.

33 Drro.rrt in
"sheridan's 'Royal Sanctuary"' concludes that only
good sense, which corrects folly and whimsy, will ultimately yield a
social harmony (30).
?4
-For a discussion of the play's witty attributes, and Sheridan's
use of them, see Muir, Comedy of Manners, p. l-62; Hume, "supposed
Revolution," p.269; Arthur C. Sprague, "fn Defence of a Masterpiece:
tThe School for Scandalt Re-exarn-ined.," in English Studies Today, ed.
c. T. Duthie (Edinburgh UP, 1964), p. 128; cited. below as "Defence of a
Masterpiecer" English. Studies Today, ed. Duthie. See also Leff,
"Sheridan and Sentimentalism," 3f, 42¡ Macey, "Sheridan," 37, 38¡ Auburn,
Sheridan's Comediesr pp. 108-9.

?q
rf,
App1eton, in "Double Gallantr" in English llriters, ed. Middendorf,
notes the surface similarities between Etherege and Sheridan (p- L46) Schiller, in'"Restoration Unrestoredr " notes Sheridan's simifarities to
Wycherley (698). Most critics do point to Congreve as Sheridan's model,
but some, like Muir in Comedy of Manners, also refer to VarÙcrugh (p. L62) '
Loftis, in Sheridan, finAJ The School for Scandal most closely to
l,rycherley, Congreve and Vanbruqh 1p- 93).

36 --. ..
wath respect to the scandal scenes, see also Yearlingr "Good:
Natured. Heroes," 496; James L. Lynch, Box, Pit, and Gallery, p' L'79'
Most critics, however, do not regard either the title or the scandal

scenes.to be of any importance to the play as a whol-e. see Leff,
"sheridan and sentimentalismr" 43; Mudrick, "Restoration comedy and
Later," in English Stage Comedy, ed. Wimsatt, pp. 115-6; Schiller,
"Restoration Unrestore¿r" 699,7O2; Kaul, "Note on Sheridanr" P. L31.

t7 *orru.td J. r-€ff , "The Disguise l"lotif in sheridan's The School- for
¡i +a¿ì
Scandal, " Educational Theatre Journal, 22 (December, L97O) , ru^"(A '
^1 -.' I Þ
^
¡efor as "Disguise Motif." Loftis, in Sheridan, refers to Lrrc PraJ
22)'
life"
London
fashionabfe
tp.
in
depravity
of
"vision
38 a,r*b.tland's view of the town and of appearances ls much more
condemnatory, and l-ess comic, than Sheridan's. See ChaPter VII, p . 2OL-2O2.

39 rn ,,Disguise }4otif , " Leff suggests that gossip is another form
of disguise (350).
n0 *i"n-td Brinsfey Sheridan, A Portrait:
Addressrd to a LadY with
the Comedy of t-þe Schóol for Scandal, in Dramatic Works, l, ed, Price,
11. 21 and 23, p. 351. All further references will be to this edition'
and will be documented parenthetically41 o= Loftis says, in Sheridan: "The malice of the gossips in
School for Scandal poses questions concerning human benevolence"

1p. ee) .
42 ,. R. deJ. Jackson, in "The fmportance of l,üitty Dialogue in The
School for Scandal," MLN, 76 (November, 196I), discusses passages such as

æolEneirthematicsignificence,butintermsofwit
for wit's s''ake (602) ¡ cited below as "Tmportance of Witty Dialogue."
4t ,." chapter X,

pp. 2gg.

44 see ¡Liraberl's suÍrmary, Ttre way of the vüorld, in complete Plays,
ed. Herbert Davis, I.i.401.

434

45

crrtics point to the superficiatity of Joseph's vilIainy.
See Kaul, "Note on Sheridârt," p. 138; Schiller, "Restoration Unrestored,"
'7O3i Appleton, "Double Gallantr " in English Writers, €d. Middendorf, P.
155. Other critics see Joseph's character in terms of his "sentimental
knavery" and Sheridan's comic treatment of the man of sentiment. See
Yearling, "Good-Natured Heroes," 496; Muir, Comedy of Mannersr PP. 162-3¡
Leff , "Disguise Ivlotif , " 353. Auburn, in Sheridan's Comedies i compares
Joseph's intel-l-igent villainy to classicat punitive comedy (pp. 109-110).
46

Some

!L
ti ^^
^-----^!:
^- --:
- -i r--- r - pre-occupation
^*+i
bec
artii-Lue'
with
---^
a qrscussion of ^rSheridan's
Leff , 351. Appleton, in "Dou_ble Gallantr" in English inlriters, êd.
Middendorf, argues that plalrwrights in the eighteenth century were "in
search of a gentleman-hero and a new tradition of manners" (p. 153) --B'or

47

:¡--r-!!i!--r^
towards the scandal-¡.'or a orscussion of Shericfan's attitude
mongers¡ See Rodway, "Goldsmith and Sheridanr" P. 68; Jackson, "ImporLance
of Witty Ðialoguer" 602; Leff, "Disguise Motif," fn, 8, 352¡ Loftis'

Sheridan, pp. 86-7 48
--

Joseph himsetf predicts his own downfall when he says: "sincerely
I begin to wish I had never made such a Point of gaining so very good a
character - for it has led me into so many curs'd Rogueries that I doubt
See Congreve's The DoubleI shall- be exposed at last" (If.ii.384).
V-i -2O3. See al-so
ed.
Herbert
Davis,
Pl-ays,
in
Complete
Ðealer,
pp.
IV.
L24-L25.
Chapter
AO
=Mrs. Candourts character is another instance of Sheridan's
Her very nane' fori-example, links her to
comic portraiture.
skilfult
eiqhteenth.-century benevofism. See Randolph, "tCandourr in XVIIIth=
Century Satire '" 45-62; Tave. Amiable Hurne-rès'q, r.n L.25' Þroqtrrn - NOt in
Timonts Manner , p. 19. For a discussion of the "fal-l-en womanr" see
Chapter X, pp. 304-305.

t' Pti". in his articl-e "The Cl-are Sheridan lulSS. in the eritish
I¡reatre Museum," 'Theatre Notebook, 2gz 2 (1975) indicates some of the
''softening''*hi"h@aracterunderwent,onesamplingof
the early manuscript has Lady Teazle refuting Joseph's assertion that
she has been corrupted by Lady Sneerwel-l- in the following words: "No
indeed f have not opinion enough of her to be Èaught by her" (52-3);
cited below as "Cl-are Sheridan MSS. "
51 Lett,
_
rn "Ðisguise Motif," compares Ladlz Teazle to congreve's
Ivli]lamant, to Etherege's Harriet a¡td to Wycherley's Margery. But
leff, like many critics, sees Lady Teazle's role to be a fundamentally
sentimentaf one. See his article, "sheridan and Sentimentalism," 43.
Schiller, in "Restoration Unrestoredr " even contends that she is nr:Lsled
more by vanity than she is by scandal.
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52 *i.= Tittup in Garrick's Bon Ton also speaks of the "foolish
prejudices" shets acquired in the country. See Dramatic Works, 3, I.i.144.
53

interprets Lady Teazle's comment, that she came "at least to
to be an illusl-isten to"ri."[Joseph's] pretended Passion" (Iv.iii.422),
tration of the "hlpothetical-" nature of her acguiesence. See fntroduction,
The Schoo1 for Scandal, in Dramatic Works, 1, P. 305.
\A
-=
fndeed, at one point, she is perturbed by their malice (Iv.iii.
411). Schiller finds her "conversiorr" sudden, and Leff contends that it,
too, is a part of the "disguise motif"; Lady Teazle now sets a-l¡out to do
some "unmasking" of her own. See Schiller, "Restoration Unrestoredr"
699¡ l.¡ff, "Disguise Motif," 355.

55_¡or a orscussion of this point, see Edward A. Bl-oom and Lillian
D. Bloom, "Satiric Mode of Feelingr" I18, l2L; Leff, "Disgrrise Motif,"
352,354¡ Loftis, Sheridari¡ PP.86,99.
35 1, fn.8,
56

statement recalls congreve's remarks in the Dedication to
".t
the Way of the l,Iorld. See Complete Plays, ed. Davis, p. 390.
\'7
-'
Manv critics refer to Sheridan's use of two.central characters.
appletoi,
see
"Double Gal-lantr" in English I{riters, €d. l{iddendorf,
p. 156; Yearling, "Good-Natured Heroes," 494; Schiller, "Restoration
Unrestored.," 702-3; "Note on Sheridan," p. 138; Arthur Friedman,
"Aspects of Sentimentalismr" in Augustan Milieu, €d. ¡4i11er et.aI.,
p. 250; Auburn, Sheridan's Comedies, PP. 126' L29.

-" See also Oliver Goldsmith, "An Essay on the Theatrer" L773, in
Idea of Comedy, ed. w. K. Wimsatt, p. 188; Charles Lamb, "On the
Artificiat Comedy of the Last CentürY," L822, in I4eê_pE_!cotggy-, p. 222.
59

Macey,
Áô

""

For a discussion of Josephts uninterrupted moralizing,
"sheridan," 40; Leff, "Disgnrise Motif," 354;'
Many

critics

compare Charl-es

to

Honeywood. See

Kaul,

Sheridanr" p. 138; Rodway, "GoJ-dsmith and Sheridan," p.72.

see

"Note

"' Rodwav views Sir oliver's test to be sentimental 1p. 68), and
Leff, in "Oisfuise Motifr" relates the test to disguise and the laughter
produced by it (357). For a discussion of prudencer 9€e AuJr.urn,
Sheridan's Comediesr PP. 130-131.
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"- this criticism clearlY recalls Humphrey's remarks in Steele's
Ttre Conscious lovers, where he states that servants no¡¡ imitate the
follies and the vices of their masters. See ChaPter VII, P. I92'
63^bprague, in his piece, "Defence of a Masterpiecer" in English
Studies Today, €d. Duthie, suggests that Charles, along with Joseph and
Lady Teazle, "could be fitted into the moulds of Victorian domestic
drama" (p. f32).
un rrra"t"stingly enough, sheridan's A Portrait and Churchill's l-ines
both stress the balance of "good humour" a"d wft, a"d the attribute

of

candour.

65-I.'or a díscussion of Maria as forgiving heroine, see Yearling,
"Good-Natured Heroes ," 495.
66

and Auburn are among the few critics who attempt to account
'l q
Qhari Iud¡l
Mnf L¡i !€ , rt LlL
1Ên. L)
?qqJ , o¡IU
enÄ
Ä âñ
Jl¡c!
for Carel-ess' presence. See "Disguise I'¡U
t JJ
pp.
t46-7 .
Comediesr

61 _¡'or a orscussion of Charles and the play's ending' see Leff'
"Disguise Motif,'l 360; Yearling, "Good-Natured Heroesr" 500; Loftis,
Sheridan, p. 97.
7^

"" In Sheridan, Loftis remarks that the final impression left by
the play is-a 'aisE-trbing recollection o€ malicious persons who embody
ub.iquitous qualities of mind as wefl as of heart" (p. 87). Auburn, in
Sheridan's Comedies, discusses the changes the scandal-mongers. undergo
of them (pp. r43-L44) .
affient

-

|Þ
^

Notes: ChaPter Ten

I Jo""ph Addison, "The Spectator," 40, 16 April 1711, in
Spectator, 1, ed. Bond, P. 170.

The

2 Frederick Reynolds, How to Grow Rich in Modern T'ireatre, I, I.i'225'
All further references will be tã this edition, and witl be documented
parentheti

caJ-1Y.

3 *otg. Rowell, in The Victorian Theatre, A survey (r,ondon and New
york: oxford uP, 1956), sugg"st= that p1a1'wrights like Morton, Holcroft
and colman the Younger helped,nuituremelodrama (p. 43); cited below as
Victorian Theatre. And Frank Rahill-, in The world of Melodrarla
@ndLondon:Pennsy1vaniaUP,I967),a1soreferstoprecursors
of nineteenththese plalzwrights, as well as to cumberl-and, as
Comedyr"
Social
of
in
(p.
"Rise
MacMilfan,
fO4).
century melodrama
the
of
the
end
at
which,
drama"
serious
points
the
to
"nelrr
also
(330).
Michael
As
comedy
sentimental
gre\¡r
of
out
eighteenth-century,
asserts,
1965),
Jenkins,
(I-ondon:
Herbert
Melodrama
R. Bo.oth, in English
(p.
13).
in
the
I79O's
the form aevetopãd as a distinct dramatic mode
Therefore, many critics point to the connection between late eighteenthcentury sentimental- drama and nineteenth-century melodrama: in particular'
and their
to their treatmenL of virtue and domesticity, to their morality pathetic'
and
comic
serious,
the
of
co-existence
view of man, and to the
see Ernest Reynolds, Early victorian Drama, f830-1870 (Cambridge: I{.
Heffer and Sons, Lg36), p- L28; wicotl, History, 2, P' 2I9; NicoII'
History,3,P.l5'7¡sherbo,EnglishSeltir-nenlalÐrama'PP'165-166;
r PP. 13*14' 4L-43; Henry F' Salerno' ed"
(New York:
rrrtroar
Debete: English
Victorian
PegaSuS, 1968),The
and Nicolson,
(London:
Literature and Society, f832-1901_Ìüeidenfetd
P1ays of the
Engl-ish
Introduction,
ed.,
B"oth,
196g), p. 331 Mi.h".l R.
pp'
Cited
I0'
l,
1973),
(oxford:
Clarendon,
Nineteenth Century, 3
; Chapman, Victorian Debate;
Booth, English Pl-ays.
= Frederick ReYnolds, The Raqe, in Modern Theatre, r, 1.íL.77 . Alt
further references will be to this edition, and will be documented
parentheticallY.
À

5
' S"" Chapter VII, p.2O2. Booth, in "Defencer" indicates the
thematic vafue the town holds for a drama concerned, not only with
virtue, but al-so with social issues (10-11) '
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o Rob"rt B. Heilman, in Tragedy and Melodrama: Versions of
Experience (Seattle and London: University of fVashington Press, 1968),
suggests that characters in a melodrama are essentially "whole"i that
is, the conflict is between men, or between men and circumstances, ênd
not within man himself (p. 19) ¡ cited below as Tragedy and Melodrama.
' Many critics point to the moral absolutes of the drama. See
Booth, Engl-ish Mel-odrama, p. 14; Booth, "Defenc€," 9; Gary J. Scrimgeour,
"Nineteenth-Century Dramar" Victorian Studies, 12 (September, 1968),
94¡ Richard A. CordeII, Henry Arthur Jones and The Modern Drama (New
York: Ray Long and Richard R. Smith, 1932), p.32¡ cited below as
Henry .Arthur Jones. With respect to the moral tone and reverence for
virtue in nineteenth-century pla¡rs, see also Tave, Amiable Humorist,
p. viii; Newell W. Sawyer, The Comedy of Manners from Sheridan to
M¡rrnh=m r-r o?1 . -pt. New york: A. s. Barnes, 196l_) , p. 48¡ cited below
See al-so Rahil-I,'i4orld of Mel-odrama, p. 9;
æ.
Heilman, Tragedyand Mel-odrama, p. 79.
\¿JJ¿

t

-r"

x

- See Martin, Triumph of Wit, where he discusses the "distance from
the object of comedy" and the perception of how that object is "out of
joint."
In sentimental- comedy, he argues, there is an "eradication of
that distance and an identification between the perceiver and perceived"
(p. 29) . In nineteenth-century drama, the confl-ict is between heroes
and vil-lains, good and evil.
See Heilman, Tragedy and Melodrama, p. 78¡
Booth, English Mel-odrama, p. 14. Lynton Hudson, in The Engl-ish Stage,
1850-1950 (1951; rpt. Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 19'72),
argues that such dramas are "serious" plays where "incidents control and
determine conduct" (pp. 110-11I); cited below as English Stage. Maynard
Savin, in Thomas William Robertson: His FJays and Stagecraft (Providence,
R.f.: Brown University, 1950), remarks that, in the nineteenth century,
"the stage sel-f-consciously assumes the office of the pulpit" and, in
doing so, reassures the audience "that the theater is a moral- force"
(p. 46)¡ cited below as Thomas Will-iam Robertson. See Chapters V,
PP.178-180 and VrT, PP. 178-180'
o

" Robert W. Corrigan, ed., "Melodrama and the Popular Tradition
in the Nineteenth-Century British Theatre, " in Laurel- British Drama:
The Nineteenth Century (New York: Dell, L967) , p. 8; cited below as
@tishDrama.
10 trrry
critics point to the more sensational trial-s virtue must
Heilman,
in Tragedy and Melodrama, speaks of the dictinction
withstand..
between the sentimental- treatment, which capitalizes "on the more
relaxed and famil-iar emotions, " and the sensational- treatment, which
capitalizes "on the more tense and exotic emotions" (p. 2L6). Similar1y,
in Victorian Debate. Chapman considers the misfortunes of innocent
youth to be a major mel-odramatic theme (p. 336) -
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II_ Frederick Reynolds, The Dramatist, in Lesser Engl-ish Comedies of
the Eighteenth Century, êd. Allardyce Nicoll (Oxford UP, L927), IV.46-50¡
cited below as Lesser English Comedies, ed. Nicol-l. The edition has no
page numbers, so I have supplied them. All references will be to this
edition, and will be documented parenthetically. Douglas Þfil-l-iam
Jerrold, The Rent-Day, in Britísh Plays of the Nineteenth Century, €d.
J. O. Bailey (New York: odyssey Presst L966), IIT.í.272; cited below
as British Plays, €d. Bailey.

L2-jJootn, Introduction, Hiss the Villain:
Melodramas

(New

t'ne vr_rlarn.

Six English and American
York: Benjamin B1om, l-964) ' P. 10; cited below as Hiss

l?
'C'eorgie Co1man the Younger, John Bull; or, The Englishmanrs
Al1 further references will
Fireside, in British fheatre, 4, I.i.20.
parenthetically. Chapman, in
documented
be to this edition, and will be
genrets
on domestic, middlepoints
emphasis
the
to
Victorian Debate,
indicates the sLress'
(p.
in
also
"Defence,"
334), and Booth,
class life
humble home (11).
on
the
but
also
family
life,
not only on middl-e-class
14
-=
Sir Henry Arthur Jones, The Silver King' in British Plays, ed.
Bailey, V.ii.367. Most critics consider the play to be of significant
importance to the development of melodrama. Cordell, in Henry Arthur
Jones, considers the play's importance to l-ie in its mixture of the
humorous and the pathetic (p. 36). Chapman, Victorian Debate (p. 341)
and Hudson, English stage (p. LL2), both remark on the hero's inner
conflict and its importance to the development of the form-

-- Booth, in his Introduction, Hiss the Villain, stresses that
comic retief is as much a part of melodrama as paLhetic or sensational
incident (p. ff). For a discussion of contrast in Restoration drama,
see Chapter I, pp.38-39, and Chapter II, P. 53-54. See also Chapter VTIÏ,
where I discuss the use of contrast in sentimental comedy {pp. 239).
't.h
-"

It{anv critics woul-d regard the dramatic conventions to represent
Sãe Sawyer, Chapters I and II, Comedy of
an impoveri-=he¿ tradition.
Ivlanners , pp. t-35; Fred C. Thomson. "A Crisis in Early Victorian Drama:
John VÏest]and Marston and the Syncretics," Victorian Studies, 9 (June,
1966) , 3'75; Scrimgeour, "Nineteenth-Century Dramar " 98; Jonas A. Barish,
"Antitheatrical Prejudice in the Nineteenth centuryr" !.8_, 40 (summer,
1971),2p9; Sharon Kaehele Shaw, "Medea on Pegasusr" 15. Cited below as
Thomson, "Crisis in Early Victorian Drama" and Barish, "Antitheatricail
Prejudice " Conversely, other critics regard the drama as part of a
thriving tradition, and regard it as a developing form ín its own right.
See Reynolds, Early Victorian Drama, p. 128; Heilman, Tragedy and
Melodrama, fn., p. 75, P. 83; Booth, "Defence," 5, 7.

T]
modes.

Many critics point
See Sawyer, Comedy

to nineteenth-century dramats mixture of
of Manners, p. 3I; Rahill, World of Melodrama,
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pp. xiv, 109; Booth, "Defencer" L2; Booth, €d., Introduction, English
Plays, 3, pp. I, 4, 23, 3f.
'" Heilman, in Tragedy and Mel-odrama, contends that the play does
indeed represent the form, and he refers to Morton's "l-uxuriant theatrical
méIange" (p. 76) . See also Booth, ed., Tntroduction, Etgf.Êt-ifeyg'
3, P. 4.
lo
.p
Tho*as Hol-croft, Seduction, in Modern Theatre, 2, III-ii.294.
All further references will be to this edition, and will- be documented
parenthetically .

20 ,to*u." Morton,
speed Èhe plough, in Lesser English comedies,
The edition has no page numbers, so f have
ed. Nicoll, III.ii.45.
supplied them. All further references will- be to this edition, and will
be documented parentheticaJ-IY.
)'l
-As Charles Dickens expresses it in Ol-iver Twíst, in Oxford
Illustrated Dickens: "It is the custom on the stage, in all good
murderous melodramas, to present the tragic and. the comic scenes, in as
regular alternation, as the layers of red and white in a side of streaky
bacon" (p. 118).

22_Frederick Reyno1ds, The I'üill, in Modern Theatre, 1, V.j-'57'
John Russell Taylor, in The Rise and Fall- of the Vüel1-l"Iade Play (London:
Methuen , Lg67), indicates that, in the world of the well-made social
drama, right and wrong are as distinct as bl-ack and white (pp. 49, 85);
cited bel-ow as Rise a¡rd Fal1. Robert B. Heilman, in The Icem9n' the
Arsonist, and the Troubled Agent: Tragedy and Mefodrama on the Modern
Stãgã (Seattle: University of Vlashington Press, I973), also states that
in mèl-odrama there is an "ordering" of the world since there is only one
Iegitimãte force, the force of giood (pp. 22-3); cited below as Iceman.
Rowell, in Victorian Theatre, points to the importance of poetic
justice in meloãrama (pp. 39-40), as does Booth, Introduction, Hiss the
Vill-ain (pp. 9-10).
-"

Thomas

Ho]croft, DuPlicitY, in Modern Theatre , 2, V.LL.72.

Are, in British Theatre, 7,
'n ,11"*eth rnchl¡ald, such Things
a¡rd V.iv.73. AIl further references will be to this edition,
V.iii.7I,
and wil-l be documented parenthetically.
25 Fr"d"rick Reynolds, Laugïr I{hen You Can, in Modern Theatre, 1,
V.i.2O7, and George Col-man the Younger, The Poor Gentleman, in British
Theatre , 4, Y.i.84. All- further references to these plays will be to
thes" editions, respectively, and will be documented parenthetically.
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26

See Chapter VIIIf

PP. 232-233.

27 __
W. E. Henley and R. L. Stevenson, Beau Austin, in Three Plays
(New York: Charl-es Scribner's Sons , L892), II.iv.141-5.
All- further
references wilI be to this edition, and will- be documented parenthetically.

2A^
-- Sawyer, in Comedy of Manners, call-s Beau Austin "one of those
courtly dandies of impeccabLe manners but censurabl-e morals"; his
repentance, however, "gives a Victorian stamp to the play" 1p. 153).
one should add that it also gives a sentimental "stamp" to the play.
tq
--

Booth, in his Introduction, Hiss the Villain, states that
Steele's "excesses of pathetic sentiment" influenced the me1odrama
(p. 14) , but he does not expand on some of the ways Steele aroused that
sentiment. Scrimgeour, in "Nineteenth-Century Dramar" remarks on the
age's "experimental-ism" (93-4), while Henry F. Salerno, in "Problem
Pl-ay, " considers the extensive use of coincidence and the "contrivance
of scene" to be two of many faults besetting the genre (200). See also
Hudson, English Stage, where he argues that incidents conLrol conduct
(pp. 110-111), and Booth, English Mel-odrama, where he speaks of the
"accidental reversal- of fortune" (p. 17) .
30

For a discussion of Lhe villain, see Booth, Introduction, English
3, fn. 2, p. 7; Booth, Introduction, Hiss the Villain, p. 10,

the Laboureri or The Lost
BaíIey, I.ii .246.

JOnn IJalow1n Buckstone, Luke
ìñ

ptâ\7c

RrlflCh

êd

Son,

32 Edrrrd Bulwer-Lytton, Money, in Nineteenth-Century Plays, ed.
George Rowetl, 2nd. edition (1953r rpt. London: Oxford UP, L972), V.iii.
l-Lz, LzO. AIf further references will be to this edition, and will be
documented.
JJ

parenthetically.

Frederick Reynolds, Fortune's Fool, in

Modern

a¡¡çAL!gr

!t

IJ!.

íj-.255 . l[iss Gloomly in Reynoldsr Laugh When You Can and. Miss Prism in
Wil-ders The Importance of Being Earnest are similar in their attitude to
€i ¡{-i nn
See Chapter XI, p. 350-351.

34 uor a discussion of Steele's views on laughter, see Chapter VII,
pp.l7B-351. Miss Gloomly's deprecation of what is "Iow" also recalls
Goldsmith's complaints. See Chapter VIII, PP. 226-227.
J9_

T. V{. Robertson, Society, ln Society and Caste, êd. T. Edgar
Pemberton (Boston and London: D.
Heath, 1905) , II.í.32.
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- Sir
-.
¿ !vr¡e¡¡
t
Henry Arthur Jones, fhe Hypocrites (New York: Samuel Earan¡Ìr
AII- further references will be to this edition, and wi]l
19OB), III.tlO.
be documented parentheticallY.
JO

37 ,ir

Arthur wing Pinero, The Notorious Mrs. Ebbsmith, in British
II.5l0.
All further references witt be to this
ed.
BaileY,
Plays,
parentheti caIIy.
will
be
documented
and
edition,
38
-- Sir
-. Arthur Wing Pinero, Dandy Dick, I¡]ith an Introduction by
Denys Blakelock (1893; rPt. London: Wiltiam Heinemann, 1959), III.80.
AIl further references will be to this edition, and will be documented
parenthetically. For Loveitts comments, see Etherege, l'Ian of Mode,
v. i .120 .

"?g Most critics agree that the play looks backward. For a discussion
of the play as a manners comedy, see Sawyer, Comedy .of Manners, P- 44¡
Reynolds, Earl-y Victorian Drama, pp. 61 , 64¡ Thorndike, Engl+qh çerneqy-,
p. 518; Rowell, Victorian Theatre, PP. 28,53; David Krause, ed-, "The
A Sh"rt View of his Life and Artr" in
Theatre of Dion B"""i"..tttt
Springs¡ Pennsylvania: Dufour Editions,
(Ches¡s¡
The Dolmen Boucicaul-t
ffiedbe]-owaS''TheatreofDionBoucicau1t,''Do1men
BoucicaulL. See also Scrimgeourr "Nineteenth-Century Drama'" 98;-FãIf
D. It.rrf"g, "Nineteenth-Century Dramar" Modern Drama, 68 (august, I9"7O),
86; Booth, Introduction, English Plays, 3, P. 25. Earlier, Reynolds, in
Ear1y Victoria¡t Drama, had contended that the play is a "comedy of
transitíon" (p. 64), one which v¡avered "between eighteenth-century comedy
and nineteenth-century melodrama" (p. 79). In Thomas William Robertso-n'
Savin argues that "a Victorian screen" carefully guards the play against
anything more tha¡ a superficial tincture of the Restoration tradition
(p. l-2) .
AA
="
David Krause, in "Theatre of Dion Boucicaultr" Dolmen Boucicault,
remarks that Boucicault, while he wrote in a comic tradition, nonetheless "saw the drama as a mixed or impure form, a combination of comedy
and melodrama, farce and sentiment" (pp. 9-1O). See al-so Sawyer, Comedy
of Manners, p. 45.

-* Dion Boucicault, London Assurance, in British Plays, êd. BaileY,
TI.L72. A1I further references will- be to this edition, and wiII be
documented parentheti callY .
4l

42

Krause, in "Theatre of Dion Boucicaultr" Dolmen Boucicault,
points to the familiar character types (.p. 16). Earlier, Savin, in
fhomas Vüilliam Robertson, had made a similar observation. Savin considers
ch to be "out-of-character" (p. J'2) and,
tikewise, Booth, in his Introduction, English Plays, 3, refers to the
."gul1ed fop who ends as a moralistr" one reason for Booth's considering
the play's spirit to be more late eighÈeenth century than nineteenth
century (p. 25).
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4?
'"

Reyno1ds, in Early Victorian Drama, refers to Dazzle as the
hero's conventional coxcomb friend 1p. 61). See also Krause, "Theatre
of Dion Boucicault, " Dolmen Boucicault, where Krause ca1ls" Dazzle the
"parasite friend" (p. t6) and the "glib man-about-town" (p. 17).
44
=-

Heil-man, in Tragedy and Melodrama, contends that the pathetic
signifies innocence, misery and victimization (fn.' pP. 2O-2I). For a
discussion of the mixed mode in mid-nineteenth-century social drama, see

Booth, Introduction, English Playsr 2, P. 11. For a discussion of nineteenth-century drama as social drama, see Booth, Introduction, Engl-ish
Victorian AuthorPl-ays, 3, P. 2I¡ Jane V'l . Stedman, "General Utility:
Actors from Knowles to Pinero," Educationaf Theatre Journal, 24 (October,
See also Booth,
1972), 299; cited below as "General UtiJ-ity."
lll-ìa

1con¡a

ll
,

'Ì 'I
L'.

=- Most critics view Robertson's plays as important l-andmarks in the
history of the drama. See Reynolds, Early Victorian Drama, p. L36¡
Rowell-, Victorian Ttreatre, P. 75; Cordell , Henry Arthur Jones t P- 52¡
Marvin Carlson, "Montiginy, Laube, Robertson: The Early Realists,"
Educational Theatre Journal, 24 (October ' L972) , 235; cited below as
some view his contribution as a more limited
one. Savin, for example, states in Thomas William Robertson that, on
the one hand, Robertson'S "best work represents a formidable native
groundswell before the ]bsenite invas'ion" (p. 45). On the other hand,
Savin clearly relates Robertson to the tradition of la piàce bien faite,
and concludes that Robertson's innovations were "limitedr" primarily
because "he had nothing much to say" (p. I04).
LA
-"

Errol Durbach, "Remembering Tom Robertson (1829-1871) r"
Educational Theatre Journal, 24 (october, 1972), 285; cited below
"Remembering Tom RoberLson.

as

t'

47_For a discussion of the play's realismr see Clayton Hamilton,
€d., The Social Plays of Arthur $Iing Pinero (New.York: E. P. Dutton,
. See
L}LT)
Rise
and
also Reynolds, Early Victorian Dramar PP. 86-'7, 89; TayJ-or,
Fal-I, p. 16; Hudson, English Stage, P. 47
48_¡'or a oiscussion of Robertson's plays as sentimental' see
Cordell, Henry Arthur Jones¡ PP. 2,10; Savin, Thomas William Robertson,
p. 113. Conversely, Salerno, in "Problem Playr" considers Robertson's
plays to be "problem" ptays (L97) , and Herring, in "Nineteenth{entury
Drama, " indicates the "cup-and-saucer" realism of the plays (84) . Other
critics stress Robertsonts use of both wit and sentiment. See Sa\nlyert
Comedy of Manners, p. 7I; Taylor Rise and FaII, p. 25; Booth, Introduction,
English Plays, 3, P. 18. For a discussion of Robertson's departures
from melodramatic stereotypes, see Sa1erno, Introduction, Engl-ish Drama
in.Transition, P. L7; Taylor, Rise and FaIl pp. 27-8; Chapman, Victorian
Debate, p. 340; Durbach, "Remembering Tom Robertson t" 285; Carlsont
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Early Realists," 233.
-- T. W. Robertson, Caste, in Nineteenth Century Pl-ays, €d. Rowell,
III.399-403. Afl- further references will be to this edition, and will
be documented parenthetically.
¿.q

-^
5U- - As Savin remarks in Thomas VliÌliam Robertson: "To the stock
in this play
motifs of mlsalliance, and wi-ttt@on
discovered the device of two contrasting feminine roles, the one
sentimental; the other, pert" (p. 47) . Robertson, of course, did not
"discover" the technique; he "re-discovered" it. The dual protagonists
in Etherege's She Woufd If She Could. and in Farquharrs The Beauxl
it
of the complement.ry
stratagem, -= *@
"onpr.r
For a
a"-ad./ f" general, are instances of the dramatic convention.
discussion of Albery, see Cordel1, Henry Arthur Jones, where he speaks of
T\^ro Roses as an inr-itation of London Assurance (p. 3) ; Hudson, English
St"ga, "r-""re ne speaks of afitery"s u=e o= "ptgram and t.= "u1**
plays (p.- 58); Booth, Introduction, English Plays, 3, where
in t^¡"if¿e's
he speaks of AlJrery's im-itation of Robertson (p. 43) . In contrast,
Chapman in Victorian Debate considers Al-bery to display "signs of
strong psychological penetration" (p. 340).
q1

Charles Reade, Masks and Faces: or, Before and
in Nineteenth Century Plays, êd. Rowell-, f.i.133.
All- further references wifl- be to this edition, and will be documented
'I'Om 'l'ayJ_Or ano

Behind the Certain,

parenthetically

.

52,A few criLics point out that, while descended from the fop,
Hawtree represents a more sympathetic character, in keeping with a
nineteenth-century comedy. Sawyer, in Comedy of Manners, remarks
that Hawtree's "sympathetic understanding of others" is a "new factor
to be reckoned with in the history of the comedy of manners" (fn. 5' p.
ASSETES
70). Similarly, Booth, in his Introduction, English Plays,
arri
aJ.
ideal
of
that, as a sympathetic character, Hawtree becomes "an
(fn.
good
43).
1, P.
humour, and true friendship"
manliness, decency,
It is more to the point to say that, in this regard, Robertson foll-ows
convention. Lord Ogteby in The Clandestine Marriage, to name an obvious
example, also has foppish characteristics but he, too, proves to be
s}'mPathetic.

-" Most critics acknowledge the class-consciousness which pervades
Robertson's dramas. See Savin, Thomas l{il1iam Robertson, p. l-06; Booth,
ing Tom
Introduction, English Pl-ays, 3,
Robertson," 286.
-= Savin consnents on the attitude expressed in this speech, a¡d
remarks that Jones ]ater decried "the falsehood and abortive nature of
such a starting point in dramatic art" (p. IlO). Durbach, in "Remembering
Tbm Robertsonr" considers such attitudes, which Gilbert was to parody
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in the Savoy operas, to be inadequate.answers to the difficulties
by such a caste system (287) .

created

55 orrroa"h refers to Robertson's "fussy sense of domestic realism,"
as well as his t'sentimental inclination" (284), but fails to explore
Robertson's modifications to both the domestic and the sentimental
dramatic conventions.
qÁ
""
Savin, in Thomas Vlilliam Robertson, considers the Marchioness to
be a stoct chata"t
lp. lfl). Vivian, in l¡Iilde's
The Decay of Lying, in Complete Works, cites Froissart as one of the
"Iiars" to be i¡nitated 1p. 980).

57^savr-n catÌs Eccles a
'tlistastefulcaricature" (p. LO7) t while
Rowell, in Victorian Theatre, considers Eccles and his lack of
reformation to be "a break with one of the most popul-ar conventions of
melodrama" (p. 71).
qq
""
Critics tend to regard Jonesr plays in various v¡ays. Booth
stresses the melodrama to be found in Jonesr p1ays. See Boothls
fntroduction, English Playsi 2, p. 20¡ Introduction, Hiss the Villain'
p. 3l-; English Melodrama, p. L76. Tn his Introduction, English P1ays'
3, Booth suggests that Jones assinr-ilated subject matter and techniques
from the past. Yet,Booth argues, nineteenth-century dramatists like
Jones "had learned to bl-end comedy with pathos and. potential tragedy
rather than alternate them" 1p. 50). Other critics also comment on
Jones' debt to the past. See Holbrook Jackson, The Eighteen Nineties,
(1913; rpt. England: Penguin Books, 1939), p. 191; Sal-erno, Introduction,,
English Drama ín Transition , p. 18. Cordell, in Henry Arthur Jones,
labels the play a "roma¡tic comedy, " because "it satisfies no sense of
the real; its very charm arises from its sentimental appeal to the
imagination" (p. ff4). Likewise, Taylor, in Rise and Fal-l, cal1s the
play "a del-iberately wayward and fanciful piece" (p. 42). On the other
hand, many crítics consider Jones t realism and his view of the drama as
a criticism of life to be attributes which make him an important figure
in the development of modern drama. See Sawyer, Comedy of Manners,
p. 9I; Rahil1, World of Mel-odrama, p. l-8I; Hudson, Engfish Stage
pp. 84,90; Alan S. Downer, The British,Drama: A Handbook and Brief
Chronicl-e [New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1950), p. 288¡ cited
below as British Drama. See also Nicoll, British Drama, p. 238.

59

Sir Henry Arthur Jones, The lvlasqueraders, in British Plays, êd.
Bailey, 1I.474. AJ.t further references will be to this edition' and
will be documented parenthetically
6o

"".

chapter one, pp. 34-36.
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61
- *Patrrcra Thomson's comments in The Victorian Heroine: A Changing
fdeal, 1837-1873 (London: oxford UP, 1956), aPPIY equally well- to the
dramars heroine (pp. tQl, 158); cited below as Victorian Heroine. See
also Epifanio San Juan, Jr., The Art of Oscar lrlil-de (Princeton:
Princeton UP, L967), p. 155. Both critics point to societyrs mercantile
attitude to marriage and the woman's often unhappy place within the
marriage.

. 62 Asnrey
-.r'l:rorndike, in English Comedy, makes the point that,
although The Masqueraders is a satire, Jones preaches conformity to
social- convention (pp. 564-5). Downer, in British Ðrama, also suggests
that Jones, at the same time as he is critical of middle-class morality,
is afso morally conventional (p. 296). See also Cordell, Henry Arthur
Jones, p. l,1.7¡ Sawyer, Comedy of Manners, p. L7L¡ Taylor, Rise and Fallt
p. 39; Hudson, English Stage, P, 91. Rowell, in Victorian Theatre'
goes further. In Rowell-tS vievl, the lovers "renounce happiness at the
dictates of conventionr" and they do so in a way which "sounds an
onrinous note of cant" (p. 120) .
63

John Burgoyne, Ttre Heiress, in British

fheatre, f3, I.ii.17.

^¿. 5r-r Henry Arthur Jones, The Liars, in Victorian P1ays, f890-1914,
ed. George Rowell (London: Oxford UP, 1968), I.l-01 . A1l- further
nrranl-Ïrati
o¡'l'lr¡
references wil] be to this edition, and wil-I l-ra Än¡rrmanl-aã

65

C. H. Hazel-wood, Lady Audfeyrs Secret, in Nineteenth-Century

Pl-ays, ecl. Kowe]l,

Il.l-¿5¿.

66 rhorndike, in English Comedy, states that the characters in the
play "represent the manners and ideas of upper-class London society of
the day" (p. 566). Herring, in "Nineteenth-Century Drama," refers to
the play as a "society drama" (A4), and Booth, in his Introduction,
English Plays, 3, refers to its "domestic idealism" (p. 50) - See also
Cordell, Henry Arthur Jonesr PP. 2I4,2L9,228; Rowel-I, Victorian Theatre,
p. I2l-. Taylor, in Rise and Fall, calls it "a comedy of intrigue and.
sentiment which owes something to Sheridan" and "the example of Oscar
Inlilde" (p. 45). Nicoll-, in British Ðrama, compares the humour to that of
both Sheridan and GoLdsmith (p. 24L).

v'
^7 Cordetl, in Henry Arthur Jones. states that the play deals with
the disastrous consequences of tying, and not the morality, or immorality'
of lying (p. 223). See also Thorndike, English Comedy' pp. 567-868_
-- Salerno, in his Introduction, English Drama in Transition'
considers this type of character, of which Sir Christopher is one
example, to be Jones I most successful" type (p. 24) . For a discussion of
Jones t "raisoneur" and his moral and social role, see Cordell's Henry
Arthur Jones, pP. 2I4, 22L. Cordell also emphasizes that, although a
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: ^
^
o
rÞ
-1 --character like Sir Christopher is annoyingly earnest, the I,r-dy
part,
Taylor in Rlse and
comedy, not a problem play (p. 22L). For his
Fall asserts that Jones turns "the materials of melodrama consistently
to tt" uses of comedY" (P. a6) .

"'
^q Taylor brand.s the ptay a dramatic comedy (p. 73) which depends on
technigue (p. 76). on the other hand, Booth, in his Introduction,
English Plays, 2, considers the play to be a "bitter comedy-drama" (p.
Zll . IUore recently, Edmund J. lvliner, in "The Lirnited Natural-ism of
Arthur Pinero," Modern Drama, 19 (1976), discusses Pinero's treatment of
society and its inhabitants (151-2), and concludes that, in The Benefit
of the Doubt, Pinero satirizes society (158); cited below as "Limited
Natural-ism. "
7^

'" Althouqh Beatrice is idealized (even her name suggests her
idealistic character), she nonetheless has withstood a harsh environment,
one which Sir Christopher fee]s only she (fV.I43), and not Lady
Jessica (L g), can withstand. Therefore, Beatrice hardly conforms to
of the
what Savin in Thomas Wifliam Robertson cal-fs the "frailty"
nineteenth-century heroine (pp. 105-6). She may not be the "new v¡oman"
as Ibsen and Shaw painted her, but Beatrice's stamina, coupled with
her depth of feel-ing ' are rather distinctive attributes.
7I Thorndike, in English Comedy, notes the increasing attention
paid to the place of woman in society tp, 5f3). See also Hudson,
Enqlish Stage, p. 92; Booth, English Melodrama, p. l-57; Miner, "Limited
Naturalism. " 157.
1)

'' Edmund J. luliner, "The Novelty of Arthur Pinerots Court Farcesr tt
English Literature in Transition, ]-9:4 (L976) , JU¿.
'7 2'

" A= Thomson, in Victorian Heroine, expresses it, the standard
of j udgment is still virtuousness in any treatment of the "fall-en
v/oman. " Unl-ike the eighteenth-century reproþate, however, the fall-en
r¡/oman in the mid-nineteenth century must die as wefl as repent (p- 99) .
See also Rahi]l, Worl-d of Melodrama. p. 20I; Booth, English Melodrama'
p. 155. On a different note, san Juan, in Art of oscar wilde, asserts
that the "fallen woman" does indeed reflect, at least in part, "the
insidious effects of a doubl-e standard of morality, the ruthl-ess
indifference to feminine welfare" (p. l-54). See also Cordell, Henry
Arthur Jones, where he speaks of societyrs stern injustice (p. 166).
1A

Sir Arthur Vling Pinero, The Second Mrs. Tanqueray, in English
Piays, 2, ed. Booth' I".257.
'-/5 Heilman, in Tragedy and Mel-odrama, contends that the "seríous"
drama deals with the victims of society, but that tiese victioms cannot
be deviants from the "authoritarian norms of society" (p. 42) - On the
other hand, J. T. Grein, in reviewing Mrs. Danets Defence, refers to
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"the dread sentence of our conventional laws upon [the] victim, " and
concludes that Þlrs. Dane's punishment makes her the pítiful example of
past of men and
"the inexorable faws of convention which condones the
t s Defence: Dramatic
Dane
is merciless to \^/omen. " See J. T. Grein, lvlrs.
Criticism, 1900-1901, 1902, in Victorian Dramatic CriÈicism, €d. George
Rowelf (London: Methuen,.1971) ¡ pp. 246-247.
16 _._
_
Pinerots importance as a plapright has been assessed
trKe.Jonest,
Some
critics complain that Pinero merely plays the
in various ways.
problem
according to the old rules of a melodramatic
drama
new "gamd'of
framework and a conventional morality. See Downer, British Dramat
p. 292¡ Hudson, English Stage, p. 118; Booth, Introduction, Hiss the
Villain, p. 3l; Booth, €d., fntroduction, Engl-ish Playsr 2, PP' 20,2L¡
Salerno, "Problem Playr" 198, 2OL. See also George Bernard Shawt
"The Notorious Mrs. Ebbsmithr" Ttle Saturday Rgvie¡4r f6 March l-895, in
Here, shaw
v
,.ffi2¿:.
situation
pínero
hackneyed
a
play
on
centres
the
¡V sayi"g that
conaemns
Ifax
Beerbohm
novelty.
intellectual
of
invested with the appearance
similarly accuses Pinero of writing technically good plays which are
intellectually weak. See his review of "Letty", The Saturday Review,
17 October l-903, in Victorian Dramatic Criticism, p. 248. On the other
hand, Chapman, in Victorian Debate, sugþests that Pinero is in the
mainstream of modern drama (pp. 34L-2), and Nicotl- in British Drama
gives pinero credit for being a pioneer in the development of the theatre

of ideas (p. 237). More recently, following Hamilton's view in Introduction,
Social Plays of Pinero (p. 38), [iner in "Limited Natura1ism," discusses
Pinero's plays as dramas of characters (I53).
tt ,no*ron, in victorian Heroine, notes that the "disastrous
consequences of free marriage formed a recurrent theme in the novel-"
( fn. , p. 158) .
7R

'o Booth, in Introduction, Eng]ish Plays, 2, suggests that melodramatic devices frequently nullify Pinero's ambitious treatment of an
important social issue (p. 2L). See also Rowell, Victorian Theatre, p' f1779 ,it

Henry Arthur Jones, Mrs. Dane's Defence, in English'Plays, 2,
Taylor, in Rise and FaII' states that Lady Eastney
fV.4]5.
ed. Booth,
and
ironies
anÙriguities into the play (p. 48) and not, as I
introduces
criticism of society. But the fourth act is not
very
cogent
suggest, a
in Henry Arthur Jones wou]d argue (p. 164),
Cordell
as
"superfluous,"
in "Mrs- Daners Defencer" @,
Grein
J.
T.
or as, earlier,
Dramatic Criticism, ed. Rowell,
Victorial
See
l990-l9gl, contended.
pp. 245-6 80

Vühile Taylor, in Rise and Fall, contends that the play fails

measure up to the questions Posed in the first three acts (P. 69) ,
Hudson, in English Stage, asserts that Pinero does not ProPound a
"new moral code" (p. 92), l"liner' in "Limited Naturalism, " argues

to
and
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convíncingly that Pinero's main focus is the individual in conflict with
social- convention (L49, l-59). For a discussion of Pinerots rn-ixture of
comedy and sentiment, see also Hamilton, €d., Introduction, Social P1ays
of Pínero, p. 7¡ Rowell, Victorian Theatre, p. 113; Taylor' Rise and
agl!, pp. 53, 57¡ Sa]erno, €d., Introduction, Engl-ish Drama in
transition, p. 82¡ Stedman, "Genera] Utility," 292. Vlilde's views on
the matter are not unlike Pinerors. see chapter xI, p. 315-316.
"' Sir Arthur Wing Pinero, Sweet Lavender (189I; rpt- London:
William Heinemann , I9L4), III .I19. All further references wilI be to
this edition, and will be documented parenthetical-ly.
HI

R)
o'

Syd.,ey Grundy, A Pair of Spectacles, in Nineteenth Century Pl-ays'
ed. RowelJ-, I.526. All further references wil-l be to this edition, and
will be documented parenthetically. Nicoll, in British Drama, calls the
play "a rather mawkish commentary on contemporary social life" (p. 234),
while Taylor, in Rise and FaIt, suggests that the play reveafs an
elementary symbolism (P. 33).
!-------r
*^-!
^^^*!i
satire
sentiment,
-¡or a orscussion of Gilbert's
topsy-turwyism,
Nicoll.
pp545,549¡
540,
Engl-ish
Comedy,
Thorndike,
see
and fantasy,
British Drama, p. 229¡ Sawyer, Comedy of Manners, PP. 82-3¡ Downer'
gritish orama, p. 285¡ Rowell, Victorian Theatre, P- 95; Taylor. Rise
and Fall, p. 32¡ Chapman, Victorian Debate, p. 343¡ John Bush Jones,
Pulfing Together a Definitionr" The Victorian
-Cit¡e.Eian Humour:
(Spríng,
L968) , 28-3L; cited below as "Gilbertian Humour. "
Newsletter, 33
See also Hudson, English Stage, PP.50.78, 106.
83

aL

"= w. S. Gilbert, Engaged , in British Plays, ed. Bailey, I-4IO,
A1l- further references wil-I be to thi-s editíon, and will
be documented parenthetically. A. B. Walkley, in his review, "The
Importance of Being Earnest," Speaker, 23 February 1895, calls Engaged
I'grim." see oscar wilde: The critical Heritage, êd. Karl- Beckson
(London: Routledge and Kegan PauI , l-97O) ' p. 197i cited'below as
Oscar Wil-de, €d. Beckson. See also Stedman who, in "Generaf Util-ityr"
cafls it "eccentric" (295) .
and III.430.

H\

"- Romaldi and Montano in Thomas Holcroft's A Tal-e of Mystery,
I8O2, for example, strike "attitudes" and glare at each other. see
eritish Plays, ed. Bailey, I.229a^

"- I¡ The Victorian Temper: A Study in Literary Culture (195I;
that in
rpt. Ne\^/ V"
patience Gilbert "exposed to Phil-istine laughter" the mannerisms of the
A.=th"t"t (p. 2Lg) . Herring, in "Nineteenth:Century Dramar " goes
further. The PIay, he says, is also a "del-iberate burlesque of melodramatic conventions" (86). Ho\n¡ever, Jane V'Ï . Stedman, in "The GenesiS
of Patiencer" MP, 66 (August, 1968), indicates that, initially'
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Gilbert's poets were cl-ergymen and that the satire on aestheticism came
later (48,50); cited below as "Genesis of Pätience." See The Letters
of Oscar Wilde, ed. Rupert Hart-Davis (London: Butler and Tanner, L962) '
where Davis makes the point that the "Fleshly Poetr" Bunthorne, "was
generally taken as a caricature of hiilde" (p. 85); cited below as
Letters, Hart-Davis.
87

w. S, Gitbert, Dramatis Personae, Patience, in Laurel British
t ed. Corrí9an¡ P. 171. Atl- further references. wil-l- be to this
eaition, and will be documented parenthetically.
IJI d.luct

88
""

Downer, in British Drama, asserts that Gilbert "clear1y stands

alone among the playwrights of his age, both as a literary man a¡d a
critic of huma¡r foibles" (p. 286). Booth, in his Introduction, English
Plays , 3, comes to the salne conclusion (p. 43). As I discuss ]ater,
blilde owes a great deal to Gilbertts merry world of topsy-turvy nonsense,
but Gilbert can hardly be said to "stand alone." Not only Wilde. but
Shaw, would fit llowner's description of Gillcert.
B9

Pl-ays,

(

John VJestland Marston, The Patrician's Daughter, in British

ed. Bail-ey, I.i.112.

9o o= Thorndike in English comedy asse verates, !'tilde 's contribution
to the drama is "an overfl-owing measure of wit" 1p. 574) .

Notes: ChaPter Eleven

t ,". Hurhe, "supposed Revolutionr" p. 261. Booth, ín his rntroduction,
English Plays,'2,makes a simitar point, namely, that nineteenth-century
plays and techníques "can be related forwards as welf as backward's"
(p. 23) .
t
' Joseph Addison, "The Spectator," 40, 16 April 17fI, in The
spectator, 1, ed. Bond, p. t7o. Booth, in his Introduction, EngLish.
of serious and comic elements"
SIgy_=, 3" speaks of the "intermingling
to blend, rather than to
attempts
which
drama,
in nineteenth-century
50)
.
elements
1p.
al-ternate these
J Wilde also recoginized the value of contrast. As he says in a
letter to Marie Prescott, ? March-April l-BB3: "You can produce tragic
effects by introducing comedy.tr see Letters, €d. Hart-Davis, P- 143.
According to wilde, "raising a laugh" does not destroy tragedy, but
intensifies it (P. 143) .
4
o

A. E. Dyson, in "T'he Socialist Aestheter" The Listener,66t 24
August l-961, makes the point that "the tragic, the heroic, the comic are
triumphs of form which life, again, only hints at, and art afone can
makereal"(273).RichardEllmann,inhislntroduction,TheArtistas
Ttre criticat writings of oscar wilde (London: w. H. Allen,
critic:
natin wilders view, art isol-ates itself
from experience and its "unreality" (p. xx); cited below as Artist
as Critic.
t Fot a discussion of Wildets rejection of morality in art, see
Richard Ellmann, ed., Tntroduction, oscar i'Iilde: A collection of
critical Essays (Englewood cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Half, 1969) ' p- 3;
, ed. Ellmann' See also Dyson' "Socialist
Aesthete t" 273;-i. n.-Cr'tam¡erlin, "oscar l^Iil-de and the Importance of
Doing Nothingr" Hudson Review, 25 (Spring, 1972), passim; cited below
"lmportance of Doi.g Nothitg." Some critics point to Wil-de's social
concerns. See Ellen Berland, I'orm and Content in the Plays.of Oscar
Vüil-de, Diss. Columbia UniversiEy 1970 lann Arbor: Xerox University
¡¡IEãfil*s, L974), p. 2¡ San Juan, Art of oscar lvilde, p' 2o3'
4sI

as
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6 ,ot a discussion of the conventional
treatment of moral issues in
níneteenth?centurydrama, see Cordell, Henry Arthur Jones, p. 252¡
Beckson, ed., Introduction, Oscar Wil-de, pp. 1-2; Hudson, English Stage,
p. 93. see also chapter X, pçt- 297-298. Martin., in Triumph of Wit,'..does,
however' indicate that, although the Victorians questi-on whether comedy
has a serious purpose or not (p. 2), nineteenth-century drama undergoes
a gradual shift from an "amia-bl_e, sentimental ,, approach (p. vii) to an
intellectual one (pp. vii, viii, ix, 3). By the end of the nineteenth
century, sentiment had become the "butt" of comedy (pp. 99-IO0).
' r-Ïtri cl-nnlp¡
vvr¡
¡e ¡

- Nâqqåâr TntO the DemOn Univef Se:
oscar l¡Iirde (New Haven and London: yale
S

A Literafy

Expforation of
up, 1974), uses
Sybil Vane as an example of what happens when the artist rejects art for
l-ife (pp. 47-48); cited below as fnto the Demon Universe.
I For a discussion of this point,
see E1lmann, ed., Introduction,
as Critic, pp. xx-xxi . Herod, in [dilde 's Sal-oml, says : "On1y in
rn-irrors should one look, for mirrors do but show us masks" (p. 571) .
See also A. E- Dyson, The Crazy Fabric: Essays in Irony (New york: St.
Martinrs Press, 1965) , p. r44¡ cited below as crazy Fabric. see al-so
Dyson's "Socialist Aesthete," 273
n
õ! -t.iL¿Þ ^+L

o

- For a discussion of the importance of form to Wil-dets view of art,
see ArLhur Ganz, "The Meaning of The rmportance of Being Earnest,"
l'lodern ,Drama, 6 (May; 1963) , 49¡ cited below as "Meaning, of Importance."
Nassaar, however, in Into the Demon Universe, contends that James Vane
and his mother are themsel-ves melodramatic (p. 5l).
lo
-l'lany critics also mention this point. See Dyson, "Socialist
Aesthete ," 274; Ellmann, €d., Introduction, Oscar Wilde, p. 3; Barish,
"Antitheatrical Prejudice ,u 283, 285; Denrris J.-spiiir,lLr,
"profil-es and.
Principles: The Sense of the Absurd in Th" Import.r.e of B"i
,"
PLL, 12 (winter, L976), 57; cited bel-ow as "profiles and principles."
I¡iilde himsel-f , in a letter to Alfred Douglas, January-March rgg7, which
Ross would later publish as De Profundis, asserts: "f treated Art as the
supreme reality, and life as a mere mode of fiction."
see Letters, ed.
Hart-Davis, p. 466l1
-See Chapter I, pp. 2g-29.
11
-"
See Jackson, Eighteen Nineties, pp. 57, 96¡ Dyson, Crazy Fabric,
p. 142; Dyson, "Socialist Aesthete," 273.

1?
-rn a retter to l"tarie Prescott, ? March-April, l-883, wilde asserrs
that "the drama appears to human nature." see Letters, ed. Hart-Davis,
p. 143. In his letter to Alfred, Lord Douglas, .f"r"aty-March l-t;g7,I,üilde
describes. the drama as "the most objective form known to art." r¡lhire
he may íncfine to self-aggrandizement in the l-etter, Wilde does indícate
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personal contribution to the drama when he says that he "made it
as personal a mode of expression as the lyric or the sonnet, at the same
time that [he] widened its range and enriched its characterisation"
(p. 466) - At least in characters like Lord Goring and lulrs. Erlynne, in
the ear.ly plays and the entire cast of The Importance o{ Being Earnest,
in the l-ater one, Wilde in many ways assesses his contribution quite
rightl-y. Many critics, as I have earlier acknowJ-edged, do grant Wilde a
prominenÈ place in the annals of drama because of his view of art and
because of his treatment of the dandy-

his

own

14
-=

S"" ChaPter V, PP' 138-140'

tt Al-thor1gh Cordell, in Henry Arthur Jones, disnrisses t'lildets comedies
as "strange compounds of melodrama and superimposed epigram, " and
-72),
therefore quite apart from the mainstream of English drama (p.
Beginning, End, or Transition?",
Helmut E. Gerber, in "The Nineties:
in Edwardians and Late Victorians, English fnstitute Essays, L959, €d.
nicÀãrd El]mann (r¡.t V"iL: Columbia UP, 1960), argiues that Wilde is
"a many-faceted artist discovering new relationships" between genres
,
1p. 60); cited befow as "The Nineties,"Ed*ardians and Late
ed. Ell-mann.
f6 tor a discussion of the connection between art and lying in
Wilders aesthetic view, see ceorge Woodcock, The Paradox of Oscar !'iilde
(New york: MacMillan, 1950), p. 128; San Juan, Art of oscar wilde,
p. 1¡ Richard Foster, "trnlilde as Parodist: A Second Iook at The Importance
of Being Earnestr" cE, 18 (October, t956),20¡ cited below as "[^Iilde as
p"r"dirt."
ed,, Introduction, The Importance of Being
S""
"1so-Salerno,
Earnest, in Engtish Drama in Tra:nsition, p. l-45¡ Chamberlin, "Oscar
Wilde," 208-9.
t''t7 Urrlike the mendacious servants in Restoration comedy, and unl-ike
a "Iying val-et" of Sharpts stamp in Garrickrs play of the sa¡¡e name,
I{ilde's liars do not lie merely in order to out\'¡it or cheat others.
William G. McCol1om, in The Divine Average: A View of Comedy (Cleveland
and London: The Press of Case !'Iestern Reserve University, I97l-) t
suggests that in Wilde's plays wit is better than truth (p. IOB); cited
below as Divine Average.
1A
to
InTordS, fOr example, entrance DOrian, fOr wOrdS "seemed to be
al¡1e to give a plastic form to forml-ess things" (chapter 2, p. 30).
And in The critic as Artist, Gil-berÈ asserts: "rt is only by language
that we rise above lthe lower animals] , or a.bove each other - by
language, which is the parent, and not Èhe chitd, of thought" (p' l-O23) spininger, in "Profiles and Principles," also speaks of the power of
words in lfilde's play and their importance to his comic vision (68)'
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'- Sir Richard Steele, "TtIe Tat1err" 2L9, I September 1710, in
Restoration and Eighteenth-Century Comedy, êd. McMillin, p. 369. Algernon
that his comment- "is
perfectly phrased! And quite as true as any observation in civilised
life should be" (r.335).
2ñ
""
See
Manv critics point to Wilde's indebtedness to Gilbert.
Bailey', ed., Introduction, British Plays, p. 28¡ Chapman, Victorian
Debate, p. 344; BooLh, ed., Introduction, English Plays, 3. PP.47-AHowever, many critics also point to Wil-ders indebtedness to past
traditions, and some refer specifically to such earlier playwrj-ghts as
Congreve and Sheridan. . See George Bernard Shaw, "My Memories of Oscar
Wilder" in Oscar tr{ilde, €d. Ellmann, p. I05; Beckson, ed., Introduction,
Oscar i{il-de, p. 30; Ernest Newman, "On lÍilde's Genius for Paradox, "
The Free Review, l- June l-895, in Oscar V'Iilde, ed. Beckson, p. 2O5¡ J. TGrein, "on The Importance of Being Earnestr" Sunday Times, 8 December
1901, p. 24O¡ A. B. üialkley, Introduction, The Complete Works of Oscar
I¡üilde, Vol . vii, 1923, in oscar Wilde, €d. Beckson, p. 4OO; ItTerner.
Vordtriede, "A Dramatic Device in Faust and fhe fmportance of Being
Earnestr" Mf,N, 70 (December, l-955), 585; Morris Freedman, "The Modern
Tragicomedy of Wilde and O'Casey," 9E, 25 (April-, 1964), 522; cited below
as Vordtriede, "Dramatic Device" and Freedman, "Modern Tragicomedy."
See also San Juan, Art of oscar VIilde, pp. L97, 2O3¡ Salerno, ed.,
Introduction, The Importance of Being Earnest, in English Drama in
Tle4sr-'4on, pp. L44-5; Booth, €d., Tntroduction, English Plays, 3' P.
4& H"d=o", English Stage, p. gg. on the other nãna, other critics do
stress the element of newness in wilders plays, particularly in The
fmportance of Being EarnesÈ. See Jackson, Eighteen Nineties , p.-AOZ;
Gerber, "Thre Ninetiesr" in Edwardians and Late Victorians, ed. EÌImann,
p.60; Foster, "Wilde as Parodist," 20; Nicoll, British Drama, pp. 242-3¡
San Juan, Art of Oscar Wilde, p. 2O3¡ Eric Bentley, "The Importance of
Being Earnest," in Oscar Wilde, ed. EIImann, p. 112; McCol]om, Divine
Average, p. 37.
21
"Harold E. Toliver, "Vtilde and the rmportance of 'Sincere and
Drama, 5 (February, l-963) , 397; cited below
Studied rrivial-ity,"'Modern
ln San Juan's view, in Art of Oscar
"sincere and Studied Triviality."
Wi1de, the comedies explore "the duality between what the "h"t".t"tt
show on the surface and what they really are inside" (p. 200).
aa
-Gil-bert in The Critic as Artist says: "Man is least himself when
he talks in his own person. Give him a mask, and. he will tell- you the
truth" (p. Ì045) . See also Spininger, "Profiles and Principlesr" 69.

23 ¡¡t=. Marchmont in An ldeal Husband asserts that London society

is',entirelymadeuporaoffi.'(I.49l).Ganz,in''Meaning|
of Importance," speaks of the dandies (42) and of the "middle-c1ass,
Philistine society of lWilde's] day," with its "coarseness, its piti]ess
morality, and its incomprehension of beauty" L43¡. See also his article,

as
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"Ttre Divided Self in the Society Comedies of Oscar I,üi1de," Modern Drama, 3,
(May, 1960), where he speaks of the tension between the sentimental plot
and the dandiacal world (f6) ; cited betow as "Divided SeIf. " Indeed,
Dyson, in Crazy Fabric, argiues that the comedies represent "a running
battle against obtuseness, hypocrisy and cant" (p. 145).

24 Mort critics emphasize the importance of the dandy to Witde's
view of art and its expression in his work. See Sa\'iyer, Comedy of
Manners, p. L57¡ Jacksor¡ Eighteen Nineties, PP. 98-9; woodcock, Paradox
of Oscar Wilde, p. 22O¡ Ga¡¡z, "Divided Self," L9-2I¡ Ganz, "Meaning of
Importance," 44i Ian Gregor, "Comedy and Oscar i{ilder" Sewanee Review,
74 (April-June, L966), 5OI'2t 5L2t San Juan, Art of oscar Wilde, p. L79¡
Joseph Stein, "The New Woman and the Decadent Dandy," Dal-housie Review,

55 (Spring ,

1975)

, 55.

)\
'James lvl. Ware, in "Algernon's Appetite: Oscar Vlil-de's Hero
Restoration Dandy," English Literature in Transition, 13:I (1970) '
compares Algernon as dandy to the Restoration hero as a man of mode
(l-7) ¡ cited below as "Algernonts Appetite."

as

'" Booth, in his rntroduction, English Plays, 2, Temarks that the
buttonhole is the sign of the villain (p. l-6), an interesting remark
given, as I describe later, the dandy's sometimes villainoris incl-inations.
Geoffrey Stone, in "Serious Bunburyism: The Logic of 'The Importance of
Being Earnestr "' Essays in Criticism, 26 (January, L976), states that
I¡jilde frequently used "an Intelligent Bad Man" to express his views
(29) ¡ cited below as "Serious Bunburyism. " Conversely, Chamberlin, in
"Importance of Doing Nothing, " suggests that the buttonhole representsthe "only link between Art and Nature" (205).
/6

of oscar
'7 ,""'al-so Tave, Amiabte Humorist, p. viii; San Juan, Art
p. Lgg. For a discussion of the epigram, and I^lilde's use of it,
see Jackson, Eighteen Nineties, p. 1O0; Hudson, Eng]ish Stage, P- 58;
Ju1ian Hawthornets review of Dorian Gray, Lippincott's, September, l-890,
xl-vi, in Oscar i,üilde, ed. Beckson, p. 80; W. Outram Tristram's review
of Lady Windermerers Fan,. Black and white , 27 Febtuary 1992, in Oscar
Wilde, ed. Becksonr P. L27.
Vüil-de,

zö
""

critics mention this aspect of the dandy's role. See
Downer, British Drama, p. 291; Dyson, Crazy Fabric, p. L46¡ San Juan,
Art of oscar üiilde, p. 2O2. In his letter to Al-fred, Lord Douglas,
J""""ry-I.'1"r.h 18r?, Wilde makes the same claim for himself when he
writes: "I s¡rnmed up all systems in a phrase, and all existence in an
epigram." See Letters, ed. Hart-Davis, p. 466.
29

Some

For a discussion of the conventional nature of [^iil-de's plays,
see J. T. Grein, "on Wilde as a Dramatist, " Sunday Speclal' 9 and 16
December l-900, in oscar l,üilde, ed. Beckson, pp. 233,235; A. B. V{aIkIey,
Introduction, The complete vlorks of oscar wilÈe_, New York, 1923, ín
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oscar Wil-de, ed. Beckson, p. 4O2¡ Sawyer, Comedy of Manners, p. L54-156¡
l4arvin ì4udrick, "Festoration Comedy, " in English Stage Comed.yr ed.
!'iimsatÇ p. L22¡ Yordtriede, "Dramatic Device, " 585 i' Rowel-l, Victorial
Theatre, pp . f09 , 110 ; Gregor, "Comedy and Oscar l,ùil-de , " 506; San Juan,
ãiE-ãf-oscar wilde¡ pp. 197-8; Sa1erno, êd., Introduction, English Drama
in Transitionr pp. 18, 19; St. John Hankin, "I,riilde as a Dramatist," in
Oscar i{ilde, ed. Ellmann, pp. 6I-2,66; Ware, "Algernon's Appetiter"
22; Beckson, ed., Introduction, Oscar trn7ilde, p. 14; Nassaar, Tnto the
Demon Universe, pp. 73, 75. However, many critics also acknowledge
Wilde's distinction as a d.ramatist, See l¡Ioodcock, Paradox of Oscar
Wil-de, pp. l-81 , 238¡ Ganz, "Divided Se1fr" I6i Freedman, "Moderri Tragicomedy," 5I9-52O¡ Ellmann, ed., Introduction, The Artist as Critrc
p. xxiii.
?rì
""
Gregor, in "Comedy and Oscar Wilde, " makes a similar point when
he states that the pl-ayts central theme is "the hazards of precipitate
and inflexible moral judgment" (503). David Parker, in "Oscar Wil-de's
creat Farce, The Importance of Being Earnestr" M, 35 (June, l-91 4), also
refers to the theme of "sentimental educationr" which, he argues, is
"parodied by inversion" in i,Jilde's comic masterpiece [182); cited below
as "Wilde's Great Farce."

31
--

Nassaar, in ïnto the Demon Universe, contends that Lord Henry is
further argues that I-ord
the devil to which ¡o-æd
Henry is both external to Dorian and a "voice within him" (p. 38). On
the other hand, Freedman, in "I4odern Tragicomedyr " considers the book to
be a study in the "tragedy of affl-uence" (522). Barbara Charlesworth,
in "The Solitary Prison of Oscar l^Iilde," Spectrum , 6 (Winter-Spring,
1963), speaks of Lord Henry as a moral contrast to Basil Hallward (l0l);
cited below as "Solitarv Prison."

"- See Nassaar, Into the Demon Universe, where he suggests that
Dorian is an "instrument" for Lord Henry's art (pp. 4I, and 43-4). fhe
Baron Arnheim in An IdeaL Husband also has a significant, if not quite
whatNassaar*o,-.1@''effectonMrs.Cheve1ey.See
PP.341-343 above.
JJ

Sybil Vane cannot, of course, transfer art into life.
Nassaar, p. 47.
-?4- Many critics

See

point to the play as yet another instance of either

a melodrama or a society problem play. For a discussion of the play as
395i
a melodrama, see ToJ-iver, "Sincere and Studied Trivialityr"
Booth, English Melodrama, p. 176; Booth, ed., Introduction, Engl-ish PLaysr2
p. 20; Hudson, English Stage, p. 101. For a discussion of the play as
a conventional society ]årama, see Taylor, RLse and Fal-I, pp. 89, 90;
Chapman, VictorialDebate t p. 344; Booth, ed., Introduction, English
Plays, 3, p. 47; George Vùoodcock, "The Social Rebel ," in oscar Wil-dê,
ed. ELlmann, p. 156. Indeed, as already menÈioned, critics generally do

A C.1

Hesketh Pearson, fot
acknowledge the play's debt to past traditions.
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York: Harper and
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that,
since
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l,üil-de.
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198); cited be]ow as

Wil-de, suggests that Wilde's play "applies the elegant conversation of
Congreve to nineteenth-century domestic drama" (p. 2O2) t and Ware, in
"Algernonts Appetiter" avers, albeit in a note, that "the earlier plays
are comedies of manners" (fn. 10, 26).

-" Ganz remarks in "Divided Sel-f ," the vilIain invarial¡l-y is a
dandy (2I). Gregor, in "Comedy and oscar Wil-de," makes the point that
the dandy ever has a "social- sense of what is fitting" (504). Stein,
however, in "New Woman and the Decadent Dandyr " claims that Lor'd
Darlíngton, like lord lllingrworth, is aging and disreputalrle and that he,
too, is defeated by the moral strength of a woman (59).
36

worthy tells Berinthia that he intends "one short campaion with
For a
Amanda." VanJcrugh, The Relapse, ed. Zimansky, IfI.ii.68.
discussion of Worthy, see Chapter VI, PP. 168-169?'7
J'
asserts that it is "an
Toliver, "Sincere, and Studied Trivialityr"
education in moral cliché" (395) . Ganz, in "Divided Self, " argiues that
Lhe stock figure of a "woman-with-a-past" Wilde uses for his own ends
namely. his central concern with Lady Windermerets "education" (17) -

?R
-"
Mrs. Erlynnets character has.provoked some critical comment.
Freedman, in "Modern Tragicomedyr" considers the play to be "peculiarly
modern traged.yr" vrhere "provincial standards of feeling and conduct"
and an inordinate regard for a superficial society determine'the actions
of characters who, ultimately, are "pathetic" because of their slavery
to such a society (519). Finalty, he sees both mother and daughter
símpty as instances of impulsive folly (5I9). In "Comedy and oscar
Wil-der" Gregor sees a discrepancy between Mrs. Erl-ynne's rol-e as a
"fallen \nroman" eager to re-enter society, and her rofe of "wil-dean
commentator." Gregor asserts that her "crisscross" rol-es in the plot
to sentiments which we are meant to approve"
make us "react criticatly
(505). More recently, Stein, in "New tr\Toman and the Decadent Dandyr"
sees one of i¡Tilde's basic themes to be what Stein cal]s the "antagonism
between modern women and the dandy." One of these modern women ist
of course, the traditional "femme fatale" (58). fn a sense, Stein is
correct. Just as Gertrude and the Reverend Winterfiel-d are opposed to
St. Olpherts in The Notorious.lvlrs. Ebbsmith, Lord Darlington and Mrs.
Erlynne in Lady l{inder¡nere's Fan urge Lady !ùindermere to different
courses of action.

39

As San Juan states in Art of Oscar Iniilde, such dowagers as the
Duchess of Berwick are the "uphóIders of traditional prejudices" and', as
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such, they are often "capricious and fatuous." She, for example, is a
"tireless chatterbox," !,vho "changes opinions for convenience" (p. 2O2).
40_For a discussion of il-l-usion and its pJ-ace in comedy, see San Juan,
Art of Oscar Vtilde, p. 200; Northrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticism: Four Essays
(New York: Atheneum, 1961), pp. L69-I7O. Eric Bentley, in The Life of ttre
Drama (1964;rpt. New York: Atheneum, L9741, speaks of iflusions and
realities, and their importance to the Shavian drama of ideas (p. 136).
-- Few critics see the significance of such a scene, with respect
either to I¡iilde's aesthetic views or to his comedy. Ruth A. Temple, in
"The lvory Tower as Lightholrse," in Edwardians and Late Victorians, ed.
Ellmann,claims that lrrilde all too fr
õÞñÏsEicated
sentimentality (p. 39) . Ganz, in "Divided Self ," claims that, in i^Iilde's
p1ays, "the outcast is always repentant and desires forgiveness" (f7).
Freedman, in "Modern Tragicomedy," also seems to think that Mrs. ErJ-ynne,
in a "final- renunciation scene, which can so easily be read as mel-odramar"
capitulates to a society intent on enslaving the individual (520). Rahill,
in Wor1d of Melodrama, suggests that, in tJre 1860's the "technically bad
woman" has a t'good heart, " and she "redeems her scarl-et past with generous
and noble acts of repentance" Cp. 2O2) . Conversely, Frederick Wedmore,
in his review of the pf4y, in Academy, 5 March l992t considers Iulrs.
Erlynne ts l-ack of repentance to be in keeping with her character and,
as he suggests, what would Mrs. Erlynne "d6 among the proprieties and
domesticities?" Similarly, in a l-etter which- appeared in Theatre, 1
¿1

.Trrna 'ì Qo? =nn+\p¡

r_-onf

omnorarw Of Wilde rS CO¡Si flers Mrs .- trìrlvnne
!!rJ¡

tO be

one of Wilders best char-acLers and his treatment of her to be superior.
See Oscar t¡lilde, ed. Beckson, pp. ).28, 157-158.

42-As Rlchard Ef l-nann suggests in
"T\,r-o Faces of Edwardr " in
Edwardians and Late Victorians, ed. Ellmann, writers of the period
usualJ-y used some "unifying event or object" as their thematic centre
(p. 200). An unsigned review of the play, which appeared in Black
and White, 27 February 1892, states that the play owes both its title
and its theme t9 ¿ "pi.sce of dornestic furniturer" and further considers
.
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See Oscar tr{ilde, ed. Beckson, p. 126. Downer, in
that Vfil-de merely relies on stage tricks to create suspense, and one of

his tricks is the fan itself

(p.

29O) .

-- A. B. I{alkley's review of the play, Speaker, 27 February 1892,
in Oscar Wilde, ed. Reckson, points to Wilde's breaking conventions
(pp. l-l-9-1221. Similarly, George Alexander's review of the pfay, which
appeared in l^Iestminster Review, ApriJ- 1892, also calls the play "original"
as wel-I as clever. See Oscar Wilde, ed. Beckson, p. 130. See also
Iviorse Peckham, "What Oia f,"ay Wi"aermere Learn?'(, CE, 18 (October, l-956) ,
where he discusses I'lil-de's technigue of not completinq traditional
patterns (11-18).
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Originally, the play's title was to have been A Good Woman.
letter to Augustin Daly, Autumn 1891, in Letters, ê-d. Hart!,Iil-de's
See
p.
For comments on Lady Windermerets assessment of her
296.
Davis,
395' and Gregor,
Toliver,
see
"sincere and Studied Trivialityr"
mother,
wilde,"
5O7.
oscar
and
"Comedy
¿.\
*'

O¡ the one hand, some critics view the play as an obtique criticism
of socieÈy. See Stone, "serious Burrìcuryism," 29-30. Other critics
point to the play'sbrill-ant dialogue as wel] as to its sentimentaltreat$ent of its su,bject. See Thorndike, Engtish Comedy, p' 572¡
Jackson, Eighteen Nineties, p. 190: Woodcock, Paradox of Oscar Wilde,
p. 162; W""ac"cL, "sociat Rebel ," in oscar wilde,r. €d. Ellmann, p. 156.
Inloodcock, however, does point to the pfay's emphatic portrayal- of sexual
and social issues (p. 157). San Juan, in Art of oscar wilde, views the
play as a dramatization of the "conflicting attitudes" wÍth respect to
vice and virtue (p. 2O3), and E. H. Mikhail, in "Self-Revelation in An
Tdeal Husband," Modern Drama , Il (Septemberr 1968), speaks of the play
y.t *r"th". instãcé of Wilde's "conspicuous" interest in the outcast
"r
(l-80); cited below as "self-Revelation-"
46 E.tli"t,
the more piously righteous Kefvil had made a similar
observation when he said: "f am afraid, too, that I-ord llling:worth
regards woman simply as a toy" (I.439).
47 tn Into the Demon Universe, Nassaar c1aíms that Mrs. Arbuthnot
(p.
"robs" Lord Ilfinqr¡oñh of his son, "the syrnbol of his virility"
11g). Gerald's o\.vn hostility towards his father, however, has some
significant part to play in-his refusal to be with the man who not
only debauched his mother, but who also attempted to debauch Hester.

nt rn his review of the play, Worl-d., 26 April l-893, Wil-liam Archer
wonders what afl- the "melodrama" is about. He gueries; "But why aJ-I
this agony? why aII this hatred?" He suggests that maybe, after aIl,
"she has suffered from a stubborn determination to be unhappy." See
oscar wilde, ed. Beckson, p. L46. San Juan, in art of oscar -lniilde,
(p. L62). Nassaar, in Into the Demon universe'
*ak..
=i*ilar point
"
considers her to be "a true daughter of Herodias ' a cultured Victorian
version of Salome" (P. II5).
¿q

=t As Gregor suggests in "Comedy and Oscar Wilder" Lord
rrri
¡i ¿li J-r¡
s
uJ
r tYrvr
L¡¡ç
Illingiworth's observations in general poinL out {-1ra
^nd Selfreligiose
Arbuthnot's
and
Mrs.
puritan
values
Hester's
satisfaction behind
Lord
of
speaks
oscar
V{itde,
of
Art
in
(508)
Juan,
I^lhile
San
grief "
.
Illingworth's perception and Mrs. Arbuthnot's refusal to compromase
(p. 1591, Nassaar, in Into the Demon universe, claims that the play
substantiates Lord Itlingworth's curt words (p- 113) '
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'" For a discussion of the kinship between the two women, and the
significance of their retreat into the garden at the end of the play, see
Nassaar, Into the Demon Universer PP. ll0, 1Ì6, 1I8.
51
"ct. Gregor, in "comedy and oscar Wilder" who claims that the
play ends with a "routine melodramatic final-er" and that the dandy has
been "degraded into a melodramatic vil-lain" (509) .

"- For a brief discussion of the "well-made" playf see salerno, êd.,
Introduction, English Drama in Transition, p. 17, and Hudson, Engl-ish
Stage, p. 97. Beckson, in his Introduction, Oscar trrlil-de, notes that the
society comedies are written "within the framework of the well--made play"
(p. L4) . See also Ganz, "Meaning of Importance r" 44. Nassar' in
Into the Demon Universe, al-so discusses the structure as an important
part of the play Cpp. 115, IIB).
"- Nassaar would have it that, given the play's theme of corrupt
humanity, Mrs. Arbuthnot is, therefore, "a woman of no importance because
she is like everybody efse in this respect" (p. f19).
\L
-=
witae himself, in a letter to Alfred, Lord Douglas, January-March
L897, states that he penned "comedies that were to beat Congreve for
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Some critics

woul-d

agree that not only is Wilde's epigrammatic brill-iance worthy of note,
See San Juan, Art of Oscar
but also it is part of dramatic tradition.
Drama in Transition.
English
Wilde, p. 197; Saferno, ed., Introduction,
First
his
Comedy," Modern
pp. 18-19; E. H. Mikhail, "Oscar Wilde and
(February,
Introduction,
English Plays,
1968), 395; Booth, ed.,
Drama, 10
3, p. 47.
la
"In Congreve¡s Ttre Way of the I¡lofld, for example, the "black box"
containing the necessary legal documents nicely resolves the conflict
And in Steele's The ConsciouS Lovers,
between Fainall and itirabelt.
Indiana's trinket luckily helps to re-unite her with her long-lost father.

"" Mrs. Grundy, in Morton's Speed the Plough,, is an obvious instance
of the off-stage character who is frequently mentioned, but who is never
''q7 A.8.. i^]alkley, however, in his-review of An rdeal Husband,
Speaker,].2Januaryt895,declaresthatWi1de.'ft@.'and
"presents it with a false picture of life which it l-ikes to fancy true."
See Oscar VÍil-de, ed. Beckson, p. 180. San Juan, in Art of Oscar !üilde'
considers the character of Lord Goring, as wel-l as Wilde's "1i9ht parody
of romantic ]ove," to be Wilde's only innovations to what San Juan
considers to be a conventional well-made play (p. 203). George Inloodcock's
"Social Reb.elr" in oscar wilde, ed. El]mann, stresses the playrs very

¿+o L

"open attack on the social system" (p. 157). George Bernard Shaw's review
of the p1ay, Saturday Review, 12 January J-895, in Oscar Wilde, êdBeckson, states that "the modern note is struck in Sir Robert Chiltern's
assertion of the individuatity and courage of his wrongdoing" (p. L77).
In "Solitary Prisonr " Charlesworth argues that, in the character of
Lord Chiltern, Ífitde continues to explore, as he had done in The Picture

of Dorian Gray, "the validity of conscience" (f05). Many critics point
to the theme of corruption. See, for example, Gregor, "Comedy and
Oscar Vrilde," 511; Itikhail, "Se1f-Reve1ationr" 183; George Woodcock,
"social Rebel, " in oscar Wil-de, êd. Ellmannr p. I51 .
58
--

Nassaar, in Into the Demon Universe, suggests that the Chilternrs
household resembl-es ffitp.r23).
qq
-The device has been the subject of critical cormnent- A. B.
i,lalkley's review, in Oscar Wifde, ed. Beckson, calls it a hackneyed
"klepto-dramatic" device (p. L82) , and Gregor, in "Comedy and oscar
Irlilde," considers it to be rather "arbitrary" as a device and rather too
t'nâsnâ I I vtt i ntroduced
(5I0). San Juan, in Art of Oscar Wilde, however,
compares the intrigue to the screen scene in The School- for Scandal
(p. 2o3) .
vsv

sq++J

60_I'Or a o¡-scussion of Lord Goring's amorous entanglements, see
Gregorf "Comedy and Oscar Witde." who considers Mabel to be a minor
figure and Lord Goring to be free of commitment (509); stein, in "New
Woman and the Decadent Dandy." who views the affairs as the traditional
confrontation between the dandy and the femme fatale, on the one hand,
and the new woman, on the other (59); Nassaar, Into the Demon Universe,
who views Lord Goringts entanglement with lutrs. Cheveley as an early
"brush with the demon universe" (p. 128).
tt Dyson, in,'Socialist Aestheter" arglues that the moral thrust of
Vüi1de's pì-ays l-ies in this confrontation of "moral humbug parading as
righteousness with moral good-heartedness parading as flippancy" (214).
Rowetl, in Victorian Theatre, grants that a character like Lord Goring
does exemplify Wilde's originality, but he nonetheless concludes that,
as a whole, the play is nothing more than an "anthologry of stage
Ho\,iever, otto Reinert, in "Satiric Strategy in
clichás" (p. llo).
The Importance of Being Earnest," 99. 'I8(Octoìcer, 1956), recognizes
Lr¿ Coring's distinctive ro]e to be that of "the mocking mask of
enlightened irony in a pompous society" (14); cited below as "satiric
Strategy.

"

" Both Reinert (I4) and Mikhail, in "sel-f-Revel-ationl.' (l-83),
^)
stress the underlying seriousness which the mask of frivolity conceals.
Dyson, in Crazy Fabric, also states that the moralists fail to
recognize this seriousness (p. L41).
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sig.rificant part of i$assaarts argument in fnto the Demon
Universe centres around Wildets plea for a bal-ance between "evi1 and
r.är,ãlãtiott" (p. 103) . But most critics point to the l-essons which
characters l-ike the Chil-terns must learn. Ganz, "Divided Selfr" I8i
Gregor, "Comedy and Oscar Wilde," 5lO. But Charlesworth, in "Solitary
prisonr " arg'ues that "the central confl-ict in the principal character
is left unresolvedr" because he does, after all, preserve his public
integrity and materially advances in the world (107) 64
to

This pfay, moresothan any other play of Wilde's, has received
the widest critical attention. Wilde himself, in a letter to George
Al_exander, ? July I8g4, spoke of the play as "an amusing thing with
lots of fun and wit, " a play whose charm lies in dialogue and not in
pfot. Later, in a l-etter to Reginald Turner, 20 March 1899, Wilde
declared: ',I like the pfay's irresponsibility and its obiter dicta . "
See Letters, ed. Hart-Davis, pp. 359, 7866U

See
critics point to the pf ay's debt to past trêditions.
in
English
"u.rry
Earnest,
Being
Salerno, ed., Introduction, The Tmportance of
Drama in Transition, p. 144; Chapmen, Victorian Debate, p. 344¡ Ware'

@,,,!7,25¡Parker.''Viilde'sGreatFarce,uI77.Some,
of course¿ stress Wilde's particular indebtedness to Gilbert. See Note
20. For a discussion of the play as farce, see Reinert, "satiric
Strategy," L4-L5; Foster, "t¡/il-de as Parodist," 19; Otto Reinert, "fhe
Courtship Dance in The Importance of Being Earnestr" Modern Drama, I
(February, 1959) , 257; cited below as "courtship Dance." see also
Freedman, "Modern Tragicomedyr" 522; Gregor, "Comedy and Oscar I'lilder"
515; San Juan, Art of Oscar Wilde, p. 180; Taylor, RLse and F?11, P' 90;
parker, "wilde's Great Farce t" L75, 186. Most critics do admit, however,
that the play is a difficult one to treat simply as farce. Robert J.
Jordan, f.or exampl-e, in "satire and Fantasy in inlil-ders 'The Importance
of eeing Earnestr "' Ariel, 1 tJuly, L970) , treats the play as, in partt
a delight'ful fancy (IO4)j cited below as "satire and Fantasy." In his
revíew of the play, World, 20 February 1895, in _O_Fc_eI_ Wil-d_e, ed. Beckson,
Witliam Archer refers to it as "an iridescent filament of fantasy"
(p. igO). Although Shaw's review of the pfay, Saturday Review, 23
February 1895, in Oscar Wil-de, ed. Beckson, speaks of the play's sources
(pp. 194-5), St. JtÌìn Hankin's piece, "lalilde as Dramatist," in oscar
wilde, ed. Bll-mann, points to wi]de's originality (pp. 61, 63). Mary
frl"-Carttry's article, "The Unimportance of Being Oscar," irl Oscar I'Iilde, €dEllmann, considers the play to be "a ferocious idyl" (p. 108). However'
w. H. Auden's ,'An Improbable Lifer" in oscar tr]il-de, €d. Ellmann, calls
the play "the only pure verbal opera in f-¡g1i=h' þ. 136)í , Other critics
.see
and frivolity.
speak of the pfay's combination of seriousness
-'rr
spininger, "prof il-es and Principles , U Stone , "serious Bunburyism, " .31 .
66 ,or a discussion of the importance to the play of wilde's aesthetic
views, see Ganz, "Meaning of Importance r" 49; SafernO, êd., Introduction,
The Importance of Being Earnést, in English Drama in Transition, p. !45¡
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Spininger, "Profiles and Principtes," 64. fn this regard, the role of
the dandy also figures prominently in some critics I consideration of
the pIay. See Ganz, "Divided Self," 23ì Ganz, "Meaning of Importancer"
42¡ Gregor, "Comedy and Oscar Wilder" 50I,5i-2. Some critics see in the
play a serious criticism of l-ife which is close to satire. See H. G.
Vle1ls' review, Pall l"lal-l Gazette, 15 February 1895, in Oscar \,rrilde,
aÄ Þa¡l¡cnn ñ 188; i.nToodcock, Paradox of Oscar I^Iilderp. 24O¡ Foster,
"I¡iilde as Parodist, " 19, 20-22; Ell-mann, ed., Introduction, Oscar Vlilde,
p. 8; Eric Bentley, "Importance of Being Earnestr" in Oscar Wifder-ed.ElÌmann, pp. Ll,2 , IL ¡ Parker, "i¡iilde 's Great Farce ," L77; Spininger,
"Profiles Principlesr" 51, 55. On the other hand, some critics see
the play as a lampoon or a parody of convention. See Downer, British
Drama , p. 297¡ David Krause, ed., "Theatre of Dion Boucicauft," in
Dolmen Boucicault, p. 20; San Juan, Art of Oscar Vlilde, p. 185.
v'Lt

y

67 ,ot a discussion of the importance of society to the play, see
Reinert, "Courtship Dance," 257; Freedman, "Modern Tragicomedyr" 520.
And for a discussion of the importance of appearances, see Arthur H.
Nethercot, "Prunes and Miss Prismr" Modern Drama, 6 (September, l-963),
115. Ganz, in "Meaning of Importancer" vie\ds Lady Bracknell as a
dandy who has a Phil-istine exterior (45), while Parker, in "Wi]ders Great
Farcer" viern/s the indomital¡l-e lady as a "creative po\¡¡er. who can wíIl
into being a social- worl-d (184-5) . Jordan, in "Satire and Fantasy, "
considers her to be an "aduIt" figure in a worl-d of child-like attitudes
and innocence (l-06, lOB), and Stone, in "serious Bunlcuryismr" refers to
Lady Bracknel-I as a "dominant, even predatory" character (39) . However¡
San Juan, in Art of Oscar hlil-de, regards her simpl-y as the representative

of society rtl@.

68-As Lord Augustus says in Lady Windermerers Fan: "Demmed nuisance,
relationsl But they make one so demmed. respectalele" (rI.399). San Juan
states that, to have identity, one must have relations (,p. :-.92).
.Ãq

-- Northrop Frye, in A¡atomy of Criticism, notes that the works of
VJilde and Shaw "parody" melodramatic situations (p. 48). Nassaar, in
tnto the Demon Universe, argues that the pJ-ay also mocks the "bIind.
und in a play like A Inloman of No fmportance
(p. I44). A few critics do indicate Iniil-de's "literary burlesque" of
past traditions. See Foster, "lrlil-de as ParodisLr" 22; Spininger,
"Profiles and Principlesr" 68.
'"ttl Spininger, in ."Profiles and Principles," cites this whole
question-and-answer sequence as an example of the play's "verbal, if not
inteflectual, slapstíck" (66) .
''-tl San Juan,. in Art of Oscar Wifde. quotes this speech as an
instance of how l^iilde manipulates a stock character to fit his themes
(pp. 184-5) . Jordan, in "satire and Fantasyr " also refers to this
pas.sage, and uses it as an exarnple of the characters t "absence of a moral
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sense" as wel-l- as their fundamental innocence in a worl-d v¡ithout evil(105). Reinert, in "Satiric Strategyr" suggests that the "non-farcical-"
realiÈy, however much it is "kept strictly outside the p1ay" (]5),
nonethel-ess informs !'Iil-de's "topsy-turvy" treatment (17). Ellmann, in
his lntroduction, Artist as Critic, makes a similar point: "much of the
comedy derives from Wilde's own sense of the realities of what are being
mocked" (p. xxviii).
72

See, for example, Charlesworth,
Some critics mention this point.
"Solitary Prisonr" 108; Gregor, "Comedy and oscar wilder" 516; San Juan,
Art of Oscar Wilde, pp. l-80; l-93; Spininger, "Profiles and Principlesr"
n, ?o.

73_For a discussion of the Reverend Chausa,rle and }[iss Prism as
fools, see Foster, "Wilde as Parodistr" 19. Nethercot, in "Prunes and
Miss Prismr" discusses their assumed narnes (LI2); and Gregor, in "Comedy
and oscar lrfilder" speaks of their eccentricity (518) . Parker, in "WiJ-de's
Great Farcer" considers their characters to be parodies of the central
characters; the moral-Ísts propound an order inimical- to Wilde's vision
(185). Vordtriede, in "Dramatic Devicêr" views Miss prism as
"foolish and muddl-e-headed" (584), and Ganz, in "Meaning of Importance,"
remarks that "ordinary morality" is made to appear ridiculous, and even
Miss Prism unintentionally propounds the "dandiacal- attitude" (46).
I^Iith respect to Miss Prism as a represenÈative of prim morality, Nassaar
in Into the Demon Universe contends that she is Wilde's "version of Mrs.
Crunay¡ tt-tat rriteteentt- ntury "comic personification of ultrarespectability" (p. .I39). Parker, however, in "Wilde's Great Farce,"
views her, not only as the embodiment of the "Victorian" attítude toward
"earnestness" (17B), but also the "ernbodiment of aggres.sive masculine
intelligence" (.184)
'= A= Jordan expresses it in "satire.and Fantasyrr''. "lnstead of the
conventional sentiment comes, more often than not, its complete negation"
(101). And tJre "inversion of the platitude" sounds just as "plausible"
as the platitude itself (101).
75-For a discussion of the playts settings, see Reinert, "Satiric
Strateg;y," 18; Vordtriede, "Dramatic Device," 584-5; Krause, ed.,
"Theatre of Dion Boucicaul-tr" in Dolmen Boucicault, p. 18; Mary McCarthy,
''UnimportanceofBeingoscar,,'in@El1mann,pp.I08-9;
Spininger, "Profiles and Principles," 7O.
76_
- For a discussion of 'Bunburying," see Reinert, "Satiric Strategyr"
16-18; Freedman, 'rModern Tragicomedy," 519; San Juan, Art of Oscar Wilde,
pp. 181, I90-l; David Krause, "Defaced Angel," 92; W. H. Auden,
"Improbaìrle Life," in Oscar v'7il-de, €d. El-lmann, p. I29; Ellmann, a¡l
Introduction, Artist as Critic, p. xxvii; Nassaar, Tnto the Demon Universe,
pp. 136-7; Ware, "A1gernonls Appetite," L7, 23¡ Stone, "Serious
Bunburyism," 37; Spininger, "Profiles and Principles," 60-l, 63-5.
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" Fo, a discussion of the relation of realÍty to illusion, see
Gregor, "Comedy and oscar Wilde ," 5L7, 518; San Juan, Art of oscar Wifde
p. 2OO; Sal-erno, ed., Introduction, The Ïmportance of Being Earnest, in
Engl-ish Drama in Transition, p. :-45¡ Jordan, "Satire and Fantasy," l07i
Parker, "VIilders Great Farce t" I'79, l-83; Spininger, "Prof iles and
Principles," 52.
78_
- For a di-scussion of the interplay between triviality
and
seriousness in the play, see Toliver, "sincere and Studied Triviality,"
?Rq-?qn ?q¿-?q5 ¡ Ganz, "Meaning of Importance ," 43; Jordan, "Fantasy
and Satire, " 109 ; IrJare, "AÌgernon' s Appetite, " L7 , 23 ; Parker, "Wilde 's
Great Farce ," LJs, L'77, 180; spininger, "Profil-es and Principles r" 54.
For a discussion of the playts title, and the importance of "earnestness"
in the play, see Reinert, "Satiric Strategy," L7; Toliver, "studied and
Sincere rriviality, " 396; Ganz, "Meaning of Importance ," 5i San Juan,
Art of Oscar trVitde, p. 193. See also r-ord fllingworthrs comment in
@tance,wherehesays:,,Takingsidesisthebe9inning
follows shortly afterwards, and the
"f @tness
being becomes a bore" (f.437).
human
'-t9 Reinert, in "Satiric Strategy," claims that one reason for Lady
Bracknell-ts sel-f-assurance is her achieving a "compromise between
practical hardheadedness and conventional morality" (16). For a
d.iscussion of her practicality. see Foster, "wilde as ParodisE," 23¡
Stone, "Serious Bunburyism," 33.
80_
- For a discussion of the two heroines as comic figures of romance,
see Foster, "Vtilde as ParodìsLr" 2L-22. For a discussion of their hardand their "new woman" attributes, see Jordan,
headed practicality,
Fantasyr"
102-103. For a discussion of the significance of
"Satire and
Parker,
their illusions, see
"Wildets Great Farce," 183.
RI

"- San Juan, in Art of Oscar !üi1de, summarizes !,Iifdets use of
convention and his uniqueness in much the same way tp. 2O3). See also
Nicoll, British Drama, p. 246.
a)
"-

See Letters, fn. 1, P. 362, and fn.4,

P.829.

83_
-- Foster, in "Wilde as Parodist," ca1ls the play an "intell-ectual
tour de force" (23). San Juan, in Art of oscar vlilde, concludes his
a poise and
study by saying: "i^Jilde lends to
"ffie
of commonplace melodrama. At
dignity which offset the vutgar staginess
best !,litde renders the very rhytlun of life" (p. 2O4).
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